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FOREWORD
This volume is one of a series of handbooks prepared by Foreign
Area Studies (FAS) of The American University, designed to be_useful
to military and other personnel who need a convenient compilation of
baaic facts about the social, economic, political, and military institutions and practices of various countries. The emphasis is on objective

description of the nation's present society and the kinds of possible
or probable changes that might be expected in the future. The handbook`seeks to present as full and as balanced an integrated exposition
as limitations on space and research time permit. It was compiled from
information available in openly published materiai. An extensivebibliography is prOvided to permit recourse to other published sources for
more- detailed information. There has been no attempt to express any
specific point of view or to make policy recommendations. The cstents
of the handbook represent the work of the authors and FAS afia do not
represent the official view of the United States government.
An effort has been made to make the handbook as comprehensive as

possible. It can be expected, however, that the material, interpretations, and conclusions are subject to modification in the.light of new
information and developments. Such corrections, additions, and suggestions for factual, interpretive, or other change as readers may have
will-be welcomed for use in future revisions. Comments may be addressed to:

The Director
Foreign Area Studies
The American University
5010 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

iii
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PREFACE
Sedegal, an African republic that gained full independence only in
1960, owes its existence more to political action than to cultural and
social forces. Foreign colonial powerthat of Francebrotight Senegal's various peoples together as a territorial group under Western
influence. -In little more than a decade of sovereignty, the Senegalese
government has moved with some progress toward its goal of creating
a modernunified nation from the colonial past.
When the first edition of the Area Handbook for Senegal was written
in 1963, the continuous process of interaction between the new and the
old within the young republic was only beginning to form a coherent
national pattern out of the people's differing attitudes, values, and
institutions. Although Senegalese development has been gradual,
Much of the specific information in the earlier handbook has been
modified -b-isubsequent events. Moreover, the later publication of the
rents of research by a number of social scientists permits a more
recent picture of the country and its people.
The first edition of the handbook was prepared by a research team

composed of Irving Kaplan, Barbara Lent, Dennis H. Morrissey,
Charles Townsend, and Neda Franges Walpole under the chairmanship
of 11.D. Roberts. The revised edition, in a shorter and somewhat different form, seekslike the earlier worktd provide a compact and
objective exposition of the dominant social, political, and economic

aspects of Senegalese society: It is designed to give the reader an
understanding of the forces operating within the society. There remain, however, a number of gaps in information to which attention
has been called.

The spelling of Senegalese terms, proper names, and Arabic words
conforms to current usage in the country. An exception is made in the
case of words of Arabic origin that, appear in Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (abridged). Such words appearing in this handbook
retain their anglicized spelling. Unless otherwise noted, the metric
system has been used for tonnages. Currency conversion factors appear in the Glossary, which is included as an appendix for the reader's
convenience.
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COUNTRY SUMMARY
1. COUNTRY: Formal name, Republic of Senegal; short form, Senegal;

former member of Mali Federation, which negotiated independence
Tfrom France on April 4, 1960; federation broke up on August 20, 1960,
when Senegal seceded and proclaimed itself a republic; April 4 is celebrated as independence day. National capital, Dakar.
2. SIZE: 76,000 square miles; maximum north-south width, 285 miles;
east-west length, 360 miles.
3. TOPOGRAPHY: A flat savanna plain extending inland from westernmost point of Africa; elevations more than 300 feet above sea level
only in southeast; long coastline on Atlantic Ocean marked by three

major estuaries and Cap Vert peninsula. Major rivers are sluggish;
shallow estuaries extend deep inland.
4. CLIMATE: Tropical subdesert regime with distinct wet (summer)

and dry (Winter) seasons; rainfall varies from moderately heavy in
south to light and erratic in north. Temperatures range from warm to
hot throughout year; temperatures along northwest coast slightly reduced by cool winds from Atlantic Ocean.
5. POPULATION: Estimated at 4 million in 1973; annual growth rate

1.93 percent. Rural densities much greater in western one-quarter of
country; most major towns also located in this area; very low densities
in subdesert eastern and northeastern areas. Fifteen percent of population lives in DakaOix,African ethnic groups constitute 90 percent of

population; most share many similar cultural values. Europeans,
mostly French, form slightly more than 1 percent of population; most
live in Dakar.
6. LANGUAGES: Major languages are Wolof, Serer, Pulaar (language
of the Peul), Manding, Diola, and Sarakole. Official language is French,
which is dominant in government, commerce, and mass media. Wolof
is widely understood.
7. RELIGION: Estimated that more than 80 percent of all Senegalese
are Muslims; approximately 6 percent are Christians; remainder adhere to indigenous religious beliefs and practices.
8. EDUCATION: an 1973 about 40 percent of school-age population
attended school; roughly 25 percent of all elementary students and 13
percent of all secondary students attended private schools. Educational
advancement limited by shortage of qualified teachers, especially in

vocational training. Educational reforms of secondary and higher
vii
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educational systems underway. Number of students graduating
University of Dakar increasing. In 1970 literacy rate estimated from
at between 5 and 10 percent for population aged fourteen
years and over;
lowest rates in rural areas.
9. HEALTH: Most major epidemic diseases with high
death rates,-such
as-smallpox and yellow fever, suppressed by preventive medicine
programs, but sporadic outbreaks occur. High incidence of nutritional and
infectious' diseases in 1973 reflected inadequate diets, insufficient
modern medical care, contaminated water supplies, and lack
of knoWl=
edge of hygiene and sanitation. Malaria, tuberculosis, schistosomiasis,
gastroenteric infections, and influenza particularly prevalent; other
diseases included encephalomyelitis, hepatitis, venereal infections,tetanus, and leprosy. Mass preventive medicine programs being increased in 1973.
10. GOVERNMENT: Constitution of 1963 transformed
government

into presidential system in which almost all power is in national administration. In 1973 President Leopold-Sedar Senghor directed
the
government, assisted by prime minister and Cabinet; both selected by
president. Legislature consisted of 100-member unicameral National
Assembly, elected by universal adult suffrage at same time as president. For administrative purposes country divided into
seven regions,
each headed by a governor appointed by and responsible
to the national executive. Governing political party founded in 1948
and led by
President enghor; political skills of leadership and lack ofsignificant
oppositio me resulted in a de facto one-party state.
11. JUST CE: Independent judiciary and considerable protection
of
civil rights provided by constitution. Legal system has
French origins,
but considerably modified; law based on codes, as in French system.
Highest court is Supreme Court, whose judges are presidentially
appointed; responsible for rulings on constitutionality of laws and international agreements; three separate sections, one of which serves as
court of final appeal in civil and criminal matters. Below Supreme
Court, judicial srstem has three levels of courts.
12. ECONOMY: Relatively well developed but largely stagnant
during
1960s as recurrent droughts interrupted growth; manufacturing
recovered from initial loss of markets and expanded rapidly, as did fishing. Small-scale peasant cultivation predominates, mainly
groundnuts
(peanuts) for export and food grains for Subsistence. Dependence on
France declining since mid-1960s, but French ownership still
predom-

inant in private business.
13. PRINCIPAL EXPORTS: Groundnut oil and feed cakes;
phosphates
and phosphate fertilizers; canned fish.
14. PRINCIPAL IMPORTS: Rice, sugar, other foodstuffs; machinery
and transport ?quipment; intermediate materials for industry.
15. CURRENCY: African Financial Community franc (Communaute
viii

Financiere Africaine franc-7-CFAF) tied to French franc (CFAF50
equal 1 French franc). Exchange rates determined by relative values of

French franc and United States dollar. Exchange rates per United
States dollar were: from 1958 through 1968, CFAF246.8; from August 10,1969 through November 1971, CFAF277.8; from December 1971
through January 1973, CFAF255.79; after February 1973, CFAF230.2.

16.COMMUNICATIONS: Postal service and domestic telephone and
telegraph service provided by central government; international telecommunications service by mixed government-private firm. Telecommunications network being modernized in 1973. Overseas connections

via France and telecommunications satellite. Government-owned
and -operated radio was `most effective of modern mass media.,
Government-owned television in Dakar; one daily newspaper, various
weekly publications and professional periodicals.
17. RAILROADS: 640-mile meter-gauge railroad system handles most
freight traffic, including trade from abroad to neighboring. Mali and
Mauritania. Rail network well developed in western half of country;
single line through sparsely populated east.
18. INLAND WATERWAYS: Limited barge traffic along border on
Senegal River, only seasonally navigable.
19. PORTS: Well-developed international port at Dakar handles much
transit traffic as well as more than 90 percent of country's own foreign

trade. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRDalso known as the World Bank) credit for supertanker drydock
at Dakar approved mid-1973.
20. ROADS: About 1,400 miles of paved roads and 2,100 miles of intermittently maintained gravel and dirt roads. Most roads old and poorly
maintained. Network basically sound in west; provides main links to
other regions. Rural feeder roads inadequate.
21. CIVIL AVIATION: Yoff International Airport at Dakar can accommodate long-range jets, is important stop for international flights between Europe and South America; seventeen international air carriers
use it regularly; runway may be extended. Sixteen other minor-airfields take domestic passenger flights.
22. INTERNATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS AND AGREEMENTS:
Member of United Nations (UN) and its specialized agencies, including
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA). Within Africa, member of
Organization of African Unity (OAU) and its African Liberation Com-

mittee; African, Malagasy, and Mauritius Common Organization

(Organisation Commune Africaine, Malgache, et Mauricienne
OCAM); West African Economic Community (Communaute Economique de l'Afrique de l'OuestCEA0); West African Monetary
Union (Union Monetaire Ouest-AfricaineUMOA); and majority of
specialized inter-African technical bodies. Member of franc area (see
Glossary), having monetary and other cooperation agreements with
ix

France. In 1973 member of eighteen-nation group of African and Mala-

gasy Associateg(Etats Mricains et Malgaches AssociesEAMA)

of European Economic Community (EEC, known
as the Common Market). New and expanded version of EAMA was under negotiation.
23. SECURITY FORCES: In 1973 military forces
numbered about
6,000 men, mostly ground troops, plus 200-man air force and
150-man

navy. Training based oi French philosophies2France provided equipment and technical support, but military aid had been reduced after
1970. Paramilitary forces included 1,600-man National
Gendarmerie
and about 3,600 civil police.
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SECTION. I. SOCIAL
CHAPTER 1

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE SOCIETY"
The Republic of Senegal is one of the recently emergent African
states that became political entities for the first time as a result of
colonial partitions of the continent during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and that ultimately gained independence when France
relinquished most of its holdings south of the Sahara in the early 1960s
(see ch. 2). It was the first French colony in Africa and for many years
was the base for French penetration and development in West Africa.
When it emerged as a sovereign state in 1960, the country was one of
the world's leading producers of groundnuts (peanuts) and had a more
advanced economy than any of its immediate neighbors. Its sophisticated leadership, trained for several generations in French schools and

political -institutions, maintained friendly ties with France. At that
time Dakar, the national capital, was the intellectual center for most
of French - speaking Africa.

Geographically, the country occupies the westernmost tip of Africa,
where the continent bulges outward into the Atlantic Ocean (see fig. 1).
Its 260 miles of coastline extend roughly north and south, and the land
boundaries converge like the sides of a broad wedge to a point some 360
miles inland, covering an area of about 76,000 square miles. The continuity of the southern half is broken by the independent country of The
Gambia. Formerly a British colony, the narrow enclave extends east-

ward from the toast more than halfway across the enveloping Senegalese republic. In addition to The Gambia, Senegal shares borders
with Mauritania, Mali, Guinea, and Portuguese Guinea (see ch. 3).
Dakar, at the tip of Cap Vert peninsula, is a large modern city with a

fine seaport, a first-class international airport, and adjoining industrial and 'residential developments that have extended throughout
much of Cap Vert Region. The capital is linked to a rather barren hinterland by a rail system and highways that reach the few main towns
but serve little of the eastern half of the country (see ch. 15).
Urbanization is proceeding rapidly, but most of the towns of importance are in the west, within 100 miles of the coast. This is also the area

where the rural population is most dense. In contrast, some regions
far inland are almost uninhabited. Except near Dakar and the larger
1
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towns, most of the people live in small scattered villages or agricultural settlements and, like their ancestors, gain a livelihood from the

land.
Ethnic diversity characterizes the population, which,approximated 4
million inhabitants in 1973. The Senegalese people are divided into a
dozen or so African ethnic groups, each of which has its
own customs
and language (see ch. 4). The largest single group is that.of the Wolof,
Who constitute over One-third of the population. Their
language has
come into rather general use and is more or less understood by two -

thirds-of the Senegalese. Althoilgh there is general recognition of
ethnic affiliation, the differences cause no serious. frictiorL The different groups have-lived together peaceably for several generations
and =have intermingled to some extent. The greater part of the nonAfrican residents are Europeansprimarily Frenchand
Lebanese,
most of whom live in Dakar and other urban centers, where they are
engaged in business or the professions.
-Nam is professed by more than 80 percent of the population,
including practically all the Wolof, and is widely diffused among many of
the other peoples, especially in the northern half of the
country. The
Muslim faithful are divided into a number of brotherhoods that are
based not only on sectarian differences but also, at least partly, on
ethnic lines. Some of the brotherhoods have a good deal of economic

and political power. Approximately 6 percent of the
people are Chris-

tians, mostly ,Roman Catholics, but they are heavily represented

among -the educated elite. The remainder of the Senegalese adhere to
indigenous religious beliefs and practices. Although Senegal is predominantly Muslim, it is a secular state and is tolerant of all faiths.
The constitution guarantees freedom of religion and provides for separation of church and government. Nevertheless, political leaders take
careful account of the interests of religious institutions and groups
when formulating policies and programs (see ch. 7; ch. 10).

The long history of French rule set in motion forces that brought
about many changes in the country's economic and social life within
the span of a few generations. The changes continued, and traditional
and modern elements act on each other constantly to form new situations and create new social pressures. Few people have not beenaffecteddirectly or indirectly .by economic development, modern
innovations, or Western education. Social and cultural change has
weakened the traditional views and moral sanctions and has developed
new ones. Therefore, there is some clash of values between persons of
separate generations or of different backgrotinds. Many of the younger
generation who have had some education have come to question their
status and to doubt the authority of age and custom. The most urgent
challenge has come from university students who oppose the continued
French influence in the fields of education and the national,economy.
The family remains a fairly stable element in the rural areas, but many
2
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have abandoned the traditional setting in answer to the challenge of
life in the cities. New social and political groups are developing in response to the strains engendered by the process of modernization,
(see ch. 5).

Those most affected by change are the educated elite of government

and the professionsa group substantially influenced by European
cultureand a growing number of workers who have made their
homes in the urban areas. The mass of the people still respond mostly
to traditional values and follow much the same life as did their forefathers. Thus, a wide gap has developed between the world view and
mode of -fife of the small urbanized elite and those of the vast majority

of the people, a situation that hinders the emergence of a cohesive
nation-state.
The traditional social structure based on kinship and on a rigid strat-

ification remains important but is being modified by the spread of
education and by increased economic opportunity, the population
movement toward the urban and industrial centers, and the extension
of the cash economy to remote regions. In the rural areas the bonds of
kinship and the sanctions and security of communal living centered in

villages remain fairly effective. In the fast-growing urban centers,
however, the scope of kinship rights and obligations has been narrowed,

and the body of kin included has been reduced. Status distinctions
based on oct.upation and education have emerged, but these factors
have not completely superseded the older system of status ranking, nor
have they resulted in a system of social classes. On the other hand, kin-

ship and other traditional ties often are converted to use in newer
groups that compete for status and power.

In 1973 the country's political life was dominated by President
Leopold-Sedar Senghor, who had remained in power as chief executive
during the entire thirteen years of Senegalese independence. A statesman of great personal popularity, educated in French universities, and

a poet and an intellectual of international stature, he had become a
leading political figure south of the Sahara by 1948 and guided his
country to sovereignty. Senghor's executive authority was underscored
by strong powers bestowed by constitutional provisions. Much of his

public appeal, however, lay in his mastery of the tactics of political
coalition and in his ability to balance and reconcile the traditional interests and modern forces that swayed the country's society. Although

his appeal did not extend to all Senegaleseparticularly the young
intellectuals at the University of Dakarit was a reliable commodity
among the masses, who faithfully responded to the efforts of local ethnic and religious leaders at election time to keep him in office. In 1973,
for example, he was continued in power for a third five-year term by
over 97 percent of the country's registered voters (see ch. 10).
Although opposition political parties were not illegal, the republic
was, in effect, a one-party state. The president had the power to ban
3

opposition political organizations, but he has
usually found it more
effective/to persuade opposition members to join his
party. Thus the
Senegalese Progressive Union (Union Progressiste
SenegalaiseUPS)
has lord; been the party of government,
a legacy that has persisted over
the .years after its founding by Senghor. The
structures and praCtices
of government were based on French models,
seveiral bilateral assistance and other agreementsand the country had
ployed French technical experts and advisers in the with France. It emservice
and 'in private industry, although a policy of theirgovernment
ultimate replace/
ment by Senegalese nationals was receiving priority attention
in the
early 1970s.
Th UPS is a moderate party that adVocates
of socialism based
;on tra tonal African communal institutions. aInform
practice, however, the
government leaves considerable scope to private enterprise, including;
foreign investment in commerce and light industry. Political
opposition has come more frequently in recent
years
from_students
at the
' countr's single university. A student strike in 1968,
accompanied
by
rioting in Dakar and a general strike called by the national
labor
union,
was follovd by military occupation of the university (see ch. 10;
ch. 16),
Tfie university was reopened later, but
a less violent repeat performance occurred in 1969, leading to reforms in the educational
system;
improvements in the conditions of urban labor; and
-the placing of
younger men in party and government jobs. Although the government's
concessions to students and labor diminished the more active forms of
political opposition somewhat, the students remained a source of
potential unrest in 1973.
Political strife has seldom threatened the stability of the
Senegalese
government. Late in 1962, however, President Senghor successfully
coped with a serious intraparty crisis that culminated in
an attempt by
his longtime political associate, Prime Minister
Mamadou Dia, to take
control of the National Assembly by armed force. The
crisis arose from
differences between those in the government who wanted to hasten
economic development and modernization at any social cost and
Senghor's faction, who did not want to risk alienating the more conservative traditional elements in the society and who thought it best to
seek the goals more gradually. The power play by
Dia was defeated,
and actions to consolidate the president's executive
tuted. A decade later, however, the basic differences powers were instifactions remained a fundamental political and social between these two
issue.
Senegal's foreign policy, like other aspects of its
political and economic life, bear the unmistakable stamp of President
Senghor's personality and political philosophy. Basic to his
government's
relations
with other countries are the principle of nonalignment;
the belief that
international problems should be resol fed through peaceful means;
and a conviction that Senegal should cooperate with all
countries, regardless of political persuasions. Having long been
exposed to French
4
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cultural life and values, Senghor =has remained a loyal supporter of
France, although in the early 1970s he was not entirely uncritical of
some of that country's policies (see ch. 11).
Senegal gained independence from France in an atmosphere of general goodwill and cooperation. Throughout the 1960s a prime objective
of Senegalese foreign policy was t e maintenance of close cultural, eco-

nomic, and personal ties with Fr nee. The new government regarded.
France as an equal partner in a relationship that was mutually beneficial to both countries but that did not preclude bilateral arrangements
with otherpowers and friendly relations with all.
Despite the failure of an earlier, political federation with Mali, the
ideal of African unity remains alive in Senegal (see ch. 2). Senghor and
his UPS party regard unity as an ultimate goal, but one to be reached
by first.Perfecting less ambitious arrangements for close economic and
technical cooperation among states sharing common backgrounds and
interests. As a result, over the years Senegal has led or joined a number
of regional groups, such as the African, Malagasy, and Mauritius Common Organization (Organisation Commune Africaine, Malgache, et
MauricienneOCAM), the Organization for Development of the Senegal River (Organisation pour la Mise en Valeur du Fleuve Senegal
OMVS), and the West African Monetary Union (Union Monetaire Ouest-

AfricaineUMOA). On an even broader scale the Senegalese take an
active part in the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and the United
Nations and most of its specialized agencies.
By the early 1970s there were indications that Senghor was interested

in lesiening to some degree his country's ties with France in favor of

reliance on amore diversified range of bilateral and multilateral
sources of trade and aid. He was a'so seeking to\strengthen the existing

political and economic links with West African neighbors through
gradually extended regional cooperation. The nucleus of the expanding
region he foresees is the WeSt African Eeonomic Community (Communaute Economique de l'Afrique de l'Ouest CEAO), scheduled to begin
operating in January 1974. The CEAO, which counts as members the

countries of former French West Africa (Afrique Occidentale FrancaiseAOF) and Togo, aims at restoring some measure of the eco-

nomic integration that had existed during the area's colonic era.
Balanced economic development throughout the region through m tual
assistance is the ultimate goal.

Concern for equitable solutions to the problems created by t eir
strange geographic juxtaposition has long underlain relations betw en
Senegal and The Gambia. Both the Senegalese and Gambian lead rs
have often expressed a favorable attitude toward ultimate unification,
but they have been able to agree only on a limited course in thisidirection. Throughout the early 1970s relations between the two countries
remained largely static.
Durink its short period of independence, Senegal has persistently
5

voiced strong opposition toward the white minority regimes
in Portuguese African provinces, in Rhodesia, and in South Africa. Relations
with its southern neighbor, Portugut ;e Guinea, had been affected
adversely by frequent incursions upon Senegalese territory by Portuguese
troops engaged in retaliatory action against insurgent forces of
Portuguese Guinea who sought refuge in southern Senegal (see ch. 11; ch. 16).
In 1973 the Senegalese government was more concerned with the
economy than with political affairs. The country has a growing proc-

1

essing industry, and commercial fishing is expanding rapidly;
the
economy, however, is founded basically on agriculture (see ch.13). Over
three-fourths of the people live off the land, and agricultural
products
not only account for most of the export trade but also form the basis
for

a substantial part of the country's industrial strength and domestic

commerce. Groundnuts are by far the main cash crop, and most of the
production is for export. For some years groundnuts and their
a:sso-_,
dated products enjoyed a guaranteed market in France
at artificially
high prices. When this arrangement .ended in the late 1960s,
prices became uncertain, and fluctuating output resulted in serious effects
on .
the country's foreign exchange position and individual farm
incomes.
Efforts at crop diversification in the early 1970s had yet
to affect more
than abopt 5 percent of the country's farmers (see ch. 14).
Raising staples for*the primary purpose of 'feeding the producing
family unit has always been an important means of livelihood for
the
majority of the people, but most produce at least one cash
crop, usually
groundnuts. In 1973 pockets of exclusive subsistence production were
disappearing. As urbanization increased iii the 1960s and early 1970s,
the surplus food grain production of traditional cultivators was increasingly inadequate to meet the growing demand. Domestic food
production failed to meet the country's needs, and staple foodstuffs
had to beimported in large quantities.
Senegal depends on importing most of the manufactured goods it
requires. Except for construction and service enterprises, the country's
'industrial sector is mainly involved in processing or extracting primary
products for export. Many of the enterprises shat manufacture -for
domestic consumption and for the nearby West African markets have
to import.most of their raw materials. Indications point to continued
industrial growth, but the rate is dependent on success in expanding
regional markets.
'The close' financial and commercial relations with France that existed
bdfore 1960 were not materially changed when Senegal
became independent. Because of membership in a monetary union of former AOF
ter. rttories in association with France, the Senegalese currency is tied
to and supported by the French franc, with guarantees of convertibility.
Public and private funds from France continueto supply a large part
of the\nvestment capital needed to develop the country. The Senegalese
government, however, is seeking to broaden its trade relations and
6

sources of investment capital (see ch. 15).
Since independence Senegal has experienced difficulty in achieving
an adequate rate of economic growth to support national development
(gee ch. 13). Ever-increasing economic pressures have arisen from overpopulation and soil depletion in the most productive agricultural areas,

and increasing urbanization has resulted in high rates of unemployment and tinderemployment. The effects of heavy dependence on a

single cropgroundnutsduring the 1960s also contributed to retarded economicgrowth. Moreover, the country was suffering from increasing chronic balance-of-payments problems.
In 1972 economic reforms had produced a dramatic improvement in
agricultural production, and there was an accelerated rate of growth in
the fishing and manufacturing sectors. Deppite this favorable trend,
however, continued success of the government's economic policy has
been challenged by the devastating effects of the worst drought in sixty
years, which has permeated the Sahel and Sudan ecological zones of
Africa (see ch. 3; ch. 14). Although Senegal has not suffered as severely
as have the other live African- countries affected by this widespread
natural catastrophe, the drought will have long-term cumulative-consequences in terms of water supplies, permanent loss of natural vegetation for livestock grazing, and a continuing influx of 'Ilia] inhabitants
to the urban centers in search of relief. -
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORICAL SETTING
Although the history of Senegal as a political entity, dates from 1920,
when the colony and the protectorate of Senegal were joined under a
single, uniform administration, the area possessed a well-established
history of structured political interaction. Included in such a tradition
were the tribute systems of a series of empires, the first of which can
be traced back to the fourth century A.D., and a variety of lesser kingdoms and other sociopolitical organizations.

European penetration of the area began in the fifteenth century
under the Portuguese, but contact was largely restricted to the coastal
area until the nineteenth century. The French, who later dominated
the area, penetrated interior river valleys, but their focus was on trade
ratheillian on administration. It was not until the last half of the nineteenth century that the French turned their full attention to the area.

The French administrative concept of assimilation proposed the
substitution of French social, political, and economic institutions for
indigenous ones as the first stagt. of a process leading to the eventual
integration of colonial peoples into the French nation. The application
of this concept over the years and from one area to another was affected
by changes in the colonial administration and by practical considerations. A high degree of assimilatiOn was achieved in certain coastal enclaves. French schools were in operation in these areas well before the
end of the ninete nth century, and a core of urban intellectuals evolved.
Senegal became t e only French African colony in which elected government councils w re established before World War II.

During'the last half of the nineteenth century both therench and
the local political systems had expansionist ambitions. Indigenous
political structures had known a cyclic tradition of consolidation and
disintegration, and competition with European institutions proved disruptive to local stability. Many turned to one of the various Islamic
brotherhoods as an alternate mechanisM offering both political and
personal security in a time of increasing social and political upheaval.

The most influential of these was the Muridiya brotherhood of the
Wolof, which along with other Muslim orders has played an important
role in postindependence pOlitics (see ch. 7;eh. 10).
Before Senegalese independence in 1960 membership ina federation
to be composed of four former French African colonies was proposed.

Membership in this ill-fated Mali Federation was opposed by both
9
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conservative Islamic leaders and various left-wing elements in the
country. The initial government policy following the dissolution of the
federation advocated _administrative decentralization. It was hoped
that such a policy would increase the satisfaction of local groups with
their roles in the decisionmaking process. A period. of parliamentary
dissension. civil
and constitutional modification followed. By
1964 the government had revised its position on decentralization, and
within two years in a move designed to increase central control of
national developmentit had created a single national party. The
supervision of politicaldevelopment and national security cams-to rest
in the hands of President Leopold-Sedar Senghor.

THE PRE-EUROPEAN -PERIOD
Although a few archaeological` discoveries have been made since
World War II, much remains to be ascertained about the prehistory of
the area that is present-day Senegal. Samples of paleolithic and neolithic tools, of pottery, and of wall paintings have been found In the
area of the Cap Vert peninsula and in the middle valley of the Senegal
River. Megaliths, ranging from three to six feet in height and set in a
circular pattern, hve been found in the Sine-Saloum area. Metal artifacts, dating from more recent but pre - Islamic periods, have also been
found: The most common objects of metal are rings, swords, and
jewelry; the most spectacular is a collar made of gold found at Rao near
Saint-Louis. The traditions of present-day Senegalese give no indication of prehistoric cultures that might have produced these objects,

and the origin of the items has yet to be clarified.
The first written accounts of the area are in the chronicles of Arab
traders who crossed the Sahara from North Africa in the ninth And
tenth centuries A.D. Their writings and those of the early Portuguese
traders indicate that the ancestors of the Wolof, Serer, and Toucouleur
were once in an area considerably north of their present-4y location.
They reached their modern-day position between the tenth and fifteenth centuries, having been pushed gradually southward, particularly
by groups fleeing forceful Islamization in North Africa. From about
the tenth centur' onward, the peoples of 'Senegal had regular contact
with the peoples of North Africa through both trade and periodic invasions by Arabs and Berbers. These relations left a permanent imprint
in the form of Islam, which first came to Senegal in the eleventh century with the convegroitl o the Toucouleur but which was not firmly
implanted in the rest of the country until the nineteenth century (see

ch. 7).

Between the fourth and sixteenth centuries a number of empires
and lesser kingdoms evolved in the sub-Saharan area (see fig. 2). Although centered to the 'east of the present-day eastern border of Senegal, their infldence extended into and in several cases incorporated'
major portions of the country. Most grew around the major terminals'
10
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of the trans-Saharan trade tn slaves, gold, and a variety of commodities.
Through their control of trade, assisted by a strong militaryarm and a
tribute system, these empires were able to dominate an extensive area
that included numerous ethnic groups and smaller organized
states.
The earliest of these empires was Ghana, which flourished from the
fourth to the thirteenth centuries. At the peak of its power in the
eleventh century it extended north fronvupper reaches of the Niger .:nd
Senegal rivers. Ghana was actually the name of the capital
city and the
title of the empire's ruler. The location of the capital may have been
moved from time to time, but it was formed by two walled compounds
joined by peasant dwellings. The empire was ruled
through tributary
princes who no doubt were descendants of the traditional chiefs
of those
groups made subject to the empire. Although herding was an impoi 'ant
occupation of the subject peoples, the empire drew its
vast wealth from
gold it obtained from subject peoples in the southern areas.
In 1076 Ghana was conquered by the Almoravids,
a militant Muslim
group said to have originated from refugees who had settled
on an island
in the lower Senegal River. The conquest was short lived,
and the Almoravids turned their attention to the north; by 1087 Ghana
had re, gained its independence. The invasion, however, had upset the area's
trade patterns and grazing procedures, and Ghana was never to recover. Gradually the subject peoples began to break away and form
,political entities of their own.
The Maliding, one of the subject peoples of Ghana, broke away and
formed the Mali Empire. By the early fourteenth century Mali controlled an area twice the size of Ghana; included in this territory were
most of the interior of West Africa and all but the western portions
of present-day Senegal. Kankan Musa (1312:-7), the most famous of
the Mali kings, made a pilgrimage to Mecca on !Which he is reported
to
have taken an entourage that included a camel train of gold and 500
slaves, each of whom carried a golden staff. He built several Mosques
in Timbuktu and transmitted cultural concepts from North Africa,
which began the evolution of that city as a cultural center., By the end
of the fourteenth century internal discord and revolts by vassal states
had reduced the power of the empire, and one of the former vassal.,
stafesSonghaiin turn expanded and formed an empire of its own.
By the beginning of the sixteenth century Songhai had reached its
peak. It controlled an even larger area than had Mali, including about
one-third of the region now occupied by Senegal. During the reign of
Muhammad Askia, the most famous of the Songhai kings, a qniversity
was established in Timbuktu, and the city became a center of learniAg
respected throughout the Islamic world. By the end of the century tl
empire was -challenged by northern groups, and in 1591 Timbuktu w
seized by Moroccan troops. Being unable to defend itself from external
military threats and internal factionalism, the empire disintegrated,
never again to be re-formed.
12
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Although the influence held by the interior empires over the area now

contained within the borders of Senegal yaried, until the early
sixteenth-century tribute and trade networks)ouched at least portions
of the eastern-Thu-Ifof the country. As the last of the empires disintegrated, the local less'er empires and kingdornasOught to assert their independence or to expand positions they alre)ady held. Contemporary
knowledge of the histories of these political systems is fragmented and
comes largely from genealogies and oral literature. Although sometimes disrupted by wars and local disputes, communication between
the local peoples includes the exchange or both commodities and ideas.
There was also a considerable degree of social and political mobility.

Political stability was not long lived, and most states possessed
histories characterized by conquest, rebellion, and usurpation. The
major examples were the Toucouleur kingdom of Tekrur, the Wolof
Empire, and theManding Kingdom.
In the north of the country along the Senegal River valley, there was
a succession of states. built one upon the other. The first was the kingdom of Telt/111r, established in the eleventh century, by ancestors of the

Toueouleur. Various peoples in search .of fertile lands, including the
Peul, Wolof, and Sarakole same to settle in the river valley area (see
eh. 4). They soon competed with the Toucouleur for political power and

established their dynasties over the Islamized Toucouleur passes.
Mbst of these dynasties were not Islamic.

(During the fourteenth century the area was absorbed, by the Mali
Empire. Ruled by a Manding dynasty as the kingdom of Fouta Toro,

the political system was more a federatibn of principalities than a
unified kingdom. During the sixteenth century the Saltigi dynasty
of the Peul was established, and the central administration was
strengthened. Dissension over the political structure, religious issues,
and land uses increased, and the restive Toucouleur sought to overthrow
the Peul dynasty. Efforts at land reform,failed, a revolution was 'initiated in 1769, and the dynasty fell in 1775.
The Toucouleur subsequently reestablished themselves and instituted

their own dynasty. The upper stratum of the Toucouleur had maintained its faith, using Maure clerics to educate its sons. They led the
increasingly Islamized masses in the formation of an Islamic state,
Which was a federation of clans (figuratively, liques) headed by an
almany (head of state) elected by a council of clan chiefs. The almany
quickly became a figurehead, and power resided in the hands of the
seven clan chiefs who formed the state council.
In the mid-1850s Al Haj Omar, a member of the Toucouleur ruling
class who had made a pilgrimage to Mecca and had become a member

of the Islamic Tidjaniya brotherhood, embarked on a religious war
against the ruler of upper Senegal and against the French, who were
expanding Into the area. He attacked the Toucouleur rulers for alleged
religious laxity and attempted an appeal to the masses on the basis of
' 13
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eths,ic yride, the promise of a return to stability, and expulsion
of the
French-. Having signed a peace treaty with the French- alter Military,

defeat in 1860 and faced by continued resistance from clans to the
south of the Senegal River, Omarand his followers after his
death.
expanded to the east into present-day Mali. Violence was endemic to

the new empire, and the followers of Omar found administration
more
difficult than conquest. The disturbances created by the
civil war and
subsequent disputes within the ranks of the bellicose factions offered

an opportunity to the French to extend their influence by military
action.
AlthoUgh first mentioned in the mid-fifteenth century, the Wolof
Empire is believed to have come into existence during the last-half of
the thirteenth century when the Mali Empire was concentrating its
attention on expanding eastward into the interioof West Africa. The
Wolof occupied an area running inland from Dakar about 200 miles
between the basins of the Senegal River and the Gambie (the Gambia
River) (see ch. 3). The empire was formed as a result of the conquest
of five Wolof statesCayor, Baol, Oualo, Sine, and Saloumby
the
state of Djolof. The Wolof were known mainly for their military rivalries and showed little interest in stable agricultural pursuits.
In the course of Wolof history other people were in constant contact
with them. 'Serer in Sine and Saloum were subject to Wolof rulers.
Touceuleur and Peul were sometimes dominated by, and sometimes
in
direct and successful conflict with, W,olof states. Wolof relations,with
the Manding were often hostile. The Maures in earlier times sought to
conquer and convert the Wolof to Islam; later they just tried to convert them. The Diola were raided for slaves, many of whom
were absorbed.into Wolof society.

The empire lasted until the sixteenth century, when first Cayor and
then other states revolted and attained independence. The states quarreled and fought with each other until the nineteenth century, when
the French intervened in order to protect their trade and placed the
states under French protection.
A major migration of Manding into the already populated basin of
the Gambie occurred around the beginning of the fourteenth century
with the general expansion of the Mali Empire. The first wave of warriors was followed by more permanent settlers and traders. The Manding organized a commercial network along oath banks of the river
and established fourteen small states in defense of their interests.
Although these kingdoms were vassals initially of the Mali Empire,
the strongest ties with the central administration of the empire were
Commercial rather than political. By the end of the century the Mali
Empire had entered a state of decline.
Eget,. state was organized along lines similar to social patterns
on the
i.e.,31 level and was headed by a king and a state council. The kings of
the states in the coastal areas are reported to have had greater power in
14
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decisionmaking than did those farther upriver, and all were jealous of
one anc, her's ambitions. During the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth century they were frequently at war with one
another and were unable to overcome factionalism in the face of increasing Wolof advances.
By the Middle of the nineteenth century the individual state political
systems, long dominated by a stagnant elite, came to experience.stress.
The profits,from the slave trade, growing groundnut (peanut) trade,
and trade with Europeans were for a time used to benefit the whole of
society. By the 1850s, however, increasing dissatisfaction was being expressed:by groups excluded from the privileges of the ruling class. Although still a minority, various revivalist Islamic groups joined the
other dissidents, and in 1862 Maba Diakhou, a Peul cleric, led a revolt.
As a result the ruling elite was removed,rand a restructuring of society
was begun. This disruption further weakened the Manding kingdoms,
and pacification by the colonial powers was effected by the end of the
century.

ADVENT OF THE EUROkANS
Trade and First Settlenient
The first modern European navigators to explore the shores of_West
Africa were the Portuguese under the sponsorship of Prince Henry the

Navigator, whose curiosity, interest in trade, and missionary zeal
motivated a systematic program of exploration and discovery. In 1444
Portuguese seamen rounded Cap Vert, and the following year they explored the mouth of the Senegal River. By 1460 they had explored the

entire coast of Senegal and established a profitable trade in slaves,
gold, 'and other items from a base in the Cape,Verde :slands.
Until about the mid-sixteenth century Portugal enjoyed a monopoly,
granted by the pope, of trade along the coast of West Africa. Its merchants settled among the natives and through intermarriage created an
influential ntetis (mixed European and African ancestry) society. From
the beginning of the sixteenth century, however, merchants from Eng-

land, France, and Holland began to intrude on the Portuguese and
gradually undermined their monopoly. The Dutch, in particular, established trading poSts along the whole West African coast, and by the
middle of the seventeenth century they virtually dominated all trade.
In 1617 they established a settlement on the island of Goree, just off
Cap Vert.
The French established their influence along the Senegal River by
exploring it as far inland as Podor. In 1626 a group of Rouen merchants
formed an association for the commercial exploitation of the Senegal
and Gambie rivers, and in 1633 they obtained exclusive trade rights for
ten years. The first French settlement was established in 1638 on an

island at the mouth of the Senegal River, and in 1659 it was named
15
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Saint-Louis. For the next century and a half Saint-Louis
was the center
of French activity in West Africa. Goree
was
captured
from.the
Dutch
in 1677 and was made into a nay it base.
The main item of trade was gum arabic, which
was in great demand
in Europe at the time. Slz 'es were traded in
Goree, but the European
slave trade in Senegal never reached the intensity it had
Gulf of Guinea coast. The commerce in gum arabic extended along the
far up the
Senegal River, and in time permanent posts were.established
to yrotect
traders.
Despite the active trade, however, the early years of French commercial activity in Senegal saw one trading company after another
collapse
because'of poor management, inefficiency, and corruption
of its agents.
Living conditions in Saint-Louis and Goree
were extremely bad, and
the traders engaged in a variety of illegal activities
as compensation.
Many of them abandoned their posts and went into hisiness
for themselves. Like the Portuguese

before them, they intermarried with the

local women and enlarged the group of metis.
Only: during the years from about 1690 to 1720,

when the,Senegal
outputs were managed by Andre Bruce,=did they know any real prosperity. Bruce undertook a program of development and
established a French monopoly ever the gum arabic trade,exploration,
and set out
to exploit the goldfields of Bambouk, in present-day
Mali. Soon after
he left, however, the old problems returned, and the
British had no difficulty in capturing all
the French outposts in 1758.
While the French were establishing themselves
on the Senegal River,
the British did the same on the Gambie, and a fierce rivalry
developed.
Between the beginning of the Seven Years' War
(1756) and the end of
the Napoleonic Wars (1815), the French settlements along
the coast

of Senegal repeatedly changed hands between
the French and the
British and finally were restored in their entirety to
the French at the
Congress of Vienna in 1815.

Rather than rebus jd their trade after 1815 the French decided
to experiment with t18 planting of cotton and tropical crops on the banks
of
the Senegal River. They had lost virtually all of their
colonies
during
the recent. wars, and the similarity between
Senegal and the West
Indies, including the abundance of cheap black labor, offered
promise
of success. Africans, however, were not willing
to cede the required
land, and the French treasury could not support military
conquest. The
scheme was abandoned in` 1829, and the French again
turned to trade.
The Early Colony
Until the mid-nineteenth century the French settlements in Senegal
were administered as temporary commercial outposts while attention
was focused on the permanent colonies in America and Asia.
During
the wars of the late eighteenth century, France had lost most of
these
16
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colonies to the British, and its only hope for remaining a colonial power
was to expand in Africa. By the time of the July Monarchy (1830-48),

the country had sufficiently recovered from the wars and upheavals

that followed the French Revolution to attempt to establish itself
firmly in Senegal. In 1840 an ordinance established Senegal as a permanent French possession with a governmentincluding a judiciary

and representative councilswhose jurisdiction, extended over all
settlements then effectively under French control and over those territories likely to be annexed to them.
French colonial policy was guided in principle by the theory of assimilation, based on the doctrine of the equality of man but at the same
time assuming the superiority of French civilization over all others.
The ultimate goal was the complete cultural and political integration
of-the colonial peoples into the French nation. Application of this theory

required direct rule and the complete destruction of the traditional
government apparatus, whichif permitted to continue would perpetuate the traditional culture and hinder assimilation. In practice,
however, application of the assimilation theory encountered several
obstacles, and throughout colonial history, particularly after France
acquired its.vast African possessions in the late nineteenth century,
it remained more a theoretical goal than an actual policy.
Direct rule was difficult to impose because the French at first lacked
the military forces necessary to pacify the indigenous peoples and because later they lacked sufficient numbers of administrators to govern
the vast areas in their possession. Leadership in the traditional social

systems was based on the fullfillment of a variety of sociopolitical
functions not easily transferred either to the French or to the, indigenous officials they appointed. Ti-as out of necessity the French utilized

the traditional governmental structure as an instrument of government until they were able fully to assert their authority.
Another serious limitation on the full application of assimilation,
however, was opposition to the policy among influential persons in
France. Muth of the opposition was based on the practical problems in- ,
volved, but many political theorists opposed it because they did not
accept the egalitarian principle on which it was based. For many years
after the French Revolution, France was a battleground for proponents
of the liberal revolutionary principles and adherents of the old authoritarian regime, and the conflict was reflected in a vacillation between
republican and monarchical governments at home and in alternating
,colonial policies abroad. Virtually no protests were raised, however,
about the elimination of existing African cultures.

Senegal was the only French African colony where the policy of
assimilation was applied to a relatively large segment of the population, aTA the effect on the social, poll, .cal, and economic structure of
the country was profound. The first step in the assimilation process
was education, and Senegal was the only African colony in which
17
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the French made a real, sustained effort to educate the indigenous

Dwulation.
The first Western school had been opened in 1816 by a Roman Catholic
priest in Saint-Louis, and another, shortly afterward, opened in Goree.
A mission School had been started'at about the same time by the
Sisters
of Saint-Joseph of Cluny about ninety miles north of Dakar. In 1841 the
French government asked the Brothers of Ploermel, a Roman Catholic
teachingforder, to open schools at the trading settlements of Dagana,
Fodor, Bake!, and Sedhiou. These schools taught the French language
and manual skills. Within two years there were two schOols in both
..Saint-Louis and Goree with a total enrollment of about 600 students in
all four schools. A secondary school was opened shortly afterward
at
Saint-Louis but was forced to close in 1849 because of financial and
administrative problems.
The major' step toward assimilation, and one that was to have.profound influence on Senegal from then on, was taken in 1848 during
the
Second French Republic. Inspired by the egalitarian ideals of the
revolution, the French government once and for all abolished
all forms of
slavery (trade in slaves had already been abolished in 1818)and granted
all persons biirn in a French colony, both black and white alike,
the civil
rights of a French citizen. The four communes were given the right to
elect a deputy to the National Assembly in Paris. In 1852, however,
the
Second French Republic was overthrown, and Louis Napoleon
established the authoritarian Second Empire. In Africa he revoked Senegal's
right to send a deputy to she National Assembly and embarked on a
15-oiicy of forcible expansion.

Indigenous Social Revolution
The French effort at expansion in the mid-nineteenth century coincided with widespread social upheaval in traditional political systems
and with the expansion of Islam. The displacement of traditional elites
had been effected in both the north and south of the country; internecine strife was common among both the Manding kingdoms and the
remains of the political system of Fouta Toro; and revivalist
Islamic
leaders were attempting to restructure traditional society. These developments represented responses to internal pressures within traditional
society and were not the result of European intrusion, which at that
point was still marginal. Although reformist groups increasingly became anti-French, they also allied themselves with the French against
indigenous rivals. Thus both the reformists and the French sought to
use one another in furthering their respective goals of expansion.
Islam as a social force had not significantly affected the area that
later became Senegal until the eleventh century, when the ruler of
Tekrur and his family converted to 121am. During the fifteenth century
the :Mures, an ethnic group inhabiting what is now Mauritania, became the leading purveyors of Islam to the Senegalese. Maure mars
18
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boutsIslamic teachers and clericstraveled to the courts of the

Wolof rulers,-where they served as advisers or were called upon to
work their reputed magic powers. The attachment of these rulers to
Islam was not profound, and they or their successors usually returned
to the traditional religious beliefs of their locality. Occasionally a Wolof
state sought Maure or Toucouleur aid in its struggles with other Wolof
states. In return for their support, these Islamic groups sometimes

triedoften unsuccessfullyto impose Islam by force. Although
segments of the lower classes were sometimes converted, they represented a marginal portion of the total population. In.the middle 1800s
.after centuries of effort by Maures, the Wolof had been,only slightly

touched by Islam. 4'
Within a little over half a century, however, virtually all of the Wolof

had been converted to Islam. Although previous efforts had laid the

groundwork, this sudden growth of Islam among the Wolof represented
a search for security in the midst of increasing sociopolitical instability
within traditional society. Islam represented a universal religion that
seemed to offer a better rationale for social organization than did local
religious beliefs. To an initially lesser but later increasing degree, it
was also regarded as a better foundation for encounter with the French.
As the French gained control over increasing amounts of Wolof territory, the ability of Islamic clerics to move freely in the Wolof country-

side increased. The French, accustomed" to Islam by virtue of their
North African experience, tended to show more respect for Islam than
for local practices. The tiedo, a military class, deprived of their customary way of life, turned from their previously strong resistance to Islam
and embraced it Increasingly, Islamic leaders rather than chiefs became the focus of Senegalese loyalties.
As the French began to expand into the interior, the traditional chiefs

and militant marabouts were locked in a struggle for power. French
policy was consistent only in that it represented a divide-and-rule
policy, but they usually gave support to the chiefs, who were more
readily assimilated into the colonial administrative system that was
evolving. The selection of traditional chiefs for local administrative
positions, however, tended to accelerate the transfer of loyalty to Islamic leaders rather than to elevate the status of the chiefs. For the

first time in Senegalese history, Islamic brotherhoods became

influential.
The Islamic brotherhoods began as mystical, ascetic movements with
decentralized organizational structures (see ch. 7). The two principal
orders brought by the Maures to Senegal were the Tidjaniya and the
Qadiriya. At the end of the nineteenth century a third brotherhood, the
Muridiya, was founded as an offshoot of the Qadiriya order by Amadou
Bamba. There are no deep doctrinal differences among the three groups,
and they are distinguished from one another mainly by ritual observances and, to a lesser extent, by rules of conduct. The Muridiya played
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a significant role in agriculture and later moved into urban politics (see
ch. 7).

Until the last quarter of the nineteenth century, urban social protest
largely concerned the establishment of local political institytions. The
-nteti?, who had associated with the French elite since the late eighteenth,
century, led the urban movement. The increase of stable French business interests in the colony, however, brought competition from local
French residents, and after the turn of the century assimilated Africans also sought political roles in competition.with the meth).

Although the Roman Catholic clergyfirst Portuguese, then

Frenchtouched the shores of Senegal in the fifteenth century, orga.
nized mission effort began only in the eighteenth century. Until the
middle of the nineteenth century the Missionaries were handicapped
by small numbers, by conflicts with local administrators, by lack of

knowledge of the indigenous languages, and by demands on their time

for service to the European community. Although they were to administer the state school system until 1901, the religious orders did not
represent a social force of significance among the local peoples.

Inland Expansion
The French could not see an end to the internecine warfare of the
African kingdoms during the mid-nineteenth century. The resulting
instability generated by such conflicts interfered with French commercial interests, and the French adopted a policy of forced pacification
of the belligerent factions. The aggressive policy of the Second Empire
had the full b 'ng of local merchants, who requested the appointment of*Gene
Louis Faidherbe as governor to carry it out. Faidherbe had already istinguished himself in skirmishes against Al Haj
Omar and by his studies of Senegalese ethnic groups. In 1854 he took
command of a colony consisting of Saint-Louis and the banks of the
Senegal River up to Bakel. Goree and a piece of land on the Cap Vert
peninsula were administered separately by the commander of the
Goree naval station. From Saint-Louis, Faidherbe undertook a series
of camps to pacify first the people of the Senegal River valley and
then those of the area between Saint-Louis and the Cap Vert peninsula,
on which Dakar had been founded in.1857. To conduct these campaigns,
he organized the Senegalese Riflemen (Tirailleurs Senegalais), an
army of African volunteers under French commanders, which later

achieved worldwide fame.
Faidherbe's goal was to establish a sufficiently large colony with an
efficient government to allow peaceful economic development. His

aim was to extend French influence eastward as far as Medina, in
Mali, but he encountered serious opposition from Omar, who was in

the process of expanding his Toucouleur empire on the upper Senegal
River. After several military encounters, Omar signed a peace treaty
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in 1860 and directed his expansrorieastward, away from the river. In
the meantime, 'Faidherbe's troops subjugated Sine\and Saloum and
began penetrating into Casamance. Upper Casamance was brought
under control in,1861, but the Diola in lower Casamance refused to
submit to the French until after World War I. Greatest resistance was
offered by Cayor, east of the Cap Vert peninsula. In 1862 the people
revolted against_ their French-supported ruler, and replaced him with
Lat-Dior, who initiated a war against the French. In 1865 a precarious peace was signed, and Cayor was annexed to the colony of Seneggil;
complete peace,,however, was pot achieved until 1895, when Lat-Dior
\was killedduying an uprising.
Military conquest, however, was only a means to achieving Faidherbe's goal. During his ten years of governorship, he established

the administrative, economic, and social institutions that allowed
Senegal to develop into a prosperous colony. The territory was
divided into three districts, governed from Saint-Louis, BakeL'and
Goree. These were in turn divided into smaller districts (cercles), each
at firist 'administered 'by a French-appointed African chief. An official
newspaper, Moniteur du Senegal, was established in 1855. In the economic sphere Faidherbe founded the Bank of Senegal, started building
the port of Dakar, and promoted the export of groundnuts. On the
social level his greatest accomplishment was the establishment of a

state school system. A number of schools, conducted by Christian
missionaries, were already operating in Saint- Louis, but the people
of Senegal were by then mostly Muslim and would not send their children to mission schools. The state schools established by Faidherbe
and the scholarships that his administration offered for advanced
study in France provided the beginnings of an educated African elite
in Senegal,

By about 1880 the French controlled a wide strip along the entire
coast of Senegal and both sides of the Senegal River as far as Kayes.

The settlementsSaint-Lodis, Goree, Rufisque, and Dakarwere
under direct French administration and constituted the colony. The
rest of the area was a protectorate under military administration. The
colony's right to elect a deputy to the French Parliament had been
restored in 1871 at the same time that the representative General
Council was created. Representation in the council, howcer, was limited to citizens of the colony, including meti$ and Africans born in the
towns.

From this base, in the early 1880s, an intensive drive was begun
east across the sub-Saharan area and south into the forest regions
of the Gulf of Guinea coast. At first the drive was motivated by curiosity and a desire to expand French commercial activity in Africa.
Ever since a number of German, French, and English explorers in the
eighteenth century described the prosperous cities and market towns
south of the Sahara, Europeans had been interested in this area. The
21
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French plan was to establish a series of outposts cqnnecting the Senegalland Niger rivers and eventually to construct a railroad from SaintLouis into the interior. After the Berlin Conference of 1885 these
commercial interests gave way to a politically motivated race for
power and influence among the various European countries interested
in Africa.
When-the second Berlin agreement, signed in 1890, decreed that only,
effective occupation by a colonial power would be recognized as valid,.
the French conceived the so-called Granti Design, which was to take
the French flag across West Africa to the Nile River and then to unite

this area with the French possessions in North Africa and along the
Congo River. During the next nine years several military missions
were dispatched from Senegal and from various points in North Africa
and on the Gulf of Guinea coast to come together at Lake Chad and
plant the French flag along the way. By 1899 the Grand Design was
fulfilled, and the French emerged as the dominant power in -western
and central Africa.

In the course of expansion Senegal's boundaries became defined.
In 1886 an agreement with Portugal settled the boundary with Portuguese Guinea; in 1889 French Guinea became a separate administra-

tive entity, and agreements in the same year with'Great Britain

established the border with The Gambia, the British enclave following
the banks of the Gambie, which was declared a British protectorate
five years later. Beginning in 1895 Senegal, which at that time included
most of the territory of Mali and Mauritania, was administered by a
civil governor who was also appointed governor general for the newly
constituted federation of French West Africa (Afrique Occidentale
FrancaiseAOF), which grouped together all French West African
colonies. In 1904 the territory south and east of the Senegal and Faleme
rivers was separated from Senegal to form the French Sudan, and in
1920 the territory north of the Senegal River became Mauritania (see
ch. 3).

THE FEDERATION OF FRENCH WEST AFRICA
Colonial Administration
Pacification Of local peoples by the French occurred rapidly during
the last decades of the nineteenth century. A series of decrees promulgated between 1895 and 1904 consolidated eight territories (of which
Senegal was one) in the federation of French West Africa. Although
the federation underwent several major changes after World War II,
it served as an administrative structure until 1958. At the head of the
federation Was a governor general resident in Dakar, capital of the

federation; Saint-Louis served as the capital of Senegal during the
federation. The governor general was responsible to the minister for
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the colonies and ultimately to the French Parliament. He was assisted
by the consultative Council of Government (Conseil de Gouvernement)
and variou administrative departments and councils. The powers of
the governor general were never clearly defined by law and therefore
were gradually expanded. Each of the territories constituting the,federation had its own governor and budget. In theory each was to have a
great deal of independence of action, but in practice, the federal government intervened in practically every sphere of activity.
The territories were divided into districts (cercles), each governed
by a district commandant (commandant du cercle). Because poor
communication facilities greatly limited the extent of central control
over the commandants, they had an exceptional degree of freedom in
the execution of their responsibilities. Within a district the commandant ruled through a hierarchy of chiefs who were chosen and appointed by him and could be dismissed at will. He was advised by a
'council of notables (conseil des notables) consisting of these chiefs
and of other traditional leaders appointed by him.
The power of the chiefs derived solely from the French administration, and an understanding of French was a requirement for appointment. If the chief's performance did not meet French approval, he
was dismiised and replaced by someone more acceptable, whether he
had any traditional claim to the title or not. The authority of chiefs
was confirmed in principle, but chiefs who refused to submit to French
directives Were deposed and replaced with more cooperative _sines.
With the consolidation of French power in West Africa, French officials
assumed more and more direct administrative powers, and indigenous
c iefs were reduced to the level of low-ranking local officials. A career
service of colonial administrators with specialized functions gradually,
developed under the Ministry for the Colonies.
Municipal government was based on a system of communes with
various degrees of self-government depending on the importance of
the municipality and the supposed political maturity of its inhabitants.
Saint-Louis and Goree became self-governing communes (communes
.de plein exercise) in 1872-, Rufisque in 1880, and Dakar in 1887. Until
after World War II they were the only four municipalities in ,French
West Africa to achieve this status.
Within this general framework of administration, Senegal occupied
a unique position: It was the only territory in the federation of French
West Africa in which some of the inhabitants enjoyed the rights of
French citizenship and exercised a voice in their own government by
electing representatives to municipal councils, to the General Council
for the colony, and to the French Parliament. As the oldest French
African colony it was also distinguished by a relatively large group
of educated, westernized Afric'ans whose participation in representative government gave them early training in modern politics. Although

the councils had no legislative powers, they were able to exercise
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considerable influence through their right to vote on the budget and to
levy taxes.
The rights of citizenship and the franchise, however, were limited

to persons born in the four self-governing communes, and a sharp
difference developed between these asimilated, urbanized originaires
(see Glossary) and the rest of the Senegalese, who were treated as

colonial subjects. In 1920 the General Council was expanded to include

representatives of subjects as well as of citizens, but the subjects',
representatives were appointed by the administration rather than
elected. Nevertheless, until after World War II it remained the only
popularly elected, multiracial legislative body in Africa elected on a
single-college system. In the 1920s it had eight white and thirty-two
black members.

The distinction between citizens and subjects concerned not only
political but also civil cnatters. Citizens were liable to French law ad-

ministered in French courts, although originaires were allowed to
retain their own statut personnel (private or customary law) in mat
ters concerning marriage, divorce, inheritance, and civil disputes.

Subjects were responsible to customary or Muslim law administered
by' indigenous courts presided over by French administrative
officers
who had discretionary powers to enforce indigenat (minor disciplinary
law). These courts handled a variety of offenses, including insults to
the dignity of French officials, and the indigenat was one of the more
detested institutions of the colonial period.
African citizens had the right of assembly and were eligible to hold
positiohs in the civil service under the same conditions as Frenchmen;
subjects -were not. On the other hand, subjects were liable to the prestation system, under which they could be drafted for work on plantations and public projects as part of their tax responsibility, but citizens
were not. Although the rights of citizens were not always honored by
the French administration, their existence on paper was resented by
the subjects.
;-

Subjects could qualify for citizenship if they surrendered their
rights under customary law, were literate in French, and had either
served in the French army or been employed by the French for at least
ten years. Although these requirements could be met by many Africans, few were willing to surrender their Raba personnel for the
privileges of citizenship, particularly since the originaires enjoyed
both.
The privileges of the originaires were also resented by the French,
who made several attempts to nullify them. The governor found himself repeatedly at odds with the elected General Council and was anxious to eliminate its power. Most of the resentment, however, was

aimed at the statut personnel, which was seen as allowing African
citizens to escape from the obligations of French citizenship while
enjoying all its privileges. A new citizenship law, passed in 1916 in
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exchange for the efforts of the recently elected African deputy from
Senegal, Blaise Diagne, in recruiting large numbers of Senegalese to
zfight

r

in World War I, confirmed the rights of the originaires and

evenextended the rights to their descendants.

Economic Development and Social Change

.

Having 4cquired a large expanse of territory at considerable expense
during the last decades of the nineteenth century, France was anxious
to divest it§elf as soon as possible of the burden of maintaining this
territory 61v making it economically self-supporting. In 1900 the
French treasury initiated a policy of economic self-sufficiency for the
colonies, whereby each colony was responsible for raising the funds
required for its administration land defense and France would offer assistance only when needed. Senegal and other coastal colonies that

already had a flourishing trade with Europe had little difficulty in
complying with this 'policy, but the interior colonies with little trade
found it extremely difficult to meet even part of their expenses. A
prime reason for the creation of the federation, therefore, was an
attempt to pool the resources of all French West African colonies and
make the richer ones help support the poorer.
France had embarked on the conquest of interior West Africa partly
becaple of a desire to open it to trade and exploitation from Senegal.
The plan called for using the Senegal and Niger rivers as the main
routes,of communication by linking their navigable stretches by railroad.tonstruction of a railroad from Kayes to Bamako was begun in
1882, but before it was completed in 1906 the whole plan was found to
be impractical because the Senegal was navigable only three months
of the year and Saint-Louis, at its mouth, was unsuitable for a modern
pbrt. In 1885, therefore, construction was begun on a railroad from
Saint -Louis to Dattar, which was being transformed into a deepwater
port. Aiot1er railroad linking Kayes with the port of Dakar was begun
in 1907, and after its completion in 1923 Dakar became, the most important port in West Africa:
Until the 1q20s great rivalry existed between Dakar and Saint-Louis
and between Dakar and Rufisque. Saint-Louis had long enjoyed dominance as a commercial center because of its location at the mouth of the
Senegal River. Dakar, however, had a better port and, after the rail
link with Saint-Louis was established, gradually took over most of
its trade.
The rivalry between Dakar and Rufisque was based on the groundnut _trade. Although not native to Africa, groundnuts were already

being used as a local food in the early years of French activity in
Senegal. By 1840 they had become an important item of trade, and the
French began to encourage their cultivation as a cash crop in the western parts of Diourbel and Sine-Saloum. The local market at Rufisque

was the center for the groundnut trade antil the railroad took over
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transportation of the crop from the interior to Dakar (see ch. 14).
The public works programs undertaken by the colonial government
as a foundation for economic development required a great deal of
manpower. The French therefore imposed the system of prestatipn
under which each adult African man and woman who was not a French
citizen was required to work for ten days each year without compensation on an economically useful project as part of his obligation to the
state. The system was stject to extreme misuse by bbth French admibistrations and African chiefs, who were responsible for recruit/inent among their own people, and it was a hated aspect of colonial
rule.
In addition to political and economic changes, the French also intro'duced social institutions that brought about fundamental changes ,in
the way of life. In the mid-nineteenth century, Faidherbe had established a basic system of health services and a school system that could
Lprepare students for French universities. Until the turn of the century
these services were limited to the four communes. but, once French
West Africa was federated and Senegal received a unified administration, they were gradually extended to the rest of the country.
In response to the degree of self-government granted Senegal, file

French made an effort to educate the electorate. The real basis of
Western education had been laid by Governor Faidherbe in the late
1850s. During his administration parochial secondary schools were
established for children of Europeans and metis, and the School for
the Sons of Chiefs and Interpreters was established at Saint-Louis

to train children of African chiefs and notables as colonial administrators. All existing schools were then organized into a state school system but were !eft wider the administration of various Roman Catholic
orders. The system was secularized in 1901, and in 1903 it was inte-

grated into the expanded system of the federation of French West

Africa.

The primary schools in most parts of the country sent their best

students to several secondary schools at Dakar and Saint-Louis and,
although only a sup!l percentage of the school -age population actually attended schbol, Senegal had an impressively large educated
African elite on the eve of World War II. The education provided wr..s
completely French and was neither relevant nor adapted to the realities
of the African environment and historical traditions of the local peoples.
Thus, the erobtes (educated elite) became,culturally, Frenchmen who
knew more about the history of France than of their own people:'.
While French schools were producing a new elite, the traditional
elite was being gradually destroyed by reducing the chiefs to junior
civil servants and by indiscriminately 4pointing as chiefs persons
with no legitimate claim to the title. In areas where traditional leaders
retained their position and power, strong rivalry often developed be,tween them and the evoittes, who' tried to usurp that leadership on
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the grouhds that the education and modern outlook of the evo/Res
better suited them for the positio In 1898 the chiefs were placed on
fixed salaries. Although tht Fre ch administration advocated the
selection of canton chiefs ft0m th dominant ethnic group of the,,
area, by World War I the chiefs above Che village level had become professional bureaucrats trained in French schools.
The role of the Muridiya brotherhood during this period was both
expanded and modified. The major organizational innovation was the

adaptation of the daara (community of disciples), where the young
came for religious education, into a collective farm. Although some

daara continued to fulfill educational fupctions andirequired only incidental acts of labor, the new agricultural daara were composed of
older youths who willingly worked under arduous conditions for religious merit. Some sought membership in a daara as an escape from'
Military conscription, and some viewed the stamina necessary for such
labor as a symbol of manhood.
The Muridiya had been cool to the French initially in contrast to
the Tidjaniya, who cooperated with t e Frenchhut their cooperation
increased both during and after World ar I. As relations improved,
they came to provide most of the agricut ral settlements established
for groundnut cultivation in the Terres Nueves (New Lands) near the
rail line (see ch. 3). Although Muridiya political activity existed during
this period, it remained sporadic and marginal. After 1927 and the
death of Amadou Bamba, there /Ms no unified Muridiya political
interest. Rivalries of marabouts became involved with the disputes
of urban politicians, who in turn found it increasingly advantageous
to utilize the jealousies and conflicts within the brotherhood for their,.
own causes.

World War H and Postwar Reforms
World War II had a profound effect on the future of all French West
Africa. After the fall of France and the creation of the Vichy government, the French colonies were faced with the problem of dec'aring
their loyalty to Marshal Philippe Main, who headed the Vichy regime,
or to the French forces in exile under General Charles de Gaulle, whose
headquarters were in London. Although Pierre Boisson, governor general of French West Africa, and all of his subordinate governors re-

mained personally loyal to Petain, many Senegalese supported de
Gaulle. Some who were in France, such as Senghor, fought with the
underground.
Under the Vichy regime Senegalese representative institutions were
suppressed, and the country was subjected to heavy economic exploitation. The concept of racial superiority offi,,ally applied against Black
AfriCans resulted in political, economic, and social discrimination.
The recruitment of forced labor was intensified as was the drafting of
men into the arqled forces. Farmers were assigned production quotas
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tor exportable foodstuffs that often could be met only at the expense
of the kcal residents, whose standard of living had already been
greatly lowered by the cutting off of imports from France.
After the Allied landings in North Africa in November 1942, Governor General BoiSson, on the orders of Admiral Jean Darlan, came
over to the Allied side.. On November 25 he declared the allegiance
of
French West Africa to de Gaulle's French Provisional Government in
Algiers.
In early 1944 liene Pleven, commissioner of colonies in the provisional -governmeht, called a conference of governors of French Black
Africa in 'Brazzaville. Events of the war and the help the Africans had
given the French made the French realize that it was time to revise
radically their formal relationship. Inspired also by the ideals of the
AtlanticCharter and the right of self-determination, the conference
recommended far-reaching political, social, and economic reforms. In

effect, the recommendations were a compromise between the points of
view of assimilationists such as Eeven and of federalists such as Felix
Eboue, the African governor of Chad, and were intended to extend the
privileges enjoyed by Senegal to the other African colonies of France.
It was considered indispens'able that the colonies send delegates to
the constituent assembly that was to draw up a new French constitu-

tion after the war and that all be granted political representation in
whatever parliamentary body the constitution provided. The colonies
themselves were to be given greater autonomy in administration and a

legislative assembly elected on a double slate by both Europeans. and
Africans. A program for economic development was also proposed.
The most strik .g recommendations, however, were in the social field
and were inspired by Eboue: local customs were to be respected and
safeguarded; the indigenat was to be abolished and a new penal code
adopted; prestation was to be ended; and health and education facilities were to be improved. In addition, positid.. in the colonial administration were to be opened to all Africans.
The Brazzaville Conference signaled the beginning of a new era in

colonial policy, but its

immediate effect was the passage of a
law in August 1944 granting all labor in French Black Africa the right
to organize. When the constituent assembly met in Paris at the end
of 1945, sixty-three of the 600 delegates represented. the African colonies. The Afriean delegates, among them-Lainme Gueye and Senghor
from Senegal, playecia_mactive-tiiie in the deliberations. The assembly
offered them an opportunity to ai publicly the grievances and aspirations of their fellow Africans; their demands received strong support
from the Socialists and the Communists, who were powerful at that

time. Out of the debates of the assembly came a reevaluation of
colonial policy and a draft pl'an for the union of France and its colonies.
In the meantime, a np -her of important reforms concerning Africans had,beefi achieved
decree. The hated indillenat and prestation

were abolished; residents of the colonies were granted freedom of
speech, of association, and of assembly; the Monnet Plan for economic
reconstruction in France was extended to, the West African colonies;

ar..1 funds were provided for economic and social development.
In Senegal, Senghor was given credit for having achieved the abolition

of prestatum and as a consequence achieved great popularity. The
French penal code was made applicable to all of French West Africa in

April 1946, and in May the Law Lamine Gueye (so called- after the
deputy 'from Senegal) extended French citizenship to all the inhabitants of French colonies without prejudicing their statut personnel.
The first constitution drafted by the constituent assembly included
whole passages of the Brazzaville recommendations. It proved too liberal for the French electorate, which rejected it in a referendum in May
1946. When a second constituent assembly convened in June, pressure
from conservative elements in France and in the colonies was strong,
and sharp differences of opinion developed among the delegates. The
advocates of colonial autonomy, including all the colonial deputies and
the French political left wing, favored political autonomy within the
framework of metropolitan France in a strong revival of assimilationist ideas. The extremists among them, including deputies from North

Africa and Madagascar. demanded political independence, but the
deputies from Black Africa, including Gueye and Senghor, supported
the idea of local self-government and political equality of Frenchmen
and the colonial peoples.
,
Colonial interests, on the other hand,. and the French political Right

and Center inclined toward a nominally federalist system, within
which France would preserve its dominant position. A compromise
was finally reached, and the plan for the French Union was written
into a new draft constitution, which was adopted by the assembly on
September 28, 1946. All the deputies from Black Africa voted for it,
and it was approved as the constitution of the Fourth French Republic
in a referendum held throughout France and the overseas possessions
on October 13, 1946.

The French Union, established by the constitution in 1946, consisted
of metropolitan France and its overseas possessions, which were clas-

sified as overseas departments, overseas territories, associated territories, protectorates, and associated states. The West African colonies

were designated overseas territories. which together with the overseas departments and metropolitan France constituted the French
Republic. The federal structure of French' West Africa remained unchanged, but each territory v. ... given an elected general council and

these in turn sent representatives to a federal council. Legiilation
for the territories remained the exclusive province of the French Par-

liament, in which, however. all the African territories were now
represented.

The constitutional position of Senegal changed little under the
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French Union. In fact, the 1946 reforms %%rue intended primarily to
extend to the rest of French Black Africa the political system that
had existed in Senegal for some time. The Senegalese did benefit, however, from the elimination of the distinction between citizens and subjects, and they were granted a special concession in being allowed to
retain a single-college electorate while all other territories had sep.
arate electorates for Africans and Europeans.
.
In the early 1950s the French government granted additional reforms that were to a large extent the work ofthe African deputies
in the,National Assembly. In 1950 the Second Law Lamine Gveye
admitted all Africans to high civil service positions on equal terms
with Europeans, and in 1952 a new labor code, patterned on the code
in force in metropolitan France, was promulgated for all French colonies. The most significant reform, however, was the passage in Juite
1956 of the so-called 'oi-cadre (enabling, act), which granted
universal
suffrage and a single electoral college in all territories, thus eliminating the last remaining difference between Senegal and the other territories. In addition, the loi-cadre gave broad legislative powers to
territorial assemblies, while enumerating the powers reserved to the
French government, and provided for an African cabinet to assist
the territorial governors No change was made in the federal
structure
of French West Africa, but with the new powers of the territorial
governments the federal government lost almost all significance, a
feature that Senghor strongly opposed.
While at last implementing fully the egalitarian features of assimilation, the loi-cadre in effect adopted association as the basis of future
relations between France and its possessions. This reorientation of
philosophy opened the way for independence within four years.

THE MOVE TOWARD INDEPENDENCE
Political Development

Although the citizens of the four communes had organized themselves to elect representatives, political parties did not come into their
own until about World War II. The quasi-political organizations dating from the first half of the century focused on the distribution of
patronage within the communes on the basis of personal following and

alignments rather than oyez issues. They were elitist and were organized of and for the citizens of the commune, virtually ignoring the
mass of subjects who were the majority of the population; it was not
until after World War II that urban politicians began to court the nonurban majority of the population.
Gueye waq the first Senegalese to recognize fully the importance
of political organization. By the early 1930s he had increased his personal following by establishing the Senegalese Socialist Party (Parti
Socialiste S6negalaisePPS). In 1938 Gubye expanded his position by
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affiliating the PSS with the French Socialist Party (Section Francaise

de 'Internationale OuvriereSFI0).
Until World War II the policy of assimilation that France applied
in Senegal had the complete approval of those Africans who had pub-

licly addressed themselves to the matter. In fact, the only criticism
leveled against it was that it did not go far enough in changing Africans to Frenchmen. Blaise Diagne, the first African to sit in the French
National Assembly, was elected in 1914 for advocating complete assimilation, and his lifelong popularity was based largely on his continued struggle for this,ideal. The man who succeeded him in Paris,

Gueye, also saw the issue of equal rights for Afiicans as :le major
political issue. Independence, even in the distapti future was not contemplated. The desired goal of politically conscious Senegalese was
complete integrat' unto a French multiracial community.
The racist poi...ies of Vichy France, so completely out of keeping
with what the Senegalese had come to exiect from France, came as a
rude shock: When the 1946 reforms failed to live up to Senegalese expectations for a resurgence of assimilatIonist policy, their disappoint
ment was great. The sincerity of the French with respect to assimilation
had already come under question among some of the younger educated
elite, and the inadequacy of the postwar reforms and the slowness with
which they were put into practice confirmed these suspicions. In addi-

tion, a number of intellectualsamong them Senghorbegan to question the basic tenet of assimilation, which placed French culture above
all others and denied the value of African traditions.
In 1948; dissatisfied with party response to his bid the previous year
for increased representation of nonurban interests in part} councils,
Senghor broke away from the local section of the SFIO and formed his
own party, the Senegalese Democratic Bloc (Bloc Democratique Settegalais BDS). A party newspaper called La Condition Humaike was
established shortly afterward, and Senghor began to build the base of
his popular support through coalition politics.

Although the BDS did not affiliate itself with external political
groups, there was some discussion about affiliation W, ith the regional
African Democratic Assembly (Rassemblement Democratique Africain RDA). Senghor decided against such affiliation because of RDA

connections with the French Communist Part and the possibility of
increased alliance with the Soviet Union. Ile did, however, maintain
personal membership in the Overseas Independents (Independants
d'Outre-filer -10M), created by several overseas representatives in
Paris.
Senghor's main support came from the mass of Senegalese peasants
who had long resented the privileges offered by assimilation to the
urban originaire and, having gained the franchise in 1946, were eager
to give expression to their resentment. In 1951 Gueye, the champion
of assimilation, aS defeated at the polls by Senghor who, with his
N%
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political philosophy of negritude and the new Africa, was to dominate
tne Senegalese scene (see ch. 10). Gueye soon sought BDS membership
in order to assure himself a fir,,:re political role. Despite his emphasis
on African self - assertion, however, Senghor did not yet seek independ-

ence from France but advocated African autonomy within a French
federation.
Although the backbone of the BDS was the Senegalese peasant,
principal and most vocal reaction to assimilation came from thc educated elite--the intellectuals who had been most strongly subjected to
assimilation. It is a 'telling illustration of the extent of their "FrenchnesF" that their revolt did not result in a demaild for political

independ-

ence but rather in an attempt to find cultural mancipation. They did
not resent the lack of self-government so much as they resented the
assertion that Africans were a primitive, barbarous people until France
brought its civilization to them. A major aspect of the revolt against
assimilation, therefore, was a search into the past of their own and
other African histories.
Support from the local Muslim brotherhoods had become increasingly important, and shortly after its inception the BDS entered into
a period of bitter competition with the SFIO for the Muslim vote. Both
parties advocated policies designed to appeal to Muslim lgaders. The
SFIO attempted to exploit the fact that Senghor was a Roman Catho-,
lic, and he in turn emphasized that there was no division between
Christian and Muslim Senegalese but rather between religious and
nonreligious men. After the BDS won the territorial elections in 1952,
the religious issue was largely dropped.
In the January 1956 elections for the Frenh Parliament, four parties

offered slates of candidates. The BDS slipported Senghor and

Mamadou Dia, and the local section of the
presented Gueye and
Assane Seek. Other candidates were support, (I y the Senegalese Popular Movement (Mouvement Populaire Senegalais(MPS), a moderate section of the RDA, and the Senegalese Democratic Union (Union
Democratique SenegalaiseUDS), an extreme left-wing RDA dissident party. After the elections the BDS called for unity, but only the
UDS responded. Together the BDS and UDS formed the Senegalese
Popular Bloc (Bloc Populaire SenogalaiseBPS). The local SFIO section did not join but re-formed itself as the African Socialist Movement (Mouvement Socialists A fricain MSA ). Other small opposition
parties such as the communist-oriented African Party of Independence
(Parti Africain d'IndependancePAI) organized and sought to gain
popular support through platforms calling for complete independence.
In 1959 the BPS and MSA merged with some smaller groups and
formed the Senegalese Progressive Union (Union Progressiste Senagalaise UPS). The UPS'under Senghor's leadership considered itself
the government party. It advocated a platform of national socialism,
which was defined as the adapting of socialist concepts to the realities

of the African environment. The UPS also established a parallel organization called the Youth Movement of the Senegalese Progressive
Union- (MoovPment de laJeunesse de ('Union Progressiste Senegal-

aiseMJUPS).

The African Community and the Mali Federation

The dissolution of the Fourth French Republic in 1958 after de
Gaulle came to power Offered an opportunity to write a revised relation3hip between France and its colonies into the constitution for the
new Fifth French Republic. This change would reflect not only de
Gaulle's own ideas but also the economic and political ch,..nges that had
occurred since 1946.

Constitutional reforms since 1946, culminating in the loi-cadre, had

progressively weakened the centralized structure of administration
and had given more authority to local bodies. At the same time, the
formation of political parties and the piecemeal extension of the fran-

chise to various groups of literate and semiliterate Africans and
eventually to the whole population had steadily increased the number
of Africans participating in their own government.
The Constitution of 1958, creating the Fifth French Republic. pro-

vided for the free association of autonomous republics within the
French Community, where France was envisaged as the senior partner.
The community had jurisdiction over foreign policy, defense, currency,
common economic and financial policy, policy on strategic raw ma-

terials, andunless specifically excluded by agreementover higher
education, internal and external communications, and supervision of
the courts. The community's executive was presided over by an elected
president, who was also the president of the French Republic, and
consisted of the Executive Council (composed of the president, the
prime ministers of the member states, and the French ministers concerned with community affairs) and the Senate (composed of mem-

bers elected indirectly by each member state in proportion to its
population). The community also had a common high court of arbitration. Each member state was to have its own government established
by aseparate constitution.
The new constitution was submitted to the electut ate of the French
Union in a referendum on September 28, 1958. The choice was either
to accept the constitution and consequent membership in the community or to reject it, resulting in immediate severance of ties with France.
No provision was made in the constitution for eventual independence
for members within the community.
Senegal voted overwhelmingly in favor of the constitution but not
without reluctance. Although it provided for the Franco-African com-

munity that Senghor has been advocating for almost a lecade, the
structure of the proposed community was not to Senghor's liking. He
disapproved of what he called the balkanization of Africa, which split
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French Weft Africa into over half a dozen separate states, and argued
in favor of retaining a federation with a strong executive. Senghor
believed that only through union could Africans contribute effectively

to the Franco-Africanand ultimately to the worldcommunity. He
was also not oblivious of the fact that much of Senegal's wealth and

influence derived from its position as the commercial and administrative center of French West Africa and the lifeline to the vast hinterland.
Senghor's advocacy of federation was vehemently opposed by Felix
Houphouet-Boigny of Ivory Coast, who was not only jealous of Senegal's dominant position in French West Africa but also resented having
to share his country's wealth under ,afederal arrangement in which he
had no effective voice in the distribution of that wealth. HouphoubtBoigny wanted a direct relationship between France and the African

-territories without the interference of a federal intermediary and,

backed by the political power of the RDA, of which he was the head,
was able to secure the victory of Us ideas over those of Senghor. He
did this first with the terms of the loi-cadre, which Senghor had opposed, and then with the French Community.

Despite his dislike for the structure of the community, Senghor
was not ready to break away from Francenot only because such a
break would do great economic harm to Senegal but also because the
historic and psychological ties of assimilation between Senegal, and
France were too strong. He therefore secured an affirmative vote for

the 1958 Constitution and enrolled Senegal as a member of the

community.
Establishment of the community, however, did not put an end to
Senghor's efforts at federation in West Africa. In December 1958 delegates from Senegal, French Sudan, Upper Volta, and Dahomey met
to discuss the creation of a new federation, and in January 1959 a federal constitution was promulgated. When the Mali Federation came
into being in April 1959, however, it consisted of only Senegal andthe French Sudan because Dahomey and Upper Volta withdrew at the
last minute under pressure from Houphouet-Boigny and from France,
both of whom opposed the federation. Within Senegal, also, the Mali
Federation encountered opposition from a number of conservative
Muslim leaders, two minor left-wing political parties, and even some
important members of Senghor's own partyall of whom joined to
campaign against the adoption of the federal constitution. Senghor,
however, received overwhelmingly popular support, and the constitution was adopted.
From the beginning the Mali Federation had difficulties in its relations with France, which for several months refused to recognize its
existence Before the end of 1959 the leaders of the federation decided
to seek independence from France but requested `n be allowed to remain within the community. After prolonged negotiations France
agreed to grant independence to the Mali Federation within the com-
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munity in April 1960 and amended the 1958 Constitution to make this
possible. Independence, declared on June 19, 1960, and signed on June
22, marked the beginning of the end of the French Community. In less
than a year all of French Africa had achieved independence, and the
community had virtually ceased to function.

INDEPENDENCE
Dissolution of the Mali Federation

Although the ability of the Mali Federation to have served the interests of the four territories originally scheduled for membership
would seem to have been improbable, the viability of the ,federation
without the participation of Upper Volta and Dahomey was even more

marginal. The economies of French Sudanlater to be renamed
Maliand Senegal had not been developed equally and were in no
respect complementary. Tht hastily drawn-up constitution was vague

and open to divergent int rpretation by leaders of the two states,
whose political views and approaches were dissimilar. Fundamental
disagreements existed ove the role of political parties in the federal
government and over poll ies regarding regional African and international affairs.
The rupture came dun g preparations for the August 27, 1960, elections and concerned th very structure of the federal government as
well as the candidates f6r office. The UPS had advanced the candidacy
of Senghor for the office of federal president. The Sudanese advocated

a stronger central government that that proposed by Senghor and,
upset over the selection of the Senegalese colonel as chief of staff by
Dia, who was serving as federal minister of defense, they vowed not to
vote for the UPS candidate. The Sudanese official who was the federal
prime minister panicked when he heard that great numbers of UPS
militants were reported on their way to Dakar, the new federal capital,
and called a special session of the federal cabinet. Only one of the
Senegalese federal cabinet members appeared. The cabinet proceeded
to proclaim a state of emergency, withdrew Dia as defense minister
of the federation, and galled upon federal military forces to safeguard
the security of the federal capital.
The French colonel commanding the federal forces decided to obey
the local Senegalese. The Sudanese leaders were subsequently placed
under house arrest, and troops loyal to Senegal were deployed throughgut the capital. The Senegalese cabinet met, declared the independence
of Senegal, and withdrew the state from the Mali Federation. A cabinet
reshuffle followed, providing for the incorporation of three federal
ministers, in the national cabinet. The Sudanese leaders were then escorted under guard on a train back to French Sudan. Constitutional
modification was effected on August 25, 1960. Senghor was unanimously voted president the following September, and Dia became
35
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prime minister of the new state.

As a result of previous political activitywhich
included having
served as a member of the French Senate during
the
1950sDia was
the second 'ranking politician in the
country.
He
was
not as widely
known as Sem,' for and drew most of his support
from the urban middle
class. Socia lif in orientation, he was one of the best informed
economists among African leaders. He was deputy
secretary
general
of
the UPS, and the control of party organization Sand
administration
rested largely in his hands. His role in internal
politics was strength. ened by the fact that in addition
to serving as prime minister he held
the key position of national defense minister
and also supervised the
High CommisSion for Planning.
Conflict between Senghor and Dia became
apparent from the start.
Dia surrounded himself with a group of Socialists.
calling for a more
radical leadership than that offered by Senghor, and
he sought to usurp
political leadership. Faced on December 17, 1962, with the
likelihood
of a parliamentary vote of no-confidence and loss
of his position as
prime minister, Dia called out the national police in
an effort to prevent
the vote from being cast. The military threw its support
to Senghor
and, after a few days of uncertainty, Dia and his supporters
were
arrested. A few months later they were condemned
to long terms of
imprisonment (see ch. 16).

Following the attempted coup d'etat by Dia, new constitutional
provisions were drafted and adopted by a referendum
on March 3,
1963. Under the new provisions a presidential
system with power concentrated in the hands of the president was substituted for the parliamentary system. New parliamentary and presidential
elections
were then scheduled for December 1963. Shortly before the elections,
however, continued dissension between the
cd' Dia and
those of Senghor erupted in violent riots in supporters
Dakar. Military intervention was aga.,, required (see ch. 16).
The major opposition party in 1963 was the African
Realignment
Party of Senegal (Parti du Regroupement Africain-Senegal
PRASenegal), which considered itself more revolutionary in
its approach

to socialism than the UPS. Censorship and limitations
on public meetings had hindered PRA-Senegal organizational
efforts, and some of its
leaders had been arrested for implication in an alleged ring dealing in
illegal arms traffic. The Bloc of Senegalese Masses
(Bloc des Masses
SenegalaisesBMS); formed in 1961, was the only other major opposition party. Its platform was little different from that of the
UPS.
The PAI had been formally dissolved in 1960 but continued
to operate
underground. After the 1963 elections, opposition groups began to lose
their strength relative to, the UPS. The BMS
was abolished in 1964.
In June 1966 the UPS formed a coalition government
with three PRASenegal leaders and became the sole official
political party in the
country. Political opposition shifted to the protests of students
and or36.
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ganized labor (see ch. 10).

Social and Economic Integration and Development
One of the major tasks faced by the Senegalese government in the

postindependence years has been thp coordination of social and
economic integration and development in ways that reinforce the government's interest in modernization and the development of national
unity. Senegalese society at the time of independence was polarized
between a politicized urban minority and the large mass of rural agriculturalists who represented about 80 per cent of the total population
but who only marginally participated in the urban-based national
political culture. Government efforts at mobilizing the rural population through development schemes were restricted by the dependence
of the economy on the cultivation of a single cropgroundnuts--,--and
the large degree Of agricultural production carried out on the !Adholdings of traditionally oriented Islamic brotherhoods (see ch. 14).
Government efforts to stimulate national development have relied
on the formation of national development plans, the first of which was
a four-year plan inaugurated in 1961. Central government agencies
and institutions were created to supervise regional planning centers
and to facilitate coordination. Central control over development planning was strengthened in 1962 when overall planning functions were

transferred to a secretary of state for planning and development,
who was attached to the office of the president and aided by a national
planning commission (see ch. 13).
The major focus of economic plannidg was on the agricultural sector,
and government policy in regard to industrial development was that
such expenditures as did occur should support agricultural development. Over half of the"overall expenditures in the early 1960s were

for improvement of the transportation and communication system
with heavy emphasis on the road networkclearly envisioned as an
aid to agricultural marketing (see ch. 15). The majority of government
funds for development came from the French, primarily through the
Investment Fund for Economic and Social Development of the Overseas Territories (Fonds d'Investissement pour le Developpement Econom ique et SocialFIDES) and
successor, the Aid and
Cooperation Fund (Fonds d'Aide et CooperationFAC).
One of the prime institutions utilized to promote rural integration
and development was the agricultural cooperative. The government
established a major role for itself, moreover, in controlling the marketing of agricultural produce. In many cases, however, local production

continued to be overseen by representatives of traditional religious
groups or other elites. It was difficult to determine the long-range effect that initial government efforts had had.
The majority of social programs developed by the government were
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largely restricted to urban centers. Structural unemployment, delinsuency, and problems related to the disintegration of traditional
ociety were on an increase in the postindependence years. Although
government efforts to train social workers had been initiated and the
reorganization of medical education programs had been effected, the
majority of the linfited government funds for social problems
attacked
the more tangible urban problems such as the need for
modern, lowcost private dwellings. Although some recreational facilities were
planned, emphasis was on the provision of basic services,
such as
pure water supplies, sewers, and paved streets and marketplaces.
Meeting a variety of urban social pressures, including those
advanced
by students and organized labor, placed increased demands
upon the
resources the government had to allocate (see ch. 8: ch. 5).
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CHAPTER 3
GEOGRAPHY AND POPULATION
Senegal extends inland from a 300-mile coastline on the Atlantic
Ocean, which is marked near its center by the Cap Vert peninsula
the westernmost point in Africa. Most of its land area, covering nearly

76,000 square miles. is a flat plaina western segment of the broad
savanna that extends across the continent at the southern edge of the
Sahara. `Contiguous neighboring nations are Mauritania, Mali, Guinea, Portuguese Guinea, and The Gambia (see fig. 1). The Gambia is an elongated enclave, surrounded by Senegal except for its coastline on the
Atlantic Ocean.

As all of Senegal lies south of 17°N latitudewell within the
tropicstemperatures are high throughout the year. Annual rainfall
is almost entirely limited to the summer, wet season, which lasts up to

six months in the south and decreases to three months in the north.
The level of rainfallmoderate in most of the nation in the best of
yearswas significantly lower than average during most of the 1968-73
period. By 1973 the drought had become the worst in sixty years.
Cumulative shortages of groundwater, forage, and subsistence foods
had become a disaster affecting Senegal, particularly the northern
area; the neighboring nations of Mauritania and Mali; and other
Sahelian nations farther east (see ch. 14).

Even in years of normal rainfall, vegetation in most of northern
.Senegal is limited to fibrous grasses and thorn scrub, shading into
'open grasslands marked by shrubs and scattered trees near the center
of the country. Southward more trees encroach upon the grassy, open
areas, and mixed subtropical forests prevail in the extreme -outh,
particularly between the lower reaches of the Casamance River and
the border with Portuguese Guinea.

Most of the country, including northeastern Senegalmore than
200 miles from the Atlantic coastis less than 300 feet above sea level.

The predominant landscape is a flat expanse of sparse grasses and
woody shrubs, remarkable only for the near-total absence of natural landmarks or major changes in elevation. Broken terrain and
steep slopes are found only in the ex -eme southeast, where a few
ridges stand above 1,300 feet. Because gradients are so shallow,

all the largest riversthe Senegal, Sine, Saloum, and Casamance
are sluggish, marsh-lined streams emptying into ill-defined estuaries
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along the Atlantic Ocean.
Extensive riverine areas, have been converted to farmland,
especially
in the Sine and Saloum River basins lying east
a
d
southeast
of the
Cap Vert peninsula. Beyond these areas, however most
of
the
land
has little potential except as pasturage.
..,..)
Population densities arc highest in the agricultural areas and in the
industrial complexes in Cap Vert and Thies, the westernmost of Senegal's seven administrative regions. Of an estimated
national total of
slightly less than 4 million people in mid-1973, nearly
one-third lived
in these two regions on less than 4 percent of the nation's
total land
area. In general, population densities decreased in direct ratio
to the
distance from the Atlantic coast. Most of the land,in the
easternmost
regions Fleuve and Senegal Orientalsupported fewer than
ten persons per square mile.

About 70 percent of the people were rural dwellers, more or less
directly dependent upon agriculture for a livelihood.
Through internal
growth combined with a continuing influx of migrants

from rural
areas, the larger townsalready holding about 30 percent of the
lationwere growing at rates of at-least 4 percent per year, as popucom-

pared with an overall national grow,th rate officially estimated
in 1971
at about 1.9 percent.
\
Over a period of several decades many of these rural
migrantsand
considerable numbers of migrants froth. nations bordering on Senegal
have made their way to Dakar. As the 'nation's capital, major
and
center of industry, commerce, and cultire, the city continuedport,
its previously established pattern of rapid growth into the 1970s. By 1973 the
Dakar urban complex tad an estimated population of more than 600,000
people, six times as large as that of any other urban
center in the
country.
Railroads and a few all-weather highways, supplemented by feeder
roads, served the more densely populated, and developed
areas in
western Senegal, and a railroad extended from Dakar eastward across
Senegal and into neighboring Mali. This was the only railroad
that extended into the eastern half of the nation, which also lacked all but a
bare minimum of improved roads (see ch. 15).

BORDERS AND ADMINMTRATIVE DIVISIONS
Most of Senegal's peripheral borders follow lines that originally
marked internal administrative units of former French West Africa.
Borders follow physical features in some segments, but other sections
are arbitrary lines across open terrain. The borders with Portuguese
Guinea and The Gambiathe latter an enclave enclosed by Senegal
except for its coastline on the Atlanticare the result of bargaining
between colonial powers. Although many of the ethnic groups living
in border areas are closely related to their neighbors in the
adjoining
states, the borders have been generally accepted, partially because
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they can be easily crossed in most areas by nomads and migrants.
Border frictions or disputes were not a major problem in 1973.
In the north, Senegal's boundary with Mauritania extends inland
from a survey point north of Saint-Louis, bends northeastward to the
main channel of the Senegal River, and then follows the river's northern and northeastern bank for about 500 miles to its confluence with
the Fa -Mine River. The. line was first established de facto by the French

in the 1850s as a military measure to protect river traffic and the
people on the south side from marauders living farther north. It was

later confirmed by treaties With several Mauritanian emirs.
In southeastern
tern Senegal the border with Mali extends from the junct n of the Senegal and Faleme rivers upstream along the main channel
of e Faleme for about thirty miles. It then curves in an irregular line
som fifteen miles east of the watercourse for about sixty miles before
again oin ing the river for another 130 miles, where it reaches the
meeting int of the states of Senegal, Mali, and Guinea. From here,
the borde with Guinea swings irregularly westward across the north-

ern spurs o the Fouta Djallon highlands for 150 miles to the northeastern corner-of Portuguese Guinea and has little or no relation to
natural features.
After a long series of disputes, the boundary with Portuguese Guinea
was settled b4 a Franco-Portuguese treaty in 1886. The line extends
due west from\the corner of Guinea for 100 miles, then swings southwestward and westward for about the same distance to the sea. This
latter section of the boundary follows the watershed ridge line between
the Casamance River, which is about twenty miles to the north, and
the Cacheu River, about the same distance southward in Portuguese
Guinea.
- .
Senegal has extensive borders with The Gambia, a separate nation

along the Gambia River (central segments of this major river are in
Senegal, where it is called the Gambie). From a short coastline on the
Atlantic Ocean at the mouth of the Gambie, Gambian territory extends
200 miles inland along the river. Senegal surrounds this enclave, except
for its coastline, and The Gambia's elongated wedge of land partially
separates Senegal's southernmost region (Casamance) from the central
and northern regions.
The westernmost segments of the Senegal-Gambia borders are artificially drawn straight lines, except for a small section near the coast on
the Casamance side of The Gambia. Farther east the borders are
winding lines conforming to the course of the river, encompassing lowlands five to ten miles wide on eachside of the main channel.
Internal administrative boundaries were redrawn in 1960 to establish
seven regions replacing the former circles (cercles) (see ch. 9). Many
of the new internal boundary lines were artificially drawn; only a few

segments follow identifiable terrain features. Nevertheless, they
appear to have been based on a consideration of demographic factors.
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One of the announced purposes of the territorial reorganization into
regions was to create homogeneous economic units in order to facilitate
economic planning.
The westernmost regions, Cap Vert and Thies, are the two smallest
in Senegal. They are the sites of the country's main urban and
industrial developments and support more than a quarter of its inhabitants.
Fle'iv Region consists of the well-populated and fertile valley of the
Senegal :Over and an extensive area of sparsely inhabited
semidesert
that includes most of the Ferlo (see Major Geographic Areas, this ch.).
The regions of Casamance and Senegal Oriental coincide with poorly
defined but recognizable geographic units. The relatively
wet lowlands
of Casamance are separated from the moderately elevated
area of
Senegal Oriental by an internal buungi,ry that follows the Kouiountou
and Gambie rivers. Both regions ar r
e from the nation's most
important political and economic centei::

MAJOR GEOGRAPHIC AREAS
Most of Senegal is an ancient sedimentary basin. Most ridges or other
highly visible nhysiographic features have long since been smoothed
into a gen
-..'alating plain by erosion, and ancier!, valleys or depressions hay,
filled with alluvium and windblown sand. Volcanic
action created the Cap Vert peninsula and the nearby islets. Metamorphic and igneous rock formations appear only in southern Senegal
Oriental Region, in the southeastern part the country. Except for
several minor hills near Thies, a few.miles inland from the Cap Vert
peninsula, the southeast is the only area with elevations of more than
300 feet above sea level; even there, only a few ridges exceed 1,300
feet.
Contrasts between geographic regions are primarily functions of
climate and the availability of surface and subsurface water supplies.
The lower river basins in the west are only a few dozen feet above sea
level. Above their fioodplains, variation in elevation is so minor that it
has little influence on the zonal differences in climate and vegetation.
In most inland areas the absence of distinctive terrain features: makes
it difficult to establish regional or zonal borders except in a most
general way (see fig. 3). The few minor exceptions include a narrow zone
along the coast, which i3 marked by dune:, separating small nools and
estuaries.

Coastal Belt
Much of the coastal belt north of the Cap Vert peninsula is covered
by small swamps or pools separated by very old dunes that were originally built up by wave and wind action. The belt is still known as the
Cayor, a name retained since the sixteenth century, when kings of the
Wolof ethnic grpup dominated this area. This northern half of Senegal's

shoreline sweeps hi a smooth, uninterrupted curve southwestward
from the estuary of the Senegal River to the westernmost point of land
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on the peninsula, northwest of Dakar. The associated coastal
belt of
dunes and swampy areas extends inland as much
as fifteen miles. The
combined influence of the Canary Current, which moves southwestward along the coast, the northeast trade winds, and
heavy surf have
formed a wide, sandy beach backed by dunes. Some dunes
are as much
as 100 feet high and are interspersed with depressions of clay
soil. No
streams reach the sea,in this lZelt:--bul. during the short rainy
season
temporary watercourses empty into these depressions to form a series
of freshwater swamps or lakes. During the dry
season these damp,
fertile bottomlands are green oases of luxuriant growth,
surrounded by
subdesert conditions. Near the Cap Vert peninsula the beach dunes
are
not continuous; some of the marshes and lagoons
are
frequently
invaded by the
sea and are too salty to be useful for crop production.

South of Dakar the coastal belt narrows considerably.
Behind the
beaches the ground rises slightly in a series of low,
wooded hills. Be-,tween them a number of short, seasonal streams find their
way to the

sea, often through muddy, mangrove-lined marshes and
lagoons. North
of the estuary of the Saloum River, the coastal
belt becomes a wide
maze of meandering creeks, channels, and flat, swampy islands,
frequently choked by mangrove thickets. Southward,
past The Gambia
and the Casamance River estuary, the coast appears
to have settled
during prehistoric times. Creeks and estuaries are clogged by silt and
sand.:. This is an area of salt flats and is unsuitable
for agricultural
use.

Senegal River Valley

From the Mali border, where it enters Senegal,
flows in a great arc to the sea, bringing the wealth the Senegal River
of its waters to a
narrow strip of thirsty land where less than a dozen inches of rain
fall
annually in a few torrential downpours. The north bank
of the river's
main channel forms the international boundary with
Between low, parched ridges, the river meanders slt4igishlyMauritania.
through a
green, alluvial floodplain, which is ten to twelve miles wide-in its
upper
reaches and over forty miles wide where the river
approaches the sea.
No streams enter the "alley, except short washes"that flow
for a little
while after the infrequent rains. The floodplain
itself,
however,
is
broken by many marshes and branching channels.
Do
nstream
from
Dagana, where the river approaches the sea, its
various,channels farm
an extensive network in the silt-choked plain, and whea,the river
high they distribute its waters over a wide area resembling a delta. Ais
feature of the middle reach of the valley above Dagana
is \the Ile a
Morfil a narrow island several hundred miles long between
the, river's
main channel and the sluggish Doue channel on the opposite side.
Human life in this region is governed by the river's
annual flood.
Rising water spreads through the whole system of
channels. sloughs,
and adjacent lowlands until most of the valley is a sheet of
water from,
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which the tops of trees appear as green patches; villages stand out as
isolated islands. Crops are sown as the flood recedes. Soon after, as the
long dry season sets in, the region offers the contrast of a green ribbon
winding through a countryside burned brown by the harmattan, a persistent wind from the Sahara.

Western Plains
Except for the dunes in the coastal belt, the only noteworthy elevation
in the western plains is a small group of hills that rise to about 200 feet
above sea level northwest of the town of Thies (see fig. 1). The lowlands
extending southeastwa d from Thies to Kaolack have developed into an
important agricultural area, producing groundnuts (peanuts) and other
food crops (see ch. 14). Soils are loose and sandy and are easily depleted.

The original vegetative cover has been almost completely cleared,
During the dry season the land in this area is almost barren except in a
few depressions where groundwater is close to the surface. Where the
earth is not altogether bare, it is covered with dry grass, dead stubble,

stunted bushes, and scattered trees. Shortly after the first rains in
June, however, the land comes to life. New grass sprouts, and fields of

groundnuts, interspersed with millet and other food crops, form a
green landscape.

The Ferlo
An inland continuation of the western plains, the Ferlo is a generally
featureless expanse of savanna covering most of the area between the
Senegal River, along the border with Mauritania, and The Gambia. The

annual rainfall is so scanty and the thin, sandy soil so porous that
water can be obtained during the dry season only from wells located
along the few shallow depressions that cross the flat landscape. Nomads

move through the area during the short rainy season, when sparse
forage is available for their animals. They leave as the rainy season
ends. Dried tufts of sun-yellowed grass, scrub, and thorn trees dominate the scene during the rest of the year.

Casamance

Casamance is partially separated from most of Senegal by The
Gambia and is slightly different in terms of relief, rainfall, and vegetation. The valleys inland from the coastal belt are flat and subject
to flooding each year, but they are separated by areas high enough to
escape annual inundations. In the southe,stern corner of the region a
divide that rises south of the Casamance and .Gambie river basins
reaches a 200-foot elevation. The Casamance River is tidal and salty as
far as seventy-five miles inland. As a consequence, low areas along
the tidal reaches of the river and along its lower tributaries are often
infertile and can support only a limited variety of vegetation unless
protected by dikes, Rainfall is heavier, and the rainy season is longer

a
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than in the region north of The Ganibia. The town of Ziguinchor, for
example, usually has three times as much rain as Dakar. Thus, although terrain differences are minimal, vegetation in the coastal area
of Casamance is quite different from that in the majority of Senegal's
land area and includes mangrove, thick forest, and oil palms. This
vegetation shades into wooded or open savanna in the central and eastern parts of the region, where soils are poor and the population is sparse.

The East
A poorly defined plain extends southeastward from the Ferlo to the
borders of Mali and Guinea. It straddles a low, poorly defined northsouth divide separating the watershed of the Gambie on the west from
the narrower Faleme River basin on the east. West of the Faleme confluence with the Senegal River, ill-defined high ground extends westward to form another minor divide between the Ferlo and the northern
half of the Gambie basin. Except for the Faleme River and a few short
tributaries, the only perennial watercourses in this area are tributaries
of the Gambie. Rainfall and other climatic conditions are about the
same as in the Fed°, except that the annual rainfall increases substantially toward the southern end of the plain, and temperature ranges are
wider. Most of the region is poor, seasonal pastureland, dotted with
acacia and scrub growth. There are many areas of infertile laterite. The
region is thinly populated and, except for the Ferlo, is the latest developed part of Senegal.
0
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DRAINAGE
The Senegal River, which marks the northern border of the country
for a considerable distance, carries water from wetter areas farther
south into the subarid fringe of the Sahara and eventually to the Atlantic Ocean near Saint-Louis. Over 2,500 miles long, the Senegal rises
in neighboring Guinea, where sixty to eighty inches of rain fall each
year. Its main upper tributary is known as the Bafing River until it is
joined in eastern Mali by the Bakoy River, forming the Senegal River.
As it enters Senegal, it is joined from the south by the Faleme River,
which also rises in Guinea. Downstream there are no falls or rapids,
and the average gradient is only a few inches per mile.
The river's annual floods are fed mainly by the heavy seasonal rains
that begin in April in the mountains of Guinea, but flood crests do not
arrive in Senegal until mid-September and thereafter take about six
weeks to reach the sea. Annual maximums average about forty-five
feet above minimums at the Senegal-Mali border, decreasing to well
under twelve feet when the crest is within 100 miles of the mouth of
the river. There, heavy stream deposition and reduced gradient cause
the floodwaters to break into a network of distributaries, drawing off

so much volume that crests are scarcely perceptible in the river's
estuary at Saint-Louis.
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During normal low water, ocean tides range nearly 300 miles up=
stream; the river is salty for half that distance, and the system of .distributaries becomes a maze of brackish swamps and backwaters. For a
month or so during the higher stages of the flood, however, the salty
water is forced seaward, and the system is filled with fresh water. In
recent years this ebb and flow has been checked at some points by dikes
that are opened to admit the fresh water and are later closed to impound it for use during the dry season and to exclude any advancing
salt water. The most important arrangement of this kind includes a
dam and a gate on the Thule channel, a hundred miles inland, not far
from Dagana, which control a shallow lake, extending southwasrd about
fifty miles and averaging about eight miles in width, known as the Lac
de Guiers. At highest level the lake waters reach another forty to fifty
miles southeastward into the Ferlo valley, replenishing the water table
in an otherwise parched area.
Above Saint-Louis the river forms an estuary that is divided southward by a long sandbar. Known as the Langue de Barbarie, this barrier
is not more than half a mile wide and is so low that waves wash across

it in some places during rough seas. Throughout the last century its
length has varied between ten and twenty miles. At its extremity,
where the river meets the open sea, there is a dangerous shifting bar
that sometimes prevents the passage of ships for several weeks at a
time.
The Saloum River arid its major affluent, the Sine River, are sluggish

streams feeding into An extensive tidal swamp just north of The
Gambia. Only the lower reaches carry water all year, and these are
brackish, as the tides penetrate far up the various channels through
the swamp.
The middle reaches of the Gambie are with in'Senegal. Rising in the

Fouta Djallon, a highlands area in 'Guinea, the Gamble enters the
southeastern corner of Senegal, swings northwestward, and winds for
about 200 miles to the border with The Gambia. In addition to a few

intermittent tributaries on its northern flank, the river receives the
flow of a perennial river, the Koulountou, which runs north from
Guinea to join it near the Gambian border.
The Casamance River in southern Senegal drains a narrow basin, less
than twenty miles wide, between The Gambia and the border with Por-

tuguese Guinea. It is sluggish and swampy for most of its 200-mile
length. Its ma'n tributary is the Songrougrou River, which joins it from
the north about sixty-five miles from the sea. Downstream from this

point, the river is a broad estuary, six miles wide at the mouth, and

there are several smaller outlets separated bN flat islands. Tides
penetrate about 100 miles inland.

CLIMATE

The outstanding characteristics of the climate are relatively high
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daytime temperatures throughout the year and a long annual dry season. As the country lies between 12°N and 17°N latitude, well
south of
the Tropic of Cancer, days vary less in length, and solar radiation
is
more intense and persistent than in tentperate latitudes.
Rainfall is generated in a broad contact zone, or intertropical
front,
when warm, humid equatorial and maritime air masses shift
northward

during the first half of the year in response to the changing angleor
apparent northward migrationof the sun. Moisture from equatorial
land and sea areas ride's northward on warm winds from
the south and
southwest.
Meanwhile, a cooler, drier continental air mass prevails in
temperate

zones, including northern Africa. In Senegal the prevailing wind for
much of the year is from the northeastthe dry, dusty harmattan
from the central Sahara.
Interaction between these Mo air masses produces a broad belt of
instability and rain, which shifts northward to cover all the country in
late summer and then retreats southward in late
summer or early
atifu mn, along with the apparent return of the sun to equatorial
areas.
The thirsty harmattan again prevails, desiccating vegetation and
evaporating any remaining accumulations of surface water.
Rainfall may vary greatly from week to week or from year to year,
causing floods or droughts. Average annual peitipitation in
most of the
Casamance Region of southern Senegal is between fifty and
sixty
inches and is spread over a six-month period from May through
October;
in central Senegal, including the densely populated areas between

Dakar and Diourhel, it is twenty-five to thirty inches and falls during
the four months from mid-June to mid-October; the north receives less
than twenty inches, almost all of it limited to the three months
of July,

August, and September (see fig. 4).

Droughts seriously affected Senegal and other nations along the
southern edge of the Sahara during the late 1960s and early 1970s.
The
cumulative effects, compounded by a continuation of the drought, made
1973 a disaster year for most of these nations. A large
percentage of the
livestock in northern Senegal died. In mid-1973 much of the human
population of this area was either seriously shut of food or actually

starving. The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization

(FAO), other international bodies, and various individual nations provided emergency aid,, including airlifts of food for people and
animals.
Whether or not the droughts would continue in future
years, great
damage had already been done to the natural vegetative cover as well
as to human and animal populations.
Temperatures in coastal areas rarely fall below 60°F, and daily,
monthly, and annual ranges are limited. Inland, away from the
moderating influence of the ocean, seasonal daily maxima are often above
100'F. The difference between the mean monthly maxima and minima
may be 35°F, and the daily range can be more than 40°F.
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Within these limits the climate is relativellir homogeneous
throughout
the country, except in a narrow strip along the northwestern
coast between Cap Vert and the border with Mauritania. This area is influenced
by trade winds from the Atlantic Ocean and by the cool
water of the
Canary Current flowing from the north. Temperatures are somewhat
lower and more uniform than those recorded it the interior,
and the
rainy season is a few weeks shorter.

Ordinarily the surface winds throughout the country are gentle;
annual averages at most stations are two to four miles per hour. Along
the northwestern coast, however, the average speed is nearer ten miles
per hour when trade winds prevail. Once the seasonal winds are established, nights are generally calm, but the wine comes up at dawn and is
strongest by late after Moon. Along the coast, land and sea breezes may
modify the pattern. Winds of gale strength occur chiefly at the beginning and end of the rainy season in connection with line
along
the intertropical front. Kruiwn locally as tornade$, theystorms
are not the
same as the tornadoes of the United States. Apt to occur anywhere
in
the country, the tornades move rapidly from east to west, accompanied
by thunder, lightning, and squalls of wind that may exceed fifty miles
per hour. They
of short duration but are usually followed by torrential rain that lasts for one or two hours.
SOILS
The various types of soils in the country are distributed in zones extending approximately east and t est, which can be loosely correlated
with the level of rainfall and the density of the vegetation from which
the necessary components of soil are derived. Most soils are acidic,
especially in the south. The red-brown soils extending across the northernmost area of the country have a fairly good organic content but are

likely to become very hard during the dry season. The soil of the Senegal
River valley in the northern border area is benefited by annual deposits
of alluvium borne in during the annual flood.

The savanna types of soil lying in a broad belt across central and
southern Senegal vary considerably. but all of them are thin soils, low
in organic content. North of The Gambia the soil is sandy and permeable, except for accumulations of clay in swamps and floodplains.
Although this soil is suitable for the production of groundnuts, the fields
in many areas in the western part of the belt have been
exhausted by
bad farming practices. Along the tidal reaches of all the estuaries, salt
water invades the land during the dry season and, unless controlled by
dikes, causes sterile salt flats unsuitable for cultivation.
Across Casamance Region and the southern area of Senegal Oriental,
the soil is strongly acid and heavily leached, contains much
free iron,
and tends to laterize. Impermeable and very weak laterites
are common
in southeastern Senegal, where high temperatures prevent the accumulation of humus by encouraging the decomposition of plant fibers
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soon after the plant dies. Heavy rains wash away the partially decomposed plant materials before they can become part of the soil. They
also penetrate subsurface soil layers, where they leach out all kinds
of nutrients and organic compounds and carry them to levels below the
reach of root systems. As a result, the soil lacks plant nutrients and
contains a high proportion of iron, aluminum oxides, and hydroxides.
Such lateritic soil becomes acidic, tends to harden, and is difficult to
work. At its worst it can form a barren, hard crust several feet deep.
VEGETATION
The distribution of the common types of vegetation is determined by
the amount of annual rainfall and its seasonal distribution. Temperatures throughout the year favor plant growth if water and plant nutrients are available. Because annual rainfall decreases from south to
north, vegetation zones tend to be ill-defined belts extending from east
to west across the country, ranging from dense cover in the southern
swamps to scattered trees and scrub in the northern plains. The most
convenient description covers three main belts and a narrow subzone
along the Atlantic coast.
Subdrid savanna vegetation covers much of the northern part of the
country between the Senegal River and the latitude of Dakar and the
Cap Vert peninsula, excluding the immediate coastal region. This is an
area of scrub and sparse grasses, all of which can survive and reproduce

under seasonally dry conditions. Woody species are not numerous,
rarely occur in groveSt and do not grow to great heights. MoSt prominent, and important as sources of gum arabic and cattle feed, are gum
trees and other varieties of acacia. Some characteristic trees are the
desert date, several kinds of jujube, and the African myrrh. Most of the
trees and shrubs are thorny, and bear only very small leaves, which
are dropped as the dry season advances. Several types of grasses grow
in tufts, interspersed with low herbaceous cover during the short season of rains. They wither when the harmattan brings hot, dry weather.
Except for groundnuts and rice grown in floodplain areas, few foreign
species of plants have been successfully introduced here.
A belt of grassy savanna interspersed with trees and shrubs stretches
across the country between the subarid northern savanna, or Sahelian

zone, and The Gambia. In this belt plant life is more varied than that
of the north, but the natural vegetation has been largely destroyed or
modified in the well-populated western part of the belt. Here, however,
there are a great many introduced species that are valuable for food or
for commercial or aesthetic purpbses. The natural vegetation of the
zone consists of a mixture of trees and grasslands. The most characteristic trees are from twenty to fifty feet high and are more frequently
individually spaced than standing in groves. Where groves occur, they
are usually dominatd by a local variety of mimosa. Among the larger
trees are the shea tree, a dry-zone mahogany, the baobab, and members
51
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of the bombax family. Several species of combretum grow in the east-,
ern part of the zone in areas of laterized soil. Fairly tall grasses ore
common in uncultivated areas. They make poor forage but are not
dense enough to impede travel. Grasses die or become dormant during
the dry season, and most of the trees lose their leaves for at least a
short time.

A narrow belt of coastland extending northward from Dakar is influenced by air masses from the ocean and is generally classified as the
Senegal coastal, or subcanarian, vegetation zone. This is a region of
sand dunes and brackish swamps, where greater humidity and water

resources encourage a vegetation mix similar to that in humid areas
farther south, but the soil may be saline from the nearby ocean and
may support only the most salt-resistant plant life. Oil palms reach
north into this subzone and are found in groves around the fertile
swamps, which are also sites for market gardens. In less favored locations there are salt cedars, a few varieties of acacia, and clumps of
coarse grass. Ironwoods have been planted over extensive areas to control soil erosion and serve as windbreaks; some of them are also cut as
Christmas trees. Around Saint-Louis a variety of mimosa is commonly
used to form protective hedgerows.
The southernmost of Senegal's vegetation zones, the Casamance
woodlands, extends across all of Casamance Region and into the upper
Gambie area in Senegal Oriental Region. Because of a transition from
rather heavy forest in the west to more open woodland in the east,
some authorities classify the eastern half as a separate zone.
Western Casamance Region, which has a comparatively heavy rainfall and a high water table, supports a vegetative cover similar to that
of Portuguese Guinea and other humid areas nearer the equator. The
Casamance River and coastal channels, up to tidal limits, are bordered
with mangrove trees mixed on the landward side with saltbush, screw
pine, raffia, and rattan palms. Many areas have been cleared for the

production of rice and are protected by elaborate artificial embankments and ditches. Government plans call for the continuing development of the rice-growing potential of areas extending for fifty miles
along the central reaches of the Casamance River and along its major
tributary, the SG lgrougrou River (see eb. 14). On higher ground are
many groves of oil palms and fairly hea4\stands of forest festooned
with parasitic plants, vines, and woody creepers. Among the larger
trees are mahogany, African teak, and severa\I varieties of bombax. In

recent years Asiatic teak has been planted in quantity. East of the
middle of this zone the trees thin out, and there are patches of thick,
low brush. Some of the more prominent trees in this area are the bombax and a number of varieties of palm.

MINERALS'
The country's mineral resources had not been fully explored in 4973.
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The only minerals being actively exploited were aluminum and calcium
phosphates for fertilizers, salt, and such construction materials as
marble and limestone. The aluminum and calcium phosphate beds
being worked were located near Thies and Taiba. Other phosphates in
a broad area along the northern border, near Podor, were'being studied.

Salt was extracted from deposits located inland along the Saloum

River, near Kaolack. Marty limestone, which is not common in West

Africa, furnished raw material for a portland cement plant near

Rufisque on the Cap Vert peninsula, which also had deposits of brick
clay. Deposits of ilmenite and rutile, which contained titanium and
iron compounds, and zircon were found in ores at the mouth of the
Saloum River estuary and were exploited for a time in the 1960s by a
French-owned firm, but exploitation was suspended in 1965 because of
declining profits and reserves. Iron ore was available near the Faleme
River in the southeastern corner of the country, but further study was
considered necessary before a decision could be made on its economic
potential.
Random prospecting has indicated that there may be other useful
minerals in Senegal Oriental Region, including columbite-tantalite,

copper, tin, graphite, and diamonds. A small crew from the Soviet
Union was prospecting, reportedly for gold, in eastern Senegal during
1972. Gold was extracted from alluvial sands hundreds of years ago in
what is now eastern Senegal, and the purpose of the earliest French
penetration of the Faleme River areas was to search for gold-bearing
ores. These deposits proved to be disappointing and have not been
thought to be worth exploiting with modern equipment.
Technicians from Western nations were testing for petroleum in offshore waters along the coast of Casamance Region, but a deposit of
about 100 million tons located in early 1973 was of such viscous quality
that reportedly it could be commercially exploited only if world petroleum prices should rise to exceptional heights.

WILDLIFE
Some species of wildlife are still common despite encroachment by

the growing human population. Very few large mammals survive,
however, except in the southern part of Senegal Oriental Region. In
this area, along the middle reaches of the Gambie, the government has
established the Niokolo Koba National Park, a game preserve covering
about 675 square miles. Elephants and hippopotamuses are found here,
and grazing animals, such as waterbuck, cobs, elands, and gazelles, are

numerous. Large and small members of the cat family, including a
kind of lion that has no mane, roam this area, as do chimpanzees, monkeys, hyenas, jackals, and wild pigs.

There are fewetk varieties in most other areas of the country and
hardly any large mammals. Nevertheless, there are types of gazelle
and antelope, wild pigs, and such animals ag small members of the cat
4.4
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family, monkeys, squirrels, hare, and rats of varying sizes.

Bird life is abundarit and includes both local species and winter
migrants from colder climes. Many waterfowl, such as cormorants,
herons, egrets, ducks, terns, and pelicans, live in the estuaries of the
major rivers and in the swamplands extending upstream. Grainfields
in nearby agricultural areas are plagued by great flocks of queleas
(sparrowlike members of the weaverbird family) and by other graineating birds. Drier areas support other birds, including the secretary
bird, bustard, and ostrich. Quail, partridge, bush fowl, parakeets, hornbills, vultures, and kites are also found in Senegal.

Reptiles include crocodiles in the Senegal River and the upper
Gambie. Snakes are most numerous in southern Senegal (in Casamance
Region), where the list of species includes the exceptional!'. dangerous
green mamba, several kinds of vipers, cobras, and pythons.
Freshwater fish are plentiful only in the Senegal River and its tributaries, where they are an important source of food. One of the most
important species is the large Nile perch. Marine life, including oysters
and prawns as well as fish, is more abundant in the estuaries of the
major rivers. Saltwater fish go far upstream and are common in offshore waters. Commerical fishermen take tuna and a number of other
edible varieties, and sportsmen hook sailfish, amberjack, and dolphin.
Insects are active all year. Grasshoppers, plant lice, termites, and
other varieties are common enough to be serious pests. Various ants,
flies, gnats, and chiggers are present in all seasons. Mosquitoes, which
may be carrying malaria, yellow fever, or dengue, are common in most

areas. The tsetse fly, which may transmit the parasite resulting in
sleeping sickness in horses and cattli, and trypanosomiasis in humans,
is present in some of the more humid, wooded areas in southern Senegal.

SETTLEMENT PATTERNS

The level of rainfall and the availabilityor absenceof drinking
water during the dry season have probably been the primary determinants of patterns of settlement. In most inland areas groundwater is
quickly evaporated, or it seeps away to underground channels, out of
the reach of plant roots, soon after the end of the rainy season. The
Ferlo in northeastern Senegal is the most readily identifiable area of
this kind, but adjacent areas, including nonriveriue areas near the west
coast, are subject to similar problems. Herdsmen move about with
their flecks in these seasonal pastures during the short rainy season.
Neither forage nor water for their animals is available during the dry
season except at scattered waterholes or wells. Considerable areas have
no permanent residents.
On the other hand, the lower reaches of the river basins in western
Senegal are flooded every year, and the subsoil retains some of the
moisture well into the dry season. These areas fostered local sedentary
farm cultures many centuries ago. Commercial farming expanded dur54
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ing the colonial period, the Thies area and the Sine-Saloum river basin
emerging as the most productive. Soils and climate especially favored
the groundnut, which became the primary commercial and subsist(
crop.
Other food crops also grew fairly well, encouraging settlement in the
lower reaches of several river basins. The lower Senegal River floodplain has had a dense population for hundreds of years. Swamplands
among old coastal dunes along the northwest coast also supported a
heavier population than that of d
inland areas. But in the nineteenth

century and the first half of the twentieth century the groundnut culture flourished in the Sine-Saloum basin, and it became the area of
greatest population growth. By the time of independence, however, the
more productive lands in the Sine-Saloum area had been settled and
exploited.
In 1973 the great majority of the population lived within 100 miles of

the Atlantic coast, either on the land Jr in the towns. The urban
centersincluding the capital city of Dakarowed much of their

existence to a century of growth of subsistence and commerical agriculture in the lower reaches of the river basins.

Cities and Towns
The French, who shifted their interest from the Senegal River area to
west-central Senegal during the mid-1800s, began to develop Dakar in
1857, originally as a naval base, on a site that had previously held only
a fishing village. Saint-Louis at the mouth of the Senegal River was
then the headquarters for French holdings in sub-Saharan Africa, but

the administrative center was shifted to Dakar after 1900. By then
Dakar was becoming an important commercial deepwateriport.
Meanwhile, railroads and roads were under construction in the areas
east of the Cap Vert peninsula and by 1923 had been developed into a
network serving a semicircular arc of lalid extending inland beyond
Louga, Diourbel, and Kaolack. River ports much smaller than Dakar
had also been developed, but much of the comn.,
gy grown ground-

nut crop was hauled to Dakar for shipment to wo. Id markets. More
land was developed for commercial crop production during the period
from 1900 to World War II, and the population increased. Small towns

appeared along railroads, at crossroads, or at river ports in the farm
areas where previously only villages had stood. The towns remained
relatively small until 1946, when they entered a period of rapid growth
that continued in 1973. Migration from rural areas and from other nations was responsible for most of the increase in urban populations.

The capital city of Dakar is a complex mixture of administrative,
commercial, and cultural activities, noteworthy for its importance to
the nation and its rapid growth, which is attributed to its attraction
for migrants. More than 15 percent of the nation's people lived in the
Dakar complex in 1973. The great majority had been born elsewhere
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in Senegal or in other countries. Dakar was the nation's only truly
urban et Ater and the site of one of the great seaports and industrial
complexes of West Africa. As a crossroads city it reflects European,
Mediterranean, and African influences.
Wen the federation of French West Africa was formed in the late
nineteenth century. Dakar ocatme the seat qf the federal government
(see ch 2) Despite the dissolution of the federation and the achievement of independence by the t, lions formed from the territory of the
defunct federation, Dakar c
aed to be the major commercial and
cultural center of theArea formerly _!11)(12d in French West Africa.
The city proper occupies the southern end of the Cap Vert peninsula.
Here on a plateau about 100 feet above the sea on either side are the
tall, modern buildings, handsome residences, and tree-lined avenues of
the business and administrative district. The architecture clearly shows

its French origins. The harbor and port facilities are on the eastern
side, sheltered from the open sea by the southward bend of the peninsula and by extensive sea walis. A crowded quarter adjoin's the business district on the north. Known as the Medina, it fs a mixture
shacks, cottages, and apartment buildings. Beyond, on the north, are
residential districts and suburbs, including Grand Dakar, Colobane,
Bacbab, Pointe E, Lberte, and Pikine_Some are of haphazard growth:
others are planned arrays of comfortable houses, surrounded by trt,es

and gardens.
The industrial area is on the eastern side of the peninsula, along the
railroad to Rufisque and the interior. On the western side beyond the
Medina and facing the open sea arc the buildings of the Univer ity of
Dakar and the fashionable suburb of Fann. Yoff International A rport
is hhout ten miles northwAt of the center of Dakar, not far fro i the
Pointe 'les Al madies, the westernmost tip of African continent.
Almost all of the other large urban centers are within 100 miles of
the coast, and most are in the west-central agricultural area. The most
noteworthy exception is Tambacounda, the capital of Senegal Oriental
Region, located some 250 miles inland along the Dakar-Mali railroad,

The town and smaller agricultural settlements along the railroad in
central Senegal reflect a modest exception to the primary migratory
movements from inland to coastal areas and from rural areas to the
towns The increase in population along the central segments of the
cross- country railroad consisted partly of migrants from tbu heavily
populated farming areas in the west.

In the agricultural areas nearer the coast Kaolack and Diourbel,
two of the largest agt icultural towns, thrived on the production, proces-

sing, and transportation of groundnuts (see ch. 14). Thies benefited
directly from the same factors and was also the site of the main railroad division point and repair facilities (see ch. 15).
In 1973 Ziguinchor, in iluthern Senegal, was prospering as the com-

mercial and administrative center of Casamance Region. In a more
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recent repetition of the history of land development and commercial
food production in the Sine-Saloum valley and the adjoining farm
areas near the central coast, land was being developed in the Ziguinchor hinterland for the production of food crops (see ch. 14). Rainfall
was heavier there than in the central coastal area.
Saint-Louis, secondary port and capital of the northern region of
Fleuve, had stagnated during the first few decades of the twentieth
century after the administrative headquarters for French West Africa
were transferred to Dakar. It retained administrative control of the
Senegal portion of these French holdings until 1958, when this authority was also moved to Dakar. Despite such problems and the natural
limitations on its port, it was growing at approximately the same rate
as most other towns during the preindependence p2ribd. The hinterland served by the minor port and commercial interests at Saint-Louis
extends deep inland. It includes an area of moderately heavy population density in the floodplains along the river and a few marshy tributaries, where sedentary agriculture is possible. The nonriverine areas
in the town's natural trade territory contain very few people.
Seven of the ten larg ..st towns, excluding Louga, Rufisque, and
Mbour, are the capitals of their regions. All except Ziguinchor and
Mbour are served by railroads. In the early 1970s industrial development was limited in almost all towns, as most of Senegal's industries
were in or near Dakar (see ch. 14).

some areas in Saint-Louis retained vestiges of the urban amenities
and visual characteristics of its earlier history as a capital, but more
recent growth has been haphazard Since 1970 urban leaders in Thies
have been developing plans for improving some areas of the town and
for controlling future growth.
Most sections in these or other large towns are little different from
the smaller towns. Many neighborhoods were built up during the rapid
growth period between 1946 and 1973 without local government guidance or assistance.
Smaller towns in most cases are expanded villages or agricultural

settlements that have grown into formless agglomerations with a
nominal status as towns, usually along the railroad lines or at crossroads. Most of them are minor service centers for local farms and collection centers for commercial crops. Like Dakar, all other towns have
their unplanned squatter settlements of improvised huts and other
shelters.
Villages
Despite the rapidity of the shift to the towns, most Senegalese still
live in villages. Proj.2etions for the late 1970s and the early 1980s indi-

cate that the majority of the population will continue to live in rural
settings, removed for the most part from whatever amenities may
become available in the larger towns.
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Most villages are dusters of huts built from clay, fibrous plants, or
rough timber In some areas the clusters of dwellings and storage
buildings belonging to a family group are built around a central courtyard, and the entire complex is screened by reed fences. These compounds and other dwelling units may be scattered on all sides of a
centrally located village market.

In the past, the yer-round water source w as usually a stream or
pc.01 The site selected for a % illage was usually near a water supply
that multi be depended upon during the last months of the annual dry

season, even though the water might be stagnant and contaminated.
Villagers usually select sites on slightly ele% ated ground in or near
these wet areas, preferably close to a Near-round water supply and to
the land they are farming Wells ha% e become inure common in recent
years and undouittedly have affected selection
some new village
sites.
Nationwide, villages average about 200 people each. They usually
have f(er than 200 residents in Sine-Saloum Region and adjacent
parts of the main groundnut production arca, and they were also small
in eastern Casamance Region. They range from 200 to 500 or more
people in central Casamance, where soil conditions in some ri% er bottoms are more favorable than in other parts of the region.
Still larger villages, ranging up to 1,000 or more people, exist on high
ground in or near the floodplain of the Senegal River. Flood-borne silt
from far upstream enriches the soil in the hottomlands every year.
The subdesert areas a few mile,; away, beyond the reach of floods or
irrigation projects, ..re is,ited by nomadic herdsmen but support only
a few scattered small villages.

POPULATION
Population data available in 1973 were based fur the most part on an
official preliminary analysis of data collected by a demographic inquiry carried out by the Senegalese go% ern ment in 1970 and 1971 with

assistance from the United Nations. A pre% loos inquiry had ben

carried out in 1960 and 1961, providing a basis for analysis of population trends, but no complete census has e% er been carried out. Although
limited to a small sample of the population, the inquiries appear to
have been reasonably accurate, and they pro% ide a basis for general
conclusions and further study. 'I hey showed, fur example, that the
Wolof and Serer ethnic groups constituted more than half the populati(tn, l.ot a dozen other groups were well represented (see eh. 1).
The pre-196) population figures were based on estimates made by
local administrators, which w ere reported regularly to the colonial
administration These crude estimates indicated a population of 1.5
million in Senegal in 1930 and 2 million in 1950. The 1960-61 inquiry,
based on a sampling stir% ey among selected sectors of the population,
indicated a tctal of approximately 3 million people.
5$

Analysis of the
. collected in the 1960-61 and 1970-71 surveys
indi "ated an average annual population growth rate during the 1961-71
period of 1.93 percent. This was somewhat lower than the previously
reported rate of about 2.2 percent, which had been used as the basis for
various estimates during the 1960s. This preliminary estimate was
subject to further review, and sonic internationally respected observers
continued in 1972 and 1973 to base their analyses of Senegalese population changes on the 2.2 percent rate.
Whichever was most accurate, growth at approximately the same
general rateroughly 2 percent annuallywas likely for the near
future; existing evidence did not suggest major reversals of the growth
and migration trends of the early 1970s. Growth at about 2 percent per
year, based on an estimated population of about 4 million in mid-1973,
would result in a total of approximately 5.25 million by 1985.
If the Dakar-Cap Vert urlmn complex should continue to grow at the
6-percent-per-year rate observed during the 1965-73 period (some
observers have suggested that the rate was probably nearer 8 percent),
it would have more than 1.4 million residents by 1985. This would be
about one-fourth of the total population projected for that time. Other
towns were also expected to continue to grow, reflecting both the continuing coastward movement and rapid urbanization.
In 1973 the estimated population density for the entire nation, projected from data in the 1970-71 official demographic inquiry, was
fifty-three persons per square mile (see table 1). By region, densities
were highest, at 3,400 per square mile, in the small western region of
Cap Vert, which is regarded by some observers as essentially urban in
character. The adjacent, somewhat larger region of Thies had about
220 persons per square mile, but small areas within the region, and a
few farm areas elsewhere in the country, ranged upward to 250 per
square mile. Between 1960 and E:70 the highest regional growth rate4.1 percent annuallyhad been in the remote inland region of Senegal
Oriental. Nevertheless, this large region was estimated to contain only
about 256,000 people in mid-1973. Average density was approximately
eleven per square mile. The Ferlo and adjacent areas east .1 15°30'W
longitude, approximately represented by a line from Dagana in the
north to Sedhiou in the south, were inhabited by very few people,
mostly nomadic or seminomadic herdsmen. Large areas of Fleuve
Region averaged fewer than eleven persons per square mile.

Population Dynamics
The potential for continuing overall population growth was indicated

by the youthfulness of the population, traditional attitudes that encouraged all women to marry, and an almost universal desire for many
children. About 52 percent of the population was under twenty years
of age in 1973. Women of this age were entering their most prolific
y ears, Iron, age twenty to twenty-four.
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649
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601
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1.93
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1.3
25
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Percentage
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196-702

3,9915
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256

568
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786
728
644

Jul 1973'
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53
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85
3,434
50
57
223

Square Mile

Source: Adapted from Senegal, Mimstere des Finances et d'Affaires Economiques,
Enquete Demographuine Nationale, 1970 -71, Wsultats Prom:Wires
du ler Passage, Dakar; 1971.
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1..1ome published estimates indicate up to 4 2 million
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345
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444
503
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212
12,949
10,943
2,548
17,033
23,006

9,:..43

total \ rea
.quart inde.,

'In thousanik
Tenn gus ernnwnt of Senegal demographic enquirie.

Senegal Oriental
National Totals .

Fleue

Sine-Saloum
Cap Vert
Diourbel
Casamance
Thies . -

Region

Table 1

Although men usually marry at a somewhat later age, most women
marry by the age of nineteen. Single women of marriageable age are
rare, particularly single women over twenty-five years. The 1970-71
survey data indicated the -probability of six births for the average
woman during her childbearing years (nominally fifteen to forty-five
years of age).

Except among a tiny minority of westernized families, very few
people had any knowledge of or interest in modern family planning. No
government policy for such programs had been promulgated. Review

of popular a`titudes suggests that efforts to persuade parents to limit
the size of their families would be resisted or disregarded.
Estimates of the number of children born to the average mother
were in accord with other statistical data. These included a reported
fertility rate of 174 per 1,000 and an estimated national birthrate of

forty-three live births per 1,000 people per year.
As in most developing countries, the potential for rapid growth suggested by these factors was limited by high mortality rates affecting all
age-groups. Because of inadequate diets, disease, and lack-of medical
care there are many stillbirths, and the infant mortality rate was approximately ninety-three per 1,000 or nearly 10 percent of all live births.
Infant mortality in rural areas was about 181 per 1,000, dropping to
about eighty-three per 1,000 in the larger towns. Most of the country's

doctors and medical facilities were in Dakar and a few other towns,
and the availability of medical care was undoubtedly a major factor in
the rural-urban differential (see ch. 6).
Ages one to five remained hazardous for children who survived their
first year. In some groups traditional taboos and customs increased
rather than alleviated problems of diet and disease that affected the
younger children. An average of 40 percent of the infant population
died before reaching the age of five years.

Death rates were also high in older groups. The mortality rate for
the entire population was about seventeen per 1,000 persons der year
in the early 1970s. In the largest towns the rate was reportedly similar
to rates of about ten per 1,000 recorded in a number of industrialized
nations, but the estimated rate among the rural majority was nearly
nineteen per 1,000. Life expectancy at birth, according to estimates
based on the government's demographic surveys, increased from less
than thirty-eight years in 1960 to about forty-two years in 1970.

Migration Patterns
Migration had already been a factor in the growth of the commercial

food production area during the nineteenth century before rail and
road construction programs were increased. Transportation_ improvements, including the completion of most of the railroads by 1923, encouraged more travel. In many cases migrants came from inland areas
of Senegal or from neighboring countries for seasonal work on farms.
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The majority of the seasonal workers from outside Senegal came from
Mali and Guinea Migrants also came from The Gambia, Upper Volta,
and Portuguese Guinea.
Some of the migrants returned home after a season. Others moved
to the towns during the dry season and then returned to the farms for
another work season or more before returning to their homelands.
Still others became permanent residents in Senegal. Some, who could
properly be regarded as urban residents, were in the towns for only

half the year, spending the agricultural work season on farms in a
more or less permanent pattern of seasonal migrations. The patterns
of migration from other countries, internal, seasonal migration, and
urbanization had become too interrelated and complex to separate.
The annual trek from various areas into the farming sectors has

been important for many decades. Total numbers involved have varied
greatly, ranging from 10,000 in some ears to more than 50,000 in
others. It continued into the 1970s, but the number of seasonal workers
participating repOrtedly had declined after 1960. The droughts of the
late 1960s and early 1970s, which in 1973 had become a disaster in
countries all along the southern fringe of the Sahara, brought a resurgence of the trek from subdesert inland areas, but no data were available in mid-1973 on the numbers involved.

War in Portuguese Guinea and political and economic problems in
Guinea have also led to migration into Senegal (see ch. 11). Sporadic
reports indicated that by 1965 about 35,000 people had crossed into
Senegal from Portuguese Guinea, and news reports indicated that this
figure had risen to 82,000 by 1973.

In 1971 the president of Senegal referred to the presence of 800,000
non-Senegalese people in the country. In the absence of complete
records on migrations and related data, officials apparently estimated
that about 20 percent of the people were immigrants.
Information available in 1973 indicated that the total number of
emigrants from Senegal was much smaller than the number of immigrants, although no specific official figures were available for either.
Most native-born Senegalese who have left to live elsewhere have gone

to France. It was estimated that 21,000 Senegalese were in Paris in
May 197:3; probably many others lived elsewhere in France and a few
in other countries, but statistics were not available.

Urban Growth
No other population change has approached, in scope or significance,
the movement from rural villages to the towns. The urban migration
was the primary change of the post-World War II period, and it apparently accelerated after independence. Only Dakar and a few other
towns had porHations of more than 10,000 people in 1946. By 1973
about twenty-tive towns exceeded that figure, and more than 1.2 million people, :30 percent of the nation's population, were tabulated as
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urban residents. More than half of them were in Dakar, and most of
the remainder were in the nine next largest towns (see table 2).
Almost all towns were growing at rates of at least 4 percent per year;
approximately half this rate was attributed to migration. Most of the
large towns were located within 100 miles of the Atlantic coast and
had grown primarily on an economic basis of commercial agriculture
and closely related Activities.. The town of Tambacounda was an important exception, as it was located some 250 miles inland along the
Dakar-Mali railroad line. Like the western towns, it grew along with
the increases in cultivated land and rural population in the surrounding
area. Lesser towns in central Senegal, served by the railroad and the
highway that followed essentially the same route, were also growing.

Nearer the coast, Kaolack and Diourbel were among the largest
towns where growth was based almost entirely on activities related to
agriculture. Thies benefited directly from the same activities and was
growing more rapidly (5 percent per year) than any other large town
except Dakar.
Table 2. Ten Largest Urban Centers. Senegal. 1973
Geographic
Location

Town

Dakar
Kaolack

-

West-central coast
West-central

Thies

. do

Saint-Louis
Ziguinchor
Rufisque ..
Diourbel

.

..

Louga

Mbour.... .......
Tambacounda

Northern border
Southern
West-central coast
West-central
Northwest
West-central coast
Inland, southeast ..

...

Estimated 1973
Population

600.000
113,500
105,000
99,000
57,500
54,000
43,500
40,000
30,000
24,500

Percent Annual
Growth Rate

6+
4

5
4

4
4

4
4
4
4

Source: Adapted from Senegal, Ministere des Finances et des Affaires Economiques,
Direction de la Statistique, Sttuatums Economtque du Senegal. 1971, Dakar,
1972; and Senegal, Enguete Dentograplugue Nattonale, 1970-71. Resultats ProrwAires do ler Passage, Dakar, 1971.

Other Internal Migratory Movements
Against the background of generally westward or southward movements during previous centuries and the exodus from rural areas to the
towns, another migration trend involved a relatively small number of
people. Following a pattern of resettlement that was begun in the early

twentieth century by Muslim pioneers, rural Senegalese had been
shifting fro-in the densely populated west-central regions to set up new
homes and farms in the Terres Neuves (New Lands) of central Senegal
(see ch. 14). Some were settling in the Sandougou River valley around
the town of Tambacounda, capital of Senegal Oriental Region. Other
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small numbers of migrants were movit4, south to the river basins in
Casamance Region

Nomadic or seminomadic peoples we "e also a part of a national
pattern of historic acid present-day migration. Seasonal movements
into grazing lands in northern and central areas involved thousands
of families of herdsmen. Some moved northward with the summer
rains from a broad area of mixed grazing and farmlands in the westcentral area and returned months later; others who had wintered in
the marshy areas near Saint-Louis and the Senegal River estuary
moved eastward or southwestward for the forage that was available
after the short rainy season had begun. Other groups followed traditional routes northward or westward from Senegal Oriental Region,
returning late in the year to winter ranges in the southeast.
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CHAPTER 4

ETHNIC GROUPS AND LANGUAGES
Ethnic diversity characterizes Senegal as it does other African
states. Reliable statistics regarding the strength of ethnic groups were
not available in 1973. Six major groups constituted nearly 90 percent
of the population, according to 1971 estimates. They were the Wolof
who alone accounted for more than one-third of the totalthe Serer,
Peul, Toucouleur, Diola, and Manding (see table 3).
Table 3 Estimated Population of Ethnic Groups in Senegal, 1971
Group

Number

Percentage

1,375,000
722,000
817,000'

36.2

266,000

7.0

243,0001

6.4'

79,800'

2.1'

Lebou (Lebu ).... ... . .
Bassari, Balante, Mandjaque, Mancagne,

68,400

1.8

and others
Maures . . .
Cape Verde Islanders
Europeans (chiefly French )

83,000
57,000
30,000
40,000'

2.2

Lebanese

18,000

Wolof (OuoloO
Serer (Serere)..
Peul (Fulbe, Fulani)

Toucouleur,
(Tokolor, 'Molar)

I

.

Diola (Djola, Jola)
Manding (Malinke, Mandingo,
Mandinka, Maninka)
Bambara (Bamana)
Sarakole (Soninke) l
Diankhanke

TOTAL

3,800,000'

19.0
21.5

1.5

08
1.0

0.5
100.0

'Groups in braces speak same or related languages and are occasionally intermixed. indisidual nuis,vrical size of
these groups has been cAmbined to accommodate seriations reflected in mailable source materials
'French estimates show Senegal's 1970 French population as only 29 OM i 27.500 in Dakar Mono, Senegalese estimates are higher
'Figures do not total because of rounding

Few Wolof, Serer, or Diola live outside Senegal. The Toucouleur
do but are most heavily represented within the country. The Peul,
Manding, Bambara, and some of the small ethnic groups that make up
the remaining 10 percent are found primarily in neighboring countries.

In spite of the diversity there is no sharp interethnic strife. Ethnic
membership and local allegiances are important, but they are counterbalanced by many relationships and associations that cut across ethnic
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lines. Moreover, there is a long history of interpenelration and mutual
adaptation For hundreds of years before the colonial era the peoples

of Senegal and adjacent areas were in contactsometimes hostile,
sometimes amicablewith each other. In the colonial and postcolonial
periods the frequency of interaction among members of different
ethnic groups increased, mainly because of urbanization, modern education, and economic development.
The extent to which ethnic growis participate in modern political

and economic life is not altogether consistent with their numerical
importance in the total population. The differences do not seem to be
the result of extraordinary ethnic solidarity in political and economic
matters or of the oppression of particular groups but rather the degree
of urbanization and of geographic location (see fig. 5). These factors
have favored the Wolof and the Serer and, to some degree, the Lebou.

The Peu! and the Toucouleur are mot e lightly represented in the
modern sector in proportion to their numbers. The people of Casamance Region such as the Manding, the Dio la, and others, have on the
whole tended to participate less in modern development than groups
north of The Gambia. In some areas the uneven involvement in economic development has sharpened awareness of local interests.
The majority of Senegalese societies, including most of the larger
groups, are characterized by marked and relatively rigid systems of
stratification. Although changing, these systems were still conspicuous in the early 1970s. For some of the traditional upper strata, differences of caste and class rather than ethnic affiliation continue to be
more important barriers to social and marital relations. Some of the
lower strata, on the other hand, are more concerned with eliminating
status disadvantages than With ethnic differences (see ch. 5).
A few people, chiefly the well educated and the urban, see themselves primarily as Senegalese nationals. For most, however, fullfledged identification with the nation-state is yet to come. On the other
hand, no group seeks autonomy on ethnic grounds. National leaders

in and out of powermay on occasion cater to local or ethnic interests,
but all publicly express the necessity and desirability of developing a
national consciousness and of eliminating ethnic affiliation as an important basis for public and private relations.
A number of factors are conducive to these efforts. Culturally the
Senegalese are fairly homogeneous. including similar patterns of dress
and diet (see eh 6). Nearly three-fourths of the population has close
historical and ethnic connections, and most groups resemble each other
in their social and political organization. More than 90 percent of the
people adhere to Islam (see ch. 7). Senegalese Islain, however, is split
into several brotherhoods that partly coincide with ethnic divisions.
To some degree this is offset by ethnic groups (the Wolof, for example)
belonging to different brotherhoods.
A major unifying influence is the widespread use of Wolof as a
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Figure 5. Distribution ofEthnic Groups in Senegal, 1971

Senegal," Bulletin de l'Institut Fondamental d'Afnque Noire (Series B) [Dakar], XXXIII, No. 3,

ment du territoire, Dakar, October 1965, p. 11; and Souleymane Diana, "La Population du

Source: Adapted from Senegal, Ministere du Plan et du Developpement, Cartes pour serum a l'amenage
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lingua franca. It is commonly used in public situations,
leaders use it on ceremonial occasions to address crowds.and national
an initial formal statement in French. Wolof is strictly often after
language and is not spoken outside the country. The a Senegalese
growing consciotvness of the existence of a Senegalese nation
owes
a
great deal to
the extension of the Wolof
language.

MAJOR ETHNIC GROUPS
Wolof

The Wolof constitute the largest single ethnic
group in Senegal.
Concentrated chiefly in the northwestern quarter of the
they
are also dispersed elsewhere among other people, as in thecountry,
Fer lo, in the
eastern and southern areas of the Saloum River basin, and in Casamance Region (see fig. 11.

Touched more deeply by

change during the nineteenth century than
other. Senegalese, the Wolof have become the
country's dominant
group. Wolof are found in all the reaches of the social, political,

and
of
Dakar,
the majority in most other cities, and two-thirds of the
population in
the groundnut( peanut) producing areas (see ch. 14).
The Wolof were first mentioned by name in the
tury. Their expansion began from the northeasternmid-fifteenth censtate of Djolof,
whose first emperor is said to have come with a small
of followers from the Adrar region of the present-day state ofgroup
Mauritania.
These first authentic ancestors of the Wolof founded
that owed allegiance to Djolof until the sixteenth a number of states
century when they
became independent. The history of the Wolof states and of the relations among them were characterized by conquest,
rebellion, and
usurpation (see ch. 2). As the Wolof conquered and assimilated
other
groups, they became increasingly heterogeneous so that
many Wolof
families acknowledge Serer, Toucouleur, Peul, Sarakole,
Bambara,
and others aim.og their ancestors.
Because the Wolof absorbed so many non-Wolof elements in
the
course of their tumultuous history, they share with their
neighbors
a
variety of cultural characteristics. These include elements of
the
languages of all the peoples they conquered and partially assimilated.
Yet
the Wolof have remained a distinct ethnic entity that has
a
strong
appeal to members of other groups. There is a tendency for those
economic orders. They represent 43 percent of the population

in
close contact with themespecially in townsto adopt Wolof
traits

and to declare themselvos Wolof when there is only
a very slight claim
to Wolof ancestry. The capacity to influence the ways of others,
to
adapt to changing situations, and yet to maintain
a distinctive culture
has remained characteristic )f the Wolof.

Suer
In no other area of Senegal, with the excvtion of
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Casamance Region

in the south, has an ethnic group occupied the same area as long as
the Serer have in the Sine-Saloum and Thies regions. Little is known

of their earlier history, but their oral traditions and their presentday relations with the Peul and Toucouleur indicate that all formerly
lived together in the Senegal River valley and perhaps north of it.
The Serer left that region during the eleventh and twelfth centuries

because they refused, in contrast to the Toucouleur, to accept
Islam. Perhaps they were also driven away by the political upheavals,

caused by the Almoravids and the demise of the Ghana Empire
(see ch. 2). The Serer moved in family groups to settle farther south.

When the Wolof established their Itingdoms in these areas in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, those Serer who refused to become

integrated in the Wolof political, structures moved again to settle
permanently in the forest-covered regions south and east of Cap Vert.

The tradition of their passing thrt ugh historical Wolof territory is
preserved.

Thus the Serer in their present-day location are the descendants of
those who first refused to accept Islam and later rejected assimilation
by the Wolof. In the course of their relations with the Toucouleur and
the Wolof, the Serer may have contributed to the formation of these
other groups while absorbing non-Serer elements themselves.
Customarily the Serer P.re divided into two groups, the Serer-Sine

and the Serer-Non. The formerand by far the largergroup is located in Sine-Saloum Region; the latter, in the Lac Tamma area in
Thies Region The Niominka, a coastal group, seem to be Serer, distinguished from the others by their reliance on fishing rather than farming
as a way of life. Another group sometimes classified as Serer is the
Ndout of the areas around and between Thies and Mont Rolland. The
groups other than the Serer-Sine constitute well under 10 percent of
the total Serer population. Linguistic research suggesis that some of
the dialects usually called Serer are not and that some of the people
commonly included among the Serer are unrelated or only peripherally
related to them. One linguist classifies Ndout, Non, and several apparently related languages spoken in a few villages around Thies as
Cangin. The common identification by outsiders may have contributed
to a self-conception of these people as Serer, but the extent to which
they so identify themselves is not clear.

Most Serer are cultivators. Their remarkable farming skills have
made dense settlements possible. In fact, the population density in

Serer areasoften as many as 250 people per square mileis the
highest in Senegal except for some parts of Casamance Region where
rice is cultivated. The Serer combined the cultivation of millet with

stockraising and concentrated on these activities even when they
adopted groundnuts as a cash crop. In the early 1970s, however, their
agricultural productivity could often no longer keep pace with a rapidly

increasing population, accentuating a move begun in the previous
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decade to settle on new lands in eastertvSine-Saloum Region.

During
the dry season their young men and women often
go to work tempo-

rarily in the towns to help earn money for the family. Conwdratively
few Serer have gone to live permanently in the cities,,and
these who

have soon tend to designate themselves as Wolof.
Many Serer adhere to local traditional religious beliefs and have been
slower than the Wolof and sonic other ethnic groups to accept modernizing trends. They do, however, participate in the
modern: economy
through market crop cultivation, wage labor, and petty trading. Same
have recently become Muslims, and about 15 percent are Christians.
It is chiefly among,the latter that educated Serer are found. President
Ledpold-Sedar Senghor is a Roman Catholic Serer.

Peul
The Reul belong to a large ethnic group spread through

much Of West

Africa from Senegal to northern Cameroon. Their language is
spoken
by about 7 million people. The' call themselves Fulbe
Pullo) or
some variant of that name. Outsiders usually refer to them as Peul in
French-speaking countries and as Fulani in English-speaking areas.
Alt hourh their ultimate point of origin is still at issue,
their nom lie
ancestors are thought to have come from the area north of the Senegal
River and to have moved gradually southward and eastward during
the
last 400 cc 500 years. During these migrations
many became sedentary
or semisedentary and mixed with local groups.
The Senegalese Peul are mostly stockraisers. About one-fifth
are
estimated to he still nomadic. T xo large concentrations of sedentary
and semisedentary Peul are found in the middle valley of the
Senegal
River. in the zone immediately south of it, and in
upper Casamance
Region In the rt. er area they live mixed with Toueouleur,
constituting
fairly often their noble families and sharing the same language.
The nomadic or nearly nomadic 'Au) live chiefly in the arid and
semiarid Fei area in caste, Senegal. They can hardly he said
to participate in the national lift fhey lit e in small groups headed by family,
chiefs who are, rather tenuously, under the authority of
a lineage chief
omb». L. the late 1960s and early 1970s more and more nomads were
becoming sedentary Less mobile and more closely interdependent with
sedentary peoples are the Peul who I:ve among the Wolof, with whom
they exchange cattle products for agricultural produce while
ing their social autonorr . The sedentary Petit are among the maintainmost fervent Muslims in Black Africa They are inclined to consider the nomadic
Peul, who are usually either i, iifferent Muslims or adherents ofstraditional religious beliefs, as pagans.
The Peul maintain their ethnic identity, but they do not constitute a
unified group because of their dispersion. varying historical
experience,

andin the case of the

nomadstheir migrations. In the early 1970s
a few Peul, chiefly from sedentary communities,, migrated to the cities.
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Toucouleur
The To ucou leu r probabk deri t neir name from-the ancient kingdom
of Tekrur, w hich was first mentioned Ik Arab w riters in the eltnenth
centur,, (sec ch. 2. The Toucouleur ma} be the result of ancient mixing
between Serer and NAIL This theory is supported
the fact that they
frequently intermarry with the Peul, speak their language, and have a
special "joking" relationship w ith the Serer 0,1C Inturethnic Relations,

ch.. Their traditihal domain is the Fouta Toro, the part of the
vallt* that the Senegal Rk er inundates from east of Dagana to about
twenty miles north of Bakel. Some 50,000 Toucouleur are on-the Mauri-

tanian side of the rk er, myk of them closely related to those in Senegal. Additional Toucouleur lit e in Mali, Guinea, and other West Afri' an
countries.
The rk erine Toucouleur are cultic ators. In the lte,t two decades their
community has Leen subject to man} stresses and strains. The poverty
of their homeland, caused partly by a considerable increase in popula-

tion, coupled with a decreasing income from marketable crops, has
forced many of them to go elsewhere in order to find work. According
to a survey made in the mid-1960s more than 25 percent of the Toucouleur lited outside their traditional homeland, many of them in urban
centers. An estimated 100,000 Toucouleur lived in Dakar in the early
1970s. Others lit e its middle Casamance Region, southern Sine-Saloum

Region, and Senegal Oriental Region. It has been estimated that 25
percent of all men abuse the age of fourteen are regularly absent for
vary ing lengths of time. Despite the pot erty of their homeland, the
vast majority of Toucouleur eonsidt:r the t alley their home and hope to
return to it sooner orlater.
The Toucouleur. led ht their ruling (1 nast. , accepted Islam in the
eleventh century and thus w ere among the earliest concerts south of
tilt- Sahara. They w ere largely instrumental- iTy-p-,ortiading the Muslim
faith. Their rigid st stem of social stratification is akin in some respects
+.o that of the neighboring Wolof and of the sedentary Peul. Toucouleur
ahnic consciousness, including pride in their ancient Islamization and

in their language which they share with the Peul and which is considered a language of culture and cis ilizat ion led them to form special
political and social groups before independence (see ch. 2.

Diola

The Multi. Senegal's most isolated large group, arc rice cultn ators
int ensk e methods u.,ing irrigation,
who hate deeloi d
transplanting, and fertilization Their doMain is the fertile,,
watered area of the low er Casamance Rit er. They grow rice for con sumption, groundnuts, introduced some fort ears t.; ), are gr(,,,vn as
a cash crop.
Diola history
uncertain. The nosy be remotely related to sonic of

/
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the country's major ethnic groups. According to one tradition they
descended from the same ancestors as the Serer and like them may
have moved in the past from a point farther north to their present-day
location. The Dio la, however, alrf'ftdv Wert? living in the Casamance.
area as ricegrowers when the Port _guese arrived in the fifteenth century. They consider themse! es and are regarded by others as the
region's original inhabitants. All the othersthe Manding, Mancagne,
Wolof, and Peul are said to be strangers who came later.
The Diola are divided into a number of subgroups who speak several
mutually understandable dialects. The most recent c;assification of
groups mentions the Floup, Diamat, Dyiwat, Her, the Diola of Pointe
Saint-Georges u e Diola of Brin-Seleky, and he Bayot. This classification aim incluues the distantly related Bainuk (Banyun), reputed
to
be the olet.L t group in southern Casara
Region All are south of the
Casamance River, and a few extend
Portuguese Guinea. North of
the river are the Bliss-Karone and Fogny. These different
groups had
no common name until the middle of the twentieth century. In the
early 1970s people in lower Casamance Region referred to themselves
as Diola, and they demonstrated a certain solidarity when facing outsiders or immigrants, such as the Manding. who had begun penetrating
their region.
The Diola differ markedly from other Senegalese in that they did
not
develop central political structures or social hierarchies (see ch. 5).
Their \traditional beliefs encompass a complicated cosmology, but a
number of Diola have adopted either Christianity or Islam. Like others,
the Diola have begun go to the towns, most of them seasonally but
a
few permanently Their regional isolation is gradually breaking down,
but they still see themselves as people of the ra,amance area rather
than as Senegalese.
Manding
More than 1 million Manding are distributed among several West
African countries in an arc of some 800 miles from the mouth of the
Gambit? (Gambia River) in the northwest to the :nterior of Ivory Coast
in the southeast Aside from those in Senegal, about 500,000 live in
Guinea, several hundred thousand each in Ivor ('oast and Mali, and
mailer numbers in Portuguese Guinea and The Gambia. Although
neither homogeneous nor monolithic, all Manding are linguistically
and cultura y related, and their ancestors were once united in the
great Mali Empire (see ch 2. Its suceessix e capitals were located in the
traditional heartland called Mande, or Mancini, on the Upper Niger
River.
The Manding came into Senegal in two waves. The first occurred in
the course of the expansion of ...le Mali Empire in the early fourteenth

centur\ Sometimes referred to as the Soce (Sosse,, they penetrated
into the areas of rasamance, Sine-Saloum, and The Gambia as far as
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the Atlantic Ocean. Some imposed their rule on the Serer but were
assimilated and became Serer, although their descendants recognize
their Manding origin. These early Manding came into hostile contact
with Wolof, Peul, and Toucouleur who were in a period of expansion.
The second wave began in the late eighteenth century and consisted
of traders and peaceful proselytizers for Islam, which the Manding had

adopted 300 years earlier In the beginning of the nineteenth century
the westward movement through Kedongouinto the regions of
southern Senegal Oriental and upper Casamance, took on the character
of an invasion. The Diola and others were pushed west, and only the
French, prevented expansion farther westward and to the north. Most
present-day Senegalese Manding live east of the Diola in the center of
Casamance Region south of 13 30.N. latitude. Their religious, political,
and commercial activities along the . ers and traditional trade routes
key them in contact w ith Manding in Guinea, Gabon, and Portuguese
Guinea.
The Manding are cultivators, living in large, compact, and fairly au-

tonomous settlements. They are proud of the role they played in the
religious wars -of the nineteenth century, and they have retained a
strong sense of cultural identity.

OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS
About 10 percent of the Senegalese population is composed of relatively small segments of ethnic groups whose most important loci, except for the Lebou, are in neie boring countries. Those on the southern

and eastern borders have not oeen deeply invoked in the economic
and political life of the country , either before or after independence, and

they have for the most part maintained their traditional ways of life. A
number of them went to Senegal because of economic opportunities.

Bambara
The homeland of the Bambara in Mali is to the northeast of the Mandinp, to whom they are ethnically and linguistically related. The main

distinction between the two groups is that the Bambara do not tray
their origin from the Manding heartland on the Niger River, although
they are numerically the predominant group in the country that adopted
the name of the ancient Mali Empire. Rather, they consider Segou in

Mali to be their cultural center, which from the seventeenth century
was the capital of a Bambara kir 'om. Another difference from the
Manding is that Islam has not att., acted as many converts among the
Bambara, many of w horn continue to adhere to traditional forms of
religion The numerical strength of the Bambara is difficult to ascixtain, par , because they are spread throughout the country, partly
because they halve been lumped together w ith the Manding for statistical purposes
The Bambara ar relative newcomers to Senegal who went there in
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response to economic de% elopments n ince about the 1920s, Sume work

only seasonally for others in groundnut cultivation, but others have.
acquired rights to work he land and ha% e settled more or less permanently in Sine-Saloum Region. Bambara also responded to the demand
for railroad labor, and a number of thein settled in and near Thies Region, site of the 14 road workshops. Finally, some of the Bambara recruited into the armed forces of former French West Africa have
remained in Senegal Many w ho came to the country as young, unmarried men took v'i'es from Senegalese ethnic groups. Despite their
participation in Senegal's agricultural and industrial labor force, they
are not yet much in% olved in the country's political life.

Lehou

The Lehou live along the coast of the ('ap Vert peninsula from Kayar
in the north to Mhour in the south Men and women mainly fish and
cultivate the land only as a subs'idiary occupation. Although accounts
of their history are somewhat contradictory, they seem to have gone in
the si\teenth century from the Fouta Toro into the adjacent Wolof

state of Djolof. Later the Lebou are said to ha' e fled and to have settled
eventually in ('ap V. 't There; they were for some time under the rule
of Cyor another Wolof state: until they achieved autonomy in the late
eighteenth century A kind of representative republic was established,
persisting into the late nineteenth
ft ring their migrations the Lebou absorbed some Wolof and Serer
cultural and social elements, and they speak a Wolof dialect. But they
define themselves and are defined by others as a separate group. Symbols of Lehou ethnic consciousness are the continued e.,;stence of offices
that were created in the late eighteenth century. Their leaders consider
themselves represen tat i% es of a distinct
community.
The Lebou cons erted to Islam relatively recently, although their
leaders were already Muslims in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries Elements of their ancestral religion sury be in many
aspects of their daily life The women especially ha% e eyoly ed syncretic
beliefs and practices, which combine Islamic and pre-Islamic Nam,
(set' ch.

)

The Lebou, like the Nola, did nut develop centralized entities or
social stratification Traditional social patter:, persist, although a
growing number of Lebou are influenced by th,. nearby city of Dakar
and its opportunities and pressures for rapid change. Increasingly as
young men enter the labor force, there is a fairly high rate of intermarriage with Wolof and, despite Lebou conser% atism and dannishness. a comparatb ely high rate of participation in national life
Sarakole
The ancestors of the Sarah le (Soninkci formed the basic population
of the Ghana Empire isee ch 2). With the dissolution of the empire
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and their own Islamization, many Sarakole became itinerant traders
and religious proselytizers. About 600,00J members of the group live
dispersed in a number of West African countries. Their primary distribution is in Mali and Mauritania along the sixteenth parallel., The
Senegal River between Matam and Kidira marks the western end of
their east-west extension. Most Senegalese Sarakole live either in the
valley between Matam and Bakel or below the confluence of the Senegal

and Faleme rivers. A few are found in upper Casamance and SineSaloum regions.

The Sarakole in the valley have long been in the habit of emigrating
because the locally grown crops of millet, maize (corn), and groundnuts
yield barely enough for sustenance. Large numbers of Sarakole formerly served in the French army and merchant may ine. Since the early
1960s many -have gone regularly to France for periods of two to three
years. Together with Sarakole from Mauritania and Mali they are said

to constitute three-fourths of the African labor force in France, which
in 1973 was estimated to number 70,000. When the men leave their villages the women handle all of the agricultural work, and immigrants
such as Bambara from Mali come to help. These immigrants, as well as
the Toucouleur who euard the cattle, are paid with the remittances
sent from France by the Sarakole emigrants.
Like many other groups in Senegal and neighboring countries, the
Sarakole have a traditionally stratified society. Specifically, they resemble some of the Mandingwhose language is related to theirs
in that the upper stratum combines religious and petty commercial
activity and leaves agriculture to the servile segments of the society.

Diankhanke
In Senegal Oriental Region east of Tambacounda lives a small group

called the Diankhanke In the past they played an important role in
setting up trade routes in that part of West Africa. They were the first
to carry on commerce with the Arabs and the first with whom the
French ('ompagnie du Senegal, a French trading company, established
relations in the interior at the end of the seventeenth century.

Together with the Sarakole, to whom they are related, the Diankhanke consider themsel%es the earliest and most pious of Muslims.
Some members of both groups are reputed to ha% e adopted Islam in the

eighth century, and many were con% erted in the eleventh century
after the Almora% id invasion of the Ghana Empire (see ch. 2). In contemporacy times at least one son in each family spends many years
in Koranic studies with a noted marabout.

In the early 1970s most Diankhanke were cultiv4tors and stockraisers who also engaged in petty trading. They lived among the Manding. whose language they had adopted and w hum they pro% ided with
rudimentary Koranic teaching and Islamic amulets
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Bassari
The Bassari live west of Kedougou on both sides of the Guinean

border. They are the small remnant of a population
that was once much
-"more widespread in that area but was pushed long ago into
a few recesses by other ethnic groups of the region. They maintain their
traditional way of life and are virtually untouched by Islam,
Christianity.,
modern commerce, and politics. Their social and political
structure is
egalitarian and uncentralized.

Balante, Mandjaque, and Mancagne
Most Balante,, Mandjaque (Mandyak), and Mancagne
(Mankanya)
live in Portuguese Guinea, but there
are several thousand of each group
south of Casamance 'legion in Senegal. In addition,
thousands come
into the country seasonally to work the
groundnut crop.
The three groups are characterized by
a relatively egalitarian social
structure and, especially in the case of the Mandjaque,
by a large proportion of Roman Catholics. Around Sedhiou
a section of the Balante
lives interspersed with Muslim Manding, but there
is na firm information as to how much the Balante have been
influenced
by Islam.
Like others in Casamance Region these ethnic
groups have been affected
only recently by modern political, economic, and social
currents.

Maures

Maures (Moors)the basic population of Mauritaniaare

an

arabized Berber people, affected to varying degrees by
Black African
mixtures. Except for Islamic proselytizers, they are comparative
latecomers to Senegal They began to settle in isolated pockets of the
north
(luring the nineteenth century and engaged mainly in animal
transport.
During the early 1970s most S:!negalese Maures
were small shopkeepers, butchers, and jewelers in cities, especially
Dakar ,and SaintLouis, where they led a separate social life. They share
adherence to
Islam with most of the people among whom they
live, but usually they
belong to the Qadiriya brotherhood in contrast
to other Senegalese
Muslims among whom the Tidjaniya and Muridiya
orders are predominant (see ch. 7).
Maure social structure has traditionally been a highly segmented
one
in which tribes, each of which was believed to be
based on descent from
a common ancestor, alternated between open hostility and
more or less
peaceful competition.

Overt strife is no longer frequent, but Maure
relationship., with each other. e'en in the towns, are still affected by
these traditional alignments.
Cape Verde Islanders

Since the end of World War II, Portuguese-African ints (people
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of mixed European and African ancestry) have come in increasing
numbers from the Cape Verde Islands where they constitute 85 percent
of the population. They have settled in and around Dakar, the port of
call for sailing vessels from the islands, working as hairdressers, shoemakers, plumbers, and house painters and in other crafts. They are
Roman Catholics and are commonly called Portuguese by others.

NON-AFRICANS IN SENEGAL

Europeans

At the time of independence there were thousands of Europeans
mainly Frenchin the country. They included all social classes: high
government officials, successful entrepreneurs, upper and middle level

managerial personnel, small businessmen, and artisans. During the
decade after independence most Europeans in the administration were

replaced by Senegalese. Some Europeans remained in an advisory
capacity, and a few continued to hold their original positions. Economic /
development programs brought in many foreign assistance technicians
so that in the early 1970s the number of Europeans had decreased by
only 26 percent. The- trend, however, was definitely toward senegalization, and few Europeans expected to remain permanently.

Lebanese
For more than half a century the Lebanese in Senegal have been the
small-scale commercial middlemen between the Africans and the world
economy. They sell imported goods either directly to African consumers

or to African retailers and buy Africanchiefly agricultural
products for export, either directly or through larger Europeancontrolled companies. Only a minority hai/e ,become large-scale
entrepreneurs.
Lebanese (and a few Syrians) began coming to Senegal around ;he
1900s. Their numbers increased in the eperiod between World War I
and World War II when Lebanon itself was under French control. They
lived near or with Senegalese in the larger towns and in many of the
small market centers, speaking the local language in addition to Arabic
and usually maintaining cordial, if commercial and remote, relations.
An occasional Lebanese might become interested enough in Senegalese culture to write in Wolof, but most send their children to French
Roman Catholic prig ate schools or to Lebanon for their education. Most
maintain their own quarters in the towns or at least have their own
social life, and they have remained politically neutral. They live in the
country but have not identified with it.
he distribution of religious affiliation among the Lebanese :s not
precisely k wn. Some are Roman Catholics; many are Maronite Christians, who are at .ated with Rome, and the others are Muslims, although not of the same bra 41 of Islam as other Senegalese Muslims.
-
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INTERETHNIC RELATIONS
Most ethnic groups are localized in specific
areas, but there has been
a long history of interpenetration of such territories
by members of
other groups. This process was intensified in the nineteenth
and twentieth cent ries. The activities of Al Iladj Omar,
the Toucouleur leader,
contributed to the dispersal of some Toucouleur elements
to the south
and east, and members of other groups, engaged
in
struggles
French, moved into areas they had not previously occupied with the
(see ch. 2).
The gradual establishment of French control permitted
and encouraged
the movement of members of various ethnic
groups from their traditional areas into zones occupied by others. These
included marabouts
and tradersoften Wolof--who carried trade goods
to the hinterland.
Sometimes these traders settled in the areas to which they nad come.
Most migrants were farmers who established
villages interspersed
among those of the local people.
By and large, relations were neutral, and the ethnic
groups involved
maintained their distinctive settlements. There,is
no evidence that one
group displaced another, probably because land was plentiful.
Yet a
certain amount of cultural borrowing and occasional intermarrying
did
occur:

The Manding thrust to the west in the Casamance
late eightepiith century, has continued peacefully. Inarea, begun in the
the course of this
expansion significant segments of older Casamance peoples,
particularly the Diola, have been affected by Manding ways.
The Wolof have tended for almost half a century to expand southward into Serer country and eastward where they
have come into more
intensive contact with the Peul: In the Senegal River valley, ethnically dominated by the Toucouleur, there are Wolof villages in the west
and Sarakole villages in the east. Sometimes
the-villages-of-these-two
groups are in the same zone as those of the Toucouleur,
and Wolof or
Sarakole quarters may even be found in Toucouleur
settlements
Although all are Muslims the groups tend to remain separate.
The pattern of interpenetration became particularly
important as
the cultivation of groundnuts increased. Es:)ecially in the Terres
Neuves
(New Lands) where the purpose of settling was speculative cultivation,
living conditions were identical for all and ethnic distinctions
became
lest and less important (see ch. 6). Although in
mop'' traditional areas

the people of a village had the same ethnic
background and lived
grouped around the founding family. villagers in the new areas were
'often of varying origin
One peculiar institution, called "joking" relationship by outside
observers (dendinpal in the l'eul language. Ingsir in Serer), facilitates
social intercourse between members of specific ethnic.
groups. In this
relationsh4) the members of both groups owe each other
pc, mitted a certain easy familiarity, and may insult eachservices, are
other with
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impunity, especially on certain ceremonial occasions.
Lebou have been paired in this way with Toucouleur. The Serer have

been paired with Diola, Toucouleur, and pastoral Peul. In the latter
relationship the Peul are called masters, and the Serer are called slaves,

although there is no evidence that the Peul were ever really masters
of Serer slaves. The Wolof are not involved in this with any other group.

Ethnic differences tend to blur in town. Senegal is among the most
urbanized of African countries; 27 percent of the population lies in
towns and cities (see ch. 3). In 1955 there were no less than 160 ethnic
groups represented in Dakar. The three most important groups were
the Wolof, who constituted 43 percent of Dakar residents, followed
by the Toucouleur and Lebo; These different ethnic groups interpenetrated, adapted to each other's ways, and in some cases more or less
integrated. A good example are the urban Lebou who in 1955 represented 12 percent of Dakar's population but in the 1970s had been virtually absorbed by the Wolof. Another indication is an exceptionally
high incidence of interethnic marriage.
Persons whose families have lived for several generations in towns
may identify themselves simply as Senegalese. A few young, educated
people may even resent a query as to ethnic affiliation or suggest that
it is unimportant But on the whole, members of ethnic groups either
live in specific quarters or, if they are scattered throughout the city,
their social life tends to be with others of the same ethnic group.

Traditional attitudes regarding members of other ethnic g.oups
frequently survive in the towns. According to a sociological stud made
in the mid-1960s at Kedougou in Senegal Oriental Region, the Diankhanke held a special position because they were est,-!erned as fervent,
strict, and peaceful Muslims. The socially predomina,-A place was held
by the Peul, and they Lid surpassed the Manding who formerly had
been politically important because of their role in the Mali Empire-

Both Diankhanke and Peul were reluctant to accept Western values
and were rarely found in higher administrative posts. The Bassari, as
non-Muslims, were looked down upon whereas the Wolof, active in
commerce and administration, were held to be outside the traditional
framework.
Relations between Senegalese and the French are usually amicable,
buttressed by the awareness of almost two centuries of assimilation
and privilege for the inhabitants of the four communes (see Glossary,.
At independence many Frenchmen had been concerned for their status
in Senegal and expected afrieanization in all sectors. This has occurred
to a fair degree, but the pace has been slow and cautious.
Close, informal social relationships exist between a few Frenchmen
and a few Senegalese, chiefly among the highly educated members of

both groups. Among the others relations are more distant, but there
is no violence or fear of % tolence. In the tii*s before independence the
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must overt competition was that between Africans and lower middleclass and working-class French, called 'olds Hanes. The skilled workers, artisans, and officers feared competition from African labor, and
the Africans protested %%hat they felt to be the unnecessary immigration of French workers. Moreover, French wives often occupied jobs
in
sales and services that might other % ise ha% e gone to Africans. As more
Senegalese men and «omen acquire modern skills the number of
French women in these jobs is decreasing.
The Lebanese and the Africans did not compete fur the same economic opportunities until the 1960s. Most Aft icons who aspired beyond
local petty trade tried instead to acquire the education or skills necessary for the liberal professions or for w hite- collar work at various
levels. especially in government. Since independence some of the economic functions performed
the Lebanese have beenor are expected to he taken over by Senegalese individuals or by cooperatives
and other organizations.
The Lebanese has e sought. not alw ays successfully, to maintain good

relations with Senegalese leaders and with the people, but t hey

remain --in good part by choicean alien people. They tend
to feel
superior to the Africans, and the Africans resent this and accuse the
Lebanese of economic e ,ploitat ion. Expressions of animosity led Lebanese active in commerce and industr to found a group in March 1970
in order to defend their economic and social interest,;. Members
study
or propose projects liable to offer them a chance for participation in
national development Thev also encourage economic relations between
Senegal and Lebanon
LANGUAGES
The major indigenous language:, of the counto are Wolof. Serer,
Pulaar tthe language of the Pen! and Toucouleuri,
Manding,
and-Sarhkott.
huinber-Otothers, corresponding roughly to
the number of minor ethnic groups All Senegalese languages are part

of the Niger,r,,,lgo linguistic famil, the majority belonging
to the
western branch of the West At lint iv subfamil

and Manding, Sarakole,

and Bambara. to the western branch of the Mande subfamily. Pulaar
and, particularl, Manding are w idelv spoken in West Africa It has
been estimated that there are ahem million people in West Africa
ctiho speak Manding as either their first or second language. It ranks
in terms of geographic sin,
ith I balsa and ;,.sahib
Various efforts has been made le. Afrieatis and Europeans to transcribe some of these basicallx spoken Ian
Pulaar is sometimes
written w ith Arabic letters In June 1971 the go% ernmeni endorsed by
decree the use of a modified Latin alphabet in transcribing the country's six major 1.anguages In June 19',3 a dictionao of basic Wolof
containing 6.000 words had been finished
cart. a similar work on
Serer w as w ell ad'. aned
NO
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French, which is Senegal's official language, fills a need for admin-

istrative and technical communications inside the country and for
inter-African and international relations. A small group of Sene-

galeseabout 12 percentare literate in French, but a far greater
number speak and understand it because it continues to be the language of education (see ch. 8). A much smaller groupno more than
2 percenthas some knowledge of Arabic, including students who
have studied in Arab countries and all the Maures who speak Hassania
Arabic, which has an admixture of Berber words
About 80 percent of Senegalese speak Wolof. The percentage is growing, and Wolof is well on the way to becoming a national language.
The Wolof are the only Senegalese who need not learn another African
language. Their language is spoken by many people who have neither a

Wolof father or mother, atording to a study undertaken in the late
1960s. Children of non-Wolof parents find it socially imperative to
know the Wolof language' as soon as they start school.

Although people continue primarily to speak Diola in Casamance
Region, Serer in Thies and Sine-Saloum regions, and Pulaar in the
Senegal River area, an increasing number of them are also speaking
Wolof as a second language. It is the rare example of an African language spreading to assume national dimensions. This is partly because
of the radiating influence of the cities. Wolof, mixed often with French
words, is the predominant language in Dakar, and other urban centers

have become relay stations for its dissemination. At Ziguinchor in
Casamance Region, for example, more people know Wolof than any
other language, although the population is mainly Diola, Mauling,
Petri, and 1',Iandjaque.

Within the Diola cluster of languages, Fogny and Rasa (Casa) are the
two most important dialects. Fogny, used by Radio Dakar and understood by almost all Diola, is spoken by about 85,000 people around
onaKasa, -struct u rally similar to F, 'guy
spokenin and around
the regional capital of Ziguinchor and understood throughout the area
su'uth of the Casamance River. The Diola languages are distantly related to Mandjaque and Balante and may form toget* r with these a
special subsection of the West Atlantic subfamily of languages.
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CHAPTER 5

THE SOCIAL SYSTEM
Varying combinations of traditional and modern elements characterize national and local social structures. A system of stratification
that divided people at birth into different castes was typical of most
Senegalese ethnic croups before French rule. Though much transformed, the caste system has survived to a large degree in contemporary society. Men of high status and some financial means who are
able to attract a following and thus play an important social, economic,
and political role are a modern version of the traditional nobleman
with his entourage of less fortunate kinsmen, artisans, griots (praise
singers), and slaves. In the past and in the present day such leaders and
their follomirs were bound by mutual obligations representing vertical
ties between the society's strata.
The mixture of traditional and modern social forms, however, varies.
Aspects of the traditional systems are still mainly influential in ordering social relations and activities in the countryside. New status criteria, which emirged with the growth of the government apparatus,
commerce, and industry and with the s.,7 read of modern education, are
most effective in the urban environment. In the cities and especially in
Dakar traditional elements are adapted to modern conditions or are
superseded altogether, and personal qualifications increasingly modify
personal s, ,tus at birth. The combinations are not neatly meshed, as
traditionally heavy emphasis was put on-ascription to status by birth,
whereas in modern society status is determined largely by achieve-

ment. Traditional criteria remain important in that they may set

maximum and minimum limits to status that can he acquired by personal endeavor. The highly educated Senegalese still tend to be from
high-status families, and it continues to he difficult for people of lower

birth to reap all possible rewards from a modern education. In the
early 1970s the upper administrative and political cadres were fre-

quently members of prominent families, although the constitution and
a fair number of the younger educated people denied the !Tie% ance of
social origin.

TRADITIONAL ELEMENTS IN THE SOCIAL SYSTEM
A rigid system of stratification traditionally characterized all major
ethnic groups except the Dio la. People were divided into three main
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strata. free people, including rulers and cultitators, largely dependent
artisans, inclmling urtot.s, and slat es (see table -O. Each main stratum
was subdivided into substntta, or castes, that t ;tried in number and
composition from one ethnic group to another. Membership in a stratum and caste was fixed by birth. Strata and substrata were arranged
in a hierarchical order of domination and subordination. The system
was inflexible,, with little or no mobility either LILA% ard or downward,
but castes complemented each other economicallt Lit ing standards
were often indistinguishable. but social differences showed in what
was expected of persons in a specific status and in the manner in which
they acted or were treated. In present-dat society, the members of the
lower castes are legally free, but the social stigma remains.
Although the major outlines of these *stems resemble each other,
details vary Toucouleur society is the most complex and has the most/
minute distinctions. It h,as remained largely unchanged in the Fouta
Toro (the, Toucouleur twine area in the middle of Senegal River vaVy),
partly bect(use of geographic isolation but partly because political rule
has historically been linked with religions leadership, and the religious
leaders hat e been able to survit e the upheat als of-the nineteenth
century.
Wolof society. originally quite similar to that of the Toucotileur, was
subjected earlier and to a far greater degree to modern influences. In
fact, Wolof serve as models for members of other ethnic groups not
only because of their glorious past but also because of their successful
adaptation to the cash econo nit , to ,pioneering agriculture, and to
urbanization.
The Serer are an example of a basically egalitarian society where
stratification tt as introduced by Mantling cOnquer)rs 500 years ago.
Diola society knotts neither stratification nor large political structures Sociopolitical relations are organized in terms of kinship links
and residence.

Toucouleur
The traditional Toucouleur social structure consists of t welt e castes,

three of which belong to the upper stratum of free people (ronBe;

sing , fit two. se en to the middle stratum of artisans (nyccnyBe; sing.,
ttycen
ttt o to the lot% er stratum of slat es and ex-slat es O( /auBe;
sing ,.jyrtadn) A hierarchical order prevails tt ith in du upper and lower

strata but almost none within the Middle stratum.
Neither Islam, nor the effects of colonization. nor the democratic
goals of Senegalese leatkrs hat e been able to erase the old social divisions The Toucouleur are still considered as bolo, 3).; to the caste into
which diet %tyre horn regardless of their achio entents, and generally
they }what e accordinglt Members of the upper stratum are expected
to be generous and to behat e with dignity, but artisans are always
thought of as Bret ,lt for gain Descendants of slat es are regarded as so
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insignificant that their advice will net be asked. This is more striking
in the traditional, largely unchanged social setting of the Fouta Toio
area, less pronounced in Dakar, and even less prevalent among stu,
dents abroad who face a new and difficult environment and tertiporarily disregard traditional social divisions.
Highest among the upper stratum were the tooroBBe (sing., too-,
rodo). They constituted by far the majority of that stratum. According
to-research done in the late 1950s, they accounted for 45 percent of all
the Toucouleur in the Fouta Toro. They owned all the land, but there
were wide variations in the size of landholdings. The tooroBBe
. eluded the rulers (lavinBe or lawakooBe), who wielded both political
and religious authority after the establishment of an Islamic federa-tion in 1776 but lost their political power with the coming of Frendh
rule; the seremBe, who had purely religious functions; and the. free

'

cultivators (demoowo).
The work of a cultivator is considered noble everywhere in Senegal
except among the nomad Peul. Despite political, social, and economic

changes, the tooroBBe still constitute the top layer of the Toucouleur
social structure.
Pride in having been the first converts to Islam and the consequent
feeling of superiority unite the tooroBBe in spite of their mixed ancestry, which includes Petit, Sarakole, Wolof,-and Maure (see ch, 4). Yet
economic circumstances have forced many of them to leave the valley

and -to work in Dakar as domestics, factory workers, and streetsweepers and_at other jobs usually considered beneath their

digitity

work they would perform neither in their homeland nor for a Toucouleur employer.

Below the tooroBBe socially but part of the upper stratum were the \
warriors (seBBe; sing., ceDDo), who had been the highest caster until \
the establishment of the" Toucouleur theocratic federation `(.see ch. 2).
They converted late to Islam and in 1973 were still considered rather
nominal believers. They had lost their warrior function, but they often . worked as guards and were still renowned for their bravery.
In contrast to the warriors the fishermen (subalBe; sing., cubballo),
who represent the lowest caste within the upper stratum, have not lost
their function. They remain economically independent as uncontested
masters of the waters. In spite of their adherence to Islam, they retain
a special set of pre-Muslim rituals associated -with their occupation.

The middle stratum of Toucouleur society, which is quite small
numerically, is composed of seven professional castes. Their name
nyeenyBe means flatterers, an indication that they have an inferior

positionalthough technically freebecause they are dependent on
I

the upper stratum for remuneration. Their skills are needed, but they
.inspire apprehension bec use of their specialized knowledge, and they
usually live on the edgetgf villages. They are divided into two main
groups: five castes of man
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I craftsInen and two castes of griots.

The weavers (maabuBe; sing., -maim) produce narrow cotton strips

With precise geometric, designs that are sewed together to make
Clothing for men as well as for women. Actually the person doing the
Weaving may in some cases be an apprentice of slave origin who knows
his craft as well as his master, but he is always carefully distinguiSlied

as a noncaste meMber. On the other hand, some of the caste do not
even know how to weave but are singersspecialists of genealogies
who entertain at,feasis organized by the weavers without being members of the grkit castes.
Only the women of the cast _4 potters (buurnaaBei sing., buurnaajo)
fashion and fire items made from clay, whereas the men have no Specific occupation. The wives of metalworkers and leatherwerkers also
make pottery without being members of the potters' caste.

Cobblers and shoemakers (sakkesBe; sing., sakke) do everything
-eonnected with leatherwork, including the tanning of hides. The metalWorkers (wayilBe; sing., baylo) are divided into blacksmiths wile work
with iron =and jewelers who fashion objects from gold and silver. In
modern-times it has become fairly easy to switch from one specialty to
the othee,_btit both kinds of craftsmen are still considered potentiarl,y
evil and dafigerous, possibly because they use fire to melt the metal.
Other people will not sit on a mat on which a metalworkti has sat or
accept a present from him. Traditionally, he has been the circumcises.
These four artisan castes have equal social rank and can intermarry.
They earn more than the cultivators because agriculture provides them
with a secondary income during the rainy seasons.

The fifth artisan caste is that of the woodworkers (lawBe; sing.,
labba), who are reputed to be of Peul origin and who perforniservices
for all ethnic groups:' They own large herds of donkeys, which they
use for transport. The woodworkers are divided into two subcastes.
One makes wooden objects for use in the house, such as spoons, mortars, and bowls. Their women are noted as makers of love potions and

perfumes and as decorators of the calabashes that their husbands
carve from gourds. Members of the other subcaste build dugouts for
fiOter en, have, their own political chief, called kalmbaan, and feel
supen to the makers of household objects. The canoe builders sortietimes. hoose a wife from the other subcaste but do not allow their own
fehigle members to marry into it.
Theign'ots are entertainers, the keepers of oral traditions, and walking arehives, in a society where many do not read or write. They are
propagandists and specialists in public relations who help to maintain
the status of li7leages to which they are attached, but they also enjoy
the right to mock others with impunity. They are divided into two
caste's. The first (wambaaBe; sing., bambaalDo) includes those who
sing ;the praises of a family and the guitarists who know how fo create
musical moods on their five-string leather-covered wooden instruments in return for money, clothing, and other gifts. In former times
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families often had riots attached to them, but today feW.Can afford:
such a luxtio . Goots, therefore, travel constantly in pursuit of some-.
one who is able to pay for.their entertainment.
The second of the whit castes and the lowest of the professional
castes tawlu !lc; sing., gairio) threaten to abuse rich persons and expose
them to riOicule unless they pay. They are feared. despised, and ranked

all ost with persons of slave origin. But they are also kn.bwri for their
extensive knou ledge of family histories. They marry only others of the
same caste.

At the bottom of the social ladder were two slavk castes, one -for exslaves tsoottiBo who had been liberated, and one for slaves (halfitiiBej
who were still the property of their masters. They were of ethnically
diverse and no longer known origin. In the past there werelarge ifunt,
hers of slaves. Their forefathers who had been taken in wars-and raids
were integrated into the families of their masters and given_the family

name. The were inherited along with cattle and given as marriage
payments. They cultivated the fields and worked at all kinds of-otherjobs. They could neither own nor inherit property. A Master Provided_

his male slaves with wives or the wherewithal for marriage. Even
though a Mai. e continued to work for his master, he gained a degfee of
independence as he became ()Icier.

Although slavery has been outlawed, descendants of slaves are still

considered insignificant. They are usually without land, and- abOut
80 percent of them work, as tenants for their former masters. Many

have become artisansespecially weaverswithout, however, becoming Members of the artisan castes. Through competente sane
have achieved individual success.
The hierarchical ordering of Toucouleur society also becomes appar-

ent in the rules regarding marriage. Predominantly, people marry
within their social stratum and, with few exceptions, within their
caste. Members of almost all the artisan castes may intermarry.
Women of the slave castes occasionally marry their masters, and the
children become part of their father's caste;, males cannot, however,
marry upward. Equally impossible is marriage between members of
the upper stratum and members of the artisan castes. This prohibition
has remained so strong that an artisan with a modern educatiOn and
corresponding economic position tends to marry a foreigner or a nonSenegalese African. Hiding one's caste origin when marrying in order
to cross social barriers is it justification for immediate divorce.
Occasionally a poor toorodo might seek protection and help from a
rich one and thus approach servile status, Or, for lack of land, he might
elect to become a fisherman, which would make it hence(m-th impossible for him to marry a toorodo woman. Religious fervor and Islamic
knowledge have sometimes provided a way out of a low caste, although
marabouts tend to encourage students of the upper stratum to con88
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tinue their studies but send a student of artisan origin home after he
has learned a few verses of the Koran.
Caste membership thus positions a Toucouleur permanently in his

society. Within the caste, however, rights and duties are framed in
terms of menibershirl in a patrilineage (leniol; pl., leggi).this is_a
group that traces descent from a known common ancestor_exclusively

throngh:the male line. Members of the patrilineage share the same
name. Rights and duties include the permission to cultivate lineage
:land and an obligation to feed the aged and infirm and to give gifts at
-marriages, bIrths, funerals, and other ceremonial occasions.
Generally,_ the Members of a patrilineage are scattered among sev-eral-villagei, and each village tends to consist of segmentsof several

-patrilineages. Thus the most important kin-based unit for daily life

and one:that has a close community of interestsis the extended
family (galle),_of which a lineage seginent is the core. The extended
_family consists of a husband, his wife, his unmarried children, and his
inarried=sonsand their wives. The males and females in this unit_ are
expected to cooperate in domestic tasks. The extended family is headed
_usually by the-father or oldest brother, called mapylo or dyom guile
(naSterof the_house).

Within_ the extended family the nuclear family (pooye; sing.,
fu/re)- numbering usually four to five people and consisting of a man,

his wife, and their unmarried childrenis distinguished and, is the
seed of another extended family when the (Ader one breaks up, often at

the death-of the grandfather. Frequent migrations have affected the
extended family and have rendered the nuclear family more important.
Age-group associations are another division in Toucouleur society.

In villages or in quarters of villages and towns, people traditionally
-have been grouped by age in parallel organizations for males and fe-_
Males, called pelle (singFfedde). Up to the age of ten or twelve years
members mostly play together but, when they become adolescents,
they begin to do in common the tasks that they will perform all their
lives. The age-groups thus provide means for socialization and apprenticeship. After marriage members advance to another age-grade, the
function of which is, however, mostly mutual aid and participation at
special events, such as a ceremony for naming a child, funerals, and
they like. The bond is recognized throughout life.
Within each age-group an individual holds the social status concomitant with his particular caste. The nead of an age-group is almost
always a toorodo except occasionally in areas where the vast majority
belong to lower castes. The leader presides over the meetings, directs
activities, settles differences, and represents the age-group in dealing
with the village chief or government administrator.
The only caste-based association in Toucouleur society is formed by
persons of slave origin for the purpose of mutual aid. Living formerly
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.with a family and now frequently on their (.wn, they often lead !liken,
able lives. The members of these associations help each other by con-

tributing a small part of their millet harvest or money, which anelected chairman uses to assist those in distress.

Wolof
A strict division into castes, similar to the one existing in Toucouleur-

society, characterized Wolof social structure, but for a variety of
reasons the Wolof have adapted more easily to modernization. The,

upper stratum (jamb/is) included royal lineages (llaclowar), noliles=of
various ranks (don( i bar in Sine-Salouni). warrior); (tiedo), and cidtivators (badulu). The warriors were originally slaves belonging-to the
crown. They were commanded by a chief wlio was one of-the most

powerful persons at the king's court. Thus the warriors came to
regarded as part of the upper stratum. They were Widely feared for the
ransoms they exacted in return for-protection.

Also belonging to the upper stratum, although outside the caste
system, were the seligne (religious teachers and leaders). In contrast
to Toucouleur society, where the marabouts became members of:the
ruling caste with the establishment of a theocratic regime, the seriane
were merely counselors to the political chiefs because most Wolof-did
not accept Islam until the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As counselors, however, they played an important role.
The- middle stratum was composed of five artisan (mjenyo) castes:
workers in gold, silver, or iron (tow); leatherworkers (ll/e); weavers
who were also drummers (mho; itinerant woodworkers (lanbc); and
grit) S womb. These castes are characterized by professional specializat on and-inherited status. Although each caste is generally endogamo s, there is some intermarriage.
he lowest stratum consisted of a vast number of slaves (jam) whom eriallv were-not much worse off than their masters, the free culti,
vators. They were never sold and were treated as part of the family.
In Wolof society before the advent of the Europeans a relatively large
proportion of the people were not cultivators. Upon the establishment
of French rule and the collapse of the Wolof kingdoms in the'late nineteenth century, princes lost their chiefdoms: and nobles, warriors, and
those specialists who had depended on the aristocracy for their livinglost their function and their patrons. Added to these were landless cultivators and free slaves who wanted to get away from their masters.
When the colonial regime introduced groundnut (peanut) cultivation,
large numbers of people were available for pioneering agriculture. The

Wolofin contrast to the Serer and the Diolanever developed sophisticated techniques of cultivation, but the growing of groundnuts
required no special qualification, only new land. The breakup of the old

society facilitated mobility, and the exodus began toward the areas
opened up in eastern Sine-Saloum and western Senegal Oriental.
9()

ThiS,WaS also the time for mass conversion of the Wolof to Islam. The
position of religious leaders changed radically. They became the most
significant figure§ in rural society and were able to build a new independentipower:structare on a modern economic base (see ch. 7). Froth
these same strata in. Wolof soOety came those who were willing and
-eager to pioneer in the Terres Neuves (New Lands) of the Sine - Saloum
and Senegal Oriental regions (see ch. 14). This was also the first generatiOn orWolof to:settle in towns, to acquire azmodern education, and-to
zget-jobS in the administration and in commercial enterprises.

distinctions based on Caste still survived in the early 1970s,
but-they- had-- weakened to a far gre4ter degree than hid those among
the-Toucouleuf, More and more an individual's place in Wolof-Society
-was- based on education and material success rather than on birth:ThiS

was: particularly true in the cities. In the rural areas the valtieS and
structures of the-traditional system persisted. Even in the pioneering
communities of the Terres Neuves, jobs entailing leadership and. responsibility tor example, in cooperatives=tended to be assigned to
someone from the old ruling castes. Particularly in Muride settlertents,
the strong tiellinding a &gibe (follower) td his serigne in a reciprocal'
-relationship of:service and protection mirrored to a large degtee the
feudal relationship that existed in Wolof society before the introduction
- of-Islam and the destruction of the Wolotikingdoms.
;Local grOups that cut across traditional statuLand kinship arrangements, so _cOmmon in Senegal, are well cleyeloped in Wolof society.
These work groups have an established esprit de corps, a local pride,
and a competitive spirit that reinforce group solidarity. These groups

may be adaptable to new situations but, although the work groups
override the kin and caste boundaries in some contexts, they do not
erase them. Moreover, the work groups have been institutionalized
only for young people. Other values dominate as men grow older.
The members of each work grOup are of the same sex and of roughly

the same age. The usual female group consists of young unmarried

women and of young married women who do not yet live in their husband's compound or have not borne children. Sometimes, if the village
is large enough, young married women with children form a group, as
do girls who have not yet reached puberty. The .men's group has a
greater age rangefrom boys who have just passed puberty and feel

capable of man's work to married men in their late twenties and

thirties who have not established an independent homestead.
Traditionally, work groups have taken various forms. In the dimboeli
several individuals jointly and spontaneously offer their help to a person in need of labor. The nadante is a permanent work group of several
people who,work successively in one another's fields. This provides a
more efficient way of cultivation, especially if one member has modern
equipment that all can, use. The most common form is the santaane,
a work group formed at someone's request. The head Of a homestead
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asks his counterpart of another homestead to help. form -a santaane,
whereas a simple tenant appeals to another tenant. Social pressure
renders a refusal impossible. Participants expect- to be amply fed, and
the meal usually becomes a feast. Moreover, whoever convokes a :militant' is under obligation to contribute his own labor for someone else,_
The sqm-aanc, organized for the cultivation of millet as well as-of
groundnuts, has become far more frequent since the introduction of
WIuridism because membership in the same religious brotherhood haspro ided a tie among people who in the Terres Nerves May not be_re-.
sated -to each other. The (hums, or Muride 'community, is the culininw,

fiat of the long- standing Wolof tradition of forming work groups
(see
ch. 7).
J

Two kinds of lineages patrilineal and matrilineal=and two cate-.
gories of kintraced respectively through the father and-the_mother=
are distinguished by Wolof and have specific terms applied to them. All
members of an individual's patrilineage (geityo-4-beltt are -in -the cate,_

gore of kin traced thrqugh his father (ilia but not all of those related
through-the father are in the same patrilineage. For.example, a man's
father's sister is of his patrilineage, but her children, although related
to-him, are not. Similarly; the members of one's matrilineage (Men=
breast milk) are in the category of kin linked to him through his mother.
Oct a term also used for nationality or species), but not a_ ll-of thOse
so linked are members of the same matrilineage. Thus, a man's_ ma-

ternal uncle is part of his matrilineage, but the uncle's children, although-related to that man through his mother, are ha. The adoption
of Islarb has given greater emphasis to the,patrilineage and to kinship
through the father, but the matrilineage and kin through the mother
retain some importance. An individual in trouble is likelt'Ao seek help
from his maternal kin, particularly from his mother's brother. Links
through the mother may also be used to associate oneself with powerful persons or to acquire a followirig.
The patrilineage, or more usually a segment of it, holds rights in land
and tends to control inheritance and succession. especially in the rural
;treas. Wolof prefer tt establish and maintain homesteads of the same

lineage in the same illage, but in recent years several factors have
made this difficult. T e expanding population and the demand for land,
for cash crops may lead to the migration some of the members of the
younger adult generation from a village. In other cases some may have
been permanentlt attracted to the towns while their kin remain in the
.
-rural areas.
This multiplicity of groups and categories, coupled with the Wolof
tendency to polygyny and a high rate of divorce and remarriage, means
that children of the same father .aay be members of different matrilineages and have different maternal kin. Children of the same mother
may be members of different patrilineages and have different paternal
kin.
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The core of a Wolof domestic group is the nuclear family, which may
be monogamous or polygynous. Whatever the core, however, other person§ are often found living in it, sometimes permanently, sometimes

terhporatily. Often these are kin of some sort: the male head's ttn.
married or divorced sister, a sister's child, or a wife's child by a divorced

spouSe: Sometimes theare strangers.
In some instances a homestead of persons of slave origin may be
located in a village, and the relationship between these persons and
zenembee§ of the free patrilineage is that of dependent and,patrOn. A
few families-representing some of the artisan castes_may live oh the
outskirts Of the village.
Both parental consent and marital choice operate within a framewOrk

of Wolof social_ structure and values that limits the range of:eligible
spouses on the one hand and specifies certalapeople as desirable mates,
On_the other. A major but not impassable barrier to marriage betikeen
two- persons-is a difference in status or caste. These traditional barriers
are still effective in the rural areas and are only occasionally breaehed
in the urban areas, even among well-educated people. A high=bor-n
_male may take a woman of griot or slave origin as a wife or as a concubine (beyond.the Islamic legal limit of four wives), and she may then
beAreated as a freewoman. She may not, however, be taken as a first
or chief wife.-Islamic law provides that the caste or slave origin of one
spouse is not grounds for divorce by the other spouse if that origin was
:5

=known before the marriage.

Islamic conceptions of incestuous relationships also limit the range
of-marital choice. In addition to the almost universal barriers to marriage between lineally related persons and between brothers and sister,
uncles may not marry nieces, nor may aunts marry nephews. Islamic
laW Willits marriage between first cousins, but Wolof custom prohibits marriage between children of two brothers or children of two
Sisters. Patrilineages and matrilineages are exogamous.
After these prohibitions have been taken into account, however,
Wolof prefer to marry a relative. Preferred wives are either a mother's
breither's daughter or a fathees sister's daughter.

Serer
The traditional Serer social system has encouraged the development

of a sturdy individualist peasantry in contrast to that of the Wolof,
which was geared rather to political and military enterprises. Social
differentiation was introduced into Serer society in the fourteenth
century by Manding conquerors (see ch. 2). A thin noble upper stratum,
descended from these Manding chiefs, was superimposed on an origi-

nally egalitarian society in which the cultivators (siniginhabitant of
Sine) were numerically preponderant. In modern times the cultivators
still constitute the vast majority of the Serer. Together with the nobles,
with whom they intermarry, the cultivators form the upper stratum in
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Serer' society. The nobles were sem ed` in the past b warriors whozin_
turn were se r ed hn griots and Alm es, the free farmers also had griots
and domestic slates attached to their families. The number of slaves,
.-119-raver, was very

Artisans with their complementary skillsalso introduced by
outsidersare less numerous and less di\ ersified than in Toucouleur
or Wolof society. The A111411:4, kat herworkers, and weavers are descend-

ants either of those'w ho came with the first Manding chiefs or, in most
cases, of Wolof ho settled among the Serer after the early conquest.

Also in Se'rer countr but not part of Serer society (except for a -few
who have settled in Hives) are itinerant woodworkers, usually olPeulorigin, who are hekl in low esteem and whose wives are sdothsayersi
After the Manding conquest. nobles as well as artisans were assithilatedirito SerFr society . They adopted_t Ite Serer, language and religious
beliefs. Artisans, however, kept their ancient caste status- and-in- -the

early 1970s still married only members of artisan families. They
practiced their crafts mainly in the dry season and.cultivated during
the rest of the year. They tended, for this reason, to be-better-off ma7
tertall than full-time cultivators. In modern times dekendants of
slaves cannot he distinguished he their living conditjons. Only the
griots_are worse off because their skills are no longer in great, demand.
and-they have difficulty acquiring land.
For the list majority of Serer the government and the nation-state
are vague concepts. Their major concerns are for family and other near
kin. Kinship solidarity is the tie that binds Serer society together and
accounts for its stability. Most Serer have remained in their traditional
homeland area, although during the past decade a few have begun
moving toward the Terres Neuves (New Lands) in eastern inc- Saloum

---

Region,

All-his life a Serer remains closely hound to the two f imilies from
whom he descends, even though the two ties sometimes eem contradictory. A.Serer inherits his name from his father, and he is - usually

raised and educated within his father's homestead. Ile miAemain
there even after he is grown and have his wife come to live there.

The Serer also continues to he a member of his mother's f:fmily,
hich remains a close community even if dispersed. It is called the
community of the breast ((h.'''. and the paternal line is called the community of the belt (korirdia/o). The maternal lineage controls land
tenure. and a man's right to cultic ate land is given him by the_head of
thisSf4age rather than I* his father. Ile may inherit personal effects

from his father, but he inherits rights to land and cattle from his
mother's brother. A son maN cultivate land provided by his father as
long as he lit es with him and e en after the father's death if there is no
immediate demand for the land k a member of his father's -.matrilineage, but ultimateIN, he must seek land from his own matrilineage.
The tf,kor (chief of the matrilifieage) b; the oldest man. Ile acts as the
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trustee of lineage property (land, cattle, cash) and uses it for the good
of the group after consultation with the adult males. The tokor man_ages_ not Only the lineage inheritance but also current earnings. -A
_young man gives the tokor his earnings for safekeeping. A girl, too,
entrusts her earnings to her maternal uncle or, lacking 'one, to her
-brother:
-The taw. gives counsel in all important matters and esi)ecially plays
_a decisive role in marriage arrangements. lie prepares for funerals and
-_

pay' fines incurred by members of the matrill.deage. He and the
=mother's brotherif they are different per s,,--receive marriage
pay-ments,-.and-their consent, ralher_than--that of a girl's father, is-re=
quiredifor _marriage. There are, however, a few Serer communities in
which -a father's Rarticipation in marriage arrangements is great&
The complexities of such a system are somewhat attenuated by the
widespread practice of marriage between the daughter of a tokor and,
his sister's son. Although marriages between children of two brothers
or -two sisters are taboo, marriages between the children of-a brother
_andi a sister reinforce family cohesion, limit strife and divorce, and
keep the=marriage payments in the hands of the tokor. Otherwise, the
traditional-payments of palth wine. cattle, services, and money- go to
-v,

-anot_her:lineage.

-Age- groups hare been of far more importance among the Serer than
mong -the more rigidly stratified societies. They are the eans by
which-techniques and social values are transmitted from o e generation to the next. Each individual belongs to an age-grade a sOeiation
(mil). _There-are parallel associations for males and females of various

ages, theoretically seven in allfor small children, older children,

adolecents, young adults, the married, fathers (or mothers)of families, and the Very old.

Age-grades limit the activities in which each person is entitled to
participate at a given age. They also provide collective apprenticeship
to the-young. Each grade is promoted toy the next grzele as the highest
_group is retired to inactive old age. Each Serer has a place in the age
hierarchy and behaves accordingly vis-a-vis other Serer. Members of
tht same group regard each other as brothers and sisters throughout
life. Most important is the group of young unmarried men who execute
work in common fen' remuneration and who organize feasts uhelbr the
\
direction of an electbd responsible leader.
Diola

The Diola differ markedly from most other Senegalese in that they
never have developed central political structures or social hierarchieS.

In some villages live so-called kings and in one recorded case a
queenwho have essentially religious roles. They have no political'
power, function only within a very small area, and are not distinguished by wealth.
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All Diola are cultivators. There are no artisan castes and no griots.
Anyone may learn and practice whatever skills he desires. Only the
smiths (who are also cultivators) seem to inherit their specialty, but no

stigma attaches to them; they freely intermarry with other DIA:
Therealso_ are no slaves, although the Diola live in an area'where-much,_

warfare-occurredthe usual source for slaves. Prisoners-taken in war7
or-raids were either returned in exchange for cattle or assinilated into_
Diela-society.
The Diola believe that God gave them a well-defined territory irk the,

beginning of time and that they are an related. This is in-the realni of
myth -and is not acted upon excert perhaps in providing-a feeling-of
solidarity -among Diola when facing outsiders.
The significant social units are the' patrilineage (kukin)rand_therex-,
tendedifam0 (hak), of which the nuclear family (butorn, consisting:of
a matf,--his wife or wives, and their children, is a part. Two or three such
nuclear families live in the same homestead, which is surrounded-iby.a
.

fenee of palm fronds. Members do not have a common .name. These
various families consider theinselves related through theipaternal-line,
but no_effort is made at tracing the particulars of this link, which may
well be through wives or mothers. A Diola belongs to an extended fain
ily simply by living in hi4 father's homestead. Regardless of thel_detailk
of kinship, two men of the same age living there together call each
other brother. Several such homesteads constitute a village quarter
(Ralola137). Named clans ddtexist, nut their members are scattered,and_

they have few dealings with each other. The vital group is the -local
'community.
In priheiple, the patrilin'eage controls the land that its members or
ancestors first occupied and cleared or from which they drove earlier 7;
occupantS. Effective control of landrights seems, however, to be vestedin the-extended family, and it is within this group that rights to land
and other property are inherited.
Traditionally, land remained undivided under the control of a lineage

/

head or the head of the extended family, and rights to its use were
-given to sons as needed. Only personal effects and livestock were inherited, the property of a father going to his sons, of a mother to her
daughters. There appears to be a tendency to individual control over
!add, and'sons inherit their fathers' fields.
The head of the extended family is usually the eldest man, a patriarch
with religious functions who oversees the allocation of land, settles
disputes, and is the intermediary between the members of the group
and the spirits that preside_ over its fortunes. His authority is based
on his long experience and hi . knowledge of occult forces.

A Diola's maternal kin play a lesser and different role in his life.
There are special terms for the male members of one's mother's patrilineage and for the narrower group of males (mother's brothers and
others) of the extended family from which she comes. One's mother's
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heathers are concerned, in part, with their sister's son's religious education; funeral-rites, and burial.
As a rule people marry someone from outside the village or even

outside .the surrounding villages. Persons bearing the same name
- should -not marry each other, but such marriages haN'e been known to

.occur whenjelatiqnship cannot be trace-d, and names Shave been
dianged to permit intermarriage. All first coasin marriages are said
to he _barred. The major criterion governing parental approval of a
marriage,is tIsat the kin of the prospective spouses should not have
been emVroiledjq bitter disputes and fight's.

When a couple establishes its own household after marriage, the
man allocates a field or fields to his wife. She must wage the ricefields and the harvest so as to contribute to the febding other husband
and ,children, and she tries to grow enough extra, rice to buy some
things for herself. Except in areas where men have turned to groundnut
cultivation and-left ricegrowing almostphtirely to women, the man
work in the fields, but the woman is responsible for
does -the
irach/of Oe tedious labor. The role of women in rice cultivation is so
important that the seasonal patter of divorce hinges on it. A woman
may not leave her- husband between sowing and harvest; if she leaves
beforessowing, she takes ?lathing with her but some personal effects;
if she -goes after,the harvest, she is entitled to half of it. A woman who
fails =to manage1her ricefields properly is subject to scolding, beating
and,"ultimatelyiANOrce.

Although the-Dlpla are not subject to a central political power, they
are governed by two forcesa firm belief in spirits that govern nature
And affect agriculture, and public opinion, whiCh exerts a strong social
:-;pressure on individuals. Each Diola tries to live.in harmony, with the
forces of nature and with Kis fellowman and to fulfill the social obligatigns.that guarantee the peace and well-being of his community.
Diola society is characterized by solidark between men of the same
family, the same age-group, and the same village. The existence of
young men's and yo,ung women's groups, which are similain forinand
function to the work associations of the Wolof, makes it\ eaSier to take

%

care of big agricultural tasks, such as clearing the land for millet
cultivation or the transplanting of rice shoots, or to face sickness
and other disasters.
Usually such groups are organized by generationthere are parallel
groups- for men and for women from about the age of ten to twentyfive or thirty years and also for those who are older. In some villages

unmarried persons belong to one group and .married persons to
anothei.. In very large villages the associations form at the level of each
quarter and, if membership is still too large for meaningful collaboraz
tion, they may be iubdivided according to age. Some villages have only
two associations, one grouping all the women and another grouping all
the men. But they may all act together to accomplish large tasks or to
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organize certain big feasts.. Although participation is voluntary, every
Diolabelongs to an associat attr-atutonly° later in life may decide that
he or she no longer wants to take paik sin collective tasks and feasts.
The heads of such groups are chosen by the membership on the basis
of leadership qualities. They have custody of common earnings because-

the groups are i .1 for.their work. Groups may also be hired by a
family head who has insufficie.
The grottps disband during
those who have gone to work

or wore land than he can handle.

assn and regroup in June, :hen
rehave returned.

SOCIAL' CHANGE AND MODIFICATION
Traditional- societies began to change as soon as French rule in the
nineteenth century brought an end to the, political autonomy of the
old states. As traditional rulers lost their powers and as new means,
ealth, power, and status v ere introduced, the oldsysfor achie%
tem of stratificationso typical for most of the groups composing the
S,enegalese-populationwas further modified.
Distinctions between dubStrata have begun to blur. Members of
roy al lineages among Wolof and Serer may still be granted somedefer-

crux, but they' no longer have political functions. The term budolo,
once applied to members of the lower substratum of freemen, is now
used-for any ppot Wolof even if he is a member of a highborn family.
Some members of artisan tastes continue to be attached to specific
kin groups in the upper stratum, but metalworkers (including gold-

sr

s and silversmiths), leatherworkers, and weavers have begun

to op.2rate more autonomously. They have gone to the towns to produce

for a more general market, and the govern ment has taken an interest
in them as craftsmen without, however, wishing to perpetuate'their.
special Social status. The attachment of !mots to upper class families,
is still widespread, but some perform 'its musicians for public audiences.
(see ch. 8).

The descendants of slaves have been freed of any legal disabilities,
but their social status remains low, espmially in the rural communities. Many. Wolof of slave origin continue to help the descendants of
masters and may mei% e gifts in return. On the other hand, a ascendant of a Slave may occasionally become a village headman, which was
formerly impossible. Among the Toucouleui', 4-slaves have quite
%aried status. Some were given their freedom by their masters (in
practice more effective than the formal freedom granted by decreel'. _.
-

and hake only tenuous, links w ith them. Others have not been freed by

their masters but live independently of their. Some still live as,
domestic dip in their masters' households. Those of slave origin who
migrate sometimes try, to o,ercome their low status by refusing to
acknowtede their origin.
There is little consistent ek idence olfthe,extent to, /which Membership in a traditional stratum affects modern occupational chpice.'Ap/
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parently those of artisan caste or slVe origin are free to engage in anyoccupation. A study of the railroad workshops at Thies indicates that
given the choict between working in metals and working in wood, those
of the metalworking caste work exclusively in the metalworking shops.
Moreover, perhaps because of their reputation as metalworkers, a fair
proportion of them have become specialized workers Or foremen and
have no difficulty in exercising authorit over their crews. On the
other hand, the authority of the rare foremen of (pint and slave origin
seems to be unstable.
With 'the modification of the traditional System of stratification and
the emergence _of a money economy and new sources of wealth, a new
_kind of competition for status and power has developed, The competing
unit is popularly calleda clan (figuratively, clique) by the Senegalese.
It consists of a man of means (a patron) and his dependents (clients)
who constitute his entourage.
Although the context in which the competition takes place and some
of its organizational features are twentieth-century developments,
many of its elements have their roots in the traditional social structure, where artisans and slaves were dependent on a patron who dis-

:. pensed food,' cloth ing, and other gifts in return for their support,
praiser:and help. In the society of the 1960s and early 1970s men still
Clustered around a man of means whose very influence was measurable by the size of his entourage. Such a unit was likely to consist of
thezpatron's kin,,members ofthe_artisan castes, and perhaps people of
slave origin traditionally attached to his family and also included
i

others notlinked in,any of these ways.
.The patron provides income or opportunities for income to his followers and protects them when they are in trouble. They, in arn,_provide support for him in local political-and otherdi-SpTaeS, contribute to
his social standing by their numbers, and may provide other services.
of a great deal of money
. In this situation the patron controls the flow
translatable
into
money,
but
he does not necessarily
.or oppertunities

keep much of it. It is the distribution of wealth that enhances his

=

\

status, although a fair amount of personal conspicuous consumption is
expected and considered honorable.
In this connection a marabout with his followers may also be called
a clan. The marabout, especially a grand marabout, is.the patron; his
followers, the clients. The latter provide support in political controversies and labor or money, which flows into the coffers of the order.
Some of the money may also flow out in the form of alms. Much of it
goes into mosques and other symbols of glory. In return the marabouts
provide religious guidance and the hope of salvation. Leadership of
'Islamic religious brotherhoods became a new source of status in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Among the Toucouleur
and some others, the role of the marabout was and, to a great extent,
is a prerogative of the upper stratum. Among the Wolof, however,
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there is some evidence that members of lower strata who have,the
interest and talent can become
quite influential in the religious brother,
hoods and thereby enhance their status and power in Senegalese
society.

Wealthy persons of ,loW caste origin may occasionally be able to
organize groups of followers. Because political power itself is a source
of status in the society and because chin interests maybe affected-by
government policy, chins and coalitions of clans act in a political manner as well as in ordering social and economic interaction (see ch. 7;
ch. 10).

The National Elite
The new set of criteria that develope(rwith the growth of _governmental apparatus, commerce, and industry and the spread pf-modern
education have primarily affected social relations in the towns, par.

titularly Dakar, but they have, also been influential in rural areas..
They distinguish chiefly between the educated and uneducated and the
occupations associated with both groups.
-

The status hierarchy based on occupation- and education is fairly
uniform in most of the country's larger communities, but only its high----est.category has a genuinely national scope. Virtually all of those in the
higher echelons of government and private enterprise and in the liberalprofessions (medicine, law, higher education, the sciences, literature,
and the like) know each other. Indeed, there is a good deal of overlappintt among people of these categories.

InBuential marabOuts are not a part of this modern elite, but they
interact regularly with them, at least in specifically political contexts.
The elite are not homogeneous with respect to ethnic group, religion,
or political ideology, but they often share memories of common experiences during their student years. Most of them live in Dakar much of
the time, but their activities or assignments may require prolonged
residence elsewhere, often in areas other than those of their origin. In
every part of tht% country. therefore, there are important people who
are oriented primarily to the national structure. They are few, but they
have influence beyond their nUllifiers.
Inevitably, sons are begin.tung to follow in their fathers' footsteps.
The majority of those in the liberal professions or in administrative
posts had fathers in the same occupations. The calegories formed on
the basis of occupation'al and educational criteria have not, however,
hardened int() neatly stratified sets of class-conscious groups. Several
factors militate against the growth of a dosed class system. Kinship,
ethnic, and religious ties remain strong among,all segments, of the
population. For most of those in desirable occupat 'Lons the fact of their

increased income and a style of life somewhat different from that of
their kin and their ethnic or religious brethren does not mean that ties
with them are broken On the contrary, an entourage of these,people
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, may be essential to a quest for status of a different sort in which people

of the same occupational or educational level compete with each other.

Urban Trends
Apart from the small elite that could be called members of an emerging national society, city dwellers include minor employees of government and private enterprise, independent artisans, skilled workers,

and large numbers of unskilled flaborers and unemployed persons.
Many have come to the city to escape dependence on agricultdral occupations and social pressures. Others are, temporary migrants in
search Of work who intend to return home eventually.
Almost all city- dwellers keep in contact with their home village but
in varying degrees. In many cases, the children of permanently urbanfamilies have never gone to the traditional homeland, but they gei
to know the rural relatives who come to visit for one reason or another,
such as to attend school. These families consider Dakar or some other,

t

city their home, and they have adopted the social values that go with
urban living.

._

The impact of education and Western values has given rise to new
strains and conflicts that affect the urban family. Traditional kinship
relations consisted, in good part, of a web of reciprocal rights and obliA
gations that in a subsistence economy led to relatively little strain; a
man's obligation to his kin tended, in the long run, to be balanced by
their obligations to him. In the modern situation, demands are often
Made in terms of traditional ties, but reciprocity may not be possible.
Moreoever, the burden of it obligations may prevent a man froth
allocating his resources in new ways now open to him. Thus, a man
who migrates to an urban center may have to support kin 1,Vho follow
him before he is firmly established himself. If his income is fairly
high arid_steady, he may be unable, because of his obligations to kin,
to use it for other purposes, including a higher level of living for his
immediate family.
Whatever the strains imposed by what has been called family parasitism, the willingness of many Senegalese to assume old obligatioris in

new situations provides a transitional mechanism for taking care of
illiterate, unprepared rural migrants. They are supportedeby kin until
they have found work and are given a cushioned introduction to the
ways of towns. These without relatives tend to cluster together for
mutual protectii3n and assistance in groups that are adaptations of
traditional forms to a new situation. Predominantly such groups are
based on ethnic affiliation or, often, on village of origin.

A basic group is formed of male newcomers to,the towns who live
together in one room; the Toucouleur call this arrangement suitebt.
Should someone become sick or lose his job, his part of the rent is paid
by contributions from those who are employed. Members of several
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s it ;idii

erhaps some persons who live alone, may_form_an_associa,.

'al' help; all members come from the same village. They
pat an aoo....sion fee and low monthly dues. Usually such groups elect
a secretary who is able to read and v rite and who keeps the accounts.
i ion

The money mat be used to buy something for the home .village or
mosque, but it is mainly used for aiding members in need or for recei% ing family members or perhaps a marabout from the home village,

Members meet to discuss the validity of the various demands made
upon association funds. But they also meet socially, exchange news-_
from home, or gather fur special e.ents, such as marriages or funerals:
People who came originally from the same village but who have-been-

city dwellers for a long time may entertain some tenuous ties with
such an_association for sentimental reasons. Women migrants do not
live in smilbr, but they form associations for social purposes and for
mu ) ual aid. Such associations comprise all the women in a town guar-

te , regardless of ethnic affiliation.
AMong the ToucOuleur, associations are often based on caste. Their
_
purpose is ;4) mainly mutual aid. The tooroBBe, however, seldOm
form asSociatis; occasionally members of important families join 1n,, associations for the defense of their common interests, meeting only
'when a specific problem arises. Such associations, are headed -by welleducated influential men. On the other hand, there are associations of
-

beggars, many of whom are former students who have lived- andstudied with a mrabout. They often are oiloorodo origin. They-find=
out where namin ceremonies are to take place and go there to reciteverses from the Koran. Whatever money they collect they give to their
chief, who divides it among the members of the association.
Associations based on age-grades and seldom formed in the towns
because most neighborhoods do not contain enough people born within
the same span of years. Moreover, most of their social, educational,
am; economic functions have been taken over by other agencies. Chil-

dren in town are educated primarily by their parents and learn their
skills in school. "Brothers" of older age-groups, if they happen to live
in the same town, may meet at special social occasions, such as weddings and naming ceremonies, and they continue to have feelings of
solidarity.
Rural Society in Transition
Legal and political reforms, the introduction of cash crops, the building of roads and schools, and the exodus to the Terres Nueves and the
cities for varying periods have brought about changes in the rural society. One major effect has been a new outlook. The traditional world
of rural people is one in which constant efforts are made to accommodate the forces of nature by the proper sacrifices, by wearing the
right kind of amulet, or by trying to ascertain the wishes of the spirits
and acting accordingly. Although his approach is neither resigned
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nor pessimistic, it does_ not assume man's progressive mastery over
-his environment. In contrast, typical of a modern view is the befieCtliat

man is capable of conquering and controlling natural forces and

..

_putting them to his use. This outlook renders man primarily responsible for what happenssuccesses and failures alike.
Adopted principally by the younger generation, by those who have
gone to school or who have spent some time away from home, such
views often lead to conflict with elders and modify relationg between
an individual and his group. To some degree, they have brought-about
the fragmentation of peasant societies, which had been solidary and
=largely communal.

_

The extended, family, which used to be a producing and consuming
-unit, loses some of its functions to the nuclear family. Although solidarity and obligations of mutual help continue to be strong among
members of the larger kin groups, the group formed by a man, his wife
or Wives,-and their children becomes the primary social cell. Local subsistence crops, such as millet, are still often stored collectively, but
cask crops are increasingly cultivated and gold individually. Young
Serer, for example, are reluctant to think of their incomes as contribu-

tions to the lineage patrimony and prefer to use what they earn to
raise their levels of living or to buy prestige items, such as radios,

-bicycles, and canned foods.

1-laving learned.to make independent decisions and to form social
ties with non-kin, returning migrants find it difficult to submit fully
to family heads. Moreover, if they earn the wherewithal to acquire
a wife while away, they are no longer dependent on the lineage to
=provide the necessary payments. Frequently when young Diola marry,
'they build _their houses outside the confines of the family homestead.
Diola women, a recent study showed, adapt so thoroughly to city life
-that they find it even harder than men to reintegrate into ruraisociety
after their return.
increased rate of divorce.
Another effect of migrations has been an in
their
wives and children for
Married men may go to the towns, leaving
part of the year or longer. One source suggests that the high rate of

divorce in the Senegal River valley, particularly among the ToucouleUr,

may be attributed to the long periods that the men ar`e away from
home.

Nascent individualism also leads increasingly to differentiation

between successful and unsuccessful farmers and to some extent between the literate and the illiterate. The more prosperous can afford
the lavish feasts demanded by the work groups of young men who
help with big agricultural tasks. Those who can read and write get the
important positions, such as presidents and weighers in cooperatives.
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CHAPTER 6
LIVING CONDITIONS
111_1973 -most Senegalese were farmers, members of family croups
living in villages that ranged from a few dozen to r,opo people or _tore.
They-built-hutS and compounds of locally available materials, Such as

branches, sunbaked mud, and reeds or straw; in some areas a few of
the more successful families occupied houses of cement blocks with
corrugated iron roofs.
Their diet consisted primarily of cereal grains and other footh-grown
on their small_ farm plots. Many families sold a part of their crop, or
one or more family members worked for large landowners during the

1

busy season, thereby bringing the family some cash income. A minority
=of rural people were seminomadic herders, and a still smaller group
was primarily fighermen.
Living standards were marginal among most villagers. Good or ill
fottunowas deteriftined largely by the adequacy of the summer rains.
In good years the farm family was able to grow and store enough food
to -last untiLthe harvest of the following year; a bad year could mean a
-prolonged period of hunger before the next harvest, and two or more
poor harveSts in a row might well bring death by starvation or disease.
Soine of the epiclemic killer diseases, such as smallpox and yellow
fever, that once ravaged Senegal and other Afric*an areas had been
suppressed by immunization programs, some of which had been active
since the early 1900s. In 1973 the'government continued to support and
expand preventive medicine programs. Treatment facilities and medical resources in general were still extremely limited, and many Senegalese had never seen a doctor. Malaria, tuberculosis, schistosomiasis
(bilharziasis, or snail fever), and othediseases were widespread. Few
people, particularly in rural areas, had either the facilities necessary
for modern hygiene and sanitation practices or an appreciatioA of the
need Tor them. Most surface water supplies were contaminated, and
several serious diseases or parasitic infections Were commonly spread
through the useof impure water for drinking and cooking.
Migration froin farms to urban areas had been an established trend
for several decades and continued in 1973. Villagers who attempW to
-escape thrigoritof farm life by joining the migrant trek were seldom
able to find full-time urban jobs. Many of them joined small cooperative groups Of other migrants in improvised housing in the environs
Of the towns. Othrs depended upon urban relatives to provide shelter
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and other aid, as required by long-standing Senegalese family customs.

Despite the difficult living conditions endured by most unskilled
migrants, the droughts of the 1968-73 period caused increasing nun-

hers of villagers, especially in eastern and northern Senegal_to- move

to Dakar or to other towns,.thereby increasing the already serious

social and economic problems in the mushrooming suburbs.
Life-styles in the well-to-do sections of the largest towns, particularly
Dakar, contrasted sharply with those of the villages or the unplanned,
new suburban settlements. In these sections a small minority of foreign
and local businessmen, senior government officials, and ,profeSsional zi
men lived in European-style houses, owned automobiles, varied their_ ri
diets with imported foods, and had access. to modern_ medical care.
Between the rural majority and this small minority of affluent urbanites was a middle-income group, which could not he clearly defined -as=
a specific percentage of the total population. Most of the members of= _;
this group had only modest incomes, but they were somewhat-eStab- _!
lished, if not actually secure or comfortable, in the 'urban milieu 'ofDakar or one of the other large towns. They were able to avoid some of
the privations suffered by villagers and by many recent migrants_ r4
to the towns. Neverti.eless, many of them could not afford such amenities or services as electricity or piped water in their homes, even
if such facilities were available in their neighborhood or community.
In 1973 no national unemployment insurance or compulsory govern merit program of old:age benefits had been established, -but most wage-

earners were covered by injury and disability benefit programs.
Maternity benefits and birth allowances for the families of wage

earners were also provided.

PATTERNS OF LIVING

Cultivators
For most of the rural population, living patterns and work schedules
were governed by the seasons. Usually, land that had not been under
cultivation during the previous year was cleared dtiring the dry season
by slash-and-burn techniques. Soil preparation and planting began
as soon as the first rains of the year moved northward over Senegal.
in May and June. This was the beginning of a long season of hard work ,11,
in the fields, lasting at least until the hal-% est was completed late in the_r

year.'
Every rural family accepted a fundamental reality: survival hinged
upon the level pf rainfall, which was by far the most important determinant of tlie yield from the farm plots. In good years farmers
harvested and stored enough food to last until the earliest crops of the

next harvest began to mature. Many farmers also sold part of their'
crops for cash. Some Senegalese worked on land owned by others and
received a share of the value of the harvest in payment; this was a

-_common arrangement in the groundnut (peanut) production areas
in western and southwestern Senegal.

When the annual rains were light or erratic, or parasites reduced

yields, or illnesSes prevented the family or village from planting or carfor the crops, -the food reserves for the next year could be seriously

,reduced, Then the soudure, the period of food scarcity that usually
-lprecededthe'harvest, could become disastrous. Even after good har,VeSts, food stocks were sometimes inadequate, and prolonged food
scarcity weakened the people just as they were entering their busiest
Work seasonthe planting and cultivating of the new season's crops.
-After_ a bad harvest the soudure of the next spritg and early summer
=might =bring_seriousi illness or death to farmpeople, many of
=might_ already -have been weakened by a lifetime of erratic and inade,
Abate- diets, malaria, and other illnesses.
Hoping=to eScape the rigors and monotony of farming or forced=by

circumstance -to look for a way to supplement their incomes, many
=rural = dwellers left their home areas to work elsewhere. Their first
-work sojourns were usually temporary, possibly only for a season.
Some went to other farm areas, and many migrated to distant-towns.
Most Ofthe migrational patterns have been established for many decades, but the most significant movement, the trek to the towns, accelerated during thel960-73 period (see ch. 3).
Almost. always the reasons for migration were economic. Worn -out
land, drought, or the difficulty of making a living even in good years
- in some farining areas caused many people to look for other opportunitiPs. In the early 1970s the increasing competition for jobs in the
towns and the struggle for survival in the crowded new suburban
settlements hadnot reduced the flow of new arrivals. .
For some of the. migrants, their original trek to the towns initiated
an extended ppriod of seasonal movements. Many migrants returned
to their families and villages each year to help with the farmwork
during the planting season. Some of them left the towns to work during the growing season on commercial farms in the groundnut region
(see ch. 14). Some eventually became established in the towns, possibly
learned a salable skill, and settled permanently into an urban living

pattern. Most of this group continued tO give some help to family members in the home village and also helped new arrivals from_the village
to survive in the urban environment.

Other migrant workers, particularly from the Toucouleur ethnic
group in northeastern Senegal, left their remote rural areas for an uninterrupted period of two or three years of work in the towns, usually
in Dakar. A 1962 estimate indicated that more than one-fourth of the
Toucouleur of the Senegal River valley were working elsewhere.

Like the seasonal workers, they put up with crowded quarters and
lived as simply as possible in the towns in order to save money !Or the
family or for their own future use, possibly for bridewealth and other
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costs associated with marriage. After several years in the towns with
few, if any, visits to the home area, many returned home permanently,
but others found a more or less permanent job and settled in the towns.
Some Toucouleur and members of the Sarakole and other_grotips as
well made their way to Paris and other French cities for long periods of
work. Whether working in Senegal or in France, they accepted low -_

paying jobs as laborers, busboys, or gardeners. Nevertheless, an
unofficial survey in Dakar, published in 1972, showed that many of

these Senegalese workers were often unemployed.

Herders
The Peul primarily herdersconstituted by far the largest groupwho lived by raising stock. Most of them moved about in northeastern

and central Senegal. The Toucouleur near the eastern border also

,

maintained livestock, and some members of other groups kept animals =__1
without making livestbck herding their primary means of livelihood._
Most Peul have followed a seasonally nomadic life-style. They retained ties with a home village in which they spent -part of the year,_
but they left periodically to move with their animals to fresh paltures.
During this period of movement they lived in relatively lightweight
huts of woven mats and skins, which could be moved with them. They
were primarily cattle herders, but they also had horses, camels, Sheep,
or goats.
As descendants of hunters, who were celebrated in their legends, the
Peul still preferred hunting. Most game had disappeared from their
subdesert homelands, and the animals in most of the remaining forest
areas were protected by law. As hunting had long since become inadequate as a source of food or other needs, most Peul were preoccupied
with their cattW Making a living by cattle herding, however, had also
become increasingly diffict, and some of the traditional nomads had
reluctantly turned to small trading; or to other local commerce.
The Peul-Toucouleur area and the adjacent areas of Mauritania and
Mali were a disaster area in mid-1973. The droughts of the 1968-72
period had already killed or weakened many cattle and other domestic
animals. The herder families, living a marginal existence in the best of
times, had also been decimated or driven from their home areas by,
hunger.

As the drought continued in mid-1973, many Peul in northern
Senegal had moved their surviving animals southward early, in the
season. Many of these herders, who know no other way of life, had lost

all their livestock, which was their primary and perhaps their only
source of food or income. Some had comb to Dakar or other, townsto
them an alien environmenthoping to obtain enough food to survive
and expecting to return to their parched home areas as soon as the
rains arrived.
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Urban Patterns
Living patterns in the towns included the comfort of the large homes
in the well-to-do section of Dakar, the daily work routine of the typical
_members of the= urban middle-income Senegalese wage earner, and a
struggle tor survival among the unemployed, unskilled migrants.
The_ mode of life among, the small high-income group was somewhat
similar to that_of the well-to-do groups in France and other Western
nations. Generel patterns of living could be deduced from the fact that
-_this minority oecupied European-style houses in neighborhoods served
:sewers and other utilities (see Housing and C6mmunity Conditions,

is_eh,), Their work routines and leisure activities were generally
iinilarto those of their Euiopean counterparts.
Among the middle-income groups were industrial and tranSporta= -tion workers, clerks, artisans, small businessmen, and civil servants.
MOst of them -lived in crowded apartments or..small houses. Typicai
houses were Of permanent construction, but most of them had no sewer
_, connections or other plumbing except possibly a water faucet. Some
had-electric lighting, but there were few other amenities or services.

Family members employed away from the home traveled to their
=

zi

=,=.

=

-bicycle or on public buses or company trucks. Auto work on foot
mobiles were far.beyond their income, and they had few luxuries other
than perhapsletCradio and a few extra clothes to be worn On special
.
occasions:
Most of their food was purchased in local markets. The typical diet

was monotonous, depending heavily on rice or other cereal grains,
- sauces, and bread. Many urban families in the middle-income group
were also feeding and prOviding shelter for rural relatives who were
-attemPting to establish themselves in the urban environment.
Some rural, people who migrated to the towns were not fortunate
enough/to Wave relatives in the middle-income group. Such migrants,
usually young men, went to the unplanned new suburban settlements,
becoming a part of the third major urban groiip. For these unskilled

newcomers the pattern of living was primarily either a search for
employMent or work at an unskilled job, sometimes located miles
from their quarters and without adequate public transportation. Their
improvised huts and barracks were crowded and unsanitary. They
survived by pooling their efforts and resources with those of other
recent arrivals, perhaps with advice and guidance frcirn a more experienced worker.

e

Income Levels

Average annual per capita income was equivalent to ahout US$250 ,/
in 1971. The data reflected sharp contrasts between the incomes of the "
urban population and those of the villagers. The rural majority, esti-I
mated to include approximately 70 percent of the 1973 population

received annual incomes qual to about US$130 per person, totaling

altogether no more than '5 percent of the national income. Urban
dwellers. Constituting atm it 30 percent of the population. recehed 75
percent. Residents of Dakar had at erage yearly incomes equivalent to
about US$5$0 per person. The at erages for people in oi,her,towns were

not aNailable. but they were probably significantly lower than that
-computed for Dakar residents.
Differences in personal or family incomes within the urban popula,

'lion were et en larger than those between at erage urban and rural.
incomes. A group that included about 1 percent of the total_ population,
consisting of foreign-born and Senegalese business' and _professional-

men, receit ed an estimated 13 percent of the national income during ,
-the early 1970s.

Most members of this small group had salaries ten or twenty times
af. high as the merage incomes of farmers, or unskilled wage earners:
The major-4N of people with such incomes !heti in Dakar, but muchsmaller numbers of people with relatk elt high standards of living__
.

were located in other towns.i
Many of the Men enjoy ing high incomes were senior public officials.

In athlition to good salaries and othei benefits, they had a level of
security unknown to most wage earners or farmers. Others were pri% ate businessmen or religious leaders who shared in institutionalized
sources of power and could sometimes influence economic policies..
Still others were professional men. such as doctors. some of whom
were actk e and influential in business or in gmernment as well as in
their own specialties.
Many peolite at the high-incon e fete! had received some of their
education abroad. usually in Frame. Others had attended the Univer-

sity of Dakar but had trk eled, particularly to France and the rest of
Europe. Whether or not they hat 'sited or studied abroad, most of

r:

,them preferred a life -sty le modeled after that of their French counterparts. Most of them lk ed in modern houses in low-den-sity sections of
Dakar:Thet used many imported foods and boerages, although basic
dat -bt -dat cooking might still be based on adaptations' of- Senegalese
recipes4.

At the opposite end of the urban income scale were unskilled
workers. mark of them recent migrants from rural areas, living in the
homes.of urban rebukes or in crowded huts in the growing suburban
settlements. Their wages were low. and during much of the year the
majority of them were unemployed or underemployed.
In 1970 only about one-third of the urban work forte had full-time
jobs. Most of these fully employed people were paid lessithan the equivalent of CS$100 per month. and more than one-third of all full-time
wage earners received less than half that amount monthly. Even this
group vas better off than most, as about 70 percent of wageworkers
were emplot ed.onit part time, perhaps in seasonal work, and others
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-*Were completely unemployed. In many cases chronically unemployed
or underemployed workers survived because they lived with family

members who were more fully employed. In most Senegalese ethnic
groups each family member was expected to shate with and assist
-his relatives.
Single male urban'workers often shared a room or shack with several
-other migrants from their own village. They helped each other during
periods of sickness, unemployment, or other misfortune..
.Between the two extremes--:the wealthy and the recent rural mi-grant-;--were the majority of urban residents. Included in this middle=
income group were small shopkeepers, semiskilled Workers, artisans,
clerks, lo«er echelon civil service functionaries, and others-in similar
occupations. On the surface they appeared to be better off than the
average villager, and a minority of this middle-income urban group
wene able to-live comfortably and to aspire to a still higher livingstandL ard. The majority of urban residents, however, could affordif little
-more than -a monotonous diet. housing-that included few, any,
-amenities, and-a minittrumotother essentials.

HOUSING AND COMMUNITY CONDITIONS
Rural Areas
Regardless of their location, the houses of rural Wolof-and the arrangernent of their villages generally exhibited some similarities.
_Family compounds were arranged along, main paths through villages
well. Structures
or were grouped around an outdoor meetingplace or a

_

forming village focal points often included a mosque and small shops.
As -a village expanded, new compounds were established along paths
grain
or streets designated in advance. Certain functionssuch as
associated
with
them,
were
Storageand the specialized.structures
hundreds
of
yards
from
family
confined to separate areas, sometin: as
compoyncIS or other functional units.
The rural Wolof family compound usually had a five-foot fence of
reeds, millet stalks, or thornbush. The living area of a but was Often
about
small and cramped. Some moreraborate structures, covering
built
into
small
rooms.
Most
houses
were
400 square feet, were divided
often
abandoned
upon
deterioration,
of natural materials and were
after a few years. Usually\ the floors were Packed earth. Chiefs and
well-to-do-,villagers, however, often build more permanent structures
that had walls of sun-dried mud bricks, stone, or_cement and roofs of

corrugated iron. Such houses were not necessarily more healthful

metal roof greatly
or more comfortable than a thatched-roof huta
housebut
they
were more duincreased the temperature inside the
their
prestige
as
modern
houses.
rable and were also desirable for
traditional-style
huts
were round)
In the Cayor coastal area, many
Other
houses
from
local
swampy
areas.
and had walls made of rushes
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were built somewhat like European structures, using imported factory-.made tnitteris. The interior framework of these houses was modified
to provide places to hang %:egetables.
'
!-

Most rural dwellers followed the traditional pattern, in which the
male bead of the group of families in a compound had a house Or room
for himself and his older sons. If his was a polygynous household, each

wife had quarters for herself and her small children. Those of the
group who were married, unmarried young men, old women, and serv-

ants had their own individual rooms or areas. The married sons
and their wives_ had their own fenced-off areas within the larger
compound.

witliitithe compound «all there might be a roof or shelter for
_a horse or for sheep or goats. Harvested craps and food reserVeS.Were
not fisually stored within family compounds,but were kept in clusters
of storage huts at the edge of the village.
k
Except for the six!' ial importance of. the living space reserved for

the head of the family, the arrangement of the other living quarters
and.artivities within the compound fences was variable. They were
usually near or adjacent to the outer fence, leaving an open courtyard
at the center of the compound.
Toucvuleur, Diola, and other Senegalese groups built houses similar

to those of the Wolof. The sites of family compounds maintainedly

these other groups appear to have been selected by the individual fam-

ily head, showing no evidence of influence or planning by village
eaders.
The'Toucouleur. who lived in the central Senegal River valley in the

eastern part of Fleuve Region, built both round and square. huts.

Walls were usually of mud and were topped by straw roofs. Circular or
oval fences of millet stalks enclosed the family homesteads of the Serer,
who were located primarily in the lower river basins of the west - central
area. Compounds built by families in the Serer ethnic group appeared
in many instances to be somewhat isolated, separated from other compounds by some of the filds being worked by the family.
The Diola and the Manding of Casamance Region lived in compounds
surrounded by fences constructed from palm fronds ail(' other natural

materials. The houses in each compound were-built around a courtyard, a meeting ground and work area for the members of the several
househol that formed an extended family. The villages to which they
belonged were relatively formless, sometimes scattered over several
hills.
Some villages in this southern region were large, having as many as
'.3.000 people living in several clusters, each consisting of a number of

family 'compounds. The Manding family head and his sons usually
lived in the best_ hut, located either at the gate to the compound or
near its cent.%, 1 nese better units had several rooms and a gallery, or
porch.

I
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Urban Areas
Housing in the wealthy or well-to-do sections of the larger towns,
particularly in -Dakar. stood in sharp contrast to the typical rural
hut with its roof of thatched straw or the barracks and improvised
',I-shelters on the fringes,of most towns. Government officials, wealthy

bUsinessMen, and professionals usually lived in European-style houses
Or apartments in or near the town centers. Such housing was highly
visible to the many visitors to Dakar, but it served only a small, elite

-rninority of the total population. The limited areas of such housing.

-.were in most cases on planned streets and received some, although not
riecessarily.all, of the services .provided in European or other Western
and
nt==== tcitieselectricity,`pipd water 'to each home, telephone service,
central
core
areas
of
a
tt- garbage pickup. In central Dakar and in the
still
functioned.
few other towns, old sewerage systems
Beyond thesespecial areas town growth had long since outpaced any
attempts to control such growth or to provide urban services. The
Medina area of Dakar is an example of an older suburb to which some
oft the services of the well-to-do sections electricity', for example
tt

had .been extended. People from a variety of Senegalese and other
ethnic groups were crowded into housing that was neither the best
nor the worst in Senegal. A 'conglomeration of small houses and shopk, .
of more-or less modern building materials were mixed with cruder
shelters. Smaller but similar mixed areas with a limited number of
services or amenities were to be found in the other major towns, especially in Saint-Louis and Kaolack.Along with such partially planned and somewhat improved middle-

income areas, every large town had a number of suburban areas of
uncontrolled growth in which even the best housing was generally
regarded as marginal or inadequate. Most of these unplanned settle-

Ments 'sprang uahetween 194-5 ihd 1973, although some had appeared
much earlier. ,Th...y consisted of shantytowns, collections of huts and
improvised slilters crowded together along narrow streets and deadend lanes.

Water was carried by hand to these huts and improvised shelters
from public fountains. Few people had electricity or other amenities
In their quarters. Lighting, if any, was provided by candles or kerosine
lamps.
of
The crowded, improvised shelters ranged from crude huts made
Others
in
need
of
various
repairs.
reeds or millet stalks to old barracks
were made of old packing eases or gasoline tins. Some were covered
with roofing paper held in place by stones.
Most residents in these areas were relatively recent migrants from
rural areas. Like older brothers or others who had preceded them to
of rural
the towns, they' hoped to escape the difficulties and boredom
station,
eventually
moving
on
life and to use the urban slum as a way
to better conditions in the town.
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Meanwhile. because of crowded conditions, contagious diseases, and
the scarcity of jobs in urban areas, the people endured living conditions
that were leSs amenable than those of an average village, usually hay.,

ing all of the village's disadvantages and little of its mutual and
familial support. In many cases several people shared a single but or
improvised shelter and pooled their resources in order to obtain enough
food to survive.
Grand Yoff, one of the rapidly growing suburbs of Dakar, exhibited

most of the problems of the uncontrolled growth of suburban settlements. A study of this suburban complex, published in 1970, showed'
that seven street fountains provided the only water avaiiable during_
the dry season for nearly 25,000 people. The runoff from a low plateatii
nearby sometimes flooded paths and streets during heavy rains,/ as
there were no sewers or storm drains.
As sewage and trash were commonly dumped along streets and on
vacant land, flooding compounded problems that were already serious.
Although road-sweeping machines made regular trips over the main
streets, other public sanitation measures were almost nonexistent.
Most streets had dirt or gravel surfaces, badly damaged by flooding
and-heavy use. Residents placed better streets at the headmf a list_ of
desired improvements More medical care facilities in the settlement
were also listed by residents as among their greatest needs. One small
dispensary in th area provided the only local medical services for
25,000 peopl

Police protection and emergency services were limited and were
controlled from offices outside the Grand Yoff area. A mobile post
office provided mail services, but there were no public telephones.
Public transportation to other parts of the Dakar urban complex w as
described as poor.

The lack of amenities and services, the risk of disease, and other
probig,ms of Grand Yoff were present in greater or lesser degree in
most other Dakar suburbs arid in the fringes of the other towns.

DIETARY PRACTICES
Average caloric intake was about 2,300 per day among most rural
Senegalese. Protein content of the average diet was slightly higher

than that of the typical diet in many other African countries. Millet
was a primary dietary staple among most rural groups. It was -being
replaced in the cliet of the growing nonfarm population by imported or
domestic rice. Some varieties of millet had a relatively short growing
season anti wth popular milting subsistence farmers bcause the crop
was among the first cereals \ to become available in the autumn, when
food stored the previous ye: r had been consumed. Planted in May or

June after the first rains, some vat ieties could be harvested in
November.
Corn, sorghum, beans, groundnuts, potatoes, citrons, fruits, cassava
iII

(manioc), green vegetables, and baobab leaves were also major locally

produced items of diet, varying in importance according to the area
and the seasons. Groundnuts are a relatively good source of protein,
but they were not-videly popular among the Senegalese. Most of the
groundnut crop was sold for cash and eventually was shipped abroad
(see ch. 14).

The most pOpular imported foodstuffs were wheat, rice, and sugar.
Bread made from imported wheat was increasingly popular, and every
important_ town had one or more commercial bakeries. Homegrown
rice was increasingly important in Casamance Region, and imported

rice--a staple of diet in the townswas becOming more popular in
othei areas.
Fish was often used in sauces to go with millet, rice, or sorghum.
Meat was eaten only once a week or less often, even among groups that

raised livestock. The Peul cattle herders used milk, either fresh or
fermented. They also traded milk or butter to members of other
groups, but milk and milk products were used only in limited quanti7
ties among groups other than the Peul.

The soudure was often a time of serious hunger among the rural
Senegalese. During this preharvest period, many families or villages
had used up their food stores, put away after the previous harvests,
before the current year's crops were ready to eat. During the rest of ail'
average year, most adults were able to maintain an adequate caloric
intake. Nevertheless, the diets of many people were deficient in animal

protein and in several essential vitamins. Malnutrition and dietrelated diseases continued, as in the past, to be prevalent.
The Diola, who live in Casamance Region, an area of relatively heavy

rainfall south of The Gambia, were the people most likely to avoid
serious hunger during the soudure. Their area produced a greater variety of grains, vegetables, and fruits than the drier regions farther
north. The Diola also hunted in the local forests, gathered wild foods,
and fished in the numerous swamps and rivers. Furthermore, surpluses of rice and other cereals, made available by one or more bountiful harvests, were stored away for years. Much Diola humor and
gossip focused on the hidden reserves of well-to-do families reserves
that sometimes spoiled before they were used, as fresher cereals were
used first if available.
Outsidelhe Diola area, and possibly within it as well, the problems
of providing adequate and balanced diets were increasing during the
1960s and early 1970s. Per person, less food was produced for local
use during the 1960s than during the 1940s. Yields were declining on
overworked soils in some areas; many people were leaving the farms to
look for work in the towns; and droughts'in the 1968-73 period were

compounding existing problems. In addition' to the established and
growing demand for imported wheat, rice, and sugar, imports of millet
and sorghum were expected to increase.
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Traditional, attitudcCi and preferences. lack of knowledge about nutri-

tional needs, and food taboos were as important in the continuation
of dietary deficiencies as the actual shortages of some kinds of food.
Among some ethnic groups, customary apportionment of foods favored

the men kombined with traditional prohibitions on certain foods,
these deeply entrenched customs often enforced a slow stars ation upon
women.
Mant_ t oung children also suffered from long-established customart
practices. After weaning, infants often developed kwashiorkor, a protein deficienct disease, because their parents did not provide them an

adequate share of the family fare, particularly of the kinds of food
that would maintain approximately the level of protein previously derived from nursing.
Poor, urban families and recent migrants to the towns usually de=

pended on the same staples. such as millet or sorghum, that were
standard fare in rural areas. In Dakar those who could afford- it
bought rice. The trend toward rice as the preferred basic item in the
diet was also welydeveloped in other towns and, to a lesser extent. in
rural areas w here a market economy w as strongly developed Decorti-

cated (white) rice, much of it imporfed, was preferred. The use of
rice esPecialk white rice, by well-to-do families had given this food

1.
considerable
status among people of average means. Furthermore, because rice did not require pounding, it was much easier to prepare
than millet. For this reason_it had an added appeal among women, who
traditionally ha% ft done the work of cooking the meals and pounding
the various cereals eaten in rural Senegal.
The quality of urban diets varied greatly. During the late 1960s daily
average caloric intake per person was estimated to be slightly higher in
Dakar than in rural areas. More than 40 percent of the urban population consumed at least 3.000 calories per person per day. Nevertheless,
large numbers of urban residents, particularly recent migrants living
in Dakar and other towns..ate poorly.
Most relatively recent arrivals in the mushrooming suburban shantytowns were unaccustomed to buying most of their food. They re-

sisted the need to spend a large part of their meager incomes for
subsistence. Even when they could afford a better diet, they spent
their money for other things.

Rice am: fill were a common combination for both Midday and
evening meals eaten by Middle-income urban families and by others
, when they could afford these items. One variation from the typical rice
staple was couscous, a processed food made from grain. accompanied
by fish or meat.

Studies among established urban residents in Dakar showed that
many of them had a breakfast of bread or a pancake with coffee or
sweet tea or of leftovers from the previous meal There were few variations in the use of rice or conscous as the basic food in the midday and
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evening meals,The monotony of the bask foods was relieved brdifferent sauces based on fish, meat, groundnuts, or other foods and by a
few.yegetables or fruits. Wealthy people were able to buy a variety -of
imported foods. ThoSe who could afford them used various European
items to add variety to a basically Senegalese diet.

,Diet and nutrition have been studied extensively at the University
of Dakar and at other study and training, centers. Research programs

and nutrition courses for student nurses and auxiliary workers in
health and preventive medicine programs were being guided and assisted by the World Health Organization (WHO).
Studies by independent scholars have shown that certain infection's
that are extremelyprevalent.in Senegal, such as malaria and intestinal

parasites, reduce-the efficiency with which the human body 'absorbs
and utilizes food. Thus a person whose food intake appears ,to be adequate may continue to suffer from any of several debilitating illnesses,
such as anemia, that are usually attributed to deficient diets.
CLOTHING

As in certain other aspects of Senegalese life, it was primarily the
Wolof ethnic group that set the fashion in clothes. Traditional Senegalese dress for Wolof men, and to a considerable degree for men of most
other groups, 'included wide-leggtd trousers and a bouboua loose,
lightweight, Cowing robe with wide sleeves. A small cap mightfalso be
worn. At other times a man might wear a pagnea length of cloth
wrapped around the hips and thighsand a short-sleeved shirt.
Officials and well-to-do businessmen usually wore European - "style
clothing during office hours, then reverted to the comfort of the traditional bonbon at otirer times. Younger men tended to prefer European-style suits, whereas their more conservative elders remained
closer to the Islamic traditions in dress, including the long robe and
appropriate amulets. Some, such as the older Toucouleur men, wore
simple white or dark-colored robes.

The bliabou was also the preferred garment among Senegalese
women, for whom it was usually made from bright cotton fabrics and
elaborately trimmed. With it women wore brightly colored, showy hats
or kerchiefs wrapped like turbans. Jeweled amulets, necklaces, goldenearrings, and various other ornaments were also universally popular.
A woman's informal costume or work clothing often consisted of a
blouse and pagne, or a rather shapeless long cotton dress, or improvised combinations of these garments. Sometimes a second length of
cloth was worn around the upper body, in addition to or instead of a
blouse.

The Diola in southern Senegal, an area that is more humid than the

central and northern regions, preferred the wrapped payne to the
more elaborate trousers or imbon. Diola also sometimes wore a
conical straw hat. A few local ethnic subgroups in remote areas in
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southeastern Senegal wore little or nothing other than amulets or
ornamentation.
Many people throughout the country, especially the poorest rural
dwellers. could afford little more than a loincloth and shirt or a simple
dress or. among the herders, rough gar.ments made of goatskins or
other locally produced materials. Among them, as among most Senegalese, both men and women desired beautiful clothes and elaborate
personal ornaments. Most people tried to obtain the best they could
afford, spending a significant percentage of their income on clothing,
and they en:4* ed wearing their best outfits on any occasion that cits.-tom permitted.
HEALTH

A number of the most serious diseases that formerly were prevalent
in the country have been successfully suppressed by large-scale immunization programs. Nevertheless, West Africa, which includes
Senegal, continues to be troubled by a variety of communicable diseases and parasitic infections exceeding that of any other similarsized region in the w ld. Knowledge gained during decades of work in
Senegal by mobile ealth teams and other medical personnel has beeh
incorporated into ex anded programs of preventive medicine and saniNitm. Planners and .upervisors of these programs were advised by
representatives of WHO and. the United Nations Children's Fund
(UNICEF).
In addition to the various diet deficiency illnesses, diseases prevalent
throughout most of the country in 1973 included malaria, tuberculosis,

measles,' trachoma, venereal, diseases, trypanosomiasis, ,schistosomiasis, dysentery. and several, strains of influenza; various others, including leprosy, tetanus, and meningitis, were less common but still
widespread. Malaria was considered to be the most prevalent infection,

probably initially affecting althost everyone at a very early age. Althrough it was seldom fatal, malaria weakened its.victims, making

them vulnerable to otherpossibly fataldiseases.
Schistosomiasis was cmt moo in most of the country. Infection rates
approaching 100 percent of the population we're recorded in eastern
Casainance Region during the early 1960s,, and a high percentage of

the people in the central and eastern areas were also infected. In
schistosomiasis the disease-producing organisms penetrate the skin
or the human foot when the victim enters a .contaminated body of
.water. The organisms reproduce in the human liver, and some of them
are returned to the soil and the water supplies through the victim's
urine. One stage in the organisms' development is carried out in snails
living in the swamps and rivers. Thereafter the organisms live in quiet
water until they find another human host. Like malaria, schistosomiasis causes general debiliW and lassitude and is disabling ather' than
fatal. It is extremely difficult to counteract the spread of the disease.
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Onchocerciasis, sometimes called river blindites6eceived increased
attention during the 1960s, when mobile health teams and other medical perSonnel became aware of isolated pockets of the disease that hLd

not previously been recorded. Iisuch areas as many as 20 percent of
the men have been blinded. In this illness tiny wormsmigrate through
the 'body, just under the skin; in some cases the infestation drives the
human iiito insanity. Blindness result's when the tiny parasites affect
the eyes. Simulium flies (blackflies), en-e--of the main`c,arriers of the
paraSite, live in Hier areas, especially in the Senegal 'River valley.
They are so painful and persistent that they cause some rural people
to, Move their villages away from the river to other areas. Medieal
teams treat-the local population when art outbreak is discovered and
teach the villagers a few facts about the cause of the illness.

Yaws, trachoma, and endemic (nonvenereal) syphilis; which are
saead by contact between human- beings or by carriers such as houseflies; were .most common in the central and northern areas, among
nomads and other groups. In most of these areas, during at least half,
_of each year, little water was available for bathing or for any use other

than for drinking and cooking and for watering domestic animals.
The prevalance of.yaws and endemic sythilis could be greatly reduced'
by basic hygiene practices, but few rural people had the facilities for

regular washing and bathing. Moreover, most adults had had little
or no formal education and had not learned the importance of community sanitation and personal hygiene.

Historically, before it was nearly eliminated by vaccination programs, yellow fever crippled many West Africans, although it usually
was not fatal. In 1965, after a number of years in which its prevalince
had been ,suppressed by immunization programs, an outbreak of an

:unusually virulent form of the disease in the, Diourbel area killed
seventy-two people, mostly children under ten years of age. Health officials have speculated that other less serious cases_of yellow fever still
occurred but were unreported.
Cholera had not been completely suppressed, but it was suspected
that the few outbreaks in Senegal since 1970 had begun when nomads

brought the disease from areas outside the country. Data for 1971
indicated that 265 cases had been reported to health authorities, sixty
of which were fatal. Incomplete data indicated thirty casessix of
them fatalin Saint-Louis during August and September 1972 and
a few eases in other areas. Thirty suspected cases were reported from
three small adjacent communities in March' and April 1973. Health
teams quarantined the area and prevented a wider outbreak. The incidence of cholera had varied widely from one developing country to
another during these years, and the rate of diagnosed cases in Senegal
was about average.
Preventive medicine programs operating in the country during the
mid-1960s were coordinated with those in neighboring African nations
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by personnel of the Organization and Cooperation for the Struggle
Against Major Endemic Diseases lOrganisation de Coordination et de

Cooperation pour la Luttc contre les Grandes EndemiesOCCGE).
This organization, composed of sex en African nations and France. was
formed to coordinate the control of communicable diseases.
Both mobile teams ;0h-1,st:a ionary medical ser ices w ere being used
in continuing programs of inurionizat ion and other procedures of pre% end% e -medicine. The concept of mobile units being follow ed in the
early 1970s w as based on mobile teams that had been quite successful
in campaigns against sleeping sickness as lung ago as theearly 1900s.

After Wurld War II the know ledge gained from earlier programs
against specific diseases u as applied in simultaneous programs
against sex eral diseases. and more stationary dispensaries were set-up.
OCCGE actix ities included studies and stir% eys of medical needs'
and nutrition as well as disease control work in the field. Aid to this

organization from France was e\tensixe during the early 1960s and
probably continued to be substantial in 1973. The great majority of
the doctors and'other trained medical personnel in OCCGE programs
were Frenchmen working under technical assistance agreements or
Senegalese and other West Africans who had been trained in France.
The funds committed to OCCGE by African member nations and by
France had also been augmented by support from other nations, either
directly or through international organizations. Tie United States had
provided assistance through the Agency for International Development and the Public I lealth Service. 11'II0 and UNICEF had also contributed. and both of these organizations had supported a wide variety
of health research and educational programs in Senegal.
Four. principal government- sponsored hospitals were operating in
1972: three in Dakar and one in Saint-Louis. Less well emlipped hospitals were functioning in Diourbel, Kaolack, Ziguinchor, 'and Thies.
Three small private hospitals also were in use.
Together the principal hospitals had a total of approximately 2,390
beds. Four other less well equipped hospitals had another 610 beds;
forty-six maternity centers established throughout the country added
about 1,250,beds to the total; and thirty-two local treatment stations
had approximately 950 beds. this made a national total of some 5,400
beds in 1970.

With three of the nation's largest and best hospitals in Dakar,
the ratio of hospital beds to people in the area of the capital city-;-or" bed to approximately 300 people- -was far above the national
average. Conversely, large but sparsely settled areas in the eastern
half of the country had very few hospital beds. The government's goal
for the decade of the 1970s was to provide at least one hospital bed for
each 1,000 people in all parts of the country.
Related government policies called for continuing emphasis on prevention of disease and mass medicine in the form of enlarged programs
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for .immunization and improved sanitation rather than expensive
specialized or advanced clinics serving only limited numbers of People.Education in-hygiene and other health subjects was also being stressed.

The health services, which had been concentrated primarily in the
.towns in western areas, were to be decentralized, providing more
facilities, including limited facilities for research, in local -health
iirograms.
In 1972_ the country had about 170 doctors, or one doctor to each
,000 people. Only twenty dentists and about fifty pharmacists were
active. Other medical personnel included about 950 nurses, 165 trained

MidwiVes,:land more than 260 medical and dental technicians and
ministrators.
About one-th.rd of the doctors were French, working in ,Senegal
under lethriical assistance agreements. Most of the others were Sene,
,galese who had received most or all of their training at the UniverSity
of Dakar =Medical School. Other medical personnel trained at the university and at other state-supported schools, including a nursing school
located in Saint-Louis;

The majority of all doctors were concentrated in Dakar and Cap
Vert Region. Elsewhere an entire administrative region might have
only a dozen doctors or fewer. Many communities had no contact with

a fully -trained physician unless he visited as a supervisor of local
--preventive programs.

More medial personnel were being trained, but adequate numbers
of doctors and full- fledged programs of medical care for most Senegalete_ were far in the future. By 1972 the government had established

about 260 rural dispensaries, thirty -eight small health centers, and
approximately the same number of maternity centers. The dispensaries and Other centers were of major importance in preventive Medicine,

but very few had full -time doctors. In most of these facilities treatment of disease and injury was limited to what could be done by
paraprofeisional medical personnel.

SOCIAL WELFARE
A zoluntary program, of social security, providing life insurance and
:=-;-retirement or disability benefits covered most industrial and commercial employees in 1973. This was a nongovernmental program, initiated
in 1958 and managed by the West African Welfare and Retireinent
Institute. A separate system provided old-age benefits for civil service
employees.
No national program of unemployment benefits was in effect in the
early 1970s, but injury and temporary disability benefits were available to employed persons through government agencies. The provisions
were based on laws enacted in 1932 and 1957. The employe paid, the
costs, which varied according to the level of risk in various industries,
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through a special tax levy equal to about 2.5 percent of the firm's
payroll.
Disability benefits began from the day after the injury and extended

until full recovery, providing 50 percent of earnings for the first
twenty-eight days of disatility. Other benefits were paid in accordance with complex formulas established in the social insurance laws:
Permanent disability benefits were authorized, as were pensions for
widows and orphans of workers whose injuries were fatal.
Data covering the 1970-71 perig indicated that a lump-sum grant
equivalent to about US$28 was being paid as a birth grant to wage
earners for each of their first three children. This was relatively high
in relation to the average wage. Limited prenatal and maternal health
services were also provided for by law. Employed women who became
pregnant received cash maternity benefits of 50 percent of their earnings for a maximum of fourteen weeks. Family allowances for wage_
earners who had one child or more had been provided for bylaw since
1955. Employers contributed funds equal to approximately 5 percent
of their-payrolls, which covert.d about two-thirds of the cost of such

allowances. The government paid the remainder from tax funds.
In 1970 and 1971 the allowance was equivalent to approximately
US$2.50-per month for each child under fourteen years of age. Funds
for disability, birth grants, and family allowances were maintained
by the-government in its Family Allowance and Employment Injuries
Equalization Fund.
Formal systems df social security and welfare were well developed
only among the minority of Senegalese who were.on a monetary wage,
working for the government or for private enterprise. Few if any people living in the rural economy,could participate-in these prograinS.,
Traditional and informal systems of mutual support among families
provided the only welfare or social security known to most of this rural
majority.
Among the various rural groups the ill, the disabled, and the elderly
were cared for by the family and continued to share in whatever
food or other necessities were available to the family or the village.
Most rural people of any age had no other source of aid. Rural dwellers
who migrated to the towns tended'to retain ties to their families and
villages. Earlier migrants who had become more or less established
in the urban environment or v ho had at least learned how to cope with
some of its problems offered help to new arrivals from their families
or villages. Migrants in the towns, often from the same village, formed

cooperative groups, pooling their resources (see ch. 5). Some sent
money to help support the rural family and returned to their villages
to help with the farmwork during the busy planting season.

Urban dwellers often received food from their rural relatives and
brought young rural relatives into their homes to attend school or to
learn urban ways. In these and other ways, people who lived primarily
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-outside the money economy or who were only partially established in
the urban or wage-earning 'milieu continued the mutual self-help and
support programs that had been practiced for many generations.
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CHAPTER 7
RELIGION
All but a few Senegalese see success and failure, misery and joy,
heilth and sickness as consequences, at least in part, of relations
between human beingS and nonhuman forces. Indeed, such forees
are considered so much a part of the world that Senegalese think of
them as being in rather than above nature.

In 1973 it was estimated that more than 80 percent of the people
were Muslims and roughly 6 percent were Christiansmost of them
Roman Catholics. The, remainder still adhered to indigenous religious
beliefs. Although some of the well educated were essentially secular
in their outlook, atheism or agnosticism was quite rare.
The republic is defined as a secular state, the constitution proViding

freedom of religious belief and ,/actice. Citizens are equal before
the law regardless of affiliation. Religious institutions are autonomous,
free of all state tutelage. The constitutional separation of religion and
gdernment notwithstanding, political leaders are well aware of the
_impact of religious institutions and groups, particularly the Islamic
ones,-on policies and programs (see ch. 2; 'ch. 10).

Senegalese Islam is marked by its organization. Most Senegalese
Muslimsp5.pOrcent according to unofficial estimatesare members
of brotherhoods that play an enormous political, social, and economic
role. The scope of a Muslim leader's influence is usually purely local,
but those who head the larger groups, to which local units adhere, are
national and sometimes international figures.
Senegalese Islam is also marked by tolerance not only toward Christians but toward surviving elements of traditional beliefs. It has incorporated, as IsIaiihas done elsewhere, local and Arabic pre-Islamic
beliefs and rituals. Senegalese Muslims range from the few whose
Islam is indistinguishable from that of a devout, learned near easterner to those whose Islam consists solely of the professiorrof the faith
with few, if any, consequences for behavior. Between these extremes
lies the average Senegalese Muslim who pays heed to many of the demands made upon him by that profession of faith. At the same time he
continues to believe in and traffic with spirits who may, or may not
be disguised as the spirits proper to the Islamic cosmos. For the ordinary believer, this combination of Islamic and pre-Islamic belief and
ritual implies no conflict. Indeed, he often does not distinguish between
the two.
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Antecedents of Senegalese Islam
In A.D. h) Muhammad, a merchant of the Arabian town of Mecca,
began- to preach a series of revelations that he believed were granted

him by God through the angel Gabriel. His denunciations of local
religious beliefs angered his fellow Meccans, and in 622 he and his
followers fled to a city later named Medina. This flight, known in the
West as the Hegira, marks the beginning of the Islamie era and of the
Muslim calendar. After ,Muhammad's death in 632 those of his Words
considereAas coming directly from God were collected in the Koran;

and the records of the pro het's teaching and doings, in the With;
Together they form the Su na (tradition), a comprehensiVe guide to
the spiritual, ethical, and soci I life of Muslims.
Within a century conquerin proselytizers from the Arabian penin-

sula spread Islam in the ,adja ent Near Eastern areas and North
Africa. Arab traders may have c ried the faith south of the Sahara as
early as the beginning of the eigh century A.D. The area included in
present-day Senegal was not significantly affected by Islam until the
eleventh century, when the ruler of the state called Tekrur (homeland
of the Toucouleur) was converted and induced his family and many of
his people to do likewise. The religion spread to other ethnic group§ but

for centuries touched mainly the rulers who consulted the resident
marabouts (religious specialists) because of their knowledge of 'writing
and the Koran. Mass copversions occurred ,only ii the ninetebnth
tury during the social and political Upheaval caused by colonization
,(see ch. 2).

Some ethnic groups, however, continued to resist Islam even then.
Their memories of Islamic holy wars, which had often degenerated
into slave hunts, led the Diola and Bainbk of lower Casamance to resist

pressures by the Muslim Manding until the French imposed peace.
Significant numbers of the Serer were not touched until the twentieth
century when Wolof and others penetrated their area. Even in the
early 1970s a majority of Serer remained faithful to the old beliefs,
and Islamic brotherhoods had few adherents in Serer country. Many
of the Peul nomads also resisted Islamization (seech. 4).

Beliefs and Practices of Senegalese Muslims
Three elements combine in various ways to form the body of beliefs
and practices characteristic of most Senegalese Muslims and Muslim
communities: the prescriptions of universal Islam, the Islamic notions
and customs peculiar to this part of Africa, and the conceptions and

usages of particular ethnic groups that have persisted with one or
another degree of modification.
Islam is a total system that embraces and governs all human activities. Islam means submission to God, and he who submits is a Muslim.
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God himself is believed to have remained one and the same throur,nout
time, but Muhammad is considered the "seal of prophets," that is, the
final and truest messenger of God's will. His revelaticas are believed
to complete the series of biblical revelations received earlier by Jews
and Christians: Islam reveres as sacred only the message and rejects
Christianity's deification of the messenger. It accepts the concepts of

the guardian angels, of a Day of Judgment, general resurrection,
heaven and hell, and an eternal life of the soul..

Generally,,the emphasis is on behavior rather than on belief. One
shows one's belief by the perfcrmance of appropriate rituals. All believers should practice five kinab of religious dutiesthe five pillars
of Islam. The five duties are the recitation of the creed, daily prayers,
fasting, almsgiving, and the pilgrimage. Other obligations may be imposed by virtue of membership in a brotherhood or assumed as additional signs Of devotion.

The recitation of the creed shahada emphasizes the monotheistic
Character of Islam: "There is no god but God and Muhammad is his
prophet." Presumably, all Senegalese Muslims have made a public
profession as the first step in espousing Islam. The profession of the
faith is also a.routine part of prayer.
All Muslims should pray five times daily at specific times of the day:
at dawn, shortly, after noon, before sunset, after sunset, and at night.
In Senegal few perform these prayers more than three times a day
and many not 'that often, but there is stricter observance during the
fast of Ramadanisee table 5). Prescribed genuflections and prostrations accompany the prayeri, which the worshiper recites facing toward Mecca. The prayers mAv be said alone and in private, but public
communal performances are common in Senegal. Attendance at the
mosque for Friday afternoon communal prayer is often heavy. Members of brotherhoods must say specific prayers in addition to those
requited of all believers.
All Muslims, except the sick, the weak, pregnant women, travelers
on necessary journeys, and soldiers on duty, are expected to fast from
sunrise to sunset during the whole of the ninth lunar month of Ramadan and to refrain from sexual relations during those hours. The well-

to-do usually do little or no work during this period, and some
businesses close for all or part of the day. The fast in summertime imposes considerable _.hardship on those who must dephysical work.
Ramadan is observed rather strictly i
The fourth obligation-of- M uslim is that he gire alms. The zakat,
as this contribution is known, is no longer a state levy as it was in the
old Islamic,states of precolonial days. Theoretically voluntary, it is a
socially unavoidable obligation in Senegal. It is collected at the beginning of the year and at the end of Ramadan. Sadaqa, purely voluntary
almsgiving, has come to be identified with the slaughtering of a sheep
lg of,the poor.
at the great year-end feast and the A

Rat
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Table 5.

Month

.

Major Events in the Islamic Calendar of Senegall
Length
of Month
tin days)

1. Muharram

30

2. Safar

29

3. Rabia I

30

4. Rabia II

29

Event

10th: ashura (Wolof, tamharit); new year's
celebration.
18th to 20th: great magal at Touba (Muride
pilgrimage).
12th: mouloud (celebration of Muhammad's
birthday).
11th and 12th: gamou at Tivaouane (Tidjan'

pilgrimage to - Malik S
tomb).

5. Jumada I
6. Jumada II
7. Rajah
. 8. Shaban
9. Ramadan*
10. Shawal

30
29
30
29
30
29

11. Zu'lkadah

30

12. Zu'lhijjah

293

Month of fasting.
1st: al fitr (Wolof, koritel; breaking of
fast dancing; singing.
10th: al kabir (Wolof, tabaski); mat yearend feast: ritual sheep slaughtering.

'Ordinary year. 354 days. leap year. 355 days As the months of the lunar calendar re%oh e through the solar year.
dates occur approximately eleven days,euLer from y ear to year in the Christian calendar. for example. I Muharram
1391 A H (after the Hegira) fails on February FL 1971. I Moharram I392 A H falls on February 16.1972,1 Muharram
1393 A H falls on February 4.1973 Retrogression through all seasons occurs approximately et, ery thirty-three years
- 'Fasting period is set by direct observation of the new moon rather than by calculation
"Fh.iriy days in leap:mi.-a.

The fifth requirement is the hajj, or pilgrimage to Me&a, if it is
at all possible. One who has completed the Pilgrimage may prefix his

name with the title al Haj and may also wear a green turban. The
pilgrimage is usually undertaken so as to reach Mecca in the twelfth
'_'roar month of the Muslim calendar, but it may be made at any time.
bout 2,000 to 3,000 Senegalese make the pilgrimagnnually.
The emphasis placed on the pilgrimage has led to a variety of organizational activity. Government-appointed officials arrange for transportation and other matters so as to minimize the cost of the voyage
and to expedite the necessary paperwork. Some industrial enterprises
hotd lotterie in which one or more of their employees may win a trip
to Mecca. In some towns individuals have formed associations to which

they contribute in order that at least one of them may make the pilgrimage each year.
The Senegalese Islamic ritual calendar is marked by other pilgrimages. Muslims may,-at any time. undertake.a pilgrimage to the zaouia

(literally, center)which can be either the home of a leader of their
brotherhood or the tomb of a founder. Of special importance is the
pilgrimage known as the great magal, which attracts about 200,000
annually to Touba, seat of the Ilvedl iYa brotherhood and site of the
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great mosque and the tomb of Amadou Bamba .(1850??1927), founder
of the order. The magal is held from. tire eighteenth to the twentieth
the
of Safar and celebrates the final return from exile of Bamba and
.
date of his definiti(re prophetic vision.

The twelfth of Rabia I is the birthday of Muhammad and the occasion for general celebration. The eleventh and twelfth days have come
to be the occasion for the gamou, a pilgrimage to the zoo:4kt, or tombs,
of prominent marabouts. The most important of these is the gamou
at Tivaouane, capital of the Tidjaniya brotherhood and'site of the tomb
of the founder Al Haj Malik Sy (1855-1920). The numbers making the
pilgrimage are fewer than those who go to Touba and may total about
100,000.

,

,,

The feast of al kabir toward the end of the Islamic year occurs at
the same time pilgrims to Mecca are engaged in ceremonies there. It
is marked by the ritual slaughtering of a Sheep in commemoration of
Abraham's sacrifice of his son. The sheep is killed in God's nathe, and
parts of it are distributed to the poor. Customarily the head and feet
are smoked, and preserved for the New Year's celebration (ashura)
about a month later. Most Muslims prepare for that celebration by a
short fast and purificatory ablutions. The day is marked by rites emphasiiing prosperity in the new year. Food is shared with the poor in
the belief that such sharing will help bring a good year.
Islam is a religion without clergy or ordained priests. It has teachers
and leaders, usually called marabouts by French-speaking Senegalese,
but other terms.are also in. use. The Wolof, Lebou, and Serer call them
serigne (from an old Wolof political rank); the Toucouleur and Peul
use the title tierno; and the Manding and Sarakole use karamokhp or
a variation of that word.

Despite formal Islam's uncompromising monotheism, Muslims
everywhere believe that God created angels and spirits.' Angels are
relatively unimportant in Senegalese Muslim thought. Of the spirits
there are two kinds: one benevolent and believing, the other evil and
unbelieving.
Believing spirits are thought to carry out God's wishes and help Him

overn the world, but they Kaye a measure of autonomy. Ordinarily
pirits are considered neutral to man, but Muslims believe they may
elp if properly approached. Evil spiritswitches and the likeare
('regarded as the source of illness and other difficulties. Sometimes the
spirits of the pre-Islamic religions have been assimilated to one or
another of these types of spirits. They also may remain outside the
Islamic categories but are, nonetheless, objects of ritual. Thus, Lebou
women appeal to ancient spirits for rain, and the fishermen of the
Senegal River still perform pre-Islamic rites. Spirits are extremely important in the daily life of the ordinary rural Senegalese, for they are
considered troublesome or helpful in all matters of immediate concern.
Mara -bouts are reputed -to- knowhow to corn m u nicat e_with_and_
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appease these spirits. They make and sell amulets, which almost everyone wears around the neck in small leather bags for protection. Usually

they consist of written or printed material, often from the Koran.
Islamic Brotherhoods
The rise of brotherhoods was closely connected with the development
of Sufism, a mystical approach in Islam seeking a closer personal relationship to God through special spiritual disciplines. Escap- from
self was aided by poverty, seclusion, and other forms of self-denial;

states of visionary ecstasy were brought on by group chanting of
religious texts and by dances and gesturesa practice still followed.,
The 'name Sufism derives from the Arab word suf, meaning wool,
from which the crude garment of the Muslim holy man was made.
Around a mystic reputed for his piety and itispiration clustered disciples who were bound to him by.personal *atty. The size t. such a
zaouia ranged from tiny encampments with/a few followers to village
or town quarters with hundreds of fampy members, servants, teachers, and students
le of these grew into brotherhoods organized
along hierarchica, tales (tariqua from` the Arab word tariq, meaning
way).

In principle the brotherhoods still seek, through ritual, prayer, and
other techniques, to bring their inembers closer to God. In Senegal,
however, membership is not restricted to those who have a strong
tendency toward mysticism. Adherence involves little more than the
repetition of a few litanies, loyalty to the leader of the brotherhood,
and some obligations toward fellow members.
The brotherhood leaders play an important-part in the organization
and practice of Islam. Despite the theoretical absence of a priesthood,

they have become not merely guides to paths to God but mediators
between Him and man. They are often powers in their own right and
even objects of worship. They are said to have baraka (a state of blessedness). As they have assumed an increasingly important role, however, the very notion of baraka has come to mean power rather than
blessedness.
Leaders of brotherhoods became the natural heirs to the traditional

rulers who lost their power to the French in the nineteenth century.
The two predominant brotherhoodsthe Tidjaniya and, especially, the

Muridiyaeventually launched economic enterprises, mainly the
cultivation of groundnuts (peanuts), as a means of acquiring power
independent of the political arena. By the early 1970s they had ventured into transport, cooperatives, and other enterprises.
The majority of Senegalese Muslims belong to these two orders,
possibly 57 percent to the Tidjaniya and 26 percent to the Muridiya.
Of the others, perhaps 16 percent belong to the Qadiriya, and about
1 percentto various small brotherhoods. Only a few have no affiliation.
No doctrinal differences divide the various brotherhoods of Senegal.
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Bamba, the founder of the Muridiya, belonged also to the Tidjaniya.
Nothing prevents the tatibe (followers) of different brotherhoods from
praying together or making joint pirgrimages. The Tidjaniya is more
tolerant, more flexible, and individualistic, It appeals to the `free
farmers, to the educated elite, and to the urban residents (see ch. 5).
The Muridiya is more disciplined, more rigid, and centralized. It offers
a total social system to the disinherited: the poor farmers and the exslaves who can only contribute the strength -4 their arms and the
fervor of their belief. The two brotherhoods represent the two faces
of Islam in Senegalese society, anbwering different and sometimes
contradictory aspirations. Wives usually choose the' affiliation of
"
their husbands.
Qadiriya

.

The first brotherhood to gain a foothold in Senegal was the Qadiriya,

one of the oldest and most widespread of Islamic orders. It was
founded in the twelfth century in Mesopotamia by Sidi Muhammad

Abd al Kader al Djilani, and its first African branch was foumled by a
Maure, Sidi Ahmad al Bekkaye, in the late fifteenth century. Its early
influence in Senegal was limited to peoples of the Senegal River valleythe Peul, Toucouleur, and Sarakole. In the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries the Qadiriya reached Casamance and the
Upper Gambia, where it took root among Imlay Manding, half of whom
still belong to this brotherhood. The marabouts come from the Fouta
.
Toro, especially from the Mauritanian side.
The Qadiriya is staid and relatively restricted in its appeal to Senegalese. It emphasizes Islamic, including legal, learning. Although
chanting is permitted, the ritual tends to be quiet and nonecstatk: In
1973 the head (cheikh) of the Bekkaiya branch of the Qadiriyalived in
--- -Mauritania.
Branches of the Qadiriya include the Bou KOunta, named after its
Maure founder. This branch established, itself to ard the end of the
nineteenth century in the area around Tivaouanel tressing work and
trade rather than learning. Another branch, the F d lira, which is distinguished by its relatively ecstatic ritual behavior,,h some adherents
among the Wolof and Manding- in northwest Sete I Oriental and
Casamance regions.
Tidjaniya

In 1781, while on a pilgrimage to Mecca, Si Ahmad ben Muhammad
al Tidjani, a North African, was visited by the prophet in a dream, in
which the rules and the path to God of a new order Tidjaniya were
revealed to him. Maures. began to diffuse the teaching of the order to.Black Africa about 1830, Imit the major impetus to its rapid spread in
the second, half of the nineteenth century came frOm the Toucouleur
militant, Al Haj Omar (see ch. 2). His appeal was chiefly to those of his

own ethnic group, but others in the valley of the Senegal River
Sarakole, Peul, mid Wolofwere also influenced. All of these had

hitherto been overwhelmingly followers of the Qadiriya. The Tidjaniya

also spread to a large number of Wolof who were not yet Muslims,
through the effort of Sy. Of Toucouleur origin, he had settled in the old
Wolof state of Cayor at Tivao, was married to Wolof women, and had
adopted the Wolof way of life.
Tidjanism guarantees more to its followers and demands less than
Qadiri Islam. It does not require esoteric learning or 'elaborate ritual;

it does, however, demand absolute loyalty. Its founder claimed that
Muhammad had guaranteed positions near God's throne on Judgment
Day to all faithful followers, who were assured a place in heayen despite
their sins. Ideally, a novitiate is required of one who aspires to join the

brotherhood, but initiation is often simplified. Prayer in groups is
emphiasized.

Tidjaniya is thb largest brotherhood in Senegal, but it is not a solitary
body. Branches of the brotherhood, organized mainly on ethnic lines
and devoted to a particular leader, are the important unit's,
The Omariya branch of Tidjaniya is essentially Toucouleur in composition. It has several sections, headed by descendants of Omar, in different countries. Senegalese grand 'marabout, AI Haj Saidou Nourou
Tall, grandson of Omar and a very old man in 1973, has been an important public figure for decades and, as such, spends much of his time
in Dakar.
The Malikiya branch of Tidjaniya, with headquarters in TivaOuane,
takes its name from Sy. It makes its primary appeal to Wolof, but
members of other ethnic groups are also affiliated. The founder of the
branch had a reputation for learning, and the Malikiya has emphasized
the dissemination of Islamic teaching.
Despite the ethnic differences in their following, the leaders of the
Omariya and the Malikiya have cooperated, and they are related by
marriage. Both maintain ties with the Tidjaniya mother house in Fez,
Morocco.
Muridiya

The founder of the Muridiya, Amadou Bamba, was a learned member

of the Qadiriya, and the present-day leaders maintain relations with
the Maure leader of that order. The reputation, organization, and functioning of the Muridiya, however, require that it be considered an
autonomous brotherhood. It is essentially a Senegalese. if not Wok,
phenomenon. Only a very small minorityperhaps 10 percentbelong
to other ethnic groups.
Bamba's forebears were Qadiri marabouts of Toucouleur origin, but
they had thoroughly identified with the Wolof by the time he was born.
Bamba taught during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, when
Wolof society had become disorganized and disoriented under the impact of French penetration. His very deep mysticism, which he derived
from a strict reading of the sacred texts and which made no allowance
for human weakness, became a powerful magnet. drawing many Wolof
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who had hitherto been barely or not at all affected by Islam. His thousands Gf early followers ranged from .members of ruling, lineages to
slaves. Muridism became a new way of life on the one hand and a kind
of passi v.. resistance to the French on the other.
Bamba's intentions and ambitions were not altogether clear, but his
reluctance to enter into direct contact with the French and the extraordinary devotion of his followers seem to have aroused suspicion. He
was exiled to Gabon from 1895 to 1902 and to Mauritania from 1903 to
1907..ThroughOut these and later periods his kin, the M'Backe, and
some devoted disciples maintained and spread his influence. Changes
in colonial policy and Bamba''.. behavior during and after World War I
led to a period of relatively good relations between him and the French
and a remarkable increase in followers.
The distinctiveness of the Muridiya resides in the total dependence
of the talibe on thsir serigne, the existence of a tight hierarchy culminating in a caliph general, and a devotion to agricultural labor as
part Of religious life.
Dependence on or devotion to the religious leader is characteristic of
all brotherhoods, but Bamba placed heavy emphasis on it. Only through

could access be had to the hierarchy of saints and, eventually, God. Many followers have interpreted this to mean that they could
ignore all but the most important Islamic obligations and gain salvation simply by leaving the direction of their earthly life to the serigne.
Bamba did not, in fact, absolve his followers of all their obligations, but

the seri'

absolute dependence and obedience seem to be bonsonant with the
organization of the Muridiya.

The brotherhood is governed by the caliph generalfirst Bamba,
later his successorsfrom the administrativ,e center at Touba, which
Murides regard as their holy city. Below him are a number of Brands
serigne (head marabouts) who are the descendants of Bamba's friends
and relatives. They have their headquarters at Touba but spend most
of their time within their own area of influence where they or their
forefathers introduced Muridism and founded villages. The Brands
serigne are not easily accessible to the mass of the faithful.
Farther down in the hierarchy are several hundred serigne who constitute the basic-framework of the brotherhood at-the level of a village

or group of villages and who are. far more numerous than in other
brotherhoods. They may in turn delegate some functions to others. At
the bottom of the pyramid is the mass of talibe.
A serigne is consecrated by the caliph general, who chooses him for
his zeal, long association, and leadership qualities. The core of Bamba's
lieutenants were his kin, the M'Backe and a few close disciples. With
minor exceptions, Bamba's descendants still provide the upper levels of
the hierarchy. There have been some conflicts over succession, but
M'Backe tend to support each other; the other serigne seem to follow
the-MTacke-leadMoreover, Muride serigtie are oftenselated_to each
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other, either directly or through marriage. All of them maintain con-,
tact with the caliph general directly or indirectly through his official
representatives.
Muride doctrine does not assert, as some have claimed, that work is

prayer and that the former may be substituted for the latter, but
Bamba did condemn idleness and stressed work as part of religion. He
understood that the time of holy wars and theocratic states was past
and concentrated on economic progress. The caliph general combines
in his person the higheSt spiritual authority of &traditional chief and
the economic power of a modern entrepreneur.
Confronted with followers who had little aptitude for the mystical
life, Bamba and his successors sent them out to establish villages where
they could work and pray at the same time in collective eeStasy. They

renounce all personal initiative and give, their services in return for
the prayers of the serigne. The arrangement is voluntary and revokable
and seems to be considered just by both sides, although some critics
have condemned it as exploitation of religious naiveté. It places enormous power in the hands of serigne. The caliph general or the humblest
serigne is first of all an agricultural enterpreneur. He can spend the
profit at will, redistributing some of it among the talibe, investing in

other economic ventures, or spending it on himself for possessions,
such as cars, houses, or wivesall of which presumably redounds to
the glory of the fait ful. Only when talibe leave the religious community do they begi i to work for themselves and are often set up by
the brotherhood.
The serigne does of himself engage in manual labor, but he often
deals with the com ercial aspects of cultivation, either as a marketer
of crops or as head f the local cooperative. Such practices are not re-

stricted to the Mu ides; Tidjani marabouts have established similar
communities here nd there, but the Muridiya is marked by the scale
and pervasivenes of these operations.
The brotherho d has played a vital role in spreading groundnut cultivation. Farming communities were. established in Cayor and Baol and,
after Bamba's death, in Saloum, eastern Diourbel, and elsewhere. In__
the late.1960s two-thirds of the great groundnut producers were Muride
notables who controlled vast estates of many thousands of acres on
which their followers worked for little or no immediate remuneration.
Collective work has various aspects. Muride farmers usually spend
15 percent of their working time on collective activities and also contribute every Wednesday to the cultivation of the field of their serigne.

Moreover, a typical Muride institution is the daara (community of
disciples), which is at once a farm and a school for Koranic education.
In the daunt the charactei; of boys and young men (aged nine to twenty-

five) is formed by hard work and austere discipline. The first daara
was founded in 1889.

The jairrig (representative of the serigne) organizes the work of the
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daara. He apportions the daily tasks, maintains discipline, and sometimes provides a little teaching by recitation of the Koran or Bamba's
poems. There are no wo en; life is hard and isolated. .Evenings are
spent in religious singing nd prayer. Recruitment is entirely voluntary, although the very youns nes are usually enrolled by their parents.
*The boy learns to be a pious Mu lim, to respect his elders, and to master
the basic agricultural skills. Hi enrollment establishes a link between
family and the powerful Muride organization. Many young also

come of their own volition, especially if their parents are dead or
landless.
The work slackens during the dry season, that is approximately be= tween November and May. During this time the young men perform
odd jobs, such as repairing fences and huts, collecting firewood, or beg: ging,in towns and villages. They return only when the fields mast be
cleared for sowing. From, these :ommunities a few young people may
be chosen to become serigne. The others may, after a time, convert the
community to an ordinary Muride village.
Since the late 1950s many Murides have migrated into towns where
conditions make collective work difficult. They may continue to work
on-Wednesday in the field of the serigne, often many miles distant, or
they may send & fee instead.. But the great majority are directly affiliated with the caliph general.
In towns Murides may form local groups called dahira, which resetrible other voluntary urban associations with regular meetings,
.
elecled presidents, and obligation of mutual aid. Alone or with other
members of this group, they may pay visits to a serigne or perhaps the
head oftheir order or branch. In the city they meet members of other
brotherhOods with whom relations tend to be tolerant and peaceful.
The imam at the mosque where they go for Friday prayer is often a
member of the.Tidjaniya, which predominates in towns.
Miler BrotheThoods

The burgeoning of Islam in the late nineteenth century gave rise to a
number of leaders who enjoyed a brief success but whose present-day
following in Senegal is.quite small. One such leader was Limahou Laye,
a Lebou who, in the late nineteenth century, gained a number of followers among his own ethnic group and some others by virtue of his
reputation as a holy man and healer. The Layennes have made some
major modifications in doctrine and law. They consider the pilgrimage
to Mecca unnecessary, and they claim that there is no limit to the numsake. The teaching of the founder and
ber of legal wives a Muslim
his son also emphasizes cleanliness of body, clothing, and dwelling as

essential to purity. The Layennes constitute less than 1 percent of
Senegalese Muslims.
One group, the followers of Al Haj Ibrahima Nyasse, split off from
the TZdjaniya. It is important less because of its numbers in Senegal,
which are few, than because of the national and international status of
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its leader. Unlike other important religious figures, yasse was born
a blacksmith of low caste origin, which may accoun in part for the
coolness between him and other Tidjani leaders (see c 5). He is also
a learned man who has written a great deal on religious atterl. He is
a crusader and a Pan-African ist, who advocates close ti s with the
Arab world. Nyasse is a Wolof, with headquarters in Kao lack, and
manages vast fields of groundnuts that are cooperatively c tivated.
Ile has followers in many parts of West Africa, particularly in igeria.
His ties with Fez are less close than those of other leaders.

Cherif Hamallah, who died in 1943, founded Hamallism about
time of World War I. He preached a return to pure TidjaniSm, emp
sizing mystical rather than intellectual activity. He also stressed th
equality of all souls, which attracted to him ex-slaves, women, and
young people rebellious against the authority of the parental generation. Hamallism gave rise to several tendencies, among them a contemplative, mystical one with strong, moral emphasis and a social,
revolutionary one. There are only between 7,000 and 8,000 followers
of Hamallism in Senegal, many of them of non-Senegalese origin.

Trends in Senegalese Islam
Movements for reform that have affected Islam elsewhere have
touched Senegal only slightly, chiefly in the form of criticism of the
cult of the marabouts. Muslims are urged to abandon their reliance on
them and on brotherhoods, to confront God themselves, and to acquire
the learning necessary to proper Islam. In the decade preceding independenCe the movement assumed political overtones: chiefs of brotherhoods were accused by some reformers of cooperation with the colonial
power.

Among those who have participated in the reform movement are
former students at Al Azhar in Cairo, an important center of Islamic
learning, where Senegalese began studying in the late 1940s. Some of

the graduates stress the rational elements in Islamic doctrine and,
without advocating blind acceptance of Western thought and civiliza-.
tion, urge adaptation to the conditions of the modern world.
The important brotherhood leaders have opposed the reformers as
vehicles for Pan-arabism and spreaders of dissension among Senegalese
Muslims. They have also sought to adapt themselves to their pressures,

chiefly by encouraging the teaching of Arabic and by seeking to raise
the level of Islamic learning. The government, as a gesture of friendship for Senegalese Islam and pe.haps as a means of encouraging its
modernization, has supported the teaching of Arabic in some schools
and the establishment of a center of Islamic studies at the University
of Dakar (see ch. 8).

CHRISTIANITY
Unlike Muslim proselytizers, Christian missionaries were not able to
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move freely in Senegal during the early period of French expansion and
unification, which began in 1850. As whites, they were considered allies
of the French. Moreover, conversion to Christianity entailed a far more
profound change of the traditional social structure than did acceptance
/ of Islam (see ch. 5).
The first mission had been installed in,Dakar in 1845, and the second

in Joal in 1849. During the late nineteenth century, mission stations
were established among the Serer on the Petite Cote (between Dakar
and-Joal) and among the Diola in lower Casamance. The two ethnic
groups continue to be appreciably affected by missionary efforts, although in recent years Islam has had success amongboth. A few Christians can also be found in almost every other ethnic group, especially
amongihe Balante and Mandjaque who live just south of Sedhiou in
Casamante Region. Like Muslims, Christian converts often retain elements of their former beliefs:
According to papal sources, there were 249,785 Roman Catholics in
1973, distributed among five dioceses: Dakar (97,000), Kaolack (68,055),
Zigumchor (47,294), Thies (20,491), and Saint-Louis (16,955). Senegalese

clerics performed many of the parish and other duties. Of the non African- religious personnel a relatively large number minister mainly
to European and Lebanese Roman Catholic populations; they operate
mission schools and social centers for.young people as well as libraries
and varions cultural activities.
The Roman Catholic Church of Senegal is affiliated with the international Episcopal Conference of French-Speaking Africa, which is the
permanent organ of the plenary assembly of the bishops of West Africa.
This conference was established before Senegalese independence and
was retained afterward.
There were also a few thousand Protestants in the country, grouped
in the Eivangelical Federation. They included the Assemblies of God
Mission (seat in Tambacounda), the Evangelical Mission of West Africa

(seat in Ziguinchor), the Protestant Church of Dakar, and the Con,
servative Baptist Foreign Mission-Society.
Whatever success Christian missions have had has -been mainly because of the Western education they offered. Their schools, open to all,
were at first largely shunned by Muslims and frequented- mostly by
non-Muslims and people of lower cute. Eventually they also attracted
Muslims because of the opportunities they made available for modern
careers. Attlance at common schools is probably one of the reasons
for the tolerance and peace existing in Senegal among adherents of different religions.
Because of the mission schools, Roman Catholics play a larger role
than their mere numbers would imply. They are more heavily represented among the educated elite and higher echelons of government.
Quite often they have posts of responsibility in villages, where they are
outnumbered thirty to one and more. In 1966 one government minister
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out of five, one legislative deputy out of six, and one ambassador out of
three were Roman Catholics. Later figures were not available in 1973,

butsignificantly the president of this predominantly Islamic country was a Roman Catholic.

INDIGENOUS RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS
Of the larger ethnic groups only the Serer and the Diola have impor-

tant segments still devoted to traditional religions. Comparatively
large numbers are found among members of small groups, such as the
Balante, Mandjaque, and Mancagne in Casamance Region and the Bassari in the remote southeast.
Despite differences in detail among indigenous religions, they are all
this-worldly, and they assume that man must maintain good relations
with those (human or otherwise) who control forces and try to influence these beings in their favor. All traditional belief systems includes
creator God or Supreme Being, who is omnipotent, timeless, and re-

mote from man. He is always associated with the sky and is rarely
worshiped. He was easily adapted to Islamic and Christian beliefs by
converts, who from then on gave him greater importance in prayer.

Intermediary powersthe spirits incarnate in forces of nature and
thought to live in trees, rocks, water, or other natural phenomenaare
considered to be either benevolent or malevolent but amenable to
prayer and appeasing sacrifice. Prayers are said at tiny shrines with
or without images, usually on agricultural occasions such as planting
and harvest. Although spirits are not material, according to believers,
they mustbe fed (by sacrifice of slaughtered animals), and they are
annoyed irpeople do not pay attention to them. Attributed to them is,
the power to punish by illness or even madness voluntary or involuntary infringements of rules or, sometimes, failure to sacrifice. The Serer
call such spirits pango; the Diola word is boekin (pl., ukin). In contrast
to God these spirits are localized, numerous, and vary in power. Some

are household spirits and are relevant only for a small group. Others
are valid for a whole village or for a group of villages.
Each spirit has a priest and, sometimes, both a priest and sacrificer.

In Diola society family seniors are priests for household spirits. For

other spirits, Diola who have received a call by a kind of spiritpossession become priests, but these persons remain cultivators, fishermen, and so on. The only fully specialized priest is the priest-king
(or occasionally a aiest-queen). Not all Diola groups had such persons,
and there were only two or three in the Casamance in the early 1970s.
Others live in Portuguese Guinea. These priest-kings formerly had
political, juridical, and religious functions, but in the early 1970s they
were connected solely with traditional religion. Priest-kings are chosen
from specific lineages. Often two lineages alternate in furnishing the
incumbent of a priest-kingship. The power of the priest-king varies,
depending*on the prestige of his scepter and the loyalty of his 'followers.

In effect, he has no definite territorial jurisdiction.
Dio la do not stand in awe of their spirits. They are there to be dealt
with: one makes the appropriate sacrifices, says the appropriate words
(words are powerful), and expects results. A Diola is quite 'capable of
telling a spirit who has failed him that he will ignore it.
Below the spirits and capable of communicating with them are the,
souls of dead ancestors. They may be asked to intercede with spirits.
Ancestors are the makers and guardians of tradition and thus, essentially, the arbiters of morality. They are intimately involved with
everyday happenings. Death is not an absolute end to life, and the
family name and power are maintained through successive generations.
There is also widespread belief in the existence of ghosts as souls of
people who have not been given proper burial and therefore are restless.
For the Diola the universe consists of a coherent hierarchical system
in which man occupies a privileged position in the middle. Below man
in the hierarchy are animals and inanimate objects, which are alive in
some respects but without consciousness. The most important of these
animals are symbols of clans, and members may not kill or eat them.
President Leopold-Sedar Senghor, a Serer, has described ther religious beliefs of his people as a coherent system that provides man with
a total vision of the universe in which he is in permanent contact with
all life forcesvisible as well as invisible ones. There is no dividingline
between the mundane and the sacred. The underlying reason for rites

and sacrifices is to reconcile those life forces that bring fertility to
fields and to women.

Belief in various forms of magic is widespread, and witchcraft and
sorcery are used to explain misfortune in personal terms as the consequence of acts of witches and sorcerers. Malevolent men suspected of
witchcraft, are often more deeply feared than evil spirits. Details of
belief and practice vary, but the Wolof pattern indicates their general
tenor.
A Wolof witch (doma) is believed to attack and eat others. His behavior is often involuntary, but he is compelled to act by a supernatural
power inherited from his mother. Extraordinty precautions are taken
against witches at crucial events in the life cyele, and much money is
spent on amulets to ward them off. Witches are believed to hunger for
blood and for the heart, liver, and fat of the young. Childbirth is therefore dangerous for the mother And child, circumsion for the initiate,
marriage for the young bride, and nightlife for the'young man. Witches
also are believed to seize and eat souls that wander about during a person's sleep.
It is thought that witches turn into animals or other beings, and their
appearance can paralyze most people. They then enter the victim's
body to consume the organ they want. Many Wolof assert that God
gives witches the power to penetrate the -body-without a mark.
Witches may cause illness, but they also enter a body when it is
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weakened by illness. A sick Wolof is therefore reluctant to be visited at.
night, nor does he :are to acknowledge a weakened condition for fear
that a witch, overhearing him, will attack.
A victim can identify the witch responsible for his illness. Formerly,
a witch was beaten, killed, sold into slavery, or forcibly exiled; he may
still be ostracized. Ordinarily, however, a medicine man, often a marabout; gives the victim a magical powder to enable the victim to speak if
he is paralyzed. If the victim refuses the powder it is assumed that he
has been "eaten" and must die. If the witch is identified, the medicine
man usually places his name in the center of a magical drawing of Arabic origin. The witch should then- withdr w and return the organ, &lit
some are able to resist any magic used ag inst them.

Accusations are most often leveled ag inst outsiders of low status
groups, but anyone, including close kin or friends, may be a witch.
This possibility is anxiety provoking, but Wolof feel that they have
some control through protective magic, and they do not live in constant
fear.
Possession cults appear in some societies. The-Lebow; -forixiinple,
consider ndop (possessioh) to have therapeutic qualities. Their tradi-

tional religion centers on women and the notion of fertility, which
guarantee the continued existence and well-being of the group. It is the
women who experience ndap during which supernatural forces take
possession of them, directing their speech and actions. This is believed
to reconcile the spirits and dead ancestors who wer responsible for an
unsuccessful fishing expedition, a bad harvest, lack of pregnancy, or
other misfortune.
Just as Muslims and many Christians are still affected by elements
of traditional religions, so those adhering to such religions are affected
by elements or ideas derived from their Muslim or Christian neighbors.
\ Thus, Serer may wear amulets containing bits of the Koran and prered by local marabouts, or Diola may sometimes appeal directly and

wi out sacrifice to their high god, having been influenced by the
Chri tians among thtm.
Sometimes certain aspects of traditional religions that were closely
linked to specific social arrangements have changed. For example, the
funerals of Serer chiefs cease to be central elements in Serer society,
and a'whole class of Diola spirits has been forgotten except by the very
old beeause the way of life of the Diola has changed. Moreover, because
indigenous religious beliefs are usually localized within the traditional
order, they often lose their validity for individuals who migrate to the
cities and find a place in modern society.
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CHAPTER 8

CULTURAL EXPRESSION AND EDUCATION
As Senegal entered its second decade of independence, the dominant
theme expressed by the country's intellectuals and governinent leaders
was the search for national identity. Senegalese intellectuals had been
.among the first Africans to reject the French concept of assimilation
traditions (see
and had led the move to reassess the value of Afri.
Aited with
was
general',
ch. -2), President Leopold-Sedar Senghor
Afric.an
inhaving made one of the most significant contributions of an

tellectuals to the development of the concept of neFitudea term
used loosely to denote a reassessment of African cultureand was

leading the move to transform it into an ideology for national develophis ch.).
ment (see Intellectual Ac
traditions implied by the conce_ t of
The reassessment of
negritude was an essential step in the synthesis of indigenous traditions and the heritage of the colonial experience into a national culture.
It was assumed that this synthesis would better serve the needs and
realities of a twentieth-century African state than would its component

traditions. That the n2ture and direction of the synthesis were still

open to debate in 1973 reflected definitional disagreement by the factions advocating negritude as well as the basic flexibility of the concept.
It also reflected the vitality of intellectual movements in Senegal.
The country possesses a rich tradition of cultural expression. For the
majority of the population the most significant areas of traditional art
forms are music and oral literature, and ai tistic expression is closely
linked to particular social functions. As early as the nineteenth century,
however, a smal' urban elite evolved from the formal educational system established by the French. Its members not only enjoyed, but came

to participate in, forms of Western cultural expression. During the
twentieth century this elite gained an international reputation first for
literary works and later for scholarship in the social sciences and for
cont. waions to the visual and motion picture arts. Participation in
Western forms of cultural expression remained largely an urban
experience.
Since independence in 1960 the government's role in national development has included the support of cultural expressionranging from

direct financial aid to the sponsorship of exhibitionsand the direction of educational development. Educational policy has stressed the
importance of improving the quality of educational facilities already
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available in the country over simple increases in enrollment and,
during the first half of the 1960s, priority was i.,iven to improvements
in elementar education. About 40 percent of the population of elementary school age attended school. During the last half of the decade the
government initiates various studies of the educational system ,inherited from the French. Of particular concern was the nature of post-

'elementary education and the relevance of secondary and higher
education to the social and economic needs and resources of the country. Government modifications of the educational system included the
elimination of certain specializations. Student reaction to the government's educational reforms in the early 1970s led to violent demonstrations and to the destruction of public property, providing a major source
of political disruption and threats to public order (see ch. 10; ch. 16).

ARTISTIC EXPRESSION AND SOCIETY
Artistic expression has been judged traditionally by the Senegalese
in terms of the fulfillment of tasks regarded as.essential to the survival
of particular social groups rather than on the basis of each form's aesthetic.merits. Under such a perspective, objects and acts are designed
to fulfill a specific social, religious. or technical function, the signifi-

cance of which is greater thanbut does not exclude the ability of
the object or the act to please the ear or E. So defined, artistic expresr ion in traditional Senegalese society attempts,to control the social and

natural environment. Thus, although the recitation of oral literature
p avides a measure of entertainment, the more fundamental purpose
is to strengthen group cohesion and to establish guidelines for social
action, including the socialization of children to facilitate the transmission of myths, sacred beliefs, and traditional histories.
The concept of beauty in Senegalese art differs from the standard
Western conception. The Wolof word for beauty, for example, translates best as "that which is suitable." It is assumed that music, ceremenial masks, and poetry will affect the audience; their beauty derives

not from the fact that they affect the beholder but from their ability
to produce the specific effect considered suitable to the occasion. The
Bambara have a more versatile set of words for beauty, one of which
correspon,.:s to "beauty of and for itself." In general, however., this con-

cept is not applied to artistic expression.
The fui ctional emphasis of traditional Senegalese art places greater
attent m even in the % isual arts on the process through which an object
is created or with w hich the object is associated than on the object itself.
Objects obtain their meaning not from their own form but from the essence with which the are invested and which can be reassigned to
another object. Thus the object itself is not valued, an 'to great concern
is shown for its presert at ion. The use of durable mt ..rials for art objects is of minor importance, and decayed objects are replaced by new
ones.
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Although certain requirements define the form of ritual objects, the
need for representational art is not stressed in art. Meaning is sometimes accorded to an object by geometric markings, the meaning of
ich may be understood by only a small group or may be interpreted
di erently by members of various groups. Abstract forms suggestive
of the essence or spirit that resides in the ritual object is more important than the creation of an exact physical resemblance. To a degree,
realism has been restricted by the Islamic prohibition against the
representation of living forms. Islam did noebeoame a dominant cultural force, however, until the nineteenth century, and this restriction
tended to serve as an additional reinforcement for tendencies already
inherent in Senegalese visual art forms rather than as a limitation on
previously evolved forms.

In the performing arts the competence of individual performers is
assumed and, although individual excellence is often rewarded, there

is greater stress on the communal function of the activity than on
individual performance. Music and dance tend to be group activities,
sometimes led by an individual or a small group. Extemporaneous performance by certain individualsbecause of their status in the com-

munity or their function in a task at handis common, but even
spontaneous expression tends to be limited byconvention.
With the exception of songs and chants related to work and the celebration of certain holidays, group gatherings for singing and dancing
occur mainly i the evening after the completion of daily tasks. Songs
and dances ar frequently related to religious occasions or to seasonal
events, such crop planting and harvesting. Some are associated with
occurrences in the life cycle of group members, such as birth, puberty,
marriage, an death. Similar celebrations are sometimes used to repay
social debts 9 to demonstrate social position or wealth.

Small sums of money or tokelt 'gifts may be given even to nonprofessional performers. Aristocratic Wolof women, who do not dance

in publicat regular intervals and frequently in a formal manner-7
present coins to the drummers accompanying the dancer's. Sometimes
the women serve as intermediaries for men who wish to teikard the
musicians. Young women are often given the head scarves oi"older
women or are given groundnuts (peanuts) by men in the audience.
When a dancer receives a gift it is usually assumed that she will share
a portion of it with the drummers.
Specialization is,common in both the performing and the vlqual arts.

Moreover, the social status of those engaged in the arts varis. Religious specialists in oral recitation -- especially among Islamic gr ps
and those who are literate are usually highly regarded. Amon the
educated, modernizing segment of the population, the composition of
literary works is a symbol of prestige. Lower status is accorded to
craftsmen. Although the popularity of entertainers in urban areas has
modified the traditionally lower status of performers, professional
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musicians still have low social positions.
A special caste know n as griots perform multiple functions, serving
often as musicians. They attend ceremonies or travel about the country-

side singing the praises of a family, group, or indi% idual b whom
they are temporarily employed or to w hum they are permanently
attached. They sole as historians and genealogists and spread news
and satirical forms of social criticism. Respected only for the role they

perform, they possess low social status and are subjected to socioreligious restrictions, including matters of dress, housing, and burial
rites. The are, however, granted considerable divergence from group
standards in both their social criticism and general behm for (see ch. 5).

HANDICRAFTS

The tradition of handicrafts is an old one among Senegalese. Most
ethnic groups have artisan castes, including smiths, weavers, dyers,
leatherworkers, woodworkers, basket weavers, and potters (see ch. 5).
Sometimes both the husband and wife are artisans in traditionally
coupled fields; for example, the wives of smiths are potters, and wives
of leatherworkers are dyers. The excellence of the work of one group is
sometimes highly regarded other ethnic groups and obtained either
through trade or from itinerant artisans Thus Wolof jewelry is valued
m er a w ide area, and the iooV( itinerant w oodworkers) do decorative
carving for all ethnic groups.
Handcrafted utilitarian objects are common among groups throughout the country Pottery is made either by sh,,,,ing a mass of clay with
a tool or
turning it to the desired shape on a potter's wheel. Baskets
set-%e

:trims purposes, and in sonic areas houses and granaries are

made of thatch. Among the Bambara extremely fine mats with woven
geometric, aricolored patterns are used for sitting and sleeping. The
Bambara also d e fabrics with a background color obtained from a tree
sap and then bleach out intricate patterns with lye taken from corrosive soap.

The pastoral Peul are especially noted for their leatherwork, including a variet of utilitarian and ornamental articles. The leather is often

died bright colors, punched,, cars ed, or embroidered with narrow
leather strips. Most of the designs are geometric, in keeping with the
Muslim prohibitions on producing likenesses of living things. Leatherwork is also produced b the Manding and other groups.
The highest artistry has been achie%ed by jewelers who work in gold

and silt er, producing elaborate bracelets, necklaces, earrings, and
pendants in delicate filigree work. Examples of such jewelry made
several hundred N ears agoespecially by Serer and Manding craftsmen can be seen in museums in Senegal and France, that presentdaN art is practically unchanged. Demand for the jewelers' work is as
high among European as among Wolof women, who were the original
customers. Placing great alue on personal adornment, Wolof women
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have long demanded high standards of design and workmanship from
local craftsmen.

The changes in traditional values under way in the early 1970s
had led to a reduction in the importance of certain rituals, and the
,quality of workmanship evident in masks and other ritual objects had
declined. Some craftsmen had turned to producing inexpensive art

for the tourist trade, and some coastal carvers were attempting to
duplicate the plaster of Paris saints found in Roman Catholic churches
in the country. Competition from industrial goodsparticularly items
of plastichad displaced a number of traditional handicrafts. Rather

than modify and improve their methods to meet the demands of
modern life, many artisans were abandoning their crafts for other
occupations.
Efforts to preserve the quality of handicraft production in the country were first initiated by the French and have been continued by the
national government. Training programs for craftsmen were initiated;

information campaigns stressing the importance of traditional crafts
were launched; and a small artisans' village was constructed on the
outskirts of Dakar. Experimentation with new techniques as well as
traditional methods was encouraged, and special exhibits featuring
traditional crafts have been sponsored locally and abroad. The revitalization of traditional crafts remained an uncertainty in the early 1970s.

THE VISUAL ARTS
Although early stone sculpture and small objects of clay and metal
have been excavated, Senegalese development of the visual arts has
been ratherlimittd. Those objects on which carving is found are usually
designed for ritual performances, utilitarian purposes, or personal
adornment, but small fertility statuettes are found sometimes among
the Bambara. Most objects are made of wood and are usually the work
of laybe or their wives. The most common utilitarian items on which
carving appears include wooden mortars and pestles used for crushing
grain and beating sticks used in the preparation of linen cloth.
The Bambara and Manding both make, for ritual use, elabdrate wood
and fiber masks and headpieces, which are completely or partly carved.
The masks and their manufacture are controlled by initiation societies.
The masks are used for rituals in which the participants gain worldly
and spiritual knowledge in their passage to adulthood. Most masks
combine human and animal features. Similar helmetlike masks are
made by the Diola but are usually of woven matting. They present a
comic appearance with their tubular eyes and are often topped by
antelope horns. The reduced importance of initiation societies made it
increasingly difficult by the early 1970s to find authentic examples of
these masks, and many inferior ones were being made for the tourist
trade. A modern version of a particular style of headpiece with a young
antelope riding on the back of an adult antelope were being imported
,
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in large numbers from neighboring Mali by Bambara traders as well
as being locally produced for marketplace sales.
After the introduction of formal education by the French in the mid-

nineteenth century,. a limited number of Senegalese artists began to
express themselves in formerly unknown mediums, such as painting
and lithography, and approached sculpture from a more universal
perspective than that found in traditional cars ing. At first these artists
sought to duplicate the styles and themes current ih France. Some
were highly competent, but the appeal of their work was rather re-

stricted. Experimentation and deviation from previous standards
typified their work in the 1950s. By the 1960s two different schools
began to emerge. The first sought to express universal concepts in
abstract sty les of international appeal; the other was more representational and used natural motifs such as flowers and animals to reinterpret traditional themes.
As in the case of traditional crafts, the government was attempting
to encourage and support the decelopment of 1isual arts. Most training
efforts wpre centered in the National School of the Arts in Dakar.
,Special exhibits were sponsored featuring both traditional and contemporary art objects. Some artists had been offered positions designing
sets and costumes for the national theater, and 1 percent of the construction budget for new public buildings was required by law to be
devoted to the inclusion of artistic decoration. By the early 1970s the
guernment had sponsored special exhibits of contemporary art in
arious foreign countries, including Brazil, Sweden, Morocco, Cameroon, and Nigeria. Individual Senegalese artists had participated in
ari,.us international art festivals, and the government had also helped
arra,ige for one-man shows of Senegalese artists abroad. The work of
these artists was well received and had in several instances been purchased by museums such as the Museum of Modern Art in Paris.

THE PERFORMING ARTS
Music
Music plays a significant social and religious role in Senegalese society . Specific songs, melodies, and kinds of music have special purposes, and there are often strict rules governing when and by whom

they may be performed. Much of the daily work in the villages and
rural areas is accompanied by music and singing. Work songs set a
pace that helps to want off fatigue and to create a communal spirit that,
motivates the worker and makes his task seem easier. In other situa-

tions instrumental and vocal music are frequently associated with
dancing rather than independent performances. Regional variations
occur not only in the sty le of music but also in the kind of instruments
used.
Traditional instrumental music is produced chiefly by percussion

instruments, particularly drums. The art of drumming is highly re146
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garde(' and is extremely popular. It is taught to boys at an early age.
In addition to rhythmic effects, drum music achieves tonal contrasts
by the use of different drumming techniques and by the use of various
kinds of drums ai the same time.
Drums vary in size, shape, bracing, and the kind of drum heal used
Some are beaten by hand and others with strikers. The tamal, a drum
shaped like an hourglass and played under the arm of the player, provides different tones according to the pressure with which it is held.
/.

Otheer percussion instruments include wooden xylophones and a variety
of rattles, gongs, and bells.

Although not as common as percussion models, various stringed
instruments are found. The most common form is the khalmn, a type
of jute, of which there are three varieties that differ in size and musical
range. All have resonators, usually made of gourds, over which tanned
cowhide has been stretched; all but one have five strings. The exception
is the one-string lute or mo/o, which is found in the north. A more
complicated harplike instrument with twenty-one strings called a cora
is used in the southern Casamance area. Highly specialized musicians
use this instrument to create polyphonic music. Less common wind
instruments include whistles; horns, and simple flutes.
Through schools and Christian missions the people have long been
exposed to European music and influenced by it. Formerly unknown
rhythms and harmonies found their way into local music, and in some
areas where European influence vas particularly strong a new Ety le
evolved. Similar to South American and Caribbean rhythms, variations of this form of new music are found in many coastal, urban areas
of West Africa. Most variations resemble popillur d ince music. Dui ing
the 1960s jazz music became hghl; popular in Dakar and other urban.
centers. Local concerts were well attended, and clubs that held weekly
jazz sessions were formed. Local critics generally welcomed the efforts
of young musicians to develop an African style of jazz, especially because of African influence on the early development of jazz in North
America. Reaction to rock music introduced in the 1970s was not as
enthusiastic.
,
So= educated Senegalese who had been steeped in the French culture prefer classical European music to local musical forms. Many

children in larger cities take piano lessons or study other Western
instruments. Small concerts featuring Western classical music are
held frequently in Dakar; they are usually well attended. Performances
are provided by a variety of local choirs, cantata groups, small, orchestral ensembles, and military bands as well as by visiting groups from

abroad. Concerts by the company of the national theater, however,
continue to feature traditional musical forms.

Dance
Dancing is the principal means of self-expression and the focus of
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much artistic activity. It permeates all aspects of life; men and women,
young and old, (lance at the slightest provocationat religious ceremonies, at social or political gatherings, or simply from sheer joy of
living. In the past, elaborate ritual dances evolved for recurrent formal
occasions marking points in the life cycle, seasonal changesuch as
the coming of yearly rains and the beginning of harvestor the setting
out on a hunting or raiding expedition. On such occasions the ritual
(lancing was part of a religious ceremony and often called for elaborate
symbolic costuming.
Although the style of Senegalese dancing is more expressive than
formal, deriving its effect from the interpretation, through body move-

' ment, of a character or mood rather than from precise, disciplined
footwork or gestures, tradition prescribes certain forms for specific
occasions. Improvisation takes place only within the limits of this
prescribed form. Emphasis is on collective performance, with group
(lancers moving in lines to simple rhythms often accompanied by instrumental music and chanting. Short solos may be offered by one or
each member of the group.

Dance, forms that initially evolved to serve traditional ritualistic
expression were adapted to serve Islam and were modified during the
colonial experience. Multiple variations of these dances continued to
he an integral aspect of village life and to be regarded by educated
urbanites as an import-ant aspect of traditional heritage. Various local
dance troupes toured the country, as did the national dance company

affiliated with the national theater in Dakar. In 1971 this company
was selected as one of four groups to tour the United States in a priately sponsored Afro-Asian Dance Festival, and the company was
scheduled lc: tour Europe in the fall of 1973.

Drama
Drama had its origin in traditional religious and social celebrations,
notably in the ritual dances that had all the elements of a dramatic
presentation. In some cases these constituted a rudimentary play with
characters and a simple plot, which was transmitted through costumes;
mimic ., and song. The traditional love for theatrical spectacles was
utilize(' by missionaries and French adminiFtrators as an educational
medium. Sketches and tableaux on religious and educational themes
were presented by amateur groups in all parts of the country to impress specific points on the local population.
Professional drama had its start in the 1930s when a group of students at the William Ponty Normal School formed a theatrical troupe.

Staging plays both of their own creation and of standard European
repertory, their presentations were aimed entirely toward the Frenchspeaking urban elite. Their plays often satirized African traditions.
In the two decades after World War II professional Senegalese drama
stagnated. The only semiprofessional dramatic company was that of
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the Alliance Francaise, the French cultural organization in Dakar, and
it was composed almost entirely of French actors. Although some of
the old plays were occasionally produced by amateur groups, they were
considered outmoded and did not attract large audiences. Senegalese

writers showed only a marginal interest in the theater during that
period, and theatrical presentations offered little of interest to a people
preparing for independence. Most Senegalese actors went to France in
order to find more profitable and rewarding career opportunities.
During the early 1960s the government expressql concern overt the
state of the theater in Senegal and established a special committee to

advise the secretary for cultural affairs in the Ministry of National
Education and Culture on problems faced by the theater and to assist
in the creation of a national theatrical company. Plans were drawn for

the construction of modern theater facilities in Dakar. Senegalese
actors were urged to return from abroad to staff the company, and a
program was established under the drama section of the National
School of the Arts to train additional actors and technicians.
The new Daniel Sorano Theater in Dakarnamed after a Senegalese

actor who earned considerable fame in Francewas completed in the
early 1970s. The theatrical company housed in the theater was composed of three troupes: a dance company, a company of singers and
musicians,. and an acting company. The troupes toured separaely but
also presented cooperative performances. Actors' salaries and production costs were supported by the state, allowing tickets to be sold at
low cost.

To celebrate the tricentennial of the death of Moliere, the national
theater company presented an adaptation of the playwright's Imaginary Invalid in 1973. Although the production closely followed the orig-

inal French script, the seventeenth-century play was flavored with
Senegalese music and dance. A more liberal interpretation of Shakespeare's Macbeth had been presented, setting the play in the context of
an African kingdom and providing the characters with modified African names.

Major developments in the film industry as a dramatic medium
occurred during the 1960s. The artistic accomplishment of Senegaiese
producers was impressive from the start, and by the early 1970s film ma'.ing was clearly becoming an important form of cultural expression
in the country (see ch. 12). Both short-subject and feature-length films
were being produced, and several had received international awards.
The first Senegalese films were largely French prcductions., In 1973
film production still depended on French processing facilities, but the
actors and technicians were mainly Senegalese. The country clearly
was a leader of filmmaking in Black Africa and was the headquarters
of the African Filmmakers Association (Federation Panafricaine des

CineastesFEPACI). Film viewing had assumed social importance,
and special clubs existed for the viewing and discussion of films.

The first films produced by Senegalese concerned the problems faced
by African students abroad, village life, and the issue of independence
and related problems. Increasingly, films shifted to problems related
to alienation from' traditional society and the anomie in urban society.
Various perspectives of negritude also began to be reflected in films.

Of the more than ten major producers Ousmane Sembene, who received a prize for his Wolof-language film Le Mandat at the Venice
Film Festival in 1968, had the greatest international reputation. Sembene's .films followed the form and aesthetic-treatment of neorealistic
rtalian films to show both the universal and particular problems that
faced the Senegalese.

LITERATURE

Traditional Literature
The people have a rich tradition of oral literaturelegends, myths,
fables, and proverbstransmitted from generation to generation by'
storytellers and griots. There are numerous legends and epics about
tribal ancestors and great warriors, myths of the supposed origins of
families and tribes, and legenh explaining social customs or natural
phenomena, such as fire, thunder and lightning, the sun, the moon, and
the stars. Moral and cautionary tales point out the virtues of good
behavior. In many of these, animals and insects are the main characters. Proverbs, problems, riddles, and puzzles also form part of the
folklore.
Stoiirtelling is an art that was developed to its highest level by griots.
Part narrative, part song, and often accompanied by music, it involved

all the teller's dramatic abilities. Good storytellers may have a wide
reputation, and in the past they often became the subjects of legends
composed by others. This folk literature is the medium to record events
and to edticate the young in the history and traditions of their society.

It mirrors the values of the people and is a commentary on human
relations. Some of it has been translated or transposed into French by
missionaries, colonial administrators, or ethnographers.

After the introduction of Islam in the eleventh century, written
literature was introduced to the portion of West Africa occupied by
present-day Senegal. The ability to read and write Arabic was restricted to higher clerics and court scribes (see ch. 5). Even in the nineteenth century when Islam gained popular acceptance, the number of
written texts in Arabic was limited.
Adaptations of Arabic script were used to transcribe Pulaarspoken

by the Peul and the Toucouleur and Wolof. These adaptations were
first used to record some of the old oral literature. Later on they were
used to write original works based on Arab models. Many of these
poems are epics of a religious or historical character, but there are
also poems that reflect on' aspects of everyday life. It is generally recog150

nized that the utilization of scripts adapted from Arabic resulted not
only in Arabic influences on the structure of the indigenous languages
but also in Islamic influences on the thoughts of the indigenous writers
The extent of this influence, however, remained an open question.

Modern Literature
Although the growth of modern Senegalese literature can be traced
back to the last half of the nineteenth century, the quality and quantity

of literary works during that period were limited. During the 1930s,
however, Senegalese writers began to produce what has subsequently

become a substantial body of literature in French. Much of it is poetrythe usual form of traditional oral literature=but other forms,
including novels, short stories, and essays, have been popular. Although written in refined French and initially for an audience of Euro-

peans and Assimilated Africans, this literature had dealt almost
exclusively with African themes and situations. Much of the early
work represented attempts by educated and assimilated Senegalese
many of whom had spent or were spending extended periods of time in

Paristo assert themselves against cultural and political domination
by the French. Increasingly, the writing came to reflect the social and
cultural problems of the Senegalese environment.
One of the principal themes of these writers has been the idealization

and glorification of Africa and things African. This is especially evident in the early poetry of writers such as Senghor and David Diop,
which is both passionate and romantic. Two other common themes
found mainly in the novels of the late 1930s and the 1950s are the diffi-

cult adjustment between traditional African and modern European
cultures and the social and economic problems resulting from rapid
urbanization. Ousmane Soce's Mirages de Paris (Paris Mirages) and
Cheikh Amidou Kane's Aventure A m bigue (Mixed Adventure) are both
concerned with the confusion and loneliness faced by the African who

has become estranged from the traditional values and way of life
through exposure and adaptation to modern European culture. Abdoulaye Dadji's two novels, Maimouana and Nini, treat the same theme
in connection with the social and economic problems of urbanization.
Several authors have drawn heavily on the customs and traditions
of their people as subjects of their writing. Soce's Karim, the story of a
boy growing up in the Senegal of the early twentieth century, is one of
the most widely read.pieces of modern African writing, and it has gone

through more than five printings. It is extremely popular in Senegal,
as are the short stories of Birago Diop, which are based on Senegalese

traditions and follow the style of folktales and fables. Diop is often
considered the modern griot of Senegal. Many of his stories have been
published in newspapers and periodicals, but the best known are those
contained in Les Conte; d'Amadou Koumba (The Stories of Amadou
Koumba) and Les Nouveaux Coates d'Amadou Koumba (The New

Stories of Amadou Koumba), collections of the stories that he
remembers having heard as a child from his family griot, Amadou
Koumba.

The growing interest in Africa throughout the world since the 1950s
has been accompanied by an increasing interest in African literature.
This has resulted in a great deal of analysis and criticism of African
writing in magazines and Piir-iodicals, at conferences concerned with
Africa, and in prefaces and introductions to works by African writers:
Many of the critics, both European and African, see in the writing
specifically African characteristics that distinguish it as a body from
other literature. Others see it as part of a world literature that is African only inasmuch as it was written by Africans. All agree, however,
that it has become an important part, of the cultural heritage of the
Senegalese people. Thus, although readers in Senegal still indicated a
strong interest in Freach authorsespecially classical masters such
ae Victor Hugo, Moliere, and Jean La Fontainethey were especially
interested in the early 1970s in works by Senegalese and other Africans. Their favorite authors were Senghor, Aime Cesaire, Diop: Soce,
and Abdoulaye Sadji.
.

International respect for Senegalese literary ,efforts was widely
expressed. Particular regard was held for the past work of President
Senghor, who had published five major collections of poetry. During
the 1960s the president received seven international literary awards,
including one for his most recent collection of poetry, entitled Nocturnes (Night Pieces). The contribution of younger writers, many of
whom had turned to writing motion picture scripts, to this literary
heritage during the 1970s remained to be seen.

INTELLECTUAL ACTIVITY
No consideration of cultural expression in contemporary Africa is
complete without a discussion of the concept of negritude; no single
discussion, however, provides a complete explanation of what is meant
by the concept and how it is relevant to a particular society. In simplest
terms, negrit ode calls for a reassessment of the origins, evolution, and
uniqueness of African culture and the rebirth of African dignity after
colonial subjugation. Further definition is complicated by the fact that,
although certain core concepts and values of the original leaders of the
negritude movement have remained fairly constant over time, changes
in emphasis and r.tcommodation to the political, social, and economic
realities of individual societies have occurred. Moreover, successive
generations of political and intellectual elites, who did not share in the
initial formation of the concept, have sometimes distorted the basic
tenets of negritude in order to fit it to such personal interest as criticism of imperialism, support for revolutionary tactics, or justification
of domination by a particular elite group. The relevance of negritude
to cultural expression in Senegal stems from the predominant role
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played by President Senghor in the evolution of the concept and Senegalese attempts to apply it to the needs of national development.
The conceptual evolution of negritude is divided by Irving Markovitz,
one of the most respected authorities on the concept, into three periods:
the 1930s, the period after World War II, and the period after independence in 1960., These periods can be differentiated not only on the basis

of the definitional focus of African intellectuals during these years'
especially in the writings of Senghor but also, and perhaps more
importantly, in terms of changes in the motivation leading these
writers to discuss the concept and their perspective of its relevance to
the needs of their respective societies.
The negritude of African intellectuals during the 1930s was an extension of their individual search for personal identity. Exposed to the
nationalist writings of men such as Maurice Barre, Andre Gide, and
the French socialists as well as writers such as William Dubois, the
young Africans began to doubt the necessity of cultural assimilation
by the French and the exclusion of their own heritage. The advocates
of negritude during this period sometimes overcompensated in their
writing; some advanced the idea of African superiority or of revolutionary rejection of,European values. Both aspects were rejected by the
end of the decade, opening the way for support by French existentialists
such as. Jean-Paul Sartre. The main issue became the cultural rebirth
of the African.
After World War II negritude became motivated by a *search for

national identity. It became less concerned with the philosophical
and psychological issues of racial origins, and African leaders began to

look at the problems they shared in common rather than in terms of
their differences. The interest in a redefinition of African-European
ties was not seen as a rejection of association with France but rather
as an attempt to obtain a level-of association offering the theoretically
promised equality on which cooperation had been based (see ch. 2).

Senghor's presentation of the African case in terms evolved by the

French culture as a demonstration of African cultural evolution
through legitimate channels was to come under attack by more radical
opponents as being overly cooperative. Differences also began to develop over Senghor's concept of African socialism as an alternative to
capitalistic economic development (see ch. 10). Senghor continued to
advocate cooperation as evidence of preparedness for independence

rather than alienation leading to violent dissociation. By the mid1950s, however, general dissatisfaction with attempts to forge a
mutually satisfactory political union between France and its colonies
led to support for separate independent status (see ch. 2).
In postindependent Senegal the concept of negritude developed in
two somewhat divergent directions. On the one hand, under the influence of Teilhard de Chardin, Senghor sought to compare negritude and
French culture in universal terms. On the other hand, he sought to
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deelop out of negritude an ideology for national development. In thi
approach science and technology were to replace philosophy in th
solution of the more pressing problems of development. The concer
shifted to production, motivation, and the mobilization of human and

natural resources. A synthesis of African and European traditions
was an ideal only when it was relevant to the realities of African
development.

The acceptance of Senghor's concept of negritude as a national
ideology for the masses has necessitated modification and dissemination of what was originally designed for elite consumption. Senghor's
position as president and the assumption of political 'roles by other
intellectuals. who played lesser but important roles in the conceptual

evolution of negritude. have facilitated this transfer. As a national
ideology negritude has become a catchall concept used to rally support

for government development efforts as well as to evaluate national
planning.
National attention was first attracted to the concept with the govern-

ment's sponsorship in 1966 of the first Festival of Negro Art in conjunction with the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO). This was followed by,a new interest in African languages in the schools and the establishment by the Senegalese
Progressive Union (Union Prwressiste SenegalaiseUPS) of a touring
program of lectures and deLaces on various aspects of negritude.
In 1971 the special Colloquium on Negritude, which included represen-

tatives from various states in Africa, Europe, and the Americas, was
held in Dakar. The various papers presented reflected continued debate
over what constktuted negritude. The argument raised by some young
intellectual:: that the concept was no longer relevant to their problems,,
was too generalized, or was not radical enough for their needs was also
recognized by the colloquium. Clearly, however, in the early 1970s the
concept remained a useful meeting ground for intellectual and pragmatic dialogue.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
A portion of the intellectual community that evolved after the estab-

lishment of the French educational system showed an interest in
scholarly activity in the natural and social sciences. As in the early
literary movement scholars initially tended to center in Paris, where
there were greater facilities and opportunities. Their number remained
small. A major stimulus to scholarly research in the country occurred
in 1938 with the establishment in Dakar of the French Institute of
Black Africa (Institut Francais d'Afrique Noire). Although preceded
by the establishment of several other inst(tutions, this center was
created specifically to encourage original West African research in the
physical sciences. ethnology, and ec&nomics and to preserve African
culture and crafts. Branches were estaloished in the capitals of other
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Africahterritories, and the institute became the nucleus of Black Afri-

can scholarly activity. At the same time the French administration
began to encourage local intellectual activity by sponsoring award
competitions for original scientific and literary works and by pmviding
grants for research and for future ...ours.
Research facilities and programs expanded rapidly after World War
II, especially during the 1950s. In 1973 there were about fifteen different research organizations in the country; almost all were located in
ere were close to twenty reDakar. In addition to these institute.
search centers and institutes associated with the University of Dakar
that were engaged in research as well as in instruction. Several of these
published occasional papers as well as quarterly or annual periodicals
and reports (see ch. 12).

Among the oldest research facilities were the Pasteur Institute
(Institut Pasteur), which was founded in 1906 to sponsor medial: research, and the National Center of Agronomic Research of Bambary
(Centre National de Recherches Agronomiques de Bambary), which
was founded in 1921. The latter was specifically interested in f:+ndamental and applied agricultural research and was under the direction
of the Institute of Agronomic and Tropical Research (Institut de Recherches Agronomiques et TropicalesIRAT). The various facilities
of the Oven-as Bureau of Scientific and Technical Research (Office de
la Recherche Scientifique et Technique d'Outre-MerORSTOM) engaged in highly specialized research in soil biology, botany, ecology,
entomology, hydrology, ornithology, zoology, and other fields.

The French Institute of Black Africa vas reconstituted in 1959
as the Basic Institute of Black Africa (Institut Fondamental d'Afrique
NoireIFAN). In 1963 the institute became associated with the Uni:
versity of Dakar and continued its various research activities under the
sponsors'nip of the national government. Throughout the 1960s the
number of Africans staffing the institute increased, and in the early
1970s a Senegalese was named director of the organization. The facilities available at the institute were drawing scholars from throughout
the world to.conduct research there. Institute bulletins were divided
into a series on the natural sciences (with emphasis on geology, entomology, -zootOgy, and botany) and a series on the social sciences (including anthropology, history, and sociology) in which the writings of
Senegalese scholars and other experts on Africa were published. The
theories of Cheikh Anta Diop, linking Black Africa to ancient Egypt,
the geographic research of Assane Seek, and the historical work of
Abdoulaye li5 represented some of the more noted contributions associated with the institute.

LIBRARIES AND MUSEUMS
Although the country possess.,1 an established tradition of scholarly
research, most library, facilities that existed in 1973 came into being
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after World War II. In 1973 there were four major libraries in the country, all of w filch were located in Dakar. The oldest of these was the
collection of the Archives of Senegal founded in 1913. L, contained a
collection of :bout 11,000 volumes And 850 periodicals. The library of
IFAN had about three times as many volumes as well as collections of
microfilm, maps, photographs, and slides and an extensive document
file. The library of the Alliance Franc:aim. dated back to 1918 and contained 10,000 vol nines, most of w hich pertained to the arts and letters.

The largest facility w as the Central Library of the University of
Dakar This library w as established in 1952 to serve the newly founded
unk ersity from a core of about 4.000 volumes and forty-five periodicals
formerly in the collection of the African School of Medicine. Acquisitions fur the departments of law, letters, and sciences were joined to
the main collection, but they were separately housed. In 1965 the collection w as consolidated in a new facility constructed on the campus
of Dakar. This modern air-conditioned building with
Unix
of the Unixersity
a mosaic facade was designed to house -150,000 volumes as well as to
pro ide reading and lecture facilities. By 1972 the library collection had
reached about 185,000 of times, 11,700 pamphlets, and 4,801) periodicals.

In addition U these major facilities, small specialized collections
wentheld by the arious independent research institutes in the country
and the arious centers and institutes attached tb the university. The
American Cultural Center in Dakar had a library of about 5,000 volumes. There w ere ten public libraries having a total of about 52,000
, ()kitties, and reading materials were mailable at local information
and cultural centers. The latter collections were limited, however, and
w ere used mainly for entertainment. Information on holdings in school
libraries w as incomplete. Teachers were able to obtain mater:_,'; on
deloan from arious research and library facilities, but informa'
tailing the operation and the effectiveness of this program was not
readily available.
In 1973 all museum facilities in the country were operated by IFAN.,
The Museum of African Art of Dakar (Musee d'Art Africain de Dakar
w as established in 1936 and housed a general ethnographic collecti?
of Senegalese and African artifacts. The History Museum (Mu!e
toriquet and the Museum of the Sea (Music de la Met.) had display on
fishing and oceanography . Both w ere located out he island of Go

>.

EDUCATION

Development of Westernized Education
Although \A e; tern education x as introduced during the first half of
the nineteenth centur, it was not until the last half of the century that
an organized education *stern w as established. The first school was
opened in 1,16 by a Roman Catholic priest in 'Saint -Louis. Various
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Roman Catholic orders operated elementary schools to teach French
and manual skills, and by the 1840s the four major elementary schools
in the territory had a combined enrollment of just under 600 students.
The first secondary school was opened in Saint-Louis, but it was forced
to close in 1849 because of financial and administrative problems.

The real basis for Western education was laid by Governor Louig
Faidherbe. In 1857 he asked the Freres de Ploermel to open several
secondary ceurses for children of Europeans and of /netts (people of
mixed European and African ancestry) in the colony, and he establised a school known as the School for the Sons of Chiefs and Interpreters in Saint-Louis to train children of African chiefs and notables as
colonial administrators. Then he organized all the existing schools into
a state school system but left it under the administration of religious
orders. In 1901 the school system was secularized, and in 1903 it was

integrated into the expanded system of the French West African
federation.
The educational system of French West Africa was designed to serve

two often contradictory. purposesto train the farmers, artisans,
clerks, interpreters, and teachers who were needed to assist the French
in operating the colony and, at the same time, to inculcate the African
people with French culture. The second purpose tended to dominate
educational policy throughout the colonial period, and the structures
and content of education in Senegal increasingly came to follow the
syAem of metropolitan_ France.

Initially, elementary schools (ecoles primaries elementaires) were
divided into village schools, offering a three-year course of reading and

writingboth in French -and arithmetic, and regional schools where
the best students from the village schools could complete their studies
for the French certificate of elementary education (certificat d'etudes
primaires elententaires). After 1927 they were combined into a single
kind of primary school in an effort to make the school system more
closely correspond to that of France. Curricula in rural schools were
modified to include agricultural training, but urban schools came to
follow the standard-French curriculum.
Secondary education following the French model became available
in 1911 with the founding of the William Ponty Normal School, which

offered a three-year course and had separate programs for training
teachers and junior administrators for government and business positions. Although it was not the only secondary school in French West
Africa, it was the only all-African secondary school that consistently
maintained high standards. It was attended by students from all the
French territories and played a major role in the development of
Africa's educated elite. In 1918 the African School of Medicine was
attached to the William Ponty institution, and limited higher education preparing Africans for a local degree in medicine, pharmacy, or
veterinary science was made available.
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In 1927 the School for the Sons of Chiefs and Interpreters was transformed into the Blanchot Advanced Primary School offering a threeyear course ronom, ing the certificate of elementary education, which
..s for junior clerical positions in government and comtrained stu
merce. At ...! same time the Pinet-Laprade Professional School in
Dakar offered a three-year course that trained craftsmen. A number
of other institutions in Eakar and Saint-Louis were established, and
they followed programs sanctioned by French certificates and degrees.
The most important were the Lycee Faidherbe, rounded in Saint-Louis
in 1919, and the Lycee Can Vollenhoven. established in Dakar in 1936.

Changes in colonial policy and political reforms immediately after
World War II led to the establishment of a new twenty-year plan. The ///
miss:on of the plan was to gi% e the population at large the basic educa- /
tion necessary for responsible citizenship in a westernized society and
to prepare the more gifted students to assume leadership in their cony
munities. During the 1950s educational facilities were expanded, en-

rollment increased sharply, an extensive scholarship program for
ad% anced study abroad was instituted, and an institute of higher,education was established (later it was incorporated as the University of
Dakar). The educational system continued to reflect the French colonial policy of assimilation and followed the structure and curriculum
of the metropolitan system.
The School System

At independence the Senegalese inherited a fully developed educational system whose curriculum and standards were modeled on those

found in France. The system tended to produce a small number of
highly qualified specialists and large numbers of students whose elementary school certificates prepared them to read but not to find employment. The systern was in need of major modification; but the
overall scarcity of human and social resources, the disruptive effect of
introducing major modifications of the education system too rapidly,
and the problem of establishing and coordinating commonly agreedupon guidelines for long-term development complicated both the conception and implementation of reforms. With the exception of CITtain
reforms, the country continued to rely on this basic system in 1973.
Public facilities under the system were free and provided for elementary, secondary, and higher levels of education (see fig. 6). Each of
these three educational levels %%as divided into alternate short and long
cycles, the completion of which usually entitled the student to hold
specific certificates. Students %%ere required to pass qualifying examinations in order to advance to the next higher level; they could not do
so simply on the basis of holding a certificate that indicated completion
of the preceding level
Preschool education %%as provided by private nursery schools, most
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of which used the Montessori method. Pri% ate elementary and secondary schools were allowed to operate, pro% ided they followed a government-appro% ed curriculum. used go% ern went- approved text hooks, and

employed licensed teachers. Under these conditions private schools
were eligible for go% ern ment subsidies to meet operating expenses.
Students at tending pri% ate schools who wished to continue their education in public schools could do so after taking standard state qualify ing

examinations. In the early 1970s approximately 25 percent of all elementary students and 13 percent of all secondary students attended
private schools. For the segment of the population aged fourteen years
and over, literacy was estimated at between 5 and 10 percent.
The school y ear was scheduled for about ten months, several acadons breaking up the y ear. Schools opened in either September or
October and ran until the early summer. Instruction was in French.
Gra 'ing was based un a twenty -point system, and it score of at least
ten w as required for passing. Six y ears of elementary education were
compulsory, but the law was not enforced.
Administration and Financing

The major responsibility for the administration, financing, and
control of the educational system in 1973 w as di% ided among four ministries, but other ministries also w ere engaged in educational activities.

The four major ministries included. the Ministry of National Education, which was responsible for general education, the Ministry of
Technical Education and Vocational Training, which administered
technical and vocational training, and tilt Ministry of Popular Education and the Ministry of Youth and Sports, which jointly operated
youth programs in ekic sere ice and sports, trained physical education
teachers, and conducted adult literacy programs.
Administration of all agricultural education bey ond the secondary
school level was the responsibility of the Ministry of Agriculture. The
Ministry of Information was responsible for educational programs
employ ing the mass media Coordination problems between these
ministries and %arious other agencies of the go% ernment greatly com-

plicate(' the administration of education and resulted in conflicting
planning and duplicate programming.

Education was financed by allocations from the rational budget,
local funds, and external sources. Under the Third Four-Year Plan for
Economic and Social Development (1969/70-1972/73), almost (TAR;
million (for %aioe of the CFA francsee Glossary) had been allocated
for education. Nearly half of this amount was invested in secondary
education programs, but the largest single allocation was for the construction of elementary schools. Government expenditures for capital
improvements in the education sector, such as school construction,
were gradually being reduced to balance the increase in such recurrent
expenditures as salaries for teachers in the new facilities.
Local funds were used largely to finance the construction or improve160
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ment of schools. During the first half of the 1960s this method of financing helped to increase the number of elementary schools offering a
complete six-year program. In some cases, however, expenditures did
not match those projected in national plans, and there were no funds
for staffing the locally improved facilities.
Within the Ministry of National Education w as the Office of Planning and Control. Although seeming to be a center from which educational planning should be coordinated, it lacked the staff and budget to

do so. The publication of educational statistics was one of its major
functions. Various sections within the ministry were responsible for
prescribing curricula, textbooks, teaching methods, qualifying examinations, and teacher certification.
An office of health inspection and school sanitation in the ministry
is responsible for maintaining health standards in the schools and for
administering periodic medical examinations and smallpox vaccinations. Each child must have been vaccinated against smallpox before
he can be admitted to school, and the vaccination must be repeated at
fixed intervals. Inspectors, usually experienced teachers who have had
additional special training for their position, have the duty of visiting
each school at least once a year to pass on its compliance with govern-

ment regulations, to evaluate the performance of teachers, and to
recommend promotion or demotion.
External sources of revenue were especially important to educational
development and pros ided over 40 percent of education expenditures
during the late 1960s. France provided the majority of external aid, but

contributions also came from Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany (Vest Ger many),,Israel, Switzerland, and the United States. The
major multilateral souce of aid was the European Development Fund
of the European Economic Community (EEC, known as the Common

Market), but important contributions were also made by the United
Nations Special,Fund and UNESCO.
Elementary Level

Elementary education was composed of six years of schooling that
included a one-year initial course, a one-year preparatory course, a
two-year elementary course, and a two-year middle course. Students
were awarded the certificate of elementary education (certificate
(1Mo/es ponatinN 0("ment(tircs) at the completion of the program
This certificate increasingly was becoming a prerequisite for salaried
employ ment. Students were allowed to repeat a maximum of two years
and still remain in the program.

The goal of elementary educationapart from its function as a base

for further studywas to deselop bask language and mathematical
skills suitable to lower les el employment and to teach skills essential
to participation in the emerging social and political system of the country. The program consisted of about thirty hours of instruction weekly.
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During the first two years emphasis was .on learning the French language. Mathematics was also important, and history, geography, and
the arts were included in the curriculum.
In the 1969/70 school year there were about 258,000 students in
public and pri% ate elementary schools. Although this constituted an
increase of about 100,000 students over enrollment figures in the early
1960s, as a result of population increase the percentage of the schoolage population attending elementary schools had remained constant at
slightly over -10 percent. Not quite V10 percent of all elementary school
students were girls, and about 20 percent of all students were repeating a year. In all there were 1,312 schools and 5,722 teachers for elementary instruction.
Secondary Level

Students interestd in attending secondary schools were required to
pass an entrance examination. They could then enter general academie,
technical, or teacher training programs. General secondary education
was di% ided into long and short cy des. Students following the four-year

short cycle ictiscifincmuit court I received a first-cycle study certificate
t ()rev( t ifttatIcs du ',rental. cy(10. Those following the seven-year long

course (etmeillticunt twig) received a secondary school certificate
(boo:Wu/n.6/0, which entitled them automatically to enter the univer.
sity if they so chose.
The purpose of general short-cycle education was to supplement ele-

mentary education so that the graduate could either pursue further
academic or technical studies or enter the labor market. Most holders
of the first-cycle study certificate did continue with some form of additional secondary education The study of a modern foreign language
was required of all secondary level students. Initially English was the
required language, but Arabic was later made an alternate choice.
Literature, mathematics history,, geography, and basic science were
standard in both long and short cycles. Students studying for the
baccahum'at, how es er, also studied chemistry, phy sits, classical languages, philosophy, and mathematics.
In the 1969/70 school year there were 18,905 students enrolled in
general secondary school programs. This was an increase of over five
times the enrollment figures for the early 1960s. About 25 percent of
these students were girls, and slightly over 10 percent of the total students were repeating a ear for a second time. There were more than
132 schools and 1,709 teachers for general secondary school instruction.
Higher Education

Higher education w as first introduced to the country in 1918 with the
establishment of a medical program designed to train Africans to serve
as physicians, although initially it did not pros ide the complete training
mailable to medical students in France. In 1950. under the auspices of
French unit ersities,.the Institute of I ligher Education was established
in Dakar. In 1937 'the medical program and the institute were incor162
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porated as the University of Dakar and attracted students throughout
French-speaking Africa. Jurisdiction was transferred to the national
government at independence in 1960, but cooperation with French
institutions continued, The university gained an excellent reputation,

and its degreesincluding those granted to medical doctorswere

recognized internationally as comparable to those granted in France.
The university originally had four faculties: law and economics;
medicine and pharmacy; sciences; and arts and social sciences. In 1973
the number had been increased to six through the addition of the Faculty of Veterinary Sciences and the division of the Faculty of Law and
Economics into two separate faculties. The programs and requirements
of each faculty varied widely. With the exception of medicine and pharmacy, university education was divided into three stages. Two-year
programs led to the receipt of a general license (licence libre) or a
teaching license (licence d'enscianc mcnt), the most commonly acquired

university degrees. A four-year program provided a certificate of
higher study (certsfient diqude supirienr). A doctorate (dipliiine d'etude
superieur) was obtained from varying combinations of additional
study, presentation of a thesis, or both.
In addition to the seven faculties, there were about twenty different
institutes and centers attached to the university offering specialized
programs that led to the award of terminal certificates and diplomas.
Among these were the University Institute of Technology (Institut
Universitaire de Technologie), the Center for the Study of InformationSciences and Techniques (Centre d'Etudes des Sciences et Techniques
de !Information), and the School for Librarians, Archivists, and Documentation ists (Ecole de Bibliothecaires, Archivistes, et Documentalistes). In 1970 more ..ian 140 students were also studying abroad in
programs of higher education.
Admission to the university was open to anyone with a baccatanrent
or a recognized equivalent and to persons over twenty-one years of age
who did not have a degree but could pass a special entrance examination. Annual fees for registration, library, laboratory, examinations,
and medical service Were modest. Housing for both single and Married
students was available, but most students preferred off-campus facilities to those provided by the institution.
Since its inception Senegalese higher education has been devoted to
specialization. Having reached this level the student was supposed to
be thoroughly grounded in general culture and able to decide on a field
of particular interest. To matriculate he enrolled in a specific program
in one of the faculties or institutes and followed the year-by-year curriculum prescribed for the program. Program changes were possible
but, as the curricula were highly specialized, few credits could be transferred: Modifications of the rigidity inherent in this system were under
way in the early 1970s. These efforts also reflected modification of the
elementary and secondary programs, which sought greater relevance
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to the needs and resources of Senegalese society.

Enrollment in the various faculties and institutes providing higher
education for the 1969/70 school year totaled about 3,000 students. 1
This compared with,2,000 in the 1962/63 school year. The total number
of Senegalese students had increased during this period from 36 to 52
percent of the total student body. The number of female Senegalese
students increased during this period from about 3 to 16 percent. Statistics also indicated that, of the foreign students in attendance at the
university, 60 percent came from other African countries and about 32
percent, from France.
Almost 40 percent of all Senegalese students were enrolled in studies
of the humanities, letters, and French language and civilization. The
next largest enrollment was in law and economics. Foreign students,
however, were interested primarily in medical study. There were about
650 professors in the higher educational system, about 10 percent of
whom were women. Although about 40 percent of all professors were
foreigners, over half of them were from African countries.
Technical Education

The Ministry of Technical Education and Vocational Training
operated most of the various schools that provided vocational training
in technical and agricultural fields. It supervised forestry and fishery
training programs and cooperated with the Ministry of Agriculture in
the direction of postsecondary level agricultural training. In addition
to providing training for students before they entered employment,

programs were also operated for improving the skills of rural and
urban workers.
There were two types of specialized secondary technical schools.
Training centers (contres de ,tbrmation) offered a three-year program
leading to a professional skill certificate (certificat d'uptitude professionellc). Technical agents schools (eodes d'agents tech piques) provided
a four-year program leading to diplomas attesting to specialized qualifications, such as the agricultural technical agent diploma (diplome
d'agent technique de l'agriculture). Most'of those following these programs were being trained as foremen and \tcchnicians. Some continued
their education with postsecondary level technical study, but modifications under the third four-year development plan were redirecting
those who desired such advanced technical training to general secondary schools.
Current enrollment figures were not available in mid-1973, but during the late 1960s about 9,000 students had been enrolled in,the twentyfive schools administered by the Ministry of Technical Education and
Vocational Training. There were about 1,400 students enrolled in short

training programs offered by the National Center of Professional
Courses (Centre National des Cours Professionnels), and some students
were following short courses in private schools. The University Polytechnic Institute (Institut Universitaire de Technologic), which was
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established in 1964, had an enrollment of more than sixty students and
was expected to grow in importance during the 1970s.
Although some agricultural training facilities offered short courses
for farmers, few of the students attending secondary level agricultural

training programs were interested in farming as an occupation but
sought positions in government agricultural programs, municipal proj-

ects, and the park services. The total number of students attending
various secondary level agricultural courses was about 500 in the late
1960s.
Teacher Training

Students interested in becoming elementary-school teachers entered
an upper level secondary program at one of the normal schools after
the completion of the first cycle of general secondary education. Assistant elementary-school teachers went directly into one-year training
programs offered at regional teacher training centers after having received the first-cycle study certificate.
Students training as first-cycle secondary teachers entered a twoyear program at the Higher Teacher Training School (Ecole Norma le
Superieur). Those interested in teaching at 'he second-cycle level took a
four-year program offered jointly by the University of Dakar and the
Higher Teacher Training School. The number of students qualified to
enroll in these programs and low teachers' salaries limited the number
of students who entered and completed teacher training programs. The
training of teachers for technical or other vocational teaching was
especially low. Most continued to be trained abroad, and local programs
continued to be neavily staffed by expatriate Frenchmen.

Adult Education and Literacy

The governmentmainly through the Ministry of Popular Educationoperated various adult education programs both independently

and in conjunction with regional information and cultural centers. The
most dynamic and extensive of all these programs began in 1964 as a
pilot project conducted in cooperation with UNESCO. The purpose of
the program was to test the effectiveness of audiovisual media in adult
education. Experimental television programs presented a series on
health and nutrition to women in Dakar, who gathered at special viewingcenters. A more extensive educational and cultural program entitled
"Rencontres" (Encounters) was added in 1966. During the late 1960s
project expansion included literacy programs, for factory workers,
radio broadcasts to villages and rural areas, and a series of films for
both urban and rural viewing.
The Dakar program had three primary goals. It was designed to
demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of audiovisual media on
adult education in an African setting. It was also seen as a means of
helping to discover the most effective strategy to he followed by governments in use of the media and to provide a training program for
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African Asonnel. The program has been judged highly successful in
the achievement of these goals as well as in the effect it had on the
establishment of television broadcasting in Senegal (see ch. 12).
In addition to the achievement of the primary goals of the program,
observation of changes in the attitudes and behavior of project participants reflected the multiple dimension of adult education. The groups
of women in the initial project became involved in organized community action groups and social clubs. Discussion following the telecasts,
moreover, allowed the women to discuss issues more openly. The extensive adoption of Western foods, for example, as an index of social status,
was replaced by a comparison of the relative values of traditional and
processed foods and personal taste preferences.

Educational Reform
Provision for educational reform has been tied to the formulation of
national development plans. The preparation of these plans-has been an

involved process, the responsibility having been shared by a higher
council and a multiplicity of subordinate planning committees. The
process has been further complicated by the division of administrative
responsibility for national education among four ministries rather than
by confinement to a central agency.
During the first half of the 1960s major emphasis was on expanding
elementary school facilities and on increasing primary school enrollment. As a result, no major modification of the educational system was

undertaken. During the last half of the 1960s the relevance of higher
education to national needs was examined. The decision was made during the 1968/69 school year to close certain departments in the university that did not closely fit the aims of the development plan. In the
Faculty of Arts the departments of philosophy, sociology, psychology,
and the classics were to be closed. Implementation of this policy was
delayed by a student protest that followed because of this and other
issues related to the university.
,,
Various innovations were instituted to modify school curricula and
teaching methods. Curricula changes were designed to make instruction more relevant to the African envi-onment. Consequently, greater
emphasis has been given to African geography and history, both of
which were only marginally treated under the French. Concentration
on flora and fauna native to the region had been introduced in biology
and zoology classes.

Modification in policies regarding textbooks used for instruction has
also occurred. Until 1965 textbooks were selected for each area by its
elementary school inspector. After 1965 selection was made on a national basis. Most books were published in France but were adapted for
use in Senegal or Africa in general. Frequently, however, adaptations
were superficial revisions, and the Ministry of National Education had
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obtained aid from UNESCO to prepare a limited number of texts for
school use.

Experimentation with courses introducing new methods of mathematical instruction were under way in the early 1970s, but extensive
use of audiovisual materials remained limited as a result of financial
considerations. The Applied Linguistics Center of Dakar (Centre de
Linguistiques Appliqués de DakarCLAD) had successfully introduced a program called "Pour Par ler Francais" (In Order, to Speak
French) using the direct method of language instruction for teaching
French in the first three years of elementary school. As of 1970 all'student teachers were required to be trained in the new method. Revision
of methods used to teach Arabic had also been implemented.
Provisions for modifying elementary and secondary level education
were included in the third four-year development plan. Transition to
the new system was to be on a phased basis and would be completed by
the mid-1970s. The time devoted to elementary education would be re-

duced by one year. Elementary school graduates would enter firstcycle secondary schools or postelementary practical training schools
offering an agriculturally oriented program. The first-cycle technical
schools would be eliminated, and those students wishing an advanced
technical education would first complete the four-year short cycle at a
secondary school and then transfer to a two-year, second-cycle vocational program. &transitional year would-be provided so that the top
5 percent of the students in practical training schools could be transferred into the second year of first-cycle secondary school programs.
Initiation of the phasing was delayed by at least one year, and further
information on the status of modifications-was not readily available in
mid-1973.

Education and Society
Traditional Education

Traditional society placed emphasis on the continuity of the family
and community, and from an early age children were instilled with the
traditions and mores of their society by various means, including recitations and the singing of songs relating sacred myths. Most of their
games were imitations of adult roles the children would later assume,
and from an early age children were given simple tasks such as gathering wood or herding animals. At the age of about eight, children began
to receive training in the occupation they were to follow as adults. Most

ethnic groups had occupational castes that limited the choice of
occupations.
Formal education of boys was restricted to Koranic schools associated
with local mosques or the households of more affluent families. Girls

did not usually attend these schools, but some girls of wealthier families were educated at home. Students were taught to recite portions of
the major prayers and verses of the Koran in Arabic as well as to know
167
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the practices of Islam. Sometimes they were taught to read and write
Arabic as 'sell. The possession of literacy skills was highly valued and
provided a means of status an-TS-Dela! mobility. The social system tended

to perpetuate itself, however, and generally only children of upper
class families received more than superficial Koranic educations.
During the nineteenth century, Korthije school education began to
displace the importance of initiation rites among those groups gradu-

ally accepting Islam. The introduction of Western education by the
French did not, however, displace -Koranic- schools and, even in the
1970s, Muslim boL,s received Koranic educations. Sometimes they attended the religious schools before or after going to public school, and
their absence from the latter was sometimes excused so that they might

participate in some form of traditional education. The values and
orientations of the two systems were not similar, and confusion sometimes arose in the minds of children as a result.
Education as a Social Force

In 1973 it was difficult to fully appraise the all-embracing role education had played in the evolution of the Senegalese social and political
system since independence. Education has not been the panacea that
some educators initially had presented it to be. In some cases, it had
helped to generate social and political conflict (see ch. 5; ch. 10). Adjustment of the educatiopal system to the needs and realities of the people
and the exploitation of those aspects of the system that would promote

political and social stability were of particular interest to national
planners in the early 1970s.
Studies of urban and rural attitudes indicated a high value accorded

to education both as an end in itself and as a means of gaining better
employment: prestige s as accorded to occupations considered to be intellectual. Civil service positions were highly preferred for the secu
they offered and the prestige they held. As a result, students ten ed to
favor academic education over technical training, and the labor force
had suffered. This set of priorities was manifest throughout the entire
system of education, including the university.
The situation was complicated by the number of students who ter-

minated their edtTation at the elementary level, having received an
education structured along academic lines, or who dropped out of
school before completing a particular educational cycle. Dropout rates
for various levels were often as high as 43 percent, and in one sector
the rate was 65 percent during the mid-1960s. The reliance on French
as the language of instruction. contributed to the failure of some students who had not been exposed to the language before entering ele-

mentary school. Experimentation was under way to determine the
effect of nursery schools and preelementar language instruction on
the dropout rate.
The effect of school failure or the inability to find employment of the
kind valued by school-leavers holding-certificates was differently inter/
;
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preted. That these people would experience frustration as a result of
their failure to succeed or profit as a result of their encounter with The
educational system would be natural. Similarly their educationThad
contributed to their alienation from traditional society anti" to their
insecurity in the transitional or modernizing society .-"Although the
degree of frustration could no,. be readily determined, it did represent
a social cost. '
The educational system was supposed to function as a means of sociai

,,

mobility for persons attempting to enter the modernizing society or to
advance through its ranks. file Islamic prohibition on the integration
of the sexes placed, a restriction on the education of women, especially
in elementary and secondary schools, and retarded their rise in the
social,system. The proportion of female students had increased sire
cantly during the 1960s, however, and women were taking increasingly
important rotes in national development as a result of the skills provided by the public educational system.
Access to edtration was not balanced geographically, and the distribution of secondary schools favored those living in Dakar and in the
vicinity of Saint-Louis. The effects of class values and urban upbringing on educational success were also projected as sources of imbalance.
Some programs song tit '0 deal with these problems, but the overall dimension of the problem and the effects of the programs designed fo
compensate ft)t them were differently interpreted.
Dissent by students enrolled in higher educational facilities represented an increasingly disruptive factor in the quest for rational development and stability. University students had become a subgroup
evolving within the social system and had developed social institutions
such as university student organizations and cultural associations,
Students associated t` J i r personal future, as well as that of the nation,
with the educational system. They watched modifications of the systt7:: with great care and diligently guarded their social prestige as university students.
Agitation developed in 19t, ver government plans to eliminate certain university departments and later over additional change's, such as
restrictions L.Anounced in 1971 limiting the students' free choice of
specialisation. Student dissatisfaction with the government's efforts at
conciliation led to violent demonstrations, to the boycott of classes, and
to the destruction of public property (see ch. 10: ch. 16). Students had
come to assume a political r )1e. In mid-1973 the government and the
students had not resolved tii,:':. differences.
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SECTION II. POLITICAL
CHAPTER 9

THE GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEM
In 1973 the country was governed in accordance with a highly cen-

tralized constitutional structure that placed nearly all power in the
hands of the national administration. From 1963 until 1970 President

Leopold-Sedar Senghor had performed the functions of both head-ofstate and hea,1 of-government. The appointment of a prime minister
in 1970 still !eft most powers in the president's hands.
President Senghor's position was further strengthened by his leadership of the ruling party, the Senegalese Progressive Union (Union Progressiste SenegalaiseUPS), which he had founded. The UPS had held
all seats in the National Assembly for almost ten years. The executive
committee of the party reviewed and approved government policy

weekly, thus forming in effect a fourth branch of government. The
UPS is not named in the constitution, but Senegal is a one-party state,
and any significant power struggles go on within the higher echelons
of the party rather than between the UPS and other parties.
Despite the existence of a dominant figure in the goverment and the
party andithe centralized form of control, an independeit judiciary and
the ingrained customs of the people left individual liberties substantially intact. President Senghor and his party maintained their rule by
striving for consensus not by intimidation (see ch. 10).

CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The country's experience with the European kind of political institutions has been both long and rich. The coastal cities had first known
municipal self-government over 200 years ago. For over fifty years
Senegal was the capital of the federation of French West Africa (Afri-

que Occidentale FrancaiseA0F), from which the other territories
were governed (see ch. 2). Thus a small but influential group of citizens
had a background of generations of experience with government as the
French practiced it. These men had the opportunity to attend school,

vote in electic is, run faOffice, and platicipate in a civil service that
administered nGt only their own territory but also a major European
country.

From 1914 until independency, the country sent Africans as elected

representatives to the Fren.ch National Assembly, where they
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participated in the complicated and instructive French legislative
process. As earl), as 1919 a Senegalese, Blaise Diagne, held a subcabinet

Var II Seneposition in the French government. Shortly after Wori
galese began to he given posts at the executive level of government as
senior eiv it servants, involved in the actual day -to -day administration
of the country.
As independence a;:proach, ', the country adopted a constitution and
government institutions that were closely patterned on the French
models. They were not so much in imitation of the French as they were
an indication of the political and administrative experience of their
leaders. One of the features acquired in part from this French administrative experience was a strict pyramidal structure that emphasized strong authority on the part of the central state apparatus.
The St la ,f.alese were in the forefront of early endeavors to form
indet endelat, regional federations. Between 1956 and independence
the, ought to keep the former ^F states together but, when selfgovernment was granted in 19 dy the former French Sudan (now
Mali) joined with Senegal in what was intended as a federation of
French-speaking West Africa. The federation achieved its independence from France on April 4, 1960. The union fell apart four months

later, less than two years after its founding, as its politicians split
over the question of who would serve as its leader.
I

The first constitution of independent Senegal, written after the
break with Mali, came into operation on August 26, 1960. The constitution provided for a careful balance between the halves of a dual execu-.

tire consisting of a president, elected indirectly, and a premier: The
unicameral assembly was elected by direct univ ersal suffrage. Pers?nal
freedoms were claborateIN protected. The system was parliamentary,

like its French model;, the prime minister (president of the Councils cf
Ministers) .was approved by the National Assembly but selected his

min '1st ers after his investiture. The judicial branch was declared
independent.

The prime minister could request a vote of confidence, and the National AssemblN could initiate a motion of censure. Either a vote of noconfidence or one of ,censure spelled the demise of the government.
A censure motion voted in December 1962 was the climax of a political
crisis within the ruling party and finally Ld to the drafting of the 1963

Constitution (see eh. 2). The new constitution, accepted by popular
referendum and signed into law in March 1963, abolished the office of
prime minister and gave broader powers t( the president, vv ho was to
be el( .ted by direct suffrage rather than indirectly. The president and
members of the National Assembly now had simultaneous terms of
four years.

The National Assembly had no power to censure the president. Although he could no longer dissolve the legislature, the net result l f the
changes was to strengthen the power of the president. This brought she
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governmental system of the-country more into conformity with those
of other African states, man cf which had already established the
strong executive as thy outstanding mark of their governmental structure. In telling the people about the constitution, the president and
his ministers stressed the innovation of the separation of powers, by
which the ministers could no longer be members of the National Assembly. emphasizing the new distinction between the legislative and
executive branches Although the office of prime minister was restored
in 1970, real power ot;er all important decisions remained under the
control of the president.

BASIC CONSTITUTIONAL, PRINCIPLES
The basic principles on which the 1963 Constitution rests are set
forth in a preamble and in the first few articles in which the people
proclaim their independence .ind attachment to the fundamental righ,..4
as defined in the French Declaration of the Rights of Man of 1789 and
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948. The preamble
also states that "the Republic or.' Senegal will spare no effort for the
rt alization of the unity of Africa," citing an awareness of the "historic,
moral, and material imperatives" uniting West African countries and
of the necessity "for a political, cultural, economic and social unity,
indispensable for the affirmation of the African personality."
The_190 Constitution, like its predecessors, is unusually explicit
a,bout human freedoms and civil liberties. Such guarantees are especially pertinent in a country where 7.3 percent of the population comes
from ethnic groups with slave and caste traditions (see ch. 5). Security
of person is inviolable, the state having the obligation to respect and
protect it. All intik iduals are equal before the law, regardless of sex,
status, or family or ethnic origin.
Freedom of expression and propagation of ideas are guaranteed, as
is the right to form associations. The constitution also guarantees
secrecy of col respondence and telecommunication. All citizens have
the right to settle anywhere in Senegal--a right that cannot be limited
by law. The right of property is guaranteed, although the power of
eminent domain with just compensation is provided in the constitution. The home is inviolable, and a search require3 a warrant, which
may be obtained only under condit ions specified by law

Dealing with In di% id ual liberties in the realm of nr rriage, the
family , and education, the constitution declares that "marriage and the
family constitute the natural and moral base of the human community" and are under the protection of the state. The state, charged with
assistance on the phNsical and moral plane, is to aid parents in their
"natural right and dutN" to 1 ,g up their children and to see to it that
children are neither exploited nor morally neglected The state is to
create public insititutions that guarantee the education of children,
alt I. ,ugh priv ate schools int.t be authorized under control of tho state
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Religious institutions and communities are to remain free from state

control, are recognized as means of education, and are ,aaranteed
philosophic and religious freedom.
Everyone is accorded both the duty and the right to work. The right
to strike is explicitly recognized but may be controlled by law and may
not in any way interfere with the rights of others to work.
Nearly all of tiles, civ it guarantees arc cushioned by clauses stating

that the right granted may be limited by law or regulation to ensure
the welfare of other individuals or society as a whole. The record of
the first twelve years of independence, however, in the main shows a
real effort on the part of the government to respect these rights and
liberties.

Initiative for constitutional amendment rests concurrently with
the in\sident and the deputies. To be enacted, an amendment must
be voted by a three-fifths majority of the National Assembly or by
an absolgle majority followed by approval in a national referendum.
The republican form of government may not be the subject of an
amendment.

ORGANIZATION OF GOVERNMENT
The Pr'esident
-From 196:3 to 1970 executive power was concentrated solely in the
hands of the president. 110 was elected by direct universal suffrage for

four years. In .370 the constitution was altered so that any future
reelected only once. Ile must be a Senegalese citizen
and at least thirty-five years old. Election arrangements were spelled
president could

out in considerable detail in_the_constitution.
The president w as the guardian of the constitution and repository of

the executive power. fie determined and directed the policies of the
country; assured the execution of the laws; had the power of decree;
was responsible for ch II administration and rctional defense; was
chief of the armed services; presided over the Supreme Defense Council, appointed judicial, diplomatic, military, and administrative officers. negotiated and ratified treaties, and exercised the right to pardon.'

The president was aided b ministers and state secretaries, who
were appointed and assigned their duties bN him and required no confirmation by the National AssembiN (see fig. 7. They could not simultaneously he deputies in the lil.,:slature or engage inother-pnbriiO-r
pH% ate professional activity. The president could address the nation'

and deliver message, to the National Assembly, in person if he so
chose. The messages were not, however, sr l)ject to debate.

The president ma} be held persunall responsible for his action in
the exercise of his official functions onl; in the case'of high treason.
The National Assign blN is the impeaching h,(1, . Impeachment requires
a three-fifths vote of the full membership by secret ballot, and the
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impeachment is tried by the High Court of Justice. Ministers and state
secretaries are also subject to impeachment procedures in the case of
a plot against the security of the state. As with the president, the National Assembly brings the impeachment, and the High Court of Justice tries it.
The changes that reestablished the post of prime minister in 1970
also assigned a considerable number of duties to his office and made
the rest of the cabinet responsible to him. It was the president, however, who continued to determine the policies of the government. He
ret..ined the power to appoint and dismiss the prime minister at will.
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The president also remained the head of the High Council for National
Defense, wbich controlled national security. Although general legislation was the work of the prime minister, all legislation had to be cosigned by the president, and some sensitive matters required only his
signature. The prime minister's position was also limited by a restoration of parliamentary responsibility, which made the prime minister
again liable to dismissal by a vote of censtire.
The ministers and state secretaries formed the Council of Ministers,
of which the prime minister was the presiding officer. Constitutionally,
this body was defined as the government. The makeup of the Council
of Ministers changed with some frequency, in terms both of men holding the portfolio and of the names and attributes of the ministries.. The
departments grouped together in ministries varied according to current administrative and political exigencies. Subjects covered by the
departments, however, remained standard. Areas of responsibility in
any given Council of Ministers included development planning, defense, foreign affairs, interior, justice, information, local government,

finance, the civil service, labor, agriculture, industry, education,
health, and public works.
The organization within the individual ministries generally followed
a similar pattern kt the top, the minister was assisted by a personal
cabinet invariably limited to five civil servants. This body functioned
as the minister's general staff, supervising the implementation of his
decisions and overseeing the operational echelons of the ministry on
his behalf. Within the ministry, responsibility was highly centralized,
al! decisions being taken by the minister or in his name. The director
of his cabinet served as chief of staff but not as his deputy.
The ministries were divided into first level units called either departMents Or sere ices. The next level was called a division, which served

only as a headquarters for the major operating elementsthe bureaus.
Relations with the ministries' units in the field :ere actually supervised by the regional governors (see Regional and Local Administration, this ch.).
A second organ of the executive branch, in addition to the Council

of-Ministers, was the office of the president, or the presidency. This
was divided into the president's personal cabinet and the Secretariat
General. The cabinet included only his personal political advisers and
his press, protocol, and security staffs. The Secretariat General, on the
other hand, became a major organ of government. During the years of
presidential rule, the man in charge of directing the administrative
affairs of the government, the secretary general, was given ministerial
rank.
This situation ended with the appointment of a prime minister, but
a number of important services remained within the Secretariat General. In 1973 these included the High Council of the Judiciary, the High
Council for National Defense, the Inspectorate General, and the Fiscal
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Control Office. One very important cabinet member, the minister of
state in charge of the armed forces, was also associated directly v 'th
the presidency.

Most of the other responsibilities of the Secretariat General were
transferred to a new and similar secretariat within the office of the
prime minister. Three junior cabinet membersthe secretaries of
state in harge of youth and sports, environmental matters, and special projects to improve living conditionswere assigned to the prime
minister's office. In addition, the seven regional governors were attached through this office directly to the executive, although regional
government in general was under the minister of interior.
Both secretariats served as places where interministerial conflicts
were resolved and as the final filters through which affairs had to pass
to be given consideration by the president or the prime minister. As a
result of this and of the general habit of passing questions to the top
for decision, many matters that might have been expected to be dealt
with elsewhere were, actually resolved within the secretariats.

The National Assembly
Under the constitution sovereignty rests with the people and is exercised through their representatives, gathered in a unicameral legislature called the National Assembly. Members of the body, called deputies, are elected every four years. wt the same time as the piresident,
by direct universal suffrage. Until 1973 there were eighty deputies

and twenty substitutes elected on a single national list, só that the
party winning the election gained all eighty seats. Deputies have parliamentary immunity, which may beand has beenlifted under
certain circumstances. No deputy may be simultaneously a minister or
a state secretary. The number of deputies was increased to 100 in 1973.
The additional twenty members were chosen to represent social and
economic interest groups.
The assembly holds two regular sessions a year. The budget must be
debated in the first session. No ordinary session may last longer than
two months. A special session may be called either on the petition of a
majority of the deputies or at the request of the executive. Such a session may not last more than two-weeks except in the case of a special

session on the budget, which may last until the budget is approved.

Sittings of the assembly are usually open to the public, and debates are
generally published verbatim in a special Journal Officiel.
The organization of the legislative body includes an executive committee known as the bureau and headed by the president of the assembly, who is the second most influential figure in the government, The
members divide themselves into standing committees for the review of

draft legislation before it is put to a vote. The rules provide for the
establishment of special committees as needed. In addition, some of the
deputies are assigned to several public and semipublic/agencies on
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which the assembly has regular representation. These agencies include
such institutions as the national press agency and the National Office
of Veterans.
For a measure to have the status of law it must be passed by the National- Assembly, w ith two important exceptions. The constitution provides for the delegation of legislative power to the president under
specified circumstances and provides a mechanism for referring bills
to the people. The president negotiates and ratifies treaties, but peace
treaties, commercial treaties, and agreements relative to international
organizations or changes in the territorial extent of the state must be
approved by the assembly.
Special conditions are laid down for fiscal legislation. In the usual
legislative process a bill may be introduced either by the government
(in which case it is canal a pmjet de Ioi) or by dep'ities (proposition de
loi). ('nee introduced, the bill is referred to committee, where amendments are often made and where members of the government may be
heard and questioned. The bill is then debated on the floor, usually in
open session. After a bill has been passedand in most cases passage
requires a simple majoritythe president of the assembly signs it and
sends it to the chief executive.
In practice, most bills are introduced by the government. It is rare
for such measures to be defeated, but alterations to bills or to their
applications are made by the government to satisfy criticism voiced
on the floor. In most cabinets a minister has been plaml in charge of
relations with the assembly and has had to keep the executive informed
of the mood of the members on all issues. When discontent or opposition is expected, the concerned members may be invited to discuss the
matter with a cabinet member or the president. Most politically sensitive measures have been reviewed by the party leaders before presentation so that they already represent an acceptable compromise (see
ch. 10).

In me late 1960s there were nine standing committees with defined
areas of competence; for example, foreign affairs, defense, and public

works. Bills and other matters for discussion by the legislature are
referred automatically to the concerned committee. Because the committees are permanent, the government apparently takes seriously its
duty to pros ide theni v. ith information. Most members of the assembly

apparently belong to no more than two committees; therefore, the
members develop a degree of competence in their areas of responsibility. Most of the committees do, however, cover several broad areas,
overseeing the operation of two or three ministries.
Within two weeks after receiving newly passed legislation, the president of the republic must sign it into law or return it for a secorJ con-

sideration. In the latter case the National Assembly is obliged to
reopen debate on the bill, and a three-fths majority of the full membership is required for passage the second time. The president must
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then sign the bill into law. When all the proper signatures are affixed,
the law is printed in the Journal Offtciel and enters into force.
Following the French model, the constitution is complemented by
organic laws specifically called for in that document. An organic law
requires the vote of an absolute majority for passage and can only be
promulgated when the Supreme Court, at the request of the president,
has declared it to be in conformity with the constitution. Organic laws
are called for to regulate such matters a the eligibility and election of
deputies, the special conditions for financial laws, and the organization and functions of the Supreme Court and the High Council of the
Judiciary.
Relations between the executive and the legislative authorities are
carefully delineated. Those matters that are restricted to law (that is,
legislative acts of the assembly) are in two categories. The first is the
establishment of rules concerning such basic matters as electoral systems; civil rights; nationality; personal law, law codes, organization of
the courts, and the status of the judiciary; the issuance of currency;
the basis, rate, and methods of collection of all taxes; the nationalization of any private enterprise; and the creation of new public agencies.
The second category concerns the determination of "fundamental

principles" in several areas of legislation, leaving the details to be
worked out by regulations issued by the government. The subjects in
this category are limited to educational matters; property rights and
civil and commercial obligations; all legislation pertaining to employment, unions. and social security; the general organization of the
armed forces, the police, and local government; and the pay schedules
of state employees.

All other matters are of a regulatory character, implying that
residual powers rest with the executive. The president's authority to
submit to the assembly' bills of social, economic, or financial import
not within the realm of stated legislation does not change the principle
that what is not assigned to the assembly is within the realm of presidential action.

In addition, the assembly may delegate its powers over specific
matters to the president, allowing him to take action_gener 'ly within

the realm of law. The procedure for this is carefully spelled out.
Such powers may not concern organic laws or amendments to the
constitution.

A declaration of war also must be authorizA by the National Assembly. A state of seige (etat de siege) or a state of emergency (etat
d'urgence) is decreed by the president.

When institutions of the republic, the independence of the nation,
its territorial integrity, or the fulfillment of its international commitments are seriously threatened, the president may take such immediate measures, including notifying the nation, as are required to ensure
the regular functioning of the public authorities. tThis arrangement is
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/distinct from a state of siege or a state of emergency.) He may not,
howeer, amend the constitution under these circumstances. In any of

.,

,

these cases the assembIN meets by right and remains in session for the
duration of the crisis. During that time the president acts as his own
legislature, but at the end of the period his decrees must be approved
by the assembly in order to continue to have the force of law.
The Supreme Court is the final 'Arbiter in case of disagreement be-

tween the executive and the legislative branches. Before asking the
Supreme Court for an opinion, however, the assembly has other approaches to control the executive. Ministers and state secretaries may
be questioned in writing or orally, with or without debate. A committee of inquiry may be constituted under serious circumstances. After
1970 the assembly could force the fall of the Council of Ministers.

The Economic and Social Council
The Economic and Social Council is an athisory body created to provide a formal voice for organized interest groups within the modern
sector. The council must be consulted by the government on all major
economic and social activities and on planning projects. With the exception of the national budget, all such matters submitted to the National
Assembly are first given to the council for study. Although its opinions
are purely advisory, the government makes every- appearance of giving

considerable weight to its advice and to the detailed studies that it
produces. As an additional duty it is charged with encouraging the
involvement of businessmen and professional people in national development efforts.
The council is composed of forty-five members sitting for six-year

terms. One-third of the posts are vacated every two years. Its chairman holds the post for his full six-year term. Of the forty-five members, nine are nominated by the labor unions to represent employees in
government and private enterprise; eighteen, by professional bodies
representing commerce, industry, and the professions; and nine, by
rural economic interests. Finally, nine are chosen by the president
because of their competence in social, scientific, cultural, or economic
matters. The council's Membership at times ha:, included a number of
Frenchmen. The council. which holds two sessions each year, has a
permanent bureau functioning under the chairman.

The Judicial System
The legal system was derived from that of the French colonial period.
The source of all law is codified legislation rather than common,law or
judicial precedent.
Until the end of World War II, two broad judicial jurisdictions had

been recognized. Europeans, and Africans who had gained French
:citizenship, were subjta to the general body of French law, administered by French courts sitting in the colony. Other Africans were
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bound in general by the customary law of their particular community,
administered by customary courts and by the system of colonial disciplinary law known as the indigenat (civil status of subject people).
In 1945 the indigenat was abolished and, as a result of subsequent
reforms, all inhabitants, regardless of race or affiliation, were brought
under the exclusive criminal jurisdiction of the courts that administered the French penal code. The duality of the civil law, however
persisted.
The body of law in force at the time of independence was retained by
a constitutional proviso, but since that time it has been progressively
adapted to the needs of the new nation. Among the more important
innovations were the ending of adherence to the French principle of
separation of ordinary and administrative law tribunals and the es-

tablishment of a new, unified court system to administer both the
law and customary law.
general body of
Under the constitution the judicial authority of the state is independent of both the executive and the legislature. In addition to the High
Court of Justice, the constitution specifically provides for the High

Council of the Judiciary and the Supreme Court. Other organs are
established by enactments of the National Assembly. The High Council
of the Judiciary assists the president in nominating judges, in exercising powers of clemency, and in guaranteeing the independence of the
judiciary. The president presides over the council; the minister of jus-

tice is its vice chairman; and other members are appointed from the
ranks of the judiciary.
Below the Svpreme Court the court structure has three levels. At the
bottom, the la'w provides for a petty court at the capital of each department. Even ually, one will sit in each district. Each case is heard by a
single jus ce of the peace ()age de la pair) who has original jurisdiction
in cases volving petty offenses and certain specified misdemeanors, in
minor vil suits, and in certain actions under customary law. Thecases
last named are tried with the aid of assessors or, in certain cases involving Muslim law, by a cadi appointed to sit as a justice of the peace.
The colonial regime had permitted African and Muslim customary

law to retain considerable legal authority, particularly in civil and
(personal matters. Muslim and customary courts continued to exist in
1973, but all were scheduled to be abolished. Their duties were to be
completely taken over by the petty courts.
Tribunals of first instance, located in each of the regional capitals,
form the intermediate level of courts. Each has a pr$siding judge, a
public prosecutor, and a varying number of associate judges; but all
cases are heard by a single judge. The courts have original jurisdiction
in civil actions and in criminal cases that exceed the competence of
petty courts, as well as appellate jurisdiction over most judgments of
such courts. In action involving customary law the bench is assisted by
assessors.
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Matters classified as crimmellus (major criminal offenses for which
the punishment can exceed five years in prison) are all tH d before the

courts of assize. Four of these are located in- Dakar, Saint-Louis,
Ziguinchor, and Kaolaek. These are the only courts utilizing a jury
system.
The Court of Appeal, sitting in Dakar, serves the entire country. The
bench is usually composed of three judges and, under some circumstances, of five. The court hears appeals from judgments of the lower
courts. Further appeal lies to the Supreme Court.

The full bench of the Supreme Court consists of the chief justice
(premier president), three presiding justices for sections of the court
(presidents de section), and six associate justices (conseillers . A prosecution department is headed by an attorney general (l rocureur

general) assisted by two solicitors. Ten civil servants known as auditenrs are assigned to assist in preparing and hearing cases.

embers

of the court have the same immunity as deputies in the

ational

Assembly.
In full court the Supreme Court rules on the consti.ationaliq of laws

and international agreements and approves organic laws bef re promulgation. These constitutional sessions are not open to the public.
The full court also sits as the general consultative assembly o give
advice on draft legislation, regulatory decrees, and adminis rative
problems at the request of the_government or of the president of the
National Assembly.

For most of its work, however, the full court is divided into three
sections, each consisting of a presiding justice and two associate justices. The auditeurs are divided among the sections as necessary, One
section serves as the court of final appeal in civil and criminal ma ters.
A second section handles final appeals involving jurisdictional eci-

sions. The third section is responsible for overseeing and ann ally
auditing government accounts and the financial transactions of s ate
enterprises of an industrial or commercial character.
JudgOs are appointed by the president on the nomination of the min-

ister of justice and may not be removed. Usually, no judge may be
transferred, even for a promotion, without his express prior conse t.
Although independent of the government, the judges are under the
authority of the minister of justice for administrative purposes. Whi e
serving as judges they may not engage in any other public or priva e
enterprise or hold elective office, although this provision mag b
waived under certain circumstances. The major source of judicial per
sonnel, prosecutors, and lawyers is the Faculty of Law of the Univer
sity of Dakar, although many older members have been educated in
France.
Lawyers are divided into three categories: advocates, notaries, and
legal counselors (conseillers jnridiques). Only advocates may plead
cases before a court. In addition to having a law degree, an advocate
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must have spent from three to five years as an intern in a law office or
court. Notaries are not allowed to plead cases and are not law school
graduates, but they are entitled to prepare and record legal documents.

Most have completed an extensive apprenticeship and have passed
competitive exaininations.

.

Any person may serve as a legal counselor, but such a counselor
may not appear before the courts or prepare legal documents. All advocates must belong to the bar association, which has the power to discipline its members.
In addition to the courts of the regular legal system, there are several
types of specialized courts. The most important but least used of these

is the High Court of Justice, created by the constitution for the sole
purpose of trying high government officials for treason or malfeasance
in office. The fourteen members of this body are chosen by the National

Assemblytwo from the ranks of the judiciary 'rind twelve from
among the legislature's own members.
A second body, also distinct from the regular judiciary, was created
by law in September 1961. The Security Court, consisting of a single
judge and two assessors, was created to try political cases and to pro-

vide for preventive detention in cases involving a threat to national

-

security. Any case involving crimes committed with a political motive
could be referred to it at the decision of the government. There was no
appeal Horn its decisions. It was not clear if it was still in existence in
1973.

Under a 1963 revision of the Code of Military Justice, the Court of
Appeal and the tribunals of first instance and courts of assize at Dakar,
augmented by military members, have jurisdiction over offenses com7,
mitted by members of the armed forces in time of peace (see ch. 16). '`
Labor courts are estalished by a decree that fixes the locationyterritorial jurisdiction, dnd administrative organization of each court/. The
courth are agents of the minister of justice. Composed of a julge and
two expert advisers each for labor, and management, labor court's adjudicate disputes between workers (individually or collectively) and

their employers concerning contracts, working conditions, health,
safety, and social security. Decisions may be appealedAhrough the
regional court system.

The Public Service
Civil servants are appointed by the president. The Supreme Council
of the Public Service advises on matters concerning the public service,

but it has only consultative powers. Civil servants have the right to
organize and strike within the limits of public security and may hold
no other posts simultaneously without special permissi'n. They may,
however, hold elective office. While campaigning, they most take leave
without pay but, once elected, they receive leave with pay during the
meetings of the elective hod/ on which they serve.,
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All civil servants are required to be Senegalese citizens, and to rise
in rank.they must be graduates of the National School of Administration (see ch. 3). Tht French employees of, the Senegalese government,
who had numbered over 1,300 civil servants and specialists in 1963,
had been greatly reduced in number by 1973. Most were paid by the
French government through foreign assistance programs (see ch. 11).
In the early 1970s,, because of the place it ,plays in the cduntry'S
economy and the demand for jobs that exists among graduating students, goverAment employment seemed to be a major factor in the
country's stability. The civil service, however, had actually grown at
a fairly moderate rate, increasing from 30.000 at independence in 1960
to 38,000 a decade later. Although these figures included all government civil employees, except for municipal employees and teacher's, it
did not include the sizable number of employees of commercial and
transportation organizations owned by the government (see ch. 13).
The civil,Service was divided into two major groups: functionaries
and Agents, the first group having permanent tenure. Of the functionaries some 1,500 were in general administration posts, and abolit 16,000
were in technical and specialized posts. Of some 18,000 agentsroughly
13,000 were contractual or temporary employees.
There was a large co 'centration of civil servants in Dakar because of
the desire for the com its and prestige of the posts in the country's
largest city and also because of the concentration of Powers in the
national capital. Very few civi$rvants willingly served in alle remote
parts of the country. Although the populations of the capital area and
Casamance Region were almost identical, the capital contained 42 perCent of the government's employees; asamance Region had only 0.5
percent of the total.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL ADMINISTRATION
For purposes of administration the country is divided into regions,

departments, arrondissements (districts), villages, andparallel to
this structuremunicipalities, or urban communes. Cap Vert Region,
surrounding the capital of Dakar, has a special structure. The regions
and communes are the only two units with any semblance of self -government.
The seven regions of the country are drawn, according to the government, to correspond roughly to the natural economic regions, modified
to some extent by ethnic and communications considerations. At the

head of each'region is an inspector of administration known.as the
governor, who is directly responsible to the president,. The governor
functions as the delegate of the president and the Council of Ministers,
representing each of the ministers. His duty is essentially that of coordinator rather than administrator. He receives in4truction on general policy from the president and on specific policies of each ministry
from the appropriate minister; in turn, he reports back tb the central
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government on the administration of the departments in his region.
Two deputy governors, one for administration and one for coordinating economic development, assist each governor. Because the development plan is so encompassing and important in
n Senegal, the role of the
deputy governor for economic development is a key one (see 6.'13).
In their economic capacity the governor and his deputy are assisted by
the Regional Development Center (Centfe Regional d'Assistance pour
-

le DeveloppementCRAD). The governor, his deputy for economic
development, and the CRAD director all have responsibility for seeing
tliat the development plan is carried out in their region. They are assisted by a regional development committee, which includes the chiefs
of ,the technical service units and local political leaders. Their work
-involves rural construction programs, rural cooperatives, and liaison

with the central agricultural marketing agencies and the National
,Development Bank (Banque Nationale de Developpement du Senegal
BNDS).

.

Regional assemblies were established in 1960, when members were
elected for fi,e-year terms by universal suffrage (exclusive of residents

of municipalities, which did not participate in the regional government). These assemblies, whose size varied from twenty to sixty members, approved the budget, financed by taxes imposed in and for that
region, within the limits set by the National Assembly.
The seven regions appear to exist primarily to provide a workable

link between the central government and the twenty-seven departments. Almost all local administrative activities take place at the department level or lower. The head of the department, the prefect, is
appointed by the president. He is the depositary in his area of the
powers of the national government and again represents eac' of the
ministers. He reports to both the unit of the Ministry of Interior responsible for regional and local government and directly to the president through the governor. Until after 1963 the departments had been
called circles (cercles) and their heads, commandants.
The prefect is the figure to whom local leaders look as the voice of the
government. His is therefore the key post in the government's link with

the peoplethe one upon whose success or failure any effort to introduce new ideas and progressive changes most heavily depends. One of
his principal duties is to inform the central government of the attitudes
of local people. ,

With the assistance of his deputy, who handles administrative matters, the prefect is responsible for maintaining order and has full police
powers. He also controls the public servants employed in his department. All their correspondence with their ministries has to pass through
his hands. The prefect himself is usually a civil servant, although along

the troubled border with Portuguese Guinea the post invariably is
assigned to a military officer instead. The majority of the prefects were
graduates of the National Schhol of Administration (see ch. 8).
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A prefect has under his authority the heads of the arrondissements
into which each department is divided. In 197Q there were eighty-five
arrondissements, with a rural population in almost all cases of between
10,000 Ad 35,000. The arrondissements are essentially amalgamations
of the old colpnial cantons, which had been headed by a local chief. In
1973 the arrondissement chief was a civil servant- named by decree.
Under the prefect, he was responsible for public order and safety and
could utilize the small detachment of the Republican Gdard at his disposal. He was responsible for arrests and for full investigation of offenses against the law, as well as the registration of births and deaths
and control of elections. He supervised the collection of taxes by village
chiefs and served as the prefect's representative in the local rural de-

velopment center. vn many areas the arrondissement ,chief was regarded in the same way that the traditional tribal leader or the colonial
official would have been.
Each arrondissement is made up of from 100 to 600 villages. Arrangements are made to consider nomadic and seminomadic groups of families as villages. The minister responsible for local government confirms

local notables as village chiefs (chefs du village) on the advice of the
prefect. Village heads collect taxes for the higher authorities, but aside
from that their poweis are limited, and they have little initiative. 'Because they are in closest contact with the people, howeverAhek are in a
position to foster or obstruct the effective implementation of decisions
_made at higher levels. The chief is assisted by t council; formerly this
was a council of notables, but where the change has actually been effected, it has become an elected council.

The Communes
Municipalities are labeled urban communes. In the early 1970s there
were thirty-four of these purportedly self-governing towns. Although
many of them served as capitals of a region or department, they had a
separate administrative structure from the region in which' hey were
located. Theoretically, to qualify as a commune, a town must be able to
balance its budget. A municipal council is elected by universal suffrage
for a six-year term, and a mayor is elected by the council from among
its members. The mayor receives no salary but is granted expenses and

a small annual allowance. He is a voting member of the municipal
council, over which he presides. He supervises such matters as traffic,

sanitation, and licensing. Security functions of the commune are
handled by the regional governor or by the local prefect. The mayor implements laws and regulations on behalf of the central government and
often serves as unofficial arbiter of differences arising between citizens
of his commune.
The municipal councillors number between thirteen and thirty-seven,
depending on the population represented. The members are unpaid and
meet in only four regular sessions a year. The 'ouncil has certain func-

tions laid down by law, such as recordkeeping, maintenance of
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cemeteries and streets, provision of public lighting and water, and
supervision of markets. In theory, it has financial autonomy and votes
its own budget annually. In fact, the government, by setting the number and wages of communal employees, giving or withholding approval
of proposed taxes, and itself supplying most of the money spent by the
communes, firmly controls all but about one-fifth of the average communal budget and exercises negative control over that fifth.
Even in matters other than finance, the central govern merit exercises
considerable control over the communes, despiteAheir purported selfgoverning status. The cities are supervised by the Ministry of Interior
through the regional governors and prefects. Any municipal council
that acts in conflict with the laws or in a way that the ministry deter-

mines is not in the population's best interests can be suspended by
decree. This has been a very common occurrence. Until the government
permits elections to be held, the communes thus affected are governed
by appointed officials.

All regional and department capitals are located in towns with the
status of urban communes. Although the communes' administration
and their lack of representation in the regional assemblies put them in
a separate administrative status from the departments, the prefects
exercise considerable control over municipal government. Officially,
the prefect serves as the counselor of the municipality in its relations
with the central government. He participates in municipal council
meetings, and all the commune's correspondence with the central government is transmitted through him. Despite the objections of some
urban leaders in the early 1970s, the central government planned to
continue its close controls over the municipalities and to postpone decentralization efforts until the 1980s.
Dakar has a special status within both the regional and municipal
framework. In January 1961 Cap Vert Region and the commune of
Dakar were divided into six arrondissements, each of which had a
council, a mayor, and an assistant mayor. Over these officials was imposed the municipal council of greater Dakar, a body that included all
eighty arrondissement council members. The greater Dakar council
elected its.own mayor and assistant mayor. Beginning in 1972 an additional twenty members were nominated by local social and economic
organizations.
The mayor of Dakar has almost no powers, his large budget being
used mostly by the governor of Cap Vert Region, who is the only governor to have direct administrative powers. The governor has !Ake
powers for Dakar and is responsible for such services as health, roads,
water supply, public lighting, and fire protection. He is accountable to
the mayor of Dakar for the funds spent. Beginning in 1972 officials
with the rank of prefect were assigned to handle the administrative
affairs of the arrondissements.
Mayors, and to a lesser extent municipal councillors, are important
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in Senegalese political life. Over half of the deputies in the National
Assembly at times have served simultaneously as municipal councillors or mayors. A number of former mayors have served as ambassadors or have held other important posts. The mayor, in short, spends..
less than 'ull time administering his commune:

Changes Under Way in 1973
Extensive changes in the regional administration and local government were envisioned by legislation passed in early 1972..By mid-1973,
however, many of these changes had been carried out in parts of only
one region, which was to serve as a test area for the new reforms before
they were applied throughout the country.
Under the reforms the regional assemblies, which had never actually
played the role they were designed for, were to be replaced by,the re-"

gional councils. The new councils were to be purely advisory bodies.
They also differed from the assemblies in that they were to include
representatives of the urban communes and members nominated by,
local social and economic interest groups. Similar councils were to be
created at the department and arrondissement levels. The arrondissements were to be renamed subprefectures, headed by a civil servant of
increased rank.
Finally, a new level of administration was to be created in the form
of rural communes headed by rural councils. The communes, approximately one-fourth the size of the 0-rondissements, are intended eventually to give the rural people management over their own affairs.
Their formation was expected to follow only after local agricultural
cooperatives had been successful in linking several villages in co9,pergrrtive enterprises.
Two-thirds of the rural council members are to be chosen by popular
election, and one-third are to be nominated by the members of the communities' cooperative organizations. Changes in the administration of
those urban communes that are also regional capitals are also called
for. An appointed official will take over the administrative duties of

the mayor, leaving him solely with duties as the chairman of the
municipal council.
These and many of the other planned changes were decided upon as
part of a policy labeled deconcentration, that is, the placing of more

responsibility on the shoulders of civil servants rather than concentrating power in ministerial hands. The policy was adopted primarily
to solve what President Senghor had often termed the country's major

governmental problem, a very widespread and ingrained practice
among civil servants and politicians of avoiding responsibility by passing all matters for decision to the top. This practice, depicted by the
president as "Pontius Pilate-ism" left so many petty decisions in the

hands of officials at the top levels of management that it interfered
with their primary duties.
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CHAPTER 10

POLITICAL DYNAMICS AND VALUES

Political power in Senegal is based on the personal 'popularity of a
leader and on his ability to handle the coalition nature of Senegalese
politics. President Leopold-Sedar Senghor has continually demonstrated his political strength on both counts. He had first won the support of the rural majority in the late 1940s by'being the only politician
to seek to represent their interests. IiiIate 1973 he retained his rural
popularity, in part through his adroit political contacts with the Islamic
brotherhoods. The leaders of these brotherhoods exercise considerable
influence over the majority of the country's population. President
Senghor's appeal did not fully extend to the older sophisticates in the
cities nor to the young intellectuals at the university, but the great
mass of the population, mobilized through its traditional local leaders,
kept him firmly in office.

The Tilling party, the Senegalese Progressive Union (Union Progressiste SenegalaiseUPS), is a mass-based party that operates down
to the village level throughout the country. Despite the absence of legal
barrie 's to the formation of opposition parties, the UPS had complete
contro over the government and in 1973 had been virtually unopposed

for f' e years. It had come to power through the abilities of its
leade particularly-the skills of President Senghorto mobilize and

retain he_support of the vast majority of the people in open competition with other parties and their leaders in the late 1940s and 1950s.
The opposition parties had continued to contest elections until 1966,

although they were unable to make more than small dents in the
appeal of the UPS. Their disappearance six years after independence
resulted from the realization by their leaders that they would have a
better chance of obtaining their objectives by working Within the domi-

nant party. After their absorption in the UPS the former opposition
leaders were granted voices in decisionmaking out of proportion to
their political strength but in line with their personal skills.
The only vocal challenges to' the UPS came from the remnants of a

small communist group, the African Party of Independence (Parti
Africain d'IndependancePAD and from certain radical elements
among Dakar's secondary and university students. Neither had any
significant following.

All meaningful political activity rook place within the UPS,
where factions advocating modern objectives sought the support of
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traditional groups that still formed primarily along religious or ethnic
lines, although such traditional divisions were not particularly hostile.
Basic polici differences among the political factions were limited to
disagreements over the speed with which major changes were to be,
accomplished. Most significant political maneuvering was actually the
result of clashes between competing personalities. The political skills
and popular preeminence of President Senghor allowed him to reconcile
and control such clashes.

MAJOR POSTINDEPENDENCE POLITICAL EVENTS
Political Opposition and Change
President Senghor weathered his most serious political crisis in
December 1962 with the attempted coup and later arrest of Prithe
Minister Mamadou Dia (see ch. 2). This was followed in early 1963 bya national plebiscite, which approved a new constitution placing the
great bulk of authority in presidential hands and abolishing the post of
prime minister (see ch. 9).
A political opposition continued to exist in the for m,,of two or three
small opposition parties, the most important of which was the African-

Realignment Party of Senegal (Parti du Regroupement ,AfricainSenegalPRA-Senegal). Legislative and presidential elections in
December 1963 were marred by violent riots in Dakar by PRA-Sefiegal

supporters and others who had formed a united front to oppose the
UPS candidates. The riots were suppressed by the police and military
forces. In the next two years the UPS won over many of the PRASenegal supporters, and PRA-Senegal leaders decided to dissolve their
party and join the UPS in June 1966. Three of these leaders were immediately named to ministerial posts in the national government.

Of the thirty-odd parties that had contested elections in the 1950s,

only two very small communist partiesboth illegalremained in
existence. Other forces, however, still disturbed the political
tranquillity.
The government's major problems came from the students of Dakar,
primarily those in the university. Following the examples of rioting led
by left-wing radical elements at European universities in May 1968,,
the students of the University of Dakar went on strike, demanding
major educational reforms at first but later issuing demands for major
changes in Senegalese society. Their first demands were for a reduc-

tion in the French government's influence in the university and
changes in the curriculum at all educational levels that would make
courses more relevant to the African society. They were joined in their

protestfirst by secondary students and later by the workers of
Dakar in a general strike, without the sanction of their unions. Violent
rioting broke out; in the rioting and the subsequent suppression bymilitary forces a number of Senegalese were killed.
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In 1969 the government was again compelled to control student protests, this time accomplished without a significant degree of violence.
In addition to suppressing the rioting, the government also undertook

a number of reforms to lessen the grounds for complaint. These
changes were still being announced and implemented in 1973. They
included an end to the supervision that the French Ministry of Education had exercised over the university and the adoption of curriculum
reforms. The salaries and working conditions of the lowest paid urban
workers had been improved, and in mid -1973 the government announced legislation to force the pace of africanization in private indus-

try7 In order to lessen the resentment of theyounger generation,
younger men were brought into important posts in the party and the
government.
The most important of these men was Abdou Diouf, who at the age of
thirty- five -in early 1970 was appointed to fill the newly re-created post

of prime minister. The new post was left clearly subordinate to the
president in matters of major political importance, but Diouf exercised
control over all the day-to-day operations of the government. Observ-

ers considered Diouf President Senghor's handpicked successor, a
point made more important by a 1970 constitutional change that
barred the president from seeking reelection in 1978 (see ch. 9).
Elections of 1973

In the January 1973 national elections President Senghor received the
support of 97.1 percent of the registered voters in his quest for a third
full five-year term. At the same time, 96.9 percent of the registered
voters cast ballots in support of the UPS list of 100 candidates for the
National Assembly. There were no opposition candidates. Even if there,
had been, the president's popularity and ability to mobilize his supporters was such that outside observers' felt there would have been little
difference in the percentage of votes he received.
Although the 100 candidates on the party's electoral ticket for the
aEJembly could not lay aim to similar support, their selection by the
party was not arbitrar, . Almost all of the eighty candidates drawn

from regional constitu ncies and most of the twenty representing
social, labor, youth, and other interest groups had gained the nomination.by a competitive selection process conducted within the party (see
ch. 9). They were the choice of the strongest voices in the local party
unit, and in the traditionally organized communal society they were

thus the persons best able to attract votes in their own districts.
A small number of candidates were selected by a decision of the
party's national leadership in order to ensure a voice for ethnic or
social minorities or to reward a particularly helpful leader for his
assistance. In an open, single-member constituency election, there was
little doubt that few of these candidates would have received anything
like 96 percent of the votes, and some undoubtedly would have been
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defeated. Senegalese elections, however, are conducted by the single,
national list system. This system provides that all voters casts singlel,
vote for an entire list of candidates compiled by party leaders to fill all
100 seats. Even if the electors had had a choice between two or more
complete lists, there is little doubt that the vast majority would have
given its Support to the UPS ticket as a whole regardless of their atti,
tude toward some of the individual candidates.

DEVELOPMENT OF PARTY POLITICS
Since the nineteenth century, citizens of the communes (see Glossary)

have organized to elect representatives, although not in the form of
modern political parties. For the first few decades of the twentieth
century, the political organizations ser-ve'cd primarily as a means of
distributing patronage 6 element of political activity that was still
of importance in 1973. The other heritage of early electoral politiCal
activity was its elite nature. The early political groupings were of and
for citizens of the communes and virtually ignored the subjects who
made up the rest of the population. It was not until the beginning of a
progressive extension of ttce franchise in 1946 and 1947 that politicians,
following the example of Senghor, began to court the nonurban majority
of the population (see ch. 2).
With the new political climate after World War II and the beginning

of the ground swell that was to result in statehood and independence,
political parties proliferated. The educated, relatively wealthy, assimilated city people who formed the core of an established socialist party
associated with the French Socialist Party were unable to ride the new
crest. Senghor, one of their most promising politicians, broke away in
1948 and, taking advantage of the popular reaction to the older party,
founded his own. His qualifications were his having been a subject and
not a citizen, his willingness to campaign for days on end in the villages
and smaller towns of the back country, and his operation of the party
on a relatively decentralized basis. He quickly won the support of the

growing electorate outside the communes. His victorythat of the
"new citizens," both rural and urban, against the "old citizens" of the
communescame in 1951, and in the 1957 election he easily carried all
parts of the country except the urban strongholds of Dakar and SaintLouis. Although after 1960 he had support from most townspeople as
well as from those in the country, the political cleavage between town
and country still persisted. For example, the anti-Senghor vote during
the March 1963 constitutional referendum was twice as large in Dakar
as it was anywhere else, although even there it was small in absolute
terms.
Senghor left the established Socialists not over an ideological argument but because he felt that the party could not survive the way it
was run. He resigned over what he called the dictatorship of its leader,
Lamine Gueye, and over Gueye's persistence in ignoring large seg192

ment.s..Qf the population and catering almost exclusively to the urban
dwellers'. (Gueye later came over to Senghor's side to join the UPS and
.was president of the National Assembly during the 1960s.) Senghor did
not renounce socialism; in fact, there has never been a party in Senegal
that did not profess some form of socialism. Senghor, in setting'up his
own party, put the emphasis on a smoothly running machine designed

to win elections rather than on a community 'of ideas; and this approach was successful from the first.
Senghor built up his party after 1948 as a series of coalitions, and the
coalition continues to be one of the outstanding features of Senegalese

parties. Not only did Senghor successfully manage to keep afloat a
series of intraparty coalitions but, by devising interparty coalitions
and making them palatable, his own organiiation merged periodically
with others to form new coalitions.
Out of this welter of factions and followings four parties had emerged
by the time independence was obtained in 1960. Senghor's UPS was in
control and was trying to form a coalition with the two legal opposition
parties. One of these, the PRA-Senegal, had a considerable following

but almost no real strength and no representative in the National
Assembly. Tile other, the Bloc of Senegalese Masses (Bloc des Masses
StsnegalaiSesBMS), had one deputy in the assembly and a small and
ill-defined following of old-line socialists. The outlawed PAT, which
was very close to the French Communist Party, had a small, dedicated
'following but no strength or geographical base.

Senegalese Progressive Union
According to the constitution of the Senegalese Progress ve Union

(Union Progressiste SenegalaiseUPS), membership is a ormal act
involving,the purchase of a party card. In 1967, at the end of he annual
drive, 540,000 cards had been distributed. The party's total strength
was more accurately indicated by the results of the 1968 elections, when
over 93 percent of the electorate voted as Senghor, his lieutenants, the

Islamic brotherhoods, and most clan (see Glossary) leaders had
suggested.
The core of Senghor's strength has always rested in the area around

Thies, Diourbel, and Kaolackthe area dominated by groundnut
(peanuffultivation and in the Muridiya, the strongest of the Islamic
brotherhoods (see Political Interest Groups, this ch.). The small farmers
all over thp country, except in Casamance Region, can be counted loyal
UPS supporters.

The base units of the party are the 2,500 village or neighborhood
committees, which were established in occupational as well as geographic groups. These local committees elect their many officers, who
generally reflect the various factions, chins, ethnic groups, and occupational groups in the area involved. The villageicommittees are brought
together into some 400 subsections, which in turn form sections at the
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department level; in Dakar, neighborhoods are grouped into sectors
and divided into subsections..

Above these party units are seven regional unions, and at the top of

the party structure is the national council (formerly the executive
committee), comprising UPS ministers and deputies; members of the
Youth Movement of the Senegalese Progressive Union (Mouvement de

la Jeunesse de l'Union Progressiste',SenegalaiseMJUPS); and the
delegates from the departments-on the basis of overall and party popu-

lation. These delegates must outnumber the ministers and deputies,
and total attendance of the national council is about 300 at its quarterly
meetings.: The national council elects the executive bureau, the top
administrative body of the party, and committees to deal with finances
and internal conflicts. The executive bureau has thirty-eight members,

of whom four are delegates from the MJUPS. The president of the
republic and the president of the National Assembly are members-b'
right. This body is the real policymaking organ in the country.
The party constitution calls for a national congress to be held every
two years, at which time the executive bureau reports on party policy

in various fields. Representation, proportional to the membership in
each section, is fixed by the bureau before each cOgress.

The higher in the pyramid the party unit is, the more control or
attempted control is exercised from Dakar. The national party officials
decide not only who will be elected to party posts at higher levels but
also whom the party members on municipal councils will choose as their
,
\s.
mayors.
After national council meetings the delegates are expected to return
home and hold meetings at which they pass on to the local population
decisions made at the national level. The role of the party, according to
Senghor, is to elaborate the governmental program and doctrine at the
party congress and to "orient and control" the assembly and the government through national council and executive bureau meetings. Once the
administrators have been oriented, they are to be left alone by the party
in carrying out their administrative tasks.
The MJUPS is in theory a parallel structure to the party for all people

between eighteen and twenty-fik7e years of age (and up to thirty if
desire(rby the individual). No one may belong to both the UPS and the
MJUPS-at the same time. The MJUPS considers its role to,be that of the

avant-garde within the party. Members are often recruited from the
younger youth group, Pioneers of Senegal (Pion niers du Senegal). The
other organization aimed at yo'ung people within the party is its student
organization. In 1973 there was no indication that this group had either
influence or a significant number of members. It claimed tnbe related
to but not a part of the MJUPS; students in both Dakar and Paris were
members of its bureau. All youth groups were affiliated in an overall
federation, the National Union of Young People of Senegal (Union Na-

tionale de la Jeunesse du SenegalUNJS). To assure the political
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course of the fedet talon, its president was the secretary general of the
MJUPS. The women's organization that was supposed to exist within
the party actually functioned only in the form of a few local wiomen's
gtoups in the cities.
The party publishes a daily newspaper, Le Sole il du SOlegal, and subsidizes the weekly party newspaper, L'Unite Africaine, te'which all
members are expected to subscribe if psosibl e (see ch. 12). The executive
bureau- exercises editorial supervision over the newspapers.

The party's formal arrangements for finance, structure, and membership are based on foreign models, especially on the constitutions of
French- patties of which Africans had been members. These models do
not reflect the local political realities and therefore cannot provide-for
the actual operation of the party. Consequently, it is difficult for the
nonparty member to determine how the UPS really works.

African RealiOnent Party of Senegal
The African Realignment Party of Senegal (Parti du Regroupement
Africain-SenegalPRA -SeOgal) had counted most of its support in
the early 1960s as being in- Casamance Region, where_ it had some
300,000 followers over hall the population). In addition, there were
estimated to be another 3,006 to 4,000 supporters, mostly among recent
university graduates in Dakar and in Saint-Lpuis. These latter tended

to support PRA-Senegal rather than the UPS because they looked
down on what they considered to be the "party. of the hacks" and the
mass -party appeal of the UPS. After 1g62 many urban PRA-Senegal
. adherents were technicians of the development plan who had supported
Mamadou Dia when he was prime minister. Th&party had no basic
ideological disagreement with the stated aims of the government or
with the development plan, although some members felt that Senghor
was not moving fast enough. PRA-Senegal was continually split by
serious internal dissensions. Its leaders, like those of the other parties,
were UPS dissidents. The formal structure of the party was similar to
that of the UPS. Communication between the political buieau and its
village committees was difficult after the party newspaper, Independance Africaine, was banned in September 1960.
In 1963 the PRA-Senegal became the major member of a front that
inclUded the PAI, members of the then-dissolved BMS, and the supporters of the jailed Dia. Its turn to violence in the 1963 elections was
apparently planned and was a\ teaction to the futility of its efforts to
gain electoral support. By 1966 the party was eager to accept President
Senghbr's offer of unity.
Bloc of Senegalese Masses

(

The Bloc of Senegalese Masses (Bloc des Masses Senegalaises
BMS), a breakaway from the UPS, represented some of the more con-

servative commercial and dissatisfied religious elements who were
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--formerly associated with the various socialist parties and Lamine
Gue:,

_Although Lamine Gueye did not join the BMS, his nephew and
law partner. Bouhacar Gueye, was one of the national leaders and the
only deputy in the National 'Assembly not a member of the UPS. Many
of these national leaders had broken with the UPS over the dissolution
of the Mali Federation (see ch. 2).
The patty was abolished by a government decree in October 1963;
but shortly after it .was re-formed as the Senegalese National Front.

Because the frqnt attracted the suPport of the former supporters of
Dia, the government, again brought pressure to bear' against' it. It
finally dissolved in late 1964.

African Party of Independence and Other Marxist Groups
The African Party of Independence (Parti Africain d'Independance
PAI). outlawed since1960, was still able to maititain a covert existence
in 1973: It has remained closely associated witii the Soviet and French
communist parties. Its small size had never allowed it to be an electoral
or an effective conspiratorial-organization. but it managed to retain a
f-'lowing of about 2,000 to 3,000 members. Despite the partY's espousal
Gi communism, its members are drawn from among the middle-class
recent university graduat Their courtship of the ScInegalese proletariat remains largely unrequited. They have no real geographic base
but have been active in Saint-LoUis and at the University of Dakar.
Their organization is the most rigid of all the parties because of their
communist connections. The basic unit is the cell (noymo, which has
very few members, who may he chosen by geography orbccupation. In
theory, above the cell are sectors, regional groupings, and the national
bureau. In actual fact, there appears to he no organizational apparatus..
between the cell and the national level. A very small pro-Chinese,com-,
munist splinter faction, the Senegalese Communist Party (Parti Communiste Ser..!galzusePCS) split from the PAI and was promptly declared illegal by the government in 1965.
A large number of PAI and PCS members (reportedly 170) had been
convicted of subversion and imprisoned in 1965 and 1969. A number of
the'other members were in exile, mostly among,the sizable Senegalese
community in France. Nevertheless, the PAI claimed,that its Central
C.dmmittee was able to hold its annual meeting in Dakar, at least in
1971.

During the 1950s and 1960s the PAI actively sought to form a united
front with other groups opposing the UPS but had little success in.such
efforts (except for a brief period at the time of the troubled 1963 elections), largely because it was widely recognized as a part of the international communist movement. This failure, and its stated policy of
opposition to the power of the Muslim religious brotherhoods, prevented the PAI from gaining any support among the rural majority.
The Ur 'versity of Dakar has also been the center of other radical
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Marxist-briented groups.', The combined efforts of these groups in the
late 1960s, and early 1970sliad been limited to disrupting the academic
community, notably during sindeni_dots in the 1968/69 school year.
The primary, objective of the rioters at the-University of Dakar was the

reduction of French domination of the education al facilities and
The other center of radical left-wing activity among the students
had been the Democrat.. Union of Seregalese Students (Union Democratique des Etudiants Senegalai
Union of Dakar Students
(Union des Etudiants de Dakar),
`hick were declared illegal
bi.gartizations in February 1971. Other radicals could be found among
the Members of the Teachers Union of Senegal (Syndicat des Enseign, ants du Senegal-;/
which was banned in early 1973, and the Gen-

eral Union of Senegalese Workers in France (Union Generale des
Tra:ailleurs Senegalais en France). In 1973 these were the only, labor
unions that could be considered in any way opposed to the government.

The influence of these groups spread as the new graduates left the,
university to join the teaching profession, but their numbers and influence were still very small in 197,8.

,POLITteAL INTEREST GROUPS
Successful party building in Senegal consists of making a grand
coalition out of several interests. Ethnic groups, generation, caste,
Muslim brotherhood, labor union, or veterans association may be far
more important to an individual than membership in a political party.
The UT'S leadership is also the government leadership, and there is
,a strong ildency to conceive of the government and party as interchangeable. In principle, the party is paramount and gives instructions
to the government but, since the party can and does change its makeup,
there is a nameless amalgamation of part) and government that is the
source of power and patronagethe way to get things done.for one's
country, one's friends, and oneself.
Senghor's party coalition has alweys reflected the basic social structure of the country. Groups that the Senegalese call clans, consisting
of a leader and his followers (who are generally from .a single ethnic,
religious, or kinship group) along with the brotherhoods, are the significant units in the political system (see ch. 5). The men commanding
these groups are those to whom Senghor turns, The clans are in many
ways more important to politics than are issues; although clans themselves are an issue. Everyone professes to be against clan politics, but
it is widely praCticed and is in,effect almost the only way to conduct
politics in the country.
Members of a clan fully support their leader, and he looks after their
interests on a patron-client basis. A clan leader does not seek formal
political power so much as he seeks influence and status as a means of
assuring the group's welfare. As an institutionalization qi personal
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relationships, the elan provides an obvious vehicle for political influence. Members give their leader their votes, among other things, in
return for whatever he can obtain by delivering their votes.

The Islamic Brotherhoods
The Islamic brotherhoods and their leaders, the marabouts, are the
major7controllers of public \opinion and organs for mobilization of
politick) support in the country. The marabouts also dominate much of
their followers' economic life as well, as they control large portions of

land, particularly in the groundnut production areas.'The brotherhoods, to which as much as 75 percent of the population belong, dominate the lives of the small farmers throughout the country, except in,
Casamance Region. The marabouts provide the earthly as well as the
spiritual leadership for their followers. Their domination varies from
group to group but is sufficiently strong in almost all cases so that the
goy. ern ment feels its necessary to deal with the people through the
marabouts in all efforts to mobilize support for its policies. In ordeito
seek or retain the support o'f'a major element of the population, politi-

cal leaders regularly take sides in conflicts within and between the
brotherhoods, such as which order should control an important mosque
or which claimant should be recognized as a great marabout's legitimate successor.
The portions of the Islamic community that belong to the brotherhoods are divided into three major orders (see ch. 7). Two of these, the

Tidjaniya and the Qadiriya, are further split into several different
branches, giving the country six major and several minor divisions.
Each separate branch or united brotherhood is headed by a chief marabout, generally called a great marabout or caliph. All other religious
leaders are called marabouts, without distinction As-to whether they
lead 100 .or 10,000 men. They are, however, in a hierarchy, and the
great marabout is their leader. Each man owes obedience to his own
marabout, to the marabouts heading the larger units above him, and
ultimately to the great marabout of his branch or brotherhood.

This obedience extends to civil and political matters as well as to
religious questions. Thus the six major divisions (the united Muridiya
brotherhood and the five important branches of the two other large
brotherhoods) form the major political divisions among the country's
rural population.
The control that a marabout actually exercises varies from group to
group as well as with the personal capabilities of the individual leader.
Moreover, many of the marabouts who possess considerable authority
over their followers have not developed any strong interest in most
political questions. The Muridiya, however, forms a tightly disciplined
force and follows leaders who have generally demonstrated consider-

able political interest, at least in matters that they see as affecting
them. Because of this, President Senghor has usually supported the
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Muride leaders when they have come into confrontation with other
groups and has generally made major efforts to appease the Muride
caliph. The government automatically seeks the support of the Muride
.

leaders on all issues.

The branches of the other orders have at least the latent political
ability to interfere with governmental plans on a national scale and do
severely affect or controksovernment activity at the regional level and

below. The national government is therefore careful to placate the
leaders of the other orders, although assigning a lower priority to this
effort than to maintaining the support of the Muride leadere.

Despite its outward unity and discipline, even the Muridiya is A
loosely structured body. The great.marabout must be obeyed, but the
lower ranking marabouts are free to feud with each other. They seek to
influence the great" marabout or to boost the Ten they are associated
with into positions of influence and power, both within their brotherhood and in governmental posts.
Marabout influence is strong in the groundnut areas of Thies, Diourbel, and Sine-Saloum anti strongest of all in those sections within the
groundnut area that are dominated by the Muridiya brotherhood. The marabouts have less control over their Toucouleur adherents in Fleuve
_Region; however, during much of the 1950s and the postindependenee
period, Saidou Nourou Tall, the leading marabout in Fleuve was per-

haps the most politically minded of all the religious leaders. The
brotherhoods have little influence in Casamance Region, where the
population largely adheres to traditional religions, or in Senegal Oriental Regions where population density is very low (see ch. 3). In highly
urban Cap Vert Region surrounding Dakar, the brotherhoods retain

their religious leadership over the many people who have migrated
from the interior, but the government has other channels to influence
the peOple on political matters.

-

At least in some of the branches and brotherhoods, the great marabout is assisted by a council of marabouts, comprising the principal
figures in the brotherhood. The marabout may consult the council before making important decisions and generally announces such decisions in its presence. His personal retainers, however, ordinarily advise
him on political matters. They also serve as his ambassadors to the
other orders and to the national government. The great marabout, of
the Murides, for example, considered himself officially represented in
Dakar during the 1960s by a relative, Samba Gueye, who was named

to cabinet minister rank, and by his own general secretary, who
regularly called upon President Senghor as the marabout's personal
representative.
At the local level, at least in the heartlands of the brotherhoods, most
people turn to the powerful marabouts whenever they need assistance.
They are fully aware of the influential voice the marabouts have in
government circles. In their efforts to obtain support frOm the national
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government for projects within their region or district, it is not even
uncommon for regional government officials to seek the assistance of
the leading marabouts.
The government officials regularly use the marabouts at all levels as
their channels of information to the rural people. The degree of marabout involvement in local administration varies with the degree of
power of the branch or brotherhood.
A man seeking a government position, an ambitious official wishing
promotion, or a person seeking party nomination Tor an elected post
will also cultivate the support of a powerful marabout. Those who are
most successful at obtaining the marabout's backing become known- as
hiS protégés. They often function as his representatives in a particular
government agency to the detriment of efforts to reduce nepotism and

to increase efficiency. Those who turn to the marabouts :for support
include younger men who have European educations and ministers of
the national government as well as traditionalist members of the National Assembly.

The government also found it necessary to continue the colonial
practice of giving gifts of cash to the politically important marabouts.
Throughout the colonial period the French sought to bind the brotherhoods to them by giving gifts to the leading marabouts, particularly
the heads of the orders. They in turn used such gifts either to reward
their own closest disciples or to provide feasts and other celebrations
for their followers. As a result, the marabouts came tq expect to receive
money from the French in return for supporting their policies. In return, oh all public occasions, the French expected and received speeches
from important amic leaders, praising their policies. Fortunately
for the government's treasury, only a few hundred of the more than
5,000 marabouts were influential outside their own villages in 1973,
and not more than a handful of these exercised any power at the national level.

.

In each major political crisis President Senghor and the UPS have
expected and received the major bulk of their political support from

the Islamic brotherhoods. For this reason the UPS has, at least at
times, limited its efforts to adapt social reforms favored by its leaders
in circler to be sure of retaining the support of the conservative marabouts. This has affected the party's chances to.adopt measures that
might attract left-wing elements into the party.
In addition, the government has had difficulty dealing with marabouts who oppose its policies, not only because of the support they can
expect from their followers but also because, as religious figures, they
cannot be tt reatened as can opposition political leaders. On two occasions when the government did arrest and briefly detain an important
marabout, it took great care to publicly justify and explain its actions.
There are no practical means for the government to deal with a mara200
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bout who wit
the support, of his followers other than buying
his support.
Because of this, many Senegalese among the modernist elite, includ-

ing the factions of the UPS leadership .that favor rapid or radical
changes, regard the power of the marabouts as the largest single block
-to national development. They look upon the marabouts as feudal lords

who prevent the liberation and improvement of the country's peasantry. They feel that the marabouts act as a privileged class whose
members can disobey the government almost at will, setting precedents
that others attempt to follow.
On the other hand, President Senghor and other moderate leaders

recognize that the marabouts, although major forces obstructing
change in some cases, are in other instances the channels through
which govment efforts to bring about change can succeed. Identical
problerns

or worse onesblock government efforts to introduce

change among that portion of the population (about 15 to 20 percent,
mostly in Senegal Oriental and Casamance regions) that is not associiteelwith the brothe?hoods but maintains strong ties tp a traditional
society. Desirable changes in the social and economic order are blocked
more by the lack of funds and resources necessary to carry them out
than by any resistance from the traditional elements of society.
Despite the importance that the UPS leadership places on good relations with the marabouts, the latter do not in any way dominate the
party. They represent t)\e major portion of traditional rural interests
and thus the majority of the population, but the party is actually led by
modernists dedicated to bkinging about social and economic change.
The major division among the modernists concerns the rate at which
these changes should be made. Those favoring gradual transformation
as well as those favoring relatively rapid change, however, have objectives that will result in the liberation of the peasants from the nearfeudal system imposed by the brotherhoods.' present-day structure.
The government's policies must, therefore, ultimately come into conflict with the interests of the marabouts, or at least with their worldly
interests.

Labor Unions and Other Groups
Labor, unions, as organizations, are not a potent political force.
Whatever political role they have is played not by the rank and file but
by their clqn leaders. The National Confederation of Senegalese Work-

ers (Confederation Nationale des Travailleurs SenegalaisCNTS)
was affiliated with the UPS. Most of the leaders were in the government, and some were in the higher echelons of the UPS. The executive
bureau of the party tries to ensure coordination of policy betwen itself
and the union leadership. Only when the party is so divided that the
split has become public knowledge does the coordination of party and
labor break down. Then the difficulties of loth the party and labor are
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manifestations of the same "deterioration of the social climate," to use
Senghor's phrase. The union's leaders were split badly at the time of
each political crisis from 1962 to 1973. After upheavals in the union
governing body, the party has often stepped in and forced a change.
The CNTS supports national construction, unity, and education and
has been charged by the government with seeing to the interests of the
agricultural population, which far outnumbers the salaried workerS on
whom the unions are based. Labq union influence is exercised rarely

in public but rather in the privacy of party councils where the real
decisions are made. The unions, like the Muslim brotherhoods, exercised a negative power instead of presenting a cohesive opposition to
the government or being an active political force for a given program.
Politically important in the sense of being a potential pressure group
are the Senegalese veterans ofIthe French army, reported to numbermore than 15,000 in 1959. The veterans in Senegal are well organized.and close to the government. Veterans early received the franchise
from the French, and many of them have pensions, permitting such
amenities as radios, which give them added status in their village or
neighborhood (see ch. 2). There is a national Senegalese veterans organization built on regional ones. The local president appears on the
platform at almost any political event, such as a campaign rally, and
representatives of the organization are put on a .variety of national
:omMittees. Their interests are looked after by an office of veterans
affairs attached to a ministry and advised by a committee of deputies.
The Dakar communities of Frenchmen, Lebanese, and people from
neighboring Portuguese colonies have little impact on party policies.
Individual Frenchmen and Portuguese Guineans, however, are personally involved in the UPS.
Casamance Region receives special political attention from Senghor

to counteract a sectionalism that stems in part from geographical
isolation. That people in Casamance still describe a trip to Dakar or
Thies as "going to Senegal" symbolizes the government's problem.
A somewhat different version of sectionalism pertains in the valley
of the Senegal River among the Toucouleur. To a depressed economic

situation and more than the usual land tenure problems are added an
ethnic pride and cohesion that sometimes take the form of resentment
of the preponderant Wolof. It is the Toucouleur, for instance, who
most resent the frequent use of the French and Wolof languages on the
radio. Once away from the river valley itself, they tend, perhaps more
than other peoples, to form ethnically based special-interest groups,
such as the Toucouleur students of the University of Dakar, the UPS
Toucouleur workers of Dakar, and the UPS committee of the Toucoulour of Thies.

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY AND ISSUES
Over the years Senghor, steeped in Roman Catholic and socialist
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thought, a theorist at heart and a poet by profession, has thorbughly
problems and policies of
articulated his intellectual approach to
Senegal. The president, and to a lesser extent several other Senegalese
political figures (including Mamadou Dia), has been instrumental in
formulating two philosophical concepts that have had a major political
impactr not only in Senegal but also throughout the African continent.
These two interrelated primary concepts are negritude and African
socialism. Negritude, according to President Senghor, is the total of the

valuescultural,social, and politicalthat are characteristic of all
people of Black African ancestry (see ch. 8).

African socialism, like negritude, is neither a precisely dcfineil phi-

losophy nor a political action program. Rather it is the na.ne for a
related group of concepts that are intended to serve as the theoretical
basis for such practical political programs. President Senghor's African socialism is derived from his reaction to the study of European
political and social traditions and their adaptation to what he regards
as the underlying values and realities of African society.
His African socialism rejects the capitalist economic mode, largely
because African countries have neither the accumulated capital nor
the traditions of commerce that would be required to establish a base
for a capitalist economy. Although African socialism's originators

have been thoroughly familiar with Marxist and later communist
thought, African socialism completely rejects their major conclusions.
In general the philosophy appears more akin to the British Fabian or
Swedish SocialiSts. Its primary association, however, is with twentieth-

century Roman Catholic social thinkers, most notably the Jesuit
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. In fine, however, with President Senghor's
desire to assimilate foreign ideas without adopting them wholesale,
the major portions of the philosophy differ considerably from all other
doctrines labeled socialism, drawing on the experiences of the Euro-

peans without trying to copy from any of them. President Senghor
feels that this will allow the Africans to select the best elements of the

other systems and permit them to retain their unaligned posture in
foreign affairs (see ch. 11).

Although the Marxist idea of the dialectic (that change is brought
about by synthesis resulting from, the clash of two opposing ideas or
forces) is accepted, virtually all other major Marxist concepts are rejected. Marxist materialism is regarded as the absolute opposite of the
most important African values, those that emphasize and give primacy
to the spiritual and the sensate. Determinism, the Marxist concept of
the inevitability of history, is in complete conflict with the African's
view that man .can elect to change his own environment and does not
have to await the historical process.
As of mid-1973 the inevitability of a class struggle was rejected as
requiring the encouragement of divisions and conflict in a society
whose primary need is for unity. In addition, although classes exist in
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Senegalese and certain other African societies, they do not control the
state and are weakening under the impact of modernism and government-forced reform rather than growing more rigid as Marx's ideas
would require.
President Senghor's espousal of socialism had not caused him to
create plans to have the state take control of foreign-owned industrial
and commercial interests. A major portion of local commerce was replaced in the early 1960s by the creation of state agencies for the pur-

chase and marketing of agricultural produce and the supplying of
farmers with agricultural needs (see ch. 14). In mid-1973 the government had newly announced plans to force foreign companies to hire
Senegalese and train them to replace European employees, but this
did not include any announced threats to have the state take over their.
businesses (see ch. 13). Rather, Senegalese businessmen were to be
encouraged to supplant the Europeans wherever possible. A share of
wholesale trade in certain commodities was also to be reserved for
Senegalese traders (see ch. 15).

The dominance of humanistic themes in President Senghor's political philosophy would seem to support personal freedoms and, indeed,
civil rights are given considerable protection in practice as well as in

theory. Nevertheless, the primacy of the role of a single dominant
party in governing the state is an important part of the Afric'an socialist philosophy. The emphasis of party over the individual is a direct
result of the great stress put on rapid national economic and social
development. According to the Senghor philosophy, such rapid develop-

ment requires centralized leadership with continuity of control, and
both of these objectives can best be obtained with a single, unchange::

able party in charge. Further, control over the party itself should be
centralized, and the members of the party should participate in the
decisionmaking process but should give complete obedience to the
party's leadership once the decision has been made.

Subordination of the individual to the party is justified on two
grounds. First, the general good of the people is deemed more important than that of any individual, and the work required to obtain results that serve the public's welfare can only be mobilized through

.

forceful leadership. Second, the support that the party receives at the.
polls, even if its candidates are uncontested, demonstrates that the
Party must be accomplishing the tasks that the people desire.
President Senghor has also insisted that the party leadership must
exercise a strong guiding role in decisionmaking because of the limited
educational level of the people and the dominance over their lives of
traditional structures (see ch. 5; ch. 8). For this reason, the educated
elite alone is regarded as having the knowledge and experience required
to make the right decisions. In the president's opinion, supremacy of
the party included absolute control over the machinery of government
at all levels, both to ensure continuity and direction and to prevent the
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civil service from actually controlling the country. Control by the civil
service constituted a real danger in a society in which the concentration
of the modern educated minority in government posts tends to cause

the civil service to form a class by itself, distinct from the rest of
-society.

,

An immediate objective of the president's philosophy has been the
creation of a communal society in the countryside. A major step in this
direction was the creation of rural cooperatives, which were intended
,philosophically as vehicles for uplifting the lives of the peasants. On a
practical scale, the cooperatives, which were formed throughout most
of the country in the early 1960s, were intended to provide the means
for the small farmers to improve returns from their groundnut and
other crop production. Attempting to make a success of such rural
structures occupied a major part of the efforts of the regional governments and economic ministries. Their efforts, however, did not block
the clans and brotherhoods from controlling these rural units, thus
distorting their intended purposes (see ch. 9; ch. 14).

Political Role of Theoretic Concepts

African socialism and negritude are important intellectual points.
But important as they may be to the elite and despite constant refer,
ence to them by the president, it is doubtful that either term, as -a
philosophical concept, means much to the mass of the people. Never
having been alienated from their original culture and traditions, they
feel under no compulsion to reassert their Africanness, to define the
essential difference between themselves and the Europeans. Theories
of negritude and African socialism, like other political issues, are important for what they have come to mean to the people as political
slogans.

Negritude has been brought into play for political purposes to a
much lesser'extent than has African socialism. The tradition of sharing
in village life and labor is upheld by President Senghor as among the
essential virtues of negritude as applied to the cooperative movement.
African socialism in government documents is also primarily used in
reference to the national development plan I+ has come, however, to
mean all things good to all Senegalese, a political word for the traditional life of the compound and village as joint and successful centers
for a just and useful economic life. Leaders and politicans at the local
level are apt to define African socialism or tout it variously as "the rational organization of human society," "the merciless struggle against
injustice and dishonesty," or simply as "abundance for everyone."
As an agreed ideal, socialism becomes a slogan for a system to increase production. On the one hand African socialism is humanism and

human .society; on the other it is groundnuts and millet. Socialism
thus becomes the optimum-development of wealth and its fair distribution. Socialism, the development of production by the most modern
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technical means, is the way to overcome sickness, misery and ignorance, thus to bringing about the well-being of each citizen.

When asked to define his domestic policy, President Senghor has
replied, "The policy of Senegal is based on development, develop ent,
and always development." This policy has been given concrete for in
a series of four-year development plans (see ch. 13).
Despite the official urgency of national development, Senghor ke ps
reassuring the people that his government does not propose to exploit

one generation for the benefit of the next. Austerity programs to reduce nonproductiVe expenditure did not seriously encroach on the level
of living of the more affluent minority.

Other Permanent Issues
Some influential issues other than African socialism, development,

and negritude are important in terms of the' time spent discussing
them but have little relevance to the life of the people. One such issue is
democracy. During the referendum for the 1963 Constitution, the op-

position maintained that both the new constitution and the president
himself were undemocratic. The lines were clearly drawn, end the
issue had symbolic value. But what the terms democratic and undemo=

erotic meant to the speakers or the voters is not only unknown but
irrelevant. One of President Senghor's arguments for a single party is
that democraq is practiced within the single party. Again, democracy

is not defined.
The campaign against corruption is another such issue. Everyone is
against corrnption, and the issue is used by everyone. Other issues are
anticolonialism and neocolonialism.
In contrast,to these contrived issues are some that are seldom mentioned but really matter to the people. One is the proper interaction of
the state and religious bodies. The formal situation is set forth clearly
in the constitution (see ch..5.). But problems of land tenure, public begging, and education, to mention only a few, all involve the relationship

of the state to the Muslim brot 'herhoods, and all are involved in national development. The issue is active but almost unmentioned, and
the presidentan accomplished compromiser who is not of the major-

ity religionjuggles and balances the various religious and governmental forces.

Another such issue stems froth the position of the entrenched elite
of Dakar and Saint-Louis, who cling to city comforts and a much/higher
level of living than can be found in the countryside. Most young people
who aspire to advancement seek the same urban status; opportunities,
however, are limited, and the main need is for skills and leadephip to

spur development in the rural regions. The resulting pressures for
urban opportunities, questions concerning undue privilege's, and dit- A
ferences about the reasons for lagging economic development form a
complex'political undercurrent206
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VALUES AND ATTITUDES
The drive to forge a nation and develop a viable economy implies a
set of broad standards and values, a view of the world held by the elite
but not necessarily by the majority of the Senegalese population (see
Ch. 5). The governing elite is faced with the task of creating a modern,
unified nation from the communes and hinterland of the colonial past.
--In the eyes of the government this task, involves bringing the whole
population into participation. The distance between the few and the
many (literate and illiterate, urban and rural modern and traditional)
must be narrowed if the country is to become truly a nation.
,:-A

All public speecheswhether by national political leaders, importwit religious figures, or local notablesurge or at least acknowledge
that the nation and its strength and welfare be the primary focus of
loyalty..It is doubtful, however, that any but a few persons regularly
-and naturally think in national terms rather than local ones. On the
Other hand, there is no strenuous antinational or transnational loyalty.
It is simply that other interests tend to be paramount. These interests
are not necessarily fixed or rigid. In some contexts it is the kin group;
-in others it is the village or ethnic group, a religious organization, or

: -rarelya region.
Attitudes Toward the Nation
A number of factors, both traditional and modern, have tended for
several years to facilitate the identification of the people with their
country as a political entity. These are not unifying factors in them-selves but can often be.used by government and party leaders in their
=

effOnts to implant the ideas of citizen and nation.

Islam, with its pilgrimages, fast periods, and perspectives, reaches
into almost every,corner of the country and often is a stronger identification than ethnic group or region. Eating habits and dress do not
vary greatly, and one language, Wolof, is understood by the great majority of the population. These elements facilitate adjustment for those
moving about the country and make intermarriage between people of
-different ethnic groups or areas a not uncommon occurrence.
Thus, there it a kind of homogeneity on which, although it is weaker
in the rural areas than in the towns, the government is trying to build.
In the urban situation unifying factors tend to mitigate factors making
for division. Education, for those who have received it, has provided a
common experience and, to a varying extent, a common set of standards and ideals. Labor unions (in the towns) have afforded their members an allegiance that cuts across ethnic and regiqnal lines and can be
carried over to the state with some ease. In a country where one-fourth,
of the population lives in larger towns and cities, urbanization is to
some extent itself a unifying, equalizing force. For many decades town
dwellers coming into contact with the French found themselves considered not as Wolof, Lebou, or Serer but as Senegalese, a term applied
2O7
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to the inhabitants of th!)four communes and to the indigenous units of
the entire French Wes African army. There is, however, evidence of
regional feeling among the Toucouleur in the north and, more especially, among the geographically isolated people of Casamance Region
in the south.
The very fact that education and urbanization have led some people
to begin to think 9f themselves as Senegalese, however, paradoxically
widens the gap between the elite and the mass of the population. One
of the major problems the government sees is.the need to narrow this
gap and to mold the population into a-cohesive Whole.

Several factors are involved in slowly bringing the people in rural
areas to a nascent sense of nation. The UPS is one of these factors.
The UPS and its 2,500 base units are trying to bring the general population into contact with national political life. using both programs
and activities such as elections and committee work. Such participa-

,.-.

tion is often new to the people involved. During the colonial period the
major part of the population was on the receiving end of government
administration rather than participating in it.
The UPS has been trying to act as a bridge between the government

and the people. It is the job of the party rank and file to understand
the needs and aspirations of the peoplespecific people' in specific
villagesand then to communicate these desires to the higher echelons
of the party. They must also make the people see how the party's aifris

are relevant to themselves and help them understand what is being
done in their name and why. To the extent that this system functions
in the 2,500 villages and neighborhoods, it is bound to have some effect.
When talking to the people, President Senghor and other leaders try

constantly to relate national life to the known quantity of village life

and to help the peasant see his nation as a larger villagethat is, to
have a higher community allegiance. The development plan, the piincipal political program. is designed to help all the people and is to take
plac'e in all the villages; the plan can only be successful if all the people
contribute under such banners as "organization, discipline, work, and
union."

.

The problem as the leaders see it is to build the kind of socialism
they envisage on the foundation of native communalism, where the
traditional unit (and then later the modern unit of the nation) is that
for which the citizen works and to which, in many respects, he subjects
himself Thus the establishment of schools, community radio listening

posts, and the construction of roads (linking the p4ts of the country
and one community with the next) help to expand the sense of identification with the village into a feeling for the larger unit of state and
nation.
The rural development programs. not only provide, at their best, a
sense of partieipltion in national development but also bring together
.

the elite (sent out from the city to administer the program) and the
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rural population. These people might otherwise have little or no firsthand knowledge of each other.
Elections, although uncontested since 1963, are regarded as serious
political events, s they provide the opportunity to express national

solidarity and loyalty to the party and the government. The constitution states that sovereignty rests with the people. The act of going to
the polls and casting a ballot, even on a single list, is considered the
periodic expression of this sovereignty, an act of consent registering
participation in the new state (see ch. 9).

Educated urban Afribans, who have been in close contact with the
French, tend to measure themselves by French standards. These men
arid, in- fewer numbers, women are the elite, those setting forth the
government progiam or even articulating it. It is the urban dwellers
who are involved in the national life and, in an economic sense, the
marabouts of the groundnut region as well. These are the people with
money to spend and ideas about how to spend it, who have radios-and
who therefore can 11eirt+te_government broadcasts. In addition, the
elite tend to want to work for the government. Jobs in the administration are highly favored over.jobs in commercial or industrial establishments. For this reason it is very difficult for the government to hasten
the process of africanization of commerce and industry, but the tendency to work for the government increases the sense of personal identification with the new state.
In the present day, although the majority of Senegalese probably
lack .the desire for, and the habit-Of active participation in, national
government and although their political life is dominated by a few
national leaders and their traditional local leaders (that is, by the force
of personality and custom), they are politically aware. Those who have
access to a community listening post eagerly await the news broadcasts in their ownlanguage (see ch. 12). They enjoy most the programs
in a language they can understand depicting Senegalese heroes in a
historical context. The government feels that this preference indicates
a groping search for the,digrn ity,of an African past. Some have been
caught up in the excitement of local rural community development
projects; many have participated in the rollicking good fun (A preelection-(and postelection rallies.

Government and party leaders have consciously developed and disseminated a well- defined image of the ideal citizen. He knows that
Senegal is his country and that the government is his government. To
act against the government or the laws is to act against his country,
against his fellow Senegalese and, hence, against himself. He does not
evade taxes or default on seed payments and loans because that would
be robbing Senegal and betraying his fellow citizens. If lie does not
fulfill his duty as a citizen- to work conscientiously and to be honest
he is being a bad Senegalese. Senegal is the mother country( and he
treats it as he would treat his mother. To -criticize or speak ill of the
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laws and institutions of his country - -no matter when, where, or to
whomis to injure his leaders who were democratically elected by the
whole population, and to work against the country. He defends 3--

country at every opportunity, and his patriotic duty is to make it
better, stronger, richer, and more united. The term Senegalese is canstantly. reiterated in public speeches.
The citizen himself is largely unaware of either the legal or the official ideal definition. lie has heard the exhortations to do this and not to
do that, but when they conflict with his own way of life they mean
little toll im. lie works, hard w hen and where he considers it important,
but hard work for the sake of capital accumulation means little to
him. The city holds the lure of money to be earned, however, and migrants to Dakar may well return home with new ideas, broadened
horizons, and asmat-tering of French.liflanY-young people think of the new nation and national tasks as an
escape from traditional restraints and as an opportunity for individual
self-expression and material advancement. Questioning the older
values, they grasp at ideas and ideals presented to them by teachers
and other represent:NtiveS of the new ruling class.

Appointment to a government post, is generally based on brotherhood, family, or chin alliance. Civil servants as well as politicians retain their primary allegiances. They are expected to and do regularly
obtain w hatever favors they can for their group. No tradition,of service
to the state exists tJ conflict with this loyalty to their group. Those in
public office use their authority and even the public money that they

may control to increase the power and prestige of their family- or
brotherhood, Despite President Senghor's, efforts to require officials
to accept a modern "moral code, the majority of the people consider this
a perfectly natural political practice as long as it is aimed at benefiting
the group.
Along with such nepotism, President Senghor regards indecisiveness
as the major problem inhibiting the growth of an effective civil service.

The political culture that stems from the tradition of the marabouts
has left little if any room for public servants or lower ranking leaders
tti accept responsibility and even less for challenges to the leadership
by the rank and file. Policy in the traditional order and in the modern
government, despite the president's efforts, is expected to result only
frOm the decisions of the leader at the top. No one below the level of
the leader has ever expected to do anything more than make personal
recommendations to him. For any subordinate to make a decision
himself would be a potential affront to the leader's supremacy.

Attitudes Toward the Government
It is doubtful that the large majority of the population can make
any meaningful distinction between the ruling party and the government.. This simplifies life, however. for most citizens and perhaps
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speeds the process of their recognition of themselves as Senegalese. In

addition, as the leading symbol of nation, government, and party,
high esteem throughout the
President Senghor is generally held
country. The average citizen and his marabout seem satisfied with the
_ president and have been willing to vote overwhelminglyifor him. This
id course does not occlude dissatisfaction among elements of the elite,
both within and outside the party. The elite corps of the government
seems to have a feeling of cohesiveness, even to the extent of feeling
itself separate from the rest of the population. This has been true for
some years, and Senghor in fact got his political start by ,capitalizing
on the rural resentment of this kind of administrative clique.
For some years after independence, the attractiveness of government
employment tended to mute would-be critics of the government, such
as some of the university students. President Senghor's often-stated
precept that the proper and 'most effective avenue for criticism is inside the dominant or single party may make party membership more
attractive to some of the elite.
But there -are areas of potential dissatisfaction outside/the group on
which the civil service can call. The government itself has been working hard to raise expectations. Heightened expectations mean the desire to spend_rather than to save money (capital accumulation), the
desire to have a desk job rather than to do manual labor, and sundry
other problems with which the government is beset The government
is trying to teach its people that their world is improvable and then to
teach them how to help to improve that world without indulging in
what the government considers unnecessary private aggrandizement.
The programs propounded by the leaders make little difference to
the peasant and voter. A new well, school, or road for his town makes

a comprehensible issue, but larger policies are teo remote for him,
unless his marabout, for instance, alerts him to them. Likewise, foreign policy issues are all but meaningless. Ethnic friendships and
rivalries exist in border areas; Islam is international in character (atthough the brotherhoods may not be), and France, when considered,
is on the whole looked upon as a friend. But beyond that, even such
"African" issues as Pan-Africanism are beyond the interest of most
people, although there must be very few who actively object to the
Pan-African ideal.
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CHAPTER, 11

FOREIGN RELATIONS
President Leopold-Sedar Senghor las been the country's,only important foreign policy decisionmaker since independence. Few others
expressed any interest in challenging his leadership in this area. As a
result, Senegalese foreign policy in most details reflected his personal
philosophy and ideas of national needs. Basic to his concepts was the
desire to retain a special relationship with France while participating
actively in the development of stronger African unity.
Underlying forces included the need for external aid to accomplish
the projects the country required to enhance its own development and
the assurance of markets in the developed countries for the agricultural products that dominated its economy (see ch. 15). Growth would
be stimulated by the opening up ora market in neighboring states for
the goods produced by Senegalese factories. This market was generally
sought in an area that before independence served as Dakar's economic
hinterland, French West Africa.

Senegal also sought to strengthen the special relationships that
existed for natural or historic reasons with The Gambia, Mauritania,
and Mali. Its most difficult relations, on the other hand, were with its
other two neighbors, Guinea and Portuguese Guinea (referred to as
Guinea-Bissau by the Senegalese). Although the problems with Guinea
were of a peaceful nature, resulting primarily from the different ideologies of the two governments, those with the Portuguese were much
more fundamental and on a number of occasions have led to armed, if
brief, conflicts. Their basis was Senegalese opposition to the continuation of white minority rule anywhere in Africa and its resulting support of the liberation movement that was attempting to oust the Portuguese from the only remaining colony in West Africa.
In this as in all other international differences, however, Senegalese
government policies showed a preference for a peaceful solution. President Senghor made major efforts to encourage a dialogue between the
hostile parties. Major emphasis also was placed on cooperation through
international organizations, both at the level of the United Nations and,
more important, through continental and West African regional bodies.

PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTiVES OF FOREIGN POLICY
The country's foreign policy has been based on three principles. The
first principle-is nonalignment. This is not a policy of neutrality but one
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of freedom to choose between alternatives without following the lead of
any other country or power bloc. The foreign minister has defined non-

alignment in practice as being the right to consider the solution to
international problems independent of the East and West.

The second principle is 'a belief that peaceful solutions should be
sought to international problems through dialogueopen, face-to-face

discussionsbetween the opposing parties. In part this principle is
based on the country's own practices: modern political conflicts have
generally been resolved by talks and compromise in the traditional
format of a palaver; for example, supporters of all points of view talking until a consensus, is finally reached. It also strongly reflects President Senghor's belief in peaceful solutions.
The third principle is expressed as a belief in cooperation, which for
the Senegalese means cooperation between nations as equal, sovereign
states meeting together in international organizations. This cooperation must be with countries of all political persuasions.
Cultural relations play an important part in the Senegalese concept
of foreign relations, again reflecting President Senghor's influence.
The president sees Senegal as the crossroads of two cultures, French
and African. Special links are viewed as existing with other states on
the basis of the ties of a common association with French language and
culture. The country was in the forefront of efforts in the late 1960s to
form a sem ipolitical worldwide association of all French-speaking
states.
The major cultural connection, however, is with the rest of Africa
in particular and all the black-skinned peoples of the world in general.
The president's philosophy of negritude sees everyone of Black African
ancestry as holding a common cultural tradition that can provide an
important addition to a broader world culture (see ch. 8).

The government's degrees of interest in foreign areas may be described as extending in concentric circles. First priority is given to
forming firm associations on the basis of common economic interests
with enegal's closest neighbors: The Gambia, Mauritania, and Mali.
Portuguese Guinea is physically within this first circle but, because of
its threat to Sebegalese peace and security, it is placed in a different
category. At times Guinea is also included in this first priority group-

ing, but political differences between the two states have tended to
push it into the second circle.
The second circle includes the other French-speaking states of West
Africa as well as those English-speaking states of the area that express
any interest in joining cooperatively in regional ventures. The first two
circles are also of importance as the prjmary areas of potential markets
for the products of Senegal's nascent industrial development.
A third circle included all of western and central Africa, down through
the Congo River basin. President Senghor conceived of this as a natural
area of cooperation because it included all of those African states facing
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the Atlantic and their inland neighbors. At successiye levels there is

united Africa; there is also an Africa associated with its natural
markets and historiC colonizers in Europe. The rest of the world is of in-

terest only as' it interrelates with Africa, particularly through

assistance to African development:
Three major exceptions may be made to this simplified description,
hbwever. First is the special place filled by France and the French culture; to most Senegalese France hardly fits into the category of .a for-

eign country at all. Second, as fellow recipients of French culture, a
special place is reserved for other French-speaking countries, particularly in Africa, Third, given its self-recognized needs for foreign financial assistance, relations with states outside Africa fluctuate according
to their prospects as donor states.

THE GOVERNMENT'S ROLE IN FOREIGN RELATIONS
After 1963 constitutional authority and political practice left foreign

affairs primarily in the hands of the president. The constitutional
changes that created the post of prime minister in 1970 did nothing to
change this situation (see ch. 9). The president still set national policy
in all matters. Moreover, foreign affairs and national defense were constitutionally his specific prerogatives.
The executive apparently kept the Foreign Relations Committee of
the National Assembly informed on all policy issues, but the legislature
took little interest in foreign affairs: The foreign ministry was headed
throughout the 1960s by a close confidant of the president. He was regarded as the senior member of the Council of Ministers, but this did
not reflect any importance of the ministry itself, which had little influence on decisionmaking. Not only was policy left in presidential
hands, but many of the technical ministers continued to conduct their
relations, with-foreign governments and international organizations
with a considerable degree of freedom from the foreign ministry.
At the head of the ministerial staff were the director of the minister's
cabinet and the secretary general of the ministry (see ch. 9). The director served as the minister's chief personal adviser, with responsibility
for handling policy definitions and diplomatic and political matters. The
secretary, general directed the administrative affairs of the ministry.

Somewhat detached from the rest of the ministry was the protocol
service headed by the ranking diplomat.
The ministry proper is divided into three offices. The first of these,
the Office of Administrative Affairs, has divisions for administrative
and financial matters, for consular matters, and for courier and communication services. The second is the office of International Economic
and Technical Cooperation. It is a major portion of the ministry and is

concerned exclusively with foreign aid and other economic matters.
In actual practice much of the administration of foreign technical
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assistance programs is carried out within the secretariat general of the
office of the president. The third major element of the ministry is-the
Office of Political, Cultural, and Social Affairs. It has divisions for in-

ternational organization affairs, cultural relations, and geographic
sectors. The last division is further subdivided into four regional bureaus, dealing respectively with Africa, Europe, the Ameticas and the
Near East, and the Far East.
The foreign service in 1973 was divided into three categories of officers. Graduates of the diplomatic program of the National School of
Administration were admitted directly to the senior category. Competition for admission to the services was not keen, as men With similar

educations, could obtain much more desirable posts in other govern,
ment agencies. The entire foreign ministry has only about 300 men,
and promotion of younger menregardless of their educational quali-

ficationsis slow.
In 1973 the country had twenty-three resident ambassadors and four

other resident missions at stations around the world. These ambassadors were accredited to about thirty other countries, the busiest in
this regard being the ambassador to Great Britain, who also covered
Austria, Switzerland, and the Scandinavian countries. There was a
total of seven permanent posts in Western Europe, Including separate
representatives to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and to the Vatican.
Eleven posts were active in Africa, including three in North Africa.

Because Senegalese relations with The Gambia were carried out directly by the chief executives of the two states, the Gambian post was
a consulate general. There were three Senegalese embassies in the
Middle East. The country's only embassy in Asia was in the People's
Republic of China( PRC). Two other posts were incommunist countries:
the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia. Finally, there were three posts in the

Americas: the United Nations in New York, the United States, and
Brazil.

During 1973 plans to appoint ambassadors to Albania, the United
Arab emirates, and Qatar were announced, but the ambassadors were
apparently to be based elsewhere. There were diplomatic representatives from at least forty-four states''stationed in Dakar.
Senegal is a member of the United Nations and of the following
United Nations related agencies: the Food and Agriculture Organization, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the International
Atomic Energy Agency, the World Bank Group (see Glossary), the In-

ternational Civil Aviation Organization, the International Labor
Organization, the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization, the International Monetary Fund, the International Telecommunications Union, UNESCO, the Universal Postal Union, the World
Health Organization, the World Meteorological Organization, and the
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa.
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RELATIONS WITH OTHER STATES

France
Senegal's special relationship with France has probably been closer

than that between any other metropolitan authority and its former
colonial state in Africa. During the long colonial history there had been
few actual conflicts between France and Senegal. French civilization
had been adopted by the Senegalese in the coastal enclaves nearly two
centuries before independence in 1960. Schools had begun to produce
an elite educated, in the French tradition as early as 1817 (see ch. 2).
Senegalese had long participated in the French government, rising to
the highest leVels in the era after World War II.
'President Senghor has described the Senegalese elite as at one and

the same time fervent francophiles and militants of African culture.
Ties of language, education, economy, administrative practice, legal
form, and personal association bind the two countries more closely
than could any links of diplomatic or political origin. This was almost
as true for the younger generation and the small radical opposition as
it was for the older ruling elite.
In the early 1970s the long-standing relationship with France was
still clearly visible. Some 30,000 Frenchmen still resided in the country.
These included one cabinet minister (who, however, had Senegalese
citizenship); more than 300 technical assistance personnel who filled
key advisory posts at many levels in every ministry; and nearly every
teacher in the technical schools, secondary schools, and higher education posts.

Until 1964 Frenchmen had remained in positions of leadership, including the posts of regional governor and director of ministerial cabinets. By 1965, a desire to diminish the image of the French presence

had led to their withdrawal from regional government and from all
command positions. Their actual loss of influence was slight, however,
as they continued to work as advisers to the same Senegalese personnel
who had previously been their assistants.
This continuity of preindependence and postindependence administrations resulted from a policy of President Senghor, who preferred to
ensure governmental efficiency, which the continued presence of im-

personal French administrators would provide. As generally disinterested foreigners, they could be expected to make decisions on
technical bases, whereas Senegalese, if left to make such decisions
themselves, 'would be influenced by political, ethnic, and personal
considerations.
The French were particularly numerous in all of the technical minis-

tries, but it was their presence in large numbers in the ministries of
finance and education that was most politically sensitive. In 1969 the
finance contingent still included six members of the ministerial cabinet. In education, Frenchmen filled many policymaking positions as
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well as dominating the teaching posts. In addition, the University of
Dakar drew its primary financial support directly from the French
Ministry of Education.
The technical assistants form a network throughout the administra-

tion and a group separate from the Senegalese civil servants within,
each ministry. Often ingrained, habits and the lack of experience of
their Senegalese employees lead cabinet ministers and other executives
to turn first to their, Frenchmen for advice mixt ven to allow decisions
to be implemented along the interministerial network these.men form.
The French, in turn, accidentally perpetuate thks system by ignoring
to a considerable degree their major assigned responsibility, which is
to provide practical twining to the Senegalese civil servants assigned
to work with them.

The Gambia
The country's closest natural ties are with The Gambia, a narrow enclave that juts for some 200 miles into lower Senegal. The tiny country
straddles the navigable Gamble (the Gambia River), extending outward
from each bank about ten miles (see fig. 1), Senegal and The Gambia

are bound together by ethnic factors as well as by geography. The
300,000 Gambians are largely Muslim Wolof groundnut (peanut) farm-

ers. Most of the differences between the two countries grew out of
varied colonial traditionsThe Gambia having been a British colony
almost as long as Senegal was a French possession. Gambian opposition to joining what otherwise appears to be a natural union has as its
basic cause the fears of its educated elite that they would be swallowed
up by the French culture of the larger state surrounding them.
Both President Senghor and the Gambian leaders expressed a favorable attitude toward ultimate unification, but they were only able to
agree on a very limited number of steps in that direction. Before obtaining complete independence from Great- Britain in 1965, the Gambian prime minister, Sir Kairaba DawdaJawara, proposed the creation
of a federation that would leave completQ,control over internal affairs
in Gambian hands. Senegal rejected this offer, motivated largely by
apprehensions that such a federal form in its midst might encourage
the Casamance regional separatist movement that was then active.
Instead, the two countries settled for a treaty of cooperation that came
to cover many subjects the two states had in common. A permanent
interministerial committee to discuss problems that might arise was
created, but it met only eight times in nine years.
The major problems caused by the lack of unity resulted from smuggling and interruptions to transportation. Differing currency and cus-

toms rates and the undefinable border encouraged smuggling on a
major scale. The very existence of the strip of land splits the majority
of Senegal from easy contact with the potential granary of Casamance
Region.
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The lack of a greater degree of cooperation has impeded the planned
construction of a bridge across the middle portion of the Gambie that
would generally facilitate transport between the two halves of Senegal.
Preliminary studies were also under way to consider the river's use to
Senegal as a transportation route, although it parallels the existing

rail line and might take trade away from Senegal's own ports (see
ch. 15).

The Rest of West Africa

The government's attachment to the idea of a regional federation
eprings from several sources. Dakar had profited greatly from its position' as the capital of French West Africa during the colonial era, predisposing its politicians to wish for their country again to serve as the
capital of an independe_nt federation. President Senghor continued to
view the French-inspired creation of eight separate states as part of an
effort to balkanize and thus to weaken Africa. He regarded the individual countries, each with few resources and a limited population, as
lacking the strength that a federation, with a large combined popula-

tion and a broader economic base, would be able to produce in the
worldwide competition for development assistance. It would also make
possible a more efficient search fur solutions to the* many problems
these countries had in common.
The Senegal River Basin States

President Senghor's primary desire for the creation of a regional
federation took the form of continuing support for a grouping of the
Senegal River basin states: Mauritania, Mali, and Guinea. The long
river and its maim tributaries rise in northern Guinea, flow through
Mali, and form the boundary between Senegal and Mauritania. The
river is an actual or potential transportation route and source of electric power, irrigation, and groundwater for a large arid and poor region
(see ch. 14). A unified approach by the states involved is required by the

international nature of the water way and the scale of foreign aid
needed to complete the desirable projects.
As of mid-1973 President Senghor's line of reasoning about the river
had met no opposition from the other three governments involved, but
for along time he was the only active proponent of such a regional body.
Until the mid-1960s the animosity created by the breakup of the Mali
Federation blocked almost all friendly contacts with that country (see

ch. 2). The Mauritanian government, while maintaining particularly
cloie relations with Senegal (including an agreement after independence to divine customs revenues), remained preoccupied with other
major development projects and with its relations with North Africa.
Finally, Guinea, which had the least involvement with the river, was
divided from Senegal by major ideological differences and was troubled

by internal difficulties. The two states were at opposite ends of the
spectrum in terms of economic policies and relations with France. The
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Guinean government claimed th'it Senegal, along with France and
Ivory Coast, was supporting opposition efforts to overthrow the
Guinean government. Many thousands of Guineans had left their country because of economic and political problems, and the majority of
these had settled in Senegal. During many periods the Guinean government radio broadcasts were designed to be as hostile to the Senegalese
leaders as possible.
The temperamental relations with Guinea led each to close its' embassy in the other country. President Senghor made major efforts to
reconcile the differences between the two and generally ignOred the
hostile statements coming from Guinea.
The tOur states had formed tge joint Senegal River Basin Develop.:
ment Commission in 1964, but this agency had never had a chance to

function. In March 1968, after a summit meet;ng between the four
heads of state, a new body, the Organization of Senegal River States
(Organisation des Etats Riverains du SenegalOERS), was formed
with an elaborate administrative structure and with considerable
hopes. The government of Mali, however, was overthrown by a military

coup later that year. Although the new Malian government was not
opposed to the OERS and was on friendly terms with Senegal, Guinea
refused to recognize the new government and for this reason withdrew
from the joint body.
A restoration of friendly relations in 1970 brought a brief resurgence

of OERS negotiations, but renewed disagreements with Guinea led
once again to a decline. By 1972 President Senghor was ready to go
ahead without the participation of Guinea. The three more compatible
states formed the Organization for DevelOpment of the Senegal River
(Organisation pour la Mise en Valeur du Fleuve Senegal OMVS) in
March 1972 (see ch. 15).
West=African Economic Community

President Senghor was willing to go ahead without Guinea in the
OMVS because he hoped the Guineans could be brought into a new and
much larger grouping then being formed: the West African Economic

Community (Communaute Economique de l'Afrique de l'Ouest
CEAO). Throughout the 1960s President Senghor had'led successive
stages in the creation of such an economic federation, which was to indude all the states of West Africa, The CEAO came into being in June
1972.

The new organization included six full membersSenegal, Mauritania, Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, and Ivory Coastand two associate
members, Togo and Dahomey. This included all of the former French
territories of West Africa except Guinea. It did not include any of the
region's English-speaking states, as Presidedt Senghor had hoped it
would. The opportunity was left for them to join it in the future. It did,
however, represent the first stage in linking together an area with a
population of over 28 million people.
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The CEAO was to constitute a customs union, to encourage economic
cooperation, to create common investment conditions, and to allow for
the free movement of money and people (see ch. 15). The new treaty
was not to come into force, however, until January 1974..A general

secretariat was to be created to act as the body's administration,
carrying out directives of a council composed of two ministers from
each member state. Its supreme body was to be a conference of the
heads of state. The Senegalese viewed the-CEA° as an imperfect instrument having many problems to be faced but also saw it as a fresh
starting point for the development of more meaningful unity in the
future.
Ivory Coast

After the 1950s Senegal's rival for leadership of French-speaking
West Africa was Ivory Coast and its leader, President Felix HouphouetBoigny. The two countries' internal policies were very similar. Their
rivalry had originated in differing policies toward regional federation,

which Senegalthen .the capital area of French West Africahad regarded as being to its advantage. Ivory Coast, the wealthiest of the
French West African states, supported complete separation, which
Senegal condemned as a balkanization of Africa. The Senegalese believed that Ivory Coast opposed a federation at that time primarily because it did not want to share its revenues with the other, poorer states.
Ivory Coast objected to what it felt was Senegal's inequitable control
over the combined territories' revenues.
This rivalry and Ivory Coast's opposition to Senegal's plans for regional federations continued throughout the 1960s. Ivory Coast, through
its economic strength in the loose customs union it had formed with
three of the other French colonies, was able to block Senegal's initiatives within the regional and francophone bodies on many occasions.
By the e-1y 1970s, however, the difference had largely come to an end.
Solidarity was confirmed in a joint treaty of cooperation signed by the
two governments in December 1971. The potential for further rivalry
in West African leadership remained, however, and both leaders took
special precautions in dealing with matters that might again stimulate
conflicts.

Inter-African Organizations
The country is a member of the African, Malagasy, and Mauritius
Common Organization (Organisation Commune Africaine, Malgache,

et MauricienneOCAM). OCAM is composed of French-speaking
states, including several former Belgian and Britishrather than just
Frenchcolonies. The Senegalese government has expressed strong
attachment to the Organization of African Unity (OAU) a body that
includes all the independent African countries. President Senghor
has long been active in the leadership of OCAM and in the OAU's
major efforts at peacekeeping throughout Africa and the Middle East.
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Membership in both bodies is in harmony with the Senegalese foreign
policy principles of cooperation and dialogue.

Attitudes Toward Portuguese Guinea and Southern Africa
Since independence Senegal has continually voiced its strongest opposition toward the white minority regimes in Portuguese Africa, Rhodesia, and South Africa. In contrast to its belief in bringing all questions
before international bodies, Senegal has continued to demand the expulsion of these countries from the United Nations and has urged all
other states to break off both diplomatic and economic relations with
them. Nevertheless, the government did, as part of its general philosophy, support the opening of a dialogue between South Africa and the
OAU.

Personal sentiments, derived from their own history, of anticolonialism and opposition to racial discrimination were the motivating forces
in the adoption of this policy by the Senegalese. Attitudes toward Por-

'tuguese Guineathe only one of these territories outside southern
Africawere influenced by the fact that it was on Senegal's border.
Senegal has been a member of the OAU's African Liberation Committee since it was founded. The committee assesses and controls the
contributions of African states through the OAU to liberation movements that seek to oust the white minority regimes by force. Senegal
is one of the few member countries that has constantly met its financial obligation to the committee and, in fact, urged that assessments
he doubled to speed the success of the insurgent efforts.
Portuguese Guinea was the only one of the six white-ruled territories

in which the rebels were able to present a real threat to continued
colonial rule in the 1960s and early 1970s. The key to their success was
the support they were able to receive from the two adjacent independ-

ent countries, primarily from Guinea but to a lesser extent from
Senegal.
As a result, after 1961 Senegal suffered numerous brief incursions by
Portuguese security forces. In most cases these attacks, which included

bombings, shellings, and ground assaults on Senegalese villages, appeared to be aimed at fleeing insurgent forces or refugees. The frequency of the attacks increased after 1967. In that year the Senegalese
government had switched its support from a moderate, militarily ineffective group based in Senegal, known as the Liberation Front for t)ie
National Independence of Guinea (Front de Liberation pour l'Independ,ance Nationale de la Guinee---PLING), to the African Party for the Independence of Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands (Parti Africain'pour
l'Independance de la Guinee et des Iles du Cap - Vert PAIGC). PAIGC
was based, in Guinea and was under strong Marxist influence from its
leader, Atnilcar Cabral, who was assassinated in 1973. Despite their
political and ideological differences with both PAIGC and its host government, the Senegalese decided to support PAIGC because it had
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proved itself to be an effective force.
;The Senegalese did not allow PAIGC to operate from bases in Senegal
or to receive arms shipments there, but the country clearly served as a
place of refuge for noncombatants. PAIGC maintained a medical Center

in the Casamance regional capital, and more than 80,000 Portuguese

Guineans roughly one-seventh of the colony's populationwere
receiving assistance in Senegal. Many of these people were members of

ethnic groups that straddle both sides of the bOrder, which in some
cases actually splits villages in two or splits villagers from their farms.
As a result control over cross-border movement is extremely difficult.
In addition to supporting the nationalists and condemning the Portuguese before world bodies, President Senghor had sought a constructive
role by making a major effort to bring the Portuguese government and
PAIGC to the conference tabte. Between 1969 and 1973 he attempted to
interest the Portuguese in negotiating a gradual granting of independence to the colony within a Portuguese-speaking commonwealth. The
assistance of the Brazilian government was sought, and the agreement
of PAIGC was obtained. The Senegalese foreign minister,presented an
appeal directly to the Portuguese government. The Portuguese, however, never reacted publicly to the offer. Thus sporadic hostilities along
the border continued in 1973 (see ch. 16).

The United States
RelatiOns with the United States have been friendly. Although much
smaller than that of France and the European Economic Community
(EEC, known as the Common Market), aid from the United States has
been considerable, totaling the equivalent of US$43 million by 1972.
Most of this assistance was in the form of food staples. Other significant elements included a small Peace Corps contingent and a military
aid mission, which limited its duties to providing the army's engineer
battalion with equipment, materials, and training for both military
and civic development projects. United States-influence has remained
very limited, however, because of the dominant position of France and
because of differences in policies on several major international questions. These included the Chinese representation in the United Nations
and United States involvement in Southeast Asia. The major difference
concerned the United States position toward the Portuguese African
territories, particularly its failure to support the Senegalese position
in several votes at the United Nations on Portuguese military incursions into the Casamance border region.

Asian Communist States
In accordance with the principles of its foreign policy, in 1961 Senegal
became one of the few states in the world to extend diplomatic recognition to both the Republic of China (Nationalist China) and the PRC. By

1962 Nationalist China was represented in Dakar by an embassy,
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although this was reduced to a foreign assistance office from 1963 until
1969. The PRC opened an office of its New China News Agency in Dakar
in early 1964. The Senegalese expelled the agency the next year because
of PRC support for efforts to overthrow legitimate governments elsewhere in Africa. The office was allowed to reopen about 1967, but two
of its staff were expelled on the eve of the 1968 student riots.
After 1961 Senegal actively supported efforts to admit the PRC to

the United Nations. Until after its admission actually took place in
1972, hower, the Senegalese government fav,ored.seating PRC representatives without expelling those from Nationalist China.
The improved world attitude toward the PRC led Senegal to establish

formal, diplomatic relations v.,h the PRtwhich opened an embassy
in Dakar in May 1972. At the s me time a Nationalist Chinese presence
continued, as its embassy if as a ain transformed into a foreign assistance office to administer the a icultural training programs, which
had been in operation in Senegal for a decade.
In April 1973 President Senghor finally announced the gradual ending of his two-Chinas policy. Informing the public of plans for a state
visit to Peking scheduled for May 1974, the president explained that the
COmmunists would gradually replace the Nationalists in the existing
aid programs. By the end of that month more than fifty Communist

Chinese agricilltural adviiers had arrived in the country for this
purpose.
In mid-1973 the Senegalese embassy in Peking was the country's only

diplomatic post in the Far East, but several other Asian countries had
embassies in Dakar. These again reflected Senegal's nonalignment
and dialogue policies, as diplomatic ties were maintained with both the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea) and t:..e Republic
of Korea (South Korea) and with both the Democratic Republic of Viet-

nam (North Vietnam) and the Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam).
Recognition had also been extended to the procommunist governmentin-exile of Cambodian Prince Norodom Sihanouk. In July 1973 the
country carried this policy one step further by extending recognition
to the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam (Viet
Cong) while continuing relations with South Vietnam. In explaining
this step, government spokesmen said that it was a measure designed
to aid in the dialogue between the two claimants to legitimacy and in
line with the Paris accords bringing a halt to war in that country.

The Middle East
President Senghor served as one of four African heads-of-state who
sought to ease the Middle East crisis in 1971. The group was sent out by

the OAU to support the efforts of the United Nations' mediator. At
that time President Senghor stated that, his people could well understand the feelings of persecution of both the Arabs and the threatened
Israelis. Diplomatic relations were maintained with Israel and the
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Arab Republic of Egypt as well as with a number of Arab states in
North 'Africa and the Middle East.

Religious ties linked most of Senegal's people to the Arab irurld,
particularly to Saudi Arabia and Morocco. The former is looked upon
as the birthplace of their religion. The majority of the Senegalese Muslims are.members of the Tidjaniya brotherhood, which has maintained
its h istotic ties to its place of origin in Morocco (see ch. 7).

Motivated in part by these historic ties, Senegal drew closer to the
-Arab states in the early 1970s.,After a state visit by the king of Saudi
Arabia in 1972 and the signing of economic assistance and cultural
cooperation agreements, Senegal associated itself with the twentyeight-member. Islamic Foreign Ministers' Conference, serving on a
peace mission on its behalf to the Philippines. The Senegalese embassy
in Saudia Arabia had been opened to serve the several thousand Senegalese pilgrims who made their way to Mecca each year. By 1973, how-

ever, its chief duty was maintaining contacts with the Arabian
peninsula governments that represented new potential sources of
foreign aid, as their increased oil revenues made them interested in
loans to developing countries.

N
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CHAPTER 12
MASS COMMUNICATIONS
In 1973, despite the circulation of printed media and the existence of
radio and television broadcasting facilities, news reached the majority
of the Senegalese peoples by the traditional channel of word of mouth.
A variety of interpersonal situations arising from the living habits of a
rural population offered ample opportunity for face-to-face dialogue
(see ch. 5). As a source of information for topics extending beyond local
affairs, however, traditional channels were often unreliable mixtures
of facts and rumor.
Although the number of persons reached by the modern media represented a small portion of the total population, those who relied on its
elements for information tended to be the most politically active. The
impact of information disseminated through modern media channels
was strongest among thOse living in urban areas.
From their inception radio and television broadcasting have been
owned and operated by the government. The role of the press as a forum
for the expression of opposition opinion was rechiced as a result of
the creation of a unitary party political system in the mid-1960s and

indirect government control of the one daily newspaper as well as
direction of the national radio broadcasting system (see ch. 12). The
use of the mass media for political purposes by the government had
not, however, eliminated the open discussion of current issues.

The interest of the government in the qualitath, improvement and
quantitative expression of the mass media was seen as a means not only
to reinforce the mass support upon which the ruling political party, the
Seneg%itse Progressive Union (Union Progressiste SenegalaiseUPS)
had str::ctured its ascent to power but also as an integral part of development planning. Government use of the media had as goals both the
creation of national identity and the mobilization of natural and social

resources. Adult education programs emphasized civic education as
well as literacy. Printed materials written in indigenous languages or
for beginning readers in French were in short supply.
Efforts by the government to improve the media involved a considerable amount of aid from France. Mutual agreements included both
short- and-long -term arrangements and ranged from the provision of
broadcasting equipment to the supply of taped programs for radio and
television transmission. The extent of literacy in the French language

in urban areas, moreover, provided the information service of the
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French government greater access to the Senegalese people. Such efforts generally were not seen as neocolonialist by the Senegalese and
were accorded a somewhat higher degree of validity than that granted
to the information services of other foreign countries.

TRADITIONAL CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION

...

News and other information have been communicated traditionally
by word of mouth within small groups meeting for social purposes or
to perform work. The most common examples were gatherings of families and larger kinship groups, people engaged in cultivation or herding,
religious bodies, and the numerous traditional and voluntary associations to which the people belonged (see ch. 5; ch. 6). Although Senegalese
did not regard participation in these groups primarily as a Means of
gathering information, such encounters nonetheless provided a primary
channel for exchanges regarding local affairs.
The number of such associations in which an individual participated
varied depending on the ethnic group to which he belonged and his individual interests. Such assemblages were supplemented as media of

communication by less formally structured gatherings where exchanges occurred at markewlaces, cultural clubs, and wells and other
sources of water.
Traditionally, information received from a source outside the group
was often treated with suspicion, but information attributed to a prestigious source, such as a regional religious leader, was more often believed. The continued relevance of this attitude was reflected in 1973 by
the reluctance of northern groups seriously affected by the drought to
move to southern water holes, Which they were told existed but none
of the leaders had seen (see ch. 3). Customary style continued to be an
important factor in communication among traditional groups, and
the exchange of traditional and introductory pleasantries was often an
essential step that had to precede the discussion of any substantive
issue or problem.
Most groups had individual leaders or formal decision making bodies
that not'only served to settle issues in dispute but also acted as evaluators of information coming from sources external to the group. Al-

though the exclusiveness of this function had been eroded by the
growth of the mass media, it remained a feature of traditional groups

especially among the Islamic brotherhoodsand was present to

various degrees in many more recently organized groups, such as agricultural cooperatives and community groups (see ch. 7; ch. 14).
The exchange of information between groups was sometimes the assigned task of specific individuals, such as runners who would take
news from one group to another. Among most ethnic groups the riot
caste fulfilled a variety of functions that ranged from serving as the
official spokesmen of the chief to composing songs detailing the most
recent achievements of the family to which they were attached (see
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ch. 5). Sometimes traveling from group to group to spread official
newsoften combined with public entertainmentthe griuts provided
information not only in the performance of their official task but also
in their informal conversations along the way.
More typically, however, information spread between groups as the
result of interaction not specifically intended to serve the flow of information. Migratory herders and semisedentary peoples in the north, for

example, often picked up news from conversations with the village
residents with whom they traded or from village radio receivers. These

reports, as well as the listeners' interpretations of them, were later
passed on in the course of agricultural activities, during religious or
'social occasions, and sometimes during contacts with other ,villages.
The structure and regularity of group contact varied ,widely. Some
groups used the same source of Water without variance and traveled
only short distances. The patterns of movement of almost all groups,
however, had been severely disrupted as a result of the drought the
country was experiencing in 1973.
Some castes or ethnic groups traditionally have been assigned certain

tasks that required moving from one group to inother or that were

.

3s in which the social structure did not
performed for other ethnic
include artisan castes. Both the Wolof and DiOkhanke have served as
traders. At one time their trade networks hiid been extensive, and in
modern times the two groups continued to/serve as petty traders. The

laobe casteoriginally of Peul ancestrymoved in gypsylike fashion
as woodworkers for all ethnic groups.
Seasonal and short-term migrations of laborers also served to spread

information. Some groups such as the Bambara seasonally moved to
the lands of other groups. to cultivate groundnuts (peanuts), and the
Diola moved to urban centers for short-term labor. For some groups
such as the Toucouleur poor economic conditionS at home required
longer periods_ of employment away from home.They continued to be
identified with the place of their origin and would often return with
their savings for extended periods of residence and then again seek
work away from home.
Although modern technology had eroded the traditional importance
of communication by word of mouth, it also offered alternate occasions
for face-to-face communication. An example is provided by the intro-

duction of motor transport in Senegal, The use of trucks to haul passengers as well as freight increased the ease with which individuals
could move through the country. The truckdrivers themselves, moreover, had come to be prestigious figures from whom information was
sought at each stop.

MODERN MASS MEDIA
The Role of the Government
Goyernment emphasis on development and support of the modern
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mass media was in part reflected by the allocation of CFAF618 million

(for value of the CFA francsee Glossary) for the Ministry of Information in Charge of Relations with the National Assemblysubsequently referred to as the Ministry. of Informationin the projected
national budget for fiscal year 1973/74. This represented about 1 percent of the total budget, which was more than was allocated to industrial development. Additional programs financed by the Ministry of
National Education and the Ministry of Culture were administered in
cloSe cooperation with the Ministry of :nformation.
Constitutional provisions assigned responsibility for control of information within the country to the Ministry of Information. A variety of
legal restrictions existed, based largely on patterns of French metro-.
politan press laws. Although the media were not directly subjected to
censorship, the formation of a one-party political system in 1966, the
government operation of all domestic broadcasting facilities, and the
party's control of the editorial policy of the country's single daily news-:

paper reduced the likelihood of even mildly antigovernment expressions by the national media.
The Ministry of Information was responsible for the accreditation of

all journalists in the country, and both foreign correspondents and
reporters working for the local press were required to apply to the minister for a press card in order to work. Laws regulated the local dissemination of information by foreign embassies and information services.
The government's attitude, which welcomed cultural and information
programs of a nonpolitical nature, was not generally regarded by most
foreign government information services as excessively restrictive.
The Ministry of Information had undergone varying degrees of reorganization at several points since Senegalese independence in 1960, but
its overall structure and functions remained unchanged. There were
both functional divisions and regional offices. One of the major functions of the ministry was the direction of Radio Senegal (RadiodiffusionSenegal), the only broadcasting service in the country. This section was
scheduled to be reorganized in mid-1973 in order to accommodate the
administration of the newly established tetrXision service.
The Senegalese Press Agency (Agence dq P esse SenegalaiseAPS)

was under the Ministry of Information and p duced a daily bulletin,
Info SenOal. The information service of the mi istry, in conjunction
with APS, used these daily bulletins as the basis for articles written
for publication by the ministry in a series of reviews. Other sections
directed by the ministry included a film service, a photography service,
and a documentation center.
The Ministry of Information, in coordination with other government
ministries, was responsible for the direction of the Research and Production Center for the Information and Education of the Masses (Centre de Recherches et de Production pour l'Information et l'Education
des MassesCIEM). Research and program. planning by CIEM in230
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eluded' the provision of reading materials for children, educational
radio and television programming, efforts to increase adult literacy,
and poster campaigns. It was a major government attempt at program
coordination and maximization of scarce resources in developnient
planning.
In each of the administrative regions, the ministry also maintained a

Regional Information Center (Centre Regional d'InformationCRI).
In 1971 there were twenty-eight centers distributed among the seven
administrative regions of the country (see ch. 9). The programs offered
by each of the centers differed widely in type and quality. All of the
centers had originally been given small libraries and reading rooms,
but the book and periodical sections of some of the centers no longer

existed. Others possessed modern audiovisual equipment as well as
library holdings of several hundred volumes. The centers sponsored
various activities such as photography expositions, and the upgrading
of center facilities was envisioned by the ministry in the early 1970s.
Although control of the film industry was a joint responsibility of the

Ministry of Information and the Ministry of Culture, the censorship
commission that judged the individual merits of films was composed
of representatives of several other ministries as well. Films were evaluated on the basis of political, social, educational, and moral criteria.
Any film lacking approval by the commission could not be shown
within the country.
Government efforts to improve the modern media included the utili-

zation of regional and international organizations. Cooperation had
been particularly close with the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). A recent example of a UNESCO-

sponsored project was a seminar in 1970 that sought to stimulate the
training of journalists as well as the development of rural newsletters,
utilizing existing duplication facilities.
Senegal was an active member of the African National RadioTelevision Union (Union des Radio-Television Nationales Africaines
URTNA). This organization was composed of nearly twenty African
states as well as representatives of the French Radio-Television Broad-

casting Service (Office de Radiodiffusion-Television Francaise
ORTF). In addition to providing a forum for the discussion of media
promotion, the organization also annually awarded a prize to the best
radio or television program of the year. The 1971 annual meeting of
URTNA took place in Senegal.

Attitudes Toward the Media
In mid-1970 a survey of Senegalese use of and reliance on the modern

media as sources of information revealed a significant, if incomplete,
attitudinal pattern. Included in the survey were about 500 politicians,
government officials, community leaders, agricultural leaders, students, and members of the academic community. Those interviewed
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indicated that they relied on radio and newspapers as their major
source of domestic and foreign news. Word-of-mouth channels, however, remained an important source of news for half of the group, and
nearl3, all admitted having regular discussions of news events and their
interpretations with friends and professional associates. Only a few
respondents included members of their families as sources of news.
Civil servants tended to regard their colleaguesfollowed by radio and
the press as sources of news. and journalists tended to rely heavily on
the wire services.
Radio was a major source of information for participants of the survey group. Most members listened to Radio Senegal, but some dissatisfaction with the quality and objectivity of the station's approach to
news handling was indicated. Although many expressed reservations

about the credibility of foreign radio news programs, most, listed
foreign broadcasts as a major source of news. Radio Guinea was the
only foreign broadcasting station that appeared to have a Senegalese
audience for music. The Voice of America (VOA) was the most popular

of all the non-African broadcasts. Although its credibility was not as
high as French broadcasts, which were not regarded by the survey
group as "foreign," VOA musical features were popular among some
students. The most popular times for listening to radio broadcasts were
in the morning, early afternoon, and midevening.
Most respondents relied to some degree. on the local press as a source
of information. They followed articles on sports, Pan-African affairs,

Senegales" development, andto a lesser degreeinternational
events. Most .of the group read foreign newspapers and periodicals and

gave French'publications the highest rating as valid information
sources. The news bulletins of foreign embassies were read by only a
few of the respondents.
Although 75 percent of the survey group attended a film once a
month, most regarded the viewing of the film as entertainment rather
than as a source of information. They showed little interest in newsreels or documentaries. The respondents usually saw them only when
attending the presentation of a feature-length film and generally felt
that short subject films were intended primarily for the masses.
French sources of information served almost as an integral part of
the Senegalese modern media. Some respondents felt that French
sources were superior to those of domestic origin, and few indicated
that they regarded French sources as foreign. The reliance on the
French media, however, had not broadened Senegalese readers' interests; most of the replies showed little concern with international events
that were not related to the African continent. United States Information Service (USIS) programs were second only to those of the French,
but their indicated influence was considerably less.
Student attitudes varied from the general group pattern. These representatives of the survey group obtained most of their news from
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radio broadcasts, followed by the local press. Students were generally

more suspicious of foreign publications, but they accorded greater
credibility to foreign radio broadcasts than did people thirty years of
age or older. Students generally attended motion picture theaters more
frequently. They did not indicate a reliance on conversations with their
professors as a major source of news.

Radio and Television Broadcasting
In 1973 radio was the most effective element of the mass media, especially in the rural areas where a low rate of literacy and a distribution
problem limited the effectiveness of the printed word. The value of
radio was reinforced by the use of Wolofzwhich was rapidly becoming
a national languageas well as French and other languages in broadcasting (see ch. 4). Broadcasts in French were aimed at the more educated segments of the population, but a series of programs providing
French-language instruction was also offered as a part of the government'aeducation efforts.
The early development of radio broadcasting in Senegal was the result of the selection.of Dakar by the French in the early 1900s as the
capital of French West Africa. Radio French West Africa in Dakar
later became one of the most important broadcasting stations on the
African continent. In the 1950s expansion of broadcasting facilities was
_placed under the direction of t e French Overseas Radio Broadcasting

Company (Societe de Radio iffusion de la France d'Outre-Mer
SORAFOM), the central offic

of which were in Paris".

When Senegal became ind pendent it inherited the most powerful
broadcasting installations in French-speaking West Africa. Responsibility for their operation w transferred to the Ministry of Information, and by the early 1960s he vast majority of the service's personnel
were African. Technical coo ration with France, including equipment
needs and programming, yeas continued under SORAFOM, which was
reconstituted in 1963 as t e Radio Broadcasting Cooperation Service
(Office de la ,Cooperation RadiophoniqueOCORA). In 1969 the activities of OCORA were transferred directly to ORTF:
In 1973 the system was known as the Radio Broadcasting Service of

Senegal (Radiodiffusion du Senegal). The International Network
(Chaine Inter) broadcast programs in French, Arabic, English, and
Portuguese. The daily schedule offered one hour of morning programs,
two hours in the afternoon, and six hours in the evening. Total broadcast time on the weekends was longer. Transmissions were sent over

three different shortwave frequencies, the power and broadcasting
hours of which varied.

the- National - Network- (Chaine Nationale) broadcast in French_but_
also offered newscasts in Wolof, Serer, Sarakole, Manding, Diola, and
Pulaar (see ch. 4). The daily schedule provided twenty hours of pro-

grams beginning at 6:00 A.M. The programs transmitted on one
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mediumwave frequency and two shortwave frequencies. Transmitters were located at Dakar, Saint-Louis, Ziguinchor, Kaolack, and
Tambacounda. \,
Programming Was planned in Dakar by the broadcasting service
sometimes
sometimes in conju ction with other government servicesand also
by the regional statio s, which possessed a certain degree of autonomy.
The service relied heavily on programs prepared in Paris by ORTF. The
service was also supplied taped programs by the VOA, and the USIS
produced a program locally for domestic broadcastz. The service placed
heavy emphasis on cultural and educational programming. Regularly
programmed features included series on such topics as the school, the
family, health advice, and literature.

Various experiment il programs initiated in conjunction with the
Ministry of National education have led to the establishnient of regularly broadcast educational programs designed to coordinate with the
country's educational system. The development of School Radio (Radio
Scolaire) was the responsibility of CIEM and included several programs designed for hearing during the schoolday. These programs were
of particular help for those learning basic skills and for new teachers
(see ch. 8). Printed materials for use by listeners during the broadcasts
were available.
Innovative programming also focused on the problems of economic
development and the creation of national identity. A special program
was developed as part of a UNESCO pilot project, which began in the
mid 1960s for the use of audiovisual media in adult education. This
program featured rural and cooperative leaders, who discussed in local
language the most pressing problems their people faced. Listeners from
other communities were encouraged to follow the broadcasts with discussions and to correspond with the local station. Listeners were not
only able to share solutions to common problems but were helped to see
their common development problems in terms of overall national development planning. Perhaps one of the most popular programs of this
kind in 1973 was a Monday evening feature called "Speaking Directly
with... ," during which journalists questioned members of the government, members of the bureaucracy, and administrative directors, as
well as religious and community leaders on various issues of national
interest.
In the early 1960s there were an estimated 150,000 radio receivers in
the country, and Iran
Jr radios were popular in Dakar. In the early
1970s the number of receivers was estimated at 212,000, and transistor
radios were found in even the more remote villages. Radio sets were not
taxed, and a special program existed whereby tthe government provided
free batteries for transistor radios, which it also recharged at low cost.
Local and regional administrative centers provided facilities for group
radio listening, and a project in the Ziguinchor area provided radio
services to over 600 homes by means 'of individual loudspeakers con234
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nected in a network that resembled a telephone system. It w\estimated that these government programs made radio broadcasts
available to at least 630,000 people, or about 15 percent of the populat4.

In addition to Radio Senegal, various foreign broadcasts could 1::
heard. ORTF broadcast for the greatest number of hours each week,
most of which was relayed from Congo (formerly, Congo Brazzaville).
The VOA and Radio Guinea, however, had the largest regular audience.

Other broadcasts were received from Great Britain and the Soviet
Union. The government welcomed such broadcasts as long as they were

of an apolitical nature and required all governments with which it
maintained_ diplomatic relations to agree to restrict their transmissions

to French-language broadcasts. The government sought to maintain
the Radio Senegal monopoly over broadcasting advertising and in 1971
had passed a law providing fines of up to CFAF2 million and bans on

Senegal-based firms that advertised in foreign broadcasts beamed to
Senegal.
Television broadcasting began in 1964 under a five-year experimental
pilot project sponsored by UNESCO. The carefully controlled project

was one of several investigating audiovisual media and adult education. Programs in Wolof were broadcast over a fifty-watt transmitter
two days a week to groups of up to seventy persons gathered in community-viewing facilities at various locations in Dakar. Each program
lasted from fifteen to forty-five minutes and was followed by an evaluation session in, which the participants were asked questions about the
broadcast they had just seen. The results of this experiment not only
enabled Senegal to judge how television could be best developed to fit
national needs but also provided useful guides to other African countries as well.
At the conclusion of the pilot project, the government began planning
its own service, which was put into operation on a limited scale in September 1972. Broadcasts provided 31/2 hours of programming daily, but
the implementation of an expanded schedule was expected in June 1973.
Estimates of the number of television receivers in the country were as
high as 1,500. The National Assembly had adopted a resolution in Jan, uary 1973 to reduce the 100 percent tariff on television sets imported
into the country. Receivers from the European Economic Community
(EEC, known as the Common Market) were to be subject to a 35 percent

duty; those from the United States were to carry a tariff of about 44
percent; and those from countries with which Senegal had but general
tariff arrangements were to carry a charge of 67 percent.

Press
The first locally published newspapers appeared during the last two
decades of the nineteenth century. The three most important were Le
Reved du Senegalais founded in 1885, Le Petit Senegulais founded in
1886, and L'Union Africaine founded in 1896. Their development
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represented a response to the demands of the increasing numbers of
French and 'netts (people of mixed European and African ancestry)
and, as such, they were produced for and by the French community.
The focus of these newspapers was on French metropolitan politics and
issues of economic interest to local commerce. Until the mid-1930s only
French citizens were allowed to publish newspapers. In accordance
with the French policy of assimilation there was a tax on the import of
newsprint and printing machinery, which was designed to encourage
the importation of French publications (see ch. 2). Even mission groups
were slow to establish publications.
One Of the first politically oriented newspapers, L'Afrique Occidentale
Francaise, appeared in 1907. It was an organ of a local section of the

French Socialist Party and was published on a somewhat irregular
weekly basis. During the 1930s restrictions on the citizenship of publishers and increased African participation in the decision making proc-

ess led to the appearance of several irregular daily newsletters
supporting various African candidates running for local offices. Typical

of these were La Bastille, Le Periscope Africain, and L'Echo de Rufisque. Most of these were short lived, but Le Periscope Africain had a
correspondent in Paris and for some time was a major source of news.
The most significant development, however, was the founding of the
weekly Paris-Dakar in 1933. Established as part of what was to become
the Breteuil chain, the newspaper became 4 daily in 1935. Initially in-

tended for European readers, the publicationwhich later changed its
name to Dalthr-Matin began to play an increasing role in the local
information system.
Although political awareness increased in the years immediately
after World War II, it focused mainly on metropolitan politics. Numerous newspapers appeared as organs of the various short-lived political
parties that evolved during this period only to follow the fate of the
parties for which they spoke. An information weekly, Afrique Nouvelle,

however, was established in 1947 by the Roman Catholic White Fathers. It aimed at interterritorial distribution, offered international
news coverage, and became a first-class publication. Its editorial inde-

pendence from the administration gave it a steadily increasing
circulation.
Although an independent, private press failed to evolve in the 1950s,
several small party newspapers were established. Two of the more
notable were Afrique Noire and La Condition Humaine; the latter was
published by Leopold-Sedar Senghor. These newspapers, however,
never reached the circulation or the level of professionalism of Afrique

--Nauvelle-anti-Dakar4littin.
During the 1960s Afrique Nouvelle became the most professionally
respected newspaper in French-speaking Africa. Editions were published twice weekly and were flown all over Afr ca. It sought a mod-

erate political position and the advancement o African unity and
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development. Increasingly, it became a publication produced by
Africansonly some of whom were Senegalesebut remained under
the control of the Roman Catholic Church. At its zenith, circulation
reached over 20,000. By the early 1970s, however, circulation began to

drop. Increasing postal costs and currency devaluations were among
the reasons cited for the indefinite suspension of publication in June
1972. Attempts had been made to renew publication, but the final
outcome of deliberations within the church was not clear in mid -1973.
During the 1950s the editorial policy of Dakar-Matin supported
French government policy and was slow to encourage the African
independence movement. After independence it shifted its support to
the government of President Senghor, who was a personal friend of the
editor. When the newspaper disapproved of a government position, it
usually avoided comments on the issue. Once in 1962 the newspaper
even ceased publication until the official government position was
clarified.
The newspaper continued to be basically French in both the emphasis
of its content and its form. It did provide an important source of local
news, however, and many readers regarded its system of correspondents in cities throughout the country as being more effective than the
government news, agency, the APS. Its conservative editorial policy
may have been one reason for a decline in circulation after the mid1960s. In 1970 the newspaper ceased publication and was replaced by a
new daily, Le Soleil du Senegal, produced basically by the same personnel in the same facilities but in clOser cooperation with the UPS.
The newspaper contained twelve pages printed in full-size format. The
firts page was usually devoted to international news, followed by about
tw6 pages of national events. Other full pages were devoted to sports,
films, and regional news. Advertisements, especially for air transport
and automobiles, were included. Regular features also included across word puzzle, legal announcements, articles on cultural events, a daily
television schedule, and horoscopes.
In 1973 Le Soleil du Senegal was the only daily newspaper in the
country (see table 6). It reported an increased circulation during the
three years since its incorporation. The only other locally issued daily
was Info Senegal, a mimeographed news bulletin published by the
APS. There were three major weeklies. The largest circulation was
held by Le Moniteur Africain du Commerc-e et de lIndustrie, which
focused on commerce and economics and was circulated to other African countries. L'Unite Africaine was a UPS newspaper, and the third,
La Semaine a Dakar, was a theater magazine.
-There were more than twenty other majorperiodicials published inthe country. Bingo, a popular picture monthly founded in 1952, was
slanted toward urban African youth and was circulated throughout
French-speaking Africa. Afrique Medicate was also circulated regionally, as was Medecine dAfrique- Noire. Two monthly publications,
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Historical and sociological journal; originally under
French direction.
Published by government statistical service.

n.a.

Bulletin Statistique et Mensuel3

Popular sports and news.

n.a.

100,000

n.a.
n.a.

10,000

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Economics subjects.
Medical review.
n.a.
Women's magazine.
Do
n.a.

Theater magazine.
Commerce and economics subjects.
Senegalese Progressive Union.

n.a.
10,000
5,000

n.a.

Published by Senegalese Progressive Union.
Published by Senegalese Press Agency.

Remarks

20,000

Circulation

Bingo)
Bulletin de IThstitut Fundamental d'Afrique Noire

Bahia

A iva3

Le Moniteur Africain du Commerce et de l'Industrie
L'Unite Afiticaine
PERIODIgALS:
Africa
Afrique Medicate
Afrique, Mon Pays
Amina3

DAILY:
Le Soleil dsi Senegal
Info Senegal=
WEEKLY:
La Semaine a Daka r .

Name of Publication

Table 6. Principal Newspapers and Periodicals of Senegal, 1973'

Ls

-

Nattily except during school vacations.

'Monthly.
'Every other mont.
'Quarterly

All published in Disbar and all in French. unless otherwise noted
'A mimeographed bulletin published daily.

n 5.not available.

Senegal-Documents5
Terre Senegalaisel
La Voix des!Combattants
Yoga'

Senegal-Carrefou

Senegal d'Aujourd7euis

Notes Africkness
L'Observateur Africain
Senegal-A4sudities3

Medecine d4Afrique Noirel
La Nation Senegalcuse

Etudes et Documents'
Journal Offidel de La Republique du Senegal

10,000

Children's magazine; published by Research and Production Center for the Information and Education of the
Masses.

Ecole al Hadj- Malick Sy publication.

Farm magazine.

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.

Do
Do
Do

publication.
Private, academic journal.
n.a.
Ministry of Information publication.

Bilingual French and Arabic; Ministry of Information

Medie,11 review.

Ministry of Information publication.
Government publication.

5,000

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.

10,000

n.a.
n.a.

Anima and A wa, were women's magazirri:s. The Bulleiin de l'Institut
Fondamental d'Afrique Noire was originally a French research publication covering all of French-speaking West Africa, but by the early
1970s its focus was on Senegal, and it was largely a Senegalese operation. Other major periodicals included six publications of the Ministry

of Information. Less important government reports and irregular

serials also appeared.
The APS, founded in 1959, provided a limited news service. It had
but a small staff in Dakar and no regional reporters. Although it did
receive information from the regional information centers, local coverage was net acequate for events outside Dakar. Until 1972, when foreign offices were opened in Paris, Addis Ababa, and Washington, the
APS was totally dependent on other foreign news services for foreignnews. About 80 percent of its foreign coverage came from the French
Press Agency ( Agency France PresseAFP). Other foreign news
services in the country included those of the Soviet Union (Novo ti
and TASS) and Great Britain (Reuters), ar
-the Presse Agentur,
the news service of the Federal Republic of k: ."
y (West Germany).
The information services of several embassies_in Dakar also provided
news bulletins.
In addition to newspapers and periodicals produced within the country, various foreign publications were available. Most of these were in
French. Le Mot
r nce-Soir, and Le Figaro were the most popular
newspapers; t1
,st popular foreign magazines included Jenne
Afrique, !Express. and Paris Match.

Publishing and Book Distribution
In addition to gol.ernment printing facilities, there were six major
publishing hou,;es in 1973; all were located in Dakar. The Grand Afri

can Printing House (Grande Imprimerie Africaine) was founded in
1917 and specialized in law and administration. Clairafrique published
works dealing with politics, law, and sociology. The House of Books
(Maison du Livre) featured fiction and classical literature. The press of

the Basic Institute of Black Africa (Institut Fondamental d'Afrique
NoireWAN) produced a variety of scientific and humanistic studies.
The two remaining publishing houses were the African Publishing
Company "Societe Africaine d'Editiohs et de Publication) and the Pub-

lishing and African Press Company (Societe d'Edition et de Press
Africaine). Information was unavailable concerning the number and

kinds of publications produced by these companies.
Adult Senegalese readers indicated a strong preference for owning

ooks rather than borrowing them from libraries. With the exception
of a few shops in Medina, Thies, and Kaolack, almost all bookstores
were in Dakar. Limited numbers of selected books were sold in Tura]
areas by some religious groups and commodity cooperatives, and some
. bazaar shopkeepers offered books in villages at prices higher than
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those asked in Dakar. The seven bookstores and two art stores that
sold books in Dakar in the early 1970s offered a variety of locally published and imported texts. All of these outlets were operated by Euroshops to
peans. Some customers reported difficulties in getting
order books that were not on the shelves.

Films
Although films were produced by an industry still in an embryonic
stage in 1973, the country was the fourth major producer of full-length
films in Africa and possessed the most dynamic motion picture pro-

ducers in Black Africa. The first film,directed by a Senegalese was
produced in 1955, but it was not until the early 1960s that films began
to be produced in their entirety in Senegal with any regularity. By the
early 1970s over thirty films had been made. About one-third of these
were full-length features, and the remainder included documentaries
and other subjeCts (see ch. 8).

Local processing facilities were generally able to handle only black
and i ,e films; most color and feature-length films were processed
in France. Although various local directors had established their oven
production firms, financial limitations usually required cooperatiop
with foreign film companies. Major financial support was arranged
through an international audiovisual film consortium sponsored by the
-French government.
The popularity of films continued to increase, but the opportunity to
vieW them regularly was limited largely to those people living in the
larger urban centers. Estimates of the number of permanent theaters
in the counts; ranged from seventy to 120. All theaters were owned by
French companies. Estimates of the total seating capacity ranged from
about 35,000 to about 50,000. Most films were s;:own with French sound

tracks or subtitles.
The importation and distribution of most films were handled by two
private French film companies operating in Senegal. Most full-length
features were imported from the United States and France, but films
from India and Egypt were also highly popular. Official film exchanges

had been instituted with the Soviet Union, several East European
countries, and various other states, including Spain and Argentina.
Local distribution of films produced in other African countries was on
the increase.

In early 1973 the government announced the establishment of a
film company with capital assets of CFAF48 million.
Designed to corn JI the production of cultural and educational films,
state -owns.

the company was also to oversee the importation of films and aid government programs for increasing the country's literacy rate.

The government information service itself produced a variety of
films for local viewing z nd for uistribution abroad. In addition '9 edulocal
cational films, a weekly filmed news series was distributed
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theaters and various European_ television networks. The service also
operated mobile film vans, which took educational and technical films
to groups living in remote regions of the country.
In addition to commercially imported films and those produced
locally by the various government services or private individuals, the
information services of several foreign embassies in Dakar had film
loan programs. Most showings were for special groups, such as schools,
labor unions, -and cultural organizations (see ch. 8). The Senegalese
government required that such films be of an apolitical nature, and
foreign information service films were also subject to the approval of
the censorship commission. The USIS,..was a major distributor of such
materials; in 1972 about 60,000 Senegalese saw films produced and
lent by USIS,
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SECTION III. ECONOMIC
CHAPTER 13
CHARACTER AND- STRUCTURE
OF THE ECONOMY

/

Even before it was hit by the disastrous drought of 1972, the country
was facing difficult economic problems of retarded growth, localized
rural overpopulation, high urban unemployment and underemployment, and diminished foreign exchange reserves. In contrast to some
of the other West African countries affected by the drought, however,
Senegal was in a relatively sound position. Despite its poor climate and
soils and its apparent lack of readily exploitable mineral resources, the
country at independence had been among the more advanced economically in former French Africa. Because of its excellent natural port at
Dakar, it had been the commercial and administrative center of former
French West Africa. A relatively effective transport network had been
established, and access to the West African market had led to the development of manufacturing capacity around the port at Dakar.
By promoting peasant groundnut (peanut) production for export, the
colonial authorities had also developed a product in some demand on
world markets that could provide the basis for a domestic process-

ing industry. Groundnuts were relatively resistant to the recurrent
droughts that ravaged the country, and they were the only commercial
crop that could be grown in the poor soils over much of the land area
(see ch. 14). Cash crop cultivation had facilitated widespread use of

farming methods that in the early 1960s were among the most advanced in Africa, but it had also led to rural overpopulation and soil
depletion in parts of the western plains that intensified the effects of
the drought. Heavy dependence on a single export crop had also contributed to the radical fluctuations in yearly earnings that retarded
the country's economic growth during the 1960s.

In 1972 the country's per capita gross domestic product (GDPsee
Glossary) was estimated at around the equivalent of US$250, a relatively high level by African standards; but this included exceptionally
high incomes accruing to foreign residents (see ch. 6). Moreover, the
rate of growth in per capita income had been minimal during much of
the 1960s. Particularly in the rural areas, there were pockets of poverty, and in much of the western plains peasant cash earnings had been
stagnating even before the drought of 1972. The result was growing
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peasant social malaise and political disaffection toward the end of the
1960s, which in turn inspired a central government effort in 1971 and
1972 to introduce reforms in farm price policy and the central market-

ing administration and to reduce corruption or indifference in the
local farm marketing cooperatives and political party organizations
(see ch. 14).

There was a dramatic revival in agricultural production in 1972, accompanied by an acceleration of the already favorable rate of growth
in fishing and manufacturing. Just as the success of the-government's
policy seemed assured, however, the consequences of the scantiest
rainy season in sixty years hit the economy, devastated large areas
of the north and west, and decimated the livestock population. With
fiscal and foreign exchange resources at a lew ebb, the government
was obliged to look to foreign loan financing for much of its planned
recovery effort and was seeking to implement sound domestic policies
that would ensure a stable and favorable economic climate to attract
and effectively utilize the required foreign aid and investment.

PATTERNS OF GROWTH AND
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
By the end of 1972 it was evident that in the twelve years since independence growth had been slow in the economy as a whole. According
to one estimate, real domestic product per capita, in constant prices,

had not increased at all in the ten years since 1962. Over the same
period GDP at current prices had increased by an average rate of about

4.9 percent a year, but it was thought that most of this growth had
been absorbed by increases in prices and in population. Urban unemplo3 ment had been swelled by the exodus from the countryside and
by 1970 was estimated at about 7 percent of the labor force.
By the mid-1960s the country's industrial sector had largely recovered from the loss of its West African markets at independence and
was once more operating at full capacity or going on to expand capacity and output in several lines. Other sectors of above-average growth
were tourism and fishing. The nonproductive tertiary sector of activity, comprising transport, commerce, and services, accounted for a
dispropoetionately high share of total value added (GDP) in the form
of profit margins, wages, and salaries. In 1967, for example, wages
paid by the government amounted to CFAF45.5 billion (for value of the

CFA francsee Glossary), or 12 percent of GDP. A sizable but unquantified share of commercial profits was thought to be remitted
abroad by French-owned wholesale or retail firms (see ch. 15). Salaries
and profits accruing to foreigners were also relatively high in manufacturing, where costs had been reduced since independence but con-

tinued to be burdened by high incentive pay for skilled European
personnel.

The main factor retarding the rate of growth during the period had
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been agricultural production. In most of the country the main crops
were millet and sorghum for subsistence consumption and groundnuts
for oil exports. The strongest single determinant of export earnings
and the overall rate of growth was the value of the year's groundnut
harvest (see fig. 8).

A year-to-year zigzag pattern in exports and GDP had typified the
entire period from 1960 to 1973. The even-numbered years had been
years of favorable harvests and crop marketing (December to May)
l-following
adequate rains during the preceding May to September grow.
ing season. The poor harvests of odd-numbered years had an impact on
earnings not only in farming but in industry, where oil-pressing mills
generated a substantial portion of value added (see ch. 14). The level
and distribution of rainfall were the chief but not the sole causes of
poor crop earnings. The world market price of edible oils was a modifying factor that may not have had its full impact during the period
under review: Preferential price support for Senegal's groundnut oil
on the French market had been gradually reduced after 1962 and finally abolished in 1967. This was a factor in reducing the share of agriculture in GDP in the mid-1960s, but by 1971 the world market price
had risen above the previous protected French price. In 1973 price com-

petition among edible oils on the world market thus constituted a
potential danger rather than an immediate threat to the country's
economic growth and foreign exchange position.

Forecasts concerning the future world market for oilseeds, edible
oils, and byproadets were thrown into some disarray by the world
grain and feed shortage of 1973. Studies published in 1971 by both the
United States Department of Agriculture and the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization had concluded that annual increases in
world production of oilseeds, fats, and oils would outpace the growth
of demand during the 1970s and 1980s, resulting in a decline in free
market prices. Demand fo" oil cake and meal for animal feed was on
the increase in Western Europe, however, and there was thought to be
a reserve of untapped demand in Eastern Europe and in the People's
Republic of China (PRC). Soybeans accounted for more than half of
total world oilseed production and 70 percent of world trade in oilseed
meal. The United States was regarded as a prime source of potential
competition. The leading seeds for edible oil production also had a high
feed meal content so that, if a feed shortage continued, it might have
some influence on world prices for edible oils, which were trending
s
strongly upward in mid-1973.
Neverthelegs, the International Oilseed Crushers Congress at Kil-

larney in mid-1973 warned that developing countries dependent on
exports of vegetable oilseeds and oils were confronting three serious
problems. The first was short-term price fluctuations; the second was
the probable long-term downward trend in prices because of narrowing

markets; and the third was that of trade barriers in major import
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Figure 8. Groundnut Oil Price and Selected Economic Indicators, Senegal,
1965-72
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markets. Through the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development(UNCTAD) and through negotiations with the expanded European Economic Community (EEC, known as the Common Market)
Senegal and other oil-exporting countries were seeking reduction of

tariff barriers, elimination of tariff differences between crude, refined, and processed products, and price stabilization or compensatory
payments arrangements to counteract the effect of volatile price fluctuations (see ch. 15).

On the domestic front the government was pursuing its efforts to
diversify the economic base to reduce dependence on groundnut earnings as a source of GDP. The primary effort would be a long-range
program to reduce dependence on rainfall, and its effects would riot be
felt in the short term. Besides a program of well drilling and construction of dams and irrigation channels, a time-consuming program of
peasant extension training would be required to improve cultivation
methods. At the agricultural experimental station at Bambey, demonstrations carried out during a season of sconty and erratic rainfall in
1972 had proved that methodic cultivation and use of green manure
and mineral fertilizer could triple the amount of moisture retained by

the soil a month after the rains and double the groundnut yield per
acre. Such methods, within the reach of the average smallholder, could

modify, if not eliminate, the extreme fluctuations in crop outpnt in
response to climatic factors.
Somewhat more effective in the short term were the efforts to diversify production by promoting a variety of cash crops and by reducing
reliance on agriculture as a source of GDP. By 1970 only about 5 per-

cent of the country's farmers were thought to have been reached by
programs to diversify crop production, but there had been marked
progress in output of rice, cotton, and vegetables. Exports of phosphates and of .nanufactures had increased, so that by 1970 groundnut
products had a less dominant role in determining the level of export
earnings. The fishing fleet had been largely modernized, and the commercial catch was increasing rapidly. In the late 1960s the output of
manufacturing had been growing by about 14 percent a year in current
prices.
The proportionatc share of each sector of economic activity in GDP

had fluctuated from year to year in response to crop variations (see
table 7). The share of agriculture had declined from around 30 percent
in the years 1966 through 1968 to only 25 percent in 1972, which was a
good crop marketing year. The estimate of value added in agriculture
may also have reflected the artificially low level of producer prices fcr
groundnuts (see ch. 14). It was not readily apparent whether the profits
realized by the government's Groundnut Stabilization Fund on groundnut sales accrued to GDP in the commercial sector. The peasants' loss
of interest in groundnut production, culminating in the 1970/71 growing ,,eason, is thought to have increased the share of agricultural GDP
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Table 7. Origin and Use of Gross Domestic Product
and Other Resources, Senegal, 1967-72
(in billions of CFA francs)'
1968

1969

58.8
(28.1)
Industry'
31.9
Transport
10.0
Commerce
54.2
Government'
29.1
Households'
8.4
Other tertiary service activities 8.4

66.3
(32.9)

56.3
(28.2)
37.2

Gross domestic product (GDP) 2003

1967

1970

1971

1972

Origin:

Agriculture, fishing, forestry
Subsistence production ....

.

35.1 _
10.2
57.8
29.7
8.6
8.8

63.4
47.9
(31.3)
n.a.
41.6 ', 41.7

66.4

n.a.
48.1

71.0

76.1

73.2

89.9

52.9

55.5

57.1

58.9

216.5

217A

236.6

219.9

263.3

+5.0

+7.3

+19.4

+11.4

+25.8

+15.9

AGGREGATE RESOURCES
Utilization of Resources:
Private consumption
Public consumption .....
Gross private investment
(capital formation)
Gross public investment

205.8

223.8

236.8

248.0

245.7

279.2

162.6
10.7

186.1
11.2

192 8
13.8

206.7
. 14.6

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

18.3

14.2

12.5
14.0

17.3
7.2

Change in inventories...
Annual percentage change in GDP
at current market prices

n.s.s.

n.s.s.

16.7
12.0
1.5

22

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

-2.8

+7.8

+0.4

+8.8

-7.1

+19.7

n.a.

+0.4

;+3.3

+3.8

+5.0

+5.8

n.a.

12.2

13.2

10.3

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

8.8

5.0

6.5

n.a.

n.a.

Resource gap (+) filled by net
imports of goods and nonfactor
services'

Annual average rise in consumer

prices (percent) ......... ....

.

Gross fixed investment as percent
of GDP

Gross domestic savings as percent
of GDP
n a -not available
n s 3 -not separately specified in source (probably included in private and public investment)
At current market urges, (or value of the CFA franc-see Glossary.
'Including mining, manufacturing. electric power. construction. and public works
'Wages and other value added by government
W. its of domestic servants and other value added by households as such.
'Equivalent to current balance of payments Because data are in current prices. this does not provide a measure of
the real resource gap, which may be partly filled by a rise in prices

derived from subsistence food grain production, which had averaged
an estimated 47 percent in the years 1966 through 1968. No detailed

breakdown of the value added in rural activities was available for
1972. In 1970 fishing had accounted for CFAF8.9 billion, or about 3.8
percent of total GDP, and forestry for CFAF5.4 billion, or 2 percent.
Over the years the share of industry in total GDP had increased from
around 13 percent in 1962 to 18 percent in 1972. Although the industry
sector included mining, electric power, construction, and public works,
most of its share consisted of value added in manufacturing and was
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evidence of the country's relatively well-developed processing capacity.

In 1970 CFAF4 biliion of the value added in manufacturing had accrued to the oil-pressing industry, CFAF4.3 billibn to the textile and
leather branch, CFAF4 billion to the mechanical and electrical branch,
CFAI443.3 billion to the chemical and related industries, and CFAF2.3
billion to the French-owned flour-milling industry, which was subsidized by the French government.
The relatively high proportion of available resources devoted to con-

sumption- was among the factors that retarded growth during the
196Gs. Over the period as a whole the aggregate of private and govern-

ment consumption expenditure averaged about 92 percent of GDP.
Total investment had increased rapidly from an annual average of
CFAF15 billion in the years 1960 through 1962 to CFAF23 billion,in
1963 through 1965 and CFAI029 billion in 1966 through 1968. Even in
the last period, howeverit was equivalent to only about 13 percent of

GDP. The excess of consumption and investment expenditure combined over GDP was derived from net imports. The share of aggregate
gross domestic expenditure covered by resources from abroad had been
increasing since the early 1960s. More than 40 percent of gross fixed
capital formation was supplied by foreign financing, principally offi-

cial loans, along with some grants and private foreign direct' investment (see ch. 15). During the 1960s private investment, which was
mainly in industry, accounted for more than half of total investment.
Public investment had increased from about CFAF5 billion in 1960 to
about CFAF14 billion in 1968. A large share of it was spent under the
four-year economic development plans.
Between 14 and 18 percent of private consumption was met by sub-,
sistence production. Private cash consumption expenditure and private
investment were the chief sources of fluctuation in gross domestic expenditure. Government consumption (operating) expenditure showed
an upward trend toward the end of the period despite an official policy
of restraint. Public investment expenditure had declined at the end of
the 1960s but was increased marginally in the early 1970s in an effort
to stimulate expansion (see Public Finance, this ch.). The outlook was
that a growing share of development financing would be sought from"'
abroad.
The high level of consumption expenditure during the period gener-

ated some pressure on the external balance of payments, symbolized
by the growing resource gap. The pressure on domestic prices, however, had been restrained during most of the period, and the upward
trend of prices in the early 1970s was judged by the authorities to be
the result of shortages of certain foodstuffs and of higher import prices
rather than of mounting demand pressure.

FOREIGN PARTICIPATION IN THE ECONOMY
In 1973 the private enterprise sector of the modern economy was
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still strongly dominated by foreign ownership and managenetlt. The
foreign element extended from giant French firms that did busitiess on
a worldwide basis to small family-operated and -staffed stores owned
by Lebanese or French families. Many of these smaller scale operators
had left the country at independence, but a number survived. A census
of industry (manufacturing and artisan enterprise) indicated that as
many as half of the small enterprises employing from ten to twenty
workers and 90 percent of businesses employing more than twenty
workers were foreign owned. Little was known about enterprises employing fewer than ten workers.

In the late 1960s nearly all the leading positions in industry, commerce, services, and in chambers of commerce and employers' organizations were filled by Frenchmen. One-third of the doctors were
Frenchmen or other non-Africans, and large numbers of Frenchmen
were also found in the middle levels of the public administration and
the educational system (see ch. 8; ch. 9).

LABOR
In 1973 thsre had been no comprehensive census of the economically

active poOation, and data concerning the labor force were largely
based on speculation. The level of unemployment in the towns had
been alarmingly high even before the 1972 drought further accelerated
the exodus from the rural areas. Statistics were kept on applications
for employment, but it was thought that only a minority of the unemployed registered at unemployment offices. One source estimated that
only about 30 percent of the workers in Dakar had full-time jobs.
The active population, consisting of people aged fifteen to fifty-nine
inclusive, was estimated in 1973 at 2,167,871. The percentage engaged

in rural activitiescultivation, herding, fishing, or forestrywas
commonly placed at around 75 percent but sometimes estimated as
high as 87 percent. An official source published in 1965 had divided the
estimated active population by sector of economic activity as follows:

cultivation, 66 percent; mixed cultivation and stockraising, 8 percent; stockraising alone, 2 percent; fishing, 1 percent; industry, 5 percent; artisan activity, 6 percent; transport, commerce, and services, 12
percent.
Most of the active population consisted of unpaid family workers,
employed either on family farms or in small family commercial or
artisanal enterprise in the towns. This labor force engaged in the traditional economy escaped enumeration but was thought to constitute
about 90 percent of the active population. In the modern economy in
1973 there were 65,000 wage and salary, earners in government employment and 71,447 in private employment. Of those employed in the
private sector, 88.8 percent were Senegalese and other Africans; only
1.4 percent were womon. Africans predominated heavily in middlelevel and upper middle-level positions; bt& in jobs requiring high tech250
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nical qualifications employment of non-Africans was still high.
As the number of new jobs opening up in government slowed during
the late 1960s, there was increasing concern over employment opportunities in the private modern sector, which was largely foreign owned.

Senegal was one of the leading countries in Africa in the rate of replacement of non-African employees, having a proportion of less than
7 percent foreign employees in industry and less than 10 percent in
commerce. More than three-fourths of technical and managerial positions were occupied by Europeans, however. Only about 27 percent of
employers and upper management and 18 percent of technicians and
cadres were Senegalese or other Africans. This contributed to the
generally high cost level of Senegalese industry: to attract foreigners
with the necessary technical or managerial qualifications, employers
had to offer salaries almost twice as high as the applicants would earn
in Europe. Non-Africans made up only 4 percent of the country's employment but accounted for 31 percent of the wage and salary bill.
.Because the cost of capital was low relative to the wage and safary

bill, the new industries established by foreign investors tended to be
relatively capital-intensive rather than labor-intensive. The loss of
Dakar's economic hinterland in former French West Africa also contributed to the stagnation of employment (see ch. 14). Employment in
the modern sector of the economy accordingly declined from 135,000 in
1960 to 125,000 in 1968. By 1973 it had again surpassed 135,000, but

the number of those seeking employment in the towns was growing
rapidly. In mid-1973 a cabinet minister noted that during the preceding ten years overall economic activity had progressed at an average

annual rate of between 5 and 6 percent at current prices and that
profits had grown at the same rate, but there had been no real progress
in employment.
By May 1973 popttlar dissatisfaction was mounting, and the National
Confederation of Labor demanded that government policy give priority
to full employment and to greater pressure on private employers to
hire and promote Africans. The government authorities, in response,
publicly accused the private firms of dragging their feet on compliance
with government directives. In a speech entitled "The New Slave Trade,
or the Second War of Independence," President Leopold-Sedar Senghor
asserted that "European neocolonialism" was "attempting a veritable
reconquest of Africa." He referred not only to the continued employment of Europeans in African subsidiary firms but also to employment
of low-wage African labor in Frahce and other European countries, a
practice in which scandalous abuses had been revealed by several press
exposés during the preceding year.
In March and July 1973 the government launched an accelerated
policy of sjnegalisation, as the replacement of foreign employees is

called. A predominant share of domestic trade in major consumer
goods was to be expressly reserved for Senegalese wholesale and retail
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traders (see ch. 15). All private firms already established in the country would be obliged to submit a written plan for senegalisation of
their personnel by the end of the year or face prosecution. Potential
new foreign investors must make written commitments of the same
kind as a part of their application for admission. Private firms were to
begin at once to hire African counterparts for all their European employees, to be trained on the job. The official target was to double the
number of employees in the private sector, not only by eliminating
residual employment of foreigners but by expanding foreign investment and government participation in the creation of new industrial
capacity.
Many fofeign firms operating in the country pursued common employment policies that are familiar to job applicants in developed countries but that in the local context could easily give rise to accusations
of deliberate discrimination against nationals. One such practice frequently denounced was the requirement that new employees should
possess previous job experience in addition to appropriate education.
Since few new graduates had any means of acquiring the necessary experience unless they were hired by the firms concerned, this practice

had the practical effect of excluding them from employment, and
new employees with job experience were then allegedly imported
from abroad. At a public meeting on June 29, 1973, that included a
number of cabinet ministers and §cholars, this practice was unanimously denounced as evidence of bad faith on the part of foreign-owned
enterprises.
Although an increased commitment by foreign-owned firms to provi-

sion of or-the-job training might interfere with the maximization of
profit in the short term, it was thought that it could pay dividends in
goodwill and inhibit the growth of popular dissatisfaction with the
government's encouragement of foreign investment. The government
was seeking to reduce the high price level vis-à-vis foreign competition,

but high domestic prices resulted in part from the employment of
foreign nationals at relatively high salaries. The short-term effect of
employing untrained personnel might thus be offset in the longer term
by the replacement of the higher salaried foreigners.
Labor unions were based on the French model and grouped in the
National Confederation of Senegalese Workers (Confederation Nationale des Travailleurs SenegalaisCNTS). Labor unions in Cap Vert
Region, where most modern sector employment was located, were

grouped in the Senegalese Progressive Union (Union Frogressiste
SenegalaiseUPS). Despite the government's efforts to maintain a
wage freeze, Senegal in 1972 had the highest wages of any Frenchspeaking African nation. Between 1960 and 1970 the average annual
pay of a wage earner in the private sector had increased from around
CFAF180,000 to CFAF300,000, and the average annual income of a government employee had increased from CFAF360,000 to CFAF500,000.
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By contrast, the average annual income of a pea3ant was thought to

have fluctuated over the same period between CFAF10,000 and
CFAF50,000. Many peasants came to the towns to live at the expense of

a wage-earning relative, perhaps with the hope of finding an urban
job.

The traditional family system was a disincentive to effort by wage
earners, as increased earnings might not mean increased welfare for
the nuclear family but only a larger number of kin to support (see ch. 6).
Some urban wage earners were reportedly responsible for the livelihood
of as many as twenty-five relatives. Moreover, wage levels in the 1960s

were generally unrelated to productivity. Many African workers
showed a preference for wage employment in less productive activities,
such as government, commerce, or services. A study of Senegal's industrial labor published by a visiting American scholar in 1968 concluded

that the operation of the labor market was completely distorted by
social and political factors. He placed much of the blame on the persist-

ence of colonial attitudes and of inappropriate French models and
pointed out that government wage policy might contribute to retarding
the replacement of foreign by Senegalese employees. He recommended
that wage policy should discriminate *n favor of more productive employment sectors and that more effective training should be provided
for prospective wage earners.
The educational system was based upon the French model and catered
to an elite that would go on to acquire a university education (see ch. 8).
Of those completing college preparatory education, only about onethird had majored in science or technical subjects. A 1970 planning
commission report had recognized the need to make the educational
system more relevant to the country's practical needs.
Accordingly, the government in 1972 as part of its effort to improve
employment possibilities for Senegalese nationals introduced certain
reforms in the educational system designed to orient more students

toward vocational training and toward studies in the scientific and
mathematical fields. In May 1973 the prime minister approved the new
Department of Human Resources and the establishment of a detailed
human resources plan to be periodically revised. Follow-up programs
for former elementary and secondary, school and university students
were to be expanded, and coordination between employment and technical training services improved.

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
In the French overseas territories there had been some form of centralized investment planning for more that: forty years, in the early
years often involving the conscription of indigenoas labor for public
works. After World War II formal development Oa: s were introduced
but were confined to public investment. The plans we. drawn up in
France and treated all of French West Africa as an integrated whole,
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inextricably linked with the French economy. Emphasis was upon
facilitating the export of raw materials to France and exp"rts of inanufactures from France or fronarench-owned African enterprises to the
West African market. In the 1947-59 period, CFAF 25.8 billion as invested by tile French economic development agency in Senegal, epresenting one-third of the total de% elopment spending for all seven ench
West African countries. Of Senegal's share, CFAF12 billion, or 4 per-

cent, was investment in infraoructure, most of the remainder was for
social or administrative projects. There were t o postwar development
plans before inde,,)endence, the first a six-year plan for 1947 to 1953 and
the second a five-year plan for 1'r "' to 1959.
After independence the new
ornment initiated a series of four-

year development Plans. The first fou
e been defined by the authorities as essentially indicative programs of action, setting desirable
targets of achievement to be fulfilled by private as well as public investment and designed to stimulate overall growth in per capita income. Their expectations of domestic investment have not as a rule
been fulfilled, but they have also,left numerous projects to be financed
by foreign investment, which has not always proved forthcoming.
The First Four-Year Plan for Economic and Social Development
(1961-64) emphasized invutment in transport and social infrastructure, including administrative buildings, housing, and urban water
supply. Only 20 percent of its investment target was earmarked for the

rural ector. Planning was poorly coordinated and almost totally
lackin

in follow-up provisions. The cumbersome administrative ma-

chinery was slow to take action and lacked flexibility of response.
Despite the plan objectives, therefore, the economy was stagnant in the
early 1960s, with an average rate of growth estimated at about 1 percent
a year in real terms (constant prices).
The level of public investment was subsequently increased under the
Second Four-Year Plan for Economic and Social Development (1965/66 1968/69) and the Third Four-Year Plan for Economic and Social Develoi,fflent (1969/70-1972/73). The share of total financing devoted to the
productive sectors increased from 24 to 45 percent, and rural investment tripled in quantity and improved in effectiveness. The shift in

policy was too late, however, to have much impact on growth until
after 1968. There was some progress in rural diversification and in industrial capacity, particularly in import substitution; but recurrent
drought and the government's producer price and marketing policy interfered with the achievement of overall production targets in agriculture (see ch. 14).

The country had not inherited any planning structure at independence, because plans had previously been formulated in France. During
the 1960s administrat,,e problems had often led to delay in the utilization of foreign aid once it had been obtained. Moreo% er, desirable projects w ere not al «a\ s prepared and justified in adequate detail to attract
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foreign aid within the proposed time period. By the introduction of the
fourth four-year plan in 1973, however, the government's capacity to

prepare and implement development projects had reportedly been
improved.

The Fourth Four-Year Plan for Economic and Social Development
(1973-77) was adopted by the National Assembly in July 1973. It projected an over-all investment target of CFAP181 billion for the entire
plan period, against CFAF116 billion actually invested under the preceding third plan. The official objective of the fourth plan was to attain
an annual rate of growth of 5.7 percent overall, 4.6 percent in agriculture, 6.5 percent in industry, and 6 percent in the tertiary sector (commerce and services).
Financing of the fourth plan presented numerous difficulties. It was
proposed that three- fourths should be obtained from foreign sources.
The declining trend in public savings had coincided with trends mili-

tating against increased taxes. There was also limited scope for increased deficit financing, which would place undue strr in on the foreign

_exchange balance and inhibit credit to the private sector. Loans obtained from abroad would have to be found on relatively easy terms to
avoid an unmanageable increase in the debt service burden as a result
of the decline in the proportion of grant aid. Grant aid had constituted
as much as 85 percent of total foreign aid in the years 1964 through 1966
but had declined to 55 nereent in 1969 through 1971 and was expected
to drop still further.
Of the total investment proposed under the fourth plan, 26.2 percent

was earmarked for the rural sector. Groundnut production was to be
increased to 1.2 million tons by the end of the period, compared with a
previous high of 1,005,100 in 1968 and a low of around 500,000 in 1973.
Food grain production targets were 750,000 tons for millet and sorghum,

compared to a prei:ious high estimated at 86,000 tons. Cotton output
was to be increased to around 60,W0 tons, from 23,000 tons in 1973.
There would also be increased emphasis on diversification of crop

production, including irrigated production of rice, sugarcane, and
vegetables. A dam-building program was to be initiated, and CFAF11
billion was to be allocated to a program of drilling wells and boreholes.
This program would improve the water supply of remote villages and

facilitate livestock development, which had lagged under previous
plans and was seriously set back by the 1972 drought.
Industry would receive CFAF26 billion, or 16.9 percent of investment,
under tue plan. This would include CFAF12 billion for the establishment of new enterprises. Priority would be given to enterprises oriented
toward export or those favoring industrial decentralization or having a
relatively high labor requirement. The target was a growth of 11 percent in industrial output by the end of the plan period. Investment pro-

jected under the plan did not include proposed financing of several
large-scale projects, such, as a new petroleum refinery and a dry dock
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for supertankers, for which approval had been obtain( d in August 1973

from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRDalso known as the World Bank),
About 23.8 percent of total investment would go for commerce, tour-

ism and other services. Tourism would have high priority with a
scheduled CFAF20.8
in investment. Education would get
CFAF10.3 billion, and health facilities, CFAF3.6 billion.

PUBLIC FINANCE
Like many developing countries, Senegal has rather meager tax re,ources. Because the current operating costs of government are relatively high and have a tendency to grow, there is little flexibility for the
use of public finance as an instrument of economic or social policy, to
influence the business cycle, restrain prices, or redistribute wealth
among social groups. During :he 1960s the government had followed a
generally conservative fiscal policy designed to maintain price stability.
The overall tax burden, as measured in percent of GDP, had increased
only moderately, to around 21 percent in 1969 and 170; but its incidence on consumers and wage earners was high. Because economic
growth was limited, yields from the tax base at existing rates had not
greatly expanded, and the economic and social climate did not encourage further rate increases. Low per capita income limited the direct
tax base, and the government must rely heavily on indirect taxes on
consumption, imports, and e-: ports.
A feature common to the public finance systems of many developing
nations has been the use of the official marketing system to skim off a

share of earnings from peasant export production for the national
treasury. The Groundnut Stabilization Fund was intended in principle
to support the groundnut price to the peasant producer in years when
the world market price had slumped; but in practice, throughout the
1960s, the government consistently maintz.ined the producer price at a
level well below the export price, and the profits were used to cover a
portion of the deficit resulting from central government operating and
development expenditure. This practice resulted in widespread peasant
discontent, and the low producer price inspired the groundnut crisis
of the mid-1960s "see ch. 14). Consequently, the government in 1971
undertook to use the stabilization fund in the future to support the producer price at a level somewhat higher than in the past.
Another reform introduced in 1972 was designed to-give the local
governments greater independence in determining the use of revenues
collected at the local level (see ch. 9). The reform was initiated on an
experimental basis in Thies Region and by mid-1973 appeared to be so
successful that it was to be introduced in other regions.
Since independence Senegal had pursued a policy of relative stability
in its public finances, holding the current operating expenditures of
government below the level of current revenues and using the resulting
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public swing to finance a portion of development expenditure. The
annual rate of increase in the price level had accordingly been kept
within manageable proportions, but there had been little-stimulus to
expansion in the economy. During the early 1960s the government had
placed primary spendir mphasis on administration rather than de,d half of the decade a more energetic investvelopment, but in the
ment spending policy was pursued. The expansionary effects were not
felt, however, until after 1968.
Through fiscal 1969 there had been a decline in public saving. On the
one hand, both ordinary and investment expenditures were growing; on
the other, tax receipts remained largely stagnant, owing to increased
tax exemptions on the country's imports.
After fiscal 1969 there was a recovery in public saving and in extrabudgetary treasury receipts (see table 8). Rising international ground-

nut oil prices produced some sizable stabilization fund surpluses in
good crop years. After fiscal 1969 tax yields rose, as rates had been in-

creased and collection improved; but there was no further improvement through mid-1973.
In 1973 the government appeared to be committed to a more energetic
policy of development expenditure. In principle, it sought to contain the

growth of government operating expenditure, notably expenditure on
personnel. In practice, however, it was anticipated that current as well
as investment expenditure would grow more rapidly than tax revenue
during the 1970s. The authorities did not have concrete plans for new
taxes or for higher tax rates. The tax burden was already relatively
high; and the social climate was regarded as unpropitious for further
increases because of widespread unemployment, peasant discontent,
and the hardships attendant on the drought. Although it was hoped to
avoid a current budget deficit, there was a possibility that after 1973 a
deficit on the current operating budget might have to be financed by
domestic borrowing and by credit from the central bank and that development expenditure would be increasingly financed by foreign
borrowing.

Rev:nue
In 1970 the share of direct taxes in total tax revenue had reached
CFAF'17.2 billion, or 40 percent of the total of CFAF43.5 billion (see
table 9). It had been on the rise throughout the second half of the 1960s
as a result of higher tax rates and better methods of collection but on
average in fiscal 1967 through fiscal 1971 had nonetheless provided only
about one-fourth of budgetary revenues. In this period between 15 and
20 percent had come from taxes on personal or business incomes and 3
or 4 percent from the rural head tax and livestock tax. Tax rates on personal income were progressive and varied according to the source of
income. Because of low average personal income levels, only about
100,000 individuals paid income tax. As is characteristic of developing
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Table 8 Treasury Operations and Financing of the Deficit. Senegal, 1968-73
(in billions of CFA francs)'

1968

Current budgetary revenue .

.

35.4

.

Current budgetary expenditure ...

1969

36.5

-34 5 -36.5

k*tiligurrent surplus (public saving)
09
Development budget expenditure' . . ..
40
Pension funds and other operations (net)
0.4
Overall treasury surplus or deficit (-) -2.7
Financing:
Commodity stabilization fund
surpluses
1.0
Operations of public enterprises ..
n.a.
Foreign borroWing
05
Deposits with central bank
(increase -)
1.4
Nonbank domestic borrowing.
transactions with French treasury
and other entities
-0.9

0.03

-5 0
...5

-5.0

1970

41 0

Year'
1971

1972

1973

(forecast)

45.8

45.5

-36.6 -39.8 -41.1

-44 4

40.7
0.9

4.7

1.1

-2.9 -3.3

-4.2
-0.7
-0.2

-4.0

4.4

0.5

0.4

1.0

-2.8

-0 8

-3.7
.6

1.0

0.4

2.8

1.5

n.a.

-1.4

-1.3

-0.3

-1.0

1.6

0.1

...5

- 2.9

1.2

2.0

0.6

1.0

-0.6

1.5

0.4

-0.5

-0.6

-2.5

...s

-0 2

0.9

-0.8

0.8

.

Change in treasury cash balances
(increase -)

0.7

Current budget revenue as percent of
GDP' ... .. ...
.
.. ...
Current budget expenditure as percent
.

.

.

of GDP'

Expenditure on personnel as percent of
GDP'

n a.

n.a.

17.3

18.5

17.4

18.9

n.a.

n.a.

16.8

18.1

15.6

18.5

na

n.a

8.2

9.5

8.2

9.4

n a-not available
For value of the CFA franc-see Glossary
'Fiscal year ending June 31
'0 means none
'Excludes development projects directly financed hs foreign aid

'Less than half the unit
'Because data for 1973 are onls forecast. estimates on financing of the deficit are incomplete and add to less than
anticipated deficit.
'Gross domestic product

countries, the relatively small number of wage and salary earners, particularly government employees, were a prime source of personal income tax because their incomes could be more readily identified. The
major source of income tax revenues was industrial and commercial
profits. Business also paid a payroll tax, and in 1973 a special tax on
firms employing foreigners was augmented to discourage the hiring of
non-African personnel. Under the investment incentive code, enterprises engaged in priority activities might enjoy an initial tax holiday
of five to eight years, as well as other tax advantages.
Under the reforms introduced after 1972, the rural head and livestock
taxes were gradually to be taken over by the rural councils to be used
for local development expenditure. In 1973 these taxes were forgiven in
many areas because of the drought.
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TabTh 9. Structure of Taxation, Senegal, 1969-70
(in billions of CFA francs)'

Taxation of imports
.....
Taxation of exports. .
Other indirect taxation.
Direct taxes paid by enterprises
Direct taxes paid by households ...
.

.

TOTAL

1969'

1910'

14 8

15.1
1.8

2.8
8.2

9.8

9.4
4.5
12.7

39.3

43.5

40

'For %aloe of CFA francsee Glossal}
'Calendar ',ears

Source. Adapted from "Les Comptes Economiques du Senegal, 1969-1970," Marches
Troptraux et Mediterraneens (Paris), XXVIII, No 1424, February 23,1973. pp.
605-606.

Indirect taxa. )n provided between 65 and 70 percent of government
revenues in fiscal year 1967 through 1971, the residue being supplied
by nontax sources, such as licensing fees, income from government
property, and the national lottery. The largest single source of revenue
was taxes or customs tariffs on imports, which accounted for more
than 40 percent of the total. Import tax yields had dropped by about 10
percent in fiscal 1966, when goods from Common Market countries
were granted full exemption from duty (st.e ch. 15). Withdrawal of
French military personnel in the mid-1960s had also bri5ught a decline
in imports of the kind of luxury goods subject to the highest duties and
excise taxes, and a steadily growing share of total import value consisted of essential products that were duty free or subject to minimum
import tax, such as raw materials and capital equipment. There were
six categories of import taxes: customs duties, fiscal duties, a statistical
tax, a standard tax on transactions, an import turnover tax, and a refinery tax on petroleum products.
Despite exemptions provided for essential goods, the burden of import taxes was high relative to that in other countries. In fiscal 1967,
for example, the customs service reported that taxes and tariff duties
constituted 38 percent of total import value in Senegal, compared with
19 percent in Ivory Coast and 10 percent in Mauritania. There were special protective tariffs for some goons produced domestically, and on
some items not produced domestically but taxed as luxuries the rate
was also well abo% e average. On automobiles, for example, the tr.x burden exceeded 100 percent.

The yield of export taxes fluctuates sharply from year to year, depending primarily on the level and price of groundnut oil exports. The
rate of the tax on groundnut exports was lowered in 1965 and 1967 after
the loss of price support on the French market. and receipts have since
declined. Export taxes provided about 8 percent of total revenues in
fiscal 1967 and 4 percent in fiscal 1971.
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Receipts from excise duties and other consumption taxes provide 12
to 11 percent of total revenues, and the domestic turnover tax provides
about 7 percent. Excise duties were levied on alcoholic beverages, cigars
and cigarettes, soft drinks, kola nuts, green tea, and certain petroleum
products. In 1969 a new excise tax on coffee was introduced, and the
taxes on kola nuts and petroleum products were increased. A tax on
edible oil was extended to include all fats and oils

Expenditure
At independence the country had inherited a costly and top-heavy
administrative structure based upon its former position as the capital
of French West Africa. Its educated elite looked to the government as
the natural source of employment. After independence the nationalization of existing agencies and creation of new government .enterprises
and other public entities accelerated the proliferation of jobs on the
public payroll. Overstaffing and inefficiency were rife. Indignation
over the incidence of corruption and diversion of public funds reached
from the peasants of remote villages to President Senghor himself.
In fiscal 1973 salaries had continued to make up more than 50 percent

of current operating expenditure. The government had undertaken to
contain the size of the administration as far as possible through attrition, insisting on the mandatory retirement age and failing to replace
retiring personnel The economic climate was not considered propitious,
however, fair outright reductions in staffing, and some increase in
salary levels was expected.
There is no breakdown of final expenditure by function performed.
The budget allocation of resources to individual ministries is not always

an accurate indication of function because administrative allocations
include many catchall categories. In fiscal 1971 the allocation included
the following categories. education and sports, 21.0 percent; defense,
12.6 percent; general administration, 10.0 percent; justice and police,
9.7 percent; health, 9.4 percent; transport, urbanism, and public works,
7.1 percent; agriculture, 6.0 percent: and service of the public debt, 4.5
percent. In fiscal 1973 there was an increase in public debt servicing
and in transfer payments from central to local government.

MONETARY AND BANKING SYSTEM
There are four commercial banks, as well as the National Development Bank (Banque Nationale de Developpement du Senegal BNDS),
the National Savings Bank (Caisse Nationale d'Epargne du Senegal),
and other financial intermediaries, such as the postal checking system,
the treasury , and various insurance and pension funds. Senegal is a
member of the French franc area and of the \Vest African Monetary
Union (Union Monetaire Ouest-A fricaineUM0A). With the other
members of the union it shares a common centrai bank, the Central

Bank of the West African States (Banque Centrale des Etats de
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l'Afrique de l'Ouest BCEAO), which functions as the bank of issue
for their common currency. Until 1973 the union had seven members:
Senegal, Ivory Coast, Niger, Upper Volta, Togo, Dahomey, and Mauri-

tania. Mauritania left the union on June 31, 1973, when it withdrew
from the French franc area and established its own currency independent of the CFA franc. Togo and Dahomey were reported to be considering following suit.
The CFA franc is the common currency unit of the African Financial

Community (Communaute Financiere Africaine CFA), which consists of African members of the French franc area. It is tied to the
French franc at a fixed parity of CFAF50 equal 1 French franc. The
CFA franc has followed the successive' devaluations of the French
franc, changing its par value in relation to the United States dollar
each time. The rates of exchange per United States dollar were: from
1958 through 1968, CFAF246.8; from August 10, 1969, through November 1971, CFAF277.8. From December 1971, when the United States dollar was first devalued, through January 1973, the rate was CFAF255.79

per United States dollar; after the second dollar devaluation in February 1973 it was CFAF230.2. Coins and banknotes issued by the
BCEAO are legal tender in all member countries of the union, but CFA
francs from other African countries are not usually accepted.
The BCEAO was the lineal descendant of the old common bank of
issue of the French West African countries in colonial times. This hid

originally been a commercial bank, but its title was changed to the
BCEAO in April 1959. It was then dissolved in 1962 and replaced by a

new central bank with the same name but with a board of directors
consisting of representatives of the member governments of the UMOA
and of France. The operations of the BCEAO are governed by the UMOA
treaty of May 1962 and by the cooperation agreement with France of
October 1962.

The member countries hold their foreign currency reserves in an
operations account with the French treasury. Transfers between mem-

ber countries and France are unrestricted, but transfers of foreign
exchange reserves to other countries require French approval. The
French treasury, however, guarantees the convertibility of all holdings

in the operations account into any foreign currency needed. It thus
stands behind the parity of the CFA franc and guarantees its stability.
In return, France exercises a measure of control over the monetary and
fiscal policies of UMOA governments through its representation on the
board of directors of the BCEAO.

The management of the union's monetary policy is entrusted to a
board of directors and five monetary committees, one for each member
country. The monetary committees have general competence over the
operations of the central hank in their respective countries and specific
powers over credit distribution in the country. The chief implements

available for credit control are rediscount rates and credit ceilings.
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Ever since the monetary union was established in 1962, however, the
basic discount rate has been maintained unchanged at a low 3.5 percent.

The credit ceilings are determined semiannually by the union's board
of directors on the recommendation of the monetary committee for the

country concerned. The national monetary committee then decides
upon the allocation of the ceiling among the banks and the treasury.

.

The ceilings are enforced by moral suasion.
The generally cautious monetary policy followed by the BCEAO and

by other African franc area institutions had brought franc area arrangements under attack in the early 1970s. The Malagasy Republic

and Mauritania withdrew from members) ip, and other countries were
calling for revision of their basic economic cooperation agreements

with France. In December 1972 President Senghor asserted that Senegal had benefited from the relative stability of the CFA franc. He also
emphasized that no country could hope to achieve true monetary autonomy, because all were under the domination of North America,
Europe, and Japan in monetary matters. At the same time, however,
he concurred with the demand for franc area reforms presented to the
French government by the president of Niger in January 1972 and particularly with the complaint that BCEAO policy had emphasized stability at the expense of economic development.
President Senghor proposed that the BCEAO be replaced by a West
African bank for development, retaining the same functions but providing in addition more flexible means for financing member government treasuries, He also suggested that its statutes be modified to
permit decisions by a two-thirds vote instead of the existing requirement for unanimity This would give the non-French members a greater
voice. He also pposed that the monetary committees for the individual member countries be given an expanded competence. The BCEAO
already had stronger African representation on the board of directors
and monetary committees than did the corresponding central bank for
central African countries, but President Senghor recommended that it
should have a higher proportion of Africans on its administrative staff
and provide the requisite training.
During the 1960s and the early 1970s the BCEAO kept the general
level of interest rates low in order to encourage the expansion of investment and production, Because interest rates were so much lower than
those prevailing in France, however, many businesses transferred
their profits to French banks and then borrowed from banks in Senegal

to finance their expansion. In general, it was thought that the low
level of domestic interest rates was not conducive to the needed mobilization of domestic saving for development. The outflow of savings
to abroad was particularly marked after 1966.
Uniform banking legislation for the members of the UMOA was provided for in its 1962 treaty and was introduced in Senegal by a law of
July 10, 1964, and a decree of 1965. These banking regulations estab262
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lished minimum capitalization and reserve requirements for all the
country's banking institutions. Total bank credit is regulated by the
BCEAO and its monetary committees, but supervision of banking
safety requirements, admission of new banks, and determination of
other banking terms and conditions is the province of the National
Credit Council. A commission for banks and financial institutions
super% ices the application of both credit policy and banking regulations.
The country has four commercial banks, three of which are owned by
foreign interests, predominantly French. One of the commercial banks,
the, Senegalese Bank Union for Commerce and Industry (Union Sell&

galaise de Banque pour le Commerce et l'IndustrieUSB), is jointly
owned by the Senegal government, the BNDS, and foreign interests.
The other three are the General Banking Company of Senegal (Societe

Generale de Banque au Senegal SGBS), the International Bank for
Commerce and Industry of Senegal (Banque Internationale pour

le Commerce et l'Industrie au SenegalBICIS), and the International West African Bank (Banque Internationale pour l'Afrique
Occidentale BIAO).
In Senegal the national treasury also performs certain bankingbperations: it may receive deposits from public or semipublic institutions
and accepts customs duty bills in payment of certain import taxes. The
post office operates a postal checking system for the public on the

European model. Other financial institutions include the General Company for Automobile Credit (Societe Generale de Credit
AutomobileSOGECA) and the National Savings Bank. A French
government agency with headquarters in Paris, the Central Fund for
Economic Cooperation (Caisse Centrale de Cooperation Economique
CCCE), operates in Senegal as it does in other French-speaking African
countries, extending medium-term or long-term loans to public entities
or for projects undertaken by private companies.
In the early 1970s two special credit guarantee funds were created
to facilitate the granting of bank credits to small or medium-sized enterprises owned by Senegalese nationals, as part of the program to promote Senegalese participation in the private business sector. The first
of these guarantee funds was established at the end of 1970 as part of
the Industrial Promotion Fund (Societe Nationale d'Etudes et de Promotion IndustrielleSONEPI). Another was created in August 1971
as an autonomous semipublic entity, the Guarantee and Assistance
Fund for Commerce (Societe Nationale de Garantie et d'Assistance au
CommerceSONAGA).
The main source of medium- and long-term credit in the country is
the BNDS, which was created in 1964 by the merger of two previous
banks. Its purpose is to provide financing and technical assistance for
projects conducive to economic and social development. Through 1970 it
extended credit to industry as well as for agriculture and housing construction. After October 1970, however, the USB commercial bank took
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over much of the financing for projects in induStry and commercial
construction, and BNDS credits have gone largely for agriculture and
housing. The BNDS also provides short-term crop financing, and after
mid-1970 its share of groundnut crop financing increased to 80 percent.
The bank's medium- and long-term lending bogged down after 1968,
when a high proportion of its loans outstanding consisted of bad debts.
In 1969 the government began a reorganization of the bank's affairs
which was still under way in 1973.
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CHAPTER .14

AGRICULTURE, FISHING, AND INDUSTRY
In 1970 the rural sector of the economy, including crop production,
stockraising, fishing, and forestry, was thought to provide the livelihood for about 7'7-percent of the population. Roughly 66 percent were
dependent upon cultivation alone, and another 8 percent upon the combination of cultivation and stockraising. Only about 2 percent were
wholly dependent upon herding for their livelihood, and about 1 percent
engaged in the
w
upon full-time fishing. Some 170,000 farm families were
production of groundnuts (peanuts) for export, usually in combination
with subsistence production of drought-resistant sorghum and millet.
Cultivating methods were among the most advanced in West Africa
but, because of poor soils and low and erratic rainfall through most of

the northern and central portions of the country, average yields were
low. Population pressure in the longest settled rural areas in the west
meant that many cultivating families did not have enough land to
ensure subsistence. Earnings from rural sector activities fuinished
only 33 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in the crop year 1970.
Another 21.6 percent derived from industry, of which the groundnutcrushing edible oil mills accounted for an important share. In 1972, for
the first time, gross turnover from the traditional and industrial fishing
fleets exceeded gross turnover in agriculture.
The industrial sector, heavily dependent upon processing of agricultural crops, suffered from the recurrent full or partial crop failures of

the late 1960s, just as it was surmounting the difficult process of
readjustment after loss at independence of its markets in the former
federation of French West Africa (see ch. 2). The crucial groundnut
export sector was hard hit in this period by the increasingly severe
droughts that came every other year, by loss of its price protection on

the French market, and by government policy on cooperatives,
marketing, and producer priceswhich contributed to the mounting
peasant malaise and groundnut production crisis of the late 1960s.
In 1970 and 1971 the government accordingly undertook an energetic
program to restore peasant confidence by reforming its crop price and

marketing structure, and in the 1971/72 season there was a strong
revival of groundnut production. Concurrently, the author ities were
drawing up their Fourth Four-Year Plan for Economic and Social
Development (1973-77), which was to coordinate heavy new investments and foreign aid projects designed to increase productivity in
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existing crops; relieve population pressure by organized settlement of
new lands, and diversify crop production to improve food supply, to
reduce heavy food imports, and to alleviate the disadvantages of heavy
dependence on groundnut oil exports. By mid-1973, however, a new and

serious crisis for agriculture had come with the disastrous
consequences of the 1972 drought..

MAJOR PROBLEMS OF THE 1960s AND EARLY 1970s
Regional Population Pressure and Land Use Patterns
In the late 1960s less than 15 percent of the country's total land area

was thought to be under cultivation. The area cultivated had been
extended by about 40 percent between 1960 and 1967. Assessment of the
amount of potentially arable land was uncertain, but in the early 1960s
one source placed it at nearly 30 percent of total land area. Most of the

cultivated land was in the overpopulated Groundnut Basin of the west
where, on only one-seventh of the country's surface, 60 percent of the
population lived and farmed (see fig. 9). Growing population pressure

on the land in large portions of this region had resulted in badly
depleted soils and in declining yields.
The Groundnut Basin (or Groundnut Triangle) extends from between
Saint-Louis and Louga in the north to Kaolack in the south, including
the regions of Thies, Diourbel, and most of Sine-Saloum. The northern

half, often known as the Old Groundnut Basin, is densely populated
and relatively arid. In an average year it receives less than twenty-sik
inches of rainfall; and in the drought years 1966, 1968, 1970, and 1972
it suffered badly (see ch. 3). The southern half, and particularly it

southeastern portion, is less densely settled, has better soils, and
averages between thirty-six and sixty inches of rainfall a year. Plans
for resettlement of excess population from the west and for the expan-

sion and diversification of agricultural production are therefore
focused on the use of less densely settled portions of southeastern
Sine-Saloum, western Senegal Oriental, and the river basins in
Casamance and along the Senegal River in the north.
Population density in the Groundnut Basin is about 230 inhabitants
per cultivated square mile, compared to an average of forty-nine per

cultivated square mile for the country as a whole. Given the poor
condition of the soils and the methods of cultivation in use in most of
the basin, 2' 2 acres must he cultivated to provide enough food for one
person during an average year. With the techniques in use in 1973, one

active adult had the capacity to cultivate three acres. Because of
growing population pressure, however, the average active adult in the
basin had access to only about one acre for cultivation. The result was
endemic malnutrition and a death rate among children that reached
nearly 20 percent in some parts of the basin.
The progressive reduction of fallow periods and exhaustion of soils
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in the older parts of the Groundnut Basin were sometimes attributed
nor only to population pressure but to excessive concentration on
production of groundnuts for export. Groundnuts were first introduced
as a cash crop by the French around 1840, so that by 1970-they had been
under cultivation for more than 100 years in the northwestern portion

of the basin. Before their introduction the traditiceal practice of
shifting cultivation with long years of fallow hadbeen well adapted to
conserving soil fertility. Cash prop production had led to the permanent

settlement of large numbers of former shifting cultivators and, as
population grew, the original rotation of groundnuts-millet-fallow
progressively gave way to a rotation in which the fallow period was

greatly curtailed or abandoned.

On the Other hand, the fact that its peasants had a relatively long
experience 'of permanent settlement and cultivation had enabled
Senegal to gain experience of agricultural methods that were
ively
advanced in the West African context. In the early 1960s, foi example,

fertilizer consumption was the highest in Africa, and use A animal
traction the highest in West Africa. Despite its poor physical resources,
the country had been able to develop an export in some demand on
world may kets without the usual concomitant of plantation production
or land annexation by European settlers.
Moreover, in the early 1970s most agronomists agreed that relatively

drought-usistart groundnuts, sorghum, and millet were the i :ily
crops suitable for rain-fed (nonirrigated) cultivation in the center and
north of the country. Even with these crops, average yields were low
over much of the basin becat se of recurrent fall or partial crop failures
resulting from too low or erratic rainfall. In the northern third of the
country, where annual rainfall ranges between sixteen and twenty-four
inches, groundnut yields attain k..n average of 450 pounds per acre only

in one year out of two.; In the central third an average yield of 670
pounds per acre can be attained in two years out of three; but in the
southern third, where annual rainfall averages more
m
than thirty-two
inches, yields of 750 to 850 pounds per acre are usually attained every
year.
In the past, migratir : o the new lands of the southeast had been
spontaneous and largely disorganized. Most of the cultivating peoples
of Senegal had never displayed the social resistance to migration that
has impeded the resettlement of agricultural population in many
Af inn countries. The Wolof had been particularly mobile (see ch. 4).
Eve_ r since the advent of commercial groundnut production in 1840, the
farm population and land under cultivation has been expanding gradually eastward and sou" ,.ard. From 1840 to 1885 groundnut production

and farm population had b en concentrated largely in the, regions
surrounding the ports of Sa, ,t Louis and Mbour. After construction of
the rail line from Dakar to Saint-Louis in 1885, the entire "rail region,"
extending from Joal in the south to Saint-Louis in the north and con268
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siderably to the east of the railroa, became a center of rural population
and groundnut production. Between 1909 and 1912 groundnut produc-

tion and population followed the eastward extensioi. of the railroad,
and after 1912 Wolof members of the Muslim Muridiya brotherhood
beganko migrate eastward from the Groundnut Basin to settle part of
the Terres Neuves (New Lands), !n the eastern half of Sine-Saloum.
After 1960 migration of Muridiya pioneers reached agate of about 5,000
a year. In consequence the districts around Kaffrine and Kongheul had
been almost fully settled by 1970, and soil exhaustion had become a
problem. Thereafter new land was available for settlement only in the
more easterly part of the Terres Neuves area and farther east.
The chief obstacle to resettlement in the early 1970s was the lack of
rural feeder roads and other economic and social infrastructure in the
southeast. Moreover, although social resistance to migration was much
less entrenched than in most African countries, many young men were
reluctant to break off family ties in the old village and to learn the new
techniques and cropping practices required by the different soils and
climate of the southeast. Most of the impoverished inhabitants of the
northwestern Groundnut Basin lacked the food or cash resources needed
to maintain them for a year until the first harvest on the new land.
For ths--; government to provide the required roads, schools, health
facilities, and farm inputs in the Terres Neuves and to assume the cost
of moving families and maintaining them until the first harvest would
be a very costly operation. Moreover, if the mistakes of previous spontaneous and planned resettlement were to be avoided, it was apparent
that supervision and extension services would be required for a time to
prevent rapid depletion of the soils. A ten-year pilot project for resettlement of 300 families in the eastern Terres Neuves region was therefore
initiated in 1972 to test costs and methods for larger scale resettlement
efforts in the future (see Agricultural Improvement Programs, this ch.).
Similarly,ragricultural diversification programs for the river valleys
and other irrigated areas were being initiated on a limited scale with a
v.ew to future extension. In areas of eastern Sine-Saloum, Casamance,
and Senegal Oriental regions, considerable progress had already been
made with cotton, rice, tobacco, and maize (corn); and there were plans
for increasing production of sugar, fruits, and vegetables.

Drought and Water Supply
Low and erratic rainfall has been a consistent problem over large
areas of the country (see ch. 3). Beginning in the mid-1960s, however,
the customary cycle of one drought year in four gave way to droughts
:f increasing severity every other year. Droughts in 1966 and 1968 were
followed by a more severe drought in 1970, and the drought of 1972 was
the worst since 1913. Tho. effect on the water table and vegetation cover
was cumulative, ..nd it was feared that in some areas of the country it
might prove permanent.
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The usual rainy season extends from May through October in the
south, from mid -,June to mid-October in most of the central portion of
the country, and from July to September in the north. This is the
growing season for groundnuts and food crops. In 1972 the r
came
early in J tine and July and, after a long period w ithout any rain, precipitation was scant in August and September and too late in October. The
effect on the 1972 harvest and on 1973 food supply was catastrophic.
The entire country suffered from the-1972 drought, even as far south
as Casamance, where tht. rice
. est was about half that of the
previous year. The 1972 growing season was particularly disastrous in
the most populated two-thirds of the northern portion of the country.
By May 1973 between 80 and 95 percent of the rural population of the
northern and north-central areas had been hard hit by the consequences of the drought, and the exodus to the towns a,: alarming the
authorities, Certain areas had been designated for priority relief on the
basis of the pe-o stage of crop loss. Group th:ce, with losses between
76 and 10t percent, had highest priority. Thies Region, with 227,225
disaster
ims, and Diourbel Region, : h 493,630, were in this category. The arrombsscmcnt,i (distric'
.sted for priority assistance
were mostly located in a triangle lying between Thies, Saint-Louis,
and Linguere. Farther east, the Ferlo had become an unrecognizable
desert. To the south, around Kaolack in Sine-Saloum Region, losses
were estimated at between 50 and 75 percent. In Fleuve Region the
Senegal River in the north had reached a high-water mark of only

sixteen feet compared to its customary thirty feet in flood season,
which is the cultivating season. On the modern development projects
irrigation could not he assured, and traditional cultivators of the river
valley were able to plant only about 10 percent of the area usually
cultivated.
.
The cumulative. P 1 kct of six years of drought on the water table had

dried up wells and-streams and deastated the natural vegetation
cover in the traditional grazing areas, and the herders had been forced
farther and farther south or had sought refuge in the towns. The distance bet .een watering points should not be greater than ten or twelve
miles, but some livestock owners had to drive their herds hundreds of
miles in search of water and grazing. Li% estock losses from thirst and
starvation could not yet be estimated in mid-1973, but in the department of Louga southeast of Saint-Louis, where much of the cattle herd
had sought refuge, about 65 percent had already died, and considerable
further losses were expected as disease spread among the starved and
weakened animals.
Because only about 2 percent of its total population is thought to be
wholly dein :dent on Ihestock for survival, Senegal was somewhat less
hard hit in this respect than some of the other five Sahel ian countries

that suffered from the drought. Mauritania, Mali, Chad, Niger, and
Upper Volta. Quite apart from the short-term suffering involved,
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however, long-term plans to reduce the need for imparts of meat and
dairy products and to improv-e-The productivity of the livestock herd
would obviously he set back by many years. The program for drilling

new wells and establishing watering poin along the traditional
grazing itineraries had also received a gray setback, and massive new
investment in the program'would he require
By mid-1973 short-term famine relief supp s mobilized by bilateral
and international aid agencies had reached the ports of West Africa,
but the onset of the rainy season in June threatened to inundate roads
to the interior. Press reports were full of accusations that not enough
had bail done to ensure the smooth operation of the distribution program. The main lesson of the disaster, however, was said to be that it
could have been avoided if cooperation between the Sahelian countries
of West Africa could have been achieved ten years earlier on the vital
problem of water control in the river basins.
The drainage pattern of the river basins, which determines the water
table of the entire Sahelian re':ion, cannot be effectively controlled
without an active degree of cooperation among the states involved.
:'.ovulation of the flow of the Senegal _river, for example, will require,
at the fiery least, agreement between Senegal, Mali, and Mauritania,
the remaining members of the Organization for Development of the
Senegal River (Organisation pour la Mise en Valeur du Fleuve Senegal
OMVS), which was founded in 1972 after the old Organization of Sene-

gal River States (Organisation des Etats Riverains du Senegal OERS)
foundered upon Guinea's withdrawal (see ch 15). Discussion had been
under way for decades on the most suitable location for a main regulating dam and subsidiary dams and, if action had been taken in time,
some commentators believe that the impact of the 1966-72 drought
cycle might have been greatly reduced if not averted altogether. Among
possible locations discussed fe- the main dam, Manantali in Mali was
favored. Other possible damskes included one on the Faleme River
along the eastern border between Senegal and Mali.
Even if the com0,4 rains were abundant, it was predicted that restoration of the water tai,le in the area might take five to eight years and
that an effective program to regulate river flow and drainage in the
area by means of dams might take thirty years to carry out. The short-

and long-term aid efforts were being coordinated by the UnitA
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), which had cr ted
the special Fund for Aid to the Sahelian ZoneA suitable patte for a
successful long-term water-control program was cited in the project
carried out by the FAO in cooperation with the Moroccan government
in the Rharb River Plain of Morocco. Initiated in 1967, the program
wa.*xpected to take twenty-five or thirty years to complete, but it had
already resulted in some improven t.
Senegal was mobilizing foreign ma commitments for an accelerated
program of well drilling in the areas most affected by the drought and
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for construction of a dap on the Senegal River Delta. By May 1973 six
stationary well-drilling 1.trigades and one mobile w ell-drilling brigade
had been equipped United States aid technicians were already :ngaged
in a well-drilling program in This Region. New watering ',Lints were
to be connected up to the channel from Lac de Guiers Reser% oir, which
furnished Dakar's dwindling water supply.
An interministerial council meet,ng in late March 1973 announced

that more than CFAF8 billion (for sable of the CFA francsee
Glossary would he required for a ten-y ear action program in the
center and north to restore s egetation and agriculture in Diourbel
Region and in the areas of Cay or and Ndiambour, all in the center and
north, which had become virtually a semidesert.
For the cultic ating population of the north and center, there would
be no 1973/71 harvest unless the seed were put into the ground at the

onset of the rainy season in June 1973. Most cultivators had been
forced to knsume all their seed from the pre% loos year's harvest, and
the distribution of new seed supplies to the interior w as therefore one

of the most urgent tasks confronting the authorities. Short-term
efforts to relieve the immediate suffering of the population also included the distribution of fish to inland s Wages and the cancellation of
debts incurred to the cooperat is es for supplies during the 1972 growing
season.

Government Policy and the Peasant Malaise
Producer Price Policy

Since the eounti..:- groundnut exports lost their protection on the
French market in tbi! 1960s, agricultural price support as become an
exclusively domestic responsibility. It was carried out by the
commodity stabilization funds, of which the most important wasthe
G undnut Stabilization Fund, established in 1958. Payments to the
fund were intended to pros ide support for producer prices in years
when the international price has slumped, but in practice, throughout
the 1960s, the gosernment consistently maintained the producer price
well helms the export price and used the resulting surpluses paid into
the stabilization fund as a source of general re% enue for go% ernment.

Preferential high prices on the French market were gradually
reduced after 1962 and finally abolished in 1967. Thereafter, Senegal's
groundnut oil had to com pete (.n the world market against a s ide range
of other edible oils. The impact of declining export prices on the peasant
producer w as heightened when the authorities, fearing loss-of-guvectlr4ent res enue, made a sharp reduct m in the producer price. The low

price did not offer suffi,.ient incentise to production, and many
peasants f()Nook groundnuts for millet and sorAnum. The,resdt was to
accelerate the decline in groundnut productio: caused by the droughts
of 1966, 1968, and 1970.

Moreover the authorities, dissatisfied with groundnut quality and
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with the financial management of the marketing cooperatives, decided
to withhold about 4 percent of the producer price in the 1967/68 and
191P3/69 seasons pending investigation and reform. To make matters
worse, the system paid the producers at harvesttime in promissory
notes, making the cash payment only several months later, after the
crop had been exported and the accounts of the marketing cooperatives
verified. Most farmers were in severe need of cash by harvesttime and
could not afford to wait for payment. Speculation in the promissory
notes by usurers developed, and the farmers incurred burdensome debt

in return for immediate cash. Substantial quantities of groundnuts,
estimated at about 10 percent of the crop, were smuggled into The
Gambia, to be sold for cash at the higher prices prevailing there.
The increasingly severe droughts of 1966,1968, and 1970 also made it

difficult for the peasants to repay the charges incurred for the use of
farm supplies and equipment pressed upon them by the cooperatives.
Because of the droughts the use of improved seed, fertilizers, and implements did not result in the improved harvest promised bUt only in
an onerous burden of debt, contributing to peasant impoverishment
and resentment against the authorities. The 1970/71 groundnut season
was the worst in twenty years, and by March 19't1 only about 30 percent of the peasants' debt for farm supplies had been recovered by the
marketing cooperatives. Faced by a crisis of production and a crisis
of confidence, the government decided in mid-1971 to forgive the
remainder of the debt.
Already, in mid-1970, the government and ruling political party,

faced with mounting peasant unrest, had undertaken to hear the
grievances of the peasants and had come up with certain interim price
reforms. Cash payment had been reintroduced in the 1969/70 season,
and for the 1970/71 season the producer price was increased for the
first time in several years. Special premiums were added to the basic
producer price. In the subsequent 1971/72 season, prices were raised
by 16 to 27 percent, and with more favorable weather there was a dramatic recovery in groundnut production. Thereafter the government
undertook a commitment to support the producer price at a level that
would pay the farmer to maintain a reasonable proportion of his land
under groundnuts. The concurrent reorganization and reform of the
cooperative system and of the government marketing agencies were
designed to restore peasant confidence as well as to reduce administrative costs and improve financial efficiency.
An illustration of the cost composition of the groundnut price in a
good market year under the new policy projected the 1973 price at the
equivalent of CFAF50,000 per ton in the shell, at European port of
entry. Of this, an estimated 24 percent would represent a surplus to go
into the Groundnut Stabilization Fund. Eight percent would go for
transportkon to the port, 13 percent for cost of insurance and freight,
5 percent for the export tax, and 5 percent for miscellaneous expenses.
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including the commission of the marketing cooperative. The farmer
would be left w ith the official gross producer price of CFAF23,000 per
ton, or about 15 percent of the export price of the raw product in the
shell Actually, by 1973 the country was crushing all of its own groundnut production (except for eating peanuts, which are only shelled). The
output was then exported in processed form as oil or feed cake. A sizable
share of the final export earnings thus consisted of processing earnings
accruing to industry.
The official farm gate price to the producer is gross, not net, of the
farmer's production costs. Thus the price of CFAF23,000 per ton in 1973
does not represent w hat a peasant actually receives. The cooperative

first deducts from this price the cost of supplies and equipment pro% ided to the farmer. seed, fungicide, fertilizer, implements, and serv-

ices The cost of these supplies includes a profit margin for the
government. An official report published in 1970 estimated that the
peasants may effectively- have received a net return equivalent to only
55 to 60 percent of the official farm gate producer price.
Marketing Policy

Until independence, crops had been purchased from the farmers and
marketed by Kit. at traders, although producer prices were fixed by
the government. Prk <'c traders also dealt in fertilizer, seed, and farm
implements. In 1960 a government decree pros ided for association of
farmers in reorganized local marketing cooperatives and established

government agencies to control the marketing of crops and farm
supplies. For a few yt ars private traders continued to operate in
comp,2titiop with the official cooperative-marketing agency system,
but the cooperatives took (k er an increasingly important role, collecting 22 percent of the recorded groundnut crop in the 1960/61 season
and-63 percent by the 1966/67 season. After the licenses of most of the
private traders had expired and an official collection and marketing
monopoly had been decreed, the cooperatk es collected 98 percent of
the recorded crop in the 1967/68 season. That portion of the crop that
was consumed for subsistence, smuggled into The Gambia, sold surreptitiously to itinerant traditional African traders, or exchanged with

nomadic herders probably did not enter into recorded crop statistics
at all.
During most of the 16us two or more government agencies participated in the marketing operation, which in% olved considerable ox er-

staffing, inefficiency, and financial loss. Even before the crisis in
peasant confidence of the late 1960s, economic ath isers had been urging

the authorities to streamline the marketing bureaucracy and procedures. In 1968 a three -year program for this purpose was launched
with funds from the International Development Association and advice

from an Italian consultant group. In November 1971 the former
Agricultural Marketing Board was abolished and its staff and functions
merged tt it h those of the go\ ernment's National Cooperation and
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Development Assistance Office (Office Nationale de Cooperation et
d'Assistance pour le DeveloppementONCAD). ONCAD thus
assumed sole responsibility for collection and marketing of certain

crops, including groundnuts, millet, and sorghum. The agency's
personnel had been reduced and the effectiveness of its operations im-

proved, although there remained room for further improvement. In
1969 it began to register a small surplus. Collection of crops from the
farmers and distribution of farm inputs remained the function of the
local cooperative. ONCAD's responsibility was collection from the
cooperative and sale as exports or to the oil mills.

Its intermediate role in the collection of crops was only one of the
functions of ONCAD. It was responsible for the functioning of the
system of cooperitives. Along with the Agricultural Development
Agency and the National Development Bank, it also had responsibility
for carrying out the government's major rural development program
in the Groundnut Basin. In this connection it managed the stock of
improved seed and distributed seed through the cooperatives in May,
to be paid for in kind out of the harvest in December. It ordered, imported, and distributed other farm supplies required by the cooperatives and their members, including farm equipment. It sustained the
credit burden entailed by the delay between cash payment for the crop
at farm gate and eventual reimbursement by oil mills or exports. For
this purpose it received credits from the National Development Bank

/

and from private commercial banks.
Cooperatives

The postindependence cooperatives had been preceded by the providence societies (later, mutual societies) established at the village level
by the French authorities after 1910. These societies were viewed by
the French as cooperatives in the village interest, and they did perform

certain traditional functions of a European cooperative, such as the
provision of credit for seed, fertilizer, and implements. They also protected their members from the worst excesses of village usury, although

their own rates of interest were very high. They did not attempt to
eliminate the foreign private middleman in crop collection and export.
Moreover, they tended to be dominated by local French administrators,

and their peasant members usually viewed them as simply another
manifestation of colonial authority. Because this authority was often
exercised through the local notables, this already privileged group was
favored in the operation of the cooperatives. They also tended to perpetuate or increase social inequalities by providing credit and means of
production by preference to those in the best position to achieve rapid
increases in productivity.

The period 1947 through 1953 also saw the spontaneous growth
of a number of purported cooperatives formed by local notables ...o
exploit the government, on the one hand, and the peasant,, on the
other, for their own private gain. They often used the local political

,
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party organization to obtain loansostensibly for productive purposes
but actually primarily to line the pockets" of the notables.
After 1960 the new government took the initiative in establishing
new marketing cooperatives at the village level, which were to be
restricted to three basic functions: collection of the crop, extension of
credit, and distribution of farm supplies. Geared to the nationalized
marketing agencies, the new system was intended to eliminate the
French and Lebanese businessmen who had previously dominated the
groundnut trade from the interior. 'I he official line was that the new
system would end the evils of -olonial exploitation, under which the
traders had kept the peasants in a perpetual condition of indebtedness.
As licenses for private traders were progressively withdrawn, membership by farmers in the local cooperative lost its theoretically voluntary character, until by 1968 they had virtually no other legitimate
outlet for their production. As in most tropical African countries, the
official ideology placed great stress on the precolonial 1.illage tradition
of mutual aid as the democratic root of the new cooperative system,
which in contrast to the cooperatives imposed by the Europeans was
supposed to have a grass-roots, national character. In practice,

however, it was acknowledged that the cooperative form of organization must be imposed from above by the government, and it was
sometimes viewed as a means of mobilizing political support and financial revenue at the rural level.
The ideological zeal invested in the local cooperatives waned after the
fall of socialist prime minister Mamadou Dia in 1962 (see ch. 2). The

cooperatives began to revert to the pattern familiar in preindependence days. Toward the mid-1960s they were criticized as the vehicle of
political and economic control and exploitatiou by the central govern-

ment and party bureaucracy and the local notables. The use of the
official monopoly and marketing system to skim off a sizable share of
earnings from peasant production for the national treasury has been

common practice in emerging nations, which have had few other
sources of revenue, and is defended on ideological and development
grounds. In the mid-1960s, however, critics couttnded that these revenues were not being used for productive purposes. Moreover, the level
of bureaucratic corruption and misappropriation of funds had been
denounced by the president as alarming. There were growing accusations of corruption and mismanagement within the local cooperatives

and the marketing system. Even in their legitimate operation, the
cooperatives, like those of the colonial period, had tended to augment
social inequality by fa% oring the larger I roducers and by increasing
the wealth and power of the local notables.

The crisis of the cooperative system contributed to the peasant
malaise of the late 1960s (see ch. 13). Village resentment was reportedly

directed primarily against the ctntral elite rather than against the
Ic_al notables, whose traditio ,al patronage tiN stem was sometimes
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accepted as a form of partial return for the benefits they exacted from
the peasants and from the system. Peasant disaffection resulted in an
aversion to the groundnut, regarded as the vehicle of exploitation, and
there was a widespread return to the cultivation of subsistence crops
instead.

Reform of the cooperative system has been part of an energetic
effort launched by the central government in early 1971 to eliminate
the major causes of peasant unrest. Measures were introduced to give
the members greater control over operations of the cooperative. An /
effort was initiated to teach members to read and write and to read
scales so that they could not be easily victimized by the local elite
acting as weighers, presidents! or other officials of the local cooperative. Fixed payments for weighers and other officials were established.
In combination with the three-year program for reorganization and
reform of ONCAD begun in 1968, these measures somewhat improved
the effectiveness of the marketing system. Supplemented by higher
producer prices and premiums and by the good crop weather of the
1971/72 season, they helped to produce the revival of groundnut production after the 1970/71 slump. By 1973 it was not yet apparent,

however, whether there had been any permanent restoration of
peasant confidence in the system.

CROP PRODUCTION
Food Supply
In the 1960s all the principal staple food crops were being produced

almost entirely for subsistence consumption, so that the growing
urban population was dependent upon imports of rice. In an average
year more than 30 percent of the nation's imports consisted ,of foodstuffs. The price ratio between exported groundnuts and imported rice
had worsened considerably after both crops lost the special protection

they had enjoyed under the French colonial system in Africa and
Indochina. In the 1960s it was necessary to produce 220 pounds of
groundnuts to pay for eighty pounds of rice.
The chief staple food c-ops are millet and sorghum, followed at some

distance by cassava, rice, and maize. These field crops are supplemented by kitchen garden crops of niebe beans, yarns, sweet potatoes,
and assorted vegetables and condiments. Truck garr'eningof vegetables
has developed around the main towns, and sugar cultivation is being
actively promoted by the government.
Drought-resistant sorghum and millet are the only rain-fed staple
food crops that can be grown satisfactorily with the tow and erratic
rainfall and poor soil conditions over most of the country. Both have a

short growing period, permitting them to mature during the short
rainy season that in a good year lasts from mid-June to mid-October in
the central plains and from July to September in the north. They stop
growing during a dry spell and start up again after a rain. In the arid
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conditions that characterize most of t country, the average yield of
sorghum is twice as high as that of mil et. In published writings and
statistics, 'orghuiii is often consi
ed s a variety of millet, so that it
is usually impossible to differentiate between the two. Wherever
sorghum and millet are reported, therefore, either or both may be

meant.

The government's target for production of millet and sorghum had
been 700,000 to 750,000 tons for 1973; presumably it would be deferred

as a result of the 1972 drought. From 1966 to 1971 estimated annual
production had fluctuated between 400,000 and 650,000 tons (see table
10). In poor crop years the government was obliged to import quantities of sorghum. Although much of it was imported under the United
States Food for Peace program of emergency assistance, the rural
population found it costly, providing a powerful incentive to increase
subsistence production.
Millet and sorghum are grown chiefly in association or in compe_-

tition with groundnuts, all three crops requiring similar soils and
climate. More than 90 percent of all the land under cultivation in 1970
was thought to he devoted to these three crops. The official estimate
was approximately 2 5 million acres under groundnuts and 2.5 million
acres under sorghum and millet.
The two food grains are commonly said to be grown in rotation with
groundnuts, although all three crops must be sown at the first rains
and matured during the short rainy season. In the older and more over-

crowded portion of the Groundnut Basin, the traditional rotation
sequence was groundnuts followed by millet or sorghum, followed by

another crop of groundnuts, followed by a long period of fallow.
Pressure on available village land frequently led to elimination of the
fallow period and progressive soil deterioration. Sometimes millet is
intercropped in rows haw een the groundnuts. Where adequate land is
available, as in the newer portions of the Groundnut Basin in eastern
Saloum. separate fields of food grains and groundnuts are maintained.
The groundnut crisis of the late 1960s, when the pe:-.:,ants lost confidence in commercial production and turned increasingly to subsistence
production of food grains, indicated that millet is to some extent an
alternative to groundnut production. rather than a constant by-product
as might be expected from a fixed pattern of rotation. Despite the
evident disadvantages of excessive relialice on groundnut production
and the need to increase the domestic food supply, the authorities were
alarmed at the shift to subsistence product ion, which resulted in loss
of eport earnings and government rev untie and an overall economic
slump. After taking measures in 1970 and 1971 to rev iv e confidence in

groundnut production. they -ought for the future to maintain

a

balanced increase in the associated production of groundnuts and food
grains.
A study of settlements of Muridi a pioneers in eastern Sine-Saloum
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2,943 0

24.2

12.0

2,35.5.1

789.0

4(10
7.7

41 0
7.7

41.0
7.9

35.0
6.9

923 0
2,753.0

98 8
136.9

25.3
89.7

86.5

155.9
253.5

176.7
99.3

634.8
2,563.2

1969/70

177.1

58 3
159.6

232.3
154 4

450.3
2,603.7

1965/69

92.0

137.5
250.1

239.5
156.2

654.9
2,854.8

1967/68

133.4

125.0
217.5

141.0
158.1

2,389.5,

.

n a - not a, ailable
A rea thousands of acres.. proaurt ion in thousand metric tons Crap Sear Dec'emher through May

Area.

Product ion

Production
Area. .
.
Cotton (unginned)

Groundnuts (peanuts-unshelled):

Production .
Area
Vegetables:
Production .
Area.
Cash Crops

Maize (corn).

Area ..

Production .

Rice (paddy):

Area .

Cassava.
Production

Area .

Production

Food crops.
Millet and sorghum

1966/67

1972/73

11.6
33.6

583.0
2,592.1

21.2
45.2

920.0
2,594.6

,.

n.a.

23.3

n.a

489.0

n.a.
na

x n.a
40.0
7.9

\ n.a.

n a.
n.a
n.a.
n a.

52.0

n a.

102.0

na
na

n.a.

322.0

(forecast)

n.a.

n.a.
n a.

n.a.

601.0

1971/72

38.7
125.0

90.5
217.5

133.0
96.6

411.0
2,910.2

1970/71

Table 10. Senegal. Estimated Area and Output of Principal Crops, Crop Years 1966-71*

Region during the 1966/67 season indicated that, in deciding on the
I elati% e effort to be deputed to cult i% at ion of food grains and of ground-

nuts, the farmers w ere influenced partly by relative prices and partly

by more traditional factors. The ratio was influenced by weather
conditions as the season progressed and by the size of the family to be
provided fur. In both the old and new portions of the Groundnut Basin,
the Wolof clouted approximately tw ice as much time to groundnuts as
to food grains. As the input of laborsaving equipment and the amount

of land under cult k ation increased, the acreage devoted to millet
increased more rapidly than that under groundnuts. On holding. under
3 5 acres groundnuts tended to be favored, above 3.5 acres the a ount

of land devoted to millet and sorghum began to exceed that for
groundnuts.
In its campaign to impro% e domestic food supply, the gove4ament
has emphasized the need to increase production of rice the custc\mary

diet of the urban population. In 1964, however, it also launched a
combined groundnut and millet productivity program, provIding
improved seed, fertilizer, and animal-drawn farm implements tb in -_
crease yields of both food grains and groundnuts. Although it was
demonstrated that yields under the program were higher than iey
would have been w it hout these inputs, the increasingly severe droughts
of the period tended to cancel out any improvement in the overall level
of production.
During the 1966-71 period annual domestic production of rice, most
of which 'bent into susbistence consurTition, averaged about 110,0 0
tons of paddy a y ear. This was equivalent to only about 30 percent f
estimated national consumption requirements of 230.000 tons of whi0
rice a year. Rice imports cost the equivalent of about US$25 million
y ear in foreign exchange. The target of government production pro
grams was self-sufficiency in rice by 1977. Both swamp rice and upland
rice w ere traditionally grown. Most swamp rice came from Casamance

Region, which provided about 80 percent of national production.
Casanmee alone, however did not have the potential to fill domestic
consumption requirements, so that the de% elopment planners were.
also concerned to open up new areas of production.

Several rice productivity projects were launched during the 1960,
but results w ere generally disappointing. Because of low productivity,
the domestic rice %!, as consitl"rably mere costly than that imported
from the Far East An ( fficial agency, the Cereal Equalization Fund,

had a monopoly of rice sales and used the profits realized from
imported rice to make up the losses on sales of domestic rice.

Truck farming of vegetables for export and fur the urban markets of
Dakar and Thies expandea in the 1960s. In February 1972 the minister
of rural de% elopment announced that about 9,890 acres were denoted

to truck farming, about 80 percent of it around Dakar in Cap Fort
Region Some 10,000 people w ere employ ed in the acti% ity
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which was

1

thought to provide a livelihood for more that. 200,000. About two crops
a year were produced on the average, or a total of more than 100,000

tons of vegetables a year. This included tomatoes, onions, cabbage,
lettuce, potatoes, turnips, carrots, and french beans. The industry was
subject to a number of problems, of which lack of water for irrigation
and encroachment of desert were perhaps the worst.
Average annual per capita consumption of vegetables was thought to
be around sixty-five pounds, compared to an average of between 150
and 220 pounds in European countries. High market prices discouraged
consumption by the lower income population of the towns (see ch. 6).

To increase consumption, the government sought to lower urban
vegetable prices by increasing productivity; improving transport; regulating prices; staggering production by mastering new techniques; and
establishing permanent, more efficient sales circuits. It also aimed at
reducing imports of vegetables and increasing exports of Senegalese

vegetables and, flowers, for both of which there was some foreign
demand. In late 1971 a private firm with Dutch and American ownership had obtained financing from the Senegalese government and from

the International Finance Corporation to establish a subsidiary in
Senegal. The new firm was to undertake large-scale industrial development of truck farming for export in the area around Lake Takhmat in
Cap Vert Region and the area around Thies It hoped eventually to
have more than 7,000 acres under production.
Sugarcane production was to be initiated in 1975 on the Richard-Toll

government agricultural estate on the Senegal River in the north,
where a rice production project had proved unsuccessful. The goal was

eventually to meet the entire domestic requirement for sugar, es/timated al."' about 60,000 tons in 1971, which was being filled by imports.
The project wa.-; t9 be carried out by a private, foreign-owned firm on
about 18,01)0 irrigated acres at Richard-Toll. It would also involve construction of a sugar mill, a refinery, and an alcohol distillery.

Groundnuts
In the mid -1960s Senegal ranked fifth among -world producers of
groundnuts for edible oil, after India, the People's Republic of China
(PRO, the United States, and Nigeria. It was first among world exporters of groundnut oil. Before Senegal Legan crushing its entire production of the oilseed in 1973, it ranked second to Nigeria :n exports of

shelled groundnuts. Despite the termination of protection on the
French market, most of the groundnut exports continued to go to
France.
In these rears groundnuts were generating about 25 percent of GDP
and furnishing 70 or 80 percent of exports. In 1968 the groundnut oil

mills accounted for 30 percent of the total turnover of industry.
Groundnut production provided about two-thirds of the money income
of the rural population. Each additional ton produced was estimated v
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generate an increase in GDP three times the increment in income to
the producer and an increase government revenue equivalent .to 60
percent of the increment in income to the producer.
In 1970 groundnuts provided more than 40 percent of total exports
and an estimated 14 percent of GDP. Despite, the groundnut crisis of
the late 1960s and the disastrously' poor rains of 1972, the crop retained
its crucial importance to the economy. Efforts at crop diversification
had as yet involved only about 5 percent of the country's farmers and
t

nfined chiefly to river valleys or the environs of tht. towns.
In the late 1960s some noso farm families were thought.to be

we

engaged in, production of groundnut§, usually in combination with
subsistence food crops. Most of the farms were quite small, although
the number of large-scale producers was increasing. Offidial statistics
on acreage under cultivation represented mainly an -infOrmed guess,
but about 40 percent of the total was thought to be devoted to groundnuts. An estimated 85 percent of the crop still came from the Groundnut Bitsi5.t In the 1967/68 crop yearthe last so-called normal season

before 1971/72there were an estimated 1,312,000 acres under
groundnuts in Sine - Saloum Region, 743,700 acres in Diourbel Region,
and 389,000 in Thies Region. The areas of most rapid expansion were

the Terres Neuves of eastern Sine-Saloum and western Senegal.
Oriental regions.
I

Cotton

By 1972 the country was filyhg most of the needs.of its own 'cotton
spinning Mills and was able TO export a share of its cotton production.
There were plans to triple production in order to promote export and to
meet growing domestic requirements. The country's cotton cultivation
was entirely rain fed, attempts at irrigated production on the RichardToll estate on the Senegil River having been abandoned as unsuccess-

ful. Because the rainfall requirement for cotton growing (thirty-four
to forty-lour inches a year) was too high for most Of the center and
north, production in 1972 was concentrated in three departments in the
south of Sine-Saloum Region near the border with The Gambia, in one
department in western Senegal Oriental Region, and hi one departinent
of Casamance Region. In the 1969/70 crop year about 10,00 acres were
thought to be under cultivation. The goal was 25,000 acreg,by 1972/73
and extension of production into certain adjoining departments.
As in most other former French African countries, cotton production
was under the guidance of the French Company for the Development
of Textile Fibers (Compagnie Francaise pour le DeVeloppernent des
Fibres TextilesCFDT), a company of mixed government and private
ownership that had had notable success in promoting advanced cultivatjon methods to increase production. The cotton prOgram was largely
financed by official French foreign aid funds. The pfice to the producer
was fixed by the government, and CFDT received around 2 percent of
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sales plus a portion of the urplus to be reinvested in production.
Cultivation methods 'word g perally less advanced in Sine-Saloum
Regiod, where the program had\been under way only a short time, than
in Casamance and Senegal Oriencai regions, where almost all theiarms
were cultivated with animal traction., mineral fertilizer, and repeated
use of insecticides.

LAND -TENURE

Because of the country's ethnic diversity, the mosaic of differing
traditional land tenure systems has remained quite complex. The confusion- has been increased by the superposition of an Islamic hierarchy
on traditional hierarchies in some areas and by the_changeS resulting
from.large-scale Migrations to new areas, from the spread of perrna-'
nent cash crop production dining more than a century, andfrom vari-

ous attempts to modify land use made during or since the colonial
Period. Consequently, the application-of existing general descriptions
of land tenure any particular tbcality may be subject to challenge.
In general, the traditional structure of landrights wasoite egalitarian among the Diola of Casamance but more hierarchical among Most
of- the cultivating peoples living north of The Gambia, in accordance

with the rigidl, stratified nature of their traditional societies (see
ch. 5). In the lon st settles i;ortions of the Groundnut Basin-, the tenure systems of the olof and Serer have retained certain feudal characteristics resembling t ose of Europe in the Middle Ages. In principle,
royal lineages, chiefs, and nobles have eminent domain; but the real_
function of chiefs is to redistribute the land by giving cultivation rights
to families who do' not have land. In practice, those, who exercise landrights may do so more by virtue of long family occupation of the land

than by the will of the ruler. In the same village some families may
have the "right of the axe" or "right of, fhe fire," deriving from the fact
that they originally cleared the land; whereas others may derive their
rights simply from a grant by the chief or ruler.
In principle, every freeman not belonging to one of the artisan castes
Or descended from a foriner wave family has a right to some land to
cultivate, although not to sell or dispose of as he wishes. In some areas,
however, the local notables appropriatcall the best land surrounding
thp village, leaving to the ordinary peasant the more distant or inferior
fields. Moreover, the itsatus of the freeman varies from one group to

another. In the traditional hierarchy of some peoples, such as the
Wolof, many cultivators must pay annual tribute to a local notable for
the right to cultivate : In some communities such tribute may be owed'
to the Islamic leader. Former slave families o'we such tribute to the
family of their former masters. The tribute may beexacted in the fort
of labor, as a portion of the crop, or in cash. Wealthy landholders often
extend their control in the local community by lending land for cultivation to the landless or those without adequate holdings.
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Local notables may have estates of hundreds or even thousands
of
acres. A study of the Wolof shows that in most villages a minority of
households control a major share of the farmland. In the country as a
whyle.more than half of the family farms are between 242 and ten acres
in size. More than 35 percent of the holdings are between ten and
twenty-five acres. Nearly 60 percent of the acreage cultivated consists
of medium-sized holdings, on which the cultivators rotate groundnuts
and food crops, usually sorghum or millet.
Descendants of slave groups traditionally do not have landrights,
but
the proportion of such former slaves is relatively low among the Wolof
and Serer. Moreover, the mobility of the Wolof and the relatively
egalitarian social structure of the Serer have tended to erode stye status.
Among the Toue-oleur of the northeast, on the other hand, landless
former slaves are the principal unit of production. The tenure systeM
of the Toucouleur is somewhat more complex than those of the Wolof
and Serer because, among other things, it involves distinguishing
among the different varieties of arid and riverain land.
As numbers of the Wolof and Serer left the older settled portions of
the Groundnut Basin for new lands to the east, they often left their
traditional- tenure systems behind. The Wolof pioneers in the Terres
Neuves Were often members of religious communities, and their rights
and obligations were those of the collective brotherhood (see ch. 7). A
study of Serer migration found that, in the newer, eastern portions of
'the Groundnut Basin. tenure systems income settlements became
more' egalitarian. All the members of the new community derived their
landrights excitv;ively from clearing and no longer owed a portion of
the harvestio the noble from whom their rights in the old community
had theoretically derived. The new system, however, sometimes resulted- in an uneconomic scramble to clear rapidly as much land as
possible. without regard 'to traditional conservation safeguards.
In many of the newer settlements a new inequality baked on capital
has developed, as large producers with the money to invest in equipment have appropriated large tracts of land by virtue of large-scale
clearing operations. The new capitalists, however, are often the same
individuals who enjoy status in the old feudal hierarchy. Nobles,
and marabouts may use their traditional authority to assemble achiefs,
work
force for clearing; add they also tend to be those with the
necessary -financial resources. Tie new large producers may also include large
traders, government agents, and even war veterans whose
pensions
can he invested in labor or equipment.
Diola tenure practices in southern Senegal are more typical of the
communal usufructuary systems most prevalent among non-Muslim
groups of tropical Africa. Rights to use land are usually held by' individuals, but disposal rights pertain to the group and are exercised by
traditional authorities or community elders in accordance with
unwritten customary law. which is in a continual state of modification.
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As elsewhere in Senegal, the right to use land is customarily inherited,
but the individual may not sell or otherwise dispose of the land,
This traditional principle of inalienability of tribal land, where it is
still effectively enforced, protects individuals from being deprived of

their land by creditors and other unscrupulous exploiters. It tends,
however, to foster security and communal cohesiveness rather than
ambition, acquisitiveness, or incentive to invest in improvements. It
was therefore regarded by the colonial authoritiei and often by devel'opment planners as suitable for the traditional subsistence economy
but, as an impediment to efficient commercial agriculture and to rapid
rural development. The colonial authorities consequently introduced
regtilations intended to modify the ancient systems by making possible
individual or corporate ownership of farmlands agd long-term lease-

hold of agricultural concessions. They also enacted liws permitting
chiefs, in the name of their people, to confirm traditional rights over
lands by written title.
In 1970 most of these procedures had been in effect for more than
fifty years, but most farmland was still held under customary tenure
without benefit of registered civil title. Only a small amount of farmland was-held under concession by corporate entities, and most of this
was operated with, government participation for development or experimental purposes. There were no large plantations privately owned or
leased bY foreigners.
.A law of June 17, 1964, gave the government eminent domain over

nearly all rural land and provided that the rights to use land hitherto
exercised by landowners and peasant families would henceforth legally
derive from the state. The state can expropriate lands that are no longer
being exploited personally by the possessor of the rights or that remain
° idle or insufficiently developed. It also has the general power to expropriate lands in the public interest. The law also provides that "piofleer
zones" of planned resettlement (as distinct from areas of earlier spon-

taneous migration) are to be exploited in conformity with the provi'sions of the development plans and the agricultural improvement
programs.
The 1964 land reform law was thus enacted, with a twofold purpose:

gradually to reform some of the inequities of traditional tenure systems by eliminating tribute and tenancy; and to permit the orderly
evolution of planned resettlement and other development projects. In
principle, it is designed to eliminate the feudal rights of domain of the
chiefs or religious leaders. According to a study of Serer migrants published in May 1971, however, the law had had little real impact by that

date. Its main effect had been to make landowners hesitant to grant
temporary use rights to others for fear that the tenant or borrower
might be able to take advantage of the new law to appropriate the, land

permanently. Thus at least in the short term, the law had operatatto
impede access to farmland by the less privileged. In certain areas of
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eastern Sine-Saloum Region where land was becoming scarce, loans of.
land were being limited to one year or were being replaced by rentals.

TRADITIONAL CULTIVATION. PRACTICES
Historically,- most of the cultivating groups of Senegal followed the
combination of shifting cultivation and slash-and-burn agriculture=
most common in the forest and savanna woodland areas -of Africa.
Land fertility was preserved by long years of fallow a feature-of shift=
ing_t!ultivation, and by the burning of the soil and the incorporation of
Wood ash attendant upon clearing by the slash-and-burn technique.
Only_ the Serer people combined stockraising with cultivation-andinSedi
animal manure on their plots. Although the range of trOpS was limitedby the -poor soils and arid Climate through most of the country,,Mixed:

cropping was the usual practice. These practices were severely

Modified, however, by the early introduction of groundnut production'
for export-toward the middle of the last century, resulting in the preVa,
knee-of single-cropping, the progressive reduction of Wolk, att&theT
increasing exhaustion of the soils.
The principal cultivating groups have been the Wolof and Serer (See_
ch, 4). The_ Diola farmed in the Casamance River valley of the south,.
and-the Toucouleur in the Senegal River valley of the northeast. The
numerically preponderant Wolof. and Serer dominated,rain-fed culti;
vation in the plains, moving gradually eastward from- the Western=
Groundnut Basin. The Serer have a long history of cultivation in -the-_
regions of Thies and Sine-Saloum to the south of Dakar, and since_
independence they have been settling new lands in the eastern-portion.
.of Sine-Saloum. In the middle of the nineteenth century the Wolof
were concentrated in the northwestern portion of the Groundnut,Basin,
but they have since Migrated in sizable numbers to the eastern and
southern areas of the Saloum River basin and to Casamansff-110ionln the South.
The Serer are particularly noted for their economic skill and minute
knowledge of thelocal soils and vegetation. They plant several different

varieties of millet or the still more drought-resistant sorghum, in

accordancq with the requirements and potential of the, soil of a given
field. Livestock are kept and are turned out to manure one plot or
another at specified intervals in:the rudimentary rotation of crop and_
fallow. Even before the introduction of groundnuts as a perinanent
crop, the Serer practiced both permanent cultivation and the tradi,
tional system of bush fallow, in which new fields are cleared in rotation
within a given radius of a permanently settled village. The permanent
plots are renewed by means of animal manure rather than by fallow.
In the traditional system the permanent plots around the village are
usually devoted primarily to quick-ripening varieties of millet. Although Cultivated by individual families, they present the appearance,
of one common millet field, punctuated by plots of cassava or cotton or
2N6
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by the kitchen garden plots of vegetables and condiments. The more!
distant fields on the:Outer perimeter are arranged in a checkerboard
fashion and are traditiotially devoted to late ripening millet, to groundnuts, and to fallow plots where the livestock are grazed. The Serer
systemitically organized reserve supplies of millet to tidecthe village
over the period of food scarcity before the harvest. The commercial
system introduced by the colonial authorities, with its emphasis on

increasing groundnut production, often disrupted this self-reliant
traitional food supply system of the Serer villages.
Some observers have recognized an optimum threshold of population
density, beyond which the traditional Serer system apparently cannot
be maintained intact. When the pressure on the adjacent land'becomes
too great, not enough land can be kept in fallow to maintain the livestock. The cultivators affected will stop keeping livestock and reduce
the length of fallow, and the ecological balance of the syStern will be
disrupted.

Traditional Wolof practices were' less carefully adapted to an
optimum population balance and had a higher land requirement.
During the nineteenth century the Wolof had abundant resources of
unused land in prciportion to their numbers. Certain other peoples who
inhabited areas of low population density practiced highly extensive

land use methods similar to those of the Wolof. These included the
peoples of eastern Senegal and such of the Manding and Peul peoples
as practiced cultivation in Fouladou or Upper Casamance. The Wolof
generally followed the classic African system of shifting cultivation;
but each group had landrights to its own permanent territory, within
which it would move on to clear new fields when the old had been exhausted, returning only after long years of fallow had restored vegetation and soil fertility. The Wolof also practiced slash-and-burn
c earing, relying on burning and on fallow to preserve the soils. They
id not rotate crops to the same extent as the Serer and did not raise
westock and use manure on their fields. Because of their extensive
ethods, their productivity was even more strongly dependent on

lengrafallow and en an abundant supply of new or restored land
than was that of the Serer. There is thus a two-way cause-and-effect
relationship between the land use methods of the Wolof and their high
mobility, as they have fanned out far to the south and east of their
early nineteenth century homeland (see ch. 4).

The traditional methods of the river valley cultivators are more
complex than those of dryland cultivating people& such as the Wolof
and Sercr. Planting and cultivation must be timed to take optimum
advantage of the flooding seasons of the rivers. The Diola of Casamance

Region have long practiced the most highly perfected traditional
system of rice cultivation in tropical Africa. They grow rice both under
river flood irrigation and by the dryland slash-and-burn method. Two

different types of rice are used for these two different methods, but
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each has a number of subvarieties. The Dio la keep livestock in the
village stockade and manure their irrigated paddies and the nursery
seedbeds near the village, from which the rice seedlings are transplanted to the more distant paddy fields. They practice an intricate
syStent of irrigation, usinedikes with hollowed logs at strategic points
to permit drainage of the saline residue. By the use of nursery seedbeds,
manure, and tilling, the. Diola are able to maintain permanent ricefields
that have been producing uninterruptedly for centuries.

`The traditional methods of the Toucouleur in the Senegal River
valley of the northeast are much less intensive. Because the population
density of the region was once relatively low, the people have retained
attitudes appropriate to extensive cultivation systems, despite the
growing population pressure that has developed in recent years._Many
of these people halve one village near the river where-they cultivate
during the dry season, leaving at the end of June for another village-in
the dunes, where land is more plentiful but of very poor quality and
where they practice rain-fed cultivation. Despite the practice of two
growing seasons and the advantage of the river floods, however, the
people have not perfected an effective farming system and have beenamong the poorest of the country's peoples (see ch. 4).
-1Iany of the Toucouleur have adopted the Peul practice of keeping
livestock in an enclosed paddock, but they do not make effective use

of manure on their fields. Similarly, they practice slash-and-burn
-clearing but do not make the most effective use of ash on their soils.
The river valley Toucouleur divide their land into two main classes:
diet.; (rain-fed land), on which slash-and-burn cultivation. is practiced,
and (»ol(o trivey-flooded land). The flooded land, which is cultivated
during the dry season, is the most desirable and the most scarce. It is
further classified into subgroups according to its proximity to the
river and hOw often and how regularly it is flooded in consequence.
Those fields richest in alluvial sediment are most in demand; some of

them may be used for the cultivation of ,egetables. Another class
consists of clay basins or varying depth within reach of the river floods,
which are also considered fairly desirable. A class of land intermediate
between dicri and orm/0 is reached only when the river is in exception-

ally strong flood. It is also cultivated during the dry season, but its
yield terids to decline after a year'or two.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
Since independence the government has continued, on a revised and

accelerated basis, the efforts initiated by the French authorities to
attain increased productivity in agriculture by more widespread
dissemination and higher average input of such improvements as
better seed, fungicides, fertilizer, and animal traction. With a- history
of more than 150 years of commercial cultivation in some areas, the
farm population had a head start in familiarity with the concept of

such inputs. Where the effects of permanent cultivation had been
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complicated by overcrowding, however, improved methods without
adequate soil conservation safeguards had not always resulted in
iniproVed yields.

Use of animal traction for farm implerrients is the most widespread
iii West Africa. One reason for this success is that light donkey-drawn

gquipment appropriate for Africah soils has generally been used.
Elsewhere-in West Africa, use of European-style equipment has often
been attempted; and, although lighter than American-style equipment,
...it-has still proved to be too heavy for local conditions. In some areas_of
Senegal somewhat heavier ox-drawn equipment has ,been introduced,
but-it too is especially designed for Africa and is lighter than the UsualEuropean product. The mechanized equipment is generally -not -used
:pr -basic CultiVation. The most popular light animal -drawn implements
*re.seeders and weeders. In 1972 it was estimated that 73 percent of all
farms in -the Groundnut Basin owned animal-drawn seeders, and 60
pereenthad-weeders.
.
A continuing research program was under way 'for the development
of-imprOVed, higher. yield seed varieties appropriate to local conditions.
In

1972- high

-w
-21
-1

-i
ii

-yield varieties of sorghum and millet that would_ be

-aCe-epted=by the peasants were not yet available for distribution. Thequality of the-groundnut seed in use had deteriorated during the late
-1960s. The_goyernments seed multiplication program for groundnuts_
was Concentrating on increasing stocks of five new varieties adjusted
to_ -the length of the average rainy season in different areas-of _the
_country, ranging from one that matures in three months (to be distributed in the north) to one with a four-month growing period for Casa&lance Region in-the south.

Like the other improved inputs, seed is distributed by the government marketing agency ONCAD through the local cooperatives. In
1970 the system-was still somewhat costly and inefficient, and there
was a need for reorganization and for improved seed storage facilities.
For each100pounds of seed received, the farmer is obliged to reimburse
125 pounds in kind at the time of the harvest. He also retains some seed
out of the harvest for his own use. In time of drought and famine, as in

1913 in the Sahel, the farm familie were obliged to eat their store of
seed, and-the followin year's crop was expected to suffer.
Agricultural improvement projects under way in 1973 included the

GroundnutMillet Productivity Project, the Terres Neuves Resettlement Pilot Project, the Casamance Agricultural Development Project,
the Casamance Rice Projects, the Delta Rice Project, the Cotton
Project, the Sine-Saloum Project, and the Louga-Kebemer Agricultural
Development Project. Most of these programs were being carried out
in the-river valleys, but the Terres Neuves resettlement effort was in
the western portion of Senegal Oriental Region, and the GroundnutMillet Productivity Project was dispersed over much of the Groundnut
Basin (see fig. 10).
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The Groundnut-Millet Productivity Project was known simply as the

Agricultural Program (Programme AgricolePA). It was initiated in
the early 1960s and, by 1972, hid involved more than 80 percent of-the
cOnlitry's-fariters through the comprehensive government cooperative
and_ marketing- system. By distributing improved- inputs it -hoped-to
increase average-yields, but it was also designed to increase the acreage
under cultivation for both groundnuts and food grains. Besiks supply-

-

ing fertilizer, seed, and equipment, on credit, it provided extension
services -and instructions in their use. Besides problems d#- bureaucratic organization and high operating costs, the program encountered
setbacks resulting from drought and from the inadequate -producer
price- policy purSued by the governinent. It was necessary to cancel
debtsincurreds
for supplies under the program in 1971 and-again in
_
utility of fertilizer 'under conditions prevailing in
1972. Moreover,
the Groundnut Basin had not yet been established. Most farmers were
not_ sufficiently convinced by their experience to date to be committed
to -its consistent-use, and fertilizer input fluctuated greatly from one
crop year to the next.
In 1969 assistance was obtained from the World Bank trOup (see
Glossary) for the PA operation, and Senegal applied for renewed assistance_ in 1972'fOr a second phase of the program to extend through-the
1975/76 season. Because of the setbacks from drought, the first phase
__o_f_the-_proljk,ct could not be considered successful. As the country's-third
largest source Of foreign aid, the World Bank Group had been involved

-iivelevefi operations by 1972. Among them were the Casamance Rice
Project and the Terres Neuves Resettlement Pilot Projec , initiated in
1972, and the Senegal River Polders Project, begun in 1 73. All thtee

were designed to develop new crops and open up new agricultural
-regiOns,

.,.

.

The Terres- Neuvs Resettlement Pilot Project was 'Initiated as a
program to develop methods and experience for more Ija rge-scale resettlement in the future. Over a period of three years beginninin 1972,
it was to resettle some 300 families from the overpopulated arliE of the
Groundnut Basin in the project area of Senegal Oriental Region. It
would also provide extension and credit services to some 240 families
already in the project area. The project as a whole was designed to last
for ten years. It would involve construction of feeder roads, storage
facilities, and wells and would establish a central equipment pool for
use#project farmers. A crop rotation pattern was planned to include
foolfieratns; groundnuts, and cotton.
The Senegal Rivet Polders Project, for the 1973-76 period, was to

construct a new irrigation system at Dagana and improve existing
irrigation systems at Debi and Lam psar, to expand the acreage under

Irrigated rice cultivation, and to develop a new method of double cropping for irrigated rice and_vegetables. On completion, the project\
.was expected to involve some 10,600 people from a particularly poor
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stratum of the population, whose per capita incomes could be doubled,

It would also permit a saving in import costs equivalent to about,

US$1.2 million a year for rice and tomato paste.
Another project designed to help achieve the government's goal of
self=sufficiency in rice by -the end of the-1,970s was the Casamance Rice

Project. It called for construction of irrigation and drainage facilities.
for 5,000 acres of swampland and clearing of-another 23,000 acres of
nonirrigated land for rain-fed c ItIvation of upland rice And groundnuts by-5,000 farm families . ome twenty-four rice mills and 'appropriate storage facilities-Also were to be constructed. Participating,
farniers would be instructed in improved cultivation of uplim&rice,_
which was-less commonly grown in Casdmance Region than the tradi,
tional swamp rice. The uplaud rice would be rotated or geoWn in association with subsistence food crops and groundnuts. The project -wasexpected to result in a net foreign exchange saving_ equivalent -to
US$1.7- Million as a result of increased export of groundnutsrAnd
reduced imports of rice.

\

LIVESTOCK

Such limited progress as had been achievq in the livestock sector
during -the 1900s was wiped out by the disastrous drought of 1972 in thenorthern and north-central parts of the country, which by mid -1973had resulted in drying up of streams and wells, \permanent degradation

of graZing, and virtual decimation of the cattle population, estimated
at about 2.7 million head in 1972. During the, preceding five years,
nomadic or semisedentary herders had been obliged to move farther
and farther south in search of grazing for their herds,and many were
obliged to enter arias infested with tsetse fly or qther disease vectors.
In May 197:3, toward the ,end of the dry season,,it was reported that
much of the cattle herd had forsaken the more\ traditional. grazing
areas of the north for the region somewhat to the southeast of SaintLouis. In this area, in the department of Louga alone, ti5 percent of the
cattle had died, chiefly from trypanosomiasis or other diseases
worsened by their starved and weakened condition. Even after the
first rains came at the end of June, more liVestbck were expected to
succumb from overeating and oierdrinking or from brackish water or
disease, It was thought that the livelihood of most herders would be
permanently affected by the consequences of the drought.
In the mid-1960s two-thirds of the cattle, sheep, and goats, fourfifths of the horses and donkeys, and all of the small number of camels
had been concentrated in the northern third of the country, mainly
toward the west and along the Senegal River valley. Tsetse fly and
other disease vectors were most prevalent in the far south, along the
Casamance River, where the larger domestic animals were consequently more scarce. By 1972, however, veterinary action in Casamance
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-Region-made-it possible-to use ox-drawn equipment on the government-sponsored rice project there.

In the country as a whole, one official source estimated that only
-about 2 percent of the population had derived its livelihood entirely
from livestock. Another 8 percent lived from livestock and cultivation
combined. The Peul in the north and center of the country were the
only people Who specialized in herding (see Ch. 4). Many of them have
=become sedentary or semisedentary, but about a fifth were thought to
be still nomadic. The nomadic Peul hkve traditionally moved with their
herds through the arid and semiarid areas of the Fouta Toro, the Ferlo,
'and-Senegal Oriental Region during the brief rainy season, retreating
-in Search of more-favorable localities gr congregating around the feW

good _wells in the area during the long dry season. They also have
traditional grazing areas in Djolof and Saloum. In 1973 the Ferlo area,

_devastated -by sandstorms, had become a desert; and many of the
nomadic herders, deprived of their livestock, had sought refuge in the
towns. Numbers of the Wolof/and Serer peoples, who kept livestock=in
_conjunction with their cultivation of groundnuts and millet, suffered
the consequences of the drought. The northern Toucouleur were alSo
herders as -well as cultivators.
Even-before the drought -of 1966 to 1972, livestock, productivity had
been low. Scarcity of water and grazingwas only part of the probleth.
=Parasitic diseases were alsb a major factor, as was the disinclination

Of :traditional -herders to part with their stock. Around 1970 it was
estimated- that the rate of \takeoff for sale 'or slaughter was only 8
percent for cattle and 25 percent for sheep and goats. The country
consequently relied heavily on import's of live animals and meat to
cover about one-fourth of aggregate beef consumption and as much as
one-half of lamb, mutton, and goat meat consumption. Between_ 1965
and 1967 there was an appreciable increase in the national herd owing
to the success of the governmet.t's antirinderpest campaign. Between
1968 and 1971, however, the mortality rate was on the increase as a
-result of drought.
Several government projects for livestock development were under
way in-1972. Emphasis under the second and third development plans
had been on improving veterinary control and on establishing watering

points. A model ranch had been established at Doli, and a dairy
complex entered operation at Saint-Louis in 1968. Other projects in
progress included the constructionof two new slaughterhouses and
cold storage plants and expansion of the government's livestock extension service. Presumably, livestock development plans would have to
be revised as a result of the 1972 drought. In June 1973 the World Food
Program (WFP) of the United Nations had dispatched a mission to pre-

pare an integrated long-term program for six West African Sahelian
countries to combat the effect of drought. Among its proposals was a
project, resembling one it had previously cat ried out successfully in
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Turkey, for restoring vegetation cover- by revising customary pastureriithts and,eliminating the goat ovulation, whichtlestroys pasturage,
by paying a premium for the slaughterof,goats.

FISHING
With some 360 miles of coastline, as well as inland waters, the coun-

try has always taken advantage of its abundant fish resources, but
since th'e 1950s systematic attention 'to the fishing sector has materi-;
ally increased the catch and improved export earnings. In 1972, for the
first time, total turnover from fishing, at CFAF15 billion, Surpassedthe level of turnoverin agriculture. The agricultural_harvest- hadheen
ham hit by the drought; but the gain_ in fishing earnings also reflected,
pernianent strides in rationalization of both the traditional and industrial fisheries. At about 248,000 tons, fish landings in 1972 were 11--Per,
cent above the previous year, which itself had set a new- high.-Of_the
11972 catch 197,000 tons were landed by the traditional fleet, consisting
largely of dugout canoes, and 51,000 by the modern industrial fleet,
!.which is partly foreign owned.

In 1972 sizable inroads by other foreign fishing fleets not based in,
Dakar depleted the fishery resources near the coast. Senegal had ex.,
tended _its territorial wAte,rs to twelve miles and its fishing limits ,to_
110 miles. Only Frentrind Spanish vessels "were authorised by speCialagreement_to fish Mthin these limits. TO protect the fishery resources,
for its traditional' d .(out fleet, Senegal had prohibited all trawlingwithin thettwelve-mile territorial limit.
Between 26,000 and 30,000 fishermen were thought to participate in
the traditional shallow-water fishing on an artisanal scale, but only
about 80 percent of them operated full time. The number engage
in fishing may have increased temporarily in 1-972 as a _result of the
drought and the scarcity of food. The substantial increase in their
catch was largely attributed to progress in motorization of the 'canoes.
Between 1948 and1968 the traditional catch had increased nearlyfivefold, but the rate of increase became particularly notable after 195,_
when Ow 'motorization policy was first introduced. After a few-setbacks, motorization was stepped up in the early 1970s with foreign' aid from Belgium and Canada. The number of canoes with Motors
had been reported as 1,995 in 1970 and 2,578 in 1971. In 1972 there
were 3,209 canoes with motors and only 2,408 with sails. There.-

fourteen motorized longline cutters, which had first keen
introduced in 1962 but accounted for only about 1,,500 tons of ,catch.
The government's goal was complete motorization of all canoes by
1975.

Of the industrial fleet operating "out of Dakar, only about thirtythree boats belonged to Senegal in 1972. Some eighty-seven were still
under the French flag, and twenty-five were under other flags. Sett,294
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galese participation in trawler activity and tuna fishing was reportedly
.
growing.
The industrial fleet in 1972 consisted of five sardine boats, ninetytwo trawlers, and ciirty-eight tuna boats. Tuna fishing was carried out
by a Senegalese rr.tIxed company with government participation and
also by several private French firms. The French firms had hitherto
pre4minated, but in 1k2-t-wa:thir.ds of the tuna catch was landed by '
the Senegalese firm, which was to acquire five new &Met tuna boats
in 1973. The Ulna exports enjoyed protection and price support on the
French market. In 1972 a portion of the tuna was exported directly,
but the larger share as exported bN local canneries to France.
Landingshy the traditional fl1972 attained the high target set
under the third national devel'
an 11969/70-1972/73). AboLt a
dozen different commercial
are caught by the traditional

shallow-water fisheries,. including shrimp, crayfish, oysters, sardinella, mullet, pike, and a number of less familiar species. There were
no data on the freshwater catch in 1972. In 1968 it had been estimated
at about 35,000-tons, compared to a total maritime catch of 150,000
Lons. National consumption of fish is quite high for a tropical country,
having been variously estimated at seventy-five pounds per capita or
as much as ninety pounds per capita per year. About 80 percent is consumed fresh, the remainder being dried, smoked, fermented, or salted
by specialized traditional techniques. Subsistence consumption was

thought to account for about 15 percent pf total domestic fish consumption in 1964 and about 12 percent in 1968. The remainder was
widely distributed. Despite the unsatisfactory state of roads and transport facilities, statistics indicated that fish was consumed in areas
some distance.from the coast or from rivers.

The catch of the industrial fleet was landed at the three newly
equ;,
commercial wharves at Dakar; but dugout canoes were prohibitet. in the port at Dakar, and their catch was landed on the beaches

along the coast. In the mid-1960s the dugout catch was being transported from the beaches by any available truck, bus, or taxi to the
markets of the larger towns. Many of these vehicles and the roads they
traveled were in poor condition, resulting in frequent breakdowns and
a high rate of loss. Further losses ensued from the lack of equipment
and the uhsanitary conditions at the town markets. Both fresh and
processed fish were sold in the town markets, and the villagers from
the surrounding countryside usually came to town to get their `supply
of fish: Of the fresh h consumed in Senegal, Dakar was handling
hies, 18.5 percent; Kaolacks 16.4 percent;
an estimated 53.2 percen
Diourbel; 4.5 percent; Saint-Louis, 2 percent; and Louga, 0.4 percent.

The remaining 5 percent was distributed thrdugh other towns on
the Louga-ToubkThies circuit or to markets along the KaoiackTambacoUndaKidira andLouga-Linguere railroads.

Under the third and fourth national development plans, the
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governnient allocated funds to build ice depots at some of the canoe
landing places and to equip the main fish markets with stands possessing adequate facilities. It also provided for central maintenance shops
and warehouses for the sale of motors and spare parts at five regional
fishing centers. The fishing cooperatives were to be reorganized, but
the plans indicated that private enterprise would be preserved in the
fishing sector, in view of its success to date.

The industrial sardine catch had also increased greatly and went to
local canneries. The sardinella catch had increased most of all, but
very little of it was processed, as the price for canned sardinella had
declined to the point where one of the canneries had gone out of btisi,
ness. A law prohibited use 'Of sardinella in the manufacture of fish
meal, but there were two local plants that produced, fish meal from
cannery residue. About 60 'percent pf the trawler catch consisted of
shrimp and sole, which were exported frozen to Europe, the United
States, and Japan. otal exports from the industrial catch increased
from 2,119 tons in 19 to 14,800 in 1972. Exports from the traditional
catch, which go chi
to West African countries, could not be quantified. he increase in the industrial catch in 1972 was attributed to
improved wharf facilities at Dakar and. to the acquisition of a new air
tunnel, a refrigerating sardine boat, and a refrigerating freighter.

MINING
Mineral extraction in 1973 was largely limited to phosphates, Salt;
and construction materials such as marble and limestone. Output from
two phosphate deposits mined by foreign-owned firms had begun in
1960 and by 1971 was contributing 12 percent of export earnings, up
from 7 percent in 1966. A French-owned company had suspended titanium mining in' 1965 as prices and reserves declined, but another

French company started in 1965 to extract attapulgite (used in oil
drilling) around Pout and Nianing.
Exploration for metallic minerals and petroleum was continuing in
the 1970s, but such deposit-s- as had been found did not seem remunerative at the world prices prevailing in 1973. Traces reported included

gold, copper, tin, graphite, diamonds, and columbite-tantalite (see
ch. 3. An offshore petroleum deposit of about 100 million tons had
been located off Casamance Region, but the quality was so poor that
exploitation would be justified only if the world petroleum shortage
should become acute. Offshore exploration was also under way for
ilmenite.
The most promising find to date was an extensive iron ore deposit
inconveniently located'on the Faleme River in the southeastern corner
of the country, more than 400 miles inland from Dakar. The grade of
ore had not yet been established, and it was clear that commercial
exploitation would require costly investments, including extension of
a spur from the railroad line from Tambacounda to the border and
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consthiction of newt ort facilities at Mbour. Anotier alternative might
be shii rant dovm the Senegal River from the river port of Keyes in
Mali. he river is navigable four months of the year. A dam already
planne for construction at Manatali, at some distance on the Mali side
Of =the border, might provide the needed low-cost energy. In mid-1973
the aid fund of the European Economic Community (EEC, known as
the Common Market; had financed a feasibility study by a German
consultant group on possible exploitation of the Faleme deposit.
MANUFACTURING
.=

At independence in 1960 the Dakar area represented the most advanced, and most concentrated industrial complex of French-speaking
Black Africa. With a limited domestic market for manufactures, its
industry was strongly oriented toward export, not only to Europe but

to the 20 million consumers of the integrated foriner federation of
=

=

French West Africa. After the federation broke up, its former members
established their own competing industries.Trade was broken off with
Mali and reduced with guinea and Dahomey (see ch. 2). The ensuing

process of readjustment for Senegal's industry was thought to have
been largely completed by 1971.

,
s-

In the early 1970s the country had a relatively well-developedndus=trial sector. In terms of total turnover in industry, it had been overtaken by Ivory Coast; and rate of growth in total industrial output had
been:somewhat slowed by the groundnut crisis of the late 1960s. The
authorities nonetheless continued to place much faith in industry as
One of the most dynamic sectors of economic growth. They pointed out
that despite its poor physical resources the country enjoyed a relatively

=

;=
=

well-developed infrastructure and abundant supply of skilled and
Semi-skilled labor and that its faorable location on the coast of West,
Africa gave it an advantage in the movement of materiel and in potential trade with othr countries of the area.
To promote industrial development, the government encouraged
private foreign investment and, where it was inadequate, favored the

'formation of mixed companies with both government and private
participation. Industrial production for the domestic market was accorded strong tariff protection against import competition, which in
some branches had permitted relatively high-cost production. In 1969
a semipublic agency had been established to promote greater participation by Senegalese nationals in small- and medium-scale industries
by providing credit and technical assistance in leading management
and accounting techniques.
Under the fourth national development pl C F39 billion was to
be allocated for the development of indust against CFAF24 billion
under the preceding plan. This did not inclu e the planned investment
of about CFAF25 billion in a new petroleum efinery to have an annual
processing capacity of about 20 million to of crude petroleum. There
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were also plans for an eventual petrochemical complex to use the byproducts of the refiner3 The development planners were emphasizing
progranis for promoting the local processing of crops, livestock produets. and fish. There were also plans for new, more labor-intensive
industries and the production of semifinished products. In introducingthe fourth plan government spokesmen expressed disappointment over

the progress of import substitution industries for the domeStie
consumer market.
Industry was heavily concentrated around Dakar. About 80 percent
of 'the permanent employees, value added, and total turnover of industry--was attributed to the Cap Vert Region in 1969 and 1971. In terrnsiot

turnover alone, another 8 percent came from Sine- Saloum Region,;
mostly from oil pressing. and 6 percent from Thies Region, mostly -from__

phosphate mining. Casamance Region accounted for only 3.4-percent,
Diourbel Region for 1.8 percent, Fleuve Region for 1.4 percent, and
Senegal Oriental Region for 0.9 percent. To diversify employment
opportunities, the authorities were seeking to promote the establigh_:.
tnent of.small enterprises in urban centers other than Dakar. Because-;
oP the commanding position enjoyed by the seaport, however, such
enterprises had been largely limited to local processing facilities, oftenwith government participation:
In the second half of the 1960s the domestic market for manufacturedconsumer goods suffered from the decline in cash income of the rural-

population as a result of the recurrent droughts and poor groundnii
prices. The fluctuations in groundnut output from one year to the next
also had a more direct impact on the rate of growth in industry. Proc-_
essing acti ity begins where the farm year ends, with the crushing of
the groundnut harvest at the edible oil mills, ,:vhic13 account for more
than 30 percent of the total turnover of the industrial sector. During,
the 1960s an iarly 1970s the odd-numbered years, which saw such

poor results in agriculture, were also the ,years of low or negative
growth in industry; 1963, 1965, 1967, 1969, and 1971 all registered a57-4
sharp slowdown from the good growth rates df the intervening eVenr,
numb eyed years, and it was generally predicted that 1973 would bring_
another setback for industry. The influence of the groundnut harvest

on these year-to-year fluctuations is illustrated by the ;industrialproduction index in 1971, which showed a gain of 0.7 percent including
the edibte oil mills and again of 10.9 percent if the oil mills are excluded,

Assessments of the overall vigor of growth in the/industrial sector
have consequently been various and sometimes conflicting, depending
largely on the years selected for. comparison. The official index of industrial production, including phosphate mining;
g
output of electric
energy, shows 1959 as the base year. On this basis the adjusted average

annual rate of growths which had been 6.3 percent for the 1959-66
period, had dwindled to 4,5 liercent for the 1959-71 period, .According

to another report, the real rate of grollith in industry, at constant
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prices, had slov -'1 to between 2 and 3 percent a year during the six
=

s

years 1966 thr

.971. The drought year 1972, however, saw a record

krowth rate
bringing C., ..

'ustry of more than 22 percent at current prices,

ted average br the eight-year 1965-72 period up to
about 7 percent a year.
Probably the biggest factor in the record 1972 gain had been processing of the bumper groundnut crop of the 1971/72 season, and con-

Sequently a new and serious slowdown in industry was expected in
-1973 as a result of the drought and the exceptionally poor harvest of
the _1972/73 season. Oil mill production had been up by 110 percent in
1972 over 1971 not only because of the harvest but because of the
government's decision to process the entire export crop within the
country instead of shipping a portion of the crop unprocessed. The
country's five edible oil mills, which had a capacity of about 1 million
tons, had processed 760,000 tons of groundnuts in 1972 and were expected to receive only about 350,000 to 380,000 tons from the poor 1973
crop. In the first quarter of 1973 the index of industrial production was
r lit percent below the corresponding quarter of 1972.
The food and beverage branch was heavily predominant in the indus-

trial sector, nninly in permanent wage employment but in value
added, which represents its contribution to GDP (see table 11). In the
i inid4960s about 72 percent of the turnover in the food and beverage
branch was accounted for, in a good crop year, by the edible oil mills.
The largeSt of tke five oil mills, a subsidiary of a major French company, Huiles Lesi ur, had an annual crushing capacity of 400,000 tons
a turnover of CFAF9 billion in 1970. The food
Of unshelled nuts
and beverage indust y also included the production of beer, soft drinks,
sugar and biscuits, and canned fish and tomato paste (see table 12).
Beer, soft drink, and flour production had all suffered from the closing
of outlets in neighboring countries that developed their own production
capacity: after independence. The brewing industry had also suffered
from the loss of the French military establishment in Senegal. The fish
canning industry depended mainly upon export markets. Despite the
record catch of 1972, cannery earnings had declined because a portion
of the tuna catch was exported directly from the freezer ships. Tomatopaste canning was promoted by the government in a move to replace
imports, but the Senegalese product was considerably higher priced
than the imported product.
Textiles were the second most important branch of manufacturing,
after foods and beverages. The textile industry was dominated by three
foreign-owned firms and enjoyed a high level of protection against
imports. Its production capacity expanded considerably between 1966
and 1973 with the establishment of a number of new enterprises. By
1972 it included .capacity for spinning, weaving, dyeing, and printing
and production of ready-to-wear clothing and household linens. Production of cotton yarn gained steadily during the late 1960s, bbt output

ad
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Table 11. Senegal, Structut-e of Industry, 1969

Number
of
Enterprises

Category

Mining
Food and beverages
Textile manufactures
Footwear, clothing, and
household textiles
Wood products
Manufactures of paper
Chemicals and related
produ.lts (soap, paint, and
other)

Value'

Number of
Permanent

.

Employees

12

1,344
6,574
3,214

4,200
34,256
-1
6,931

5
141
22

1,688
810
618

2,225
988
1,225-

11

62

Value Added

Total Sales

Exports

(Gig')

1,866
9,080
3,528

3,514
21,218
2,157

-

840
429
550

.

93075.
110
.

Conitruction materials

23
7

1,295

1 20

1,562

7,480

2,047
675

1,073:

1,444,
3,355

1,003

330

Mechanical products and

repair

1.

Electric power and water
supply

-

239

2

2,369

4,390

3,000

TOTAL (1969)

1783

20,072

66,494

23,018

0'
...s

TOTAL (1968)

151

16,500

61,471

21,061

_-.5

.

'In million CFA francs For value of the CFA francsee Glossary.
10f the 230 enterprises that teemed questionnaires 178 responded
-70 of those enterprises had been created after 1960
'0 means none.

' mean not applicable.

Source: Adapted from Ediafric-Service, Memento de l'Economie Afrkaine. Paris, 1972.

of cotton fabrics encountered setbacks. It declined moderately in 1971
but revived strongly in 1972 as domestic demand improved and as exports were increased. In the early 1960s cotton fiber had been imported
from Mali, but in the mid-1960s domestic supply had been increased
and by 1972 was supplying the entire requirements of domestic spin-

ning mills. In 1972 a plant for the manufacture of polyester-fiber
textiles was established.

ELECTRIC POWER
Until 1972 a private FrenCh firm controlled the production and generation of electricity in Senegal; but in Oat year it was taken over by

a state-owned company, Electricity of Senegal ( Electricity du
SenegalEDS), which in turn leased its installations to a mixed company, the Senegalese Company for the Distribution of Electric Energy
(Societe Senegalaise de Distribution d'Energie Electrique77
SENELEC). The government owned half the capital of SENELEC, and
the remaining capital was to be ceded to it within a maximum period of
fifteen years. The French company was to continue to provide technical and administrative personnel for the power administrati n.
Electricity consumption had tripled since independence, from 104
300
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millions
thousand metric tons
million kilowatt-hours

thousands .

do
do

z

thousand metric tons
,

do

million pairs
metric tons
do

do

thousand metric tons

do
million.boxes

thousand metric tons

do
do
mi!lion.galloni
do

thousand metric tons

.

.

4.9
222.5

2.5
194.5
27.7
25.1

13.1

407.0
1,346.0
243.0

4.6.

7.5

1.3
104.8
185.8

000.0
144.8
68.7
2.2
3.5
20.4

1966

.

*

I

211

36.5
27.2
4.9
239.5

16.2
2.5
172.4

7.5
5.0
446.0
1,426.0
158.0 f

179.5

'61.6

1,115.0
151.3
81.1
1.9
2.7
20.4
1.3

1967

II
11111111111,1111j111111.

1,140.0
110.0
18.4

3.2
206.9
52.4
33.7
6.4
280.0

1,083.0
127.0

15.6
3.1
202.3
32.8
30.5
5.1
247.7

93.7
158.2
11.0

1.4

3.3,
21.2

2.4

113.0

4.5
597.0

,

1969

1.11

1,035.0
164.4

.

1211121111.11211111111111111

4.5
548.0

221.1
10.2

1.1
68.7.*

1,110.0
160.4
80.0
2.1
2.7
20.7

1965

n111111111111112.

n.a.

.

298.0

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

241.0

n.a.

241.2
61.5
31.7
5.5
283.9

n.a.
3.2

324.0
7,693.0
134.0
160.0
16.5

5.3
636.0
7,200.0

99.3

17:1

117.0
177.4
10.5

21.6
1.6

3.0
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

1,454.2
185.9
116.0

1971

2.8
3.5

130.4
116.0

9980

1970

,

40`"

rho

min

11,

whim,

,

1,1,1111,,

,,,,,,,,I,

1'1111'1,
11,11,1

Nil,

,11.

m1,41,1,1,111, '11,11

21221

II

I

I

012112

1

211,

22

2

21

22

22

1221

Source: Adapted from Ediafric-Service, t'Vernento de l'Economie Africaine, Paris, 1972; and Senegal, Ministere des, Finances et desAffaires Eccromiques, Direction de la Statist iqtie, Bulletin St atistique et Economique Mensuel,,1972, Nos. 7 and 8, Dakar, 1972.

n a .-nut 4%allable

Lime phosphates
Aluminum phosphates
Salt
Beer
Soft drinks
Sugar (cubes)
Tobacco products
Matches
Groundnut (peanut) oil
Tuna (canned)
Shoes
Cotton yarn
Cotton fabric
Cotton blankets
Soap
Paints and varnishes
Cement
Metal drums
Metal cans
Pasteboard boxes
Electric power
---

Unit

Table 12. Senegal, Industrial Production, 1966-71-

I

112 2122111

21111-1.1111,i11111'11

million' kilowatt-hours in 1959 to 298 million in 1971 (see table 13),'
Consumption requirements by 1980 had been projected at between 570.
million and 760 million kilowatt-hours, of which 74 percent was ex-i
pected to be needed for induitry, 20 percent for household appliances,
and 6 percent for lighting. Total installed capacity was 110 million kilowatts from 1966 through 1971, but investments programmed under the

third national development plan and financed by the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Develqpment (IBRDalso,knows as the

World Bank) were to bring it up to 150 million kilowatts by.1974. The
entire existing capacity consisted of thermal power installations.

Apart from private installations operated by industrial firms or
isolated operations, the power network in 1972 was centered on two
lines running from Dakar to Thies, a thirty-kilovolt line from Thies to
Saint-Louis, and another thirty- kilovolt circuit from This to Mbour,
Fatick, Kaolack, Guinguineo, Diourbel, and back to Thies. Three regional power centers were at Diourbel, Tambacounda, and Ziguinchor,
where industrial consumption had been steadily expanding. The
Diourbel and Ziguinchor centers were operated by concessionary companies. In addition, there were nineteen secondary power distribution
centers. Until 1967 they had been controlled by the respective municipalities concerned but were then integrated, into the national system.

Between 1967 and 1971 their consumption had increased by 55 percent.
Investment of about CFAF820 million in power. distribution was
planned for projects' to be completed by 1978. Four new substations
were to be constructed to increase the voltage, which in 1971 was only
6.6 kilovolts. A transformer station was also to be built in Hann, and
the overhead lines in Cap Vert Region were to be replaced by sixteen
miles of underground cable.
Table 13, Senegal, Energy Consumption, 1966-71
Unit of Quantity

Electric power:
Lighting
Air conditioning
and other
appliances
Low voltage
High Voltage .

....

Total

1966

1967

196$

1969

28

28

27

28

30

30

32

39

39

13

14

14

17

16

15

152

..168

175

196

201

217

do

223

240

248

280

284

million gallons

25

25

26

27

28

10

10

12

13

14

16

37

29

28

138

150

28
184.

33

140

27
165

million kiloVatt hours.

do
do
do

.....,

Petroleum products:
Gasoline
Gas oil
Diesel oil

Fuel oil. ...

do

thousand metric tons..
do
.

1970

1971

28

38

30

184

Source: Adapted from Senegal, Ministere des Finances et des Affaires Econontiques,
Direction de la Statistique, Situation Economigue du Senegal, 1971. Dakar,
1972.
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CHAPTER 15

TRADE AND TRANSPORTATION
_

After the political bonds of the colonial period had been broken at the
end of the 1950s, the 1960s witnessed a gradual loosening of the ties of
Senegal's economic interdependence with France; but the country's cash
economy remained heavily dependent on foreign trade and aid. During
this period, the search for new forms of association with the industrial

countries and with the other developing countries to replace the old
colonial forms and to cushion the economic shocks of independence had
been an important feature of foreign policy (see ch. 11). In mid-1973

this process of transition was just entering a new and untried phase.
After two rather unsuccessful attempts to perfect a functioning West
African customs union, Senegal and five other French-speaking West
African countries were about to embark on a new and more ambitious
West African economic community. At the same time the debate
touched off by the entrance of the United Kingdom into the European
Economic Community (EEC, known as the Common Market) was
reaching its height, as French-speaking and English-speaking African
nations sought to coordinate a common policy on the terms of their fu-

ture expanded association with Western Europe. In the broader
context of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), Senegal was joining with other developing nations in pressing for new_and more generalized forms of import liberalization and
commodity price stabilization for their tropical exports.
The development financing and export price support that had previously been provided by France had become major objectives of foreign
policy for the 1970s. France continued to provide the largest share of
development aid, both on a bilateral basisNand through the aid fund of
the EEC; but reliance on aid from third countries and from multilateral
organizations was increasing, and the prospect was that morc aid would
be allocated on a regional instead of a country-by-country basis. French
price support for Senegal's exports of groundnut (peanut) oil was a
thing of the past, and there was a vital interest in proposal, in EEC or
UNCTAD to end the anarchy of the world commodity market by promoting trade liberalization and compensatory price arrangements.
Throughout the 1960s and into the early 1970s the foreign trade deficit had been, growing ominously as import requirements increased and
export earnings fluctuated widely around a declining trend. The rate of
overall economic growth and per capita income tended to fluctuate in
303

rhythm with export earnings (see ch. 13). Aware that better groundnut
oil prices could not provide the whole solution, the authorities were also
seeking to improve the foreign exchange position by replacing a share
of imports by domestic manufactures; by developirig earnings from
more 'dynamic activities. such as tourism, fisheries, and anufacturing; and by introducing reforms on the national and region I levels
that would prepare the ground for more effective use of.foreign aid.
Regarded as a sector of domestic economic activity, commi ce was
second only to rural activities (agriculture, forestry, and fishing), con.;
tributing 31 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in 1970. Trans=
port accounted for 8 percent of GDP in that year. Rail and air transport
had been nationalized. but except for the marketing of groundnuts and
food grains. which was done by a government agency, commercial
activity was dominated largely by private French or Lebanese interests.
In mid-1973 the government introduced measures to reserve a major
share of domestic trade for Senegalese nationals.
Because of the excellent natural port at Dakar and because it couldserve as a gateway to neighboring landlocked West African countries,
the country's transportation system had been developed early and wellby the French. It had helped to determine the pattern df settlement_
within the country and had given it a strong advantage in the deCetopment of imittstry and trade within the old colonial area of French West
Africa, After the closingof the Suez Canal in the 1960s, Dakar benefited

more than ever from its position as a hub of maritime traffic and inland trade.
FOREIGN ECONOMIC RELATIONS
Trade and aid were the two keystones of the country's relations with
overseas.countries With few exploitable mineral resources and ad
foreign-owne'd farms, activit by foreign investors was limited largely
to the Sectors of comperce and industrial processing. The annual net
inflow of foreign private direct investment since independence had
been quite limited but. befause many French trade and industrial
firms were already well established, there was a sizable outflow of
dividends and undistributed pr4its.

Nonmerchandise Transactions
Net movements in the principal components of the country's foreign
eichange position were reflected in its balance of payments. Because
transactions other than merchandise trade were not statistically recorded before 1968, long-term trends in the balance of payments with
foreign countries could not he quantified. The balance of payments
consistently had a deficit. The deficit derived mostly from the excess
of merchandise import costs over export earnings, which was either
partially offset or slightly augmented-by arsmall surplus or deficit on
serv,ices (invisible transactions). BetWeen ;1968 and 1970 the balance.
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for these invisibles, or services, shifted from a deficit equivalent to
US$12 million to a surplus of US$7 million.

The main deficit item among the invisibles was salary and investment income (dividends and undistributed profits) remitted abroad by
foreign residents or by foreign-owned firms operating in die_country.
There was little change in the outflow' on this item over the 1968-70
period. It_ was offset to a varying extent by invisible earningswhic1rconsisted-largely of earnings from the port of Dakar, remittances from
Senegalese working abroad, and local expenditure by foreign personnel.
Net-earnings-from tourism were small but growing.
The balance-of=payments deficit, consisting of the net balance for
_goods and services, is offset by net receipts from unrequited transfers
(foreign grant aid or private charity) and from capital transactions.
Thq resulting overall deficit is then covered by drawing down the coun-try'S_foreign exchange reserves.

During most of-the 1960s domestic interest rates were lower than
those prevailing abroad, and there was therefore an outflow of saving
abread, notably to France. A portion of this entered the capital account,
but-unrecorded-capital outflows may have entered the balance of payments as errors and omissions. Receipts from foreign loan aid made
up-the major share of the surplus on capital account and, along with
foreign grant aid (unrequited transfers), they usually covered most
-or all of the heavy deficit on goods and services.

In the 1966-70 five-year period, foreign aid receipts averaged the
equivalent of US$30 million a year, or about US$8.80 per capita. For
the three years 1964 ie 1971 alone,ard receipts averaged the equivalent

of US$13.29 per ,capita, ranking Senegal as fourteenth among the
world's aid-recipient countries. In tho'se years annual aid receipts were
equivalent to about 26 percent of the country's imports and 6.6 percent

<GDP.
In the 1966-70 period about 40 percent of aid receipts came from the
EEC aid fund, 30 percent from France, 13 percent from the World Bank

Group (see glossary); and 10 percent from the Federal Republic of
Germany (West Germany). In addition, France provided the equivalent
of US$29 million a year in technical assistance (see ch. 11). Aid from
the United States, which totaled US$43 million for the entire 1953-72
period, included US$22 million of emergency deliveries under the Food
for Peace program and US$7 million for Peace Corps personnel. Be-'
tween 1954 and 1967 the equivalent of US$7 million had been received

from the Soviet Union. Other aid receipts came from a variety of
sources, ranging from Saudi Arabia to both the Republic of China (Nat
tionalist China) and the People's Republic of China (PRC).
./
Because most of its foreign credits had been received at concess/on-

ary low rates of interest, the country's foreign debt burden wa, not
excessive in relation to its ability to pay. In 1970 debt-servicin payments amounted to the equivalent of US$5.5 million,about 3.5

reent

of export earnings.. n 1971, however, the debt reportedly increased
significantly.
Because of receipts .from these other payments transactions, the
growing trade deficit did not cause a serious drain on foreign exchange.
During the 1966-71 six-year period the level of export- earnings had
fluctuated more or less in consonance with the year-to-year variations

in the level of rainfall and of groundnut production (see eh. 13). Although they briefly attained a new high in 1970, on the average.export
showed a generally declining trend over the period, whereas imports
were increasing at- an average rate of 6.5 percent a year. Delayed andunreliable statistics made it unclear exactly how, the growing trade
deficit was being covered; but with the exception of investment earnings, most other categories of the balance oTpayments were probably
showing improved net earnings during the period. Revaluation of the
dollar enhanced the CFA franc va ue of foreign excihange reserves (for
value of the CFA franc see Gloss. Ty). Unutilized foreign grant and
loan aid probably' also lwelled official holdings.
In the fir'st nine months of 1972 the trade deficit was substantially
slower as a result of the favorable harvests of the 1971/72 season, and
exports covered 82 percent of imports as compared to 57 percent in the
comparable period of 1971. A sharp reversal was anticipated in 1973,
however, as a result of the previous; year's drought and the, heavy emer-

gency imports of food grains. In February 1973 official foreign
exchange reserves were equivalent to about US$33 millbn, or approxi,
mately 4x months' imports.

Direction of Trade
Sources of Imports

In the early 1970s France had retained a very strong lead both as
the main market for the country's major exports and as a source of the
entire spectrum of imports isee table LI). Characteristically, Senegal
imported most of its raw materials as well as its capital goods and
manufactures from the industrial countries (see table 15). The heavy
share of crude and intermediate materials for industry imported rrom
France may have been attributable not only to language, ,currency,
and established trade connections but to French ownership of many of
the country's manufacturing plants. which v% ere thus vertically integrated with supplier enterprises in France.

After France, the principal suppliers in most commodity groups
were West Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands.k The Maghreb countries of former French North Africa were important suppliers of crude

petroleum, and the refinery at Port Gentil in Gabon probably ac.
counted for most of the imports of petroleum products from other
countries of the franc area (see GIossary I. The Khmer Republic (Cambodia)- and Thhiland were grouped together in the statistics as major
suppliers of rice; the share of Cambodia may have declined by 1970.
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Table 14. Direction of Trude. Senegal, 1966-71

( in millions of U.S. dollars)
,w

\

I9FA

EGO

1957

194S

110.03
11.59

16.35

100.43
14.15

74.50
13.09

82.60
17.11

64.71
9.21

countries'
Other franc area countries ...
United Kingdom
-

3.97
4.75
1.62

11.84

26.12

23.54

4.21

5.54'

Japan
United States
Other countries

1.87

11.26
4.41
2.22
2.30

3.05
2.16
0.62
16.02

4.40
1.17
0.65
15.76

,

19159

1971

Exportsl:
France
Other five EEC countries2
West African Customs Union

----,

4.99

0.19

2.56
3.33
2.20
2.45
0.17

16.33

13.27

0.53
18.04

6.29
2.50
2.04
0.34
13.03

150.35

138.82

15314

123.63

151.89

124.98

France
Other five EEC Ciiim-trit*!_
West African Customs ii n kin

82.15
22.24

75.56
21.88

79.65
27.02

80 59
37.22

99.02
27.29

103.33
28.44

countries
'Otftr franc area countries
Khmer Republic (Cambodia)
and Thailand

' 7.54

9.12
9.90,

10,96

11.35
11.08

11.41
7.45

12.66

6.57

9.52
6.56
5.99

10.96
12.58

12.08

13.14

5.80

9.20
6.75

13.07
3.91

6.43
19.40

4.50
16.20

6.18
28.92

195.41
71.78

193.90
42.01

217.89
92.91

.

-Total exports
Imports:

10.97

10.000

United States
Maghreb countries'
Republic of China

7.24
6.01

4.87
6.28

(Nationalist China)
Other countries

7.13
9.97

Total imports
Trade deficits

10.22

8.24'

.,

159.82
9.47

,

13.07

5.71

'14.49

29.88

165.17
26.35

185.51

32.17

Includr, reexport.
'European Economic Cumniumt s. including Federal h pubbt of Germans iM
Germano. flab, the Netherlands.
Belgium. and Luxembourg.
'Is ory coat.
it an ta. Nail. Dahornes.Niger. and Umler lolta
*The (rani area appear, to has &been dif ferentis defined in the 1971 .ituirce
In Itaifi
incluoes Algeria. MONNCO, Tonoaa. and probabl) Litis a. in PGI 11011 11gen.0 and Mona, 0

*Thi deficit. likt trade. is reported atcording.to t tustonis definition rather than the lialanic-of pas meat, di
lion Export,. include reexp
reexports, imports in, hole mit of insurante and (rely/hi

Source: Adapted from Senegal, Ministere des Finances et des Affaires Economiques,
Direction de Ia Statistique, Bulletin Statisttgue et Economigue Mensuel, 1972,
Nos 7 and 8, Dakar, 1972; Senegal, Ministere des Finances et des Affaires Economiques, Direction de Ia Statistique. Situation Economigue du Senegal, 1971,
Dakar, 1972; and Banque Centrale des Etats de I'Afrique de l'Ouest, Le Com1

merce Exterieur du Senegal en 1970, Dakar, 1971.

1*-

Nationalist China, which had sponsored an important rice-growing aid
project in Casamance Region, consequently ranked higher than Japan
as a source of ,total imports, although lower than the United States. In
1973, however, it was announced that the PRC would gradually replace
Nationalist China as a source of foreign aid (see ch. 11).
Principal markets

In the first half of the 1960s France's share of total exports had
307
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0.1
12.9

100.0

3.0
7.9
100.0

1.8

5.0
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i111,1

'

"

0.5
6.5
2.2

I

0.0'
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100.0

7.2

100.0

0.0'
2.9

13.1
0.1

0.0'
0.0'
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100.0

11.0

131

0.0'

33.4

44.9
0.4

46.4.

0.2

,

'3113

0.0

II

I

Materials

II III.,

0.03

,1,

I

0.03

19.7

12.3
----'

Petroleum
Products

1

i1.31111113

11111,1111111111113

9.5
2.7
0.6
'
39.0'

59.7

Goods

Capital

60.5

Goods

Other
Consumer

8.0
1.5
0.2
0.9
3.6

10.1

West African-Monetary Union countries2
Other franc area countries
Khmer Republic (Camhodia) and Thail,and
Maghreb countries'
United States
Republic of China (Nationalist China) .. . .
Other countries
Total

Food.
Beverages.
and Tobacco

35.1
12.5

Imports
lin percent of totaly

France
Other five EEC countries'

-%

1,111

Table 15. Foreign Trade by Direction and by Principal Commodity Grimps, Senegal. 1970
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,11

,3

11,

,3

,

.

J

Tr.

31
I

I,

'

,100.0

0.3
1.0
0.2
13.4

0.0'

17.0
4.3
2.4

61.4

ia
Materls
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III

Intermediate

II

1,31 1,1111111131', 3,

I I,

1,1

11,

I

I

,

"1

1111111"1111111111

0

.

n.s.s.
801

12,976

473
2,691

4,594

395

n.s.s.
n.s.s.

152

n s.s.

2,982
437
780

Feed Cake

Groundnut

11,534
489

Groundnut
Oil

n.s.s.

548
n.s.s.
n.s.s. :

1,670

Groundnuts

Shelled

3,300

512
1,267

n.s.s.
n.s.s.

822
699

Phosphates

1,732

94

n.s.s.
n.s.s.
n.s.s.
n.s.s.

1,638

vish

Canned

Cotton

.

1,830

238

n.s.s.

1,592

n.s.s.
n.s.s.
n.s.s.

Blankets/

Fa rlia and

'111

o

111, 111 .1,1,0 wi 11111,11,1,

11111,1,1,11,11.101i

1,1,11111114114 41

41144

,u4

44

n

4

41

14

1971, Dakar. 1972: and Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Af rique de l'Ouest, Le Commerce Exterieur du Senegal en 1970. Dakar, 1971.

I

Solace: Adapted from Senegal, Ministere des Finances et des Affaires Economiques, Direction de la Statistique, Situation Economique-regal.
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averaged around 80 percent. Principally as a result of the decline in
exports of groundnut products, its share fell from 79 percent in 1967
to around 52 percent in 1971. This was partly a result of the gradualtermination, between 1962 and 1967, of French price support for genegale§e groundnut oil, but more important causes were potentially.
temporary in nature:'the recurrent drought and the crisis of peasant
confidence in groundnut production in the late 1960s (see ch. 14).
The apparent concurrent increase in exports to West African customs
union markets may have been partly illusory. Export data may include
reexports of goods not of Senegalese origin, and there was a consider-

able volume of such trade through the port of Dakar. Senegal's main
trading partner in the union, howeN er, was Ivory Coast, which had -its
own port facilities. There was also a considerable improvement in-statistical reporting of intraunion trade toward the end of the 1960s,
so that a portion of the apparent increase in trade may !.imply refleet
better statistical coverage. Nevertheless, much of the improvement
was real; manufacturing firms in Senegal reported that a significant
share of their increase in output in 1972 was generated by increased
demand from West African markets. By 1971 Ivory Coast:Mauritania,
and Mali had replaced the Netherlands at.the top of the list of markets
for Senegal's exports and reexports, after France.
Although with the removal of price supports conditions for entry
into the French market became identical with those of the other countries of the EEC, most of Senegal's groundnut products continued to go
to France. A major French cooking-oil firm owned an important share
of Senegal's oil-pressing capacity. There was thought-to be an expanding Market in Western Europe for both cooking oil and oil cake for
animal feed; but groundnuts had to compete with other oilseeds, including goyheans and those oilseeds produced in increasing volume
within the EEC countries, such as sunflower seed, rapeseed, and colza.,
Association with the European Economic Community

New terms of association for the African and Caribbean countries
with the expanded nine-nation EEC were scheduled for discussion in
a top-level meeting in Brussels at the end of July 1973. Full-scale negotiations were to begin in October 1973 and might last for more than a
year. Senegal was one of the eighteen African countries associated with
the EEC under the Yaounde Convention, which had been renegotiated
twice before and would expire again in 1975. In the intervening negotiations, the association wastto be fundamentally revised to provide for

entry of the English-speaking African and Caribbean countries.
Senegal's President Leopold-Sedar Senghor had visited EEC head-.
quarters in Brussels in March 1973 on behalf of the thirty-nine African
associates and "associables," as the prospective new associate countries
were called. He was strongly in favor of association for the Englishspeaking countries, if necessary with special and varying systems to
provide for the reservations that certain associables maintained toward
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the existing Yaounde association arrangements. He also urged that tha
EEC aid fund be enl-rged in order to give the associable states assi.
ance comparable to that which had been provided to the associates in
the past.
In March 1973 the EEC Commissionan administrative body wii

out negotiating authorityhad issued for the consideration of the
ministers of the nine member countries a document known as the
Deniau Memorandum, proposing certain arrangements for the expanded Yaounde association. It recalled that during the second and
third phasei of the Yaounde Convention the commercial advantages of
association to the African countries had progressively decreased, although this had been offset to some extent by the provision of aid funds.
Particularly since 1971, the margin of preference accorded by the
EEC -to its African associates had been narrowed by the accelerated
liberalization of import§ from nonassociated countries, particularly
developing countries. The EEC had continued to accord preference to
processed vegetable oils from associated.countries, but it i.vas regarded
by the _eighteen as insufficient. Yaounde Convention provisions for

special aid grants to compensate for the instability of associates'
export earnings had been made conditional upon a drop in world prices
and had not been applied. Actually, unstable export receipts had been

attributable as much to fluetuations in volume as to fluctuations in
price. For example, associates' exports of groundritit oil to the EEC
market fell by an average of 28 percent in volume from 1965 to 1969,
but the variation in price was only 10 percent.-

The Deniau Memorandum therefore proposed that the new
agreement should contain provisions guaranteeing incomes from
exports of certain tropical products from African countries. The proposed list of products included groundnuts and groundnut oil, as well
as cotton, cocoa, bananas, sugar, and copper. The measures proposed
would not interfere with the liberalization of imports from nonassociated countries or with the free operation of the price mechanism but
instead would directly compensate African countries for the instability

of export earnings resulting from the loss of preference and price
support on EEC markets. It was proposed that the EEC should extend
loans to the exporting countries iL, poor harvest years,to be repaid
during good crop years. In some cases a portion of these loans might
be converted into subsidies not subject to repayment. Thus, although
an expanded EEC association would bring competitors such as Nigeria
into the EEC market, if part or all of the Deniau proposals should be
adopted, the new arrangement might help to compensate Senegal f4r
the loss of price support and also to stabilize severe annual fluctuation
in income such as characterized the late 1960s (see ch. 13).

The Deniau Memorandum also dealt with the subject of reverse
preferences accorded by the associates to products from the EEC
countriesperhaps the most controversial issue scheduled for
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discussion at the EEC negotiations in August 1973. The memorandum
recalled that under the Yaounde Convention the granting of reverse
preferences had always been optional. This total autonomy in. the
formulation of tariff policy could be an advantage to the associates in
the forthcoming Nixon Round of general international negotiations
under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), sched-uled
for'September 1973 in Tokyo. The United States, for example, Strongly
opposed reverse preferences for EEC exports as constituting unfair
competition to its own exports to Africa.
Since 1966 Senegal had extended reciprocity in the form of exemption
from customs tariffs (hut not import taxes) for goods from EEC
countries, giYing EEC suppliers a degree of preference somewhat
narrower than that accorded to members of the West African customs
union. President Senghor had been a leading defender of the principle
of reverse preference. Some of the English-speaking associables, led by
Nigeria and reportedly inspired by the United Kingdom, were strongly
opposed to-according these reverse preferences, which they regarded
as a form of neocolonialism. There was reportedly alsoltsagreement
on the issa among the EEC countries themselves, some favoring uni,
lateral preferences for developing country exports of tropical raw
materials and manufactures. In France, which had had a long history
of paternalistic state subsidy to industry, some manufacturing enterprises were still in the process of being painfully weaned from depend-

ence on heavily protected markets at home or in the former French
colonies.

Until the last moment a hard core of associates grouped around
Senegal had maintained their stand in favor of reverse preferences,
but in July 1973, on the eve of the opening of negotiations with the
EEC, it was reported that the thirty-nine African countries had patched
up their disagreements and resolved to negotiate as a single bloc, with
possible elimination of reciprocal concessions for EEC goods entering
Africa.

Composition of Trade
The commodity composition of merchandise trade in the 1966-71
period reflected two of the country's outstanding economic problems:
excessive dependence on exports of groundnut products and excessive
dependence on imports of staple foods (see table 16). With the help
of development assistance, careful planning, and an enhanced degree
of regional and international cooperation, the policymakers were

hoping to relieve the most serious of these defects and to alter the
commodity structure of foreign trade by the 1980s.
During the six year period imports of food, beverages, and tobacco
had ranged between 28 and 36 percent of total import costs. Major

programs to replace food imports were focused on achieving selfaufficiency in rice and sugar during the 1970s (see ch. 14). Imports. of
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wheat during the period had been almost as costly as sugar imports,
.but they were used as raw material for the flour-milling and bakery
industry, which exported to the other West African Wuritries. If yields
of sorghum and millet could be improved, however, recurrent emergency imports of other food grains might be reduced. Other sizable
categories of food imports during the period included dairy products,
fresh fruit and vegetables, canned tomatoes and tomato paste, kola
nuts (a popular stimulant), and meat and live animals for slaughter.
Projects for increasing domestic production of canned tomato paste
and of fresh fruits and vegetables had already been launched by 1973,
but programs for improved-meat and dairy production were expected
to take a long time to mature.

Over the six-year period imports had increased by.,36 percent, an
average of 6.5 percent a year. More than half of the increase was itt
imports of capital goods, which rose_from about 12 percent of total
imports in 1966 to 21 percent in 1971 as industrial capacity and development expenditure expanded. Imports of fuels and of semifinished
materials for further processing accounted for most of the rest of the
= rise in imports. Imports of food, beverages, and tobacco had increased
by about 17 percent over the period. There was only a slight increase
in imports of other consumer goods, so that their share in total imports
declined from 29 percent. in 1966 to 23 percent in 1971. This was partly
a result of the stagnation of rural incomes, but it was also attributable
to restrictive credit policies (see ch. 13). The._ improved structure of
impOrts had created revenue problems for the government, as capital

equipment and intermediate goods for industry were largely tax
exempt or subject to lower rates of duty than consumer imports.

A further modification of import structure was anticipated as
domestic manufacture of finished consumer goods expanded during
the 1970s. Domestic manufacture of unprinted cotton fabric and other
textiles was already replacing imports by 1972. The unit cost of petroleum imports would be reduced by 1980 if the projected new refinery
were constructed (see ch. 14). The usual trend, however, is for import
requirements of machinery and intermediate materials to become
heavier as industrialization progresses..
Groundnut products continued to determine the level of export
earnings. In a reasonably good crop year such as 1972, they accounted
for more than half of the value of total exports. By 1973 the country's
groundnut exports were taking place entirely in processed form, either
as fats and oils or as animal feed, and a few sources therefore classified
them as industrial exports. This would make industrial products more
than 90 percent of total exports. In fact, however, the processing component of groundnut-oil export earnings was not very large, and much of
it probably accrued to foreign-owned firms and was remitted abroad
in the form of dividends, undistributed profits. or managerial salaries.
Duringthe 1960s and early 1970s the odd-numbered years were poor
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Textiles and textile products
Petroleum products*
Containers and other metal products*
Electrical equipment*

Cement
Phosphates and phosphate fertilizer
Shoes

Subtotal (groundnut products)
Gum arabic
Fruit and vegetables (fresh cr canned)
Fish (mostly canned)
Wheat flour and bran
Tobacco (cigarettes)
Salt

Edible groundnuts
Other groundnuts .
Groundnut Oil:
Refined
Unrefined
Groundnut feed cake

Exports:

7

'.

0.46

0.22

w 0 11,111,111,1, 11111i1111111,

1.57
0,91

1.34
1.66
1.09

0.93

10.98

n.a.
0.10
0.09

0.50
7.14
1.98
0.04
0.28
0.17
10.88
0.65
0.44

106.61
1.22

9.98
48.38
16.76

9.66
43.83
10.14
115.85
0.30
0.58
6.24
3.70

31.38

0.11

1967

n.a.
52.22

1966

0.41
11.76
1.31
5.36
2.90,
2.40
0.81

0.75
0.74

.3.66

8.67

3.21
1.20

66.46

6.14
29.41
14.99

0.25
15.67

1969
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1.32
4.18
1.98
1.12
0.68

0.20
0.40
10.96

1.04

'7.68
2.95

109.00
1.47
0.92

8.58
45.24
21.86

0.04
33.28

1968

Table 16. Cow numbly Composition ofForeign Trade. Senegal; 1966-71
in millions of U:S. dollars)
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1.40

3-.39

4.15

2.11
1.63
1.26
13.21
2.24
10.45

8.03
8.77

1.81

73.61
5.01

16.54

9.24
37.48

0.46
9.89

1970
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11.20
1.57
2.39
1.31
1.28
16.17
2.23
6.85
6.93
4.20
0.72

44.61
5.14
1.50

7.95
18.73
11.30

0.20
6.43

1971
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159.82

165.17

185.51

20.32

10.85

28.55
8.09
29.41
10.§8
9.14
6.48
6.25
10.27
18.74
12.37
14.36

195.41'

/

17.56 /

10.04

3.49
16.92
14.00
23.64
12.22
10.67

193.90

,8.92
21.78

8.29
5.04
9.79
17.94
25.03
20.73
11.54

10.9.1

9.39
32.53

7.94
39.69
11.39

9.74-

12.01

18.11

"

217.89

33.67

19.23
26.70
24.83
11.28

9.32
5.57
5.97

16.70
10.85
40.17
13.60

124.98

2.04
2.14
14.70
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Source: Adapted from Senegal, Ministere des Finances et des Affaires Economiques, Direction de la Statistique, Bulletin Statistique,,et Economique
Mensuel, 1972, Nos. 7 and 8, Dakar, 1972; and Banque Centrale des Btats de rAfrique de l'Ouest, Le Commerce Extdrieur du Senegal en 1970,

*Possibly Including a large element of reexports of goods not of Senegalese origin.

n a Tnot available.

TOTAL

11'18
19.56

14.38
19.55

6.87
15.50
10.92
10.82

22.33
8.76
28.06
8.62
9.29
8.91
4.35

9.70
30.69
8.82
8.64
9.32
4.05
4.47
12.93
9.85
9.88

151.89

153.34

138.82
123.63

8.80

6.74'
a

1.99
15.69

17.54

150.35

2.14
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2.04

'1,11

1.15
1.55

I

0.77
0.73
4.47

Sugar
Other food, beverages, and tobacco
Petroleum and products
Raw materials
Unprinted cotton fabric
Metals and semimanufactures
Other semimanufactures
Machinery and electrical equipment
Transport equipment
Chemicals and pharmaceuticals
Clothing, household linens, and other textile
manufactures
Other finished manufactures

TOTAL

0.69
0.69
5,89

Rice

Imports:

Other machinery'
Transport equipment*
Other exports'

,

crop years and years of low or negative growth in industry, so that a_
time-series such as 1966 through 1971 that compares an odd-numbered
year with an even-numbered year may be misleading. Export data for
1972 were not yet available in mid-1973; but 1972 had been a year of
strong growth in exports of finished manufactures as well as of groundnut products. In the 1968-71 four-year period there had already been a

decided increase averaging 14 percent a year in exports of finished
manufactures and seminfanufactures such as cotton fabrics.
At independence the country's industry had inherited a high cost
structure deriving from the protection accorded to French manufacturers located in the Dakar area and exporting to its economic hinterland in French West Africa. Specific factors burdening the price
structure included the high salaries offered to attract non-African
managerial and technical personnel. After independence, and more
particularly after 1968, the authorities had been quite successful in
containing price increases, which in turn permitted moderation in wage
increases. Between 1968 and 1971 the price and wage level had risen by
only about 3 percent a year. This made it possible for domestic indus-

tries such as textile and shoe manufac.turink to begin competing
successfully on the export market, particularly within the West
African customs union. Senegal was reportedly also exporting shoes
and textile products to the United States, An example of ,a successful
enterprise to replace imports and promote exports was an agricultural
equipment factory built in 1964 near Thies. By 1973 it was exporting
40 percent of its production, principally to Mali, but also to Dahomey,
The Gambia, Ivory Coast, and other African countries.
. Regional Economic Cooperation

Despite repeated setbacks and disappOintments, Senegal under
President Senghor has continued to exercise constructive leadership
in efforts to improve the effective coordination of development and
other economic policies at the regional level. Besides promoting closer
cooperation among the French-speaking countries of- former French

West Africa, President Senghor has also consistently expressed
support for the eventual inclusion of both English-speaking and
French-speaking countries of West Africa and even central Africa in a
common regional organization (see ch. 11). He had even drawn up a
draft agreement providing for the progressive economic integration of
the countries on or oriented toward the Atlantic coast of Africa from
Mauritania to Zaire (formerly, Congo Kinshasa).
Senegal had enjoyed a position of economic advantage in the preindependence federation of French West Africa and suffered economically from the moves toward increased self-sufficiency made by the
other members after 1960. In promoting postindependence cooperation,

however, the country has taken a constructive approach toward
compensation arrangements designed to help the less favored West
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African countries and to allay the fears of economic dependence or loss
of tax revenue that have sometimes kept them from cooperating whole-

heartedly in the past. This approach was also reflected in Senegal's
policies during the drought-relief efforts of 1973. Government relief
and emergency aid were extended to those in need without regard to
nationality and included large numbers of nomadic herders who had
moved south into Senegal from the even more arid regions to the north

and east. Within West Africa Senegal has sought especially close
cooperation with its immediate neighbors Mauritania, Mali, and The
Cambia (see ch.,11).

The West African Economic Community and the
West African Customs Unions
By. the Bamako Treaty of June 1972, supplemented by ten annexed
protocols adopted at the Abidjan conference of April 1973, six countries

of French-speaking West Africa established the West African
Economic Community (Communaute Economique de l'Afrique de
l'OuestCEA0). Scheduled to enter intp operation in January 1974,
the CEAO represented a third stage in the previously rather unsuccessful efforts since independence to restore some measure of the economic integration that had obtained during the colonial era among the
eight countries of French West Africa and the trust territory of Togo.
The CEAO treaty had been carefully worked out over a period of three
or four years and was designed to remedy past mistakes and to benefit
by the lessons,4)f experience derived from the largely unsuccessful

West African customs unionsthe Customs Union of West Africa
(Union- Douaniere de l'Afrique Occidentale-7-UDA0) of the 1959-66

period and the Customs Union_ of West .African States (Union
Douaniere des Etats de l'Afrique de l'Ouest UDEAO) of the 1967-72
period. More ambitious than a mere customs union, the CEAO aimed
not simply at raising the level of trade between members but at promoting balanced economic development throughout the region, fueling
more rapid growth in the weker as well as the stronger member
countries.
Before independence the nine countries had formed an exceptionally
well-integrated region. They had a common central bank and a common
currency. They had a common external tariff (except for French goods,

which were duty free), but they had no tariffs or other official trade

barriers among themselves. Although promoted by the colonial
authorities primarily as a market for French goods, the arrangement
also provided a potential market of some 20 million consumers for
developing infant industry in the member countries. The Dakar area in

particular, because of its advantageous situation, had developed
industrial and commercial capacity much of it French-owned-7-that
was based upon trade with other countries of the region. As these other
countries established their own infant industry after independence,
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much of this capacity had been left idle fora period of years (see ch. 14).
Of the nine countries, Guinea and Togo did not become members of
the UDAO or UDEAO Guinea had embarked after independence on a.,
policy of isolationism. When the CEAO treaty was confirmed in 1973,_

Togo and Dahomey opted for observer status because of their geographic position between the English-speaking countries of Ghana and
Nigeria,. The remaining six full members of the CEA() are Senegal,
Ivory Coast, Mali, Mauritania, Niger.iand'Upper Volta.
Because the CEAO had not yet begun to operate in mid-1973, its
architects were best able to explain its highly complex and detailed

provisions in terms of what had gone wrong in practice, with the
functioning of the two previous attempts, the UDAO and UDEAO. An
acquaintance with the most important defects of these earlier customs

unions was essential to an understanding of the main plans for
the CEAO.
.

,

-

The provisions of the MAO convention.of 1959 to 1966 had proved
rather unrealistically ambitious in their attempt to achieve an immediate full customs union a ithout providing adequate consultative
machinery. The UDAO failed most notably in harmonizing policies on
import taxes, which were often as important in their impact on import
prices as were customs tariffs. In the 1964-66_ period, for example,
they ranged between 35 and 47 percent of in-rOort value in five of the
seven member countries.
Like most developing countries with low per capita income, all-the
member countries depend heavily upon import and export taxes as a
source of government revenue. The ratio of import taxes to total tax
receipts between 1964 and 1966 ranged from 60 percent in Dahomey.;
Ivory Coast. and Upper Volta, through 40 to 5 percent in Senegal and
Mali, to 33 to :34 percent in Niger and Mauritania. Although the UDAO

convention prohibited any member from changing its import taxes
ithout the consent of all the other members, it failed to establish any
effective machinery or procedure for consultation, and the members
in practice pro4eded to change their taxes at a ill in accordance with
their rapidly grog ing fiscal needs. The common external tariff and tax
structure thus could not be maintained.
Because the relatively rigid provisions of the UDAO convention hadnot worked out in practice, the UDEAO convention of 1966 provided
for a looser customs association. In realistic recognition of the trend
toward independent establishment of competing infant industries in
the member countries, the UDEAO convention authorized fiscal duties
and other taxes on trade between member countries amounting to
50 percent of those imposed on trade from third countries outside the
union. To protect an industry less competitive than its counterpart in
another member country, taxes as high as 70 percent of the external
rate were permitted. Goods from( EEC countries and African countries
associated with the EEC were subject to full rates on fiscal duties and
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other taxes on imports but were exempted from the common external
customs .tariff, which was levied on all imports from non-EEC countries. Unlike the customs union among the French-speaking countries
of central Africa, the much looser UDEAO thus did not attempt to
harmonize its external import levies other than customs tariffs.
Moreover, provisions to compensate for the disadvantages of the
other five members relative to Ivory Coast' and Senegal proved largely
ineffective. These Iwo countries have relatively well-developed industrial capacity, ports, and other transport facilities and thus profited
not only from higher direct exports to the other member countries but
also from the transit trade from overseas to the landlocked countries

of the interior, which is far larger in volume and value than direct
trade. Efforts to certify the origin of imports in order to distinguish

,

,direct trade were not entirely effective, and the most difficult problem
of all was that of redistributing vital revenues from import taxes in=
posed at the port of entry.
Because it was found that the internal tariff reductions benefited the
stronger rhembers inequitably at the expense of others, the provisions
of the treaty were increasingly disregarded in practice, and several of
the member countries concluded bilateral agreements among themselves that in practice werq substituted for the operation of the treaty.
Thus Senegal and Mauritania, for example, had a bilateral agreement
that effectively reallocated customs and import tax receipts collected

at the point of entry, the machinery of the union having proved
ineffective for this purpose.
The provisions of the CEAO treaty are numerous and complicated.

Their effective application will require establishment of acomplex
regional administrative apparatus and gradual coordination not only
of relevant legislation and decrees but of statistical and customs
nomenclature, definitions of origin, customs procedures, and forms.
The common external tariff and fiscal levies on imports will be erected

gradually over a period of years. Among member countries, unprocessed commodities "for which the countries have comparable
potential" will move freely (although if neither trading partner possessed any relative advantage, there would be no reason for trade to
take place). Industrial goodsthat is, processed commoditiesmoving
between member countries will enjoy a tariff advantage that is not
simply' automatic but differentiated on a case-by-case basis as each
industry is established.
These industrial exchanges among member countries will be subject
to a single tax, 'known as the Regional Cooperation Tax (Taxe de
Cooperatign Regionale TCR), which will take the place of all other
taxes (except fOr that portion equivalent to domestic taxes). Industrial
enterprises will be able to submit an application presenting their case
for protectionagainst competing industries in other member countries.

The application will be forwarded by the member government
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concerned, to the CEAO Council of Ministers for individual decision on
the rate of the TCR to be applied to the prtoducts of that industry.
As trade among member countries increases, there will be a loss of
revenue as a result of the diversion'of imports from third countries
Subject to higher rates. A central feature of the complex CEAO provi-

sions is.the effort to compensate for this loss of revenues that are so
vital to the participating countries. This is to bedone by means of the
Community Development Fund, the most significant innovation of the
new association. The fund has three important functions: to compek7

sate for loss of revenue; to finance the study and preparation of

development projects at the regional level; and to attempt to-equalize
the economic and fiscal benefits of union as among member countries:
Two-thirds of the fund will be used to equalize fiscal disparities by
'fueling the government budgets of the member countries. The remain,
ing one-third is intended eventually to reduce economic disparities
through the financing of development feasibility studies at the regional
level. In tte context of current trepds in world foreign aid allocation,
such studies might 'greatly facilitate the attraction of badly needed
foreign aid funds to the region.
The size of the contribution to be made.to the Community Development Fund from each member country according to its ability and the
redistribution of the proceeds to each according to its need will be
determined annually on the basis of careful monthly calculations of
,the trade taking place. In the past, trade between members of the
customs union had been unrecorded. Those members having the largest
share of industrial exports to other members will make the .largeSt
contribution, to the fund. It is expected that most of the fund will be
contributed by Ivory Coast and Senegal and that only a minor share
will be contributed by Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, and Mauritania
probably in that order. The monthly customs trade statistics will also
permit annual calculation of the amount of tax revenue lost by each
member country by importing industrial goods from other member
countries instead of from thiid countries. This loss will be compensated
for-by an allocation to the marber-cotontry's fiscal budget from the
Community Development Fund.
Organizations of Senegal River Basin States

Plans dating back to -Colonial times for relieving the crucial problem

of water supply in the drainage basin of the Senega1 River have.,
remained unrealized largely because of the failure to achieve effective
cooperation among the riverain countries: Senegal, Mali, Mauritania,
and Guinea. The old Organization of Senegal River States (Organisation
des Etats Riverains du Senegal OERS), formed in 1968, had been
disrupted by mounting antagonisms between the government of Guinea
and the governments of Mali and Senegal (see ch. 11). The OERS had
formulated ambitious goals for industrial planning and unification
of laws, but it was unable to function in practice and was finally dis320
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solved in October 1971,, The new Organization for Development of the

Sentgal River_ (Organisation pour la Mise en Valeur du Fleuve
Senegal--OMVS) was formed in March 1972 without the participation

of Guinea. Its first task was to formulate joint plans to combat the
advance of the Sahara Desert into the Sahelian region. The task took
on new urgency after the disastrous drought of 1972, which graphically

underscored the need for more effective cooperation at the regional
level (see ch. 14).

Regulation of the flow of\the Senegal River by jointly constructed
dams would improve the gr undwater level at considerable distance
from the ,river valley itself. ffective control of drainage frOm the
river would help to provide gra ing and watering points for the livestock -herds of the region, perm' \controlled irrigation for crops in the
river valley, and help to arrest an eventually reverse the so_ uthward
progress of the desert. It wOuld,h ve to be supplemented, however,
by forestation projects and eventu lly by controlled grazing to stop
the destruction of the vegetation cover by overgrazing in the vicinity
of watering points.

TOURISM

The tourist industry was regarded by international consultants as
one of the most-promising sectors for expansion and diversification of

foreign- exchange earnings. The country's valuable basic assetsa
pleasant, temperate climate from mid-Nvember to mid-June, miles of
beautiful unspoiled beaches, and colorful folklorewere being made
more accessiblt by the construction of a number of new hotels and
tourist villages suitable for an international clientele. The principal
obstacles were the high cost of transport from distant Western Europe
or North America, the limited number of hotel rooms, and relatively
high domestic prices, particularly in Dakar. In 1973 the price of meals

in Dakar restaurants or hotels catering to non-African tastes was
often prohibitive, and the cost of living for American transients was

reckoned by the United States Department of State as one of the
highestin Africa.
By mid-1973 about 1,400 Senegalese were employed in the tourist
sector. There Were some 1,500 hotel rooms of international class, and
by 1974 there were expected to be about 2,300, mostly in or near Dakar.
Two large new luxury hotels had been completed in early 1973, one in
Dakar' and one about six miles outside the city. Both were largely,
owned by French interests, including Air France. Two modern holiday
villages catering to the European popular mass-tourism clientele had
been built, one by the large German mail-order house of Neckermann

and one by the French Club Mediterranee. Among projects in the
planning stage was a new tourist complex on the historisi island of
Go* near Dakar, which offered excellent sport fishing.4The area
around Saint-Louis on the north coast and the game preserve of Niokolo
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Koba National Parkin southernmost Seller I Oriental Region were
also to -be more fully'developed as tourist attractions. In 1973 a mission

of the International Blink for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRDalso known as the World Bank) had returned fro%) a visit to
Senegal to study the possibilities for too-H:4 development.
Both the press and the authorities were vigilant and concerned that

the development of tourism should not entail any degradation of the
dignity. independence, or moral standards of the local population in
such matters as the provision of services and entertainment, begging,
public nudity on beaches, or racial discrimination, as in the alleged
refusal to serve Africans at the Neckermann tourist village. It was
evident that, if atV.decline in public standards in such matters were
perceived, there would be opposition from the press and an informed
public to the further promotion of tourism.

DOMESTIC TRADE
In the 1960s domestic trade teas still largely a subordinate branch of
foreign trade, dominated by a few large foreign-owned firms that were

also engaged in import and consisting largely of the dEstribution of
imported goods and an increasing volume of domestically processed,
goods from Dakar to the rest of the country. Because much of the
population produced most of its ow.) food and because relatively
uniform climatic conditions left only limited scope for diversification
of agricultural production, there was little interregional trade except
that from Dakar. The level was expected to increase somewhat with the
progress of goveinment programs for decentralization of farm produc-

tion including eventual self-sufficiency in sugar, rice, and cotton
textiles. Alter indepimdence, government agencies had taken over the collection and distribution of most domestically grown staple foodstuffs, as
well as imported rice (see ch. 14). The government-sponsored coop-

eratives and mark ing agencies also imported farm supplies and
implements and distributed them to the peasants. This eliminated
some of the most important activitt of the smaller scale French and
Lebanese merchants, and many of them left the country. An 'mpbrtant
share of earnings from commerce continued, i1 ,vever, to accrue to
foreign merchants and foreign-owned wholesalelirms.
In the early 1960s the Ministry of Commerce undertook a census of
the commercial sector and k. rued of a number of weaknesses in the

structure of retail trade. There were gaps in the network after the
departure of a number of foreign shopkeepers, and some of the rural
areas were poorly served; yet the proliferation of small-scale shops in
the tows burdened the price structure..Thir big-cities dominated the
distribution system, and e- imullicy of mane roads in the interior
further added
e evel of retail price,
In 1965 the government established the New Supply and Distribution
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Company of Senegal (Social! Nouvelle pour It kpprovisionnement et la
Distribution du Senegal --SONADIS), jointly owned by the government and two private firms. It was to improve supply to the interior by

setting up a network of variety stores throughout the country and
undertaking the training of Senegalese shopkeepers. By 1970 the company was operating eighty stores, and the formation of cooperatives
grouping Senegalese shopkeepers was making progress.
In early 1973 the government announced a program to promote the
participation of Senegalese naKonals in domestic wholesale and retail

trade. The minister of finance and economic affairs asserted that
commercial enterprise within the country should not remain eternally
in the hands of foreigners. A specific share of the domestic market in
a list of goods most widely consumed would be,reserved to Senegalese
nationals and nationally owned firms. Of this share in turn, an only
slightly narrower share would he reserved to specific Senegalese, private businessmen specially sele,wod by the government for their quali-

fications and dedication, Ar arting with 100 businessmen to be
established in business by
1973. These 100 selected wholesalers
were also urged by the ministi o engage in retail trade. They would
he provided with bank loans and supplier credits.
Heading the list of reserved products was edible groundnut oil, of
which some 40,000 tons a year were consumed within the country.

About 90 percent of domestic distribution would be reserved for
Senegalese nationals and 70 percent. for the selected wholesalers. They
were to buy directly from the oil mills, eliminating the foreign inter-

mediary. They would also be able to import directly from foreign
markets such products as tea and tomato paste, which had hitherto
been' imported by foreign-owned firms. Among the other reserved
products were flour, sugar, condensed milk, soft drinks, cigarettes,
matches, soap, razor blades, domestically produced shoes, textile
fabrics, and cement.
In the early 1960s two levels of local trade could be observed in tne

numerous village markets that were essential to the life of the rural
population. In these markets, which were largely operated and patronized by women on ;1 direct producer-to-consumer basis, two classes of
g,0,: were sold. One consisted of locally grown food products surplus
tt,
needs of the household that grew them; the other included manufactured or lightly processed goods, such as salt, sugar, kerosine, cloth,
and shoes. There was an almost total absence of farm products other
than those from the immediate icinity of the village. Only the large,
well-organized markets of the urban center:, w ere exceptions to this
patt ern.

TRANSPORTATION
The count has considerable importance as a crossroads of heat ily
traveled maritime routes and as a regional transportation axis for the
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movement of ocean freight and air passenger traffic. Its railroad moves

more than two-thirds of the imports and one-third of the exports of
neighboring landlocked Mali. The transportation system is relatively
well developed, and in the late 1900s transport earnings prodded
average of more than 5 percent of GDP.

In 1972 the internal transportation network included 640 miles of
rail line, more khan 5:000 miles of roads, and sokue river transport.
There, w ere se% enteen airfields, handling mainly passenger traffic.
Two-thirds of tthe country 's freight traffic moved by rail, including
almost all of the groundnut and phosphate production. The transport
system was concentrated in the western portion of the country and
focused on the port and industrial center of Dakar (see fig. 11). Most
areas of the country were linked by road,-filthough much of the road
system was in poor repair Low population density through much of
the rural east had retarded costly construction of rural feeder roads
needed to assist population resettlement (see ch. 14).

Most of the country's transportation infrastructure, including the
rail line and the basic, road network, was inherited at independence.
After 190() its extension and maintenance ranked high among the gayernment's investment priorities, absorbing approximately 15 percent
of expenditure under the first four -s ear development plan. :30 percent
under the second plan, and 15 percent under the third plan. Under the
Fourth Four-Year Plan for Economic and Social Developnient (197377), only about lti percent of total expenditure was to be earmarked for
transportation facilities, about .5 percent being destined for roads.
The World Bank Group was Ilea% ily engaged in the financing of trans-

portation projects, including a project to strengthen the railroad
authority., a loan to improve the finances and administration of the
Dakar Port Authority, another project to extend the capacity of the
port, a highway project, and an airport project.
Although the transportation system in 1973 was relatively well developed. so oral important problems remained to be solved. The inade-

quacy of rural feeder roads was threatening to retard agricultural
development and notably the expanMon of the frontier of rural settlement eastward into SOP:gal Oriental and eastern Casamance regions
(see ch. 14). There was also a need to improve main arteries to connect
these newer areas of settlement with the rest of the country and no-

tably to evacuate their production to the port and urban market at
Dakar. Proposed railroad investment would substantially improve
this link.
After the poor groundnut harvest of the 1970/71 season, groundnut

freight traffic amounted to only about half its potential le el, yet
transport capacity was just adequate to carry it. If the government's
plans to increase groundnut production were realized, serious transport
bottlenecks could arise. There was consequently, a need to upgrade
capacity and efficiency of both rail anti truck transport. The truck fleet
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was partly obsolete and in poor condition, and replacement as well as

expansion was needed.

Substantial improvement was needed in transport coordination in
such matters as pricing, restrictive regulation, and investment planning. The government had agreed to engage international consultant
services to study these questions and to strengthen the administrative
structure for policy formulation on the 'coordination of the different
forms of transport.
In 1973 the government had in principle undertaken to follow a nondiscriminatory policy concerning the use of road versus rail transport,
but much remained to be accomplished toward this end. Entry into
truck operation was still restricted by a stringent licensing policy, and
road user charges significantly exceeded the actual cost of providing
and maintaining the roads, impeding the expansion of load traffic.
Although they recommended that regulatory restrictions be reduced,
international advisers cfmcluded that efficient allocation of traffic
between road and rail could not be left to the free operation of the
price
mechanism, because needs were distorted by the severe year-to=year
fluctuations in groundnut production and by the inadequacy of storage

facilities and marketing organization. In 1970 at Italian consulting
group had undertaken to study the optimum allocation of groundnut
traffic between road and rail, and in the 1971/72 crop year a new system

was introduced under which the distribution of traffic would be determined annually by the national groundnut marketing agency in consultation with the railroad administration.
Because SO percent of rail freight traffic consisted either of bulk
commodities such as groundnuts and phosphates or of captive international traffic to Mali, competition between road and rail was not
considered a serious threat to transport development. The railroad had
lost much of its passenger traffic to road competition but
was expected
to continue as the dominant means of freight transportation. Losses
from competition could be compensated for by improved financial''
management.

The Itailad
The meter-gauge rail line was first constructed by the French
between 1SS: and 1912. Because the gem aphic pattern of population
density and agricultural and industrial p duction has followed
ex-

tension of the railroad, it served existing centQs_relatively well. The
main line connected the port of Dakar with the distant eastern border
and with Bamako, the capital of Mali. The international freight traffic
between the port and points in Mali and eastern Mauritania accounted
for 13 percent of the railroad's freight traffic and provided more than
half of its earnings in 1970. The remainder of the rail network served
the western Groundnut Basin, which occupied about one-seventh of
the country's land area but contained 60 percent of its population (see
32(1
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ch. 14). From the line from Thies to Saint-Louis, a short spur served to
evacuate phosphate production from Taiba.
Under the first four development plans expenditure on the railroad
has been used for track renewal and rehabilitation, for acquisition of
rolling stock, and for the improvement of rail safety and operational
efficiency. Between 1966 and 1972 about 150 miles of the 400-mile main

line from Dakar to the Mali border were rehabilitated. Most of the
system was single track, but on the most heavily traveled stretch
from Dakar to Thiesa second line was added to the existing fortyfour-mile track to permit simultaneous two-way traffic. The fourth
four-year plan included a program for renewal of another 108 miles of
track, The main railroad workshops at Thies were to be partially rebuilt, and obsolete equipment was to be replaced. Additional diesel
locomotives were to be acquired and rolling stock further modernized.

There was also a program for extensive training of managerial and
technical personnel.

At independence 62 percent of the property and assets of the old
Dakar-Niger Railways was taken over by the government-owned auton-

omous Public Railroad Corporation of Senegal (Regie des Chemins
de Fer du Senegalcommonly called Regie). The remainder was taken
over by the Mali Railways. The Regie inherited a relatively high cost

structure resulting primarily from overstaffing and a salary level
higher than that prevailing in the rest of the economy. A World Banksponsored program to reduce personnel costs and to improve financial
management had resulted in considerable improvement by 1972, but
the Regie was still operating at a loss. It was expected to move into the
black during the 1970s.

Roads

The road network generally gave adequate access to most parti of
the country, but poor maintenance made road transport slow and unreliable, causing frequent breakdowns and delays. Of the country's
5,650 miles of roads, only 3,500 miles were maintained at all. These
included the 1,400 miles of paved roads and 2,100 miles of gravel and

dirt roads. The remaining 2,150 miles consisted of sometimes illdefined and sandy tracks that could be used only seven or eight months
of the year.
A survey of the_country's road network determined that in 1972 it
'

provided a sound basis for a long-term program of improvement to
meet the needs of the heavier truck traffic expected to develop. Most of
the paved roads were at least twenty-five years old and were not wide

enough or well enough maintained to handle the current volume Of
traffic. Of the improved gravel and dirt nods, only about 620 miles had
been adequately engineered.
Most of the hard-surfaced roads were in the more heavily populated
areas of the west, in some cases paralleling the railroad. Paved roads
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connected Dakar with Thies, Diourbel, Kao lack, and Saint-Louis and
with Mauritania by way of the northern border area along the Senegal
River. Paving was being extended during the early 1970s from KaOlack
eastward to the area of Koungheul and northward to Louga. A paved
road also reached southward 'to Ziguinchor on the Casamance River
estuary near the border with Portuguese Guinea. This road crossed
The Gambia seventy-five miles inland. Transportation across.The
Gambia was a major problem. and there were plans for a costly bridge
to re Alice the ferries in use in 1970.

0 ly a skeletal system of improved roads served areas lying more
than 100 miles inland. Over 5,000 miles of trails formed a loose network throughout. the country. Used by foot travelers, animals, and
four-wheel-drive vehicles, they were the only routes between most of
the small settlements in the east and northeast.
Many feeder roads in the western and southwestern agricultural
areas had been improved since the mid-1960s, and extension of the
feeder road system was scheduled for priority attention during the
1970s. They were usually constructed in the context of agricultural
development projects, but some were included in the continuing road
programs. In February 1973 the World Bank Group approved a US.
million credit partly for road construction to he completed by 1977 and
partly for technical studies of future requirements for highways and
feeder roads. The loan was a step in a long-range series of road improvement projects. Among the early projects was rehabilitation and
strengthening of paving on four sections of the main highway between

,Dakar and Casamance Region.
1,'
For every 1,00(1 inhabitants in 1972 there were 2.5 miles of road and
16.25 motor vehicles in use, of which 10.73 were passenger cars. The
country possessed 40,779 private passenger cars and taxis and 20,941
trucks, buses, and utility vehicles. Many of the vehicles in use were in
poor condition, and the truck fleet was badly in need of replacement.

Of the motor vehicles imported in 1971 and 1972, more than three- ;
fourths were French models. Volkswagen and Ford led the list of nonFrench passenger car imports, and imports of trucks and utility vehicles included Land Rovers, Mercedes, Volkswagens, Fords. and
Fruehaufs.

Ports and Waterways
Dakar's potential as a deepwater port was recognized more than a
century ago. and it was being visited by sailing captains before the
(lays of steam power. Improvements such as protective jetties were
built during the 1860s, and the various facilities required at a major
port have been added as required. In 1970 depths in the harbor and in
some berths were adequate for ships with drafts ()fits much as thirtythree feet, and docking facilities to accommodate suliertankers were to
be constructed. Besides handling cargo, the port had become an im328
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'portant way station for maritime traffic to Other destinations. Only
about half the ships calling at Dakar during the 1960s 'were there to
discharge or pick up cargo; much of the port's activity consisted of
replenishing stores or servicing ships traveling between the Mediterranean or the North Atlantic and ports in the South Atlantic or the
Indian Ocean.

Major installations in use in 1973 included berths for forty ships,
quiet-water anchorage spaces for sixty ships, various heavy cranes and

other cargo-handling equipment, petroleum pipeliRes and storage,
refrigerated and unrefrigerated warehouses, and facilities for transshipment of bulk minerals. There were also important facilities for the
service and support of the industrial fishing fleet (see ch. 14).
In 1972 the port of Dakar handled more than 5 million tons of cargo
and was used by 11,344 ships. There had been a decline in passenger
volume and in the provisioning of ships with fuel and water. Earnings
were expected to increase, however, after the completion of ambitious
projects for expansion of the fishing port and construction of the largest dry dock in the South Atlantic 'for repair of supertankers. There
were also plans for establishment of an industrial free trade zone at
the port of Dakar.
There was a secondary port at Saint-Louis and river ports at Kaolack
and Ziguinchor. Historic Saint-Louis had been the principal port for

this area of West Africa for two centuries, from the landing of the
French in 1659 to the de elopment of Dakar in 1854 (see ch. 2). The
entry gradually sanded 4p, however, and in 1973 it was a mainly regional port accommodat g only ships with drafts of less than eleven
feet.

Kaolack's location de p in the Groundnut Basin has enabled it to
compete with Dakar for shipments of considerable tonnages of groundnuts and other crops. t possessed good rail and road connections to

the surrounding farm nds. Sandbars near the entrance of the SineSaloum estuary and tlght bends in the channel limited the port's use to
small ships. As internial transport improved, a larger share of deliveries
from Kaolack's hinterland was expected to be shipped overland to the
more modern port at Dakar.
Similarly, merchants in Casamance Region were tending to get an
increasing portion of their imports via.the paved highway from Dakar,
bypassing the port at Ziguinchor on the Casamance River estuary. In
1973 Ziguinchor was still handling most of the region's imports and its
exports of groundnuts and palm products. Improvements included a
1,100-foot quay and several groundnut warehouses..
The Senegal River in the north was navigable for about six months of
the year. During the late summer high-water season, vessels drawing
less than ten feet could travel from Saint-Louis 600 miles upstream to
Kayes in Mali, and barge traffic from Kayes might conceivably provide
an evacuation route for eventual exploitation of the iron ore deposits
329
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in the southeastern corner of Senegal (see ch. 14).

Several lesser coastal ports or landings handled shipments of salt,

minerals, ,or groundnuts from the farm areas along the Sine and
Saloum riers. There were plans for possible expansion of the port of
Mbour and fo improvement of storage and other facilities at a number
of fish landin

eaches along the coast.

Air Facilities
In 1972 there were seventeen airports or landing fields, of which Yoff
International Airport at Dakar was the only fully equipped modern air
facility. Like Dakar's coastal port, it was a crossroads for air routes
between sub-Saharan Africa, Western Europe, and the Americas. It
served as the link with international air routes for a number of neighboring countries ar was an important stop for long-range flights

between Europe e ,d South America. In 1971 the country's airport
system served 347,000 passengers, of whom 97 percent were traveling
on international flights through Dakar.
Runways and other facilities in use at Dakar in 1973 were adequate
for long-range jet transports such as the Boeing 707, but improvements
were to he effected before the airport could he used on a regular basis
by the largest new transports coming into international service, such
as the DC-10. Proposals to extend the main runway from the existing
7,270 feet to 11,700 feet were being studied in 1973. There were plans
to exploit the anticipated jumbo jet passenger stopovers by developing
the country's tourist facilities.
In 1973 Seventeen international air carriers were using the Yoff fa-

cilities regularly, including Air Afrique, Pan American, and Air
France. Senegal was participating in the operation of Air Afrique
along with other French-speaking African countries' but in mid-1973
had threatened to withdraw because of political disputes regarding the
firm's management.
Domestic air service, operated by the government-owned Air Senegal,

was not fully developed in 1973. Flights by small passenger aircraft
were regularly scheduled to about thirteen of the seventeen airfields,
but they carried fewer than 9,000 passengers in 1971. The most active
internal routes
m Dakar northward to Saint-Louis, eastward
to Tambacounda, am southward to Ziguinchor.
COMMUNICATIONS
In comparison
those in other West African countries, Senegal's
communications network was relatively well developed, although very
costly. Telecommunications facilities were, unevenly distributed, telephones being found mostly in Dakar, with major gaps in service in the

rest of the count*. The long-distance circuits were congested, entailinglong delays,: local exchange lines were often very old and in need
ti
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of replacement. Rates were twice as high as in most develd ing countries outside of West Africa.
.All domestic postal, telephone, and telegraph services wer owned

and operated by a government entity. International service were
provided by TELESENEGAL, a mixed firm in which the Sene lese
government held 40 percent ownership, In mid-1973 the govern ent
had completed the first portion of a nationwide investment program o
expand, modernize, and rehabilitate the telecommunications networ
The first phase had concentrated on facilities in the southern areas;
the second, financed by the World Bank Group, would concentrate on
rehabilitating the Dakar network and on expanding and modernizing
the,system in the northern part of the country. In April 1972 a satellite
communications ground station was inaugurated to improve connections with France and other international areas by way of Intelsat IV.

,
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SECTION IV. NATIONAL SECURITY
CHAPTER 16

NATIONAL SECURITY
In 1973 Senegalese social controls included inherited African family

and religious guidelines within the political framework of a national
constitution and penal code based almost entirely upon French legal
structures. Although most ethnic groups had retained their traditional
social controls during more than two centuries of French colonial influence, they also had become accustomed to a centralized authority
outside the group. When independence was established in 1960, most
of the people accepted the new national government as a proper guardian of peace and order in their communities,

As both ethnic and governmental controls were strict and most
people were accustomed to accepting them, such disorders as occurred
during the late 1960s and early 1970s were confined to and supported

by very small percentages of the total population. The most troublesome disturbances were initiated by gioups of students and teachers,
who staged demonstrations and strikes to dramatize their demands for
curriculum changes and a reduction of French influence in the schools
and throughout the society. They were sometimes supported by unemployed or dissatisfied wageworkers. Although government spokesmen
had referred to communist influence in student and teacher groups
that demonstrated against official policies, such influenceand com-

munist influence in other internal security issuesappeared to be
negligible (see ch. 10).

By the mid-1960s most members of the security forces had been
reasonably well trained, and they were usually effective, containing
sporadic demonstrations or disorders with a minimum of violence.
A Sen egalese penal code adopted in 1966 and amendments passed
during the next several years had provided the executive bran& of
government with increased emergency powers and greater freedom
of action in dealing with riots or acts considered to be threats to the
security of the state.
Under these laws a limited but undetermined number of militant
students wersentenced to prison. Organizations that opposed government policies could be banned, and several student organizations were
officially dissolved. After a number of cases of arson in schools in 1972
and early 1973, the government also dissolved a teachers union that

had been critical of government policies. This apparently marked the
.
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end of the last legally orgarlized group openly opposing government
policy.

The nation's military forces were patterned after those of France
and had been trained and equipped through French aid programs.

By 1973 most of the senior positions in the military and internal security forces, which had been filled by French officers during the early
years of independence, had been taken over by Senegalese. Almost all
of the French officers remaining in senior staff positions were scheduled to be replaced by Senegalese by the end of"1974, but French military personnel continued to have considerable influence as advisers in

all of the military and other security forces. By agreement French

military forces also had the use of facilities for naval, air, and ground
forces in Senegal, including docks and repair facilities for large naval
units at the port of Dakar. This arrangement enabled France to maintain a military presence in the westernmost area of Africa, a site of
considerable strategic importance.
In 1973 Senegal's armed forces consisted of approximately 6,000
men, most of them in the army. Although the strategic offensive or
defensive capability of the military was limited, it was reasonably well
trained and constituted a backup to the 1,600-man National Gendarmerie and the 3,600-man National Police Force (Stirete Nationale-SN) in the preservation of public order and internal security. Military
personnel also were assigned to a number of civil government positions, especially in the top levels of some regional governments.
Concurrently with other precautionary measures, the military staffing of various positions in Casamance Region was increased after
about 1970, as the national government became concerned over incursions upon Senegalese territory by rebels from Portuguese Guinea and
by troops of that nation who purportedly attacked these guerrilla
forces. In 1971 the Senegalese armed forces held maneuvers in southern Casamance Region, thereby creating a show of force in the area.
In 1973 an undetermined number of troopsprobably several mixed
companieswere stationed in the region.
Although President Leopold-Sedar Senghor was philosophically
opposed to the continued control of African territory by Portugal or
any other European nation, his primary goal appeared to he the reduction or prevention of border violations or the use of Senegalese territory by either armed guerrillas or government troops from Portuguese
Guinea. The situation was not being fully reported in 1973, but available information suggested that the primary mission of the Senegalese
troops and other security forces in the border area was to reemphasize
Senegalese hegemony in this remote area and to provide security for
the local population.

THE ARMED FORCES
From the early years of penetration into West Africa, leading even334
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'tually to control of much of this area, the French made a ractice of
using Africans from occupied areas in their colonial forces. Their abilities as fighters had been demonstrated during a long period of resistance to the French forces. Once West Africa had been ,penetrated, the
French turned these qualities to their own advantage. As early as 1765
young men were enlisted in the army in Senegal, and over the years
practice was extended to all of French West Africa. The Africans soon
had reputatiohs as tough and disciplined soldiers of the French colonial
army.
In 1838 a company of,Senegalese was dispatched to Guinea. Senegalese soldiers fought in the Crimea, under Maximilian in Mexico, and

the

in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870. Senegalese units were used extensively by the French in their eastward penetration south of the
Sahara and gained distinction in the Madagascar and Moroccan campaign of 1912.

As part of a plan to raise a large colonial force for service wherever
needed, in 1-916 France formally adopted military conscription for its

West African territories. From that time on, many Africans were
called up and incorporated in the French army. They were organized
into units designated Senegalese Riflemen (Tirailleurs Senegalais),
although the troops were drawn from all parts of West Africa. The

units usually were maintained at a ratio of two-thirds conscripts
to one-third regulars. The great majority of officers and noncommissioned officers were French, but Africans could and did advance
to noncommissioned officer status, and a limited number gained
commissions.
During World War I West 'African troops fought on several battlefronts, and* large percentage of the 181,000 men involved were from

Senegal. Losses were high, and incapacities resulting from unaccustomed climates took a toll that equaled the battle casualties. Khovvn
generically as Senegalese, the West Africhn soldiers earned a considerable reputation as fierce and reliable fighters.
Many Africans joined the French forces during tht early phase of
World War II. After the defeat of metropolitan France's military forces
in 1940, French West Africa gave its allegiahce to the surviving French
government, located in Vichy, until the landings of the Allied armies
in North Africa in 1942. Senegalese units th9 joined the Free French
forces and took part in battles in North Africa, France, and Germany.
After World War II ended, the French continued to maintain their
West African units at considerable strength to help meet worldwide
military commitments. Some 15,000 served in the Indochina conflict;
and 30,000, in North Africa and the Suez area. Meanwhile, only about
4,000 were garrisoned in the whole ofest Africa.
French control of military forces in Senegal and French influence on
organization, training, and tactics continued after World War II ended.
When the country became independent in 1960, its leaders retained the
335

French approach as they developed their national military forces, with
some adaptations to Senegal's special needs.
By the mid-1960s most command positions were held by Senegalese,

although various units still had French advisers. Many of the
Senegalese officers had held commissions in the French overseas forces.
All were products of French schooling or training; some had graduated

from Saint-Cyr military academy, and others had attended schools for
nonregular officers in metropolitan France. Candidates for such
schools had been selected from militairy or civilian volunteers who had
successfully completed a course of re4uired preparatory training given
at local instruction centers for elementary preparation.
Many noncommissioned officers during the first years after independence were career men who had enlisted originally as regulars in the
colonial forces or reenlisted after completion of their required military
service. Selected on the basis of performance and demonstrated leadership, they had been seasoned on the job, and some had attended technical schools.

Other noncommissioned officers who had been transferred to inactive status were recalled for further duty in the national army during
the first few years of independence. They were in fact the primary
source for filling the few vacancies that occurred and beCame a main.
stay of the Senegalese military structure.

\
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Many of 'the enlisted men in the national forces during the 1960s
were also veterans of colonial service. As Senegal moved toward independence, French and Senegalese leaders had arranged for the transfer
of African units from the colonial force's to the control of the new notional government. Most of the troops transferred under this agreement, a part of the 1960 Accord on Cooperation in Matters of Defense,
were men who had had considerable training and experience under
French leadership. They formed a nucleus of small but experienced
its.
Legislation authorizing increased personnel strength was enacted,

hit total active military strengh remained under 2,790 men for

several years. Subsequent increases to about 6,000 men by 1973 consisted almost entirely of volunteers. France continued to provide techn iCal advisers, equipment, assistance with training, and other forms of

military aid.--

Senegalese-French Military Arrangements
The legal basis for France's continuing use of the naval base and
headquarters areas at Dakar is one of several cooperation agreements
included in the original Accord on Cooperation in Matters of Defense
between the Mali Federation and France. In addition to its provisions
for the transfer of African troops frOm the French forces to the forces
of the Senegalese government, the accord and its three detailed annexes

set forth the basic policies for French assistance in military training
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and the conditions for direct aid from France in matters of defense if
requested by the government of the federation.
Published accords with Senegal, after the breakup of the short-lived
Mali Federation, covered details of aid and cooperation. For example,
two agreements formalized in 1966 dealt with French use of SenegaleSe
airfields and French logistic support for Senegalese military and gen-

darmerie forces. Other military accords were worked out, but details
were not made public. Arrangements were probably included whereby
France could assist, upon request of the Senegalese government, in
case of serious civil disorders. As of 1973 the Senghor government had
not had occasion to request active support from French combat units.
French forces did, however, protect major military facilities at Dakar
during a series of riots iii mid-1968.

France continued in 1973 to provide military assistance to Senegal,

but the amount of materiel provided since 1970 was very limited.
During the years since many of the French-speaking African nations
became independent, successive French governments had continued to

Maintain a capability to intervene with French fors in support of
these nations and to show the French flag off West E < ;
and southern Atlantic Ocean. French interests in offs1:-

the central
aters were

monitored from Dakar, where a senior French naval officer commanded the headquarters for France's South Atlantic Naval Zone. This
officer usually had no more than a few medium-sized naval units in the

Senegal area, but these worP adequate to maintain a French naval
presence off West Afrk *. ; .val storehouse and dry dock under his
of support fora larger naval Nee if
command constituted
needed. Nearly 1,000 naval men were usually in the area. About half
of these men were shore based, and half were serving on French naval
vessels that were either based at the Dakar port or r operational

visits. Small French ground and air units also were assigned to the
South Atlantic Naval Zone. In 1973 the ground troops reportedly included at least 1,200 men, most of them trained for airborne operations
or associated combat support activities. An air transport section of
several hundred men operating from facilities at Dakar-Ouakam airfield, three miles from the port, proVided air support for the other
French forces, including the specialized support needs of the airborne
troops.
These French forces in the Dakar area could assist the Senegalese
government at is request or could be sent elsewhere in Africa to pro-

tect French interests or the interests of friendly nations in other
African areas: From this strategically located westernmost point in
Africa, the French commander looked both seaward and landward, and

the relatively limited military forces under his control had considnportanee as-symbols of French influence in both African and
offshore areas. Moreover, these forces could be augmented quickly by
air without o% erflying other nations or by oceangoing vessels traveling
erm
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from staging areas in either western or southern France to the deepwater berths and modern port facilities at Dakar.

Strength and Organization
In 1973 the personnel strength of Senegal's armed forces had been
increased since the early 1960s. but the total was still slightly under
6,000 men, less than 0.15 percent of the population. The army was the
senior* service. About 5,000 of these men w ere in army units, the major-

ity in two infantry battalions and an engineer battalion. There were
also two companies of parachute troops, two companies of men who
had had commando training, and small support units.
The air force had about 200 men. This service had no combat aircraft
but assisted with military and civil transport needs-, parachute troop
training, and reconnaissance, using about eight light transports, two
helicopters, and a few other Aircraft.
The nucleus of a navy, with about 150 men, had alfew patrol craft of
less than 100 tons each and one heavier patrol boat. Its primary mission
was coastal surveillance, and it had the additional assignments of enforcing navigation laws and monitoring territorial waters. The headquarters and primary installations used by both the air force and navy
were at Dakar.
From the senior headquarters at Dakar, military administration was
handled through four military district headquarters: the western dis-

trio. (Dakar). manned by an infantry battalion, the northern district

(Saint-Louis), manned by another battalion.the e-,stern district
(Tambacounda), manned by a composite of mixed group of small units;
and the southern district (Ziguinchor), manned by another composite
group know n as the ('asamance Group, which had taken on added importance since 1970 because of problems along the border with Portuguese Guinea.
The more important military bases were located at Dakar, Rufisque,
Kaolaek. Saint-Louis, Tambacounda, Kedougou. and in three locations
in Casamance Region. Ziguinchor, Kolda, and Bignona. The primary
military supply and ordnance bases for the nat ion were in the DakarCap Vert area and at Thies and Kaolaek. Lesser support facilities were
located in most other areas of t he «Ault ry.

Command Structure
Laws that came into effect as Senegal achip ed independence were
designt-d to ensure suprernite, of the civil components of government
in military matters The constitution named the president commander
'n chief of the armed forces and empowered him to appoint all military
iiersi. tel. Ile presided over the Supreme Defense Council, Which was
the senior policymaking body in military matters and was composed
of the principal cabinet ministers and ranking military chiefs.

Niol;t of the provi- ions relating to the military establishment in
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Senegal's first constitution were retained when the constitution was
revised in 1970. Law No. 70-23 of June 1970 updated the legal basis for

the general organization of the national defense structure. Law No.
72-42 of June 1972 reaffirmed much of the existing structure but added
other provisions. The president of the republic was reaffirmed as supreme commander of the national military and police forces. The Supreme Defense Council was retained by the 1972 law, and the prime
minister was given the responsibility for implementation of military
policy decided upon by the council. The 'minister of state for the armed
forced was given responsibility for maintaining the services in a state

of readiness and for executing decisions on military matters handed
down by the president. He was to be-assisted by a senior military staff
of the army, to which the commander'sa-the engineer battalion, air
force, and navy were subordinated.

Membership of the Supreme Defense Council was to include the
president of the republic as chairman; the secretary general of the
office of the president; an official known as the secretary general of the

government; the prime minister; the minister of state for the armed
forces and his military chief of staff; the ministers Of foreign affairs,
interior, and finance; and the heads of several other cabinet-level agencies. The law pros ided for specialized working groups to support the
needs of the Supreme Defense Council and for a permanent secretary
to assist it (see ch. 9).
The June 1972 decree authorized the minister of state for the armed

forces to maintain a staff of military and civilian technical advisers
and A section to handle organization, budgets, and logistics; a central
administrative agency for the armed forces and another for the national police; and an agency to handle the affairs of veterans and war
victims.

An off ice of planning and operations, authorized by the June 1972
decree,included a document and security section that was directed to
maintain information on the capabilities and deployment of military
forces ,Of neighboring countries that were capable of intervention on
Senegalese Territory. This section was also directed to keep informed
on groups that were hostile to the government or threatened the unity
'of the armed forces.
General Alfred Diallo, a close associate of President Senghor and
longtime commander of all Senegalese military forceS, 7tired from
military service in June 1972. Concurrently, the new law authorizing
a reorganization of the armed forces command structure was pat into
effect. The power that had been centralized in General Diallo was
divided among several senior officers and a civilian minister. A civilian
leader and longtime political associate of the president, Magatte Lo,
was appointed minister of state for the armed forces. Drying the preceding four years the president hpd functioned as his own Tinister of
state for the armed forces, del.,ndinii upon General Diallo As a loyal
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associate and competent leader to keep effective control of the forces.
In 1973 the most powerful military post was that of the inspector
general. The incumbent, Colonel Amadou Belal Ly, foriner governor of
Casamance Region, reported directly to President Senghor. The chief
of staff of the armed forces and the head of President Senghor's personal military staff also had considerable authority.
The 1972 reorganization divided responsibilities formerly residing in
one military commander. Its practical effect was to make the inspector
general the senior officer in the military services. The minister of state

for the armed forces and the military chief of staff handled routine
management problems andeexecuted the decrees of the president, who
received much of his support and advice from the inspector general,
his personal staff, and a senior French officer assigned as adviser.
As president and commander in chief of the military forces, Senghor
retained full authority over military developments, assignments, and

promotions. The armed forces ministry was also the president's
channel for cont..olling the National Gendarmerie. Although it was a
separate structure with its own commandant, its activities were coordinated by the minister of state for the armed forces.

Recruitment and Training
Almost all recruits entering the service in the 1970-73 period were
volunteers. During the early 1970s an estimated 1,000 men per year
were allowed to enlist and were sent to a fort near Saint-Louis for basic
training.
Of about 950,000 males between fifteen and forty-nine years of age,
possibly half could be considered capable of military servicein a major
emergency, but many would fail peacetime physical examinations,
Recruitment officers were able to be highly selective. Most of the men
accepted were between eighteen and twenty-two years of age, and
about 83 percent were able to read and write. More than half of the new
recruits were from the Wolof ethnic group, which had been known for
centuries as a source of good soldiers (see ch. 4).
Usual periods of service were set forth in a law revised in June 1970.
Active service for o!unteers was for five years unless they were shifted
to a ready reserve before the end of the tour. This five-year period was
to be followed by twenty years in reserve status, during which time the

men were subject to recall. The law provided that special regulations
could be applied to noncommissioned officers, reserve officers, and
fathers of large families.
Young men accepted for military service generally benefited both
physically and educationally. These factors contributed to an excess of
volunteers throughout the 1960-73 period, which made extensive use of
the-draft laws unnecessary. Volunteers included many veterans of the
French forces in Africa during the preindependence period, men who
were in most cases well qualified for further service or for cadre duties
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and who accepted the less desirable aspects of military service with
little complaint.
In line with the French policy followed by Senegal's military leaders,
troop training continued to be thorough. Recruits received basic training and comprehensive individual training; units had continuing onthe-job instruction; and selected soldiers received specialist training.
Under guidance from French advisers, they received much the same
instruction given to French troops, and the quality of the training was
generally good.
Noncommissioned officers were trained in a school opened in Kao lack
(Sine-Saloum Region) in 1971. The standard course for most entrants
was eighteen months in length. Gendarmerie personnel and trainees
for certain civil service positions were also sent to this school. Noncommissioned officers received specialized training in France for assignments in the air force or the navy and for support duties in communications, medical, or ordnance units.
The Dakar-Bango Military Preparatory School (Dakar-Bango Ecole

Militaire Preparatoire) at Saint-Louis was a highly rated training
ground for about 550 young students, of whom only a minority entered
military careers. Its curriculum was comparable to .that of a French
/ycee (secondary school); military training and discipline were added as
a major part of the program.

Entrants were carefully selected and were taught by a competent
civilian faculty, mostly Frenchmen and a few Senegalese. In 1973 the
school commandant was a French officer. Although some students
went on to advanced military schools in France and eventually to a
military career, many students including many non-Senegalese students--,were enrolled because the school also provided a good educational background for nonmilitary careers.

In the 1970s many future officers were drawn from the military
preparatory school, but others came from other high schools in Senegal,

from the University of Dakar, or from the ranks of enlisted men and
noncommissioned officers. Officers received much of their advanced
training in France at the academies for French officers, such as SaintCyr and Saumur. Others were sent to schools in Morocco and in the
Malagasy Republic. In some years as many as 100 Senegalese military
men, including noncommissioned officers and technical specialists as
well as officers, were attending various military training courses in
France.
Unit training up to battalion level was enhanced by periodic tactical
field exercises. During the 1960s a few sizable unit training exercises
had been held in Sine-Saloum Region, which offered good terrain for

learning basic tactics and field engineering. A large-scale maneuver
was held in Casamance Region in January 1971 involving members of
all components and services. The activity was concentrated in southern,

and southwestern Casamance, an area of forests, swamps, and
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farmland. It constituted a show of force and a demonstration of Senegal's determination to defend the area against border crossings by the
forces of Portuguese Guinea, it was also a useful large-scale training
exercise and an opportunity to analyze unit performaniT.
Civic Action

Military units, particularly the army's engineer battalion, participated in numerous economic construction projects and in other civic
work. Projects included the building of roads, bridges, and airfields;
the preparation of sites for housing projects; the improvement of ports;
and the development of water supplies.
Oh several occasions government spokesmen had confirmed the importance attached to civic projects carried out by the military forces.
In 1972 the minister of state for the armed forces indicated that many
civil engineering projects being executed by the government would be
turned over to the army, as this approach provided vocational training
to recruits and also produced economic improvements. Government
leaders referred in speeches to the double mission of the military,

giving its civic mission an emphasis rivaling'that accorded to its
defense mission.

Morale and Conditions of Service

Most military units were at bases originally used b French forces
where facilities ranged from fair to very good. Most barracks for unmarried men were adequate, and family housing was available for
career officers and noncommissioned officers. In general, housing
compared favorably with what equivalent income groups would find
in local civilian housing areas. Troops received an adequate diet based
on typical Senegalese staple foods (see ch. 6).
Conditions of service remained similar to patterns established by the
French in the cal tier colonial forces. The daily routine was often ardu-

ous, and discipline was strict. On the other hand, service benefits included medical care, annual leave, and travel allowances; recreation
programs anti facilities were available; and career servicemen could
look forward to retirement income.
Lo, the civilian w ho was appointed minister of slate for the armed

forces in 1972, reportedly had taken an interest in details of routine
military activities and made many of the decisions even on minor matters. Sonic officers reportedly had reservations concerning this intcnsi% e super ision b% a civilian official and questioned the need for the

reorganization ordered by President Senghor, but there was no evidence that these had become important issues.
Reports of slow deli% cries of ammunition and supplies and stories of
problems with used or obsolescent equipment received from France
were circulated in 1972. Whether or not they were well founded, they
reportedly had caused morale problems among officers and noncom mis342
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sioned officers responsible for using and maintaining this equipment.
Meanwhile, however, President Senghor continued his longtime
policy of providing adequate pay, prestige, and rewards for military
men. In the past they had, with few exceptions, been loyal to him and
had contribtfted to the government's stability and its generally effective control of the country. Evidence available in mid-1973 did not
indicate any critical change in this relationship among the great majority of military men.
Military Costs and Sources of Aid
Defense was allotted the equivalent of about US$4.3 million in fiscal
year 1961, or about 3.3 percent of. the total,national budget. This was
increased in succeeding years, exceeding the equivalent of US$13.7
million, or 7.4 percent of the total budget in fiscal year 1964. These
figures represented only part of the total defense costs. Indirect aid
from France covered much of the cost of the military forces, but data
on such aid were not published.
Increases .brought Senegal's military budget up to the equivalent of
about US$18 million for the 1969 and 1970 fiscal years, or more than 10
percent of the national budget. Military costs for fiscal year 1973 were
projected at about US$19 million, less then 9 percent of the government's total budget.
Soon after Senegal gained independence, it was recognized that the
military would eventually have to assume greater responsibility for its
own logistics, and plans had been outlined for a staff organization to

tape over supply administration, procurement, and distribution.
Medical, quartermaster, ordnance, and construction services were included in the general staff organization, but during the first years of
independence their functions c msisted for the miAst part of coordination with counterparts in the French forces still serving in Senegal.
Basic weapons, vehicles, base installations, uniforms, small naval
vessels, aircraft, and other materiel used by Senegalese forces were
provided by France. During the 1962-72 decade the United States provided about US$2.8 million in aid, mostly in the form of equipment for
use in civic construction by the engineer battalion. In 1973 almost all
other equipment continued to be of French origin, obtained by grant or
purchase. Military aid from France between 1954 and 1973 was valued
at the equivalent of nearly US$20 million, but annual aid was reduced
considerably after 1969, amounting to less than US$1.5 million from
1970 through 1972.

Approximately thirty French officers and thirty-five noncommissioned officers were serving in either supervisory or advisory positions
with the Senegalese armed forces in 197:3, about the same number as a
year earlier. Army units. except the engineer battalion, were headed

by Senegalese officers, with French officers as advisers. President
Senghor consulted with a French colonel assigned as his adviser. A
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French officer was assigned as head of the engineer battalion, and
other French officers were in charge of arious support functions, including supply and medical activities.

Plans arranged by mutual consent of the French and Senegalese
governments called for an end to the use of French technical assistants
and advisers by the end of 1974. Information available in 1973 indicated
that some exceptions could be anticipated, such as in the field of military medical care: Senegal had few military or civilian doctors (see
PUBLIC ORDER AND SECURITY
During its first thirteen years as an independent nation, Senegal
had not suffered from a widespread degree of internal violence or insurgency. Inferethnic conflicts. often a problem to other new nations,

had not been a violent issue as of 197:3. A 1962 attempt by Prime Minister Mamadou Dia to force President Senghor to relinquish power was
a failure, in large part because the great majority of the armed forces
remained loyal to the president. Dia was still under detention in mid1973, but his sentence had been reduced. Other government officials
convicted of charges related to the same coup attempt had been released. Since that attempt no other rival political figure has been able
to gather together a large revolutionary following or to mount a full-,
blown coup attempt (see ch. 2: ch. 10).

There had been numerous displays of opposition to government
policies, however, particularly by students at the University of Dakar
and at high schools in several towns. Militant student and teacher
groups were suspected of arson in a number of fires that occurred in
schools during 1972 and 1973. Government leaders and the gendar-

merie had effectively controlled the activists, in some instances

through the use of emergency powers that had been enacted during the
late 1960s, enlarging the authority provided in the Senegalese penal
code.

The only significant postindependence border security problems
were the numerous small-scale incursions across the poorly defined
southern border by both African nationalist guerrillas and troops from
Portuguese Guinea. As these became more frequent and troublesome
during t e late 1960s, the Senegalese increasd the strength of their
military and other security forces in that area. In 1973 Senegalese,
trlops were reportedly reducing the area in which the guerrillas could
operate, apparently with the primary purpose of reaffirming national
sovereignty and demonstrating the government's ability to protect and
control the local population.

Both the internal problem with a critical minority of the academic
community and the issue of incursions along the southern border appeared to be under control in mid-1973. On both matters 'the official
attitude toward any possible danger to state security or sovereignty
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showed restraint along with an increased firmness. Prison sentences
had been handed down to militant students in Dakar and to persons
alleged to have been aiding the government of Portuguese Guinea by
their activities in Casamance Region. The Penal Code and the Code of
Penal Procedures of 1966 and emergency powers in subsequent amend-

ments provided the legal basis for strong security measures, permitting arrests and heavy sentences for activities interpreted as inimical
to the security of the state.

Criminal Law and Prisons

The penal code of metropolitan France was applied during the
colonial period to French citizens in French West Africa and to those
Africans who had become familiar with its provisions and who had
been accepted into the French-oriented colonial elite. Thus a considerable number of the most influential Senegalese were accustomed to the
French code before the nation became independent: The criminal courts
and the police continued to function under the French code until 1966,
when the Penal Code of 1966 and the Code of Penal Procedures of
Senegal were promulgated.
The new code was based almost entirely on the French code and
caused little change in established legal norms, police powers, or court
procedures. Under its provisions suspects or defendants have most of

the same protections that would be available to persons in similar
circumstances under the legal systems of France or those of most
Western European countries. Following the French system, investigations are made by members of the national police or the gendarmerie
who previously have been trained and de.signated as judicial officers.
On the basis of the investigation a magistrate decides whether or not
a trial should be held.
Detention of defendants awaiting trial is provided for by the Penal
Code but is limited in cases concerning lesser offenses. If, for example,
the maximum possible sentence is less than two years' imprisonment,
detention awaiting trial is limited to five days. Persons charged with
major crimes may be held for much longer periods.
Cases involving minor offenses are heard by local justices of the
peace or by courts of first instance. Punishments are fines or shortterm jail sentences, usually served at local prisons.
Special laws and legal procedures are provided or juveniles who are
charged with violations of the law, and the Penal Code prescribes that
there be a children's court at each court of first instance. Nevertheless,

sentences similar to those for adult offenders can be meted out to
minors over thirteen years old if the court decides that the penalties
are justified. On the other hand, minors can simply be released to the
control of an official assigned by the court (see ch. 9).
Defendants charged with serious crimes, such as killing or wounding

another person or major crimes against property, are tried by juries.
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Jurors are required to be able to read and w rite French and are selected
from lists prepared annually for that purpose.
Punishments in such cases mad range from two to twenty years in
prison and in rare cases to forced labor. '1'lle law pro% ides a distinction
between minor offenses for which punishment ranges from two to five
years' detention and more serious crimes. Those who are sentenced for

serious crimes are kept separate from those serving sentences for
minor ones.

Whatever the crime or sentence, the prisoner's civil rights, such as
the right to %WA. or to enter any of several professions after his release,
may be withdraw n for a specified period. Such a ruling usually accompanies sentences for serious crimes.
Various forms of theft were probably the most common crimes
during the early 1970s. Minor thefts often resulted in fines or prison

sentences of one month to two years or a combination of the two
punishments.
More serious forms of embezzlement or direct theft result in sentences of five to ten years. Armed robbery or robbery through violence
or threats can be punished with ten to twenty years of forced labor.
The most severe punishmentsthe death sentence and long sen-

tences invoking forced laborare relatively rare. Sentences of death
by shooting can be handed down by the higher courts for premeditated

murder, for the murder of one's parents or child, or for a killing in
association with another serious crime such as robbery.
Crimes against the security of the state arc also punishable by death

or forced labor. Bearing arms against the government, intelligence
work for a foreign power, and less specific offenses such as corrupting
t Le loyalty of the army make the offender liable to the death penalty.
Conviction of lesser but related crimes may bring long-term prison

sentences. Plotting against the authority of the state is subject to
punishment by a life sentence at hard labor.
In 1967 the courts handed down the first death sentences since independence, one for a politically motivated murder and another fo. an
unsuccessful attempt to kill President Senghor. A review of official

data for the 1967-71 period indicated that a limited 'number of prisoners had been sentenced to forced labor. Only three men and one
woman were given this punishment during 1970 and 1971, in contrast
to the several thousand per year who were given terms of one month or
more in the less onerous correctional sections of the prisons.
The nation had twenty-si penal centers in 1971 with a designed
capacity of 2,750 prisoners. Other prisons were under construction, as
these facilities m ere o% ercrowded, containing at times more than 3,600
prisoners either serving sentences or awaiting trial. For the years 1967
through 1971 government data reflected an increase in the number of

persons entering prisonmostly for short sentencesfrom about
5,260 in 1M7 to a little (,ver 6,000 in each of the four succeeding years.
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Such an increase appeared small in relation to the total population
increase during that five-year period.

Most crimes occur in the urban centers, especially in Dakar and
other towns in Cap Vert,Region, which accounted for more than half of
all prisoners sentenced and jailed in Senegal. Nevertheless, there was a

reduction in the number of persons convicted and sentenced in Cap
Vert Region between 1069 and 1971. Meanwhile, increases occurred in
Fleuve, Sine-Saloum, and This regions for reasons not covered in the
limited data available.

The Police System
The 1,600-member National Gendarmerie, which was controlled by
the president through the minister of state for the armed forces, maintained units known as legions in each of the country's seven adminis-

trative regions. Legions were divided into smaller units called brigadessome consisting of only a few men stationed at key positions
throughout the country. They constituted a rural police fol-ce, but they

also had other duties and capabilities. Three well-trained and wellequipped rapid reaction companies were available, for example, for use
in the control of riots or other forms of violence in urban areas. They
also guarded the presidential palace, other government buildings, airports, harbors, and key border points. Many members were veterans of
preindependence service in the French security forces and had military
as well as _police training and experience. Generally neutral in their
political views, the gendarmes were considered the most dependable

and effective force available for defense of the government against
insurgency. They were skilled in the use of infantry weapons as well as
modern antiriot techniques and were adequately equipped with weapons, vehicles, and communications gear.
The mission of the National Gendarmerie apparently also included
counterintelligence matters. This was an area of overlapping responsibilities, as the civil police also maintained records on security problems.

The National Police Force (Surete NationaleSN) was centrally
directed from Dakar by the minister of interior, who controlled police
activities nationwide through seven regional centers and numerous
smaller stations and guard posts. The force had more than 3,600 members in 1973, up somewhat from an estimate of about 3,300 during the
late 1960s. It was primarily an urban law enforcement agency. Protection of people and property was its function. The SN policed the towns,
directed traffic, enforced crime and vice laws, guarded the railroads,
and provided other. general law enforcement services.

During 1970 the SN had absorbed the former Republican Guard
(Garde Republicalne) which had been primarily a personal protective
force and honor guad for the president. Three mobile companies with
special capabilities for riot control were included in the transfers from
the former guard organization. One of these mobile companies was
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usually on duty in Dakar; and another, in ThiOs. In 1973 the third company *as stationed in Kolda, a town near the most troubled section of
the border with Portuguese Guinea.
Although most police units lacked the firepower or the level of discipline and training shown by most of the National Gendarmerie, police
personnel were reasonably well trained and equipped adequately for
general duties. The SN mobile units and the ordinary police in most
communities would be effective in the control of small-scale violence or
rioting and could offer considerable support to the National Gendarmerie or the military forces in more serious emergencies.

Internal Security Trends'
Dissatisfaction Among Students

Student demonstrations against governmental policies on education
and other matters had occurred a number of times before, but they
became of increased concern to the government in March 1969. During
the next month President Senghor's cabinet authorized several measures, including administrative internment, to strengthen the government's ability-to deal with the dissidents. Nevertheless, overt protests
continued, and disaffected students called for a general strike. Schools
were ordered closed at the end of May, and President Senghor declared

a state of emergthwy after describing the general strike as a failure.
Meanwhile, rural dwellers had staged counterdemonstrations to express support for the Senghor government.
Other demonstrations were mounted in mid-June, and at least one
person was killed as the demonstrators were being dispersed. Thereafter the situation became relatively calm. Certain reforms at the
University of Dakar were announced. On June 2 a total of thirty-six
people were sentenced to prison for periods of eighteen to thirty-six
months for damaging property or injuring other people during the
strikes and demonstrations. The state of emergency was ended on June
23 without any additional serious incidents having been reported.
Schools reopened peacefully on October 28,1969.

Expressions of dissatisfaction continued during the next two or three

years but were limited to small groups and involved little or no vio-

lence. The government improved its ability to control dissident groups,
and the majority of the population continued to accept the authority
and policies of the contra! government. In 1970 a referendum registered
approval for a law authorizing the president to issue orders in defense
matters and in the exercise of emergency powers awarded by previous
legislation without the formal concurrence of cabinet members.
After a year without a major public demonstration, students at the
University of Dakar initiated new protests against government and
school policies in late January 1973. There were fights between strikers
and progovernment students who were members of the Senegalese
Progressive Union (Union Progressiste SenegalaiseUP,S). Two units
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of the National Gendarmerie were dispatched to the campus and remained there for two days. Eleven students were injured during these
disturbances. During the following week nine students were expelled
permanently, and forty-six were suspended for a year. In early February the minister of information warned students that dissidents would
lose their scholarships if they continued to demonstrate. Sporadic
problems continued, and some students demanded the discharge of

certain professors and the reinstatement of expelled students. As
spokesman for the government the minister of national education
expressed a firm official attitude, indicating that students must avoid
violence and attend to their studies or be expelled from the university.
Tensions and minor clashes continued, apparently instigated by
minority groups of students and teachers who continued to oppose
government policies. A strike at the University of Dakar and several
high schools on March 1 led to short prison sentences and fines for a
teacher, a student, and a few other unidentified people. After four
schools in Saint-Louis were set afire on March 16, four teachers and a
headmaster were arrested.
On March 28 the government officially dissolved the Teachers Union

of Senegal (Syndicat des Enseignants du Senegal SES) after arresting three of its top leaders for activities endangering state security.
Government spokesmen cited a 1965 law empowering the government
to act against organizations considered to be seditious. Some observers

-expressed doubt that SES was responsible for the arson at various
schools, but government spokesmen described the organization as a
rallying point for opposition to the government's educational policies.
A number of students staged a strike in early May 1973 to. protest
the detention of ?tudents who had been involved in the previous protests. Larger demonstrations were held in mid-May after government

officials announced that a former student, sentenced in 1971 for endangering state security, had committed suicide in prison by hanging
himself. The student had been in prison for trying to organize the escape of two brothers who had been convicted in January 1971 for attempting to burn the French Cultural Exchange Center in Dakar. The
youth's father charged that his son had died as a result of brutality,
but President Senghor said that the young man had been held in Senegal's least onerous form of detention and defended the official autopsy
findings of suicide. On May 14, 1973, student demonstrators set fire to
cars and buses in central Dakar, and mobile intervention units of the
National Gendarmerie used tear gas to put an end to the rioting.
In the aftermath of these problems President Senghor denied that
military forces and armored vehicles had been used to deal with the
students. At the same time, however, he indicated to his cabinet and to
the national security forces that they were to ensure public order and
protect all citizens. Reports indicated that persons arrested as a result
of the antigovernment actions would be tried by the state.
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Southern Border Problems

Incidents along the border between Senegal and Portuguese Guinea

had flared sporadically during Senegal's first thirteen years of in-,

dependence. The issue was sometimes active on three levels: in efforts
by security forces to monitor or control the activities of guerrillas who
attempted to use areas inside Senegal as havens between clashes with
Portuguese troops and to prevent forays into Senegal by Portuguese
Guinea troops; in direct or indirect diplomatic exchanges between the
governments of Senegal and Portugal; and in the United Nations Security Council (see ch. 111.
The basic problems were those of 'border crossings or use of Senegalese territory by members of the African Party for the Independence of
Guinea.and the Cape Verde Islands (Parti Africain pour l'Independance
de la Gionee et des Iles du Cap- Vert PAIGC) and incursions or light
artillery bombardments by Portuguese troops. Surreptitiou. ..rossings
by small groups were not readily detected-or proved, as most of the

border had never been thoroughly surveyed or posted. It passed
through a complex of swamps, rivers, and forests laced with minor
foot trails. In what was usually the most troubled areawhere central
Casarnance Region adjoins "ortuguese Guineathe border cut th rough

territories used for hunting, fishing, gathering, or farming, traditionally held by various family or ethnic groups. The line sometimes

bisected villages.
People in the area tended to he loyal to their family or group rather

than to theknation in which they happened to live. Except at guard
posts on the few important roads across the border, the local population was barely aware of the location of the border until it became an
issue as the PAIGC began to flee tt,, Senegalese territory when pressed
by the Portuguese forces Local residents, opponents of the government in Portuguese Guineasuch as members of the PAIGCor any-

one else could cross at will in most areas.
By 1970 PAIGC activit in the border area was apparently increasing slowly, More Portuguese incursions into Senegalese territory occurred, and more artillery attacks by Portuguese Guinea forces were
reported during the 1970-72 period. Sporadic reports indicated small

PAIGC encampments within Senegal. where the rebels presumably
Mt safer from Portuguese Guinea counterguerrilla operations than in
the forests south of the border. The various attacks iriitiatedby the,
government of Portuguese Guinea suggested that they hoped to convince Senegalese government leaders that they should renounce aid to,
or contact with, the PAIGC and join in declaring the border a neutral
area.
Review of a few of the more imir,rtant incidents of the 1970s illustrates the problem In 1971, for \ample. a village in Senegal was attacked. and Senegal charged that the
mese armed forces were
responsible The issue ventualIN was discus: .d in the United Nations
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Security Council, which then sent a mission to investigate. In September spokesmen for, the United NatiOns mission reported that the
attack had been very destructive anu that witnesses had identified the
attackers as Portuguese army troops.
There were few significant incidents along thii border during :,ne
early months of 1972, but six Senegalese soldiers were killed in early
Jime, when a force consisting of more than 200 Portuguese soldiers
crossed the border, according to Senegalese reports. In October a Seriegalese,.officer was killed and another wounded. By that time Senegal
was somewhat more openly supporting the PAIGC political struggle

without making concessions to the guerrillas concern:ag the use of
Senegalese territory. The Senegalese government was coordinating a
limited flow of nonmilitary aid to Portup e Guinea refugees in Seneas apparently continuing
gal. At the same time President Sengh
to work for an end to incursions upon Senegales,. s6:1 by either PAIGC

or Portuguese Guinea troops. Incomplete reports suggest th'at, far
from actively supporting the guerrillas at the tactical level, Senegalese
forces in Casamance Region were limiting the freedom of movement of
the PAIGC. even when they were threatened by Portuguese Guinea
forces.

Judicial actions growing out of these incidents included the trials of
fourteen people in late 1972 for activities described in formal charges
as "acts and maneuvers of a nature tio compromise public security ."
Official reports referred to the deaths of six soldiers as a result of such
actions, which were said to have included forbidden contacts with citizens of Portug 'ese Guinea, The court of first instance in Ziguinchor
sentenced one parson to five years in prison and the loss of certain
rights for ten years. Nine other defendants were given sentences ranging from one to five years' imprisonment, and four were released.
The Senegalese go 2rnment 'Apparently wanted the issue kept at a
low key. At the same time it sought to affirm Senegal's ability as a
sovereign nation to maintain security in Casamance Region and to
police and defend one of its most remote and difficult border areas.
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GLOSSARY
AOFAfrique Occidentale Franyaise (French West Africa). Federation Of French West African territories established in 1904; replaced
by membership in French Community (q.v.) beginning in 1958.

assimilationThe French policy aimed at political and cultural integration of colonial peoples into the French nation.
title given to head. of Islamic brotherhoods in Senegal, escaliph
pecially to the head of the Muridiya order.

casteTraditionally, one of several groups each of which is marked by
an inherited occupation. Membership in such a group is fixed by
birth. Its members are ranked above slaves but below nobles and
ordinary freemen.
CFA- franc Currency of the Communaute Financiere Africaine ('African Financial- Community), which is linked to the French franc
(CFAF50 equal 1 French franc). From 1958 through 1968 the rate of
exchange was CFAF246.8 per US$1. From August 10, 1969, through
November 1971 the rate was CFAF277.8 per US$1. From December
1971, when the United States dollar was first devalued, through
January 1973 the rate was CFAF255.79 per US$1. After the second
devaluation in February 1973, the general exchange rate became
CFAF230.2 per US$1.

clanSenegalese term for a group organized around a persen of standing and dependent on him. Such a group competes or coalesces with
others in the quest for social and political status and power.
communeSelf-governing municipality; historically, the four urban
communes of Saint-Louis, Goree, Rufisque, and Dakar.
endogamyMarriage within a group; in Senegal usually the practice
of taking a spouse from the traditional social stratum to which one
belongs, but sometimes the term refers to marriage within an ethnic
grOup.

exogiAmy Marriage outside a group; in Senegal usually the practice
of,taking a spouse from a lineage or clan other than one's own.

extehded familyA group consisting of two or more related nuclear
fqmilies; for example, a man, his wife or wives, his married sons,
their wives and children.

franc areaThe monetary area formed by the states of 'the former
French Community (Tr.) with the exception of French Somaliland
but with the addition of Tunisia, Togo, and Cameroon. The currencies

6f these countries are tied to the French franc and arc freely transferable. Also known as the franc zone.
385

French Cotfimunity A politicoeconomic association of France and its
former overseas possessions. Formed in 1958, it replaced the French
Union, which was the successor of the French colonial empire. Although technically the association continues to exist, all of its institutions have ceased to function.

GDPGross domestic product. The total value of productive activity
occurring within the _national borders. theorezically obtained by
adding up the estimated alue added
each productive sector of the
economy. The value added.by each producer is equivalent to actual or

imputed wages, profits, and other incomes payable for factor services. GDP differs from gross national product (GNP), which excludes
the value net factor payments to nonresidents (interest, profits, andsalary remittances). Monetary GDP excludes the ;mputed value of
subsistence production.
glint A member of a traditional caste (found in most ethnic groups)
of musicians, genealogists, and praise singers; the term may be applied in the modern context to anyone who regularly sings another's
praises.

harmattan Warm, dry northeast wind from the Sahara Desert thatprevails over most of Senegal and other West African -countries
during the dry season.

WANInstitut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire ( Basic Institute of-Black
Africa). Established in 1938 by the French for research in the physical sciences, ethnology, history. and economics of former French

Africa. Originally known as Institut Francais d'Afrique Noire
(French Institute of Black Africa), it was reconstituted and renamed
in 1359. In 1963 it was attached to the University of Dakar.

indigu'uat System of French colonial disciplinary law; abolished in
1945.

lineage ( patrilineage, matrilineage)A group of people who can trace
their descent from a know n common ancestor; a patrilineage if descent is traced through males only, a matrilineage if descent is traced
only through females.
1(u-ea/in.Legislation passed 1):t French Parliament in 1956, setting up
a new structural framework for governing the overseas territories. It
granted universal suffrage and gave broad legislative powers to the
territorial assemblies.
iyct'c Classical French secondar school pros Wing an almost exclu-.
sively academic education.

marabout Term applied in Senegalese Islam to a variety of persons
ranging from those who prepare protective amulets containing a
verse from the Koran to teachers of the Koran and leaders of Islamic
brotherhoods.
tw'fis Descendants of European-African unions, they formed a special group in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Senegalese towns.

Term is sometimes applied to descendants of Portuguese-African
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unions from the Cape Verde Islands who are settled in Senegal.

MurideA member of the Muridiya, an Islamic brotherhood.
nuclear familyA group consisting of a man, his wife, and their unmarried children:
originaires assimilated Africans born in one of the four self-governing
urban communes (q.t..) of Senegal. During the time of federation of
French West Africa, they possessed the legal rights of French citizens
but Were allowed to retain their own_private or customary law in cer-

tain categories such as civil disputes, inheritance, marriage, and
divorce.

petit blanc A European wageworker or small shopkeeper; may be
used in a-derogatory sense.

.

poly4vny Practice of having two or more wives simultaneously; a
man, his wives, and their children constitute a polyanous family.
serigne Title applied to marabouts, particularly of Muridiya brotherhood; sometimes given to any pious, learned Muslim. May be used as
a given name.
UPSUnion Progressiste Senegalaise (Senegalese Progressive Union).
President Sefighor's governing political party.

World Bank GroupConsists of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and its two financial affiliates,
the -International Finance Corporation (IFC), which became opera=
tional in 1956, and the International Development .Association (IDA),

which became operational in 1960. iFe works specifically with the
private sector in developing countries, and IDA operates in the same
sectors and with the same policies as the IBRD but provides credits
only to the poorer developing countries and on easier terms than
conventional IBRD loans.
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INDEX
africanization: 79,191, 209
Accord- on Cooperation in Matters of De- Afrique Medicate: 237, 238
Abidjan conference: 317

Afrique Noire: 236
Afriqueflouvelle: 236
LWriqice Occidentale Franca:se: 236
Afro-Asian Dance Featival: 148
age-groups: 89, 95, 97,102
ing, 221
Agency for International Development: 120
African and Malagasy Associates (Etats agricultural cooperative: 37, 228
Africains et Malgaches Associes- Agricultural Development Agency: 275
EAMA): x
Agricultffral Marketiiii/Board: 274
African Democratic Assembly (Rassenige- Agricultural Program (Programme Agriment Democratique Africain -RDA): 31,
cole-PA): 291

fense: 336
Addis Ababa: 240
Adrar: 68
adult education: 160, 165-166
Africa: 1, 17, 22, 24, 33, 216; and peacekeep-

32, 34

African Filmmakers Association (Federation Panafricaine
FEPACI): 149

agriculture (see also cattle, crops, farms
and farming, food supply, grains, live-

des Cineastes-

stock): 6, 7, 20, 27, 44,56, 57, 62,70, 75,84,
87, 90, 97, 101, 103, 176, 204, 265-294; and

African Financial Community (Communaute Financiere Africaine-CFA): 261,

credit, 263, 264; and economy, 244, 245,

262

247, 255, 304; expenditures, 260; and
labor, 202; planning, 37; and religion, 133,

African. Financial Community franc (Com-

135; and research, 155; settlements, 2,

munaute Financiere Africaine franc -

54-55, 57, 63; training, 160, 164, 165, 167,

CFAF): viii, ix

224; and transportation, 524, 326; and

wildlife, 54
Africanliberation Committee: ix, 222
Afric , Malagasy, and Mauritius Common Aid and Cooperation Fund (Fonds d'Aide et
Cooperation -FAC): 37
Org ization (Organisation Commune
Aft-. ine, Malgache, et Mauricienne- Air Afrique: 330
OC M): ix, 5, 221
air force: x, 334, 338, 339, 341; and France,
National_Radio-Television Union 337
(Union e`riliadio-Television Nationales Air France: 321, 330
Air Senegal: 330
Africaines -URtNA): 231
African Party for the Independence of air transportation: ix, 304, 324, 325, 330
Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands (Parti Albania: 216
Africain pour l'Independance de la Guin- Algiers: 28
ea et des Iles du Cap-Vert -PAIGC): 222, Alliance Fran caise: 149, 156
alotany: 13
223, 350, 351
African Party of Independence (Parti Afri- Almoravids: 12, 69, 75 t
cain d'Independance-PAI): 32, 36, 189, alms: 99, 127
America (see also North America): 16; and
193, 196
African Publishing Company: (Societe Afri- air transportation, 330
caine d'Editions et de Publication): 240
American Cultural Center: 156
African Realignment Party of Senegal Arnim: 240
(Parti du Regroupement Africain -Sene- amulets: 75, 102, 117, 118, 130, 140

Angel Gabriel: 126
animal traction: 289
African Socialist Movement (Mouvement animals, domestic. See cattle, livestock
gal- PRA - Senegal): 36, 190, 193, 195
African School of Medicine: 157

Socialists Africain-MSA): 32

Applied Linguistics Center of Dakar (Cen-
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tre de Linguistiques Appliques de 14akar-i-CLAD): 167
Arabic language: 77, 81, 136, 150. 151, 162,
167, 168; and media, 233
Arabs: 10,11, 75, 80, 126, 136, 224, 225; and

literature, 150; and magic, 140; and
United Arab emirates, 216
architecture: 56
Archives of Senegal: 156
ardo: 70
Argentina: 241
armed forces: x, 27. 3.5, 177, 179, 183. 334344, 349; under French, 74,75
army: 338, 339

arts, 142, 144, 145,146; language, 80
Bambey (town): 247
Bambouk (town): 16
Bank of Senegal: 21

banks and banking: 260-264; and West
Africa, 317
Banyun. See Bainuk people
Baobab: 56
Baol: 14, 134

baraka: 130
Barre, Maurice: 153

Basic Institute of Black Africa (Institute
Fondamental d'Afrique- Noire-IFAN):
155, 156, 240

arrundissiinents: 184, 186, 187, 188; and Bassari people: 65,72, 76, 79,138
drotight, 270; and subprefectures, 188
La Bastille: 236
artifacts: 10
Bayot people: 72
artisans: 83,-84, 88, 89, 90, 93, 94,96, 98, 99, beggars: 102, 135, 206, 322
101, III. 144, 145, 283; training, 157

Bekkaye, Sidi Ahmad al: 131
life, Belgium: 221,294
dance, drama, films, literature, masks, Berbers: 10, 76
music, poetry, potters): 142-152; pre- Berlin Conference: 22
European, 10
Bignona (towfi): 81; and security, 338
Asi416, 216
Bingo: 237,238

arts (see also craftsmen; 'cultural

Askra, Muhammad: 12
AsseMblies of God: 137
assimilation policy: 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 28,
29, 30, -31, 32, 34, 68, 69, 79, 94, 141, 151,
153, 157, 158, 236; in cities, 192
atheiSm: 125

birth rate: 61
Black Africa: 214, 241,29?
Blanchot Advanced Primary School: 158
Bliss-Karone people: 72
Bloc of Senegalese Masses (Bloc des Masses
Senegalaises-BMS): 36, 193, 195-196
Boisson, Pierre: 27, 28

Atlantic Charter: 28
Atlantic Ocean: vii, 1, 39, 41, 46, 50, 73; and books: 240-241
security, 337; and shipping, 329
Bou Kounta: 131
Austria: 216
bonbon: 117
automobiles: 106, 109. 259, 263, 328

Brazil: 146, 216, 221

autonomy (see also independence): 28, 29, Brazzaville Conference: 28, 29
32,33, 66, 74, 98
British. See Great. Britain
A venture Ambigue: 151
Brothers of Ploermel: 18
A wa: 240

aulluBe: 88

baccalaureat: 162, 163
badolo: 85,90, 98
Baling River: 46
Bainuk people: 72, 126
Bakel (town): 18,20, 21, 71.75
Bakoy River: 46
balance of payments: 304-305; deficits, 306
Balante people: 65, 76, 137, 138; language,
81

balkanization: 33, 221
Bamako (city): 25, 326
Bamako Treaty of June 1972: 317
Bamana. See Bambara people
Samba, Amadou. 19, 27, 129, 131, 132, 133,
134,135
Bambara people: 65, 68, 73-74, 75, 229: and

Bruce, Andre: 16
Brussels: 310
budget: 177, 180, 258; education, 160; media,
230; military, 343-344; municipal, 187

Bulletin de l'Institut Fondamental d'Afriquc Noire: 240
buurnaaBe: 85, 87

cabinet: viii, 30, 175, 176, 178, 251; and defense, 348
Cabral, Amilcar: 222
Cacheu River: 41
cadi: 181
Cairo: 136
caliph: 133, 134, 198

Cambodia. See Khmer Republic
Cameroon: 70, 146
Canada: 161,294
Canary Current: 44
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Cangin language: 69
136-138, 140; and music;147
Cap Vert peninsula: 10, 20, 21, 39,40, 42, 44, cities. See towns` and cities
51, 53,-55, 56, 74; and crime, 347
citizenship: 24, 25, 30
Cap ert Re*ion: vii, 1, 15, 40, 42, 50, 59, civil disorder (see also riots): 337

9, 74, 121, 184, 187, 199, 252, 280, 298, civil rights: viii, 18, 173-174, 179, 204; and
3021 and Security,- 338

CaPe Verde Islands: i5, 65, 76-77
capitalism: 203, 284
Caribbean countries: 310
Casa..See Kasa language
Cassarnance Agricultural Development
Project: 289
Casainance Group: 338
Casaniance Region: 21, 41, 45-46, 50, 52, 53,
54/56, 58, 64, 66, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 75,

crime, 346
civil service: 24, 30, 111, 121,d60, 168, 172,
176, 183-184, 185, 186, 188, 210, 218; and
government control, 204-205
Elairafrique: 240
'
clan: 13, 14, 99, 100; and politics, 193, 197198, 201, 205, 210

clerical training: 158
climate: vii, 39, 42, 46, 47-50, 55, 243, 278,

32f

76, 78, 81, 112, 115, 126, 131, 137, 138,184, clothing: 66, 99, 109, 111-118, 135, 144;

208, 296,- 298, 324; and agriculture, 269,

industry, 300

270, 280, 282, 283, 286, 287, 289, 292, 293, Code of Military Justice: 183

307; and foreign relations, 218, 223; and C,olobane: 56
politics,. 193, 195, 198, 199, 201, 202; and colonial rule. See France
security, 334, 338, 341, 345, 350, 351; and commerce: 40, 180, 204; and economy, 255,
transportation, 324, 329
256, 304; and taxes, 258
Common Market. See European Economic
Casamance Rice Projects: 289, 291, 292
CaSamance River: 39, 41, 44, 45, 47, a, 71,
Community
72, 81, 208, 266, 292; and transportation, communal society: 3, 191, 208; rural, 204
328
communal usufructuary systems: 284
caste (see also social stratification): 66, 83- communes (see also compounds, selfgoverning communes, urban communes):
94, 136, 173, 197; and communication, 229
cattle (see also livestock): 88, 95, 96,108
18, 26, 30, 79, 208; and politics, 192, 207
communication (see also books, films,
CaYor: 14, 21, 42, 74, 111, 132, 134, 272
cells, communist: 196
media, newspapers, press, radio, televicensorship: 36
sion): ix, 37, 215, 227-242, 330-331; run-

Center for the Study of Information Sci-

ners, 228; truck drivers, 2291 word-of-

ences and Techniques (Centre d'Etudes
mouth, 227, 229,232
des Sciences et Techniques de !Informa- communism: 28, 31, 189, 190, 196, 203, 224,
tion): 163
333
Central Bank of the West African States Community Development Fund: 320
(Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Afrique compounds (see also communes, housing):
58, 105, Ill, 112, 205
de l'Ouest -BCEA0): 260-261, 262, 263

Central Fund for Economic Cooperation La Condition Humaine: 31
(Caisse Centrale de Cooperation Econom- C,ongl: 235
Congo Brazzaville. See Congo
ique-CCCE): 263
Congo Kinshasa. See Zaire
cereles (see also districts): 41, 185
Cereal Equalizition Fund: 280
Congo River: 22, 214
Congress of Vienna: 16
Cesaire, Aime: 152
Chad: 28; and drought, 270
conscription: 27
chiefs: 23, 26, 27, 70, 89, 90, 93, 94, 102, 157; Conservative Baptist Foreign Mission Society: 137
and land, 283, 284, 285; and taxes, 186
children: 112, 116, 119, 142, 147; death rate, constituent assembly: 28, 213
266; and law, 345; and media, 231; rights Constitution of 1958:33, 34, 35
of, 173; and welfare, 122
Constitution of 1963; viii, 172, 173, 179, 190,
China, People's Republic of (PRC): 216, 224, 206, 2,5; and security, 333, 338
245, 281, 305, 307

China, Republic of (Nationalist China): 223,
224, 305, 307, 308

constitutions: 33, 34, 35, 36, 83, 125, 171173, 174, 209; and amendments, 174;
French, 28, 29

Christianity: vii, 21, 32, 70, 72, 76, 125, 127, construction: 248, 264; industry, 300
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Les Contes d'Amadott Koumbti: 151
cooperatives: 103, 122, 124, 205, 234, 240,
244, 265, 272, 274, 275-277, 291, 322; and
fishing, 296
cotton: 247, 255, 269, 279, 282-283, 2b6, 289,

290, 291, 300, 301, 313, 315, 316; trade,

347, 349; and cultural life,.145, 146, 147,
148, 149, 154, 155, 156; description of, 5556, 109, 113-114; and economy, 243; 250,
251; andeducation, 26, 100, 158, 162, 165,
169; and ethnic groups, 68, 71; 74; 76, 79;
and fishing, 294, 295, 296; and food sup-

309, 311; yarn, 299- 300,322
Cotton Development Project: 289, 290

ply, 280; and foreign. affairs, 216, 219,

Council of ,Government (Conseil de Gou-

62-63; and income, 110; manufacturing
and industry, 297, 298, 302; and _media,

vernement): 23
Council of Ministers (see also Ministries):
172, 176, 180, 184, 215

223, 224; and government, 187; growth of,

233, 234, 235, 236, 240, 242; pqlice,
politics, 189, 192, 193, 194, 195, 199, 202,

council of notables (conseil des notables):

206, 210; port of, 25, 304, 305, 310, 324, 326,

23, 186
councils: 17, 23

328-329, 337; security, 337, 338; and social

Court of Appeal: 182,183
courts. See judicial system
courts of assize: 182
couscous: 116-117
craftsmen: 86, 87, 143, 145
crime: 345-347; and courts, 181,182

change, 83, 86; and tourism, 321; trade,
317, 322; and transportation, 327,_328,
330

Dakar-Bango Military Preparatory School
(Dakar Bango Ecole Militaire Preparatoire): 341
Dakar-Matin: 236, 237

crops (see also cotton, groundnuts, millet, darns: 247, 255, 271, 272, 297, 321
rice, sorghum, sugar, vegetables): 6, 44, dance: 147-148
45, 55, 57, 70, 71, 92, 102, 103, 105, 107, Daniel Sorano Theater: 149
112, 265, 266, 270, 272, 275, 216, 279, 286, Darlan, Admiral Jean: 28
321; diversification of, 247; and
econolny, 245, 311; financing, 264; production, 277-283
cultivators: 84, 85, 86, 87,-88, 90, 93, 96, 106 1(68, 134, 138, 228, 250, 256, 268,70, 272,
283, 293; traditional, 286-287
298,

death rate: 61, 266
death sentence: 346

defense: '33, 174, 176; expenditures, 260

343-344
de Gaulle, Charles: 27,28, 33
delinquency: 38
cultural life (see also arts): 2, 40, 55, 68, 71, Delta Rice Project: 289, 290
77, 75, 141-154; emancipation from democracy: 84, 206
,French, 32; French and African, 31; west- Democratic Union of Senegalese Students
ern, 141
(Union Democratique des Et udiants
currency: viii, ix, 33
Senegalais): 197
curricula: 157, 158, 161, 166, 190, 191
demoowo: 86
customs (see also duties, tariffs): 259, 320; den: 94
union, 303
dendirigal: 78
Customs Union of West Africa (Union Deniau Memorandum: 311-312
Douaniere de l'Afrique Occidentale- dentists: 121
UDAO): 307, 310, 312, 316, 317-321
deriartments: 184, 185, 186, 188
Customs Union of West African States deputies: 177, 179
(Union Douaniere des Etats de l'Afrique Deutsche Presse Agentur: 240
de l'Ouest- UDEAO): 317-321
Dia, Mamadou: 4, 32, 195, 203, 276; attempted coup, 190, 344; and independdaara: 27, 92,134 -135
ence, 35-36
Dadji:Abdoulaye: 151
Diagne, Blaise: 25, 31,172
Dagana: 18, 44, 47, 59, 71
Dahomey: 34, 35, 220, 261, 292; and trade, Diallo, General Alfred: 339
Diamat people: 72
316,318
Diankhanke people: 65, 75, 79, 229
dairy products: 271, 293, 313
Dakar: vii, ix, 1, 2, 4, 14, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, dieri land: 288
35,40, 44, 46, 48, 51, 57, 59, 61, 77, 81,100, diet: 61, 66, 105, 106, 109, 111, 114-117, 118;
and armed forces, 342
101, 106, 107, 116, 120, 213, 265, 296; and
civil servants, 184; and communication, dimboeli: 91
'330-331; and courts, 182, 183; and crime, Diola of Brin-Seleky people: 72
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Diola of Pointe Saint-Georges people: 72
vocational training, universities and colDiola people: 21;65, 66, 71-72, 73, 74, 78, 79;
leges): vii, 2i26, 27,-28;13,-66:80-,13,-91,
$17-831.,t4, 90, 95--.98, 103, 112, 115, 117,
100, 101, 102, 142, 204, 206, 207, 208, 250,
126, 137, 138, i39, 140, 229; and agricul253, 256; abroad, 110, 200; and assimilature, 283, 286, 287, 288; and art 145; lantion, 17-18; and employment, 252; exgtiage, vii, 80, 81; 233
penditures, 260; and France, 217; and
government, 173, 176, 179; and lOor, 202;
DioP, Birago: 151,
and media, 231; and missions, 137
Drop, Cheikh Anta: 155
Diop, David: 151, 152
egalitarian society: 84, 283
DiOuf,-Ahdoti: 191
Egypt: 155, 225, 241
DieUrbel Region: 25, 48, 55, 56, 63, 120, 134, electoral system: 179

302; ,agriculture, 266, 270, 282; fishing, electricity: 113; electric power, 219, 248,
195; pelitics, 193, 199; and transportation,

298,300 -302

328
Electricity of Senegal (Electricite chi Sent,discrimination: 27;252, 326; racial31;322 _gal -EDS): 300
disease: viii; 61, 105, 114, 115, 117, 118-119, elenientary schools: vii, 26, 142, 157, 158,

120; and insects, 54; and tsetse fly, 292

160,161-162, 163, 165, 167, 169

elite (see also chiefs, nobles): 2; 3, 21, 26,
district commandant (commandant du 30, 32, 37, 100 -101, 113, 131, 137, 148,
eercle): 23
168, 208, 209; and agriculture, 276, -277;
districts: 21, 23
ilia-placement of, 18; and "education,
divorce: 24. 88, 92, 93, 95, 97.103
253; and employment, 260;_French, 20,
Djilani, Sidi Muhammad Abd al Kader al:
79; and The Gambia, 218; and high in
dispensaries:- 121

131
Djola: See Diola people
Djolof: 14, 68,34)293
lifct-Ois: 61,- 105,'110, 120, 121, 344; foreign,
250; training, 157, 163
Doll: 293
dom i bur in Sine-Saloum: 85, 90
Dnue Ritter: 44
drainage: 4647, 271, 288, 320, 321
drama: 148-150
dress. See clothing.
drought: 7, 39, 48.62, 106, 107 108, 228, 229,
265,166, 269..272, 273, 277, 286, 289, 291,
292, 293, 298, 299; and economy, 243, 250,

come, 109; and politics, 192, 201,204, 206,
207, 211; and schools, 157, 217
eminent domain: 283, 285
empires: 11

employment: 109, 168, 179, 250, 251, 253,
298, 299; and foreigners, 2,51, 252; and
government, 260
England. See Great Britain
English language: 162; and me ia, 233
Episcopal Conference of Fre ch-Speaking
Africa: 137
ethnic groups: 2, 42, 58, 65- 80.83, 100, 228,
333; and communication,
interethnic
relations, 344; and strife, 65
254, 255, 257; 258; and trade, 306, 310, 317, Europe: 216, 262, 283, 296, 297; and setrity,

334; and tourists, 321; and trade, 303,

321

drumming: 146-147
310; and transportation, 330
Dubois, William: 153
European Development Fund: 161
European Economic Community (EEC):
Dutch. See Netherlands
duties (see also customs, tariffs): 259, 260 x, 161, 223, 247, 259, 297, 303,.308, 310Dyiwat people: 72
312
Europeans; 15-22, 65, 77, 90, 109, 112, 137,
Eboue, Ffts; 28
180, 241; and agriculture, 268, 275, 276;
L'Echo deyhli,tuiqUe: 236
and cultural life, 144, 147, 148, 151, 152,
Economie"ind'Social Council: 180
153, 154; and education, 157; and employEconomic Commission for Africa (ECA): ix
economy: viii, 2, 7, 21, 66, 74, 99, 107, 207, ment, 204, 244, 251; and penal code, 345;
243-264, 301, 302, 303; development under and traditions, 203
French, 25-26, 28, 33; exploitation of, 27, Evangelical Federation: 137
Evangelical Mission of West Africa: 137
80; planning, 37, 42
education (see also adult education, curric--- er9bies: 26,27
ula, elementary.schools, nursery schools, executive (see also president): viii, 3, 171,
173, 179, 1pl; during federation; 34; and
private schools, scholarships, secondary
schools, students, teachers, technical and
security, 33
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ExecutWe Council: 33
Fogny people: 72.1anguage;81
exports viii, 6, 245, 246. 268, 299, 300, 303, food supply. 6, 48(31, 34, 55, 57, 61, 99, 105,
304, 306, 307, :110, 311, 311-315, :116, 320.
106, 107. 108, 109, 114 114. 116, 166, 266,

324. and agriculture. 272, 273. 273, 277.
fish, 296; and France, 254; and peasants,
256:-and taxes, 259

277-iN. 294, 300, 312, 322, and industry,
299

foreign lid: 254-235. 271, 282, 291, 304, 305,

rErpress: 240

:111, 320: and France, 333

extended family. 96, 103..112

foreign itVestment: 250, 2.51. 254 253, 255,

.Fabians: 203
Fadeliya: 131
Faidherbe, General Louis_20L-21; 26;457
Fa lemi. River: 41, 46, 53. 75, 271, 296. 297

Xi. 304k303
oreign policy: 4, 33, 211, 213-225, 303

foreign relations 176, 213-225; and economy, :104-321

Family Allowance and Employment In- Foreign Relations Committee; 215
forests and f(irtry (see also trees): 250,
juries Equalization Fund. 122
family life (Keettho extended family, nu- 265, :104, :121
clear family): 2. 61. 64, 73, 78, 83, 91, 95. Fouladou: :N7
103. 106, 107, 111, 122. 133, 173, 210, and Fourth Four-Year Plan for Economic ,and
Social Development (1973=77): 255, 265,_
communication. 228, 234, and %%ages. 253
295. 297, 324
'family planning. 61

famine: 271, 289
Far East: 216, 224, 280
farms and farming (see HIS(\

Fourth French Republic: 29, 33
Fouta Djallon: 41, 47

agriculturi;

FOuta Toro: 13, 18, 71, 74, 84, 86, 131, 293

crops, truck farming). 27. 40. 50, 54, 55, franc: viii, ix, 6, 260-264, 306, :185
56, 58. 61, 62, 64, 69, 78, 11)5, 106, 107, 109, France Ise( also French West Africa). ix, x,
2, 73. 78, 79. 109. 211, 217-218; and agri,
115,_131, 205, 218, 2 0. 282. :122, and economy, 244, 230, 272, 274, 275, and politics, culture, 265, :. 2, 275, 276, 277, 281, and
colonialism. v, 1, 13, 14, 15, 16-30, 83, 84, ''
193, 198, 204; and supplies, 276, training.
90, 98, 1:10, 13, 133, 152, 158, 181, 200,
157; and transportation. 330
206, 228; and communication, 227, 230,
Fatick: 302
232; and culture, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152,
federal council: 29

federation (ee also French West Africa)

153, 155. 214, 215; and economy, 244,245,

32, :14, 172, 221, 297, 316
Ferlo: 42, 45, 46, 47. 54, 59, 68, 70,'293

249, 250, 253, 25$1.\261:-and education, 210,
141. 146, 157, 158,\ 160, 162, 163, 164, 166,

fertilizers: 247, 268, 273, 274, 288, 291

168; and federation, 34; and 'films, 241;
and foreign relations, 213, 219, 220:221;
and government, 130, 181, 182, 190, 209:
and health, 120, 121; and independence,
vii, 1, 30-33, 35-37; and industry, 299; and

Festival of Negro Art. 154
Fez: 132,136

Fifth French Republic: 33
Le Figaro: 240
films. 149-150, 152, 231), 231, 232, 233, 241242

finance. 176, 254, 255, 257, 263, 264, foreign,
249, 250; public 256-260

First Four-Year Plan for Economic and

influences, 3, 56, 1721, and labor force, 80;
and language, 68, 80, 155, 161), 162, 163,
164, 167. 168, 210, 214,233; and Lebanese,

77; and legalT.stkm, viii; and migration,
62, 75, 108; and mining. 296; and penal

code, 345. and politics, 196, 202; and reliSocial Di:velopment (1961-64). 254, 324
gion, 137; and security, 33.3, 334, 335, 336,
Fiscal Control Office: 177
341), 341, 342, 343, 347, and tourism, 321;
fish and fishing: viii, 6, 7, 54, 69, 74, 85, 86,
and trade and commerce, 6, 14; 16, 20,
87, 105, 115, 116, 117, 129, 138, 265, 272,
303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, :309, 310, 312,
294-296, 298, 330; and drought. 294; and
316, 317,322
economy, 244, 247, 250, 304, 309; \ and
France-Sou: 240
industry, 299, 329

Fleuve Region: 40, 42, 57, 112, 199, 298, franchise (see' also citizenship, suffrage):
192, 202
347; and drought, 270
floods: 42, .14, 45, 46, 47, 48, 54, 55, 57, 58, Franco-Prussian War of 1870: 335
freedom of expression: 29, 173
114, 270
freedom of religion: 2, 125, 173
Floup people: 72
flour-milling: 249
French Black Africa: 28, 30
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Vrendh Cdiminunist Party: 193, 196
French Cobinunity: 33, 34, 35
du, Senegal.
French Compagnie

(Societe Generale de Credit AutomobileSOGECA): 263

.

75 General Council: 21,22, 23, 24, 29

.French Company for the Development of General Union of Senegalese Workers in
France (Union Generale des Triavailleurs
Textile Fibers (Compagnie Francaise
Senegalais en France): 197
pour le Develeppement des Fibres TexGermany: 21;335
tiles-=CEiDT): 282-283
Germany, Federal Republic of (West perFrench Cultilral Exchange Center. 349
many): 161, 297, 305, 306, and press;240;
French Declaration of the Eights of Man of
and tourism, 321
1789:173

,French Institute of Black Africa (Institut Ghana, empire. 12, 69, 71, 75, and trade, 318
Francais d'Afrique Noire): 154, 155
French Ministry of Education: 191,218

Gide, Andre: 153
God: 96, 126, 127, 129, 132, 133, 136, 138

French National Assembly (see also Na- gold:12, 16, 53, 296
Goree: 15, 16, 18, 20, 21,23; and tourism, 321
tional Assembly): 18, 30, 31.171
French = Overseas Radio Broadcasting Com- governor general: 22, 23
pany (Societe de Radiodiffusion de la governors: viii, 22, 30, 177, 184, 185
grains: viii, 105, 109, 115, 291, 304, 313; and
France d'Outre-Mer-SORAFOM): 233
economy, 248, 255; storage 111
French Parliament: 21, 29, 32

French Press Agency ( Agency Fiance The Grand African Printing House (Grande
Presse-AF,P): 240
French Provisional Government: t8

Imprimerie Africaine): 240

Grand Dakar: 56
French Radio-Television Broadcasting Grand Design: 22
Service (Office de Railiodiffusion-Tele- Grand Yoff: 114
vision Francaise -ORTF): 231, 233, 234, Great Britain: 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 216, 221,
235

235; and press, 240

griots: 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 90, 93, 94, -96,
98, 99, 1,13; and communication, 228-229:
French Socialist Party (Section Francaise
and storytelling, 150, 152
de l'Internationale Ouvriere(-ASF10):
gross domestic product (GDP): 243, 244,
31,12, 192
245, 246, 247-249, 256, 257, 265, 281, 282,,
French Sudan (see also Mali): 34, 35,172
299, 304, 305, 324
French Union: 29, 30, 33

French Revolution: 17

French West- Africa (Afrique Occidentale Groundnut Basin: 266, 268, 269, 275, 278,
Francaise-=-A0F) (see also West Africa): 280, 282, 283, 284, 286, 289; and transportation, 329
5, 6, 22-35, 40, 56, 57, 74, 171, 172, 208,
213, 221, 251, 297, 335; and agriculturs. Groundnut-Millet Productivity Project:
289, 290, 291
265: and economy, 253, 260, 261, 303, 304,
316, 317; and media, 233; and schools, 157; Groundnut Stabilization Fund: 247, 256,
272, 273
and security, 335
groundnuts (peanuts): viii, 1, 6, 7, 15, 21,
Freres de Ploermel: 157
25, 37, 45, 50, 51, 55, 56, 58, 68, 69, 71, 74,
Fulani. See Peul people
75, 76, 78, 90, 97, 107, 114, 115, 117, 130,
Ful be. See Peul people
136, 143, 205. 209. 218, 229, 265, 268, 269,
funerals: 89, 95, 97,102, 140
270, 272, 273, 274, 275, 277, 278, 279, 280,
Gabon: 73, 133, 306
281-282, 284, 286, 289, 291, 293, 297, 298,
Mille: 89
299, 301, 304, 324, 326, 329, 330; and econGambia. See The Gambia
omy, 243, 245, 246, 247, 255, 257, 259, 301,
Gambia River (see also Gamble Rhec). 41,
303, 306, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314; and
44, 72, 218
politics, 193, 198, 199, 205
Gam bie River: 14,A5, 16, 22, 42, 46, 47;52

Guarantee and Assistance Fund for Commerce (Societe Nationale de Garantie-et
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
d'Assistance au Commerce -SONAG4):
(GATT): 216, 312
53.54, 72,218

General Banking Company of Senegal

263

(Societe Generale de Banque au Senegal - gue/mcar. 85.90
guerrillas: 344, 350
SGBS): 263
General Company for Automobile Credit Gueye, Samba: 199
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Gueye. Boulwear: 196
277, 280, 306, 312, 313; and taxes, 259
Gueye Lam ine: 28. 30, 31, 32. 192-193. 196 incet: 93
Guinea1, 39, IL 16. 17, 62. 74 72, 73, 76, income: 109-111, 252 -2.53
297; and foreign relations, 213. 219, 220. Indepenilanee Airleaine: 195
222. and tr 4e. "18, 320. 321
independence (see also autonomy): 35-38,
Guinea-Biss,t,
c Portuguese Guinea
141, 172, 181; and economy, 244, 254, 303;
Guinguineo: 302
and security, 333, 343: and trade, 316, 317
guitarists: 87
India: 241, 281
Gulf of Guinea: 16.21. 22
Indian Ocean: :129
gum arabic: 16,51
otqa;nat: 24, 28. 181
Indochina. :135
hedith: 126
Industrial Promotion Fund (Societe Naho/litaRe: 85, SS
tionale d'Etudes et de Promotion IndusI lamailah. Cheri 136

trielle=SONEPI ): 263-

Hann:302
harmattan: 45, 48,51

industry: 4042, 176, 180, 265, 297, 312, 316,

318, 319, 326. and credit, 263, 264; and
I lassania Arabic. 81
economy, 248, 249, 250, 255, 306; foreign
tfausa langt age. 80
owned, 250, 251; and lahor force, 250;
/health. viii,
28, 118-121, 125, 161, 165,
processing, 6, and taxes, 258; and towns,
176, expenditures, 260, Malnutrition, 266;
f)7
and media, 234
info Sem;fia/: 230, 237
legira: 12t1
Inspectorate General: 176
Her people: 72
herdsmen. 54. 58, 59. 64, 108, 228, 229, 250, Institute of Agronomic and Tropical Researglillt-iWfitut de Recherches .Agrc nom265, 270, 274.292, 293
1446S- et Tropicales-I RAT): 155
bet: 92

t
;

hierar.t.ies. 84. 88, 100, 130, 133, 198, 283,
284. religion. 139
High Commission for Plan n
36
High Council for.National Defense: 17b
High Council of the Judiciary. 176. 179. 181
,High Court of Justice. 175, 181, 183

Institute of Higher Education. 152
Intelsat IV. 3:11

Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative
Organization: 216

International Atomic Energy Agency; 216
International Bank for Commerce and InHigher Teacher Training School (Ecole dustry of Senegal (Banque Internationale
pour le Commerce et l'Industrie au Sett&
'Normale Superieur): 165
gal -BICIS). 263
highways. See roads
International Bank for Reconstruction and
llistor. Museum i.Musee Historique). 156
Development-(I8RD): ix, 216, 256, 2911
Holland: Se!! Netherlands
302,-305, 322, 324, 327, 328, 331
hospitals: 120
International Civil Aviation Organization:
hotels:321
216
Houphou'et-Boigny, Felix: 34.221
The House of Books (Maison du Livre). 240 International Developinent Associat ion: 274
housing (see also compounds). 38, 103, 105, International Economic and Technical Cooperation. 215
106, 109, 110, 111-112, 113, 144; and
armed forces, 342; credit, 263, 264: and International Finance Corporation: 281
economy. 254, huts, 110. 111, 112, 113. International Labor Organization: 216
114, 135; in Dakar, 56. in villages, 58. in International Monetary Fund: 216, 246
shantytowns, 116; and squatter settle- International Network (Chaine Inter) 23:3
International Oilseed Crushers Congress:
ments, 57
245
/Ingo. Victor: 152
Internatiooal Telecommunications Union:,
[Julies Lesieur: 299
216
hunting: 108
International West African Bank (Banque
Ile a Morfil: 44
Internationale pour l'Afrique OccidentImaginary In rule!: 149
ale -BIA0): 263
immigration: French. 80
internecine strife: 18. 20
impeachment: 174-175
imports:" viii, 6, 111, :103, 304, 305, 306-307, interpenetration:78
311, 318. 319. 320, 324, 329, food, 266, 271. Int estment Fund for Economic and Social
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Development of the Overseas Territories Ketiougou: 73, 76, 79; and security, 338
(Fonda d'Investissement pour4e Develop= Khmer Republic (Cambodia): 224, 306, 30'7,
pemetit Econuatique et'Soci'al -FIDES): 308
37
Kidira: 75
investments (see also foreign' investments): ): Killarney: 245
249, 2-53, 263, 326; domestic, 254, 255,256,
:95
kins-hift. 384, 89, 91, 94, 96, 98, 99, 100, 101,
.
iron: 296
103, 197, 228
irrigation: 71, 219, 247, 255, 269, 270, 288, Kolda (town): 348; and security, 338
291,321
Kongheul: 269
islam (see also Muslims): 2, 10, '1, 14, 18, Koran: 15, 89, 102, 126, 130, 135, 140; and
19, 37, 66, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75..6, 77, 84,
---,
Kor-nic schoo's, 167-168
88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 125, 126-136, 137, 138, F'ocraCc People's Republic of
168, 169, 207, 211, 283; and arts, 143, 148,
ea): 224
156; and dress, 117; federation of 86; and
., -public of (South Korea): 224
proselytizers 75,76
Koulountou River: 42, 47
Ishunic brotherhoods (see a;,lo Muslim Kuumba, Amadou: 152
brotherhoods): 9, 13, 19, 27, 32, 37,616, 76, Kounghettl: 328
'99, 125, 127, 130-136, 728; and politics, kourdiala: 94
189, 193, 198-201,205, 210
La Fontaine,Jein: 152

'

Islamic roreign Ministers Conference: 225 labor force: 27, 30, 36, 38, 70, 74, 75, 80, 101,
Israel: 1'61; 224
176,.229, 250-253, 297; and courts, 183;
Italy: 274, 306, 326

and economy, 244, 255; and pOlitics, 191;
Ivory Coast: 34, 72, 297; and banking, 261;
itncl training, 162
and foreign relations, 220, 221; and tariff, labor unions: 4, 28, 179, 180, 190, 197, 252;
-259; and trade, 310, 316, 318, 319, 320 ,
and politics, 201, 207; and teachers, 333
jam bui.: 90
Lac de Guiers: 47; Reservoir, 272
Japan: 262, 296, 30'7, 309
Lac Tamma: 69
JaWara, Sir Kairaba Dawda: 213
Lake Chad: 22
Jeune Afrique: 240
Lake Takhmat: 281
jewelry: 144
land tenure: 86, 206, 283-286
Jews: 127
languages: vii,20, 68, 69, 70, 71,75, 77,80-81
Joal (town): 137, 268
Langue de Barbarie: 47
"joking" relate .1hip: 71, 78
laobe (see also woodworkers): 90, 144, 145,
Jola. See Djoh.
,ple
Journal Officiej: 177, 179
Lat-Dior: 21
judicial system: viii, 33, 171, 172, 179, 180- Law Lamine Gueye: 29
-

183

July Monarchy: 17
justice of the peace: 181
jyaaBe: 84
Kaffrine: 269
kalolak:96
Kane, Cheikh Amidou: 151
Kaolack (town): 45, 53, 55, 56, 63, 113, 120,

136, 240, 302; and agriculture, 266, 270;

lawBe: V, 5, 87

lawyers: 182
Laye, Liinah9u: 135
leather: 249
leatherworkers: 85, 87, 90, 94, 98, 144
Lebanese: 2, 65. 77, 80, 137, 276; and economy, 304; and shops, 250; and trade, 3221

Lebou people: 65, 66, 73, 74, 79; 129, 135,
140, 20?

and courts, 182; and fishing, 295; and Lebu. See Lebou people
media, 234; and politics, 193; port, 329; legislative (see also National Assembly): 28,
and security, 338, 341; and transportation, 328
karamokho: 129
Karim: 151
Kasa language: 81
Kayar (town): 74

181

ten lot: 89

Liberation Front for the National Independence of Guinea (Front-de Liberation

pour l'Independance Nationale de la

Guinee- FLING): 222
Kayes (town): 21, 25, 297; and transporta- Liberte: 56
tion, 329
libraries: 137, 155-156, 231, 240; training
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for, 163
Mantling people. 12.,1,4. 65, 66.72 -73. 75, 76,
life expectancy: 61
78. V. 81. 84, 93, 94, 112, 126, 131; and
lingua franca; 68
agrictilture. 287: and art, 145: and crafts,
Linguere: 270
144; kingdom of, 13. 18; language. vii. 80,
literacy: viii, 81, 103. 1.13,207: and coopera23:3
tives, 277; and juries, 346: and recruits, Mandingo. See Mantling people
340
Mandinka. See Manding people
literature i11, 130-152, and media. 234. Mandjaque people. 65. 76, 81, 137. 138, lanoral. 142, 150 ,
guage. 81
livestock (see also ('attle, herdsmen). 48. 51, Mandy* See Mandjaque people
69.70. 75, 96. 108. 112. 115. 265. 286..287, mangrove:*45, 46.52
288, 292-294, 298, 321. and drought, 270: Man inka. See Manding people
and economy, 244. 250. 255, 2.58
manufacturing: viii,
244. 248. 249, 297living standards: 105-123
300, 304, 306, 316
Lo. Magatte: 339.342
marabouts: 18-19. 27, 75.78, 88, 90, 99, 100,
loi-cadre: 30, 3:3, 34
London: 27

102, 126, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134. 136, 140:
in politics. 198-201, 209, 211
markets: 187, 291, 297, 322: and crops, 274-

lotteries: 128
Louga-Kebemer Agricultural De% elopment 275. and federation, 265; in villages. 323:
Project: 289. 290
world. 245, 268, 307-310, 312
Louga (town): 55, 57, 63, 266; and drought. Markovitz, Irving: 153
279.292; and fishing. 295
Maronite Christians: 77
J.ouis Napoleon: 18
marriage: 24, 59, 61, 71, 74, 79, 87, 88, 89.92.'
Ly, Abdoulaye: 155
95, 97, 102 103. 107. 112, 132, 134, 143,

LyArnadou Mal: 340
lye6,: 341 ,

173; intermrriage, 16. 78. 87, 88, 90,-93,

Lycee Faidherbe: 158
Lycee Van Vollenhoven: 158

96, 207; and witchcraft, 139
Marxists: 196-197, 203-204, 222
nawir: 78

timbale. 85, 87

masks: 142, 145

Matam: 75
Madagascar (see also Malagasy Republic): matrilineal relationships: 92. 93, 94, 95. 96
Macbeth: 149

Maures: 13. 14, 18. 19, 76, 86. 131

29, 335

Mauritania: ix, 1, 18. 22, 39. 41, 44, 50, 68,
71. 75. 76. 108, 131, 133, 261, 326: and
drought. 270. 271; and foreign relationi,
306, 307, 308
213, 214, 219. 220; and monetary policy,,_
Ma int oaa na: 151
262; and tariff, 2,59; and trade, 310;316,
Malagasy Republic (sic alsO Madagascar).

Maghreb countries (sec also North Africa).

262, 341

Mali (see also French Sudan) ix. 1.5, 14, 16,
20. 22.35, 39. 40.41, 44. 46, 62, 71. 73. 75.
108, 172, 297; and arts. 146; and drought.
270, 271; Empire. 12. 13. 14. 72, 73, 79;
foreign relations. 213. 214. 220; trade. 310,

317, 318.319, -320
nut wilt): 89

Maximilian of Mexico: 3.35
mayors: 186, 187-188'
M'Backe: 133
Mbour (town): 57, 63. 74,268, 297, 302.330
317, 318. 320, transportation, 324. meat* 115,117; imports. 271. 293. 313
Mecca: 12, 126, 127, 128, 135.225
326, 327.329
Mali Federation. vii, 9-10. 34, 33-37, 196. Mildecitre d'Afrique Noire: 237, 239
336, 337

Mali Railways: 327
Malikiya: 132
Malinke. See Mantling people
malnutrition: 115, 116
Manantali: 271, 297
Mancagne people: 63, 72, 76. 138

Le Mandat: 150
Mande area: 72; language, 80Mandin area: 72
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media (see also books, communication,
films, newspapers, periodicals, press,
radio, television): ix, 22'l, 229 -242: and,
education, 160. 165: modern, 229 -242: and
politics, 227
medical care: viii, 38. 61, 105, 114, 119. 120;
and armed forces, :342; of children. 161
Medina: 20. 56. 113, 126, 240
men: 27. 61, 75, 87, 91, 96. 97;101. 103, 112:
and arts, 143. 148: and clothing, 117-118;

single. lit
men: 92
metal work rs: 85, 87, 98
metis: 15,16, 20, 21, 26, 76, 157, 236
Mexico: 335

Museum of the Sea (Musk de la Mer): 156
music: 141, 142, 143, 144, 146-147; jazz, 147;
and media, 232; songs, 228

Muslim brotherhoods (see also Islamic
brotherhoods): 196, 197, 202, 206

middle class: 36, 77, 80, 106, 109, 111, 113; Muslims (see also kgam): vii, 2, 21, 32, 34,
63, 70, 71, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 125, 126and politics, 196
136, 137, 140, 168; laws of, 24, 181; and
Middle East: 224.225: Near East, 216
Morocco, 225; and The Gambia, 218
migration: 55, 56, 61-62, 63-64, 70, 75, 78,
89, 98, 101, 102, 103, 105, 106, 107, 109, myths: 142
113, 116, 122, 135, 140, 199, 229, 268, 269, nadante: 91
283,284
Napoleonic Wars: 16

military.'See armed forces
National Assembly (see also French Namilk (see also dairy products): 115
tional Assembly): viii, 4, 171, 172, 173,
millet: 69, 75, 90. 92, 97, 103, 111. 112, 114.
174, 175. 177-180, 182, 183, 185, 188, 193,
116, 205, 245, 255, 265, 268, 272, 275, 277,
278, 279, 280, 284, 286, 287, 289, 290, 293,
313

minerals: 52-53, 243, 304; iron, 329
mining: 248, 96-297, 300

194, 196, 200; and economy, 255; and
elections, 19): and foreign affairs, 215;
and media, 230,235

National Center of Agronomic Research of
Bambary (Centre National de Recherches

minister of justice: 182
Agronomiqu es de Bambary): 155
Ministries: 174, 177, 178, 339; Agriculture, National Center of Professional Courses
160, 164; Commerce, 322; Culture, 230;
(Centre National des Cours ProfessionInformation, 160, 230, 349; Interior, 185, . ncis): 164
.
187; National Education, 149, 160, 161, National Confederation of Labor: 251
166, 234, 349; Popular Education, 160, National Confederation of Senegalese
Technical Education and Vocational Workers (Confederation Nationale des
Training;-160, 164; Youth and Sports, 160
Travailleurs Senegalais -CNTS): 201,
-Ministry for the Colonies: 23
202,252
Mirages de Paris: 151
National Cooperation Development AssistMissionaries: 20, 21, 136-138, 147, 148, 150
ance Office (Office Nationale de CooperaMoliere, Jean Baptiste Poquelin: 149, 152
tion et d'Assistance pour le DeveloppeLe Monde: 240
nient -ONCAD): 274-275, 277,289
monetary system (see also franc): 260-264 national council: 194
Le Moniteur Africain du Commerce et de National Credit Council: 263
!Industrie: 237, 238
National Development Bank (Banque NaMoniteur du Senegal: 21
tionale de Developpement du Senegal Monnet Plan: 29
BNDS): 185, 260, 263. 264, 275
monogamy: 93
National Gendarmerie: x, 334, 340, 341,
Montessori Method: 160
347 - 348,349
Moors. See Maures
National Network (Chaine Nationale): 233
Morocco: 12, 132, 146, 225, 271, 335

mortality rate. See death rate
mosques:99, Ill, 127, 129, 167
Muhammad: 126, 127, 129, 132

municipal councils: 23

National Office of Veterans: 178

National Police Force (Stirete NationaleSN): 334, 347.348

National Savings Bank (Caisse Nationale
d'Epargnedu Senegal): 260

municipalities (see also towns and cities): National School of Administration: 184,
184,185 -188

185, 216

Muridiya brotherhood: 9, 27, 76, 91, 128, National School of the Arts: 146, 149
130, 131, 132-135, 198-199; and agricul- National Union of Young People of Senegal
ture, 269, 278; in politics, 193; Muridism,
(Union Nationale de la Jeunesse du Sent.92
gal-UNJS): 194
Musa, Kankin: 12
nationalism: 208, 209-210
Museum of African Art of Dakar (Musee navy: x, 334, 338, 339, 341; and French, 337
d'Art Africain de Dakar): 156
Ndiambour (town): 27t
Museum of Modern Art: 146

Ndout (see also Serer people): 69
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Neckerman: 321.322
GrandesBndemies-OCCGE): 120
negritude. 32, 141, 150. 152 154. 203, 205, Organization for Development of the Sene206,214
gal River (Organisation pour la Mise en
neocolonialism: 251, 312
Valeur du Fleuve Senegal -0MVS): 5,
nepotism: 200,210
220, 271, :321
Netherlands 15, 306, 309. 310. and farming, Organization of African Unity (0AU).. ix, 5,
'281

221, 222, 224

New China News Agency: 224

Organization of Senegal River States (OrNew Supply and Distribution Compan of
ganisation des Etats Riverains du SeneSenegal (Societe Nouvelle pour l'Approvi-

gal -0ERS): 220, 271, :320

sionnement et la Distrihution au Sae- originaires: 24, 25, 31gal-SONADIS): 322-323
Oualo: 14
newspapers: 21, 227.232
onalo land: 288
Nianing: 296
Ouolof. See Wolof people
Niger 220, 261, 262, and drought, 270. and Overseas Bureau of Scientific and Technical
trade. 318, 320
Reseal-at (Office de la Recherche Men=
Niger-Congo language: 80
tifique et Technique d'Outre-Mer Niger River: 12,22. 73
"DRSTOND: 155
.
Nigeria: 136..146, 281. and trade. 311, 312, Overseas Independents ( I ndependants
318

d'Outre-Mer-10M). :31

Nile River: 22
NW: 151
Niokolo Koba National Park: 53, 321-322
Niominka people (see also Serer people): 69
Nixon. Richard Milhaus: 312

patine: 117

Pan-Africanism: 1:36, 211,132
parasitism: 101

Paris: 31, 62. 108, 224, 263: and culture,

146, 154; and media. 234. 240; and politics.
nobles: 85, 90. 93. 94, 283,284
194
Nocturnes: 152
Paris-Dakar: 236
nomads: 41, 45, 58, 59, 64. 70, 86, 105. 108, Paris Match: 240
119, 126, 274, 292, 293

parliament (see also National_Assembly):

Non (language) 69
:36, 172
nonalignment policy: 213
Pasteur Institute (Institut Pasteur): 155
North Africa (see also Maghreb countries): patriarch: 96
10, 22, 28; 29, 216, 215, 335
patrilineal Jelationships: 89, 92, 93, 96, 103
North America: 262, 321
patron: 99
Norway: 309
Peace Corps: 223, 305

Nourou Tall. Al flaj Saidou: ' , 199
peasants: 31, 32, 93, 103, 201, 205; and agriLes Nourmux Conies dA militia Koamba:
culture. 265, 268, 278, 283, 285, 322; and
151
economy, 243, 244, 247, 256, 260; and
Novosti: 240
income, 253; malaise, 272-273, 274, 275,

---,nuclear family: 89.93, 96, 103
nursery schools: 158-160
nurses and nursing. 121
Nyasse, Al Hadj Ihrahima. 135-136
nycenyBe: 84, 86

276, 277; and trade, 310
Peking: 224
pelle: 89
penal code: 29, 333, 345

Penal Code and the Code of Penal ProceOffice of-Administrative Affairs: 215
dures of 1966: 333, 345
Office of Political, Cultural, and Social Af- performing arts: 143, 144
fairs: 216
Le Periscope Africain: 236
oils, edihle: 265, 266, 274, 281, 298, 299, 304. Petain, Marshal Philippe: 27
309, 311. 323: oil-pressing industry, 249; Le
Se'nflgalais: 235
and taxes,, -260

Petite Cote: 1:37

Omar, Al Haj: 13-14, 20, 78, 131
Omariya:.132

Organization and Cooperation for the
Struggle Against Major Endemic Diseases (Organisation de Coordination et de

Cooperation pour la Lutte contre les

petits b/ancs: 80
petroleum: 255, 296, 297, 302. 306, :313, 314,
315, 329: oil, 225; and taxes, 225
Peul people (see also Pulaar language): vii,
1:3, I I, 65, 66, 68, 69. 70.71, 72, 73. 78. 80,
81, 86. 87. 94, 108, 115, 126, 129, 131; and
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agriculture, 287, 288, 293, and leatherork, 144
Philippines: 225
Pikine: 56

agriculture, 265, 266, 270, 293; density, 40,
55, 57, 62-63, 69, 287, 324; mobility, 3,56,
90; and politics, 66; settlements, 266, 267,

268, 269, 304
,1): 127, 128, 1:31, Port Gentil: 306
ports (see also Dakar). ix, 55, 57, 77
207, 225
Pinet-Laprade Professional School: 158
Portugal: 9, 15, 22, 72, 350; and foreign

pilgrimage (se

Pioneers of Senegal (Pionniers du Senegal):
194

plantations; 24, 285
Pleven, Rene: 28
POdor: 15,18, 53
poetry: 142
Pointe des Alm adies: 56
Pointe E: 56
police, civil; x, 114, 179, 185: and expenditures, 260
police, national: 36, 179, 347
Political parties: 3, 30-33, 34, 36, 192-193,

227, 230, 244; African Oemocratic Assembly (Rassemblement Democratique

AfricainRDA), 31,

32, 34;

African

Party of 1ndepe Bence (Parti Africain
d'Independance- . I), 32, 36, 189, 193,
196; African Realign ent Party of Sene-

gal (Parti du Regroupement AfricainSenegal -PRA-Senegal ), 36, 190, 193,
195; African Socialist Movement (Mouvement Socialiste Africain-MSA), 32; Bloc
of Senegalese Masses (Bloc des Mass
Senegalaises=BMS)
, 193, 195 - 1136;

relations, 213, 222, 223; language, 233:
missionaries, 20; and traders, 10
Portuguese Africa: 6, 222
Portuguese Guinea: 1, 6, 22, 39, 40, 41, 52,
62, 72, 73, 76, 138, 185; and foreign relations, 213, 214, 222, 223: And security, 334,
338, 342, :344, 345, 348, 230, 351; and transportation, 328
post office: 114
potters: 87, 144
Pout: 296
poverty: 71, 291; and Islam, 127, 129, 130
prefects: 185,,186
president (fee also executive, Senghor,
Leopold;Sedar): 33, 36, 172, 173, 174-177,
179, 180, 181-,:and censure, 172; as com-

mander in chief, 338, 339; and foreign
affairs, 214; and legislature, 178, 179;
and police, 347, 348
press: 178, 227, 232, 233, 235-240, 322

piestation system: 24, 26, 28, 29
'price support: 272. 273, 303, 310, 311
priest-king: 138

prime minister: viii, 33, 35, 171, 172, 175,

French Socialist Party (Section Fran- 176, 177, 191, 195, 214; and security, 339
caise de !Internationale , Ouvriere- Prince Henry the Navigator: 15
SF10), 31, 32, 192; OverseasIndeptndents prisons: 346-347, 348, 351; and students,
(Independants d'Outre-Mer-IOM), 31; 349
Senegalese Democratic Bloc (ploc Demo- private schools: vii, 160, 173
cratiqUe Senegal ais -Bps), 31, 32; Protestants: 137
Senegalese Communist :Party (Parti Provisional Revolutionary Government of

Senegalait -PCS), 196; South Vietnam (Viet Cong): 224
Senegaleit Dgmocrage Union (Union Public Railroad Corporation (Regie des
Democratique Senegalaise-UDS), 32; Chemins de Fer du Senegal): 327
Senegalese Popular ?Bloc (Bloc Populaire Publishing and African Press Company
Com muniste

Senegalaise-BPSX 32: Senegalese Popu-

(Societe d'Edition et de Press Africaine):

lar Movement pMouvement Polmlaire 240
Senegalaise-MPS), 32; Senegalese Pro- Pulaar language (see also Peul people):

gressive Uniop(Un ion Progress:ste &Ilevii, 80, 81, 150, 233
galaise-UFS), 4, 5, 32, 35, 36, 154, 171,
Pullo. See Peul people
189, 190, y1, 192, 193, 194, 195. 196, 197,
200, 201,,202. 208, 227, 237, 2.52, 348; Sene- Qadiriya brotherhood: 19, 76, 170, 131, 132,
198
galese /Socialist Party (Parti Socialiste
Qatar: 216
Sinegalaise-PPS), 30-31

poly*My: 92, 93, 112
"Pontius Pilate-ism": 188
poubc: 89

radio: 109, 165, 202, 208;,209, 227, 231, 232,
233-235

Radio Broadcasting Cooperation Service
(Office de la Cooperation Radiophontion): vii, 2, 53. 58-60, 67, 71, 76, 243; and
ique-7000RA): 233

flmulation (see also ethnic groups, migra-
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Radio Broltdcasting Service of Senegal rituals: 125, 127, 143.145. 148
rivers: 324, 325

(Radiodiffusion du Senegal): 233

roads: ix. 1, 37, 40, 55, 102, 114. 208. 211.

Radio Dakar; 81

322, 324, :125, :126, 327-328, 329; and agri-

Radio French West Africa. 233
Radio Guinea:235

culture, 269, 271. 291: and armed forces.
342, and highway studies, 328
Radio Senegal ( Radiodiffusion Senegal).
Roman Catholic Church: 2.20, 32,70, 76.77.
230.32, 234. 235
121, 137, 138. 145. 202; and education.
railroads. ix. 1, 40, 55. 56. 57. 61. 63. 74. 99.
18, 20. 26. 77.156; and press. 236, 237

294;. 321. :325. 326- 327.:329. and'agricul-

turet 268. 269, and economy. 301; and Roman Catholic White Fathers: 236
Ittluen: 15

f is h ig.,295

rainfall vii. 39. 44, 45 46 IS, 50. 51, 59, Rilfisque. 21. A 25. 53. 56, 57. 63: and
security. 838
57. 105 106, 107, 108. 114. 129: and agriculture. 26.), 266, 267. 268, 269. 270. 271. rural society: viii, 2, 7, 31, 56. 57. 63. 91i 98,
102-103. 105. 108, 109. 111-112; and agri277; amkeconotoy. 245, 247.3(x;
culture. 37. 265, 270: and communes. 188:
Rairiadon: 427

and communication. 227. 234. 240: development. 208-209; and economy. 180,
254, 255, 258, and education, 100, 157.
161, 168. government of. 185. 186; and
migration, 40: and politics, 192. 201. 207:

Rao: 10

recruitment:1310-342
Regional Co:) peration Tax (Taxe de Co.;1
operation lalgionale TCR ). 319.320
Regional [ley\ lopment Center (Centre'
Regional d'As istance pour le Developpe-

and trade..313, 323

mentCRAD .185

Sadji. Abdoulaye; 152
Regional Information Center (Centre Re-' Sahara Desert. 10. 21. 39. 45. 46, 48, 62, 71.

gional dInform:Ition CR1: 231

126, 321, 335

regions. 184, 185. Iii6; and assemblies. 185; Sahel (area). 7. 51. '&9, and drought, 270,
and councils. 188;,in politics, 194
271, 293.321
religion (sce also \Christianity. Islam, Saint-Cyr: 336. 341
Raman Catholic ('hurch): vii.'2, 19. 32, 37, Saint-Louis: 10. 16, 18, 20, 21. 22, 23. 25.41,
70. 71..71. 74. 75, 84, 88. 91, 94. 95, 96.97,
46. 47. 55, 63. 64. 76, 113. 119. 120. 137.
100, 125-140; and education. 27, 157; and
302. and agriculture, 266. 268, 270, 292:
foreign affairs. 225: leaders. 110: and war.
and courts. 182; description, 57: and fish73

ing; 295: and media, 234: and politics,

',

Republican Guard (Gaide Republicainel
186.317

Research and Production Center for the
Information and Education of the Masses

(Centre de Recherche et de Production
pour 'Information et ('Education des
Masses CIE \1): 230-231,234
resettlement (see also population), 267. 269.,'
285. 289. 324

i

resources. See fish, gold. groundnuts.
millet, minerals. sorghum
retailing: 322.321
Reuters: 240

192 195. 196.206: port, 329; and security,
338. 340. 341. 349: and tourism, 321: and
transportation, 327,328
sakkeslle: 87
Saloum: 11. 21.134. 293
Saloum River, 39, 40, 41.47, 5:3, 68.286, 330
Saltigi dynasty:13
Sandougou Riser : 63
sanitation, 105, 114. 121. 161
santaane: 91, 92
Sarakole people: 13: 68. 74-75: 78. 86, 107.

131: language. vii, 80, 233
Sartre. Jean-Paul: 15:3
Lp It t;reil du StIntlgalais: 235
Saudi Arabia: 225, 305
Rharh River Plain, 271
Saumur academy: 341
Rhodesia: 6, 222
savannas: 45, 46. 50. 51
rice; 51. 52. 69. 71, 72, 97, 109, 114, 116, 247, scholarships: 158
255, 269, 270. 277, 279, 280, 287, 288, 290, School for Librarians. Archivists, and
291, 292, 306. 307, 312, 3t5. 322

Richard-Toll estates' 281.282

Documentationists (Ecole de Bibliothecaires. Archivistes, et Documentalistes):

rim Re: 84. 85

163

riots: 4. 36, 190, 191, 196, 197, 224, 333. 337, School for the Sons of Chiefs and nterpreters: 26, 157, 158
and police, 347
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Senegalese National Front: 196
schools (see also education): 21, 101, 102, Senegalese Popular Bloc (Bloc Populaire.
School Radio (Radio Scolaire): 234

103, -121, 156-169, 217; French, 9, 27; and

Senegalaise BPS): 32

media, 234; and nationalism, 208, 211; Senegalese Popular Movement (Mouvement
Populaire Senegalaise -MPS): 32
private, vii, 160, 173; and Roman Catholic
Senegalese Press Agency (Agence de Presse
Church, 20, 137
Senegalaise -A PS): 230, 237, 240
sciences and teehnoloa: 154, 155; and educa-

tion:253
seBBe: 85, 86
Seek, Aisane: 32, 155
Second Empire: 18, 20

Second Fotir-Year Plan for Economic and
Social Development (1965/66-1968/69):
254, 324

Senegalese Progressive Union (Union Progressiste Senegalaise-UPS): 4, 5, 32, 3536, 154, 171, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194,
195, 196, 197, 200, 201, 202; and communication, 227; and disorders, 348; and labor,
252; and nationalism, 208; and press, 237

Senegalese Riflemen (Tirailleur. Senegal-

ais): 20,335
Second French Republic: 18
Senegalese Socialist Party (Parti Socialiste
Second Law Amine Gueye: 30
secondary schools: vii, 26, 142, 157, 158, 160, Senegalaise-PPS): 30-31
162;163, 165, 167, 169, 217, 341; and dis- senegalisation: 251, 252
Senghor, Leopold-Sedar: viii, 3, 4, 5, 9, 28,
orders, 344,349
29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 70, 139, 141, 171, 188;
Secretariat General: 176, 177
and economy, 262, 316; and European
security: 176, 183, 313-3.51
Economic Community, 310, 312; and
Security Court: 183
foreign affairs, 213, 218, 220, 224; and
Sedhiou:'18, 59,76, 137
France, 217, 219; and humanism, 204-205;
Segou (town): 73

self-governing communes (communs de

and independence, 35-36; and national-

plein exercice): 23
Sembene, Ousmane: 150
Senate: 33
Senegal Oriental Region: 40, 42, 50, 52, 53,
56, 59, 63, 64, 71, 73, 75, 79, 90, 91, 131,

ism, 208, 210, 211; and political dynamics,
190, 191, 192, 194, 195, 197, 198, 199, 200,

199, 201, 298, 324; and agriculture, 266,
269, 282, 283, 289, 291, 293; and tourism,

201, 202, 203, 205, 206, 211; and press,

237; and public expenditure, 260; and
security, 334, 342, 343, 344, 346, 348, 349,

351; and ,socialism, 202-204, 208; and

writings, 151, 152,153 .
seremBe: 86
Senegal River: ix, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, Serer people: 10, 14, 58, 65, 66, 68-70, 71,
72, 73, 74, 78, 79, 84, 90, 93- 95,.98,,193,
21,22, 39,,41, 44,-46, 50, 51, 54, 55, 64, 69,
112, 126, 129,137, 138, 140, 207; agricul70,71, 75,78,81,84, 103, 107, 112, 119, 129,
ture, 283, 286, 287, 293; jewelry, 144;
131, 202, 266, 297, 320, 321; and agricullanguage, vii, 80,81, 233
ture, 271, 272, 282, 286, 238; and foreign
affairs, 219; and transportation, 328, 329 Serere. See Serer people
Senegal River Basin Development Com- Serer-Non people: 69
Serer-Sine people: 69
mission: 220.
serigne: 90, 91,129, 133, 134, 135
Senegal River Polders Project: 291
Senegalese Bank Union for Commerce and service occupations: 250, 255
Industry (Union Senegalaise de Banque settlement patterns. See population
pour le Commerce et 1'Industrie-US13);. Seven Years War: 16
sewerage: 113, 114
263
Senegalese Communist Party (Parti Com- shahiula: 127
Shakespeare, William: 149
m un iste Sett egalaise -PCS): 196
Senegalese Company for the Distribution shipping: 329
322

of Electric Energy (Societe Senegalaise shops. 111, 113; bookstores, 240-241; for-

de Distribution d'Energie ElectriqueSENELEC): 300

eign owned, 250, 322

Sihanouk, Prince Norodom: 224 \

Senegalese Derilocratic Bloc (Bloc Demo- Sine: 14, 21
Sine River: 39, 40, 47, 330
critique Senegalais-BDS): 31, 32
Senegalese Dentratic Union (Union Dem- Sine-Saloum Project: 289, 290, 347
Sine-Saloum Region: 10, 21, 25, 55, 57, 58,
oeratique Son alaise-UDS): 32
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69.70, 71. 74; 75, 81, 90, 91, 94, 199, 298;
and agriculture. 266, 269, 270, 278, 282,
283,'286, and security. :141. and transportation. 329
Sisters of Saint-Joseph of Clunk. 18
slash-and-burn technique: 286, 287.288
slaves: 12, 14, 15. 16. 18. 79, 8:1, 84, 85. 87.

322
Su nna: 126

SoCe, Ousmane: 151; 152
Soce people: 72

Sy, Al ilaj Malik: 129, 132

Supreme Council of-the Public Service. 183

Supreme Court: viii, 179, 180, 181, 182
Supreme Defense Council: 174, 138, :339
sandu: 101-102
Swahili language: 80
238, 89. 90 . 93, 94. 96, 98, 99. 126. 131. 132. Sweden: 309, and socialism, 203
136. 140,28:3,'284: and
liberties, 173, Switzerland: 161, 216
and employment. 251
Syrians: 77

taboos: 61, 116
Taiba: 5:3, 327
social classes ism also caste, chiefs, elite,
ta/ila;: 91. 133, 134

social change: 2,3, 98-103

middle class, nobles. slaves, social stratification, warriors): 77, 83-10:3; and
'Marxism. 203-204
social reform: 28, 98-103
social security: 121. 179: rural. 122
social stratification (see also social classes):
. 86,7L 74. 75.83-103

tumid: 147
Tambacounda: 56, 63, 75, 137, 296, 302: and

airways. 330; and media, 234: and security, 338

.

Taota'!: 47

tariffs Isee also customs, duties): 247. 259,
297, 312.317.318.319

socialists and socialism: 28, 32, 36, 192, TA SS: 240
193, 196, 202: African socialism, 203-204,

208

soil: 44, 45, 6, 50,51. 55, 58. 106, 115, 118.
243,265. 266. 269, 278. 286,287

Le Soleil-du Seneatu: 195,237, 238

taxes: 24. 255, 256, 257, 260: exp-ort. 273:
local, 186, 187; structure of, 259; and
trade. 318

teachers: vii, 156. 160. 161, 162, 184, 210;
and disorders. 333; and France, 217, 218;

Songhai empire: 12
and media. 234; training, 157. 165
Songrougrou River: 47.52
Teachers Union of Senegal (Syndicat des
Son inke. Sec Sarakole people
Enseignants du Senegal -SES): 197, 349
so. lliRe: 85, 88
technical education and vocational training:
sorghum: 115. 116. 265, 268, 272. 275. 277.
vii, 158, 159, 160, 162. 163, 164-165, 253:
278, 279,280. 284. 286, 289.313
and armed forces, 342; and France. 217
Sosse. See Bove people
Teilhard de Chardin, Pierre: 153.203
sandure:5107. 115
Tekrur: 13; 18.71. 126
South Africa: 11
telecommunications satellite: ix, 173. 330,
Soviet Union: 31, 53, 196, 211;, 2 :35.241, 305:
331
and fishing. 295: and press. 240
telephones: 113, 114, 331)
Spain: 241,294
television: 165, 166, 227.231, 235
spirit worship; 102. 125, 138-140, 115
tenants: 92

stabil personnel. 24. 29

,stockraising. See livestock

Terres Neuves (New Lands): 27, 63, 78, 91,

92, 94. 102: agriculture, 269. 282, 284
strikes: 4. 183. 190, 333, 348
Terres Neuves Resettlement Pilot Project:
students: 2, 3, 36, 38. 86. 88, 100. 142, 162,
289, 290, 291
163. 184, 168. 169: and disorders. 333. 344, 'textbooks: 160, 161, 167
I. -4
345, 348-349; and films, 150; and media. textiles- 249, 282.299 -31x). 314, 315, 316. 322T
232-233. in politics, 194. 202, 211; and pro- Thailand: 306, 307
_
tests. 166, 169,190,191. 224

r

suballfe: 85, 86

The Gambia: 1. 5. 22. 39. 40: 41, 46, 47,50,
51, 62, 116, 72, 114; and agriculture. 273,
274. 282. 283; and foreign relations, 213.

sub-Saharan area: 21
Sudan: 7
214. 216, 218-219, and trade, 316, 317; and
Suez Canal: 304; area, 335
transportation. 328
suffrage (see also franchise) viii, 23, 26, :30, Thies Region. 40.42, 53.55. 59, 69, 74, 81.99,
33,172. 171. 177. 185.186
120, 298: and agriculture, 266, 270, 272,
Sufism: 130
280. 282, 286; and economy, 2.56; and elec-

sugar 114, 277. 281. 301. 311. :312.31:3, 315,

04

tric ismer, 302, and fishing. 295; and poli-

tics, 202: and security. 338. 347. 348; and underemployment; 7. 110, 111, 2i1
unemployment: 7, 38, 101, 106, 108. 109,
transportation, 327, 328
110, 111, 121, 243; and taxes, 257; urban,
Thies (town): 45, 56, 57, 63, 69, 240. and poli244.250
ties. 193. 199
Third Four-Year Plan for Economic and L'Union Africaine: 235.238
Union of Dakar Students (Union des EtudiSocial Development: 160, 254. 295, 324

'Tidjani, Si Ahniad ben Muhammad al: 131
Tidjanlya_ brotherhood: 1:3, 19. 27. 76, 129.
130. 131-132, 134, 135,136,198,225
tied(); 19

ants de Dakar) : 197

Ltlititt; Africaine: 195. 237, 238
United Kingdom: 307;312
United Nations (UN) (see also World Food
Program): ix, 5.58, 213. 216, 222.223, 224.

tierno: 129

:351

Timbuktu: 12

United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF):

Tivao: 132
Tivaouanei-129, 131, 132
Togo: 5, 220.261; and trade. 317, 318
Tokolor, See Toucouleur people
tokor: 94, 95

118. 120

United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD): 247, 303

United Nations Economic Commission for
Africa: 216
United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO): 154,

Tokyo:312
loot=oBSe: 85, 86.102
toorodo: 88, 89, 102

161, 165, 167, 216, 231, 234.235

topography: vii
lornades: 50
Touba: 12$: 133
Toucouleur people: 10, 13, 14. 19, 65, 66, 68,
69, 70, 71, 73, 75, 78. 79. 80. 84-90. 91. 98,
99, 101, 102, 103, 107. 108, 112. 117, 126,
129, 131. 132,_199, 202, 208, 229; empire,
20: farming, 284, 286. 288. 293; language.
150

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO): 48, 216, 245, 271

United Nations Security Council: 350, 351
United Nations Special Fund: 161
United States: 50, 161, 216, 223. 240; and
agriculture, 272, 281: and arts, 148; dollar. 261: and edible oils, 245; and fish, 296;
military aid, 343; and trade, 305, 307, 308,

312, 316
tourism: 244, 256, 304, 305. 321-322. 330:
United States Department of Agriculture:
and art. 145
245
towns and cities (see also communes, municipalities, urban society). 55-57. 63, 68, United States Department of State: 321
70.72, 76. 81, 89, 91, 106, 107, 109: ethnic United States Food for Peace: 278.305
United States Information Service (USIS):
groups, 79
232. 234, 242
trade, domestic: 70, 78, 322 -323: itenerant
Universal Declaration of Human Rights of
traders. 75; routes, 73,75

trade, foreign: 303, 304-321, 322: deficit,

1948: 173

Universal Postal Union: 216

304- 305.306

traditional society: 18.23, 26.31, 59, 61.66, universities and colleges: viii, 26, 56, 169:
special schools. 158
agriculture. 284, 285; and communication, University Institute of Technology (Institut
Universitaire de Technologic): 163
228-229: culture, 141. 142. 143, 146. 148.
151; and economy. 250; education. 167- University of Dakar: viii, 3, 56, 110. 117,
121, 155, 158, 163. 165.166; and courts,
168. 169; politics, 189. 204, 205, 207, 208:
182; disorders, 344, 348. 349; library, 156;
religion, 125, 138-140. 199; and security,
and politics. 189, 191, 196, 197, 202: and
:333.,
security, 341
transportation (see also air transportation.
70, 72, 73. 76. 78. 79, 83-103, 111. 122: and

railroads, roads, trucking): 37. 61. 199, University Polytechnic Institute (Institut
Universitaire de Technologic): 164
114, 184. 323-330; expenditures, 260:
urban. 114
trees: 51-52, 56
truck farming: 277.280, 281
trucking: 229. 324:326. 327, 328
.Tukolor. See Toucouleur people

Upper Casamance: 21
Upper Gambia: 131

Turkey: 294

urban communes: 186, 188

Upper Niger River: 72

Upper Volta: 34, 35, 62, 220, 261: and
drought, 270: and trade, 318, 320
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urban society (see also towns and cities): 2, West Africa (see also French West Africa):
3, 38, 42, 56, 57, 62, 81, 83, 101-102, 105, 6, 12, 22, 70, 71, 72, 75, 118, 147, 150, 154,
113-114; and communes, 186; communi173, 297, 335; agriculture, 265, 268, 271,
cation, 227, 229; culture, 141, 147; educa- 289; communication, 331; economy, 243,
tion, 157, 164, 168, 169; employment, 253;
244, 253, 262, 303, 304, 307; fishing, 296;
food supply, 6, 55; growth of, 7, 58, 62-63; foreign relations, 213; 214, 219; security,
intellectuals, 9, 66; patterns of, 109; po- 335; transportation, 329; trade, 313,_316,
lice, 347; politics, 20, 27, 30, 37, 192, 207,
317
208; religion, 131; shops, 322; welfare, West African customs. See Customs Union
122-123; working conditions, 191, 206
of West Africa
urbanization: 1, 24, 66, 79, 84, 94, 207, 208 West African Economic Community (Comusury: 275
munaute Economique de l'Afrique de
l'Ouest -CEAO):. 5, 220; 221, 303, 309,
Vatican: 216
317-321
vegetibles: 115, 269, 277, 279, 280, 281, 287,
West African Monetary Union (Union Mon291:313,314
etaire Ouest-Africaine-UMOA): ix,- 5,
vegetation: 39, 42, 45, 46, 48, 50, 51-52, 269,
260, 261, 262, 3!V
272,286,294,321
West African Welfare and Retirement InVenice Film Festival: 150
stitute: 121
veterinarians: 292, 293
West Indies: 16
Vichy: 27, 31, 335
Viet Cong. See Provisional Revolutionary wheat: 115
wholesalers: 323
Government of South Vietnam
Vietnam, Democratic Republic of (North wildlife: 53-54
William Ponty Normal School: 148, 157
Vietnam): 224
Vietnam, Republic of (South Vietnam): 224 witchcraft: 139
villages (see also rural society, towns and Wolof people: vii, 2, 9, 10, 58, 65, 66, 69, 70,
71, 72, 73, 74, 77, 78, 79, 84, 86, 90-93, 94,
cities): 3, 55, 57-58, 78, 89, 92, 93, 95, 97,
98, 101, 102, 105, 107, 108, 111-112, 137; 99, 111, 112, 117, 126, 129, 131, 132, -136,
administration of, 184, 186, 188; commu- 139, 140, 143, 144, 202, 218, 229; agriculture, 268, 269, 280, 283, 284, 286, 287, 293;
nication, 229; cooperativei, 276; economy,
crafts, 144; Empire; 13, 14, 19, 42, -98;_
260; education, 157, 165; land tenure, 283,
language, vii, 68, 80, 81, 150,207, 233, 235;
284, 286, 288; politics, 192, 193, 205, 208;
and refugees, 223; security, 350; social and security, 340
women: 16, 59, 61, 74, 75, 87, 88, 91,93, 97, .
change, 269
102, 103, 112; and arts, 143, 144, 148;
visual arts: 142, 143, 145-146
vocational training. See technical education clothing, 117-118; education, 164, 165,

166, 169; employment, 250; French, 80;
and motherhood, 106, 122, 127; and politics, 195; and religion, 129, 131, 135, 136,
wages and salaries: 106, 110, 122, 244, 250,
139,140; as wives, 103, 134
251, 252, 260, 299, 316; and foreigners,
woodworkers (see also laobe): 85, 87,90, 94,
244, 251, 252; municipal, 187, 191; and
144, 229; industry, 300
taxes, 258
and vocational training

Voice of America (VOA): 232, 234, 235

World Bank. See International Bank for
warn baaBe: 85,87
Reconstruction and Development
war, declaration of: 179
World Food Program (WFP): 293
warriors: &5,86, 90, 94
water supply: viii, 7,38, 42, 44, 45, 47,48,52, World Health Organization (WHO): 117,
118,216
54, 105, 106, 109, 113, 114, 118, 119, 219,
World
Meteorological Organization: 216
269-272, 300, 320; and agriculture, 269;
World War I: 335
and armed forces, 342; and communicaWorld War II: 27-30, 335
tion, 228, 229; and economy, 254; in
Yaounde Convention: 310, 311, 312
villages, 58, 255
waterways: ix
Yoff International Airport: ix, 1, 56, 330
wayilBe: 8.5, 87
youth: 191, 194 206
weavers: 85, 86, 87,88, 90, 94, 98,144
Youth Movemen,t of the Senegalese Pro.
welfare: 121-123
gressive Uhion (Mouvement de la Jeu;
wells: 270, 271, 272, 292
nesse de l'Uhion Progressiste Senegalaise
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--MJUPS): 33, 194, 195
Yugoslavia: 216
Zaire: 316
zatiuia: 128, 129, 130

Ziguinchor: 46, 56, 57, 63, 81, 120, 137, 302;

courts, 182, 351; media,
security, 338; transportation,

329;
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Afghanistan
Albania
Algeria

550=59

Angola

550-73

Argentina

550-66
550-20
550-168
550-61
550-83

Bolivia
Brazil

550-65
550-98

550=166,
550=96

Bulgaria
Burma
Burundi
Cameroon
Ceylon

550-159
550-77
550-60

Chad

550-63
550-26
550-67

China,-Rep.of
Colombia
Congo, Democratic Rep. of
(Zaire)
Congo,People's Rep, of
Costa Rica
Cuba
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Dominican Republic
East Germany

550-91

550-90
550-152
550=22

550-158
550=54

550-155
550-52
550-150
550-28
550-167
550-29
550-153
550-87
550-78
550-82
). 550-164

China, People's Rep. of

Ecuador
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
*Guyana
Haiti

550-151
550-165

Honduras
Hungary

550=21

India --

550-154
550-39

Indian Ocean Territories
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Ivory Coast

550-68

55°AI
550-25
550-69

550-30
550-34
550-56
550-50
550-81
550-41.

Japan
Jordan
'Kenya
Khmer Republic (Cambodia)
Korea, North
Korea, Republic of

550-58
550-24
550-38
550-85
550-163

Laos
Lebanon

550-45
550-161
550-79
550-76
550-49

Malaysia
Mauritania

550-64
550-35
550-88
550-157
550-94

Mozambique
Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim

550-48
550-46
550-156
550-92

Pakistan
Panama

550-42

550-72
550-162
550-160
550-84

55040
550-86
550-93
550-95
550,27,,

Liberia
Libya
Malagasy Republic

Mexico
Mongolia
Morocco

Nicaragua
Nigeria
Oceania

ParAguay
Peripheral State'; of

the Arabian Peninsula
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Romania
Rwanda
Saudi Arabia

=

Senegal Somalia
South Africa, Republic of
Soviet Union
Sudan, Democratk Republic of

550-47
550-62
550-53
550-89
550-80

Syria

550-74
550-43

Uganda
United Arab Republic (Egypt)

Tanzania
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey
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550-97
550-71
550-57

Uruguay
Venezuela
Vietnam, North

W

550-55
550-99
550-75

Vietnam, South
Yugoslavia
Zambia
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